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PREFACE

THE first ei Outiints of Economic!, written i.y

Professor Ely, was published in 1893. Four persons cooperated

in the preparation of a revised and enlarged edition, which

appeared in 1908. This was in many respects a new book,

mu h matter from the earlier edition was incorpo-

rated in it, and although pains were taken to retain the general

organization and especially the general point of view of the

ic present edition does not differ so much

redecessor as that differed from the first editior

less, the result of a more thoroughgoing revision

is usually given to books of thi< kind

Some minor changes have been made in the order in ->

apters appear; two chapters have been omitted; and

a chapter on labor legislation has been added. No chapter

in the book remains unaltered, and the larger pan of Books II

HI has been virtually rev. he numr>

ent subjects treated has been educed, the treat-

ment of the more fundamental subjects has been considerably

expanded. Each of us has undertaken the revision of a definite

book and, to secure unity. Professor Young has

had general editorial supervision of the revision as a whole.

Some of the changes are such as are necessary by reason of

eight years of progress in industrial life, in legislation, a:

econo changes are the outgrowth of the

gained in eight years' use of the book in uni\

and rollrge courst \ -rig the many persons to whom we

uggestions are Dr. John

dimming*. Professor H. J. Davenport, Dr. ( ncan.

Professor L. C. Gray, Professor J. E. Le Rossignol, Professor
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ri hell. Professor T \\ r.i^e, Professor F. M. Taylor,

S I rent, and Professor N. A. Weston.

The instructors in charge of the course in elementary eco-

nomics at thcl'niv. n-in ha ve generously cooperated

Imiitting can-fully prepared lists of definite, wi-11-con-

sidered, and pointed suggestions for the betterment of Un-

hook. We make grateful acknoulcd^nu-nt to Pmfi-ssor^ T. K.

Urdahl. \V I King, and H. D. Simpson, and to Messrs. Harry

Jerome, A. H. Hansen, J. G. Mi- Kay, and F. L. Vaughan

THE AUTHORS.
SEPTEMBER, 1916.
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OUTLINES OF ECONOMICS

CHAPTI.K I

THE NATURE AND SCOPE OP ECONOMICS

THE roost -striking t haracteristics of the great field of knowl-

edge
'

ni h we .? nipt to sketch in the present

nd sfxacious amplitude. Start -

:om psychology in its analysis of the human needs which

D \\ealth, it tra \rrses the entire field of social

m-ing from man's efforts to supply
itcrial needs. It tmu in---.:. <>nc side the physical sciences,

t borrows some of its most fundamental prin-

ciples; occupies joint territory at places with |x>litics, ethics,

and ! -ns arc in the main
- at once the most fertile and most thoroughly

oped province of the broad science of human s<>

Within it- Urder-. if we may continue to compare the scientific

possibilities of economics with the natural resources of an opu-
lent opportunity is offered for the exercise of

-.1 aptitude a scientific method. The historian's

eded to unravel the past and trace the development
Mini::--:. whoM- present-day problems, in

turn, offer indefinite scope for the studies of the more practical

a taste for adm n or business manage-
hc legal mind there arc the subtle problems of

property, inhi and corporation coo-

the mathematically inclined, insurance and modem
H with practical political interests, the

. currency reform, and a score of important problems in

i economics and politics are inextricably interwoven; for
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the philanthropic, unemployment, accident insurance, and i

number of social problems growing out of the maladju

modern industry. Animating the entire subject, blended with

the love of truth for truth's sake common to all ft ifl the

persistent hope that by systematic >tudy we may eventually

abolish the material poverty which deaden- and d \\arf~ tin-

lives of millions of our fellows. Economies is a scienee. but

something more than a science
;
a science shot through with tin

infinite variety of human life, calling not only for systematic.

ordered thinking, but for human sympathy, imagination, and

in an unusual degree for the saving grace of common sen

To define such a subject adequately in a few sen tern

manifestly imjx)ssible. It is frequently said that economic-

treats of man's efforts to earn a living, and this definition i>

not inaccurate if by
" man " we understand

"
mankind," and

fully appreciate that the individual's efforts to turn an

honest penny's profit receive but little attention in comparison
with the community's efforts to feed, clothe, and shelter it self .

Satisfaction of social need, and not individual profit, is tin

objective point of the science. So, similarly, economic^ ha>

been characterized as the philosophy of human indu

this description is illuminating provided we interpret
"
indus-

try
"
broadly enough. Even the old traditional definition, that

economics is the science of wealth, is true enough if we clearly

understand that there can be no wealth without man, and that

the science which deals with wealth, so far from being a "
gospel

of mammon," necessarily begins and ends in the study of man.

As we prefer to define it, however, economics is the science which

treats of those social phenomena that are due to the wealth-getting

and wealth-using activities of man.

Economics treats of Man. The supreme importance of

man in the study of wealth has not always been appn

by those who have expounded the science. Too often they

have considered man simply as a producer of wealth, the one
"
by whom "

the necessaries, conveniences, and luxuries of

life are created, whereas the infinitely greater truth i- that man

is the one "
for whom "

they are all produced. Of course no
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- this truth, I. ut one might almost as wdl deny it as

to Ira The result of such neglect is that

t h great skill rulo by which man may be made the

best possible manufa It y^H^mtf quitr

escapes the notice of these persons that in making man the best

possible manufacturing ma icy may make him a very

poor sort of a man ; that in teaching him to supply his want*

..iy they may prevent his developing and correct -

hose same wants. They forget that there are two kinds

one a lack of goods for the higher wants, the other

a lack of wants for the higher goods. To become rich in goods

losing at the same time the power to profit by them is

one of the commonest retrogressions in human

experience. We do not mean that the whole problem of human
If the subject of economics, but simply that man-

hood, rounded human development . and the equitable organiza-
tion of human relationships are the objects of all social sciences.

an<I none must consider its subject so narrowly as to exclude

these objects.

ther common mistake has been to regard as of chief

c the economic activities of one particular dan,

especially the employer. Other men were treated simply as

"a factor in production." An English writer speaks of dear

labor as one of the chief obstacles to England's economic pros-

iH-rity. Could anything be more utterly an oversight of general

human well-being? Dear labor should be the very god of

England's eo that means abundant supply
' wants of the great mass of her people ; and the fact that

labor is dear, so far from being an obstacle to prosper!

proof and substance of that prosperity A glance at

dicates that men have made these *jylrf not only
in theory but in ; Industries have been developed to

majestic proportions while man was sinking into deeper deg-
radation

; wealth has at times grown at the expense of that

human weal in whose service it won its name.

Economics treats of Man in Society. This is one of those

:rui-ms which onl> car. make real to us. As we past
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from the savage and cannibal, up through all the stages of

>pment, we find an e\ '< pendent e

among men. Man is least dependent when In w

cares least, has least, knows least, and U least. With every

betterment of condition and character In- is more dependent

than before, more dependent and yet more free. Tin l>c^innin<^

of barter are a confession of mutual need ; the coining <>i" n

is a declaration of dependence to all men. We look with pride

upon a century of progress, but that progress has counted in

little else than a growth of dependence, an ever-increasing de-

parture from that rude kind of literal self-help in which

one does everything for himself. Our fathers drew w
for himself, in

"
the moss-covered bucket,'* while our mothers

dipped candles for the evening's light. If one was negligent,

the rest did not suffer. Today a network of pipes radinte< from

a common center to enter a thousand households. An engi-

neer makes a blunder at the station, and thousands are in dark

ness or drought. Progress is a passage from independence to

dependence, from distrust to confidence, from hostility to amity,

from helplessness to helpfulness, while the great law of

solidarity gains ever-increasing importance. Our science, then,

is interested primarily in man in his relations to others, and

not in man by himself. Moreover, as a science which studies

the present in order that it may predict and prepare for the

future, and discovering that interdependence is the la

progress, it must not hesitate to shape its principles with refer-

ence to a solidarity which shall grow more rather than

nger rather than weaker.

Economics treats of Man as in Process of Development.
Few truths are more easily admitted or more persistently ig-

nored than that of change in human life and condition. Hi

tory makes it real. Man now wanders about by force of

necessity and age-long habit, now starves rather than he n

from his home. Land is now free to all, now parceled out with

well-nigh absolute right of individual possession. '1 he seem-

eternal features of the social structure are gone in a few

generations. Nothing so invalidates theories, laws, general
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nations, and enterprises as this great 1.

change 01 -ve seldom take full account Tai

quests. moner than for a man to

leave a legacy under specified and detailed regulations, binding

for a! One leaves mom low a religious service

in a language a few generations no one understands ;

a !!>!' ! a college to teach certain doctrines which in a

>; and so on indefinitely These and a

of statesman, wani
lose their worth for f because their

rs assumed that the future would be !

-

present.

wages system and the division between capital and

labor which seem rooted in the constitution of society arc scarcely

two o old as a general system. One must never forget

in the study of econon phenomena with whi

deals are pervaded by the spirit of lit ward or back-

ward, progressing or decaying, under those influences which

e and fall of son is. The science is

ihan mechanical.

The Laws with which Economics Deals. The evolutionary

character and f economic phenomena, which ac-

count for much of ; in of the subject, endow it also with

ilties. ( M true for one generation are

i in the lu \* 1 < r us and definitions appropriate to one

stage tre misleading in a succeeding stage. Gen-

eralizations valid for one nation and government are inappli-

cable to another Kven those laws or uniformities which the

e prizes as the finest product of its research are but state-

ments of probabilities declarations of what is most lik<

nass of men in the long run under certain specified

i in u instances.

In no department of knowledge, consequently, b there greater need of

temperate statement and of that humility of mind which b the surest sale-

guard against bigotry and dogmatism. No system of economics b appli-

cable unchanged to all times and all places : the premises of the arguments

change; the ingredients of nca problem present thrmsdvrs in

nt proportions; and t ru of almost every question vary from
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country to country and from generation to generation. Tin >tu i

not expect rules of thumb by which he can decide offhand the economi >
\

<

lems of the particular city or country district in which he is for the mn
i nt i- rated. No general treatise on economics can authoritatively d<

the practical problems of particular times and places; although the <

omist, before all other students, is forced to deal with pra ti< il

What such a treatise can do is to point out mistakes of logic common in t In-

current discussions of economic questions, call attention to ot.s, m
sometimes of great importance which the practial man is likely t..

overlook, give solutions of typical problems which an likely to arise, and

thus afford a training which will assist the student in solving ;r.i. ii..d

problems for himself.

The peculiar and distinctive office of the economic scientist, !

to emphasize the less tangible truths, the remoter consequences, the deeper
and consequently less obvious forces of economic society. The impi;

of the moment, the immediate demands <f the hour, the . iat

stares us in the face (and sometimes blinds us), are not likely to lack vigorous

champions; and to preserve the balance there is need of a craft of thin!

far enough removed from the battle to preserve the wider outlook, mindful

of the lessons of the past, jealous for the rights of the future, insistent upon
the less obvious truths. This is why economics so frequently apixsars to

the practical man strained and academic. This impression uisei in ;

difference of emphasis which in the main is as salutary ;.!.

The academic quality of the economist's work arises sometimes from ii

ranee, sometimes from pedantry, but more frequently from his courageous

tence upon the importance of the less tangible truths and the distant

consequences of present action

I> not economics, then, a science based upon natural law?

The question is largely a verbal one. What do v i l>\

natural law? In the narrowest sense natural laws an- tin-

habits of nature which are subject to absolutely no variation.

Such are gravitation and chemical affinity; and the ^ i< nces

based upon such laws astronomy, physics, and chemistry

the first to develop, and have attained a maximum degree

of exactitude. The term
"
science

"
is sometimes used in a

way to imply only sciences of this character. These >< iences

are more properly known as exact sciences, and they are char-

acterized by the fact that the relations with which they deal

can usually be expressed quantitatively.

When we come in contact with life, however, a i ally

with its higher forms, the exactne^ with which an astronomer



ts an eclipse or a chemist anticipates a reaction

impossible. Not that life is without laws ; very far from it.

m the first place, the basis of physical nature, with HO

perfect regularity, UJM.M .-.huh .til In.- rests and to which it

must ct>i Chen, too, there are laws governing life

directly and pertaining to it. These form the subject of the

!> of sciences known as biology. We must remember,

however, that all we can say of natural laws is that they are

habits, apparent regularities or uniformities in the niecestion of

ot,so faras>N< ulsory necessities of nature.

t he laws of life seem to differ from those of inanimate nature

a they arc not quite invariable habits. Variability seems

to be inherent in reasing as life rises in the scale of

is often assumed, to be sure, that these laws

are as invariable as any other, and that this seeming variability

is only a greater comj we do not yet understand.

that may be, the result is the same for the present.

r> of life are not exact in the sense we have defined.

>tr that in -. iar as a science deals with facts

m to be governed by no invariable law, or whose law

has not been discovered, it HUM content itself with a dtsfrifrtion

*>f this |>ar Thus we have the term
"
descriptive

science." We might better speak of the descriptive par:

e, for all sciences are able in part to reduce their facts to

law.

it has been said of the sciences HfiMfng with life applies
to an even greater < > those sciences which deal with man.

tin limits man is governed by ab-

--lut.lv invariable laws. He is as much bound by gravitation
as anything else, and if he falls over a precipice, we can predict

the results as certainly as though a stone fell over. But, with-

he bog of discussion as to the nature of human

freedom, we may safely assume, for practical purposes, that

is also, within certain limits, a law unto himself. No-

se find an element of variability so great and so seem-

iltimate as here. We must remember, therefore, that tru-

es which deal with man deal with a being who is modified
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by h nment, but who Itas the power of modi

it by his own conscious effort.

Let us consider very carefully what this MUMM-V It do,

mean simply that man moditi. .vimnment because he

has been modified by it and so reacts upon it. just as things do

when they come in contact I
1

< accept tl

come >ert Spencer's theory of natin

forces at work accomplish their own results, according to this

theory, whether man will or will not. -imply by natural

caction. This implies thai man U modified by h\^

nmment, and that he in turn modifies that cnvi with-

out conscious effort. This theory is based on an assumption
that man has no power of initiating an influence, and c<>

concludes that social development, like geological develop-

ment, must be left to work itself out. Spencer, however, goes

farther, and stoutly maintains that man, by conscious effort,

especially by collective or state effort, not only does not help

this development, but actually hinders it. In this the whole

theory is abandoned, for it is plain that if man by conscious

effort can hinder a process, he can help that process in the

way, if he only has enough wisdom and sense. These it is tin-

purpose of science to give him.

In opposition to the theory of natural selection, or unconscious

development, has been urged the theory of artificial selection, or

conscious development. Ages of natural selection made of

the potato a lean, watery, unpalatable tuber ; ively few

years of artificial selection made it a valuable food product and

a table delicacy. Compare the development of domestic

mals in the last few years, under man's conscious guidance,

their slow and meager development in a state of nature,

has precisely this power of consciously modifying the natural

and artificial elements of his environment, and this power

continually enlarges.

So, when we ask if economics deals with natural law

really ask whether this being, whose activity in a certain line

we are studying, is governed by such laws. If we

this to ask whether his action is characterized by absolutely
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invariable hal the forces of physics, we must plainly

answ< m had no power *

r, on the other

. were so
;

rational as always to do the wisest thing,

there would be a regul his action which might perhap*
the basis of a complicated, but exact, science. A*

all social sciences are approximate and partly descri;

nan's action which is exceedingly (though not

regular, and hence we have general, though appar-

riable, laws. a part of his action, how-

seems as yet to be capricious, and we can only make
till we have more knowledge.

The laws of economics are not comparable to the laws of

inanimate nature in invariability, hut they are of very general

applicability, and are with the action and intent

of nature, and are, in thi> sense,
"
natural." But the laws of

economics are not natural laws in the sense in which the word

is often used ; namely, laws external to man and not at all the

product of man. The laws of economics have been designated

as social laws to distinguish them from those of physical science.

Social laws describe tendencies, or regularities, which appear

especially in the consideration of large masses of facts. H .

mortality serves as an illustration. When and how a certain

man, as A., will die, is proverbially uncertain ; hut when we

speak of hundreds of thousands of lives, we can predict with such

an approximation of accuracy that the vast business of life

mce can be built upon the regularity of the action of death.

ig discussion enables us to answer in a word the

much-mooted question,
"

Is economics a science?
"

an exact or mathematical science, though certain portions of

the subject may possibly become so. It is an approximate
and jKirtially descriptive science, like all sciences dealing with

man, or even with life. The inexactness of the social sciences

to the very thing which gives them their supreme value,

man and the greatness of their subject.

The Relation of Economics to other Sciences. We have

already referred briefly to the relations between economics

and some of the other sciences, but the topic is one which re-
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quirt-.- fuller treatment. In one sense, economics may be said

to be dependent ujxm pr.u ti ally every othc: c tin-

discoveries in every field of knowledge almost im-vitaMy react

upon the economic life of man. Modern rhrmistry, to take a

single example, has revolutionized some industries, wholly

created others, and, through the agency of the pure-food law-,

may claim most of the credit for entirely supprein^ other-.

From psychology economics takes the axiomatic principles

upon which the laws of value rest; from phy>ical Kience tin-

law of diminishing returns, which plays a very imjxjrtant

part in the theory of distribution
;
and from mathematics tin-

methods by which to ascertain how insurance may U sift -ly

supplied against accidents, death, and loss by fire. But it i- to

the sister sciences dealing primarily with man that economics

is most vitally related.

Man has been busy from the first in several lines of etTort.

He has talked, worshiped, fought, studied, and each of t hem-

lines of effort has developed its own faculties and institutions.

For convenience we may arrange these in eight group

follows: language, art, education, religion, family life, KXaety

life, political life, economic life. Each of these i> tin -ulijeci

of a science more or less developed. The group of society life

that is, the life of polite society, calls, parties, balls, and the

like has been studied but little, and we know few of its

governing principles.
1

Language, on the other hand, ha- a

science which has attained to very complete development.
The rest lie scattered between these extremes.

A peculiar feature of these activities is that they are all of

them collective activities, activities which one man cannot well

carry on alone. This is obviously true of family and |x>litical

life, language, and others
;
and on careful examination it proves

to be true of the rest. It is now admitted, after many experi-

ments, that art and even religion do not thrive in solitude, h

1 An attempt to examine scientifically some, at least, of the phenomena of i-.lit o

society has been made by a learned jurist, the late Professor Rudolph von Ihcrimr,

in his Zveck im Rechl. Professor Thorstein Veblen in his Theory of tkc Leisure

Clots gives a brilliant though half-satirical explanation of social conventions in

terms of origins and survivals.
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would seem that if a man could do anything by hTiHf r it would
Imt the study of ff*M"fr history impress**

us with the insignificance of all such effort and the inevitable

tendency of men to drift together in their economic act.

.vcre possible for men i isolation, every one of the

H of effort we have mentioned would soon dwindle

insignificance or altogether cease. So these sciences are

nit of them social sciences; and as the sciences that deal with

life are now grouped together under the name biology (science

), so the social sciences may be grouped under the title-

of sociology, or the science of society, although some sociologists

do not define the word "
sociology

"
in this broad sense of an

nbracing science of human association.

Economics, then, is a branch of sociology thus conceived.

We have already denned it as the science which treats of those

social phenomena that are due to the wealth-getting and wealth-

using activities of man. We may speak of the wealth-*-

.tii.! wealth-using activities in all their relations as economic

life or economy. Accordingly, economics is the science which

deajs with the economy of man. A useful distinction in lan-

guage is thus made between economy, the life itself, and eco-

nomics, the acimcf dealing with that life. If thfr ** > tw'tH>n

could always be observed, much confusion would be avoided.

We have economies of various sorts: the economy of an

family, a tribe, a city, a state, or a nation, and

we have, correspondingly, many economic units. The domi-

nant unit in ancient Greece, for example, was the household,

luded the family and all the slaves and other depend-
ents. These lived together and formed a little group by them-

selves. The economic life of Greece meant, largely, a sum of

the economic activities of these households, each of which

to be sufficient unto itself. It is interesting to know that

many a well-managed Southern plantation before the Civil War
endeavored to produce nearly all the means of life on the planta-

tnd in this respect, as in others, resembled a Greek boose-

hold. But as time has progressed, these old groups have

been partially dissolved, and in many instance* in
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times the individual, in his economic activity, ooostitul

unit, although the family is still the prevalent e unit.

a natural outcome of economu progress, as already ex-

plained, that the relations between these units have multiplied

indefinitely in number and in importance. This is simply

another way of describing the growing interdependence <>f mm.
Economics deals especially with tin- mutual relations of econo-

mies of all kinds, private and public. It is chietly. if not

exclusively, a science of human relations, and without

relations could not ev

Because of the organic connection of these relations in their

common origin, man, and because economics deals with tin-

individual as he is, and not with an artificially simplified
"
eco-

nomic man," it is impossible wholly to dissociate tin-

sciences, and particularly impossible to divorce econ<

completely from ethics and politics. This does not mean that

these sciences are all one and cannot be profitably subdix

On the contrary, because of the limitations of the human mind.

they must be studied separately so far as is possible. Snentiiir

progress, like industrial progress, comes largely through spe-

cialization and the division of labor. Man cannot profitably

study things in general. What it does mean is that there is

some territory common to all these sciences, and that occa-

sionally the economist is forced to pass ethical judgments and

to decide political questions. In the consideration of railway

rates, for instance, the economist may be compelled to pa

judgment upon what is just and reasonable, and he-

upon investigation that by common consent what is fair or

reasonable must be decided largely upon economic ground-.

The same is true of the apportionment of taxes, in which subject

ethical, legal, and economic questions are iin-xtru-ably inter-

woven. Commercial policies, restrictive regulations, and sump-

tuary laws have been the very siutT and subject-matter of tin-

science of economics from its first beginning. In analy/ini/

the progress of the past or the conditions of the present, we are

forced to pass judgment upon the success or failure of :

laws and policies which are still in force or under a
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cussion. Many of these must be indoned or repudiated either

ir^-1) ujion economic grounds; and because of these

economist cai i if hr would, refrain from paat-

ing judgii ii laws and political policies. Nevertheless.

as was stated before, economics does not undertake the complete
and systcr ly of law, ethics, and politics, and its conclu-

sions nost always be supplemented by non-economic

considerations which the economist may not have taken into

;nt.

Principal Divisions of Economics. This view of th<

ly practical character of economic science is carried out

in i he trr.itn ic subject in the following pages. The

D of economic society, sketched in Book I,

a discussion of the production, coo-

.sumption, exchange, and distribution of wealth. These sub-

are treated in close connection with those illu>t

problem !i the so-called "economic theory,"

>ut a more comprehensive and consequently more

abstract analysis. Book III has been reserved for the subject

<>f pul.lu finance, and in an appendix is given a brief sketch of

the hi-iory of economic thought.

QUESTIONS

i What it the mcst essential characteristic of economics? Define eo>

!> man or goods the more prominent thing in ecooomk study? Does

ffflUQfnk'i tyarh the student how to succeed in busineas?

rnately whether a man b poor or not? What
kinds of poverty are there?

A hat is meant by "dear labor "> It it a good thing for todety ui

general ? for employers in general ? for an individual employer?
difference between natural ajxiardfidaltelectioo? Which

applies to human soci-

6. Are practical ethical and pc^idcal judgmenu UM chief eods and prod-
IMS ,,f evonomii M irn< c '

economics concerned nth the nearo question? bank notes? prohibi-

t laws? race suicide? protection?

8. What b a scientific law? Contrast with a statutory law; with a

law; with the laws of mathematics.
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CHAPTER II

THE CHARACTERISTICS OP THE
ONOMIC SYSTEM

Our Environment. - ack of all of our economic ac-

iiat we live in an environment in which the

things that we desire are not furnished spontaneously in un-

limit< Whether it be looked upon as due to the

niggardliness of nature or to the insatiability of human wants,

the fa- >t part, the material things that we

use must be economi/ed. \\Y must put forth effort and exer-

cise self-denial in order to enjoy the- pxxl things of life. Those

11 arrangements which help to determine how much of ef-

nial, and < tall to the lot of each

ire the charai to which we now turn our attention,

number of social institutions which do

!1 within the scope of the present chapter. We deal here

only >ns directly underlying our economic

'nit one aspect of our sen

he sociologists and other students of society a <:

pics as t >igion, n lonial

itions. and the nature of u

these also have their effect ujwn the economic sphere and are in

turn affected by it.

Private Enterprise and State Activity. We live in an age
when private enterprise, for the most part, is relied upon to

iurni-h us with the necessities and enjoyments of life. The
cultivation of the soil, the exploitation of the mines, transport,

arious stages of manufacture, and the distribution of the

rd product are all left mainly
l to priva The

' This applies especially to the United State* and England to tor a

xs concerned; it woulfl not bold true of every

17
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discovery of new processes, invention, and experiment

carried on mostly by private individuals or corporation^ \\h<>

take upon their own shoulders tin i

on the other hand, participates in tl

ways. It maintains on 1 i hands

<les roads, and takes complete charge of some indu-

educational institutions the State, through . un-

kes various experiments, and encourages i! b and

diffusion of knowledge, an indi>j>ensable condition of continuous

advancement in our economic life. The state university and the

experiment farms may be mentioned, and also the large and

nely useful Department of Agriculture of the United St

with its annual expenditure of about twenty million d<

Certainly in the vast majority of the enterprises with which we

are familiar, private and public activities are combined in vary-
. .' ;

>
r

i

>[
M >r 1 1< >n-.

In speaking of "State" a< tivity. tin reference is to organized society

acting through any one of the various governmental agencies, such

township, city, or national governments, and not merely t 1 1 unit

which we know in this country as the state government. The term "
govern-

mental activity" is sometimes employed but is less desirable. The

suggests to the ordinary mind a power apart fron

to the people a restraining or puni^hin^ power whereas the

concept of the State is that of a main-

tained to safeguard and promote the general welfare.
"
Private

"
acti \ i t y .

it should be noted, is a broader term than "individual" a<

includes all forms of joint or associated action except those which

tuir the activities of the State.

Let us take the case of an industry which is as nearly pri-

perhaps, as any we can find that of agriculture a

the part which public a the fanm
suit. First, we may say that the farmer owns the farm that he

cultivates
;

this is i i ,
, t the

farm is his? Why does not a stronger man drive him off and

take the farm himself? Plainly because the State protect
in the possession of the farn he bought th. took

his deerf to a government official, who recorded it, and thus gave
him an additional guarantee of possession. A neighbor's dog
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grievance. Another, far below, dams a river and

backs the water up so t)> rflows his land. Another appeal
es the dam or secures compensation. When

wheat is raised rr h.uil kct by a road bui:

-.vale, hut by public, ai-tivit . ay lowers the

wheat by a <i i ing rate, and again government in-

behalf. But ma: .int as are ih<-

regulations of the governnx seems \

1 when w it might exh

f our eco-

Division of Labor and Exchange. It is commonly taken for

man should prepare himself for some special

>ul<l plow whiir .mother builds or sings.

Hanli ;>ossible v. -me industrial

sped.
1 own age is peculiar on account of the cx-

arried. ! <( machin-

ery and the development of large-scale produ e >plit up
m so minutely that the products which they turn

re not only of no immediate use rives in most cases,

but they are also useless to any one else until combined with the

results of labor, 01' >rmed years before or

i long and complicated process from the man
s the ore which is to reappear in a stet <> the

man who bakes the bread. This specialization of employment
has some far-reaching resul

It implies the exchange of goods. If we produ
we do not need, we must find some one el iocs want

me one who has tlu> tiling \v<- .ey t banks, and

transportation agencies could largely be dispensed with if each

oduced for itself . would be none of the

;>roblems of how much
each of us is to rei < \change for his services. One of the

Mnking chara of this process of exchange is the great
: it is automa s no government official

whose business it is to discover how much of each commodity
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i 11 be needed, and todinrt that that amount shall be produced.
1

Men are legally allowed to engage in almost any undertaking

that attracts them, and yet we take it tor granted that somehow

things will get produced in the proper proportions. A hundred

men are set to work in a factory making nothing but hats, many
more than they or their friends ran n<e, but the manager

;th that heads will be found to wear them all. Farmers con-

fidently proceed to raise wheat, never troubling themselves

about the grinding and baking. Neither workmen nor em-

ployers in general know why wages are as they are. Men lend

money or goods, now for one price, now for another, but

know why they demand interest or why the rate changes.

These processes go on visibly before us, but the governing 1

are hidden except to the careful investigator. In this respect

they are like the laws of physiology. We eat and digest our

food, but how many people know how or why digestion takes

place? It is easy, however, to' overemphasize this idea, for

a great deal of our economic activity is conscious and volitional.

When we decide to make a law or levy a tax, we do it consciously,

considering arguments, and finally will to do the thing in ques-

tion. And even in business undertakings there must be much
careful study of the probable demand for various kinds of goods
and of the most economical ways of producing them.

2. The specialization of work and exchange of goods just

erred to necessarily imply that mutual dependence briefly

considered in the preceding chapter. Instead of a number of

tinct, self-sufficient units, we have a coherent society where

|
one individual relies upon many others to complete his own one-

Vd economic activity. A strike of street-car employees, or

of teamsters, or the destruction of an electric lighting plant,

would each send a shock of inconvenience through a communit\ .

A prolonged railway strike would be felt as a national misfortune.

Indeed, this interdependence is international in its scope. Eng-
land relies on other nations to send her food in exchange for her

1 The government does help, however, by collecting and publishing information,

such as crop reports, statistics of the amount of cotton ginned, consular reports

as to opportunities in foreign markets, and in various other ways.
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ired products, and many a German workman would

n distress if our exports of cotton or copper should suddenly

cease, as is happening in the great European . i progress

time that this is being penned. Th <.- b more

conomically than many other nations, but we

are nevertheless dependent u]*m international trading for our

supplies of many things*

Economic Classes. In {art, also, the specialization of work

b responsil. for the <h uto classes, but only in

crences in the work of the carpenter, machinist,

r akeman do not result in the formation of classes

igher and lower rank. On the other hand, the professional

brain worl s some social esteem that does not fall to the

tlu manual But doubtless the most important

basis of social classification is the possession of wealth. The

power to spend fret only test, is today the most

v recognized test of social status, regrettable a> this may be.

. ate Property. We proceed now to examine the founda-

-

<>i this system of private enterprise. Private prop-

erty is the most imj^rtant of the-e. I or our present purpose

we may define private property as the exclusive control otfr Mfo-

ablf things by private persons. It is to be distinguished from mere

possession. The possessor has the use of the thing for the time

being, but unless he is at the san he owner, he b depend-

, >on the will of anot her f< >r the use of it. Ownership implies

i^ht of cxi-lutling other persons from the employment of a

The exclusive right must be recognized and guaranteed

effectively by third parties. If the exclusive right of control

omc valuable thing is asserted simply by the strength of

ri^ht arm. the right > not thereby

established. The exclusive right of control must be recognized

hers and must be maintained by them.

Over against private property we have public property, and

there are some things, such as air, which fall in neither of these

categi he sphere of private property at present includes,

<wl. i lothes. an.! other things of jx-rsonal use, but also

s of production land, buildings, and mach
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In the most imjx>rtant pnxluc tive processes the tools are i'

eral not owned by the persons who use them.

It may be said that property i- the chief >rat of s<M-i;il authorit

property carries with it the e\< lu-i\c riht tn control things, others ma

access to these things only on conditions named by their owners.

look about us, we find men organized and acting together under direction

for purposes of production. In a factory we find ii ;ion of men
like that of an army. Wr uu-n moving here and ihcn- and per-

forming arduous tasks in obedience to command. If we examin-

of the authority which some tin; over others, we shall find that it

resides in property. The law of the land to some extent cstaMi

authority of man over man; but where one man obeys another because

the lav. ny words telU him to do so, \ve find a hundred men obeying
others because these others have the authority whi

control over valuable things. Indirectly this latter sort of authority rests

back upon the laws in so far as these are responsible for the establish i

property. But the chief seat of authority in society is based only in< i

upon the government; it rests immediately upon private property.

The right of private property is one so fundamental in our

modern life that we scarcely think of it as a creation of man,

maintained by constant vigilance on the part of the State, and

subject to human modification. It seems like bed rock, an ulti-

mate right, needing no other justification than its own obviou--

ness. When a custom has obtained very widely and is deeply

rooted in human life there is often a tendency to claim it as a
"
natural right." But the right of private property as we know

it now did not always exist. It has not always been so ext .

or exclusive as at present. This is especially marked in the case

of individuals, whose claims as opposed to those of the tribe were

at first slight and vague; but these claims gradually grew,

especially in the case of the chieftain, until tribal or communal

rights broke down before them. The time was when a Scottish

clan had absolute right to the territory it occupied, and no c hit i

tain, however powerful, could have abridged that right. Now
there are beautiful tracts of country in Scotland which are almoM

denuded of their agricultural population because the owners, t h-

descendants of these same chieftains, preferred to raise gai

their estates. All are familiar with the liberty generally allowed

in this country of hunting and fishing on private estates. This



we are extending
> to game and fish, and the former leniency

rship is disappearing.

tlu- inn .ly placing limitations and

Our cities regulate

the height of 1, nil. hi^'s and prescribe the material from which

inadeand the kind of plun lie in-

us uf the uses to nd may be put are

t ml no one can use his pro| ays that constitute

a pul The nature aj these changes
in private property nuM IK * .unrulled by the State in the public

I far interlerrm < with the right is justified cannot

be discussed in general terms : such a discussion must deal with

the specific problems of municipal ownership, railway regula-

.n! innumerable other-. The point to be emphasized here

in solving such problems the mere fact that a proposed
r enlarges the right of private property cannot

in itself be given much weight.

Trademarks, Copyrights, and Patents. -These are legal

arrangenn rby exclusive privileges are awarded in return

: tain services to so These privileges become a special

form of private property. Their ju-tiiuation lie> i:.

that they are a means of promoting
"
the progress of science and

i arts." It must be remembered, however, that all such

progress is a historical product. The telephone, for example,

was preceded by a century of M-ienti: and disc*

most of it poorly remunerated. The telegraph was, >im:

the result of the careful plodding industry of scores of men.

Professor Henry, of Princeton College, whose services in connec-

tion with the completion of the telegraph were most distinguished,

conscientiously refused to take out any pa often happens
that several persons almost >imultaneously and independently

make the same discoveries and inventions. Our patent laws

seem fre<i ^ reward the man who makes the finishing

touches which lead to the ut of a long line of work. But

the hope of being the one who may give the practical turn

to an idea that lures many a man on to undertake the laborious
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task of doing experimentation often necessary to

place an article pn the market.

In ordir that patents and copyrights may not become the

bases of burdensome monopolies, they are of limited dm
Patents in the United States run for seventeen years, and

rights for a period of twenty-eight years. Copyrights may be

renewed for another term of the same length. These legal privi-

leges have resulted in an enormous amount of litigation and have

ria to ^{>ecial problems. One of these is the question of the

extent to which the manufacturer of a patented article should

have the right to control the price after the article has left his

hands. It is frequently asserted that owners of patents should

be compelled to permit other persons to use them upon the pay-
ment of royalty, so as to promote competition in manufacture.

But there is some danger that such legislation would defeat the

primary object of the patent system. Even with the exclusive

right to manufacture an article it frequently requires a long

struggle to make an invention a commercial success. It has also

been suggested that the United States government should re-

serve the right to purchase a patent, but it is improbable that

this right, if reserved, would be often exercised.

Inheritance. Inheritance is often regarded as a necessary

part of the right of private property, and it is true that the entire

abolition of the right of inheritance would result in a great en-

largement of public property at the expense of private property,

unless gifts were used to replace inheritance as a means of tran--

ferring property from one generation to the next. But. in

truth, property and inheritance are two distinct rights. Private

property is an exclusive right of control, whereas inheritance is

the transmission of this right from one generation to another.

As in the case of private property itself, the right of inheritance

is not recognized today as absolute. Detailed regulation

on our statute books regarding the making of wills and regulating

the descent of property where no will is made, and there i> an

increasing tendency to limit the right of inheritance by taxation.

That which seems a mere natural right at one time seems a wrong
-at another, as is illustrated in the changing ideas and pra
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concerning the share of a father's estate to be inherited by the

oldest *
Contract. Hardly second in nn|>ortance to the right of pri

vatc property is the right of contract, for the maintenance of

which we are equally dependent on the State Some sort of

.tct lies at the basis of all associated a Tosecurethr

tion of such it t is necessary, first, that men should

be allowed to bind themselves; and, second, that they should

be compelled to abide by the agreement thus entered into. The
entrance into a valid contract Ls ordinarily voluntary, but once

nh due formality, the State will use its superior

power to enforce it. To the anarchist this seems oppressive, and
i hat a state of society is conceivable in which the de-

af force might be removed from the idea of contract, hut

something else would have to be substituted to make the keeping
of agreements the general rule. There are doubtless many
people living today with whom the feeling of honor or the fear

of social disapprobation would be sufficient for the enforcement

ust as these persons might not need the threat of

a jail sentence to keep them from stealing.

The economic ties which hold men together in industrial society are, on

their legal side, very generally contracts. The organization of an industrial

corporation implies many contracts. Our property is acquired very largely

through contract, and through contract we determine the conditions under

h we do our work, such as the length of the working day. The

ity of our economic life rests upon contracts, which bind

present, and future. Still, all that we have by no meanscomes to us I

contract.
" Contract

"
does not exhaust the rignifiranrr of parentage, home,

and education, and much wealth ciutngeshaiKisUm>ughgifUaiKitaheriunce.

Laws are frequently enacted regulating contract in the general

(specially marked in labor legislation, which

will be discussed in another chapter. Certain contracts cannot

forced by law, because they are held to be against public

, as, for example, gambling contracts and contra.

restraint of trade. In some cases statutes make it illegal to

into such contracts.

Vested Interests. A few words should be said about vested
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interests. 1 Vested interests are legally recognized ;

interests which cannot be impaired by pul> n without

indemnification. Vested interests generally arise thrmmh proj>-

erty and i Outside of property and contract . ho ,

there may be vested int. Leeds was compelled 1 r

arrangement to ^rind it> corn, ^ ; meal at the lord

till well on in the la>t century, and finally had top )OO to

obligation. When Prussia bought the railways,

the railway presidents were indemnified for the loss of their posi-

ly large payments ;
in other words, i heir offices were looked

upon as vested interests. England is the classic land of vested

interests. An office in the army was until recently looked upon
as such, and so was an appointment in the established church.

It is generally held that keepers of public houses in England li-

censed to sell beer and spirits have a vested interest in their

ness, so that they must be indemnified if their licenses are taken

from them. Workingmen have frequently claimed that they

have a vested interest in the advantages which their skill in their

trades gives them, and that if through industrial changes thi-

skill ceases to be of as great value as formerly, they ought to be

indemnified and in some way their former income continued.

This claim of the workingmen, however, unlike many other

claims put forward in the name of vested interests, has not re-

ceived recognition, either by Parliament or the courts. Vested

interests, apart from property and contract, are of less signifi-

cance in the United States than in most countries, but they

may become of more significance in the future.

Freedom. The freedom to do certain things is legally

guaranteed at the present time, such as moving from one part of

the country to another, choosing one's own occupation, and

acquiring property. These, together with the absence of slavery

and of imprisonment for debt, are characteristic features of the

present economic order as distinguished from past conditions.

The right to manufacture and sell what and when one pleases is

also comparatively recent. It has often been greatly limited by

despotic governments, and has been made a matter of sale for

'The term
"
vested rights" is also used.
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jy

many ;I|HIM->, ami our own lime ha* *M-:I !.: ibotfek I fan .::.

mense number of hamiH-mig .^vexatious restriction* often

designed i ion rathefi^l^ the promotion of p
i far as the ab* gal restrictions on the

actions of individuals is conmHrthc past century has been

v cly an age of economic freedom.

Restrictive laws, however, are not the only limitations on eco-

nomic freedom. The system of private property itself means
that Certain individual* in tin- n.minuniu ha\r |-,v.ir

present regime implies the lack of the real freedom to do things.

The cost of a railway ticket may be quite as effective as a legal

barrier would be in preventing movement from one state to an-

other. \\ i suv involuntary servitude, except as punishment for

, has been abolished, yet men are compelled to work by
ireat of economic distress, in most cases quite as effect

as by means of the slave-driver's whip. Again, the choke of an

occupation is free according to the law, but we may find that a

long and expensive course of training is necessary, or trades*

mit the number who can learn a given trade.

ight to e> . t e rprises is granted to all alike according
< law, but today most persons would find it difficult and

hazardous to embark upon the refining of oil or the manufac-

ture of steel. For most men, the freedom to establish new en-

ses has been growing less and less in this era of large-scale

production.

between what have been called

negative freedom and positive freedom. Mere absence of re-

one thing, and the power to develop

freedom) is a

be the means

reasing positive freedom. Thus, a library placed at the

disposal ult in

otal utilization of the lxx>ks than on i h thcob-

:i rules is >trictly enforced. All laws -

Umit the powr: ^ to oppress and which help to open
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the gates of opportunity to all must of necessity increase posit i\ e

freedom. The newer idea of freedom aims at the develop

of such social arrangement- thai <ane and complete lives will be

possible for the largest number J persoi

CompetitionandMarkets.nl. -tsa re-uh of the It-gal condition^

that have l>een mentioned, we find men engaged in many kind>

of rivalry. Our economic ^ < .ft en called
"
competiti\ t

for this reason. But this term does not apply to all for;

rivalry, for economic competition is based on private proper!

free contract. There mi^ht still be conflicts between race

nations if private property and free contract were aboli

The men of any single nation might still vie with one another \<>

prove their superiority in the eyes of womankind or to gain

tions of public honor and power. The kind of competition which

is distinctive of the present economic order is the all-pervading

endeavor to obtain the largest possible amount of wealth in ex-

change for commodities produced or services rendered.

except the idlers, the parasites, and the cheats, men are every-

where endeavoring to discover what other people urgently

want, and then to satisfy these wants in the most efficient manner

possible. Moreover, they attempt to give as little as possible

of their own products in exchange for the things they themselves

desire. Business competition thus has two sides: rivalry in

rendering a service, and alertness in exacting a return. Each

individual takes part in the competitive contest in two ways :

first, as a seller of goods or services, in which case he finds thai

others are anxious to render the same service
;
and second, as a

buyer of the things he wants, in which case he finds that these

same things are sought by other people.

The intensity of the competitive struggle is subject to a good
deal of variation. At times it may be characterized as cut-

throat, where the slashing of prices has for its object the elimina-

tion of one or more of the contestants. But in most lines of

endeavor many competitors may continue to exist side by side

indefinitely, each being confronted by the ever present threat

that, if his service becomes very poor, some other man will our-

strip him. Various as may be the character of competition, now
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predatory, now a friendly rivalry, there is no resting place in the

contest unless one secures some special privilege as a fl>

He who is energetic, and wins success in a ineof business,

must continue to defend himself from a host of imitator, who are

anxious to snatch his gains from him. Most of the compt
are successful in getting something, some more than others, but

many fail altogether. These last. the inefii< ient, whether made
so by sickness, !>> inherited weakness, or by lack of proper train-

ing, fall l>\ t hi- wayside and must be cared for by j

the State. The process is < ruel in many of its details, but

is also a beneficent aspect in its sifting out of the incompe-

ouragement of the strong.

in- automatic character of the present industrial

>ts itself, hist hrough competition and bargain-
in in the market that the prices of goods and services are fixed,

.UK! it is to the variations in these prices that men look for indi-

liat people want . Price is the universal barometer

that indicates changes in the demand for goods of all kinds.

Fair Competition. Competition has been spoken of as a

struggle, a contest, accompanied by success and failure, elation

and disappointment. But the State sets limits to the rivalry,

it makes regulations and acts as an umpire to compel fair play.

It attempts to eliminate fraud and brute force ; it trains the ris-

ing generations for an entrance into the struggle by a system of

free education .it hat no person shall sacrifice the life

irab of another in the rush for wealth; and it protects ihil-

md women when ttuy seem compelled to labor under un-

healthful conditions. Those who fail entirely in the struggle it

tries to rescue from suffering I.ibelous and fraudu.

ments about a competitor's business are illegal. So are eft

tamers or n to break their contracts with

him Competition designed to drive a rival out of business in

illegal, whatever its met i- prompted by sheer malice or

is part of an effort to establish a monopoly. The Federal Trade

mission, established in empowered to issue orders

restraining the use of unfair methods of competition by persona

engaged in interstate commerce. In short, the State aims to
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raise the plane or ethical level of competition, changing it from

brutal warfare into a contest in which there arc prizes for all, hut

in which the prizes are graded according to the energy and ability

;! tin iiits.

Codperation.
- The statement that our age is one of compel i-

tion is mi-leading if it give*- the impression that every in<li\

is always struggling against all of his fellows. On tin-

trary, the achievements of modern industrial ci\ ili/.ation woukl

.possible without aching cooperation between in-

dividuals. Employers and employees may quarrel and bargain

about the wage contract, but when they have settled thei:

a week or a year, they become cooperators for that

period in the conduct of the business enterprise in which th

engaged. Again, there is an unconscious cooperation between

those who work upon a commodity in the different stages of the

process from raw material to finished product. The division of

labor itself is cooperation on a splendid scale. Competition

merely determines the conditions on which the cooperation take-

place. If these conditions could be determined in some other

manner, it would be possible to conceive of the elimination of

competition from our industrial system, but cooperation itself

is so vital and fundamental that its elimination would mean a

return to barbarism.

Monopoly. Everywhere in the industrial field the tendency
toward monopoly is present. Business men endeavor so far as

possible to shelter themselves from the effects of the competitive

struggle by means of some privilege, but if none is to be found,

and if competition becomes very keen, they endeavor to combine

with other business men. But while this attempt to escape com-

petition is universal, it is only under certain conditions, not gen-

erally present, that it is at all likely to succeed. The possibility

of success is least in agriculture and in mercantile business, where

new enterprises are started rather easily because no special privi-

leges stand in the way and because no very large capital is re-

quired to work efficiently. It is greatest in mining and trans-

portation, where special privileges are present and where large

fixed capital is required. Scarcely anywhere is it possible wholly
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to escape com
;

and we are still wanaoted in p*nf of

.lasacon rathrr thana rooQopolistkafe.

by side with the growth of monopoly there ban
in go-. The desire of the

man is to .trolled, hut wherever he succeeds in throw-

ing off the control exercised by his competitors, he inevitably

substitutes that of the government.
Custom. Custom plays an important pan in our economic

ty as well as in every other department of social life, al-

though its sway is not so marked as in former ages or among
primitive peoples. The custom of giving gratuities, or tips, to

servants is in many places so strong as to have almost the force

of law. Again, today much of our personal expenditure w con-

trolled by what custom has declared to be proper rather than by

any act of our own individual reason. Any attempt to lower

wages which would make impossible the maintenance of a cus-

tomary standard of living would be stubbornly resisted. And.
as we shall see in a later chapter, the

"
good-will

"
of a business,

i a durable source of business profits, is built up,

in large measure, on its ability to get people into the habit or

trading with it. Custom is the result of habit, and is

continually broken into by our tendt nitate a leader who

proposes a new line of action. While cu-tom may have its benefi-

cent aspect in preventing hasty and impulsive changes, it fre-

quently retards progress and causes our legislation and judicial

decisions to lag behind industrial development.

QUESTIONS AND EXER

irthcr illustration* of the difference between positive and Mft*

l >cribc the property relations existing in the Amana Society, or la

other communistic group*.

\Vhmt regulations concerning the inheritance of property are in force

in your state?

! o what extent are gambling contracts valid? Why doe* the law

from ordinary business contracts?

5. Compare the legal freedom of workingmen today with the condition

described in the WeoUk of Unions, Book i, Chap, x, Part B.
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6. Compare the rights of patentees in Inr.trr \. O'Donndl, 229 I

, with those allowed in // . 224 U. S. i uoin.
A hat do you regard as "unfair" advertising? Give examj.l.
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EVOLUTION OP ECONOMIC SOCIETT

THE evolution of economic society"* but one of many points
w from which the development of mankind may be consad-

hc history of literature, the history of government, the

history of religion, each treats of man in one line of his acti .

Many thinkers have considered the fTfltKMnir activities of man-

as the one fundamental factor in social progress, deter-

mining in the long n. <ur moral and religious ideas.

Hut human life is complex, and it i- improbable that any simple

explanation suffices for all of its aspects. The economic factor,

however, is clearly of fundamental im|x>rtance in the sense that

: things in life cannot U- gained if man's entire time

is spent in getting a mere subsistence, so that economic progress,

reasing control over the forces of nature, must accompany

general social advancement, at least for the mass of the commu-

Under prim i hods of production, only a select few

can have the leisure which is a necessary coi i< i i t ion of a high stand-

ard of living. The greater the total social product, the better

the possible satisfaction of the true economic wants of all;

thrr things being equal, the more satisfactory the founds-

n whit h to rear a high democratic civilization.

The Economic Stages. Many attempts have been made to

divide economic history into different stages through which

mankind passed in arriving at modern industrial civilization.

These attempts have been the subject of lively criticism, but

it appears that the classification which in the past has been

most widely used is still, with some modifications, the most

cable, and in the main, this will be followed in the present

The basis of this classification is ike ferwffcf p**r of
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if fundamental fact in man's economic

pnu-nt. and hi* position in the scale of economic ci.

lion i> higher in proportion as this power over nature increases.

Increasing control of nature is accompanied by changes in man

himself, especially by a growth and diversification of his wants,

so tha v say that economic civilization consists largely in

want ins manv things and in learning how to make- and use- llu-m.

l-'rom this standpoint economic history may be divided into the

following stages : (I) Direct Appropriation ; (II) Th

Stage; (III) The Agricultural Stage; (IV) The Handicraft

Stage ; (V) The Industrial Stage.

I. DIRECT APPROPRIATION

Primitive man depends upon finding things, not upon making
them. This does not mean that the lowest examples of man-

kind that we know do absolutely nothing in the way of trans-

forming the materials of nature for use. The lowest types know

the use of fire and have rude tools, but, nevertheless, the farther

back we go, the more complete do we find the reliance on nature.

One cannot read descriptions of the Negritos, Veddahs, Fuegians,

or native Australians without being impressed with the simi-

larity between the economy of these peoples and that of the

animals. But there are many tribes commonly regarded

as savages that show a great advancement over those that

have been mentioned. Among the North American Indians,

for example, we find a rude sort of cultivation of the soil along

with hunting and fishing. Such soil cultivation has been termed
"
hoe-culture," and is to be distinguished from agriculture with

the aid of domesticated animals found in a later stage of < :

opment.

This kind of agriculture is found in its highest state of development among
the Negroes of Africa. "The ground for cultivation," says Ratzel, "is cleared

by means of fire, or with the hatchet or small ax. On the east coast a broad

chopper with a spear-shaped blade and short handle is also used. The

lance or spearhead has, in general, to serve many peaceful purposes. Larger

trees are killed by barking. Thorny branches are placed as a border

fields, under the shelter of which close, thick hedges gradually grow up. The
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groun. ami cleared of weeds with a wooden ipede sharpened to an

edge t either end. Many people* have hitherto not ventured to toe iron

took, keep away the rain. When the ground has been got ready,

somewhere beginning of the rainy season, the tower walks ow
the 6cJd, scraping a hole with hi* naked foot at every step, into wttcfcbelets

tome grains (all from his hand; the foot coven them up, and if the good
loctor makes rain enough, and the bad one dots not keep it back, there

b nothing more to be done until harvest, unless to hoe the weeds oner

.4) the plow is practically strange to then

i.iractcrizalion of the cconorm uivr

man applies with varying accuracy to the many tribes that may
be placed in this first stage.

Characteristics of Primitive Man. The range of wants is

in- savage is generally satisfied if he obtains mere

subsistence of the rudest -.it In the satisfaction of these

few wants he is, according to our modern standards, remark-

ably 'iii- best natural resources be

manages to get but a very poor living, depending as he does

largely on the spontaneous products of nature. Magic and
-.- rrlu-.l upon as aids to wealth produc-

for he does not feel keenly the un-

certainties of the- future, and fails to make provision for them.

e he has alternate j>eriods of starvation and plenty.

Only a small population is possible in this stage, as a tribe

have a large expanse of territ which to draw its

' . The place of abode is easily changed, and warfare

with Private property in land is

absent, although the l>eginning of t of own.

appears in the recognition of the individual's right to articles

little division of labor. What one

man can do, all can do. The cultivation of the soil by the

women and the specialized work of the medicine man are ex-

ceptions. As each tribe produces or finds for itself all that it

uses then .ulc. The beginnings of slavery are

n plays no important part in the

economy of primitive man, except among the roost advanced

trilx*.

Ritxcl. Bisuvy /if*M trea* by A J Butler, vol. fi. pp.
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II. THE PASTORAL STAGE

In the older accounts of economic evolution, the impression is

given that hunting peoples learned to domesticate animal- an.l

then led a pastoral life, later learning to subdue the vegetable

kingdom, thus becoming agriculturalists. This is not alto-

gether accurate. It is possible that the domestication of

animals was developed in regions where considerable progress
had been made in hoc-culture. As this knowledge ^prcad,

in tribes became and remained pastoral nomads in regions

\\herc agriculture was impossible. But whatever tin actual

steps may have been, the pastoral peoples represent a type of

culture that is lower than that of the agricultural stage (as

distinguished from hoe-culture), and higher than that of the

hunter. Within this stage also are classed together tribes

of varying advancement. Illustrations of existing pastoral life

are found in the tribes of central Asia, many of the Arabian

and African tribes, and the Todas of India. Attempts have

been made to trace the pastoral stage in the early history of

the Hebrews, Germans, Greeks, and Britons.

Characteristics of Pastoral Peoples. Some marked features

of the first stage are found also among pastoral peoples. A
fixed abode is not possible, as food must be found for the herds

and flocks. Cities do not develop. Moreover, while the land

will now support many more inhabitants per square mile than

before, much land is still needed for pasture, and there is frequent

collision and warfare between neighboring tribes. It follows

also that there is very little private ownership of land among
these peoples. Tribes as a whole lay claim to certain districts

and try to keep other tribes from pasturing their tlo< i

them. In this stage there are frequently individual accumula-

tions of wealth, consisting mostly of herds or flocks, and thus

the contrast between rich and poor makes its appearance,

tomary rules regarding the inheritance of wealth are reco^i

But this early wealth does not produce commerce to any con-

siderable extent, simply because there is little division of labor

cither between localities or within the tribe.
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ill. THE AGRICULTURAL STAGE

his stage there is an enormous increase in man's power
re. The production of wealth b increased especially

ic use of animal power in cultivating the soil. One result

rcased popular Land which under the more prii

I would give a scanty support

small r a pan of the year will now maintain a whole

communit) v.nh a fixed abode. It is necessary for human

opment that men should live- in definite places and have

homes and a country. This results in new relations between

KW duties, new arts, and new possibilities. The beginning
it ut ion ke ownership in land faBs within this

stage, although it is difficult to trace the actual steps in the

process.

*>rtant chara of this period is sla

ry begins long before improved agriculture, but it now
full magnitude as an institution. Slavery' occupies

lace in the history of Greece and Rome, and in

!
into serfdom.

Comrncr rcourse is still comparatively slight in this

stage. Fixed residence develops village communities, and

these are economically self-sufficient. That is, they produce
the thine- that they consume, and do not as a rule have surplus

products to dispose of to others. Hence money does not at

thi^ time play an important part in the every-day life. The
economic condition of Europe during the Middle Ages, before

the growth of cities, illustrates the agricultural stage.

The Manorial Economy in England. England was almost

v agricultural for three centuries following the Norman

Conquest. In the thirteenth century the population for the

most part lived in villages or manors, each controlled

lord to whom the rest of the inhabitants were bound by custom-

to render certain assistance, as in the cultivation

villagers were of various classes, according

to the amount of land which they held and according to the

. they were required to perform. The land of
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each tenant was not a comj> hut was composed of >i rips

scattered in the three great fields into which the arable laud wa>

divided for purposes of crop rotation.

Some handicraftsmen were also found upon the estate, but they do not

occupy an important place in the economy of the village. I '< >r t he m> >

they were probably slaves or household servants. Slaves in England con-

stiluted at the time of the Conquest about nine JHT . rnt of the population,

hut "in some of the eastern and midland shires do not apin-ar at all, >r fall

to a percentage of four or five/' while they rise to as mm h as

per cent in other parts of the country. "We cannot but explain this l>\ the

supposition that in the later stages of the English conquest a greater numUT
of the British cultivators were spared, so that in these districts slaves came to

form a considerable part of the rural population. Absolute slavery, how

ever, disappeared in less than a century after the Conquest, and the servi

became customary holders of small plots, like the cotters elsewhere, but on

more onerous conditions." l

These manors were largely self-sufficient in their economic life.

There was, to be sure, some trade. England exported raw

products to the continent and received back some of the finer

forms of manufacture. But the ordinary needs of the very

frugal life which the tenants had to live were supplied by prod-

ucts of the manor itself. During the centuries following the

Norman Conquest important changes took place in the manorial

system: (i) a rapid growth in the number of free tenant-;

(2) the commutation of customary services into fixed payment
in money or kind

;
and (3) the appearance of a class o!

cultural laborers dependent on the wages which they received.

In contrasting the manorial economy with the village of the

present day, Professor W. J. Ashley has pointed out the follow-

ing differences: (i) Now English farmers generally live in

separate homesteads among the fields they rent, but then all the

cultivators lived side by side in the village street. (2) Now
each farmer follows his own judgment as to his agricultural

operations, but in this early period he took his share in the

common method of cultivation, which was regulated by custom,

enforced by the manor courts. (3) Today, if the landlord

himself engages in farming, his management is indepe

1 See Ashley, English Economic History, vol. i, pp. 17-18.
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: his tenant*, Inn under the manorial system be de-

(1 almost exclusively upon the labor of bis tenants, wbo

1 plows, oxen, ai (4) Aside from the great

en lord and tcn.i re was then no such social

separation between th< >rs as there is today between

large and small farmers. The 1 economy of England

was a hough somewhat more systematically developed,

tions on i l>e.

1\ I in II UIDt ; U FACE

stage begins with the development of towns as centers

Mandicraft in the latter part of the Middle Ages
and * manufacture in the

iry. During such a long

Changes took place in the ei. ifc of the

people o far as the growth of man's power over

i the whole period is in marked contrast

-n era of machine prtxlm i

The Gild System. - ' idc brought with it the

pur|H)sr of whii h was to regulate the conduct

to keep a monopoly of it for the m< i the

.mt gilds appeared in all the larger towns of

land in the twelfth cent class was developing in

the towns, the craft -men who were engaged in the making <f

things for sale. A :

:i importance, thr

\vassuperseded by the craft nild. \vi stand

development in 1 1; ceoth

-.ift had it- iiild. which specified in detail hw
Idbeadn

t rade should be learne. growt h in spe-

cialization meant also a growth in trade, hut in this early part of

tin- handicraft period, commerce was much restricted as com-

pared the present day. The towns made exchanges

mostly with the count ry Mir them, there being as

yet no national or world mark importance. Plainly

such a general system of exchange could not be carried on by
became increasingly important.
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agricultural stage had in tin- greater part <>l l.urope i u!

minated in the feudal system. Thr nobility maintained order

and attended to the fighting while tin- serfs tilled the -oil. The

manufacturing cities became the rivals of the feudal lord>, who

felt their power threatened, and hence they bitterly op-

ines. The cities were free, and the serfs who lied to them

were accepted and made freemen.

The Domestic System. With the beginning of the m<>

period the town system gave way to a larger economy. Tin-

towns lost the control of trade. The gild system was gradually

succeeded by the domestic system, which developed in the

ith and seventeenth centuries and was a characteri-tu

feature of English industry until the middle of the eighteenth

century. As in the gild system, industry was carried on by
hand in a small way, but the functions of merchant and workman

were now separated. The gild master sold the goods which In-

produced in his shop directly to the customers who were to use

the goods, but under the domestic system the workman

to be less independent. He received the raw material from a

middleman, to whom he also delivered the finished product.

Much of this work was done outside of the towns, the ar

thus being enabled to devote part of their time to agriculture.

Defoe, in his tour through Great Britain (1724-1726), describes

the methods employed as follows :

The land "was divided into small inclosurcs from two acres to six or

each, seldom more ; every three or four pieces <f land had an hon

to them, . . . hardly an house standing out of a speaking <Iistun<

another. . . . We could sec at every house a tenter, and on

tenter a piece of doth or kersie or shaloon. ... At e it ral.lr

house was a manufactury. . . . Every clothier keeps one horse, at

to carry his manufactures to the market, and every one gem-rally 1.

cow or two or more for his family. Hy this means the small pieces of in-

closed land about each house are occupied, for they scarce sow torn <

to feed their poultry- The houses are full of lusty fell .it the

dye-vat, some at the looms, others dre^intr the rloths; the women o

drcn carding or spinning, being all employed, from the youm tdett.*
1

Agricultural Changes. Manv important cl D the.

ilture of England took place during tin >tage.
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most promii: hese is the process called indosure.

the manorial system i } lumN in the common fields were

of a landlord, but his rights were not exclusive

qualified by rights of the tenants. There existed a

rid of par of landlord and tenant in the

>ure is the term used to designate
iisxolmion uf the partner*) >c separation of rights.

< tenant had generally a farm which was in

I land, instead of being in scattered strips in dit:

thi> in- paid usually a definite money rent. The
farmer rould make improvements on his own account, I

was impossible when he held scattered strips in great fields.

Inclosures were made during this whole period and especially

during the Tudor period. Farms became larger and when
labor was scarce and wage- heep farming, requiring few

laborers, was rapidly extended. Inclosures resulted in great
.Itural tinpn> but at the same time they were

frequently attended with hardship for the poorer people. Some-

times the common rights, especially those of common pasturage,

were not fully paid for, although the rule was that of compensa-
Hut the result was to separate many people from the

land; frequently the payment received by the poorer people
was wasted. The right to pasture a cow meant a definite con-

n with the soil ; thr money received in payment for this

right migl -appear. E\ ngli^h villages

;>ossible to find those who receive small sums for ancient

rights, and these are too often used in dissipation. In Epworth,
England, tlu villagers formerly had a right to cut turf in a field

A hi. h i- now let for a money rent, and this is used to buy coal

which IN distributed among the people in payment of their an-

Convertible husbandry, rotation of crops, the cultivation of

root crops, improved breeds of animals and other forms of

agricultural progress accompanied inclosure, which is still

forward, although the process is nearly completed so far

as the arable land is concerned. A halt has now been called to

the inclosure of forests and common fields, especially when used
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for pasturage, and these arc

and used as public parks and playgrounds; but often with

:ratfe which have descend^] t<>

owners by inheritance or which have l>< ..red other-

wise, as by the purchase of a cottage to which the right

attached. An illustration of a village with extensive common
fields is afforded today by Stelling Minnis, near Canterbury,

England.
The Mercantile System. The decay of town authority <li<!

not mean that industry and commerce were left to the free play

of competition. The supervision of the central government
took the place of that of the towns. The national system .f

regulation has been called the Mercantile System, which

vailed in England (and in other countries) from

century to the nineteenth. Its essential idea is the guidai

economic affairs in such a way as to increase the comm
and military power of the nation as a whole. The navii:

laws which the student has met with in his study of Am.

history were a part of this system. An attempt was made to

a
"
favorable

"
balance of trade and to maintain a good

supply of the precious metals. Agriculture was fostered with

the aim of promoting the growth of population. The mercantile

system has often been described as consisting chiefly of trade

restrictions, but it is the contention of Professor Schmoller

that in its essence the system meant "
the replacing of a

and territorial economic policy by that of the national si

It was characteristic of the mercantile system, too, to inu

in the conduct of internal trade. Prices, wages, and the rules

of apprenticeship were fixed by public authority. The quality

of goods was inspected by public officials. Patents of monopoly
on the sale of certain commodities, such as gunpowder, ma-

and playing cards, were extensively granted by royal autl

to favored individuals or companies, ostensibly to i

industries.

the Council of York, Charles was obliged to declare many of the

industrial patents void; but enough remained to call forth an indignant

Mtion from Sir. J. Colepepper in the Long Parliament : 'I hi ~~ but
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i> ft nel of wasp*, or *- win, which have overcrept the land,

I mean the moaopoler and polers of the people. These like the frogs of

Egypt ixjcioo of our dwellings, and we have scarce a room free

from r

we fin- ! a, wash-bowl, and powder. thare with

the but marked us and sealed us from bead to foot.

I not bate us a pin ; we may not buy our own death*

without >e leeches that have tucked the com-

monwealth BO h. it almost become hectical. And tome of these

are asharm right names; they have a vizard to hide the brand

made by that good U ^ James ; they shelter

thf!"?*1"** under thr name of a corporation; they make bye-laws which

serve their turns to squeeze us and to fill their purses ; unface these and they
ve a* bad curt as any in the pack. These are not petty chapmen, but

wholesale mm.'" '

-tage in Knglixh history would deal with

of labor, including the Statute of Artificers

passed in tin- n-iiMi of i
. which provided that all able-

bodied men might be compelled to serve as agricultural laborers,

ml all ai iral or urban, should undergo an appn n-

tkeahip of at least seven yea his same reign >n was

made issessment of wages by the Justices of the Peace.

year in each locality thr were to assemble, and,

mg to them H reel and grave persons ... as they
shall think meet, and conferring together respecting the plenty

time." they were to fix the wages for every

-.r, skilled or unskilled, by the year, week, or

ami with or without allowance of food. A full account

h: (2) the development of s> poor

by civil auth > ouragement of shipping and

of (4) the imr. is to introduce m
Filiation of the corn trade; (6) the establish-

ing of plantation* in the col regulation of the coin-

age; (8) ranee, and f<

comn < : the old: yarding the sinful

ness of in .ing.

ninftum. Egluk C**mmt <rW InJutlry. Uodtr* Timn. Part
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V. THE INDUSTRIAL STAGE

In tlu- hittrr part of the eighteenth century, the slow-going

methods of the handicraft stage were radically changed by t In-

Industrial Revolution. The fundamental feature of thi^ change
is the introduction of power manufacture. The industrial revo-

lution and the chief features of the industrial stage will be dis-

cussed in the following chapter.

Before proceeding to the consideration of the last stage, it

will be well to notice some of the other views which have been

expressed concerning the periods of economic development . The

German economist, Hildebrand, has taken as his principle of

classification the method of exchanging goods, and from this

standpoint he gets the following three stages: (i) barter, (2)

money, and (3) credit. All three methods of exchanging, to be

sure, are in use at the present time, but the extensive use of

credit is the new and characteristic thing about present-day

exchange. It has been objected that the period before tin u-e

of money became prominent is characterized not so much by

the barter of goods as by the fact that exchange itself is unim-

portant.

Another writer (Biicher) has divided economic history accord-

ing to the nature and size of the normal self-sufficing economic

unit, as follows : (i) the independent domestic economy, (2) the

town economy, (3) the national economy.
In the first stage the interval between production and

consumption is small. Things are produced where they are

consumed, . -i in the village communities of the early middle-

ages. In the town economy the interval is somewhat greater.

The artisans in the town produce for the consumption of other

persons, for the most part in the immediate neighborhood, so

that the producer meets the consumer without intcrmedi

In the third stage, production is for a national market, so that

goods may pass through many hands before reaching the

consumer, and the system of cooperative division of labor

embraces the whole nation. Possibly, according to this view, a

fourth stage might be added, that of a nascent world economy.
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Aga u^hi pay attention chiefly to the condition of

i ginning with a condition where there is no distinct

laboring class, we pass through slavery and serfdom to free

labor, regulated at law and custom, then by individual

and finally in large measure by group contract or col-

bargaining supplemented to an increasing extent by

legal regulations of a new kind

or PMPOO-

Ap-

propriation

Prehistoric

Independent

3.

Pastoral
Fionomy

Barter

I-.omomy
K. for, Christ

fcrcntiatcd

Agricultural

Slavery and

Serfdom
ntb-uth

Handicraft COMB*)

Money
Free Labor

povantd
by Custom

i 3th-i8th

Centuries

Industrial

National

B09MBQ

Credit

Economy

Individual

Contract

Group
Contract

18th Century
to the Pres-

ent Time

These various classifications are not contradict .the

iry, they supplement each other. Still other divisions

are possible. In the preceding table these various points of

view are roughly correlated and applied to the history of

England. These divisions of time are in no sense accurate, and

are intended merely to be suggestive.
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QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES

i Write A description of the economic life of a tribe in one of the first two

flfcflt,

2. What is the difference between slavery and serfdom?

3. Give an account of the East India Company.

4. Sketch the development of the woolen industry in I.ngland to 1760.

>ive an account of the origin of the Bank of rnrl.-uxi.

6. Summarize the history of poor relief in Knhmd.

7. It has been held that because economic progress has been continuous,
it is incorrect to divide it into

"
stages.

"
Discuss this view.
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THE EVOLUTION OF ECONOMIC SOCIETY (Confautd)

The Industrial Revolution. The passage from the handi-

craft .in-trial stage in England is generally known as

has been objected that this

is misleading because the introdm < modern fac-

tory system required many years and was but the working out

had been long maturing. It is true that the

growth in of labor, the expansion of commerce, and

cal progress of former ages were necessary preliminaries

to tht evolution, but then U little danger of over-

emphasizing the importance or the rapidity of the change.
m 1770 to 1840, the span of a Fe, is, after

all, a short period from the standpoint of the historian. Yet

iianges of this period swept away the inefficient methods

that had been used for * en tunes, and caused profound modifi-

social structure. To understand the nature of this

ment, we must review the condition of things before it

began.

England in 1760. England wa> time largely self-

economic life, producing for itself it> food and other

articles of ordinary consumption, although compared with medi-

eval days there had been a expansion of international

tl trade. Woolen goods were the most important ex-

port. The imports consisted largely of wines, spirits, rice,

sugar, coffee, oil. and furs, and some wool, hemp, silk, and

yarn. Within the nation, too. there was not such a degree of

specialize: D particular localities as is found at

resent day, although the beginning of such localization had

clearly been made in the textile and iron industries. On the

whole, however, the commerce between the different section*

47
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of the country was -light. 'I'hr means of transportation

exceedingly poor, notwithstanding the growth of turnpike

The roads were described by a traveler as mo-t exei

vile." Such wa.s their Condition that f>ack horses wen >till a

common means of getting goods to market. River-

portant highways, canal building having barely begun.

The system of hand manufacture was still in general opera-

tion. Although tin- workmen under the domestic sy>ten,

no longer owners of the material upon which they worked, yet

the tools they used were their property. The beginning f

certain features of the factory system, however, are to l

long before the use of power machinery, for in some cases work-

men were employed in large- numbers in buildings owned by

mployer, who also furnished the mechanical equipment.
But to a large extent manufacturing was combined with

culture, not only in the textile trades, but in other branch* ~

also.
" At West Bromwich, a chief center of the metal trade.

agriculture was still carried on as a subsidiary pursuit by the

metal workers."

The medieval system of common field tillage was extensively

used, a large part of the land being still uninclosed. The culti-

vation was exceedingly poor, but important experiments tend-

ing toward a
" new agriculture

"
were being made in the second

quarter of the eighteenth century by Jethro Tull and "
Turnip

"

Townshend. Of the whole number of farms, approximately
one half

"
were owned and occupied by the various cla-

freeholders and copyholders ;
that is, by land-owning farn

The medieval notion of the relation of government to in-

dustry was still nominally in force. Detailed and sj

legislation was supposed to be the means of securing a will-

ordered trade, as explained in the preceding chapter. But a

tremendous revolt had begun against this whole system. This

revolt had its religious and political as well as its economic

aspect. The same year that Thomas Jefferson wrote the Dec-

laration of Independence, asserting that all men are by nature

equal, Adam Smith published the Wealth of Nations, the most

influential book ever written on economics.
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ndlvidual," Mid Smith, "i continually exerting himaelf to fad

nut the mot advantageous employment for whatever capital be can com-

> his own advantage, indeed, and not that of the society, which

he has in view. But the ttudy of his own advantage, naturally, or rather

ncceMarUy , leads him to prefer that employment which U moat advantageous

tosocin \U ..: he spedes of domestk industry which his capiul

;|>loy, and of whktt the produce ii likely to be of the greatest value.

.!ual, it is evident, can, in his local situation, judge much better

than any statesman or lawgiver can for htm." l

The Mechanical Inventions. During the last half of the

b century the progrcs D was exceptionally

11; shuttle (1738) had t d the weaving

process to such an extent that it became difficult to secure

enough yarn from the >pinner>. Hand -pinning was improved

Urgreave's "jenny" alxmt 1767; Arkwright, in 1771,

made a practical success of roller spinning (a method patented

long before), using horse power, and later, water power. Cromp-
ton combined these two processes in 1779. After 1785 steam

power was applied to cotton spuming, and then it was the weav-

rocess that was felt to be too slow. Cartwright began his

experimer ^4. hut the power loom did not come into

general use until early in the nineteenth century.

The improvement in the steam engine also made possible

great advances in the iron ; of fundamental importance

in an age of machinery. The production of English iron was

evenly- five times as great in 1840 as it had been in 1740.

The need for better transportation was met by improved

roads, by the building of canals (especially 1700 to 1805), and

'ic development of steam locomotion. The germ of the

modern railway is seen in the tramways used in the coal mines.

Cast iron rails were used as early as 1738. The first tramway
to be used for public purposes was chartered in 1801, the cars

to be drawn by horse power. Trevithick made a locomotive

in 1803 that was of practical use. In 1814 Stephenson con-

structed a locomotive that could draw a load of thirty toot at

the rate of three miles an hour. The Stockton and Darlington

road was opened in 1825 with a Stephenson locomotive that
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made fifUn mik- an hour, but two years later the di

1 tin- advisability of abandoning the use of

locomotives. In 1829 the directors >f UK- Liverpool ami

Chester Railroad arranged a prize com h-UTmim- t Im-

practicability of steam locomotion. The success of Stepher
" Rock it

"
in meeting the requirements of the contest demon-

strated that the new method of locomotion had come to

"A general survey of the growth of new industrial methods in tin

and iron industries marks out three periods of abnorm.

tion of modern industry. The first is 1780-1795, when the fruiU of

inventions were ripened by the effective application of !i- ma< him

industries. The second is 1830 to 1845, when industry, reviving .liter the

European strife, utilised more widely the new inventions, and exp

under the stimulus of steam locomotion. The third is 1856-1866
when the construction of machinery by machinery becani'

of industry."
l

Agricultural Changes. During the Industrial Revolution

there were also important changes in agriculture. Bak

in the second half of the eighteenth century, improved the breeds

of sheep and cattle. The inclosing of the common field

ceeded with great rapidity, not, as in the sixteenth century, for

the purpose of sheep raising, but to permit of mor

tillage of the soil. Between 1760 and 1850 over seven million

acres were inclosed in England. The small land-own:

was crowded out, partly because more investment per acre was

needed with the new agriculture, partly because "
gentlemen

farmers
"
(men who had made money in other pursuits and took

up agriculture because it was fashionable) bought them out,

and because the price of land was greatly increased by
of wealthy men to build up family estates. Today pract

all English farmers are tenants. The small farmer, who under

the domestic system was also frequently a handicraftsman, was

thus crushed between the new agriculture and the m-w industry.

herto the rude implements required for the cultivation of th

or the household utensils needed for the con ly life, had bee

at home. The farmer, his sons, and his servants in the long winter evenings

' Hobson, Evolution of Modern Capitalism, edition of 1907, P- 89.
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uoden spoons, the platters, and the beechen bowts, plaited wicker

rd handle^ .low teeth for rakes and harrows

and hardened them in the tire, fashioned ox yokes and forks, twisted willows

c traces of other harness fear. Traveling carpenters visited farm-

houses at rare intervals to perform those parts of work which needed their

professional skill. The women plaited the straw for the neck cottars, stitched

and stuffed sheepskin bags for the cart saddle, wove the straw and hempen
- and halters, peeled the rushes for and made the candles. The
ag wheel, the distaff, and the needle*. Me; coarse hand-made

doth and linen supplied all want .trmhouse had its brass brewery
tidustrie* by *>. he soil

increased their incomes, or escaped the necessity of selling their produce,
were now supplanted by manufactures."

Effects of the Industrial Revolution. As has already been

in- Industrial K introduces one of the great

stages in the dev man's power over nature. But

along with the new opportunities came also new dangers and

perplexing problems.

.'ory System. The use of expensive machinery
team power made it impossible for men to carry on their

: their own homes. The factory supplanted the home as

Instead of working by them-

selves or with a few assistants, men now to a much greater

m before had to congregai et, and submit to a

new large groups orga purposes of pro-

ifl brought with it a new division of society into

classes. 1 nine and the workshop, as well as the raw

material and the product, are at no stage in the prod

process owned by the nun who do the manual work. The
masses become wage earners. Now, in some industries not one

undred can by exceptional ability become an independent
workman knows that he is a workman for

have no trial classes, laborers and

i lists, with a great gulf between them which compare:
can cross, and with interests which often seem irrec-

oncilallr What thr ultimate effects of the new system of

1
Prothero. quoted by Cunningham. Grsvc* / Em&k Imdmtin W CMSSSSK*

Jt/Wmi rim/j. Par:
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production will be cannot be stated, but it has been su^j

that these changes in external relations are affecting also men'>

3 of thought. Can we i-xpeci the institution of private-

property to seem as natural and sacred to those who have

nothing to do with the buying and selling of products as to tho>e

who engage much in pecuniary transactions? It has heen

suggested that the feeling that we have a right to the product

of our own labor is merely a survival of the era of small-scale

hand manufacture.

2. The Expansion of Markets and Industrial Specializaii

Along with the new methods of production there has been a

change from restricted local markets to national and even world

markets. Improved methods of transportation make it possible

for different branches of production to be localized in regions

where there are special facilities for raw material or power. This

implies greater economic interdependence and greater liability

to trade fluctuations and disturbances. One great advantage
of the old slow-going system of manufacture and trade was its

regularity. As the area of the market increases, manufacturer^

find it more difficult to decide what and how much to produce.

Trade fluctuations have increased in severity with the growth
of large-scale production. This is due not merely to the chang-

ing and enlarging demand which cannot be calculated, bi

to the fact that manufacture itself is constantly being disturbed

by improvements which cannot be foreseen. It is p(

that a still larger scale of manufacture hereafter will bring steadi-

ness in industry, but whatever the cause of these fluctuations,

the effect upon the wage earner is demoralizing. If he were

wise enough to save his earnings during good times, and so have

something for hard times, he would not suffer so much. But

very few people who live in abundance can do this
;
how much

less those whose condition even in good times is one of meager
comfort !

Evils of the Transitional Period. The condition of the

English working classes in the latter part of the eighteenth and

early nineteenth centuries was undoubtedly worse than in any
other period in the history of the country. It is difficult to
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ll was due to ion of the fac-

' the new methods of manufacture

re wars, peculiar condition- in land ownership, dutu-.

I here is some evidence that the condition <>i child

:ndrr tin- do: n was often worse than in

their parent N proving the hardest taskmasters.

"The evils and horrors of the industrial revolution are often vaguely

ascribed to the
'

transition stage' brought about by the development of ma

chinery and the consequent 'upheaval.' But the more we look intu thr

. the more convinced we become that the factory system and machin-

took what t 1, and that the lines on which the industrial

tion actually worked itself out cannot be explained by the progress of

.il civilization alone; rather, the disregard of child-life, the greed of

i.ibour, and the maladministration of the poor law had, during the

ry, and probably much farther back still, been preparing
the human material that was to be so mercilessly exploited."

'

Hut v. the causes, the fact> that have been revealed re-

garding the conditions in Knglish mines and factories of this

1 are amazing. The picture includes cruelty to appren-

tice children, excessive hours, and unhealthful conditio

<>rst in the smaller factories, the

owners of which were hard pressed by relentless compel
Outride of tin , also, those who attempted to continue

to work in their homes in the old way suffered from irregular

employment and low earnings. The distress of the hand-loom

weavers affords an illustration.

Competition and Laissez-faire. We have seen that Adam
Smith advocated liberty. He asserted that every man, if

allowed to do as he pleased, would sooner or later do that for

which he was best fitted, a 1 consequently work where

he could get the most wages. man would buy what

-uited him l>e>t, and, after some experiments, manufacturers

would make what was called for. If one line of work was more

profitable than another, more men would go into it and by their

competition would bring prices down. If men cheated their

would go elsewhere, and cht

1 Hutchins and Harrison, A History of Factory LffiiUH^m. p
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would not pay. Everywhere men would look out for their

'nit-rests and would make the bargain that wa< m>

to themselves. This system of balanced

< sts resulting from competition wa- tin- best repi

possible, infinitely better, he claimed, than tin- old-time law-,

only incumbercd the development of industry. If the

policy of indu idopted, there would

prop): L^reat im rea-c in tin- production of wealth.

- view gained favor during the Industrial Revolution.

Not that a wholesale repeal of the old laws occurred such t

never happen in Kn^land, and are difficult anywhere but

there is a quiet and eflu iy of changing laws by chan^in^

men's ideas regarding them and leaving them unenforced.

A law that has been long observed has often to be long dead

before people gain the courage to repeal it. So the law requiring

seven years' apprentice-hip before one could enter c<

trades quietly died during the eighteenth century, and when.

finally, in the labor troubles early in the nineteenth century
some workmen discovered the old law and prosecuted employer-
for violating it, it was first suspended and then repealed, as

plainly ill adapted to the new condition of industry. So, little

by little, the old laws were repealed or forgotten, and men were

left free to bargain and manufacture as they plea

This policy of laissez-faire, or letting things drift, was very

generally accepted by the economic writers who followed Adam

Smith, and was clearly reflected in the parliamentary debates.

The universal free play of competition came to be the pre-

vailing ideal in this first phase of the industrial stage. I

in keeping with this spirit that England became a free-trade

nation in this period, the last step being taken when the
"
corn

laws
" were repealed in 1846, the act going into effect in 1849.

The Reaction against the Passive Policy. It may be said

that by 1850 the abandonment of mercantilists ideas was com-

plete in England, but long before this date a new system of

legislation for the purpose of controlling industry had been

begun. The government could not ignore the actual condi-

tions that resulted from competition and the introduction of
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We have now to consider tome of the main

of development i this modern industrial regulation.

f Goods. caling the law* for t ;

n of wares it was urged that cheating would not pay
and \\uui-: Ircd. it was said that th<

n of wares by the government was the cause of fraud ;

.t brand being often put on carelessly, men
<>r goods, because of the bra: .vould

have rcjettt.l if they had examined th ,n of

the laws would result in each examining goods t

was asserted. It is hardly necessary to say that these hopes
>t re.ili/- -i might IK* trusted to attend to their own

> do so, but they do not. Who
i an till tin- JIM lity of baking pov. ground spices, or

things that are misrepresented
offered for sale? >e the ordinary 1.

edge is worthless; an cxrx be employed. Such has

been the experience of the English people and also, more re-

t-ople of the Tinted States, and the law now pro-

vides ! ^K-ction by government experts of mar.

will always ruin their business

prospects if they cheat, and so will be <1

has been utterly exploded by thi rxjK-rinu-nt. The rep-
i fur honoty is undoubtedly a source of strength to

many business houses; but many a man has perpetrated an

ious fraud upon a country for a few years and n
with ;i forum.- ing began to be The

inspection of goods by the State is a principle now fully rec-

ognized, the only question being how far it should be app!
rhe Protection of Labor. As a result of a series o:

:s fevers, public a was called to the

D cotton

1706 the Man. Hoard of Health reported upon the un-

healthful comi: .-.hidi the children worked, pointing

out tii untimeh rotracted

:he day, with respn t to
not^only tends to

liimini-h future expectations as to the general sum of life and
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indu-try by impairing the >trength and destroying the \it;d

.-tamina of the rising generation, hut it too often give- enctt

nu-nt to idleness, extravagance, and prolligucy in the parent-,

who, contrary to the order f nature, subsist by the oppn
of their offspring.

"
In iSoj the lir-t factory act was pa--ed to

protect the health and morals of pauper children in

factories. The apprentice- were not to work more than twelve

! by day, and after 1804 not at all by night, hut the law

not effectively administered. After much agitation, in

whiih Robert Owen took a prominent part, a second step wa-

in 1819. The act prohibited children under nine yon
from working in cotton mills, and no person under si

to he employed more than twelve hours per day. As with

the act of 1802, the enforcement of the law was left to the ju

of the peace. In iX^ regulations a- to conditions of work for

children and young per re made for all textile factorie-.

and special inspectors were provided to enforce the law. I;

the following years the controversy concerning labor legislation

iolent and bitter. After a report by a commit tee revealing

shameful conditions in the mines, an act was passed in 1842

prohibiting the employment of women and children under-

ground. In 1844 women were included in the protective fac-

tory legislation and the half-time system for children wa-

enacted. The Ten Hours' Act of 1847 limited the working

day to ten hours. Subsequently protective legislation wa-

made to cover industrial establishments generally. The-e

various laws were consolidated in 1878, and again in 1901.

Another important line of legislation that has been made

necessary by the extensive u-e of machinery deals with the

ly of employers in cases of accidents to their workmen.

I'nder the common law a workman was entitled to receive dam-

ages when injured as a result of the neirlk'ence of his empl-

but he was supposed to assume the ordinary risks of the bu-i

ness. When the injury was caused by the workm Me.irli-

gence or by the negligence of a fellow-workman the employer

was not responsible. The Employers' Liability Act of 1880

gave the workman the right to compensation in certain
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injury was caused by the nfgjjfenff! of other em-

s, and in i^;;. b> the Workmen'* Compensation A

radka was made from previous legislation The
w liable to pay damages even when there has

< gligence on his own pan, and even when the accident

has been - he negle. injured workman himself,

cases of
"
serious and willful misconduct." This

now applies also to agriculture, shipping and mer-

e and domestic employment-, and certain trade diseases

been made to count as accidents. The transition from

's compensation" was thus

iore than mere name. The law of employers'
Mini merely iustice as twtwccn kman

\Vorl >mj>ensaiion statutes are

based upon a broader social pn :he rccog;

> are part of that

has to be paid for tin- use of modern methods of produ<

equipped to bear the 1

of the loss of earning-power that results from such accidents;

iking adequate compensation falls upon
. at large, which m ;>roj>crly use the emi

as its responsible agent purpose.

wer and larger development of the principle of compensa-
tion is found in social iich recognizes and extends

pie of social responsibility, but combines with

u|xm the equal imjM.rtance of the devdopmi
of individual thrift and self-help. The National In-

surance Act of 1911 provided for compulsory insurance against

.ess, and (in certain industries) against unempl
f.abor Organizations. Modilu the working

n have also been effe. oluntary organiza-

s, not only by their influence upon legislation,

but also ) dealings \vi; crs. We have noticed

the gi h )>layed a large part in the history of the Middle

Ages. These, however, were not like modern trades unions.

were in, men who worked, but not exclusively of

wage earners, nor even chicily in the interests of wage earners.
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e formed of masters. But combinations of the wage-

ig classes are found long before tin Industrial Revo!

do not become prominent, however, until the nineteenth

Laws prohibiting the combination of laborers had

been passed at interval ilu- Middle Ages, and in 1800

.mi-lit, finding that unions were increasing, passed a mos;

cnmp law to suppress them, declaring illegal

agreements between journeymen and workmen for obtaining

ices of wages, reductions of hours of labor, or any other

changes in the conditions of work." Under this law many
workmen were prosecuted and severely punished, hut in vain.

In 1824 Parliament contV^ed the law a mistake, and repealed

it along with previous laws relating to combinations of work-

men. Trades unions, thus tolerated, grew at an astonishing

rate, but they were still subject to legal persecution. Judicial

decisions, especially, were adverse to them, as the courts re-

garded them as agreements in restraint of trade. But in 1871

a law was passed which declared that the purposes and actions

of trades unions were not to be deemed unlawful as being in the

restraint of trade, and in 1875 the legality of trades union

still further recognized by the provision that acts which were

not punishable as crimes when done by one person should not

be indictable as conspiracy when done by two or more in further-

ance of trade disputes, and finally, in 1006, the courts were

forbidden to entertain actions for damages against trades unions.

In this same year peaceful picketing was legalized.

4. The Extension of Government Enterprise. The reaction

against a laissez-faire policy is further shown by a growth in tin-

sphere of industry directly managed by the government. We
find municipalities operating street railways and furnish in 2

water, gas, and electric light. Municipal enterprise includes

also in various places markets, docks, dwellings, baths, race

courses, oyster fisheries, slaughterhouses, milk depots, employ-
ment bureaus, sewage farms, theaters, and many other lines of

activity. The national government conducts the postal sav-

iie parcels post, and the telegraph and telephone

systems.
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Summary. In this chapter a brief sketch has been given of

England's att i a new set of forces. An im-

mense increase in production has taken place, due in pa

.11, more to machinery. But the distribution of this

wing directly out of the principles of competition so

long as they were unrestrictedly applied, was such that \*>

md some said even faster than wealth, and the

ng population of the realm sank into deeper distress and

degradation. The partial benevolence of employers, v

D have mitigated this disaster, was, as a rul<

>lerated by the competition which had made itself

Not until this benevolence was formulated, generalized,

iiforced by disinterested legislation was the horror of the

ion diminished. When we hear the principle of
" a fair

field and no favor
" and " no State inu-r advocated by

a man strong in the consciousness of personal advantages, we

must remember that he is a century behind his time, and that

he has not read or has not profited by one of the most dolorous

i human history. The English nation, after a trial

of free competition and no interference, as thorough as could

well be made, has undeniably returned to the principle of govern-

mental activity which she had abandoned, a principle which

recognizes as the function of the State the protection of the

MS, and the furtherance of their material and social well-

being, y law and every activity which offers a reasonable

guarantee of contributing to that end. It is to be noticed fur-

thermore that, as a matter of fact all this activity of the State

contributing to material and social well-being has also increased

freedom as a positive, constructive force. It has promoted
the growth of individual powers and enlarged the scope of act ivit y

of the average citizen. It has not tended to slavery, as Herbert

Spencer long ago maintained, but its tendency has been in the

really worth while ; namely,

y as a power of development and of contributing (in the

words of the philosopher T. H. Green) to the
" common good."

The older legislation restricted the individual ; the newer legis-

i enlarges and equalizes opportunii
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QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES

i. What is the origin of the ti-nn "/.J/W.: /;.

What laws arc in force in your state regarding the inspection of food

and other articles offered for sale?

ive a detailed account of the development of one of the great invrn-

tfont,

sketch of the cn.u tnu-nt and repeal f the "corn laws."

5. Give an a it of monopolies ar

England.
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I ER V

THE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OP THE UNITED
STATES

Economic Stages in American Industrial History,

transit <>f i i\i >pe to America, as an American

MM '

ha-, finely phrased it, thrust the Kuropean laws,

ins, and industrial let e seven t itury

hi- primitive en\ imnment of a wildernesv f the

mom< .vilderness dominated. I:

begin at the beginning and retrace as the child is said to

retrace the mental development of mankind the ind'.

1 he race.

The American people ha during the comparar
brief historical period which has elapsed since the settlement

of this country, run the whole gamut of industrial cvolv.

passing with striking rapidity through all the stages differen-

tiated in the preceding chapters. There was slaughter of cap-

Indian wars, enslavement of Indians, particularly
- but not only in the Spanish colonies, later the introduction

of negro slavery and modified serfdom in the indentured servants,

he individual wage contract, still supreme among agri-

cultural laborers, and finally, collective bargaining through
the great trades unions of the present. In a similar way,

ically all the stages dim-rent i.ited in the table given on

page 45 may be traced in the industrial evolution of the United

es.

ot to be supposed that American industrial

v worked its own way unaided through all those economic

stages which the race, with "
painful steps and slow," has labori-

traversed in its upward march. Stimulated by European

Edward Effkstoo. Trvuit tf CMimtim
61
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culture, we hurried through the earlier stages, for the most

retracing them merely as an iiu ident of frontier condition-,

and skipping some such as tin- pa>toral stage in many
sections of the country. On the other hand, it must not he

hat we h. y where passed beyond the so <

primitive stai:< rtCf may still he found in some p;r

the country, and thn. ;nparatively few rural district-

in which credit transactions have in the main taken the place

of money transactions. It i- interesting to observe t
;

to the progressive western movement of the population <>f

the country, the stages in the history of man's product i\<

appeared in regular order from wot to east 'I'll

years ago, the country of the frontier was occupied by hunter-

and trappers; next were great stretches of country almost

entirely devoted to grazing; farther east, agriculture pre-

dominated; trade and commerce were active, especially in the

country east of the Mississippi ;
manufacture on a large scale

was prominent in the North Atlantic and North Central groups

of states; while finally the lar^e industrial combinations which

mark the latest step in development were confined (with respect

to legal residence at least) to the Atlantic seaboard.
" The

United States lies like a huge page in the history of socie

Sectionalism. This phenomenon of the contemporaneous
existence of several industrial stages, side by side, under the

same government, has laid upon this country some of the han lot

problems which it has had to solve. The ever present but

ever receding frontier has continually created a set of interest?,

antagonistic to those of the settled industrial and comn:

communities. Shays's Rebellion in 1786 was in pan a
pi

of the more thinly settled debtor communities against the deter-

mination of the commercial centers to introduce the sound

currency which a developed commerce requires. The federal

Constitution was adopted and the present government cr

in order, largely, to strengthen national credit, insure taxation,

remove trade barriers, and provide a sound currency; and the

opposition to the ratification of the Constitution came largely

1 F. J. Turner, The Significancf of tkt Prontifr in American History.
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those agricultural ami thinly ^ tiled communities that

wanted to keep paper mon v debt payment, and resist

- and inflated currency regularly followed in

Tariff legislation, with its diiim-nt appeal to the agricul

trial sections of the country, has been another pr

\Var of 1812, the manu-

futiur rs of the North redoubled tl. tl for pro-

Phis wa- -usly resisted by the South,

ires had practically p. 1. and the struggle

of the sections over th i to Null; in South Caro-

lina and the acceptance by the South of the doctrine of secession.

The Civil War itself was largely a sectional quarrel growing out

of ceaseless friction between a sect h had reached the

rial stage and a n of free-wage contract with a

had been held in the agricultural stage by the

y. As a more recent illu-; f sectional

.aural clash < D different

stages of economic development, we have the free-silver cam-

paign of fSoo, wht ming, agricultural, and debtor com-

munities of the West and South arrayed themselves against the

lit or communities of the East and North.

;il struggles of the past have been territ

and sectional problems will always m Vow that the

-appeared, however, the typical political struggles

of the future will take the form, probably, of class against class.

Characteristics of the American People. Although the

.is disappeared, the pioneer work of
"
winning a con-

tinent from nature and siilxluing it to the uses of man" has

indelible impress upon the American character. In the

the dangers and hardships of the icted as a

powerful selective force in determ f our

immigrants, giving us an uiusually restle- . and

:ig people. The process of settlement which followed

phasized these qualities and ad

re. The primitive settle-- following the trapper an
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ier into tlu- wild* : in dejH-nd upon himself

l.r prou-i lion and Mil.-Mem e; he expected little aid from the

government, was unused to tlu- iv>trainN of law, and a lit

contemptuous of it^ possibilities, either for good or for evil.

The process of settlement, then, merely con linnet 1 the Amei i

in that excessive individualism which has made him independent

'and resourceful, to be sure, but partial to the- spoils >y>tem,

tolerant of lynch law and labor violenee, indifferent to u

and weakness in the administration of his government.

At the same time the great natural wealth of our land and the

case with which it could be secured from the government 1

taught our people, particularly in the West, to regard nature

rather than thrift as the source of wealth, to exploit rather than

create, to work and study as we farm, extensively. A

people, we are optimistic but careless, generous but wasteful,

buoyant but boastful. Industrially, we have risen to our

ceptional opportunities with spirit, playing the commercial g;

at times with excessive energy and devotion
;
but we have come

to emphasize quantity rather than quality, product rather than

finish. We "
lead the world

"
in the use of labor-saving

machinery, but depend largely upon Europe for our skilled

artisans.

Growth of Population. The mere growth of the American

people has been as striking as it is familiar. In 1640 there *

about 25,000 persons, excluding Indians, in Briti-h North

America; about 260,000 at the end of the seventeenth centur\

according to Bancroft; according to the same authority tin

million mark was reached in 1743 ;
and in 1790 the first f:

census showed a population of 3,930,000 in the United St

alone. In the next hundred years the population doubled every

twenty-five years on an average, and although the rate of in-

crease has fallen off somewhat since the Civil War, we are still

growing at a remarkable pace, the population of continental

United States being 91,970,000 in 1910.

Despite this enormous increase, the population of this coun-

try has not multiplied more rapidly than the means of subsistence.

This does not mean that every one receives enough to live in
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contrary, great mane* of peopl
U- it mean that *x icty a* a whole pr<

enou?/ .1 the wealth pro-

bfl latter |xiint lh.

he movement

<xis, say during the preceding there can

t t hat wages and real have risen, not without

e steadiness.

>ns of overpopulation which were so

common in the tiist half of the nineteenth o have been

signally discredited as 1 propositions applicable

can people of this epoch. The exploitation of national

wealth, the improvenu-i ness organization, and the inven-

.: machinery ha\r more than kept pact

. and it appears t lodsprosj

wages tend to depress rather than to raise the

>i the wage-earning p. no danger
of child;

ary. the n-al pnllrm of the twentieth cent u

1 the greatest discussi-

ng to some
r race is dying at the top, the able--

most successful (x-opU l.r. tnallest families; and this

"f the al' .in the opin;

OS, second in imfMirt.. no problem
called upon to solve. It i- not that we

Popul.r ill increasing wit!

failure of the most
it individuals to multiply as rapidly as certain classes

of the less eli ild U- *
"
race > has been going on for

.a it has not in the jast, and will not in the future,

the vitality or general efficiency of the race. Such writers

< my the ceaseless sterilization of the upper
classes, maintains rocess stimulates the am

lower classes by creating room at the

top, and that so long as the habits and ideals of the upper classes

F
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.n wholesome, there is no cause for regret that the individ-

uals who compose these classes are not ;>etuating.

Social heredity, not personal heredity, the preservation ..f sound

morals, wholesome customs, and habits of social helpfulness.

together with the opening up of new opportunities, an- a

ing to these writers the important far tors.

Second only in importance to
"
race suicide," and intimately

connected with it, is t lie problem created by the rush to the city.

In 1790 about 33 Americans in every thousand lived in a city of

8000 inhabitants or more, in 1910 approximately 300 in -

thousand lived in a city of this size. The mere facts in this

connection are familiar to every one and need no elaboration

Their importance lies in the fact that the rush to the city i>

apparently universal, that it has been going on for centuries.

and that it indefinitely complicates and aggravates the social,

industrial, and political problems of our time.
" Rao

for example, is more attributable to social conditions created

:y life than to any physical incapacity of the women of

this generation to bear children
;

the evils commonly charged

to the factory system are due as much to city crowding
the factory system itself; and, speaking generally, whatever

plan of reform for existing evils we devise or champion, we must

reckon with this deep-rooted and persistent force which draws

to the city so much of the best talent and ability which the rural

districts produce.

Slavery and the Negro Problem. From the earliest period

of settlement, one of our fundamental industrial problems ha-,

been to get enough labor to exploit the great national \vi alth ol

the country. The first solution attempted was by importing

bondsmen or indentured servants.
"
Nearly all the immigrant*

that came (to Virginia) between 1620 and 1650 were bondsmen,"

and in 1680 an English official estimated that about 10,000

persons were kidnaped or
"
spirited away

"
to America every

year. This class of indentured servants consisted of runaway

apprentices, penniless debtors, kidnaped children, honest

laborers, vagrants, and criminals of all kinds. They were some-

times subject to the most inhuman treatment, but, be
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they had white skint, soon mcl; -c population and

IH-MT i n-.itr! .1 r.n r prublriti

The first negro slave lan<i< .1 in 1619. For about

thirty years they did not increase very rapidly, but after that,

iturv, they multiplied
with greater rapidity than the white population. In 1790 there

; 50,000 negroes or persons of negro descent in t his country.

constituting 19 per cent of the popula 1790 the

negro population has steadily <ln lined in relative importance,
and in n;io, numlx-ring 9,830,000 in all, it constituted only u
per cent of the general population. The relative decline of the

negro pop is probably not clue to white immigration,

natural growth of the white imputation is markedly

greater than that of the negroes in the South, where white

.ration has been unimportant. The whites have increased

faster than the negroes even in those < h the

negroes greatly outnumber the whites. 1

The negro problem to-day, so far as it is an economic problem,

arises largely from the ignorance and economic weakness of

egroes and the exploitation to which their ignorance and

weakness subject them; from their concentration in certain

narrow districts of the South, known as black belts; their

dependence upon credit advances; their inability readily to

take up diversified farming and, outside of the farming dis-

n the social pressure which confines them to a relatively

few occupations, most of whu h particularly as they pr

them are neither uplifting nor developmental. In 1000, for

instance, 63 per cent of the male and 90 per cent of the female

ro breadwinners were employed in unskilled trades.

ri of affairs is due in some degree to the economic

.1 and shiftlessness of the negroes themselves. Con-

;ig the circumstances attendant upon their introdi

try. it would be >urprising if they were not

economically backward. But present conditions are also due

1 The frailer bamw of the white* "holds feoermOy. though not

food fa even the mo* <m*wi*tmbffly bkck of the bbck couBthi el the bfedi hefc.
1

-John C. ROM. in A merit** Bt**mie Kmnr. vol. iv o. oa.
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in part to race prejudice of their white brethren Then

strong movement in tin South today f< ed segre^

of negroes, both in urban and rural communities; and the

unions evince a growing di>im li nation to receive negroes as

members on the same status as while \\orkmen.

Vigorou- . however, are now heing made in tin- Smith

to provide industrial training of a >ystematic kind for the

negroes; and despite the asserted facts thai

of the negro school population of the South is in school at

ance," that
"

in the rural South today not one Mark child in

four is in school," and that
"

the public sch<> m for

negroes in the rural South is worse today than it \

years ago, with a smaller percentage of enrollment and smaller

proportion of teachers,"
' the economic status of the ne;.'

recent years, particularly that of the negro farmer, shows steady

improvement. But yesterday a slave, it is inevitable that the

negro should be forced to traverse in the for h the

intermediate steps of serfdom, peonage, and tenancy '

becoming farm operative and owner. No class can be i

formed in a day by legislative enactment from the

slavery to that of free contract. In the South during tli

census decade the number of negro farmers increased more

rapidly than the number of white farmers; the acreage of land

operated by white farmers decreased while that operated by

negro farmers increased 10 per cent; the value of farm land

and buildings owned by whites increased 117 per cent, but tin-

value of farm land and buildings owned by negroes incr-

156 per cent
;
while the number of negro farm owners increased

17 per cent as contrasted with an increase of 12 per cent in

the white owners of farms. The negro has been barred from

the cotton mill. If the negro farmer can learn to raise some-

thing other than cotton and raise it on something other than

credit, he will probably have little cause to regret his excl

from the cotton mill.

Immigration. Next in importance to the negro question is

1 W. E. B. Du Bob, Quarterly Publications of the American Statistical Association,

vol. nil, p. 83.
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tt> have always had an immigra-
ior Thomas Dongan, in 1685, made a

uc King of Engla >f dreadful forebodings at

luture <>i inland unless

tK. ;o overcrowding were promptly checked. .

George Washington and Thomas Jefferson are both recorded

as opponents of an unn |>olicy of immigration, and it

safely asserted that no considerable period has elapsed

<lay without producing eloquent and forceful advo-

cates of a rigid rest i

"
'

Owing, how-

extraordinary increase of immigrants in recent yean
imber rose from 3,840,000 in the decade ending in 1900

S,796,ooo in the decade i-nding in 1910) unusual intere-t in

i he >ut>jit t has been aroused, the restrictive features of our law

have been repeatedly strengthened, and on three occasions bill-

ain general volume of immigration by literacy

te- xisscd Congress only to be vetoed by the President.

Most of the alarm which has recently been expressed, however,

due to the change in character, rather than the increase in

r immigration. In-triutive bearing

up t are given in Table 1 [Jntfl nearly the last

tniymoal immigrants came

Kingdom, Germany, and northwestern Europe,
\vl : fi.n time the arrivals have been largely from south-

1 it appears thai the new immigrants are more

illiterate, much less likely to bring over their families and to

tain permanently in this country, display less interest in

ralization papers, and show a larger proper
1. as well as a smaller proportion of skilled laborers,

in the earlier immigrants.
" These people," it has been said,

<1 them of a nature to give en-

courage iherited instincts and

h made it comparatively easy to deal with the

i of the earlier time. They are beaten men from

beaten races, representing the worst failures in the struggle

nmhrintifT of Tmmifratioo. Robert WaUhoca, ta Tkt Orito*. voL tanvfl,

00.
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board, swarming in tin- -him- and intensifying all those social

evils which have their origin in urban congestion.

The problem is chiefly economic, and the social or moral

delinquencies of tin- newer immigrants have been greatly exag-

gerated. Thus the new immigrants are far less given to ftteo-

holic excesses than the old. But tin- investigations of the Unit id

States Immigration Commission, to quote from its report,
"

shov, --upply of unskilled labor in the indu-::

country as a whole," and the Commission recommends that

"a sufficient number be debarred to produce a marked *

upon the present supply of unskilled labor." \ far as

possible," the report continue-,
"

the aliens excluded should be

those who come to this country with no intention to become

American citizens or even to maintain a perma: idence

here. ..." A majority of the Commission recommended the

literacy test as the
" most feasible single method

"
of properly

restricting immigration ; realizing that it would cause occa-

sional hardship as any standard must and that not

all literate immigrants are desirable, and not all illiterate immi-

grants undesirable
;
but favoring it because it offers a p;

and simple means by which to reduce numbers without impairing

quality or discriminating against particular nationalities Not

in individual cases, but in the net result, the literacy
'

debar those classes which exploit America rather than -trer

it, and fail to rise to its real opportunities and responsibilities

Back of the demand for restriction is not the
" Amer

snob, but the trade union.

In the light of history, on the other hand, the immigr

problem is far less alarming than it is in the dry light of recent

statistics. In the first place, the statistics themselvc-

narily published, are misleading, because they take no account

of the large number of immigrants who return to Europe. The

most recent census statistics (1910) indicate that about
"

t\\

fifths oi the immigrants who arrived in the United State- during

the decade 1900-1910 either left the United States or died before

the end of the decade." In the second place, the importance
of the number of immigrants depends largely upon its relation
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i popular t inuntrN , ;n. ic popula-

i;nition teems to I* declining rathrr than increasing.

* rn in the |*>pulalion

has varied very little ^incc 1800; ami immigration reckoned

ic population was heavier in the period 1850-

1855 than in the period 1900-100$. In the next place, it is to

laws regarding the exclusion of

diseased, * :n moral, feeble-minded, and indigent persons

are constantly becoming stricter and their a* Imini-trat im more

efficir he plainly undesirable classes just

tinese laborers have been excluded since 1882, aliens

take up particular work since 1885, and an-

archists since 1903. Finally, and most important, perhaps,

agencies i ain^, ami' Americanizing the

grants have multiplied with great ra years.

Social settlements, vocational and night schools have under-

taken k of educating the immigrant; many important
labor unions have learned to organize the immigrants, and so

make of them allies and not enemio in the task of maintaining

.' condir, nployment ; federal and state

burea >>rmation assist in the proper distribution of the

grants, and public employment bureau

icm; while a group 01 ul and philanthropic immi-

grant aid societies like the Immigrant Bureau and the

w Sheltering an-: ,mt Aid Society "do eff<

\nuruaii immigrant, finding employment for

him at good wages, overcoming tendencies toward congestion,

effecting dMnhu: promoting acquisition of American

standards of living and thinking."
!

Surveying the whole history of immigration, three general

isions may be drawn which mu-t be fully considered by
those engaged in the solution 01 >ent problem.

We have, as a people, shown a marvelous ability to assimi-

late rapidly people of diverse races, tongues, and religions, amal-

garoa and stamp them with the characteristic qualities

of the American. Even at the close of the eighteenth century,

1 MAI J. Kohkr, Amtru** ficwiM* Mm. vot h, p 107.
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about one fifth of the population spoke some other Ian.

Knglish as their mother longi^e, and probably one half of

the population were of other than Anglo-Saxon blood. The

heterogeneous character of tin- population is illustrated by the

:iat nine of the men most prominent in the early history of

New York represented as many different nationality

\\ ... failed, 1. tO amalgamate the Negro and

the Chinese; the incidental feature of a dark skin creates espe-t

cially difficult problems; and it is this fart which makes it

undesirable that Japanese, Chinese, or Hindu laborers should

settle here in large numbers, particularly in separate
"
colonies."

Despite the high qualities of some of these peoples, it is con-

ceivable that they might come to this country in sufli

numbers to create a problem similar in character and gravity to

the negro problem ;
and if investigation show that there is real

probability of such a result, they should be excluded, even though
the danger be attributable to race prejudice of the natives rat her

than the clannishness and exclusiveness of the immigrant-.

3. In the main, however, the traditional policy of this country

has been
"

to improve rather than to check immigration,"

and the burden of proof is upon those persons who would re>t rii t

immigration by arbitrarily limiting the number of immigrants.

Natural Resources. Next to the character of the people

with which this continent has been stocked, the most powerful

factor in shaping the economic development of the United States

has been its enormous natural wealth. With a territ.ory (ex-

cluding Alaska and our insular possessions) more than three

fourths as large as all Europe, indented, particularly on the

eastern coast, with a large number of good harbors, intersected

by internal waterways that make communication cheap and

easy, endowed with water power that in the opinion of one

authority is probably
" more valuable than those of all other

lands put together," marked by every variety of climate and

soil, covered in many places, at least originally, with magnificent

forests, and liberally stocked with almost every variety of

mineral wealth, it is not surprising that at the present time the

United States
"
leads the world

"
in the production of iron and
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st :i, coal, copper, gold,silver,cUiry products, com, wheat,

lead, lumber, tobacco, petroleum, and hogs. It would be fttranft,

irr.l, with the vast mineral and agricultural resources at our

command, if we did nut *
l.-.id the world

"
in many things.

Public Lands. Of our 2,973,000 square miles of territory

about three fourths at one time or another has belonged to

tl The possession of this vast common
isure by ted States has played an important part in

dignifying and strengthening the federal government. But the

lavish alienation of the public lands in endowing free schools,

subsidizing railways and other internal-improvement com-

panies, and in providing free homes for the landless, has been

an even more potent factor in hastening our economic develop-

rm igh it has led, as has been said with some ju

cat ravishment rather than the development of our

natural resources."

Even more important is the influence which "
free land

"

has exerted upon the wages of labor and the distribution of

wealth in this country. While it was not until the passage of

the Homestead Act in 1862 that land could be legally acquired
without co- pie occupation and cultivation, it is practi-

cally true to say that from the seventeenth century until a few

years ago any enterprising citizen could, by the exercise of a

minimum amount of industry and frugality, secure a homestead

large enough to support himself and family. This opportunity
offered to the a free choice between wage service and

ming, constantly depleted the ranks of mere laborers, operated

keep wages as high as the earnings of a "
no-rent

"
homestead,

and kept fresh and vigorous that feeling of independence which

has been the distinguishing mark of the American workingman.

Up to June ;o. 1909, according to President Van Rise, the United

States had sold or disposed of to corporations and individuals

571,600,000 acres; it had granted to the states for various

rposes 1 53,500,000 acres ; 324,500,000 acres had been reserved

parks, forests, and other puhlic purposes; while there were

363.300,000 acres still unreserved and unappropriated, .not

ig 378,000,000 acres in Alaska, of which all but about
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10,000,000 acres were unappropriated a nd um
lands \vlrn h were sold brought less than it TOM -

wey,
and carr>' them. At tin- date mentioned 1^7.000,000 acres

had been given away under tin- Homestead and Timber Culture

Acts supposedly to actual settlers and 142,000,000 had

been given to corporations to stimulate the building of railroads

and other internal improvements.
1

How long the public lands will hold out it i^ irnpo.^ible to

say. Notwithstanding the fact that the national government

losing of its lands at the rate of from fifteen to tv

million acres a year, there i> still left if we count Ala

almost as much territory as we have alienated since the adoption
of the Constitution. Most of this i- v.orthless or un i

but irrigation and dry farming are reclaiming certain di-;

In the East, especially, we have almost certainly entered

a new era, and it must be remembered that fiftee; \ h- of

the population reside in the eastern half of tin- I'nited States.

East of the Mississippi trade and manufactures taken tog

have outstripped agriculture, and a large majority i t he
j

lack the inclination and necessary training, even if they

the courage and energy, to avail themselves of r>

lands elsewhere. Whatever the quality of this cheap land. i;>

importance has diminished as an outlet for the po upon
whose economic condition it formerly exerted ft uy an

influence. Considering the population as a whole, the <

sion seems irresistible that we have reached, if indeed we have

not already passed, the parting of the ways ;
and the

that free land has rendered in maintaining wage- and n-st rain-

ing the evil tendencies of the modern system of capitalistic

production must in the future be secured from other sources.

The distinctive Americanism of the past was gen

been said, in the performance of our national task
"

of winning

a continent from nature and subduing it to the uses of ma:

it was a product of the frontier. But the frontier has now dis-

appeared.

i Charles R. Van Hise, The Conservation of Natural Resource in Ike United Sfefe.

p. 294.
* E. L. Bogart, Economic History of the United States, o. t
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QUESTIONS

i. What peculiar characteriatka mark the icoaaalc stages of the Usited

1 . the pastoral stage through which the people of oar Great Pkfat

have pasted essentially different (rum the pastoral stage through which the

lople of Israel passed?
i numerate the great sectional struggles which have disturbed the

Why does radicalism accompany the frontier?

ntier and the work of settlement left a ftrmmtml impress

upon the American people? Of what kind?

5. How rapidly is the population increasing at the present time? Are the

richer or poorer classes multiplying more rapidly? Can you state the

reason?

6. What are the distinctively economic factors of the

When did the immigration problem first alarm

country? What charges are directed against the

8. Have we shown an ability to assimilate all kinds of

What has been the historical policy of this country toward

0. What part did it . .main play in bringing about and preserv-

iie Union? in maintaining wages?
! ! Joe* the growing sue of the country modify the influence

exerted by free land?
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CHAPTER VI

THB ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OF THE UNITED
STATES Conlinutd)

..receding chap;, r attention was confined to certain

fundamental and peculiarly American conditions which have

need the economic development of this country.

background and sett | en we

come t<> till in the the general effect is

produced 1>> tin- description of English industrial

i in Chapter 1\ I here are differences, of

course, differences important enough to make this separate
>skm of American economic evolution necessary. But,

<>n th rapidly we have developed
maladies and economic problems of the Old

Id

Mercantilism in America. In the American colonies, as in

England itx-li. the Industrial Revolution was preceded by a

period in which trade and indust > minute regu-

Ment. Bounties were freely offered in

several colonies for the manufacture of leather, iron, paper,

-ilk. and doth; land grants were made and taxes remitted,
v in the support of the iron industry ; and in order to

encourage the home manufacture of shoes, for instance, the

General Court of Massachusetts in 1640 commanded that

hide
"
be sent to a tannery under penalty of a 12 fine."

rs
"
were appointed to see that the law

was obeyed.

early colonial regulation was r as well as protec-

\"ew England * in the seventeenth century.

bws were repeatedly passed prohibiting idleness, fixing t he hours

70
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<>f labor, and prescribing rate "i \\age>. with apj penai-

ties for workmen who took or employers who paid more than

legal rate. In the Boston Town Records of 16.^5, lor insia:

Mud this resolution: "That Mr. William Hutchinson. Mi.

William Colborne and Mr. William Breton shall sett pryces

upon all caltel. comoditie-. victuals and labourers and Work-

men's Wages and that noe other prises or rates shal i>,

or taken." But the n-Mrii tivr la\vs, in general. failrd dismally. ,

The abundance of cheap land and the independent spirit gener-

ated by the pioneer life prevented the enforcement of obnoxious

colonial laws, and eventually led the colonists into armed resiftt-

ance against the restrictive legislation of the English govern-
ment.

English Colonial Policy and the Navigation Acts. In

accordance with mercantilist views of colonial relations!]

English statesmen of this period looked upon a colony at

community which was to supply raw materials for the indust :

of the mother country, secure its manufactured goods from tin-

mother country, and so far as trade with the rest of the world

was concerned, buy and sell through the mother country.

accordance with this general policy England gave bouni

for the production in America of raw materials such a- i:

indigo, naval stores, barrel staves, and the like, but restricted

manufacturing proper by prohibiting, for instance, the erec-

tion of mills for slitting or rolling iron, and furnaces for making
steel and fettered our commerce in a variety of wa

The English laws were not so severe as might be inferred

from our brief statement of their nature and purpose ; they \\

laxly enforced; and it is to be remembered that England

encouraged some industries while she attempted to <

others. English colonial policy of this period v. o much

malicious as mistaken. The important points for us are these :

that it did not seriously hamper the development of American

industry in general, while it did strengthen and stimulate in the

American people that spirit of individualism which the industrial

opportunities of the New World and the front ier rondit i. >n- < >f t he

time combined to create. A --quence the new nation,
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>, was pledged i" tl

guarantees of personal

freed* in matter* political, hut in industrial and

MM i.ii rrl.it:. Dsbipl U lA U

American Industries in 1776 When the K< .olutionary

.m industry was still in a primitive stage.

.cs were, <*t advanced.

Large quantities of In: limU-r products were exported

prosperous condition ; and

re-ached a real: kable stage of develop-
. tiur.i unage afloat under

'

culture, however, was carried on in the most wasteful and un-

ig lo the cheapness and fertility of the soil;

uring was >till in the house-hold stage. In the

middle and New Kngland < :iing and weaving, the

manufacture of shoes and food prodiu t>, were carried on within

the home; and, b i this

perkx
1

ited almost an indej>endent economic unit, rais-

ing or .med. and Imying little

save salt and a few necessary iron implements. Of manufactur-

r sale and export, h*- here was litt men-

>e absence of adequate means of transport was largely

respoi of affairs. The roads were little

years la; . con-

< 'iisiderabl \ i i i he roads we poor
that

" Madison spent a week going from New York to Boston

ige. while the cost of cartage of a cord of wood for a dis-

tance - miles was three dollars." Agriculture, lu.v

was the dominant industry of the country. In 1787 less than

one eighth of the working population was engaged in manu-

g, navigation, and tr.. med.

The Industrial Revolution in America. The Industrial

n was sudden, and in its consequences momentous
in America as well as in England. The Revolutionary War, by

the American people
ir own resources: goods that had hitherto been im-
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ported had now to be manufactured at home
;
a large number of

industries sprang up rapidly; and the idea became j>r \

alent that the new nation must make it>elf industrially as

well as politically independent of the Old World. II

governments endeavored to foster the new industries by protec-

tariffs. and this policy was later continued, in a moder;

form, by the federal tariff act of July 4, 1789. I ere

offered by various societies, and even by certain state gover

ments, for the introduction of the new machines and methods

which were revolutionizing industry in England. Attnu:

by one of these offers, Samuel Slater,
"
the father of American

manufactures," who had been apprenticed to a manufacturer

of cotton machinery, and was particularly familiar with Ark-

wright's machines and processes, came to this country in 1 789,

and in the following year started the first cotton factory at Pa\\ -

tucket, Rhode Island.

The factory system secured its first real foothold, however,

between 1806 and 1815, when the Non-Intercourse Acts, the

Embargo, and the War of 1812, by suppressing trade with

Europe, forced the American people to do their own manu-

facturing, and turned large amounts of capital, which had pre-

viously been employed in trade and shipping, into manu-

factures. The growth during this period of isolation was

extraordinary. In 1804 only four cotton mills were in opera-

tion.
" In 1807 there were fifteen cotton mills running 8000

spindles and producing 300,000 pounds of cotton yarn annually.

In 1811 there were eighty-seven mills operating 80,000 spindles,

producing 2,880,000 pounds of yarn per year and employ:

4000 men, women, and children. In 1815, 500,000 spindles

gave employment to 76,000 persons, with a pay-roll of $15,000,-

ooo per year."
* When resumption of peace with Great Britain

opened the new American industries to the fierce competition

of the older English manufacturers, many failures and much

suffering ensued, as a consequence of which increased protec-

tion was granted in the tariff acts of 1816, 1824, and 1828.

A little later, in the Middle Atlantic and New England states,

1 Coman, Industrial History of the United States, p. 181.
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the period of factory production had fully arrived. A separate

class of wage earners was appearing, who were especially ap-

pealed to by new arguments concerning wages in the tariff

dhmttkmt ; workingmen's parties were organized ; strikes and

trades unions multiplied, and the latter were combined into

municipal and sta .itions; in the thirties and forties

radical reformers linked the slaves
"

of the North

cgro slaves of the South and worked for the abolition of
"
wage and chattel slavery

"
; the factory town and the

lum became recognized economic conditions, and the

dangers of the Utter were multiplied l>y the heavy immigration

1845. By the middle of the nineteenth century the

tion was in full sway, and the economic

triumph of modern capitalism was assured.

As might be supposed, the Industrial Revolution produced
far less suffering and want in the United States than in England.

The e\il- attributable to the Industrial Revolution in England
were of two kinds. One arose from the rapidity and magnitude
of the industrial change itself; the other was d

change, but to the system under which the new industry was

icted the system of capitalistic industry working in a

regime of practically unregulated competition. In our country

the evils resulting from transition alone were slight. Our

manufacturing industries were scarcely started when the spin-

jenny, the power loom, and the steam engine were intn>-

duced, and so almost from the beginning the factory system
seemed the natural one. Thus, the change which in England
was a revolution was in America an evolution, a process of

construction with little destruction. And for a time

those evils inherent in the system itself were mitigated and

disguised by the immense natural wealth of this country, the

ease with which land could be obtained, and the unusual

ty of our working people which permitted them to take

quick advantage of the unusual opportunities open to them.

Hut these ameliorating agencies served only to check and

delay, not to destroy, the evil possibilities of the new industrial

system. As free land has become less and less abundant, the
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wage earners of the E&sl have had forced upon them condition^

of life which have kept down, although they have not absolutely

lowered, their standard of life. Extremes of wealth and ali< na-

tion of social classes have become so great as to arouse t he appre-
"ii of all thoughtful men. Labor riots that rail for mili-

tary i nee testify to tin- fart that we have not escaped,
that in the future we can hope less and less to escape, th

:iat accompanies all unf rat ernal relations among men. \Ve

l>een greatly blest in that we have escaped the worst results

so long.

The Development of Agriculture.
- The presence and p<

of those economic forces which softened the asperities of th<

industrial system in America are revealed in a particularly strik-

ing way in the history of American agriculture. In Kn^Iand. it

\vill be remembered, the changes in agriculture intensified the

evils of the Industrial Revolution, led to the consolidation of

small farms into large landed estates, and put the actual bu.-i-

ness of farming largely into the hands of tenants. None of

these things happened in the United States. The great area

of unoccupied land served as an outlet for our rapidly growing

population, so that between 1850 and 1900 the number, acreage,

and output of our farms increased more rapidly than our popu-

lation. Farms were not consolidated but broken up ;

today nearly two thirds of our farms are operated by their

owners, and more persons are employed in agriculture than in

any other branch of industry. There is a constant migt

from the country to the city, to be sure, but this is in no sense

due to the consolidation of farms. Thus between 1880 and IQIO

the proportion of all
"
breadwinners

"
(persons ten years of age

and over gainfully occupied) engaged in agriculture fell from

44.4 to 32.9 per cent. But great improvement in agricultural

methods and machinery made it possible for the relatively

smaller farm population to satisfy the demand for agricultural

produce even more completely at the end than in the middle

of the nineteenth century. That is to say, the machine ;

introduced into farming more than took the place of tho--

persons and their descendants who abandoned agriculture It
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has been estimate hat in i.s<;5

*1 only about 120,000,000 days' work to produce th<

ipal farm crops of thai year, whereas, had they been pro-
iods and machinery of 1850, at least 570,000,-

ooo days' work would have be red. 1

free land merely served to postpone, it could not

manently prt\ appearance ica of some of the

iltural . which .n i ompanied th- Industrial

: century u tiered if) .t

new : i erican agricultural development. Between 1900
,10 tin- number and acreage of farms increased far less

rapidly than the population, while farm tenancy KTI

close relationship, apparently, with an extraordinary increase

in farm values. icreasc during the last ten years

(1900-1910) in the value of farm property was equal t

total increase in the value of farm property in the

from the landing of Columbus until 1900 ue of

farm land increased 118 per cent between 1900 and 1910;
and the number of farms operated by tcna:

per cent as against an increase of 8.1 per cent in the nun

operated by owners. More imjH.rtant still, the a\

buildings and equipment per farm ;

$3560 in 1900 to $6440 in 1910. These figures reflect in part
.1 >imple change in the value of money . hut they in-i:-

veil the increasing importance of capitalistic methods 01

n in agriculture, the increasing difficulty of a< quiring
farm ownership, and the ^harp halt which has been called upon

iltural expansion which marked the last century.
i.ive now reached a stage in the history of this country

when farmers in average years do not produce much more of

the raw materials used for food, beverage, and clothing t':

d within the countr>

\V. Qiuinunce. "The Influence of Fun MmcUnety on Production and
r*blU*umt ! Q* Am~u** Bcmtmic Ani**~. Third Series vol. v.

pp- r-o.
ODyte

1 ovfi. pp. 0-13.
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Manufactures. In agriculture, however, the passai

time has not brought about a highly capitali/.ed form of ind

try, the typical farm represents only a relatively small in\

ment and is tilled by its owner, there is no sharp di-tim-

between employees, unions of wage earners are practically un-

known, and passage from the wage-earn inu t<> the em:

class U still common. In manufacture-, practically all these

have been reversed since the end of the eighteenth

century. And it i- the tone of the manufacturing indu

rather than that of agriculture which represents the keynote

of the modern econom! ment, because agriculture i>

constantly decreasing while manufacturing and allied indu-

constantly increasing in relative importance. At the be-

ginning of the last decade of the eighteenth centup.

eighths of the working population were employed in agriculture,

1 the manufactured products of the country wet 1 at

$20,000,000. Half a century later, in 1840, 77.5 per cent

employed in agriculture, 16.5 per cent in trades and manu-

factures alone, and the products of the manufacturing indu-;

were valued at $483,000,000. Fifty years later, in 1890, 35.7

per cent were in agriculture, 24.4 per cent in manufacturing

and mechanical pursuits, and the manufactured prod

alued at $9,370,000,000. In 1909, to cite the la*

figures, 32.9 per cent were in agriculture and 28.3 per cent in

manufacturing and mechanical pursuits, while the value of the

products had reached the enormous sum of $20,700,000,000.

The change in the character of the industry has been even

more striking than its growth and expansion. In the first

place, machinery and capital have become increasingly promi-

nent. In 1850, for instance, $556 worth of capital -ted

each wage earner, while in 1009 the average amount of

capital per wage earner was $2785.* In the second place, the

organization of the industry has changed, so that the individual

owner and ordinary partnership are rapidly being replaced by

1 Owing to variations in the definition of "capital
"
and other similar <

the statistical comparisons made in this and the preceding paragraph are not accu-

. and are to be accepted as illustrations rather than measurements.
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rations, though not unkimuM .:. ....:.::..: and banking,

common in the m.i: ng industries 1

1909, incorporated companies empl* i the

wage earners and man he goods pro-

ics.

I change in organization has been a powerful factor in dc-

lu j)crsonal relation bet" owners of capital

\vage earners who man their plants, and has thus

I to widen the growing breach between capital and labor.

It has also contributed greatly to the concent rat i istrkl

Law and custom in tin- country have combined to

make the small stockholder in the largest corporations a virtual

nonentity so far as practical parti< .the management
of the coronation is concerned; and i

who own a bare ma >tock too fre-

Imsiness despotically. Incorporation, then,

fafftfy^ of introducing a greater measure of real industrial co-

operation and thus democrat i/i is too often turned

out to be an ingenious device by which energetic pron

borrow or secure the spare savings of the community on the

most flexible terms and with a minimum of responsibility. The

corporation thus, while it appeared to be diffusing the own-

of industry, has in reality worked toward the concentration of

rces, moreover, have been working toward industrial

. the most powerful of which, perhaps, has been

com|>< >r many decades in this country the

competition among rival manufacturers was bitter and

; ted Tied down to their la rue investments

d capital, they were compelled to stand and fight with-

out q In every >uch war the number of combatants

tends to decrease. As old rivals are killed off. essful

re greater skill and greater power in

the passage of time greater and greater equipment is rcqui-

.ny hope of a successful struggle, and some of the contest-

ience from the struggle, combine to increase
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their n^ii'mn power. The inevitable result, whether through

>impi' 1 of the !itte>t or through combinat ion, is a marked

LM in the size and importance of the industrial unit. Be-

i 1809 and 1009, for instance, the number of establishments

in th< mduMrie- increased only 29.4 per cent, hut their

il increased 105.3 P61
" a>nt - an( ' ln(> value of their products

In many of our most important industries the

numlKT <'f t-tablishmcnt- i> actually decreasing. In the manu-

facture of agricultural implements 1 MM ween 1880 and 1009, to

take a single illustration of the many thai might be cited, the

number of establishment- decreased from 1943 to 640, while

age earners increased from 39,580 to 50,551, and the value

of the products from $68,640,000 to $146,330,000.

There are industries, of course, in which no such consolida-

tion has taken place, but they are unimportant in comparison
with those in which it has. The extent to which the giant in-

dustry and large-scale production had come to dominate our

manufacturing industries in the year 1009 is shown in the follow-

ing table, which will repay careful study. Establishment- of

the largest size, i.e. those whose annual output exceeded $1,000,-

ooo, constituted a little over i per cent of the number of estab-

lishment-, but manufactured nearly 44 per cent of all the goods.

Nearly three fourths of the wage earners were employed in

establishments having a capital of more than $100,000 each.

In the latter part of the nineteenth century the movement

toward large-scale industry took on another phase. In addition

to concentration or centralization of industry, we are now having

a rapidly increasing integration of industry. Large bu

concerns are finding it profitable to carry on under one manage-
ment several closely related industries. For illustration, take

the case of the United States Steel Corporation. Here we have

united under one management the American Bridge Company,
the American Sheet Steel Company, the American Steel Hoop
Company, the American Steel and Wire Company, the Am-

Tin Plate Company, the Federal Steel Company, the Lake

Superior Consolidated Iron Mines, the National Steel Company,
the National Tube Company, and the Carnegie Steel Company.
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Of the last itself, Mr. Charles M. Schwab said in his testimony.

before the Industrial Commission: ! ' The Carnegie Company
were large miners of ore mined all the ore that th-

quired themselves, to the extent of over 4,000,000 tons per

year. They transported a large percentage of it in their

own l>oats over the lakes; they carried a large IXTO-ntage of

it over their own railroad to th imrgh work-.

manufactured it there, by the various processes, into a great

variety of iron and steel articles I think perhaps a larger

general variety of steel articles than almost any other manu-

facturing concern."

Transportation and Railways. The industrial omn-nt ration

of which we have been speaking does not necessarily

competition at all. It merely gives the business into the hands

of increasingly powerful rivals among whom competition may
be all the more bitter because of the size of the contestants. But

in the principal transportation industries time has demonstrated

that another rule prevails: competition has failed to protect

the consumer, and the progress of consolidation has ope
to emphasize the monopolistic character of the industry.

The history of transportation in this country since the e

lishment of the Union falls into three stages. The "
turnpike

period
" extends from 1790, the year in which the first turnpike

was constructed, until 1816, when steam navigation upon the

Ohio River became fairly regular. The second stage, the
"

river

and canal period," ends after the panic of 1837, and is marked

particularly by the introduction of steam travel on the Hudson

(1807), the Ohio, and Mississippi rivers (1808 to 1817), and the

opening of the Erie Canal in 1825. The last stage, the
"
period

of the railway," extends from about 1842 to the present time.

In contrasting these periods, it is not meant to suggest that

canals were not built before 1790, or that turnpikes are not im-

portant at the present time. As a matter of fact, a canal was

built in Orange County, New York, as early as 1750: and the

last few years have witnessed a rapid and costly improvement
of our highways. These "

periods
"

merely indicate the kind

Report of Ike Industrial Commission, vol. xiii, p. 448.
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aisportalion facilities which at different times have been

most prominent in the minds of the people.

the development of the railway, certain approximately
definite stages may also be distinguished. Between 1830 (when
the first important railway the Baltimore and Ohio was.

opened) and 1840, the railways were short local lines used in

Urge degree to supplement or piece out the rivers and canals.

In the next period, 1840 to 1870, many new roads were built.

and the process of
"
linear consolidation

"
the linking to-

gether of local companies into through trunk lines began.

sog both the New York Central and the i vania

had effected through connections with Chicago. In the same

year, the completion of the Central and Union Pacific railways
linked the Pacific Ocean with the eastern railways, and the

continent was spanned.
The period between 1870 and 1890 is marked by three striking

developments. First, it was a period of feverish *pfH*
the railway mileage of the country increased from 52,000 to

160,000 miles, more than 200 per cent. Secondly, the com-

pletion of several through routes from the Atlantic seaboard

to Chicago brought about a period of destructive competition,
which led to discrimination and rebating in through traffic and

the overcharging of local or non-competitive traffic.
" Wher-

ever competition appeared, discrimination followed; and in

the scramble for business the stronger shippers were favored

at the expense of the weaker. Where there was no comjx
the public felt that they were being oppressed by a monopo
make up for sacrifice rates elsewhere a feeling which was in-

tensified by the absentee ownership of the western roads." 1

Thirdly, this condition of demoralization led to a double rc-

.. The railways sought to restrain competition by the

creation of pools and traffic agreements, while the people sought
>tect themselves through legislation and the creation of

railway commissions. The Federal or Interstate Commerce
Commission was established in 1887.

The last period, from 1890 to the present time, has been

>1! C Emery b 7"W C*mM40 UtUm Uistry. vol yjj. p. 70*.
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marked by an unprecedented amount of combination among

cling roads, and by a growing belief that tin- railway indu>-

'ly monopolist ic and must be subjected to
]

I ; tin- same time that the control of the magiiiii-

ni of tin's country greater in extent than

all the railways of Kurope combined has fallen into the hamU
v small number of groups, the people them

! have perfected administrative machinery strong enough,

hoped, to hold the monopoly in chei \

strong efforts have been made to preserve competition in t In-

dustry, but it is coming to be seen that in the main

reliance will have to be placed upon regulation rather than

competition. The amendment of the Interstate Commerce Act

in 1906 is a public recognition of the fact that the old problem
of private competition versus public regulation has givei

to the new problem of public regulation versus public ownership ;

and public operation may be given a trial in the near future

on the thousand miles of railroad which Congress (in March,

1914) authorized the President to construct in Alaska.

It would be almost impossible to exaggerate the part which transpor

agencies, and particularly the railways, have played in the economic develop-

ment of this country. Ours is a country of "magnificent distances," and

because of this fact, it was particularly necessary that superior means of

communication and transportation should be early introduced, if the country

was to be held together. After the Revolutionary War there was real danger

that the settlers west of the Alleghanies would be completely alienated,

ntfton was quick to realize this fact.
" The Western settlers," he wrote

to the governor of Virginia, shortly after the Revolutionary War, "stand as it

were upon a pivot. The touch of a feather would turn them any way. They
have looked down the Mississippi until the Spaniards, very impoli;

think, for themselves, threw difficulties in their way ; and they look.

way for no other reason than because they could glide gently down the

stream, without considering, perhaps, the difficulties of the voyage back

again, and the time necessary to perform it in
;
and because they have no

other means of coming to us but by long land transportations and unim-

proved roads."

This danger was averted by the building of the Cumberland Road, the

introduction of steam navigation on the Ohio, and the completion of t !

Canal. Later it looked as if the use of the Mississippi and other natural

avenues of communication would link the Middle West more closely to tht
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northeastern states, thus giving the South a preponderant
influence in -^ble struggle over slavery. This problem. b
was solved by the railways, which, unlike the rivers, ran east and wet rather

than north and south. The railway was thus a strong factor in the pfcaer-

vation of the Union. And since the ( western settlement has fol-

lowed the railway. It has been the great pioneering agency of the last half

v, and is entitled to as much credit as the public land policy for the

rapid settlement of the West.

>e development of our transportation fadlitiea, howe% r

rom the very first an active partner of private enterprise. Not only

has the State built roads, canals, and railways of its own, but it subsidised

companies which engaged in similar enterprises, with prodigal

liberality. Of the total state debts $170,800,000 in all contracted

1838, $60,200,000 were chargeable to canals, $47,870,000 to railways,

$$.',600,000 to banks, $6,600,000 to roads, and $8,500.000 to miscelli

neous objects. A mic of 1837 there was little direct construction

iteroal improvements, but national, state, and local govern-
ments vied with one another in assisting private companies by exemptions
from taxation and by grants of land, money, and in much these

subsidies amounted to we do not know, but the aggregate must have been

enormous, as appears from the statistics of land grants. "During the

twenty-one years between 1850 and 1871, at which time land grants were

discontinued, more than 159,000,000 acres were placed at the disposal of

railroad corporations by the federal government and 55,000.000 by the

tate goveromenta."
> In the ir origin and genesis, therefore, as well as in

essential nature, the railways are quasi-public institutions.

The Labor Movement. In the preceding pages we have

how capitalistic industry under a regime of free compt

passed from an earlier period of cut-throat rivalry to a later

period of com! anting in many cases to r

A similar phenomenon is discernible in the labor movement.

At the Ixrginning of the nineteenth rentury there were probably
lew than a dozen trade unions in the I Hi ted State-

ly know of the exiMrme. ic. Between 18:5 and

the
p.-.

; SJ7, however, they multiplied rapidly, and efforts

made to unite the Mattered "
locals

"
of separate trades

roader national unions, and to confederate the unions of

MI tr.ide^ into muniripal and di-trii t federations. These

i were only partially successful, however, and it was not

> Bocart,&*MMfcffi*r7 njikt Hurt Sltto. pp. 195. **. **"*
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until after 1850 that permanent national unions were estahli

and not till the organization of tin- Knights of Labor in 1860

that a fairly permanent national federation

f Labor reached the zenith of its power about 1886,

l>anic of 1893 its place has been gradually

by tin- American Federation of Labor, with which most A

mions, except those of the bricklayers and masons, tin-

Railway Brotherhoods, and the Industrial Workers of the

World, are affiliated. In 1893 the memlu -rsliip of tin Am
Federation of Labor numbered about 250,000. By 1914 it

had grown to 2,020,671. These figures give some idea of

the -trikingly rapid growth of trade unionism in the last twenty

years. As the membership of the American Federation of

Labor is usually understated, and as there are probably about

750,000 members in organizations not affiliated with the Ameri-

can Federation, we conclude that the aggregate membership
of American labor organizations at the close of the year 1914
amounted to about 2,750,000 persons, mostly men. 1

There are at least five periods distinguishable in the history

of American trade unionism: the germinal period, 1789-1825;
the revolutionary period, 1825-1850, so called because of the

close connection in this period between trade unionism and

more radical reforms such as socialism and cooperation; the

period of nationalization, 1850-1865; the period of federation

1865-1897 ; and the period of collective bargaining, 1898 to the

present time. We speak of the present epoch as the period
of collective bargaining because of the rapid expansion of union-

ism, and the establishment of many new national or district

rns of collective bargaining after the industrial depression

of 1893-1897 ;
and because it is only in recent years that em-

ployers and the general public have recognized that the track-

union is here to stay, and must be regarded as a permanent
institution with which many employers of labor must bargain,

whether they like it or not.

1 Dr. Leo Wolman, in a recent careful study (Quarterly Journal of Economics,

vol. zzx, p. 496), estimates the total trade union membership in the United States

and Canada in 19x0 as 2,227 00 -
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ivcd aim of the trade unions is a complete combination

vorkers in a given occupation or industry. The Broth-

d of Locomotive Engineers, for ir stance, probably counts

H its members more than 90 per cent of ail the locomotive

engineers h America, although there are few trades

i are so completely organized as this. With the passage of

moreover, tin- trade unions have made increasing use of

jonopoli- he dosed shop the principle

i leads union men to refuse to work with nonunion men,

and which finds expression in the trade unionist's new command*
Thou shall not take thy neighbor's y

The development of powerful combinations in the labor world

has engendered a counter movement among the employers, which

expresses itseli a the modern employers' association.

organizations are not new; we have record of such an

association among the master shoemakers of Philadelphia in

1789. But in recent years these associations have become per-

il, formal, and aggressive. They fight the labor organiza-

tions with their own weapons, matching the lockout again

the black list against the boycott, and the "labor

against the
"
unfair list

"
with which the reader of

trade- mrnals is familiar. .< employers'

associations, like most of the trade unions, have associated

themselves for common action in a large national feder .

the Citizens' Industrial Association of America, with v.

in December, 1903, there were affiliated sixty national em-

ployers' associations, sixty-six State and district associations,

and three hundred and thirty-five local or municipal associations

of employers.

iiL-ht Iwtween organized labor and organized capital

D has forced the State, in the interest of industrial peace,

Vage Boards " and Boards of Arbitration and

liation. Some of these, such as the New Zealand Court of

Ar hit ration, arc empowered heir awards upon em-

ployers and employees; while Canadian and

some of the American State Boards of Art have no
oower to settle disputes authoritatively, although they mat
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ilsory invrM and pul)lish their finding

ijuities of the case. These and similar topic.-, hem

reserved for more detailed discus-inn in a later chapu :.

State Regulation of Industry. The gnming interference of

the State in the conflict between capital ami labor brings us

naturally to the general subject of the Stale in relation to indu.

try. When the American colonies were planted, mercantili>m

:he dominant political philosophy; but, as we have seen,

mercantilism gave way to a philosophy of individualism in tin-

eighteenth century, under the combmed influence of the reai tioi.

-t the English Navigation Acts, the natural antipathy

of a frontier community to legal restraint, the philosophy >i

Locke, and in a minor degree the teachings of the French
{

tii-rats. The triumph of individualism, as a philosophical

>ystem, came at the critical period when our State and federal

constitutions were in the making, and it thus became intrenched

in the organic law of the nation, giving constitutional sanction

to the doctrine of laisscz-fairr, and establishing a constitutional

guarantee of freedom of contract , in accordance with which adult

men were left
"
free

"
to work as long as they

"
pleased

"
(or were

compelled), for whatever wages they were "
pleased

"
(or f(

to accept. Under the influence of these doctrines, for instance-.

our courts have annulled such wholesome regulations as la\\-

prohibiting payment of wages in store orders, and statutes

limiting the hours of labor of men in bakeshops, or other ex-

hausting occupations. Decades of experience have amply

proved that the average wage earner is too weak to protect

himself against many evils; but our constitutional law ha>

made it exceedingly difficult for the State to protect him. For-

tunately, however, the American people have a fashion of

bending [heir constitutional law to fit the facts, not blinding

themselves to the facts by worshiping the law; and in recent

years the Supreme Court of the United States has sanctioned

laws requiring: the semi-monthly payment of wages, prohibiting

the payment of wages in goods, and requiring the wages of certain

miners to be based upon the weight of the coal before screening.

Many of the State courts, however, are far less enlightened.
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iiii|Mi^il>U- in >!, ic free trade

Icncio of the Revolutionary period gave way to

a constantly growing program of Sta The
cr adopt'

year by year we have moved farther and farthrr awa; :r*ro it.

ith the- adoption of a tartt

1789,
"

for th<

-he failed States, n>

protection of maun reached almost a .m in

mbargo Act of 1807 ; showed itself in th<

c ai<l to turnpike, canal, an

rough! us the great mass of labor and fa

legislation which lias been adopted by so many state-

War; led in turn to t ate Commerce Act of 1887,

Merman \ f 1890, 1

..n and Pun iulmina:-d in the

'ii Ami - Trade Commissi

Excessive * 1-4 laUr.

them to accept work i. lit ions destructive of ph>

uorals, has led to the factory acts, prohii < hild

labor, and limit at ion of the hours of labor of won

adulteration of product* an :

has given u> the meat

inspet : pure food 1

leading to combination and oppressive mon
has brought us the anti-trust acts and regula

and national commissions. The rapid adoption of workmen's

omix-nsation and minimuin wage laws \>\ the St.-.
1

ii^ recent years, is striking evidence that we ha\

era, in which State in
1 e and con 1

unlikely

to become excessive. Whether the individual:

iiMrial societ appears,

socialists alike are now agreed that the State nui-;

As a promim h statesman express* re all

ihouirh ant by tl

he passive theory of government has been wholl;
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Up to the present time State i e has had as its princi-

pal object the improvement and preservation of competition
The conscientious mamriai turer who would not poi>nn con-

sumers for the sake of swelling his profits, the high-minded

employer who would not
" sweat " women and children merely

to reduce the cost of production, the delicately scrupulous

Chipper who would not undermine a rival by forcing a common
carrier to pay him rebates, all these have suffered as much
from the abuses of competition as the general public itself.

Industry under the competitive regime is a rough game played
for high stakes, and if it is to be played fairly, there must be

intelligent rules of the game and an umpire {xnverful enough
to enforce them upon all contestants alike. If the manufacturers

of Massachusetts are prohibited from employing children under

fourteen years of age while those of South Carolina are en-

couraged to do so, decency is penalized, and the victory goes to

the contestant guilty of the greatest number of fouls.

State interference, as we have said, has had as its principal

object the maintenance of competition upon a higher and more

wholesome basis. But this has not been its sole object. Our re-

cent regulation of public utility companies aims not to bolster up
or preserve competition among such companies, but to introduce

<i substitute for competition; and it is possible that in certain

lines of industry regulated monopoly may prove on the whole

more beneficial than regulated competition. Whether it is

desirable, whether in the long run it will be possible, to main-

tain a competitive as distinguished from a socialistic regime
of industrial society, may be said to be the supreme economic

problem of the twentieth century.

QUESTIONS

i. How do you account for the failure of the early colonial resU

legislation?

\Vhat was the effect of English colonial policy and the Navigation
Acts upon American manufactures? shipbuilding? American

p.

philosophy?

3. What was the condition of American agriculture in 1776? c r~^>
factures? shipbuilding? transportation?
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4 v. M < Industrial Revolution as important in this country as to

England? Was it attended with as much suffering? Why?
\Vhat part has beta played by war to the tariff aad mdustrial history

ite*?

In what respect* has the agricultural development of this country

differed from that of England? from that of the manufacturing industry?
\Vhat changes have taken place in the organisation of manufacturing

industries in the Ut cent i

Q. What b the difference between industrial concentration and totsfim-

tion? between large-scale production and monopoly?
10. What stages are distfeguishable in the history of transportation and

railways in this country?
What part did the State play in the development of railways? Is

railway consofldation a recent phenomenon?
What movement has the development of trade unionism dieted

from employers? from the State?

How did the doctrine of non-interference secure such a strong foot-

hold in American constitutional Uw? What has been the principal object
of Sute interference up to the present time?

(See also References for Chapter V)
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PART I

PRODUCTION AND CONSUMPTION

( 11 VII

ELEMENTARY CONCEPTS

cal econ< the technical terms cmpl
are or rstood because the same words are used in

.iry speech with inconsistency and confusion. Frequently
we have to choose between the alternat ives of being inconsistent

and of violating current usage. The present chapter is devoted

toaprehn the fundamental noti<

(ktliiical economy.
-.; is sometimes made that economics is a mere

bread-and-butter science, and thi- charge is not without some

dence studies men in their endeavor to

make a living, but it would be an error to suppose that we are

rned with only the sordid aspects of human nature. This

is apparent if we enumerate the motives which impel men to

Motives in Economic Activity. (i) There is, in the first

ieavor to satisfy one's strictly personal wants,

:i!glc for food. . comforts, amuse-

These things are wanted for their own sake, because

hich they produce upon the individual acquiring
them. We have here, in -ihort, the motive of self-maintenance

and self-development. (2) But ormal individual feels

Mii-h a degree of affection for certain other people that he is

also a ire and development. Sir

' welfare of others is a second motive which impels men to

labor material things, and in many cases

re effective as a spur than the first. A man
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will hold himself to tin- daily grind more pr: , when he

i- dependent upon him than when IK- i- -' ruling

alone.

Another motive is (3) the </<> //r to giiin the *d .///'.*

fellows. This motive may take the form of an endea

one's part and to be deserving of the companionship of the

class of people whom we admire. But much of our v

acquisition i- motivated by the hope of impressing our fellows

with a sense of our own importance, to show that we are su

ful, admirable, enviable. When the income permits <>id coats

are discarded, not because they cease to give protection, nor

because they have become a-Mlutkally objectionable, but

because the wearers wish to make a favorable impression upon
other people. Part of the pleasure of owning fine houses may
come from the fact that most people do not have them. This

motive is not always a conscious one, since our standards of

beauty or propriety may themselves have been the result in

part of this desire for distinction. Somewhat similar to the

desire for distinction is (4) the desire for power. Men like to

dominate and command their fellows, and this want may be

satisfied by means of the dollar as well as with the sword;

hence our
"
Napoleons of Finance,"

"
Captains of Industry,"

and "
Railway Kings."

Again, (5) the desire for activity for its own sake may be men-

tioned. Enforced idleness is as painful as prolonged labor, e.\-

< ept to the degenerate. This desire may result in the prod

of goods, but almost always it requires the use of
g

that have been produced; as, for example, the imp!

athletic exercise. Finally, (6) religion and the ethical

may be important factors in controlling the economic

activity of the individual. Observe, for instance, the different e

in the history of the communistic experiments in which re!

feeling has been strong and those in which it has been w

In this discussion the use of the word " motive
"

mu>t. not be-

taken to mean that all of the economic life of the individual

is a consciously rational one, in which pl -a-iire

against pains in such a way a- v the maximum surplus
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true, a rational being, and as

DCS of action under the influence of con-

I. ui he isalsoacreai ts and habits,

: he ccon<> iual has to be

interprt ui .-.- niHoutoi We speak,
! such things as t! :mmship."

and th<

analysis of the motives in economic a*

broad enough if we remember that
"

pleasure

hing that always consciously sought, but is often

to be understood as the result of t
;

.. of inh<

Utility -As a result of these motives, human beings are

ic posse> Certain things. These we call

To understand the meaning of the term
"

utility
"

in

inks, we mu ; econom

c of man. Goods may be of interest in chemistry and

physics merely as things, but they have no significance what-

i economics until they come into relation with man. That

\ man which imparts to things a new character and makes

;.ict of human wants. Anything that is capa-

bit of satisfying a human want is a good, and possesses util

We need here to guard against a misunderstanding which the

word
"

utility
"
might suggest. Utility is the power to satisfy

for benefits. Cigars are as
"

useful
"

in the economic sense as bread or books, for all three satisfy

want- inay be serio lous, or

US, but the objects of these wants all alike

i>s utility in the economic sense.

Free Goods and Economic Goods. But it is apparent that

the wants we have mentioned are very unlike in character. Air

and water, for instance, we seldom think of as things we want

\\ i u-ually ha\ r them in abundance and without excr

so that, though they satisfy wants as vital as any we

know, we seldom spend any time thinking about them or our

absolute dependence upon them. These arc /re* goods, that b,

goods thu . quantities sufficient to supply all wants foe
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them. Land in a new country i> i'n-<iuently a free good. But

the list of things that an ir i- <juu kiy exhausted. Economic

goods are those which exist in quantities less titan sufficient to

satisfy all wants for them. Hence, we must economize in tin-

use of them, are willing to undergo sacrifice to obtain tin in,

and usually they are obtained only by exertion. It is, however,
iheir scarcity as compared to the- human wants which they ha\ e

the power to satisfy, and not the fact that they have cost labor,

that makes them economic goods. Land, for example,

gift of nature, is one of the most important of economic goods
at the present time.

Effort. Fortunately, the supply of economic goods can, in

most cases, be increased by human exertion applied to the ma-

terials of nature
;
but this exertion, if carried beyond a certain

point, is irksome, and this has an important effect upon the con-

duct of life. If the labor force of the community were unlim i t e< 1
,

a great many of the goods which we now use sparingly would be

as free as air. Idealists have pictured for us a condition of the

future where a few hours' work per day for each individual (an

enjoyable means of working off surplus energy) will be suii;

to supply us with all of the goods that we have time to consume.

At present, however, most of us find that our consumption is

limited by the pain of additional effort. The end of our eco-

nomic activity is, therefore, not only to get the greatest amount

of satisfaction, but also to minimize the amount of painful labor.

Waiting. Another fact that persists in our economic life

is the necessity for waiting. The people of the United

wished to have the Panama Canal, but they could not

without years of waiting. They were obliged to spend millions

of days of labor with no benefit in return for a long time. So

in general the production of goods by modern methods, involving

the investment of capital, requires waiting as well as ejfort.

Risk. In a society characterized by private enterpri

industry, the risk of business failure is an important fact.

The uncertainties of business life are obvious : A factory may be

destroyed by fire, crops may be destroyed by storm and hail,

a panic may destroy credit at a Critical moment, fashions may
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chain may prove too strong. Some of these

tainties may be eliminate* 1 it other* can*

:

I
Miration i* a device by which

isk assumed individual is limited, although not

iu-d 1 .1:1.! the monopoly tend to reduce the

::n>.r'. > risk, and under a system of State

socialism it mi^ht possibly become a negligible factor in our

\ . M :,- y is constituted at present, how-

uoods to satisfy human wants is attended

.is we shall see later, society has to compensate
those who take these inevitable business risks.

Services. Goods have been commonly divided into (i)

material // h as food, clothes, and books, and (2) personal

is those tans, lawyers, musicians, teach-

household servants, and public officers.

The advfeabffity of the distinction has been denied. Actors and singers,

it ha. been 'urged, eU us perishable material things, i.t. light and sound

wave* of a i- '.. A m-cnt writer also considers the distinction con-

fusing became it obscures the fact that material things render services just

as human beings do. The piano yields services as does the singer. From
this point of view persons are durable economic goods along with cattle and

wheelbarrows. But, on whatever ground the distinction is made, it is im-

portant to recognize that among the things that contribute to our well-tiring

are some personal services that are so perishable that they must be

used with the direct cooperation of some other human being, while in other

cases the services are, as it were, stored up in some inanimate material things,

relation between the producer and consumer becomes an impersonal

<-ofamu5i xample, is personal and must be usrd

rendered; the purchase of a musical instrument, on the

hand, meant the purchase at one time of a king series of

Personal Qualities as Goods. The central point in our

n of man in his n environ-

ment. an! <-em reasonable to include the

i under the head of goods. Good health

make a ma ires more valuable

issist him in i re a part
>l" bin Kscssion

: we have placed under the head of goods.
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When we consider the importance of tin- priceless heritage
which the present generation has received in the shape of knowl-

edge and skill, we might make these a separate catego:

immaterial goods.

On this point Professor Marshall says: "German econ

stress on the non-material elements of national wealth i to do

some proM '.eulth, hut not in ;ill Scientiiu

knowledge, indeed, wherever discovered, soon becomes the property of tin-

whole civilized world, and may be considered as Mu r th.m .1

specially national wealth. The same is true of mechanical invention- and

of many other improvement^ in the arts of production; ami

music. But those kinds of literature \vhirh lose their for

may be regarded as in a special sense the wealth of those ;

language they arc written And the organization of a free and well-ordered

State is to be regarded for some purposes as an important element t n.it ional

wealth." l

But knowledge does not exist in a disembodied state, and we

shall omit nothing and avoid some confusion if we divi

goods into material things and personal services.

Wealth and Income. Wealth may be looked upon eitlu-r

as a stock of things on hand at a particular time or as a flow of

things during a period of time. When we ask how much a man

is worth, it is customary in America to answer in terms of the

value of his possessions, while an Englishman would

terms of annual income. The two ways of looking at tin-

matter are not identical, however: What a man spend? in a

year may include a good deal spent in hiring other persons to do

personal service for him, while an estimate of his possessions

could not include the value of those persons unless they were

his slaves.

What is to be considered as a man's income

as our law-makers have discovered in framing income tax laws.

In economic discussions we have in mind net and

income. We may refer to the economic goods and ser

enjoyed during a period of time, to the s:r D derived

from these goods and services, or to their money value. Money
income is commonly given a broader meaning to cover one's

1
Principles of Economics, 6th ed., p. 59.
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.icquisition of money regardless of whether it is spent

.viduml Wealth and Social Wealth.

the social and the individual standpoint meets us at

many in the study of economics. That which is wealth

ial is often not wealth to society. An individual

ig a government bond finds that he can exchange it for

some other comm> lie recognizes that the paper itself

-t be used directly for any useful purpose, yet he prizes

it because it represents an indisputable claim on the services

I of other people I f t he bond should be destroyed,

the holder as an individual would suffer loss, but society as a

aid be neither richer nor poorer, and society, exclusive

bondholder, would have gained at his expense. 1

the social standpoint the bond is not wealth at all, but only an

of a legal right to a part of the social wealth. All

property rights are simply claims to a part of the social wealth

The claims to concrete, material things, such ps
farms and store buildings, are included by an individual when

he enumerates his wealth ; and farms and store buildings are

social wealth. Again, in making an inventory of his wealth,

an individual would not ordinarily include such an item .1

post office, which is public and not private property; but,

>trictly speaking, the post office is owned by him jointly with

other members of socie \ successful patent is frequently

looked upon as an item of wealth, but it is simply a means by
owner gets more from other people in return for his

t
- It the patent is declared invalid, others gain what he

loses (not counting the lessening of the inducements to inven-

Again,
"
good will

"
in business is frequently paid for

,.;:!i it was an economic good, and is wealth from the

dual point of view, but it is not social wealth. If a busi-

ness man loses his established trade, his competitors are the

rs; society as a whole is not affected.

Wealth and Value. In the preceding paragraphs wealth has

been spoken of as consi articular things. A lead pencil
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and the year's crop of wheat are both wealth. .il we
are theamouni of wealth that these objei H -nt ?

Since the items of wealth are composed of very heterogeneous,

objects, we cannot use such units of measure as bushels, pound-,
or feet. We must select a measure that has reference to

quality common to all kinds of wealth. quality i>

wtiuc. This is a subject which will be discussed in detail later.

the valuation of goods and personal services being the central

problem in economic theory.

Capital and Other Forms of Wealth. Some mall-rial ihin^.

as well as personal services, yield satisfaction to human beings

directly. From clothes, dwellings, food upon the table, musi-

cal instruments, and the like, we derive enjoyment directly.

These are consumption goods. Other goods are of service only

indirectly. A plow, we say, is useful, but we cannot eat or wear

it. It .simply helps to produce the things that we can enjoy.

Such articles are production goods.

The distinction is a matter of degree. Even the food upon the table is not

qrite ready to be enjoyed. It must be handled with knives and

This has led some writers to make no distinction between production and

consumption goods. But it has been pointed out that great differc

degree are more important than many differences in kind. The di.-tiiutim.

it may also be noted, is not made on the ground of durability. Consump-
tion goods a painting or a book, for example may be very dur.

Production goods, again, are divided into capital good

land. Land is a gift of nature; capital goods machinery,

warehouses, raw material, etc. are produced by man. Oilier

differences between these two classes will be discussed later.

Capital Goods and Capital Value. Capital goods, as well as

other forms of wealth, are of such a heterogeneous natun

we cannot measure them by such units as pounds or in

Here, again, we must select some quality that is common to all

of them, which is value, and this can be measured in ten

dollars. Very frequently the value of capital goods is con:

with the concrete good itself. A typewriter is a tangible, ma-

terial capital good; its weight is measured by pound > ; its bulk

by cubic inches
;

its value by dollars. In this book the
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1 1ways be clear from the " meant.

Social and Individual Capital 1

items in an c whit h arc not capital

1 who has dwell-

ings to let regards them as pan of his capital, but i ^ocial

they are consumption ^xxls. We may call

goods u; ./>//!/. Again, a ti Iway may consider

its franchise as a part of its capital. l>ut from the social stand-

a franchise is not capital at all, nor even wealth, but is

simply a ri^ht to use the street^

ranchise, and social capital would not be lessened, except,

perhaps, in indirect w

|p
:o make the-e \

1 B represents goods.

Circle AC reresents

'rsentS firodufer's

|Mf.

Zooe BC represents frte 1*0*3.

Zone CE represents consumfr's

<
- -/

Zone DE represents

Zone EF represents social capi-

The National Wealth and the National Dividend. -
Attempts

have been made to ascertain the total wealth of a nation. The

L'nited States by is authori-

h given on the following page.

-eful, even though it may contain some r

arbitrary estimates, as showing the relative importance of dif-

classcs of our material equipment. Notice the small total

etals used as money and the relatively large value

.il property. It :ig that manu-
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f.u luring machinery. tools, and implement- arc \\ ihan

our live stock. But great care should IK- taken in comparing
the total wealth as estimated in this and in preceding census

valuations and in drawing conclusions as to the signifi.- in.

growth in national wealth measured in dollars.

.KATES OF WEALTH FOR 1912 AM> 1900

FORK or WEALTH
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'

Abo, a good deal of public property does not have

itc put Ujxw il. Who WOUl<t a

our m . : and harbors are worth, and yet why sh< these

estimate if our canals are?

the estimate is wealth

st;unl|xiint only, l.ir n the social, as

e case of the vain. i business whose value consists

largely of patents or monopt > . ilegcs. In the table above,

property was obtained by capi-

I- this >um pro|>crly inrlu.k-d

!< total amount of wealth in the United States?

per if we are confining ourselves to a state-

values of pr- i:hts, but it is mis-

we wish to show importance of railways

industry, or if we are discussing

rail w.i public welfare. A similar line of

thought is suggested with reference to land values. Ten years

ago we had about the same area and the same quality of land

as we now have, so that its hi-h value today cannot mean that

we are better equipped with natural resources.

We must be on our guard against attaching improper signifi-

cance to estimates of total wealth. Changes in total value are

not n; dcx of changes in well-being. It is possible
'. n increase in concrete material goods wi! y decrease

of wealth measured in dollars. A hundred

wheat at $i per bushel have a higher selling value

than two hundred bushels at 40 cents per bushel. If by some

magical process all goods could be made free as air, there would

<c whatever. An estimate of the value of our stock of

wealth also necessarily omits to take account of personal sen--

is obvious also that per capita wealth has more

cc for well-being than has total wealth. Individual

wealt! ..due connote scarcity; well-being implies abun-

dance. Nevertheless, under present conditions, it is probable

-fa individual wealth, when not due

to flu in the value of money, also indicates an increase

i
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in well-being. Th- likelihood of our being able to in-

crease the quantity of economic goods to such an extent

render them free and hence valueless; and, on the other hand,

as will be more fully explained later, new wants are constantly

developing, and value springs from the power to minister to

unsatisfied wants.

national income is a concept which takes account of the

< s rendered directly by persons as well as of the ma

things that are used. The national income, objectively consid-

ered, is a gigantic stream of food, clothes, comforts, person;',

ices, etc., which is used up in the direct satisfaction of wants in a

specified period, such as a year, by the millions of individual

acts of consumption. Some writers would include also the

additions to our industrial equipment, such as new machines ;

but these may be regarded as promises of an enlarged future in-

come of society, not as part of its present real income. Thus

we may distinguish between the annual national product and the

annual national income.

It has been estimated that the average income per family

was about $1500 in the United States in igio.
1 The margin of

error in this average may be very great, but even if it could be

taken as accurately measuring the per family income of that

year, it would not necessarily be an index of how well we might

live under some organization of society that attempted an equal

or nearly equal distribution of income. The effect upon the

efficiency of management, the hours of labor, and the intensity

of effort might be disastrous. On the other hand, there might

be much saving from an elimination of wasteful and unnecessary

expenditure without a reduction of real enjoyment, and there

might be a fuller utilization of productive forces now going

to waste. We refrain from entering this realm of speculation.

The national income may be looked upon as the national

dividend, the sum total of good things to be divided among the

various families or individuals. The forces determining the

size of this dividend and the manner of its division are the

main topics for discussion in political economy.

W. I. King, The Wealth and Income of the People of the United States, Chap. ix.
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QUESTIONS AMD IfiiCIlU

t l>oct the foUowing statement agree with ihe definitions la thr

"The true basis for an estimate of a nation's wealth b to be found in the en-

joyments ofiu member*." Hadley, Eco<

:c the foUowing wealth: air? whisky? a copyright? Lake Michigan?
.1* a carpenter? good he..

'iscuss the foUowing: "Among the motive* which lead men to

jaccumulate wealth, the primacy, both in scope and intensity, therefore.

.* to belong to this m icuniary emulation." Veblen.

Theory of tke Leisure Cta

uic the significance of the foUowing : "A hone is not wealth to as if

we can or a picture if we i nor can any noble thing be
wcaht a noble person." Rukin, Munera PulmHs, p. 10.

'incuts the following staten 7 70 \rthur Young reckoned the

income of England to be 120,000.000; in IQOI the income may be roughly

^00,000,000. Making correct allowances for population

and for prices, this growth of income would signify .1 luge increase of com-

modities per head ; but wouM it 1. 11 us that we are working and living some-

what m our ancestor'*" Hobson, The Social ProMrm, p
! w does the Federal Inc. me Tax law (as interpreted by the Treasury

Department) define a person's income?
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CHAPTER VIII

PRODUCTION

Production Defined. Man creates no new matter. Neither

trmer nor the mm haul adds one atom to the existing

material of the earth. Yet they are both properly called pro-

ducers because they increase economic utility. Production,

then, means the creation of economic utilities by the appli*

of man's mental and physical powers to the materials of nature.

The act of production can be reduced to the following t lim-

it ions: (i) changing the form of things, or combining or

mging them, (2) changing their place, and (3) keeping

them until such times as they are wanted; in other words.

production adds to the materials of nature, form or composition

utility, time utility, and place utility. Production thus defined

includes the rendering of direct personal services.

It has seemed to some that the farmer is more truly

a producer than the manufacturer, and the manufacturer than

the merchant; but such is not at all the case. All of these

industrial classes help at some stage in the process of getting

the materials of nature ready for consumption. The miner

gets iron ore from the ground, the manufacturer transforms

it into stoves, the railway company transports them, and the

merchant acquires a stock of them and keeps them until they

are wanted. One stage is as essential as another if wai.

stoves are to be satisfied. It may well happen that the utilities

produced by the merchant could be produced with a smaller

diture of economic force, and that by a better organization

of the factor> of production saving could be effected; but this

is no justification whatever for the popular impression that he i>

not a productive worker. Things are not fully
"
produced

"

until they are in the form in which they are wanted, at the place

at which they are wanted, and at the time when they are wanted.
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In I.,N,^ ..n political economy we arc likely to find that much
of wealth than specifically

about its production. The reason i ! j.irt!> thai the

ms of j>
ii are to a very considerable extent a

malti! mical progress. Hou a>c the yield per
>s not specifically an economic problem. icles*

thceconot volume of production compared
wiih the growth in population and it) changes in the character

Misdirected production b thought to have some-

. with economic crises, and changes in the prodi;

of gold may explain widespread changes in prices, so that

production has in reality received a good deal of attention from

economists in connection with their discussion of other sub-

book, for example, the relation of population to

agriculture is considered in the chaj.tr r on Wages.
close relation between production and distribution may be

further illustrated f
"

scientific management
"

means such an arrangement of work, selection

of methods, and measuring of individual efficiency within a

factory or elsewhere as to produce the maximum output per
man. Take the simple operation of shoveling coal or cinders,

where this must be done by hand. It has been found that the

amount handled per day per man will depend on the weight of

the shovel imount taken at each lift, and the number

r. The largest shovelful b not likely to

U the most economical. Such inquiries obviously have a rela-

bo the wages which may equitably be paid to different

workmen, and representatives of trade unions have looked upon
ment toward the utilization of scientific management

with considerable suspicion and hostility as a system of driv-

ing men to greater exertion. It would seem that if there b

cooperation between managers and trade union officials, total

production may be increased and wages may be increased by

manager -hout detriment to the individual

workingman.
On . it is probably true that t he subject of production

has in recent years been unduly neglected by economists. The
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Conservation movement, looking toward the less wasteful utili/a-

i our natural resources, ha<l it- origin outside of economic

. In recent years, however, the economists are very

properly placing more emphasis upon the ol>\ that

economic progress depends upon iiuTeasing the annual per

capita production of wealth as well as upon improving the way
in which wealth is distributed among its prodm <

The Production of Values. We have said that production
the increasing of economic utility. This is precisely

equixalent to saying that it means the rendering of services

that lead directly or indirecily to the satisfaction of human

wants. And since we are not willing to pay for things that wi-

de not want, it follows that every service for which we are

willing to pay must be classed as productive. All money-mak-

ing pursuits are, therefore, productive. Except through in-

heritance or gift or gambling or fraud or theft one cannot gain

an income unless one gives a quid pro quo by rendering productive

services or by permitting the use of some productive agent
which one owns or controls. But it does not follow that

money-making is a measure or gauge of the amount of product ive

service rendered or that production and acquisition always go
hand in hand. For the amount of money that will be paid for

commodities and services will depend upon their value rather

than upon their utility; and scarcity, as well as utility, is a

tot in determining the value of things.

M n can sometimes increase the value of things by curtailing

the supply of them, although, of course, this decreases their

aggregate utility. In the case of a monopoly, where the power
to control the supply of a product is lodged in the hands of a

single producer or group of producers, this often becomes a

matter of much importance. The case of the Dutch

India Company, which i- said to have destroyed half of it-

spice crop, because the remaining half would have a greater

value than the whole would have had, has been cited by many
economists. In some fishing centers part of an unusually large

catch is destroyed or sold as fertilizer in order that the market

may not be unduly lowered. Most commonly, of course,
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ition of supply is effected reducing lc*>

ve been pro 1 Mild at a : !i enough

expenses. In coniju-iitivr mii-rpri-*-*. IIU-.M--.,

ran control the -upply of the product, so tl

iy way in which a producer can increase the value

its quantity and, cont>equ<

1 1 it should be clear that we may get :crent

results if we measure the results of prodi. ms of

values from what we should get if we used utility as our measure.

t-w of social welfare, the production of

utilities i rse, what we .1 >ted in. Hut we have

to recogni D our m.-.irr : < \< hange economy the produc-

tion of values is what producers are mainly ink-rot -.1 I

chapters we shall have to consider more carefully the

.vhu h these two priiu ij.U-s of production are in har-

ii which they are in conflict. 1

Factors of Production. It has 1 >mary to speak of

three factors of production nature, labor, and capital. Under

nature an- included all forces external to man, as the wind, tin-

water, attraction of gravitation, cohesion

.i ntly tlu-M- tiling furnMu-d 1\ nature are called simply

l>ecause, of what belongs to external nat with land

\ve have principally to do in jx>litical economy.
Of the total land surface of the United States all but about

15 p* ad been appropriated or reserved in 1913. The
i and unreserved

;
were largely in Nevada,

ning, and New Mexico. Of the total Ian.

face, 46.2 per cent was i 10. and of these farms only

54.4 per cent consisted of improved land ; that

per a total land area was improved farm land.
'

1m-

1 farm land includes all land regularly tilled or mowed,
land {xisturrd and crop{>ed in r land lying fallow, land

in gardens, orchards, vineyards, and nurseries, and land occupied
m Uiildinu'v" If all of the improved land were equally

nje ndthcr utility nor value i-pfoductd." The
.mod itir and tenricw. which ha a vmlue

n want* that womid othenrbe
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distributed, there would be about five acres for . ,.n in

the United States. ThU figure has decreased slightly in tin-

last quarter of a century, although the historical comparison is

made at uncertain by the fait that woodland at tin-

census of 1900, 1890, and 1870 was induded in improved land,

hut was not so included in iSSo and igio. The production of

the leading cereals per acre ha> not change* 1 much since 1890
and on the whole the per capita production of wheat and corn

mea>ured in bushels has not increased since 1880.

In other lines of production the per capita story is quite dif-

ferent, as will be seen from thr following table:

Prm CAPITA PRODUCTION OP SELECTED COMMODITIES '

1880-1913

COMNMBI



hut mail is far more product*.?, and even as a slave sol-

i the In. rials.

Man can get )>ut litti i his unaided

hands, l t> -A huh assist him, as we have seen,.

are Ca 'JUT words, capital i\ every produtt wkick

held for Ike purpose of producing or acquiring wealth.

Ity tl tly excluded from the category.

consists of tools, ma
ness I mi ransportation sy iw matt

.il cannot be looked upon as an or of

lerived from the labor of man appl:

nature. This fact has led some persons to say that capital i>

>impl\ >tored-up labor, I mi this overlooks the important ele-

required for production with the aid of capital.

When we say print a book according to pr

<ls requires the co5|)cration of labor and capital, we do
tlu- tY|K--M-ttinK machine* and printing presses

which are usctl ar - the product of other kinds of

capital for lalxu

seem to 1- it ing one kind of latx> -ther.

But a long time elapses between the digging of the iron ore and

the actual using of the machines in printing, ar. means

og for results on the part of someone. Capita ~<>duc-

<>m >imple hand labor, is merely a -li*:

d a roundabout method of applying human labor

to the ma nt which

rise to the pn>t>lnn ..i interest to be discussed in a later chapter.

"
Capital is an intermediate product of nature and labor, nothing more.

Its own origin, its nrftfrimt>
t

:

ts subsequent action, are nothing but stages in

the continuous working of the true elements, nature and labor. They, and

they alone, do everything from beginning to cad in bringing comut

goods into existence. The only distinction is that sometimes they do it all

.
, sometimes by several stages. In the latter case the completion of

each stage b marked outwardly by the appearance of a fore-product or inter

media and capital has emerged. But. let me ask. is a thing any

nay here again caution the reader afainst
HUH ihcir :o.W A factory buttdta* night sdi for $100,000, but the capital b

:. Dot itoaoacy value.
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the less the work of its author that it is not produced all at me, hut in in-

stallment* *

If today, by allying my labor with natural 1 makt
out of clay, and tomorrow, by allying my labor with natural Kilt-.

I obtain lime, and the day after make mortar and so construct a wall.

be said of any part of the wall that I and the natural powers have not madr it
'

before a lengthy piece of work, such as the building of a h>

must naturally be at one time a fourth finished, then a half

finished, then three quarters finished. What, now, \vould U- said it one were

to describe these inevitable stages of the work as independent rcquintr- ..f

house-building, and maintain that, for the building of a house, we require,

besides building maUn.iK and labor, a quarter-finished house, a half-

el bouse, a three-quarters finished house? In form ucrhap> it i-,

leas striking, but in effect it is not a whit more correct, to elevu.tr UIOM-

intermediate steps in the progress of the work, which outwardly take the

shape of capital, into an independent agent of production by the

nature and labor/' '

For some purposes it is important to distinguish fixed capital,

which lasts for a succession of operations, from circulating

tafntel, which is used up in one act of production. Coal used

in a locomotive is an example of circulating capital ;
the car

in which the coal is hauled is fixed capital. The difference

is one of degree only.
2

Saving and Capital Formation. From the individual stand-

point, saving means the postponement of consumption. To
lend to another, and thus secure a claim on his services for tin-

future, is an act of individual saving, but this does not necessarily

result in saving from the social standpoint. An act can In-

termed social saving only when the total social income in the

future will be increased thereby. It is conceivable that this

might take the form of merely hoarding up finished consumption

goods m anticipation of a famine, but that is not the kind of

saving that is typical of modern industrial nations. It is true,

BSh-Bawerk, Potitivc Theory of Capital (trans, by W. Smart), p. 96.

The difference between fixed and circulating capital has to be recognize* 1 \\-

the MCOOAtiag systems of business undertakings. Since the unit of time for which

accenting attempt* to state costs and profits accurately is usually a year, ;

capital which are ordinarily acquired and disposed of ("turned over") within .1

year are called "carrent assets," while items of rapital wkose period of normal us.-

than a year are called "capital assets." Both kinds of assets are, of course,

cafiftal in the economic semse, except that land U always included in
"
capital assets.''
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however, that we frequently produce durable consumption

goods which will be used for a IOOK the future-. The

construction of a public library building than involves real

-nni.il saving.

true social saving may also take the form of bettering

idustrial equipment of society. To provide more and

machines it is necessary to use some of the labor .

miL'ht be used to increase our present income. If all of the

labor now used in the construction of new milling mach

ovens, etc., were employed in tun bread all of the

flour we now have on hand, we could doubtless greatly increase

temporarily our present income in bread, but it would be at tin-

expense of the future income. Thus the saving which results

in the formation of social capital requires two things

abstaining from the largest possible income today, and (2)

using part of our labor in bettering the industrial equipment.

Organization of the Productive Factors. The three factors,

labor, and capital, must be brought together for purposes
u>n. In the case of many farmers and small-scale

itacturers, all three are furnished by the same person, hut

our system of private property, a marked differentiation

of ownership takes place as industrial development becomes

more complex. In a large-scale establishment it is the ex-

ceptional case where the majority of the laborers have any share

in the ownership of the capital, but generally the owners of the

capital are also the owners of the land. In American agri-

culture, ownership of the land and the capital by the same person
is also common, but in England at the 'present time it is the

rule that the landowner and farmer are different persons. On
the other hand, factories are frequently built upon leased ground,

farmed in America by tenants who ft:

own capital. Separation in the ownership of the produc-
: ictors makes necessary a iluation of the services

of each one of the factors.

The Entrepreneur, or Undertaker. The one who manages a

business for himself was formerly called an undertaker, or ad-

rrer, but the first word has been appropriated by one smaO
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class of bus n. and the latter has acquired a new m

ing, carrying with it tlu- implication of rashness and even

dishonesty. We have consequently been obliged to rc.-ort to

the French language for a word to designate the person who

organizes and directs the productive factor-, and we call sn.

one an entrepreneur. The entrepreneur al-o assume- a large

-ure of bu-inr-- ri-k^ ami uncertain

i of the entrepreneur has bc< h an im-

portant one in modern society that it is often convenient to

regard him as a fourth factor in production, distinct from other

classes of laborers. He has been well called a captain of in-

dustry, for he commands the industrial forces, and upon him

more than any one else rests the responsibility s or

failure. A business which has achieved magnificent

often becomes bankrupt when, owing to death or oilm-

an unfortunate change in the entrepreneur i- made. The

prosperity of an entire town has sometime-- i 1 to

depend upon half a dozen shrewd captains of industry.

Division of Labor. A characteristic feature of the organi/a-

tion of the factors is what is commonly called a division of labor,

but this term suggests a number of related ideas which must be

distinguished, (i) We may mention first a separation of occupa-

tions, each one being independent of the other, as i

example, in the splitting up of medical work into various spc<

ties, and again, entirely new occupations are continually app

ing. (2) We also find production divided into stages, e.

? one giving rise to a commercial product, but not to a fmished

sumption good. This -becomes clear if we think of the history

of almost any article of daily use: the making of bread pre-

supposes the flour and wheat stages. (3) We have in the third

place what is most commonly referred to by the term
"

division

of labor," where //// producthr process is divided into minute

parts, and one part given to each laborer. The organization

of a cotton mill affords an excellent illustration :

tton mill-, as in all other textile mills, there are men of skill and ex-

l*-rience who superintend or oversee the work in various buildings and in

the rooms and yarcls. These supervisory employees have assistants, and



carried down to the section* ol 101

.Ul factions have their supervisors, known variously as section
^t i_ i ,.J (Uia.1 U- ft- TW^ f H .* *- -*

sccuon aaaOB, WKUtm ("*> anu uimi nanna IDC louowing BH 01

lions will indicate the extent to which division of Ubor b carried in this

industry : alley bay* (or girls) ; bundle boys; fitting and roving carriers;

fitters, and other mechanic*, indudinf sometimes elertrHins and I

men; roU coverers; helper*; laborers (untkffled); bale openers; picker

hand* or cotton ihAken; Up tenders; card bnahen; fim and woond
breaker hand*; nnbher pickert; card boys; card hands; wart* hand*;

wattemen; card dothien ;
card trippert; card grinder*; comber*; Up-

head hand* ; doubters ; drawing-frame tenders ; railway-bead tenders ; slub-

ber*; jpeeders, fly-frame tenders; jack tenders; rover*; spinners; bobbin

boys; yarn poorer*; piecer and doffer ; back boy; band boys; fVnihlnn

and twisters; winder*; yarn untanglers ; spool boys, white spoolers ; warp-

ers; slasher tenders; sue makers; red hands; dye-house hands (with

further subdivisions) ; banners and splitters ; beam carriers ; warp drawers;

harness menders; harness brushers; handers-in; twisters-in; loom fixer;

patternmakers; putters-up of samples; doth weavers; weavers of designs;

yarn carriers; smash piecer*; spare weavers; inspectors; trimmers. The

finishing of the doth is a separate indust:

I form of the divisor* of labor may also exist without the

use of complex ir. as in the slaughtering and meat-

packing industry.

vould be difficult to find another industry where division of labor has

been so ingeniously and microscopically worked out The animal has been

surveyed and laid off like a map ;
and the men have been classified in over

specialties and twenty rates of pay from 16 cents to 50 cents an hour.

The 5c*-cent man is restricted to using the knife on the most ddicate parts of

the hide (doorman) or to using the ax in splitting the backbone (spl

and wherever a less skilled man can be slipped in at 18 cents, ift) cents, jo

cents, 21 cents, 22) cents, 24 cents, 25 cents, and so on. a place U made for

Urn and an occupation mapped out. In working on the hide alone there are

nine positions at eight different rates of pay. A 2o-cent man pulls off the

tail, a 33\ cent man pounds off another part where the hide separates readty.
and the knife of the 40-crnt man cuts a different texture and has a <Bfftnnl

fed* from that of the 5ocent man. Skill has become speriattafd to fit the

>m the Glossary of Occupations in the vuhuai on Empbyw W Ifcjsf.

MI*. Special Reports, .

tr Tfi4g I'tti^tUgm *W l*** Pr^Umi. p. 2*4. in a
'

/ Rrtntmin, vol. xb
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Advantages of Division of Labor. The advantages of a

! ial.or have been enumerated as follows: (i) A

of time. A change of operation- me, Lr>s time i>

also consumed in learning OIH '> UMIH-SS. as tin- labor of cm h i-

-implc. (2) Greater >kill is acquired, because each person

confines himself to one operation. (3) Labor is used more

advantageously. Some part- of an industrial process can he

performed by a weak person, other- require unusual physical

me require extraordinary intelligence, some

be performed by a man of very ordinary intellectual p<

Special capacities are best utilized, and work is found for all.

young and old, weak and strong, stupid and intelligent. (4)

Inventions are more frequent, because the industrial pro

are so divided that it is easy to see just where an improvement
is possible. Besides thi>, when a person is exclusively engaged
in one simple operation, he often sees how the applianco he

uses could be improved. Workmen have made many important

inventions. (5) Capital is better utilized. Each workman uses

one set of tools, or one part of a set, and keeps that employed
all the time. When each workman does many things, he has

many tools, and some are always idle. (6) Finally, where the

division of labor results in the simplification of operation-, it

facilitates the substitution of machinery with mechanical

power in place of direct human labor. It would, for example,

probably be impracticable to make a machine which would

directly convert leather into finished shoes. But it has been

found a relatively simple matter to devise machines which will

successfully accomplish each of the successive steps in shoe-

making. Such a subdivision and simplification of manufacturing

processes is only possible when they are conducted on a large
"

It is the largeness of markets, the increased demand

for great numbers of things of the same kind, and in some cases

of things made with great accuracy, that leads to subdivision of

labor; the chief effect of the improvement of machinery i- to

cheapen and make more accurate the work which would any-

how have been subdivided." l

Principles of Economics, 6th ed., p. 255.



Effect! upon the Worker. The *flect ol the iir n ol

machinery u|on wages will be discussed in a later chapter, but

here some attention must be K> he effect of division of

labor and machinery of the work ii fre-

ly said that when labor is rendered simple it loses both its

ness and its educational value. A man can enjoy his

work when he manufactures a whole watch, bearing the imprest

ol care and skill, but who can 1 nerc routine of i.

mater omc machine? A workingman becomes a

cog in a great mechanism, driven at a certain speed, day after

day, v lerrst in the result uf his lalxir than that

of his daily wage. But much may be said on the

other side. To a large the heaviest labor is done

Tnfifhanir*! appliances, and those movements which are

Dimple and regular are precisely the ones which arc likely to be

taken over by machinery, leaving to human beings the work

h requires intelligence and skill.

" Looked at broadly, is the average work of a laborer in a machine industry

leas dignified, leas agreeable, leas humanizing than it was before the industry

reached the machine stage
-

; e nature of the question, it is danger-

ous to dogmatize, because neither the affirmative nor the negative i capable

of being demonstrated. The negative view seems to rest mainly upon the

assumption that it is more dignified to be occupied with a great many purely

mechanical operations than with a very few. The old-fashioned shoe-

maker, for example, was largely occupied with purely n*^qki>i
opera-

tions, most of them of a very elementary nature, such as a machine can do
.is well as a man. Each of these operations required great concen-

tration of attention, leaving him very little opportunity for other forms of

mental act! was the slave of each particular task as truly as a

modern machine worker can be said to be the slave of his tingle task. But

the old-fashioned shoemaker had to turn from one kind of work to another.

ncreased the difficulty, and, on the whole, required of him a greater

amount of concentration than is now required of the operator of a machine.

The latter, who has but one routine task to learn, learns it easily, and can

carry it oot with ntense concentration of mind. His mind, there-

fore, would seem to be freer than that of the old hand worker, though therr

was more variety to the work of th A hether this greater

(vantage or disadvantage would l< ne off-

hand. It looks as though the operator of a * fa a (hoe ft

being retimd of the necessity of acquiring several forms of
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manual dexterity, would be in a better position for free mental acti

! fashioned shoemal.

eems that those who dctlaim TV lift- do not

always distinguish those things whit h are u-m|x)rary from

things which are in In- rent in thesvMcm. Lon.n hours, insanitary

dition- of work, and freqiu-nt industrial accident^ need not

be inevitable accompaniments of tin- use of machinery. It [fl

'the efficiency of machine methods that makes leisure possible

for the workingmen, and when tiny learn to use that leisure

sanely, their condition will IK- far in advance of what it could

be under more primitive methods of production.

The charge is also brought against machine production that it

is antagonistic to the development of art. Machine production
means uniform production. It is possible that a growth in the

desire for what is beautiful rather than cheap will limit tin

of machinery in some directions (e.g. we may insist upon more

hand work in the making of furniture), but an extensive use of

machinery as a servant of art will always be necessary, and

that in two ways : (i) For an appreciation of art there must U
leisure, or at least leisurely work, and without machine methods

this is not possible for the masses. (2) There is much work t hat

is preliminary to the work of the artist, and that can be done by

machinery. Will a building be less artistic because much of the

heavy work of dressing the stone is done by machinery ? Taken

as a whole, however, we have probably been too much inclined

to view progress as something that causes tons per capita to

increase by leaps and bounds, rather than as something that

improves the quality of our enjoymen
Territorial Division of Labor. The concentration of a certain

industry in a particular region is often called the territorial

division of labor, or the localization of industry. Illustration-

are seen in the prominence of the boot and shoe industry in

Massachusetts
;

the collar and cuff manufacture in Troy, New
York ; oyster canning in Baltimore ; the manufacture of gloves

in Gloversville and Johnstown, New York
;

of coke in the Con-

1 T. N. Carver, "Machinery and the Laborers," Quarterly Journal / Economics.

vol. xxii, p. 230.



isylvania , o, brats*, .urs

of carpets in PhiluU-.
:

deuce, Rhode Uland, and Atilcboro and North A 1 1 leboro, MAMA-

US, slaughtering and meat packing in Chicago; the man-

iiritannia ware in Meriden, Connect

and of silk in Paterson, New Jersey. Th ng cautea

of localization ha. > raw

material, (a) accessibi narkets, (3) presence of water

power, (4) favorable climate. (5) availability of labor

availability <>f capital, . .im-ntum of an early start.

The explanation of how these causes have operated in particular

.mccs is left as an exercise- for tin- student. 1

Productive Organization of the American People. A(

tag to the Census oi njioalxuit two ' -he total population

and about one half of tlu- IH.J,-..
, years of age and over

are engaged in gainful cv i, In the following table

the e\ hit h persons in each age group are gainfully em-

< d b shown for each sex :

TABU I

L CXvtTFATIOXS FOI
A. MALES AND FEMALES: 1910*

10-13 yean

U jrean .m.i

over . .

609.030
1,798,449

0,149^08

. r :jt

10.6

41 4

90.7

Otti
na OCCVFATMW

3.593.239 386,940

3.898 ! 350.140
:;.6oo

7.009

.aR>

Prr

ioJ*

39*

1 \rur- 4!)<l

559 30.091.564 34.552,71^

Hi!

found in Twelfth

ntfcm of Induitr

aCcomof
rcnth

I

Tlw

Uim/h*t*. Part i. p our), and ROM, "The Local.

*/ ficMM^a. vol. x. p * 4 7. Al

1005. vol. i. Cfcap. xii.

p 6g . Jcs pmoos of nknown a
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The following table shows the distribution of the gainful

workrr> among the five main i lasses of occupations. Tlu- nm>t

striking facts are the dtvlim- in tin- relative importance of agri-

cultural pursuits and tin- increase in the relative importance of

trade and transportation.

TABU. II

BY MAIN CLASSES OF PERSONS ENGAGED IN GAINFUL OCCU-
PATI

CLAM or OCCUPATION
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QUEOTOMi

It the employee in a planing mill in a wone position than the aid-time

who hat to do hb planing by hand ?

It the keeper of a gambling muMithment a producer ol weait

U an iasuraace afnit producer of wealth?

A hat would happen if there tbould be too much taring?

. MaMachuietti tkr the boot and ihoe indurtr) ?

6. Write a tun-ey of national raaource* and production fa the United

8UtM from data in the Suiiuical Abatract of the United Statea.

.ptfty aW Co***!. Vol. ii, Appendix it
' it, bwc. Tkt .\oturr of Capitol and Income, Chaps, v and

How nfcr SocM Problem, Book ii, Chap, ii;

idpits of EsoKomift. 6th ed., Book

National CoMervatioa Commianon, Report (1009).

teeath Cemus, Rtports.

Stoto*itm Aktrvt of ti* Vrntod SleUi (annual).

TAUSM I \\ : n<iH of Econ< i, Chap*, i,

nsemtien of .Va/wra/ Rtsourco in U Unit*

Vnixv, TBOUTUM. r* TAwr? a/ AM^M EttUrprise, Chapa. U and HL



CHAPTER DC

CONSUMPTION

Consumption Defined. Consumption means, in econoi

the use of goods in the satisfaction of human, wants, directly or

indirectly. It is the chief incentive to economic activity, but

ii is not tin- sole incentive, for such activity is to a certain <

an end in itself. Nevertheless, in economic society as it i-

organized to-day we are justified in looking upon theconsumption
of material goods in the satisfaction of human wants a-

essential motive and purpose of the production of such goods.

Wants are so far from satisfied that most men must work, not

because of the pleasure they may derive from the exercise of

their capacities, or to utilize fully their natural energies of

brain or muscle, but because they need or crave the goods
which their wages will buy. Regarded as an incenn

economic activity, consumption should, of course, be d<

so as to include the use made of direct personal ser\ i>

as of material goods.

The philosophy of the consumption of wealth falls only partly

within the domain of economics, for the use of wealth is a large

part of the problem of life. Passing judgment on the rat

standards according to which the true importance of dii

wants should be measured does not directly concern us in the

-tudy of economic

Productive and Final Consumption. When used without

qualification, the word "consumption
"

in economic- is com-

monly taken to refer to the use of goods or sen

wants directly. But some goods, such as machines and raw

materials, are used up in the production of other go<>

we may call produ ,->;/;>;/>//<>;/,
while that coi

which results directly in the satisfaction of wants is final Con-

sumption. It is now less necessary than it was in the days of
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IM-M thai food i^mffimH by laborer*

U not productive . tuMiiu|. is true that some analogy

lie* between the consumption of fuel by an engine and the con-

>umption of food by a worker, tmt important

-nee, th.i specifically adapted to render

economic service and canno < eived to derive any benefit

uiiMimp- icl, while in the case of the

r the consumption of food is determined with primary
refereiut to his natural appetites and individual welfare. Man
is our final t<

Human Wants. In the study of human wants as a starting

\vo facts stand out prominently : the

expansion in Ike number and variety of wants, and the satiability

.dar one of them. As man has progressed

smvag f things he desires and

consi has expanded enormously.
1 1 crests become more varied, his cap y becomes

larger, and he lives a fuller and more complex existence. There

. i lord those i IN
"
return to nature

"
and

live a simple life, but taking the world as it i-. the expansion of

in desires with passing time appears to be without limit.

lUn . e turn to consider some specific want by its<

it any particular time, the matter is different. Our nerves

weary of a repeated stimulus, and an t to continue

lit el v the en me sensation results in satiation.

A phonograph record grows stale after a number of repeti

An apple has differing degrees of utility for any one of us,

ighest degree, if we are on the point of starvation,

to disgust, if a considerable number have just been consumed.

Law of Diminishing Utility. The fact that the intent:

our desire for additional units of a commodity decreases as we

Ofquire successive units is of fundamental importance in economic
" law of diminishing utility/' as it is called,

rests upon a broader basis of human experience than the mere

he appetite for a particular kind of food, or the

weariness of the nerve* under the repetition of a partic-

ular stimuli^ hat most commodities serve a
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multitude ;vnt needs ami dim-rent purposes, and that

these needs and purposes vary greatly in their in>|>ortance. It

is better to have two suit- of ioiho than to have OIK-. but it i<

by no means twice as important. And a thini ..urih %

ur a tenth suit, are, in order. .i rapidly -ig impoi

How large shall my building lot be? How many rooms ..hall

1 have in my house? How much elect ric eurrenl >hall 1 UM-

lor lighting purposes? How many motor cars shall 1 OIMI?

How many >ervants shall I employ? Quest illeg-

al once suggest the way in which a certain minimum amount of

a given commodity or of a given M-rvice may be deeme*

ceedingly important for our purposes, and how a diminishing

importance is attached to successive additional portion* or

increments. So far as any one commodity is concerned it is

in general less important to have more than to have some.

To guard against possible misunderstanding a word of caution

is necessary at this point. With passing time the use of a partic-

ular commodity often cultivates a taste for it, so that an increased

supply is more urgently desired than were the earlier incren

Thus familiarity with good books or good pictures or good
music may increase the pleasure that we find in such thing

so may intensify our desire to have more. And bad habits

like good ones, are prone to
"
grow on us." Such, for example,

is the case in the use of habit-forming drugs. But these facts

do not contradict the law of diminishing utility. For that law

relates only to the consumer as he is at any given time, with

whatever possessions, habit es, and aversions are 1

that time. Men change and their wants change, and t he-

character of a man's consumption is, of course, a very important
factor in changing his wants. But just now we are considering

men as potential buyers of more goods or sellers of surplus goods
in a given market at a given time, and for men so considered

the law of diminishing utility expresses a fundamental truth of

very great significance.

A thoughtful reader may object that in view of the considerations urged

in the preceding paragraph such .v< that of the satiety result! sur

from eating a number of apples to the jxJnt, f<jr whi the
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s cater of apple* become. a satiated eater ol apples, he fe. in that

respect, a "changed person r at son* expositions of the prin-

:. altogether too much importance to what

ien calk. I table illuiiraiiun*." But the real point in the

4iion ol the (> familiar (act of experience.
- runt Ittartaf upon the character of our wants at they

rmsdves l a*y M i. tm hungry, but have six sppsss,

Marginal I Ijc evident, therefore, th

JiinKpOMCSSes utility is very in That
'is us that it is capal>! -fying some want, per-

haps important, perhaps unim|xrtant. And, furthermore,

nay use some units of a commodity in tin- satisfacti

r units of the same comn
in the satisfa iy uniin|>)rtant wants.

ic person different units of

the same commodity may posses^ -it degrees of

ulilit utility of th,- fuml r marginal unit of a person's

of a given commtx: nmr^imil f that

comm not perso r. in pie, a boy has six apples,

the marginal utility <)l" appli-x t,. him i- Dimply tin- utility (or

capacity) of tlu >i\th apple. This does not

mean the util: . but does mean (if the

apples are all alike) tin utility <U-|* the possession of

will be less than if he

had t. ;>!es, and more than if he had a larger number.

xhohUr who has a stock of ten tons of coal for

The tenth ton (any OIK- ton of th<

marginal 1 the utility it ad<! marginal utility

of coal to t h<- householder. Marginal utility thus depends upon
want li-prM.lr!U for its satisfaction upon the

poistgeion of one unit of a commodity. The larg< -pply

of a commHlity. the smaller in general will IK- the importance
one attaches to the possession of any one unit of the supply.

Some writers r

-

marginal utility as the utility of an

titnal unit of a commodity rather than as i -f the last unit of one's

presetv In some application* of economic analysis it b convenient

k of the successive units or increments in the supply of a commodity
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as indefinitely small. In this case the difference beween the "last unit"

and an "additional" unit becomes negligible. But for many purpo^
more convenient to think of the size of our successive increments as beiruj

that of the ordinary units in which goods are customarily bought and

sold In such cases whether the "last unit or the "additional unit
"
should

be considered the marginal unit depends upon whether we think of the

indi \idual concerned as a possible seller or a possible buyer. If the boy
with the apples is weighing the desirability of having yet another apple

against that of some peanuts he would have to part with in exchange for

it, the marginal utility of apples to him may properly \>< he the

utility of the additional apple. fr thi- i- the l-. ; .hje live impor-

tance for the purpose in hand. Hut if he is contemplating tin

an apple for additional peanuts the marginal utility of apples to him depends

upon the importance of the sixth apple. It is always accurate to identify

marginal utility with the utility of the last unit of a stock, if we remember

that in some cases it is the last unit of an existing stock and in other cases

the last unit of a (possibly) increased st<>

Marginal Utility Illustrated. A clearer notion of marginal

utility may be given with the help of Figure i, following. We
take for our illustration

the consumption of water,

which has numerous uses

of various degrees of im-

portance. We have markt !

off different portions of the

base line representing quan-
tities of water available for

man's use. The first quan-

tity, ab, is just enough for

\
\

/ V drinking purposes. Sup-

pose this is all t In-

to be had. There will be no question of sprinkling lawns or

even of bathing under such circumstances. What will U> the

utility of water? Evidently the extent of the .vhiih

it renders us, and as this is the preservation of our life we cannot

c-timate it. We will indicate it by the area above the line ab

which runs upward indefinitely a- the curved line fails to close

in. What will be the importance of another portion of

at this point of supply? A- this additional portion which we
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desire is not needed for drinking Imt tor a less important pur-

pose, the marginal f the water will now depend upon
the urgency of this less-important want. Now suppose we

have three portions of water, represented by the lines ob,

bc t and id. We now have enough for all our wants, down
to sprink lawn and the *tr

' \Ve are willing to

pay something .vater for this purpose, but how
we had only water enough to drink '

<> means is compare

umm|M>rtatit. and of course we appraise an increased si.

according! '.. three more portions of water all

our wants are satisfied, and the marginal utility of water

will have become zero. As the amount of water is increased,

ility falls according to the curved line hi, till finally it

<$ the base li re the marginal utility of the water

v i:n*lu--.

Subjective Value. As we proceed in our study we shall see

in- most important |>n>l>lcm of economics is that of as-

l;iws which determine the prices of different goods
and services. To some goods and some services more impor-

tance is attached than to others, and larger quantities of the less

important goods and services can be obtained in exchange for

i r quantities of the more important goods and services,

i significance, since nines the

the <liiu-rent persons who contribute goods and

aggregate wealth-product of the community will

be able to secure shares in it.

i-ady to attack the general problems of value,

hut we can take an important ward at this poi:

;ni; the meaning > '.i* value.

The subjective value of a good is not, of course, a defin

measurable objective qua!:
1

nood, like weight or <

It is, as the word "
subjective

"
implies, purely psycholog-

ical, and may be different for .'.: moreover.

purely rflatin- . I !.- .
: i , of things always

implies the choosing of some things rather than others 1

: words, it involves a determination of their compa-
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importance for one's own purposes. More formally Itated,

subjective value of a good to a ;/ is that person s estimate oj \{
importance of possessing thai good as compared with the /

parlance oj possessing other goods.

But we do not value things in the abstract, or in indefinite

quantities In buying coal or sugar or oranges we <lo not h.

to confront the alternatives of cither doing entirely without such

nodities or acquiring an indefinitely large- supply. If we
decide to buy at all, we may buy as little as we please. Our

choices, in practice, resolve themselves into questions of more

or less. Even in the case of an indivisible good an auto-

mobile, for example one may choose between having more or

less of certain desirable qualities, such as size, or power, or

attractive finish. And it is evident that whether the imjxjrtance

that we attach to the possession of an additional unit of a <.
-

tain good is greater or less than the importance that we attach

to an additional unit of some other good will depend, very

largely, upon the extent to which our wants for each of the

goods in question are satisfied without the possession of the

additional unit. Put in other words, the question is: Which

good has the higher marginal utility?

Subjective value, then, involves a balancing or comparison
of marginal utilities. In fact, we may say that the subjective

value of a good is the expression of Us relative marginal utility. I n

this statement the word relative is used in order to empha^i
the element of comparison or choice.

The Subjective Value of a Stock of Goods. It should be

carefully noted that marginal utility tells us nothing about the

total subjective value of one's whole stock of the comrmxlity.

It refers solely to the present value of an additional unit, or

the sacrifice that would be occasioned by the loss of a unit. We
cannot get the total subjective value of a stock of goods by mul-

tiplying the marginal utility by the number of units, even though

they be all alike. The very term "
marginal

"
tells us that the

conception implies successive additions, and the present im-

portance of one unit tells us nothing definite about the im-

portance of the other units. If we wish to ascertain the total
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objective value of a stock of a commodity, we have simp

treat it at one large unit, and ask what would be lost if it were

taken away. By this test all air would be found to have an

immeasurable utility, at the same time that the subjective value

of an additional cu would be not Thus it will U-

i hat the cause of subjective value is utility under a condi-

tion of sea tiat is, such a limitation of the supply that not

ail wants can be satisfied.

The Economic Order of Consumption. What has been said

regar *.iy in whu h our imli\ idual estimates of the im-

of a commodity are determined will help to explain

how we make our choices in attempting to obtain the largest

la lb If //

Fir. Fie

i satisfaction with the income at our disposal,

must spend each succeeding dollar for purchasing that

comn a dollar's worth will give the greatest

satisfaction. Let Figures 2 and 3 show the declining impor-
tance of two commodities which an individual is consuming, and

suppose t' unit of each commodity costs one dollar. If

huiJ hav ten dollars to sper. hese two commodi-

ties, his order of consumption will be as follows : he would begin
UT unit of commodity 2 would give him less

satisfaction than a unit of commodity i. Hence, his r^M'yTf'p-

will continue as follows:
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In this illustration it was assume 1 that a unit of eai h

modity had the same coi. In tliis case, the unit consumed k

always the one that has the largest utility. But where tin-

cost of tin- units i> different, cost must be considered al>o.

and we commonly do so by asking ourselves whether tlu- tiling

we are buying is worth a> much as other tilings which could la-

obtained with the same expenditure. Thus we I 'antly

abstaining from the further consumption of one thing, not

because our wants for it arc fully satisfied, hut because some-

thing else of equal cost appears at that moment to be more

important
Future Wants. Not all of the goods for which we stri\

(I for present consumption. We recognize tha'

\
\ K
\

\

Frc. 4 Frc. 5

have needs next month or next year, and we attempt to make

some preparation for them. These future needs, it is true,

usually appeal to us less vividly than if they were present, but

we attach a present importance to them and grade them, and

they enter into our calculations when we spend money, modifying

the order of our consumption. This will be seen fr.

4 and 5. Let us suppose that in Figure 4, 0, h. r. ,1. < rep;

the diminishing importance of successive units of a commodity
for present consumption, and that Figure 5 shov.

importance attached to the future consumption of similar units.

Then an individual would consume ia, i.e. in the present.

But a second unit for present use would rank lower in pr

esteem than a unit saved for future use. The umit 20, would
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he saved, and mm i would be as follows: ib,

-

a and same sort of mental calcula-

tion as he would use in .I.M :.:
- to spend a nickel :

peach iian for a pear. Hut if some one should ask him

to spend his fifth dollar .

, he would require

some extra inducement to indue? him to postpone at ruling

prices. It thus appears that a certain amount of saving is done
:

.ut if: s.ivi nn is to be carried beyond a certain

l>iiu some special premium or compensation.
as we shall see later, has a very important bearing upon

Th. Marti* of rwufciftiim.
- Hither by a ceosdeos balancing against

each other of the pkaiurti to be obt.i two or more possible pur-

chase*, or oftener, by amply buying the things which we want more than we
want other things, we tend to keep our unsatisfied wants In a state of ap-

pr\irr.ilcl> o|ifcil intensity. \Vr .ip|iorti.iM >-ur r\|rnlil'in-<. - th.it ...r

money win *

go as far as possible" ; that is. so that it will provide those

things that have the strongest present appeal to us. Every person thus has a

margin of consurnpi, which is measured by the utility obtained in return

final or marginal dollar expended for any one of the things that he

consumes. If be unwisely expends too much for any one thing, his more

important unsatisfied wants for other things press upon him urgently, and

he is a to restore the balance or equilibrium in hit expenditures.

other words, to bring his margin of consumption into alignment
An individual's margin of consumption depends primarily on his income.

but also on hi* tastes and habits, his disposition to save, and the relative

emphasis which he places upon hit present and his future wants. Then,

too, one's desires are constantly changing under the influence of whim.

fashion, satiety, sellers' advertising, education, travel, reading, and new

experiences of all kinds. Expenditures of all kinds are thus called into

being by the necessity of ma - lie level of the margin of consumption.

The margin of consumption is different fur different persona. This is

.1 matter of differences in individual tastes and purposes, but it U
more largely a matter of differences in incomes. The larger one's income,

the lower, of course, is one's margin of consumption, in the sense that one

is able to acquire goods in larger quantities and thus to satisfy wants of

less urgency. And, of coarse, a larger variety of commodities can be con-

sumed, so that as ene's income increases one's margin of consumption is

normally extended downward and outward.including more things, but things

of Jess importance
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Consumption and Saving.
- It is difficult it \vhtn

hould -top and saving begin, to secure tin

to for society as a whole, but the prir

much, and only so much, -lumld be saved as will conduct

num total service over long periods of time. I he
j>:

generation might deny it -elf everything cxccp

. and labor to increase the productive equipment to be used

in the future
;
but the next generation could not pursue i In

policy, for some one must consume the products of the factorit-

built today, otherwise the building of them is wasted effort.

Alleged Present Consumption of Future Products. We
often hear of consumption in advance of production. It i<

said people live on the future. It is frequently argued that

during the American Civil War we were consuming faster than

we were producing. It is alleged that the government borrow

ings at that time represented the consumption of future earning.

But it must be apparent that it is impossible to consume faster

than we produce unless we consume pa-t savings by not replacing

worn-out equipment, or by failing to maintain the customary-

stocks of goods, or unless we borrow from other nations. \\Y

cannot eat today the wheat or potatoes of tomorrow, nor can

we wear coats before they are made. What is alleged can i

be true except of the individual consumer within the nation,

or of the nation as a whole when the capital or other wealth

of the country is diminishing, or when its foreign debt i- in-

creasing. What really happened at the time of the Civil War
was this: we as a nation became indebted to some e

to foreigners, and within the nation some of us gained while

the rest were losing. Government borrowings do not represent

a present consumption of future wealth, but a special present

use of purchasing power for which a government agrees to re-

munerate its owners in the future. If war can be carried on

with the aid of borrowings, it can, leaving out of considera-

tion what foreigners send, with a sufficiently perfect taxing

machinery, conceivably always and practically sometimes, be

carried on without borrowing. It is only a question of h<

get hold of the means of producing powder and bullets and the



necessaries of life. WAT was formerly carried on without bond

issues ; they are a comparatively re < 'on*um|>-

tion i he nation as a

whol< :

;
*te future ownership.

Luxury 1 name of a vague something which

i* always viewed with a sense of mingled tolerance

.. '> meaning? In place,

c .ir t h.it iteople ordinarily is luxuries many things

in themselves innocent and desirable, as handsome dresses,

jewel- Mo one but an ascetic will condemn as

s things that appeal to taste and finer appre-

efecl that tin- use of -urh things is not always
izes a

in persons. We cannot help condemning in one

person what we approve in another. Third, we judge luxury

different times. There is a continual transfer

m the IM of luxurit - into that of comforts and

neces- I transfer is brought about by the consensus

of social judgment, and is increasingly acquiesced in by all.

So we set- term "
luxury

"
does not apply to goods of a

certain character, but to certain goods in th< >n of time

the purpose of discussion, we shall define

iply as excessive personal consumption
Our definition of luxury as excessive consumption necessarily

condemns it as unjustifiable, but this should not be taken as a

condemnation of an en i
i mplest kind of

life. There would be little purpose in producing wealth in

'larger and larger volume if it did not mean a higher and better

l.ird of life. But thU meaning does not justify the

squandering of immense sums on passing caprices whose satis-

from the standpoint of what

<-s it constitute a defense of ostentatious ex-

i xtravagant expenditure is sometimes condoned

on the ground that it gives employment to labor, but obviously

II much employment would be given to labor by an equiv-

ture for laudable purposes. Expenditure

-ratification can be made reducing the
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amount cither of other expenditures or of k airly in

these days are savings hoarded : they an used for gainful, or

for socially productive, purposes. Extravagant expending

therefore, may divert productive agencies into employment ^

less beneficial to society. Moreover, to look upon expenditure
as desirable because it gives employment to labor, or

"
pi:

money in i in ulation
" and " makes trade good," is to for.

that, ethically viewed, production i- justified only through the

ion of human want-, and so far as the waul- >ati-iied

are trivial or worse the necessary productive effort i- virtually

ed.

Harmful Consumption. We have been careful to avoid

the impression that luxury consists in the use of pernicious good^.

It is a common query,
"
Why should I not have this if it does

me no harm? "
This we have tried to answer in the preceding

paragraphs. A luxury may be a positive good in itself, a >atis-

ion which society may well hope to make general, but it

a good which society cannot yet afford, because other and greater

wants are yet unsatisfied. But there is another kind of con-

sumption which is objectionable in an entirely different way,
not because it is excessive or premature, but because it is harmful

in itself. Aside from the fact that such consumption usual ly

tends to diminish the sum total of the durable satisfactions thai

the consumer gets out of life, it ordinarily lowers his productive

efficiency, and this involves a further loss to himself, to any who

may be dependent upon him, and to the whole community.
Statistics of Consumption. Instructive investigations have-

been made as to the relative importance of the leading ite

in the family budget. The late Ernst Engel, the former dis-

tinguished head of the Prussian Statistical Bureau, ad van

the theory that it might be possible by a careful study of a suffi-

cient number of family budgets for a period of years to indicate

the broad changes in consumption, and thus by a sort of so*

signal service to predict the coming of industrial storms. Not h-

ing has been so far accomplished along this line, but Eng<

tables are important in other ways. From Table I (page 145)

he deduces the following four propositions:



rhe grea -he -mailer the relative percen-

I'he percentage of outla> hing is approximately

the same, whatever th

i (wrcentage of outlay for lodging or rent, and for furl

and li: .ime, whatever the income.

\* the income increases in amount the percentage of out-

undries becomes great

Exc ; net SAXONY

1 > M H ! v i -.;:- i

Subsistence
.

-ml light

'

miration

ToUl .

I . ...-

with an Income
,

olffo$,j, "J^
. totteoayvr

62.0
16.0

5.0

2.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

QS-o

S-o

i8x>

12.0

S-o

35
2.0

2.0
10.0

100.0 100.0

ft

ol!
t lioooa jretr

500
18.0

17.0

5*

55

3-0

The reader will perci if Engi .*! in

1857, had been constructed in recent years, somewhat different

would have to be set for
"
middle class

"
incomes

in Gcrma

investigations in t : 1 States have confirmed

in a general way the con- >f Kngel. but t he correspondence
is not exact, as will be seen from Table II, from the reports of

1 States Bureau of Labor, summarizing the expendi-
\vo thousan.i 1891 and over i

thousand in 1903.
L
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Table III gives the results of a careful study of the budgets
of 383 families in New York.

CABLE II

EXPENDITURES OP AMERICAN FAMILIES I MED BY THE I

STATES BUREAU OF LABOR

(From the Seventh [1891] and Eighteenth (1903) Annual Rep
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TABU. Ill

or FAMILIES IM New Y<MIK Cmr : 1907

fl

-

$1000-1099
$1100-1199
$1300-1199
$1300-1399
$1500-1509

8

7

7*

79 45-6

44-3

44-7

4*7

14-0

S-S

36.8

S-9

'3-0

ao.7

19.0

16.3

19.8
16.8

16.3

S.6

13
S-o

5.0

S-i

si

i. a

13
- o

>$
3.3

3.6

a. a

4-9

'3

1-9

1-9

a

3
|.|

7.4

a.6

1.8

i-S

3.0

ii
1-9
a. 2

1.1

1:1

9.1

$

10.5

15.1

He would not pick more than Ox, because the rth berry cost

just as much pain as it yields him pleasure, and any further

mntinuance of gathering fruit would result in an excess of

pain. The degree of utility represented by mx, then, repre-

sents, at the moment that the xth berry b picked and eaten, both

the marginal utility and the marginal disutility, or marginal

pain or sacrifice.

Each of us has sometimes made such comparisons bal-

ancing the pleasure of further consumption against the pain of

further production. Many persons who are working eight or

>urs a day could increase their income somewhat by work-

ing twelve hours, but the additional discomfort b grea;

n than the additional fruits of their labor would

be worth. To be sure, much of our economic action goes on

unconsciously. We accept a position, comparing its advantages

and its disadvantages in a general way with those of other

openings, but once we enter upon the work, we accept the

daily grind as inevitable, and, in spending our income, think

' K. C. Chapfe. Tke St~d~4 / LMmf im JTm ftr* City. p. o.
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not of the sacrifices it has cost us, but simply of how we can

he maximum satisfaction from it.

In discussing future wants we saw that postponing the con-

sumption of goods from the present to the future came to re-

quire compensation only after a certain amount had been saved,

r present methods of production, it was explained in t In-

preceding chapter, a large amount of this postponement of

consumption is required. Machines must be made, and the

result of this labor cannot be enjoyed until these machines have

been used up in making finished products. This mean

some one must wait for the result, and in many cases be paid

to do it. Thus production may require, in addition to com-

pensation for labor, a payment for wailing. This is a point
which will be discussed further in the chapter on interest.

Cost of Production, Expense of Production, and Opportunity
Cost. The preceding paragraphs explain one important
sense in which the term "

cost of production
"

is used, i.e. (i)

>.?/ of irksome labor or reluctant waiting. But (2)

the phrase is also commonly used to refer to the expo:

production, that is, the amount of money spent in producing a

commodity. (3) A third meaning is also found, which has been

termed opportunity cost. Let us say that a person is confronted

by the alternative of engaging in either of two occupations.

He may become a lawyer or he may become a merchant, but

he has not the time to be both. If he chooses to be a lawyer,

he sacrifices his opportunity of being a merchant. Cost in

this sense is sometimes called
"
alternative cost," or

"
displace-

ment cost." This is not an ultimate cost, but it probably has

a more direct and more important influence upon most of our

economic choices and decisions than has any other kind of cost.

Moreover, in the actual conduct of life opportunity cost and

direct cost are generally inextricably blended. The increasing

irksomeness of Crusoe's task of picking berries, for example,

may be deemed to have been caused in large measure by the

pressure of other demands upon his time. We haven't time

enough to do all the things we should like to do, and so we have

to apportion our time according as we think that one use of
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: i- the mnrr imjM.M.iMi And, in general, we try

80 to apportion our time iruit.s of the last or marginal
rement of time devoted to any one purpose shall have

more or no less utility than those of the marginal unit of time

-ted to any other purpose.

Taking
"

leisure
"

as a collective name for all of the non-

economic uses of time, th. ill uses of time for other than

ive or money-making purposes, it appears dearly that

a worker with free command imc will carry his chosen

of effort up to the jxiint (or margin) where leisure attracts

him as much as the products of his cxen in mod.

economic life, a^ the things he can acquire with the money he

earns. As in the expenditure of money, so in the expenditure
of time and effort : to bring our expenditure uj

margins where utilities gained and utilities sacrificed or foregone
.tre equal.

QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES

you had four sacks of com all alike, could you tdl which is the

marginal one?

1 ay one properly speak of the marginal utility of an indivisible food,
a home, for example?

an individual estimates his present wants as 10, 8, 6, 3, i, and his

future wants as equivalent to the present value of 9. and if he has

So, and if each want is satisfied with Si, how many dollars will he sa-

lve as many r rprtatiom as possible that are equivalent to the term

"subjective value."

nunent on the following :
"
Doubtless the best thing to do about

'

them (the spendthrifts) is to do nothing not even to worry about t

waste of money. Their waste of money, in fact, is the least silly thing they

do, for the money is in constant flux and serves its purpose." H'orWi

c, 1906.

mment on the following words of Adam N'othing is more

useful than watrr , hut it will purchase scarce anything; scarce anything
can be had in *** for it. A diamond, on the contrary, has scarce any
value in use, but a very great quantity of goods may frequently be had in

exchange for it." W*k of JVoJum*, Book I, Chap
7. Point out the differences in the tables of consumption statistics quoted

in thrtcxt. How do they modify Enid's statements?

of
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VALUE AND PRICE

IF every family produced all the goods needed to supply t he-

wants of its members, most of the problems which today con-

Kc science would not exist. Most of the world's

workers are, however, contributing their services -

rectly

or indirectly (through the production of goods) toward the

i the wants of others. One's economic well-

today depends primarily on two things: the money in-

rh can be got from others in return for one's SIT

or for the use of one's land or capital, and the amount of things

that can be bought with thi< money income. The federal census

of 1910 showed that about 93 per cent of the men over tv

years old and about 18 per cent of the women of corresponding

age were employed in money-making occupati. ! thi>

number does not include those landlords and capitalists whose

ie was derived entirely from their investments. The work

of the housewife and the services of friendship embody ut;

t hat is, satisfy human wants, just as do money-making
but they are not retried in terms of dollars and cents. The

production of wealth is in these days mostly
"

for the mar

and wants are satisfied very largely by goods obtained from the

market. In the vast inter 1 \stem of modern economic

life most goods get from tho<e who produce them to those who
use them by the processes of exchange.

The Meaning and Significance of Value. It rarely happens

nowadays that goods are directly exchanged for other goods.

'Si
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Goods are usually sold for money,
1 and the seller uses the money

in the purchase of other goods. The amount of money for

a unit of a given commodity exchanges is the price of that commodity.

Since prices vary, when we wi>h to name the actual price of

mmodity \\e nuiM >pe ii'y
the prut- in a ^iven market at a

n time.

mple and familiar concept of price there has been

developed the more general concept of exchange value. Ii t

.lls for two dollars, a pair of shoes for four dollars, and a

pocket knife for fifty cent-, we siy that the exchange value of

the hat is half that of the pair of shoes and four times that of the

knife. It thus comes about that we attribute exchange value-.

to goods in accordance with their relative potency in exchange,

as shown by the prices at which they sell. In this way values

come to be thought of as magnitudes. Just as weight and

volume are physical magnitudes by which we express the rela-

tive heaviness and the relative bulk of different objects, so ex-

change values are economic magnitudes or, more specifically,

exchange magnitudes. The exchange value of a good is thus

the resultant of its exchange relations with other goods.

Exchange value is a purely relative or comparative magnitude,

and there is no way of expressing or measuring the exchange

value of a good except in terms of its command over other goods.

In such a measurement exchange value can be expressed either as

a quantity or as a ratio. We can say (i) that the value of a pair

of shoes is that of eight knives or (2) that the value of the shoes

is to the value of a knife as eight is to one. We thus express the

exchange value of any good either by stating the quantity of

other goods that can be obtained for it or by stating its ratio

of exchange with other goods. The exchange value of any one

commodity can, of course, be expressed in terms of any other

commodity. Price is a statement or expression of exchange
value in terms of money. To say that the price of a pair of

shoes is four dollars amounts to saying that the value of the pair

of shoes is four times the value of a dollar. When the

1 In this chapter the word
"
money

"
is used in its broadest sense, thus including

credit instruments, which are, of course, merely promises to pay money.
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"
are iijcd interchangeably, as will some-

times be our practice in thi?> txx>k, there is implied the a*ump-
tion that the value of money as expressed in terms of other thing*

than the particular commodity * arc discussing is const..

an assumption which, of course, does n< >rre*pond

with the facts.

tiange values are det. by what may be called

process," This term is used in a narrow sense as

ing to the fixing of the money values of comma i

in a broader sense it imludes also th< n of the

different rewards received by those who have contributed i

production of these commodities. In this broad sense the prob-

ices is the problem of the distribution >: wealth.

littfigi*"* the case of a mechanic employed at a particular time in

.mufacture of mat hat will be used in a flour mill.

The final pixxl labor - the only product
(ful in tlu- sa 1

in wants is the flour,

or bread made from the flour. To the making of this linal prod-

ousands besides our mechanic farmers, agricultural la-

borers, railway officers and employees, other mechanics, and so

.i practically endless list have contributed. What deter-

the price of the final product
'

\\ ba| proportion of this

price goes to the mechanic? What is his share worth to him as

cans of getting the necessaries of life ? Of these three ques-

first and third fall within the problem of the prices

of commodities; the second, relating to the wage-price of the

mechanic's services, falls within the problem of t! it ion

of wealth. At present we are concerned only w ith pri.

narrower sense, although the principles to be developed apply
i the case of the prices paid for

produ 1'he significance of the subject of value in economic

e lies in uit, within the conditions set by existing

is, and within the limits set by the total production of

wealth, human welfare, so far as it is dependent upon the pos-

session of economic goods, is largely determined by the process

rice relations.

The Market. It is conceivable that the prices of goods
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might be fixed by public authority, or that the production of

the most important commodities might be monopolized. Then,

too, it is possible to imagine a condition of society in which

custom should have such power that prices, when once estab-

lished, would be changed very infrequently. Still another

possibility is a regime of competition in which every man is

left free to buy and sell as he pleased at such prices as he can

get. The first three factors public authority, monopoly,
and custom are among the things which determine tin ratios

at \vhichgoodsareactuallyexchanged today; but the dominant

factor is the fourth one mentioned the free competition of

the market.

In this connection we mean by the market, not a particular

place for buying and selling, but the general field within which the

forces determining the price of a particular commodity operate. For

some commodities, especially perishable ones, like fresh milk and

cream, the market is distinctly a local one. In the case of great

staple commodities like wheat and cotton, the market is a world

market, for it is impossible that the prices of wheat or cotton in

Europe should differ for any considerable time from their prices

in America by more than the expense of transport. So-called
"
international

"
securities, such as government bonds and the

stocks and bonds of certain great corporations, afford even a

better example of goods for which the market is a world market.

Some commodities are used only in a particular locality or

country, although produced in many different places. The

American consular reports frequently contain advice to Ameri-

can manufacturers as to special kinds and varieties of goods used

in different foreign countries. The cotton mills of England,

Germany, and the United States all make special grades of

cotton cloth designed especially for the Oriental market. Much
more numerous, however, are the goods which, although of

wide and general consumption, are produced in but few localities.

I hi- is especially evident in the case of agricultural and mineral

products, but it is increasingly noticeable in manufactures.

Along with this localization of industry there has been a

broadening of the field of consumption of many commodities.
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Among the factors which have contnl.uted to this mult may be

mentioned, first, the increasingly cosmopolitan character of

modern life, a result of more generally diffused facilities for

higher education, as well as of the growing ease of travel and

communication; and secondly, what has been called the
"
standardisation of taste/'

- a result in part of modern ad-

iods and of the standardisation of products
ic fundamental features of modern ma

try. Notwithstanding the barriers which still

>nn of protective tariffs and local prejudices, a dominant

feature of modern markets is rcasing localization of

production and the extension of the field of consumption.

Exchange Value and Subjective Value. Exchange value is

often called market value or objective value, and is sharply to be

from subjective value, which, it will be remem-

bered, is the relative importance attached by an individual to

a particular unit of a commodity. Exchange value is an objec-

iscertamable fact of the market. Subjective value is a

matter of individual feelings and preferences, and is different

for different individuals. An error which we must especially

guard against is that of thinking that exchange values are in

any accurate sense the expression of the subjective values of

different goods to society at large. Exchange value is the out-

come, the resultant, of the individual subjective valuations of

many different persons, the poor and the rich, the wise and the

foolish, hut it does not correspond to
"

social subjective value,"

^ocial marginal utility, for these two last phrases are

meaningless. It is true, of course, that our own valuations

are largely socially determined in the sense that, lacking much
real independence of judgment, we follow and imitate other

people in making our own estimates of the relative desirability

.t commodities, and that we are even prone to judge
of the relative imj>ortancc of different things for our own pur-

poses costliruvx. exchange values,

r than by an independent analysis of our own needs. But

nccs in our tastes and the differences in our powers
to gratify our tastes are quite as important factors in determining
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\change values of things as are our .similarities. Just
i- the point of connection between subjective value

exchange values we shall drover in the analysis of .supply

and demand.

Supply and Demand. The only goods whieh art valued in

the market are economic goods; that is, such goods as combine

of utility and scarcity. This statement i,

a truism, for no one will pay for things that he does not want or

for things that can be obtained freely. Utility and scarcity

affect the market value of goods through the operation oi

forces of demand and supply. The general
"
common-sense

"

explanation of the valuation of goods takes the form of the

statement that values are determined by supply and demand.

When rightly interpreted, this statement cannot be criticized,

but it is often used in a misleading way. Producers do not

usually throw a "
-supply

"
of goods unreservedly on the market .

accepting any price that can be got for them, nor do consumers

generally demand definite amounts of goods, without reference

to the price of them. An entirely accurate statement, and one

that is less apt to be misinterpreted, is that prices are amon% th<-

factors determining supply and demand. It may seem, accord-

ingly, something like arguing in a circle to attempt to explain

exchange value by using the formula of supply and demand ;

but the fact is that the explanation is to be sought in the action

of mutually dependent forces, rather than in any one principle.

The Nature of Demand. Mere desire for a commodi

not demand for it. The desire of the poor man for the counter-

part of his wealthy neighbor's motor car is in no sense demand.

Effective demand is sometimes defined as desire coupled with the

ability to pay. But to make demand really effective then-

must be added to these the inclination to buy : desire must be

intense enough to lead to purchase.

If I purchase a certain quantity of a particular commodi

is because I desire it at least as intensely as anything else I can

purchase with the same amount of money. When I ask myself

whether a certain contemplated purchase is
" worth its price

"
to

me, I am comparing the importance of the purchase in question
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with <>rtance of other ux vhich the

represents. 1 r words, a matter of my subjec-

ts. Now my sul valuations, it -A ill I*

ubcred, depend not only up.n my tastes and my purposes,

but also (on accoui ishingun n the

. h I am already supplied with goods like that

whose purchase I am considering, as compared with the

I am supplied with othrr things. In choosing and

:ig among the different alternatives open to me as a pur-

chaser, in buying one thing rather than another, in acquiring

more of this and less of that, I mm-ly express my subj<

ns. A certain minimum supply of one commo-

a necessity of life, perhaps may be more important to me,

may possess a higher utility, than any possible amount of some
other commodity, a luxury, for example. Bui

it lets important to have a large supply of the first commodity
than to have some of the second commodity It I push my
expenditures for any one purpose too far, I sacrifice the satis-

n of more important wants for the satisfaction of less

ini(M>rtunt wants. Think of one's purchases as being di\

not into such units as pounds, bushels, yards, and dozens, Un
into units defined by the quantity one can purchase for a dollar,

into "dollar's w Each of us, by buying the things

he wants more than he wants other things, tends to keep the

subjective values of the last or marginal dollar's wo.

of goods he consumes equal, one to another.

>ur tastes and desires and purposes change we alter our

scheme of expenditures accordingly, but always so that our

marginal dollar's worths are kept, as it were, in equilibrium.

f our desires were constant, change- - would in

-elves effect 1 alterations in the proportions of

various things that make up our purchases. The various dol la r *s

e larger or smaller and acquire larger or smaller

subjective values. If tin priie of a commodity decreases to

that an additional dollar's worth gains a subjec-

ilue greater than that of other dollar's worths, we normally

purchase it. If the price ri-o. we normally curtail our ex-
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penditures for this particular commodity, and may even, under

some rs, become sellers of it (as in the case of the

ho has bought a large supply of oul at five dollars

vhen tlu- pri ten dollars, i> \\iii

M-I1 part of it.. Some of the foregoing \ seem to

be a statement of what i- obxiou- and commonplace, but the

neglc< ingly obvion ;<-sponsil>le for

more than one erroneous explanation of the way in which pritr-

determined.

The Demand Curve. The relation- l>etween price and de-

1 may be shown concretely by the analysis of the condi-

in a hypothetical market . Imagine the case of an isolated

community in which wood

is used as a fuel. The

conditions might be such

as are represented graphi-

cally in Figure i. In thi-

diagram distances nv

ured from O along the

horizontal line OX rep-

resent different amounts

of wood, while distances

measured vertically from the line OX represent prices. Assum-

ing that the conditions of demand were as represented in the

diagram, if the price of wood were MP dollars a cord, OM cords

of wood would be bought. If MP represents a relatively high

price for wood, this might mean that many families would

choose to go without wood, using other kinds of fuel in

Others would be content with a scanty supply. If, however,

the price were reduced to M'P' dollars per cord, some of the

families who would have refused to buy at the higher price would

purchase wood, while others would increase their purchases, so

that OM' cords would be bought. Similarly, at the price

", the amount bought would be OM" cords. Other pos-

sible prices might be indicated on the diagram, so that, in

general, the curve DD' (which we may call the demand curve)

represents the relation between price and the amount purchased.
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the drin. u. ! ui \ r

,' which can l>c sold

presents the amount of a

In a given market at each

of all possible

es.

TheBU
of Demand.

By theda
! demand wr

to which tin-

amount pur-

chased
with changes in

In every

family in poor
or nnxlrr. mi-x thr , carefully eon.

in the use of eggs during periods when they are nig;

re freely wlu . The demand for

eggs is therefore elastic. Relatively intlastic are the demands
of most families for such

s as flour and salt.

Other commodities, such as

sugar, may oc

mediate posit inures

2 and 3 represent, respec-

v, elastic and

tions of demand. It

Id be understood that

thr demand curves for most

nodities are probably
-o smooth and regular

in their slope as are these

diagrams. It may often

hat the ela-

of demand is different for different portions of the demand

he demand for bread, for example, would probably
re elastic at very high prices than at very low
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The demand for salt, on the contrary, would
j

ably be less elastic at prices so hi^h that it would be used only

as a food than at prices low enough to permit its use (as at pic-

ent) for variou> industrial purposes. Without giving further

concrete examples, the following proposition- res|x-ctin'j

lemand maybe stated: (i) Demand for necessities

general less elastic than demand for luxuries. (2) Demand

for commodities the use of which constitutes a habit is less

elastic than demand for commodities the use of which is gen-

erally a matter of conscious decision. (3) The more adequate

the substitutes for a particular commodity, the more cla-tii

will he the demand for it. (4) The demand of persons of large

income is less elastic than that of persons in poor or moderate

circumstances. (5) A corollary of proposition four is that the

higher the general level of well-being in a community, the less

elastic will be the demand for most commodities.

The rectangle OMPA (in any one of the three diagr

represents the total amount buyers pay for a certain commodity
when the price is MP, just as the rectangle OM'P'A' represents

the total amount paid when the price is M'P'. If the demand

for the commodity is distinctly inelastic, this total value will be

less when the price is low than when the price is high.
1

\

the lower price less money will be expended for this particular

commodity and more money will be available for other uses. I f.

on the other hand, the relations between price and demand are

such that the rectangle OM'P'A' is larger than the rectangle

O.I//M. a drop in price from UP to M'P' will result in a

curtailing of expenditures for other things. This might involve-

only a decreased use of direct substitutes, such as coal in plate

of wood
; generally, however, it would mean a diminished con-

sumption of a number of other things. But this is a gain, not

1
Elasticity of demand may be represent <1 mathematically by a fraction whose

denominator is the relative (or percentage) decrease in price and whose numerator

is the corresponding relative increase in the amount demanded. Following the nota-

tion used in Figures a and 3, this is the ratio of MM'/OM to AA'/AO. When the

-elasticity of demand, thus expressed, b equal to MM'/OM + i, the rectangles
'

and OM'P'A' are equal; that is. the same total amount is expended fot

the commoditv when the pricr U \f I
1
us when the price is M'P'.
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a UK* I n tin B \\ould not be accompanied by the

iaae of a larger quantity, if the additional purchases did

not satisfy nv use wants than other things that might
have been purchased with the money. Larger
wor 1 have been substitute*) for smaller ones.

In this way I affected

.ingesin the prices of other M-comjx
thus embraces not only ng and selling

r commodity, l>ut also the buying and M-lling of all corn-

sense the wood dealers compete with the

grocers and the tailors, as well as with the coal dealers and with

each oth

Surplus. Whatever the price of a competitively produced

commodity may be, there arc almost always some buyer* who would have

paid more if it had been net ov. >rke is

those who are just willing to pay that price, who would either have

bought leas or bought none .had been higher, may be called the

marginal buyers. These are relat however, as compared
lose who would have bou^l id been higher. The

f the marginal purchases to the buyers is but little more than the

<>f other things that could have been bought with the same amount of

money : in such cases the u purchase only about equals the sacri-

; the case of all other purchases, however, there is a surplus
.'y over ants (whether costs are measured as money costs or as the

of the other possible purchases which are given up) which is called

consumers' surplus (or sometimes consumers' rent, or buyers' gains).

It might be supposed at first thought that if the price were, for Mmpl^
Fig. i), the area included between the horizontal line .17" ami the

DP1 would represent consumers' surplus. This is not exactly true.

r, and that for two reasons: in the first place, the satisfaction of

additional wants which a lower price makes possible may make the more

important wants less intense. A man might be willing to give ten dollars,

for a cord of woo*! hat at least one room in his house could be heated

the winter. H, nu^ht also be willing to give seven dollars a cord for

two cords, so as to heat two rooms, but the heating of the second room might
render the heating of the first room le** important to him. He might not

be willing, for exampl< .> seven dollars in or

have the two rooms heated *>n<l place, utility itself is to a large

affected by price. So far as our purchases satisfy what ha*

.allot the desire for distinction, or represent what Professor Thorstein.

n has called "conspicuous consumption," a lowering of the i

H
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commodity would lessen its utility to u-. The successful product
..1 diamonds at a low cost would I.--.-M the desire which most people
<>r natural ones. If touring care were less an indication <

to spend money freely, they would be less esteemed by not a few

people. On the other h;md, it might occur in some cases that a <

amount of decrease in the price of a commodity, permitting a more f
consumption of it, would increase the esteem in which it is held by th.--.i-

who are glad to follow fads. In general, we must say that even if we had

absolutely complete statistics of the actual relation of prices to dcm;m1.

consumers' surplus would still be an incommensurable thin^. It U nevi-rthr-

lessa real thing, and is especially significant as constituting one of the ditfrr

ences between real income and money incomes.

It should be noted, however, that consumers' surplus relates only to one's

consumption of a particular commodity, taken by itself, for, as we have seen,

the amount which we are willing to spend in the purchase of any one com-

modity depends not only on the price of that commodity, but also on tin-

prices of the other commodities that make up our purchases. The surpluses

which a consumer gets in his different lines of consumption cannot be

added together to form a total. I might, for example, be willing to pay
as much as four dollars for a hat that I can get for two dollars. And if I

pay only two dollars for the hat I might be willing to pay as much as six

dollars for a pair of shoes that I can get for four dollars. But it does not

follow that I should be willing to pay four dollars for the hat and six dollars

for the shoes.

The Nature of Supply. The amount of goods that will be

supplied in a given market at a given time depends, like the

amount demanded, on the price.
" Forced sales," in which

goods are offered for whatever can be got for them, form about

the only important exception. The effect of price on supply

varies, however, according to the length of time that is taken

into consideration. The work that is being done today in t he-

extension of old factories and the building of new ones, the con-

struction of railways, the taking up of new land, is based on

estimates of fiUure prices, the present prices of agricultural and

manufactured products and of railway transportation being of

significance only so far as they indicate what future prices will

be. The merchant's stock in trade is bought on an estimate of

future business conditions; the amount of land the farmer

allots to wheat and corn, respectively, d< -JH -ruls on his estimate

of the relative prices the two will bring after the harvest. In a
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similar way the amounts of goods that can be supplied to the

market today a: .1 by the estimates which business men
and farmers have made in the past of the prices which buyers
are willing to pay today. It would be possible, though not

necessary for our purposes, to analyse the way in which the

am the capital and la < h have thus been applied
he pnxiiK ti<m <>f things that will satisfy present wants was

par < tcrmined by conditions whuh -\i t.-,j till farther

back in the past, and so on in an indefinitely receding series.

The amount of goods available for the market of today is

lined not only by past estimates and conditions, hut

also by present estimates of future conditions. Every seller has

the opt ion of selling at the present price or of waiting for possihly

future prices an option which is limited only by the

ishability of his goods and the urgency of his need for m<

>st urgent need for money does not necessarily force

an immediate sale n :m>n as to the future value of his

goods is a reasonable one, for in this case it is usually easy to

borrow money on the strength of the marketable value of the

The Supply Curve. In the analysis of the conditions of

suppl\ particular market at a particular time we
ave to take account of ^

ions imposed by the

I which pnxliu tive

ken in tht past. At
'

i^iven time a certain defi-

amount of a commodity is

available for the market : this

may be called the

potential supply. The propor-

al supply
tha IK- will

part with at a particular time will depend primarily on the prices

f a unit of a commodity is M'P*
will U- willing to sell a certain number of

i maybe './'. If the price

<> M' M"
Kir. 4
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as low as /'.U. howeser. MOM -ellcr- would prefer to wail fr

higher prices, the amount thu> withheld from tin- market

represented by MM'. At the pri . however, an ad. li-

tional supply (M'M"\ of tin commodity would be fort In.

from sellers who were not tempted by the pri

eral, the supply curve .S'.S" represents the relation^ between price

and the amount that will be supplied in a parlirular marl.t t

and at a partirular time.

The Determination of Price. The foregoing

the nature of demand and of supply makes it possible to ad-

vance another Mep in

our analysis of the de-

termination of price. by

asking ourselves what

will he the re-ult of 1 1n-

simultaneous oper;

of t he forces of demand

and supply. This con-

dition is represent r<l

graphically in Figure ^
where the demand curve

and supply curve are

combined in one diagram. If the curve DD' - tin-

potential demand in a particular market at a particular time,

and the curve 55' represents the potential supply, the price

which would be fixed by the free working of compel it ive

would be PM, located at the point where the two cu:

At this point demand and supply are equal, both 1

resented by OM. It is impossible that the price should In-

fixed at any other point. M'P'. for example. I

drawn so as to equal M'P', it will be evident that at thi< price

OM" units will be demanded, while only a.M' -.ir.it- v.ill he sup-

plied. Most of the buyer*, however, are Willing more

than M'P' if necessary, so that in order to secure their -hare

they will bid the price up until an equilibrium i

U what John Stuart Mill mearl w 1

'. value

always adjusts itself in such a manrvi that the demand is



-a staicn h has often been mbintcr-

i, and consequently u zed.

The prices for which goods are sold in a competitive market

he outcome or resultant of tlu uMividual valuations of

all who Imy and sell in the market. Kath buyer or seller,

taken iffccts only inappreciably the price at which

he buys or sells. All that he can do is to buy or sell or refuse

or M-I I more or less. For each individual

trader the ma c is something bcyoml his own control.

vet each has a part in that collective supply and demand
i> the controlling factor in making the price whatever it

happens to be.

Surplus. Just is the area A PD (Fig. 5) has sometimes been

considcml, not altogether accurately, to represent a "Cooturner*' Surplus"
. er costs), so the area APSht* been considered to correspond to

what has been caBed "Producers' Surplus" or "Setters' Gains." This sur-

plus should not be thought of as corresponding to the actual profits of the

stOers; that is, as being in any way a surplus of receipts over and above the

expenses of production. That part of the supply which had been /rdrfartrf

smallest expense is not necessarily the pan which its owners would

be willing to tell at the lowest price. It cannot be too strongly *"rJt
; H

-.c analysis of demand and supply thus far presented relates only to

the conditions existing in a particular market at a particular time. AD that

we can say is that when OJLf units are sold at the price of MP per unit, the

total receipts of the sellers axe represented by the rectangle OMPA ; while

the area OMPS represents what they would have been willing to sell the

same amount of goods for, had they not been able to get a larger return.

There is, as we shall see, a relation between the prices of things and the ex-

pense of producing them, when a considerable period of time is taken into

consideration. At any given time, however, sellers are mainly governed

by the relative profitableness of selling at existing prices or wailing for

higher ones. The only kind of surplus which the area APS represents is

an intangible, hypothetical thing, the difference between actual receipts

and the amount which would have been received if each seller had sold each

portion of his supply for the minimum price he would have been willing to

take for that portion.

QUESTIONS

U there such a thing as "intrinsic value"? What is usually

when the fxpftssJon is used?

How can one buy more or less of a non-divisible good, like a house?
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3. Does the tendency of each individual to maintain the equilibrium .<f

his margin of consumption result in the maximum sat i

4. What relation is there between the amounts whi h a . ollr-r

pays for room rent, for food, for clothing, for books, and for athletics?

5. Which of your customary purchases would you still make if

were doubled? Which would you curtail? Which \\ould you omit '

6. Illustrate the propositions relating to elasticity of demand (p. 160) by

etc examples.

7. Construct an imaginary demand "schedule," showing in
\>.

columns (i) six or eight different possible prices of wood per cord, a

the number of cords which an imaginary purchaser would buy at each stated

price. Construct in the same way other demand schedules for each of four

other possible purchasers. Combine these five individual demand schedules

into a collective demand schedule showing the total amount of won

could be sold at each price. Construct in a similar way individual supply

schedules and a collective supply schedule for four sellers of wood. Assum-

ing that all the wood sold is sold at a uniform price, how much wood will

be sold and at what price ?

8. "For some years the supply of Brazilian coffee was greater than

the demand for it." Criticize and amend this statement.
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CHAP]

VALUE AND PRICE (Continued)

SOME of the most important . the !: on of

exchange values are not revealed by an analysis of the coodit i. .? .
.

>ply and demand which hapjx-n to exist at a particular

preceding d we summed the e>
ipply,

K result in tlu- equilibrium of actual de-

mand and >ui

fluences whit h determine potential demand

itial supply. For this purpose we shall need to pass
\\\ whirh the preferences a!

iividual nd sellers react upon and fix the par-

it h exists at any one time to an inquiry

he O|*T . iertain M.miv acting movcn

ies,

demand side of this problem need not del De-

will change with changes in incomes, tastes, fast

^ke. The effect of these influences is so oh

-.>
be taken for granted. The supply side of the problem,

The p< i t he-

present is limited by conditions set by pa- The
mt kinds of consumption goods that are

read) depend upon the direction which the

of production has taken in the past. What, in the long

relation between >upply ami exchange value?

Prices and the Expenses of Production. The dominant

and business men in their i:

ibor and caj >r mone\ (By
mean < between the expen-

I in producing goods and the money that is ol>:

i always an e:< er for business nv
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change their interests and iheii M,

n to another, and if <apita ;md labor could like\\

freely transferred from one undertaking to another, it is bar-

to see how profits in any one competitive industry ould

any length of time much higher than in other compel it i\(

industries. Managerial ability, labor, and capital would gravi-

tate always toward those employments which promise the

greatest profits. The effect would be a continual movement

toward equality of advantage in different fields of

This does not necessarily mean an equality of profits as between

individuals in any given line of business, for the amount .f

profits depends largely upon the ability and enterprise of the

individual business man. But in a state of free competition,

with alternative business opportunities as free and open as we

have assumed, the profits of any business undertaking would

hardly be larger, for any period of time, than the business man
could get as salary by working for others, for if working for

others offered a greater return than assuming the risks of busi-

ness for himself, he would naturally choose the salaried position,

and vice versa. Purely competitive profits, under conditions of

this absolute
"

fluidity
"

of business ability, of labor, and of

capital, would thus tend to adjust themselves according to the

ability of the individual business man
;

that is, to equal what

we shall later describe as the
"
wages of management." If we

include the value of the business man's services, thus measured,

among the expenses of production, we may, obviously, state

the tendency which we have described as a tendency icrvcard the

equality of the prices received for the products of any particular

industry and the expenses of producing them.

The assumptions we have made do not, however, exactly cor-

respond to the conditions of actual business. Mann

ability, labor, and capital are all specialized to a greater or h>s

extent, so that they cannot be changed from one employment
to another without loss of efficiency. But it is not necessary

for the validity of our analysis that all managerial ahili:

labor, and all capital should be fluid enough to from

industry to industry economic.: Then
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icss men who are anxiously watching for the most inviting

icss opportunities then- is always a certain amount of

labor awaiting the roost remunerative employment, and there

is always a certain an *tment in

those forms of capital goods wh :iise the greatest return.

These facts are enough to give substantial truth to the state-

that in any comjK-tilive in<IiMry the price of the com-

modity produced tends to equal the cost of producing it

the price of bicycles was high, as compared with the expense of

producing them, existing bicycle factories were extended and

new ones were built. The v. bicycles was thus so

increased that they could not be sold except at a much lower

On this .UK nint and because of the cessation of demand,
the profits in the manufacture cles became relatively

low, and many for: >ries are now used for other

purposes. If the excess of the prior of wheat over the expense
<>f producing it promises to be greater than the excess of the

of corn over the expense of producing it, farmer

raise less corn and more wheat, and the result will be higher

prices for corn and lower prices for wheat.

Normal Price. Because the market price of a commodity
cannot get very far away from the expense of producing it

i ng in abnormally high or abnormally low profits,

and because the existence of abnormally high or abnormally low

profits sets forces at work which are very sure to move the price

closer to the expense of production, the name normal price is

which is just equal to the expense of producing
: of a cornmv

ness of the tendency of actual competitive prices

to equal normal prices depends very largely upon the length

period of time that is taken into consideration. The

longer the period of time, the larger will be the proportion of

"managerial ability, labor, and capital that can be shifted from

the less profitable to the more profitable undertakings. To
I'uil.l and to equip new factories and to extend old ones takes

the supply of skilled labor in any occupation can often

be increased but slowly, for many trades involve an appren*
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ticeship of three or more years. In the undertakings that arc

becoming less profitable, although capital specialized in the

form of machines may not be useful for other purposes, yet

machines need not be replaced as they wear out
;
while a skilled

laborer cannot take up another trade without loss of emci<

yet an increasing proportion of the incoming supply of laborers

may begin their apprenticeship in those occupations in wlmh
there is a greater demand for labor.

While the conditions of long-period supply are thus su*

to result in a constant movement toward the equalization of

market price and normal price, it may easily happen that the

two will never become identical. For market prices them-

selves are constantly changing under the influence of changing
demand. And the increase in the output of an especially profit-

able product is often overdone. Periods of losses or of low

profits may succeed periods of high profits. In short, the goal

toward which business enterprise directs productive efforts is

constantly shifting.

Different Conditions of Supply. A fact of prime im-

portance is that the expense of production (per unit) often varies

as the amount produced is larger or smaller. But this relation

between the amount of goods produced and the expense of

producing them is different for different industries. In partic-

ular, three forms of productive undertaking may here be dis-

tinguished : those in which increased production is accompanied,

in the long run, with (i) increasing, (2) decreasing, or (3) con-

stant expense per unit of product.

i. If transportation facilities, the knowledge of agricultural

methods, and other controlling conditions remain unchanged,
the amount of wheat raised in the United States cannot be sub-

stantially increased without resort to lands less well adapted

to the production of wheat, or the more intensive cultivation of

lands already in use. Either alternative requires (as will In-

shown in a later chapter in more detail) the use of relatively

more labor and capital per bushel in producing the addition.)]

wheat than was required for the wheat produced under the for-

mer conditions. This means that the production of wheat



creased except at an increased ex-

pense per bushel. When this condition of increasing expense is

.iih -and it holds true generally in agriculture normal

rases with an increase in production. If the price

-t high enough to repay the cultivation of the

poorest lands used, they will cease to be cultivated. If the

ic product is appreciably higher than the expenses of

ution, farmers will find it profitable to push cultivation

still farther, up (<> t where the expense equals the price.

!

<-s, however, an increase in produ

'ring forces into operation that will result in smaller

expenses of production per unit of product. Where this condi-

>f decreasing expense is found, a general increase in produc-

long run, a decrease in the normal price of

iature of these economies that some-

attend an increase of production? We rule out of con-

sideration such things as n lions and the general prog-

ress of industrial knowledge and technique, for although these

pa reduce the expenses of production, they are in no direct

.1 necessary result of an increasing output. They play
a part, moreover, in agru ulture (where they help to counteract

the effects of the rule of increasing expenses) as well as in in-

rs of decreasing expenses. Additions to our knowledge

of ways of producing things are undoubtedly stimulated by t In-

growth of production, which gives increased scope and impor-

tance to improver industrial technique; but for the

>ses of the present inquiry we must put these things aside

nerely assume a given state of industrial knowledge. The

economies that create the condition of decreasing expenses are,

properly understood, only such as are brought about, in a

v the increase of production itself. Here we
A-O things: first, economies in the general

organization of whole industry, and, second, economies result-

^>m an Murray in the si/e of the individual business

establishment^ within the industry.
1

'That are named by Profeav* Alfred ManhaB "extern*! economies" and
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I important of the lir-t of lhe>e t wo classes of ci

is a greater specialization or division of labor within t lie-

industry. The different processes in the operations of tl

dustry may be separated and apportioned to different speuali/e<{

plants, located, perhaps, at particularly advantageous p<

Opportunity is given for a more thoroughgoing and more

efficient specialization of labor and for the use of highly sj
><

ized machinery. Subordinate industries may be developed,

supplying machinery and other equipment; improved

portation facilities of one kind and another may be secured. It

becomes, in general, more feasible for the industry to iitiii/e

what are known to be the best and most economical methods of

production and to keep pace with the advance of te< i

knowledge. Indirect, roundabout ways of doing things, involv-

ing a thoroughgoing subdivision of processes and the use of

large amounts of fixed capital in the form of elaborate plants

and expensive machinery are advantageous only when the

industrial output is large. All these things have played an

important part in the progress of most of the great manufac-

turing industries, and in making their products cheaper.

Unless some obstacle, some countervailing force, pre

these economies are sufficient to make almost any large and

growing industry one of decreasing expenses. And about the

only obstacle that can stand in the way is the limitation of

the supply of one of the necessary factors in production. The

supply of capital has (as shown by the interest rate) kept pace
with industrial demands. The industrial output has incr<

more rapidly than has the supply of labor, but in most indi;

this has not been sufficient to offset the movement toward

decreasing expenses. But the supply of land and <>f natural

products of various kinds is definitely limited. This is why

agriculture, despite the fact that it benefits by some of the

economies of specialization, is not an industry of decreasing

expenses. For the same reason the lumber industry and petro-

leum industry have had to contend, in recent years, with in-

creasing expenses.

The second class of economies those connected with the
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increasing sue of the il business unit are usually

name- conomics of large-scale production." These are

present stage of our study only in so far

as large-scale production is in itself a result of the general growth
in tlu r output of an industry. Other things, such

ms the new and effective
"

large-scale
"
methods of

i and the cheapening of transportation (broad*

o a particular plant), have cooperated in

...uing the gr< large establishments. Our present

the relation between the increase in the

total amount of goods produced and the expense of producing
into the long-run relation between supply and

normal pr 1 so our question is*: Does a larger output

lor an industry at large encourage the growth of large individual

e>tal>! : casing any advantages they may ha\e

-iaMi>hments? It i> clear that there is no in-

variable rule here, for in agriculture and in some special fields

' - and trade the average size of the individual

: easing, <: growth of t he-

total volume of output. But in nearly all the industries in

i we have any reason to suspect the presence of the rule of

decreasing expenses we find that the average establishment has

been growing larger. Thi> HUM mean that in many industries

the first class of economies, already described, can best be util-

ized by re large establishme i

\Vh e real "economies of large-scale product
<r (and they will be discussed in the following chapter).

'. themselves be adequate to bring about, in any
iu>tr\. the general c of decreasing ex-

penses, v. the advantages of large-scale production
the principal effect must be merely to di\ i>

aggregate operations of the indu-try among a somewhat smaller

number of establishments than would otherwise be found. But

the growth of the size of the harness establishment has no direct

ng upon the existence of the condition of de<

pensc as an increase

in the size of the individual e-t.iMUhn < and to be on*
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of the ways of utilising to best advantage the various economies

made possible by the increased industrial product. Large-
scale production does not create the condition of decrea^im:

expenses, but it may be an indication, a manifestation of the

presence of that condition. 1

3. In many hand industries, such a> tailoring and

making, the expense of production per unit does not vary t

great extent with the amount produced. These are, then

industries with constant expenses.

Figures i, 2, and 3 illustrate the relation of changes in supply

to changes in price under the conditions of increasing, det

ing, and constant expenses, re-

spectively. These diagram-

must be carefully distinguished

from the supply curve described

in the preceding chanter, which

related only to the conditions

of supply at a particular time.

They indicate the way in which

an increased output, evoked \>\-

an increase in demand, will, in

the long run, be offered to the

market at higher, lower, or constant prices, depending upon the

conditions existing in different classes of industries. In an in-

dustry of decreasing expenses (Figure 2), for example. O.I/

units of product per year cannot be supplied to the marl

a lower price per unit than PM. But, allowing time for t he-

necessary reorganization of the industry, OM' units per annum

can be supplied at a lower price, P*M'. In an industry of in-

creasing expenses this relation between price and amount of

output is reversed.

Fixed and Variable Expenses. There is no better il!

have thought it worth while to emphasize the merely it .

'

ion be-

tween the economies of large-scale production and the so-called "law" of decreasing

expenses (or "increasing returns"), because there is much confusion of thought on

t hi- matter. Only when an industry is controlled by a monopoly, are the real econo-

a large industrial output id the "economies of large-scale pro-

duction."
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in

M'
Fw. a

iriimte periods of tin.

i to valuation than that

<>f tlu- apportionment of specific

afanosl .11. . tad H i ial

product
<( attended by some sj>

increase in expenses : more raw

rial and more labor will In-

used, possibly more )>

for labor and po
> >portiona : rease

iscs are called variable expenses ,
and

are to IK- contrasted \vi xpcnscs, which remain approx-
!v the same. P.O matter what the amount produced is.

-est on the fuiul> invested in the factory- building

is a fixed expense ; the expense
of management and general office expenses will not usually

i creased proportionately by an increase in the annual

product of an establishment.

n assumed that v. only a part of the expenses

Y. '-i*-* with the amount pro-

duced, the establishment is

ipso facto one in which large-

scale production is especially

economical. Whether this as-

^imption holds true or not

n depends on the scale of

production we have in mind.

Factories and other plants are

built with a certain maximum

capacity, and until that maxi-

on may be increased without a

I

mum capacity is utilized,

proportionate increase in expenditure. But when the maxi-

is reached, more equipment, and often more building
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be needed before- there can be a fun her increase in product.

There is often a certain most efi'n inn -i/.e of plant , an im

in business beyond the capacity of the most efficient size of plant

necessitates either a curtailing of the business or a duplication

of the plant. When hu>im>s conditions arc- >uch as to warrant

temporarily pushing the output of a plant beyond its normal

capacity, the result usually is, as every manufacturer knows,

that this increased output is produced uneconomical l> , that K
at relatively increased expenses of production.

Many seemingly constant expenditures (like interest on the

cost of the plant) are variable in the long run. Such t\;

tures increase, but only at considerable intervals of time, as

additional invest-

ments in fixed cap-

ital are made. \

long-period supply

curve correspond-

ing to the condi-

tions of production

in such a business

might be some-

thing like Figure

4. This diagram

should be inter-

preted as follows:

The total expense of producing a certain output, OAf, is repre-

sented by the area OMPS. MP (considered not as a mere line,

but as an indefinitely narrow area) represents the variable \-

pense which would not be incurred if the volume of production

were a little smaller than OM units. MP, then, represents the

marginal expense, in this particular establishment, of producing
OM units. Thus the irregular curve SS' represents the \v.

which the aggregate expenses of production are increased a> the

output (measured on the line OX) grows. When the product

reaches OM' units, and again when it reaches OM" units

investments of large amounts of capital are necessary.

From the long-time point of view, such a business might

M
FIG. 4

X
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possibly be one of approximately constant expenses ; although
arse some of the real economies of large-scale production

< present and might result in decreasing expenses.

The Relation of Fixed and Variable Expenses to Price. -

hat. within 1 expenses of a business undertaking

do not increase proportionately as the output increases has an

important bearing upon competitive price-making. The pro-

>rs of a business establishment will f :ied in in-

creasing then provided the additional output will sell

afford some profit above the actual amount by
IM3 their expenses. If the full capacity of their

plant is not already utilized, they will count as profit any addi-

tional income they can secure above the necessary increase in

variable expenses. If they are producing some staple commod-
r the general market, so that they ca mate

prii-fx at which they sell to different buyers, they will

to make much use of this possibility of cutting

prices on part of their output. But if they are producing a

variety of goods, if they are making highly specialized products
i t hey are selling in two or more widely separated

markt may often be able to increase their output by

accepting prices too low to contribute anything to the payment
ir fixed expenses. This is often the explanation of the

*'
<lun t part of a manufacturer's product on a f<

market at a lov. han he charges at home. Railwa;.

able to take advantage of the fact tha < time being)

only jxirt expenses vary with their traffic, for they do

ave to charge a uniform rate per ton per mile, but can

Classify their rates according to the origin, de- . and

nature of the traffic. The rates charged by electric plants are

often le>s for current used at cer :rs of the day when the

capacity of the plant is only partly utilized. The reader will

probably be able to supplement these illustrations with other>

wn observation.

incss establishment is hard pressed by competition.

other cause, such as a dull season, its sales are

small, its proprietors may decide to cut prices on their whole out-
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put to a point that will cover the variable expenses and pos-il 1\

contribute something toward meeting the fixed expenses. :

fixed charges, like depreciation, interest, rent, insurance, :

A ill continue even if the output is I i t tie or nothing. It will \< i\

likely be sound business policy to make the best of a bad situa-

tion by getting what little income can be had over and above

the variable expenses of production. Much money may have

been irrevocably invested in the business, and although po^ibly

under no conditions can it be made to yield the return that had

been expected at the time when the investment \va- made,

matters will not be bettered by letting the plant lie idle. It may
be that the prices which the proprietors of the business thu<

reluctantly decide to accept are high enough to pay all t !

penses of production, fixed and variable, in some com]

plants, better organized or more favorably located. Or it

may be that some or all of the competing plants also find it

necessary to accept prices that do not cover their fixed expenses.

Sometimes the fact that it is more profitable to produce at

prices which cover merely the variable expenses than not to

produce at all leads some one establishment to cut prices. Other

establishments have to reduce prices in order to protect them-

selves, and a period of cut-throat competition may ensue.

Though at any given time it may be the variable rather than

the aggregate expenses of production per unit of product which

fix the price at which some or all of the different establish-

ments in an industry are selling their products, it should not b<

inferred that it is the variable expenses alone which mea-un

the normal price of a product. For in the long run prices have

to be high enough to induce the replacement of fixed capital as

it wears out and (in a growing industry) to attract new perma-
nent investments of capital. That is, in the long run, price^

have to be high enough to cover both variable expenses and

fixed expenses, which la < have seen, are generally-

variable as seen through a sufficiently long period of time. As

a matter of fact, the prices in any large competitive industry

are usually high enough to more than cover the expenses of

production in the most efficient establishments, but are rarely
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< nough to cover all such expenses in the lout efficient

establishment me being the weaker establishments

may or later they an

to be forced out. TV - will be enlarged,

and new and |K>^I: more efficient ones will be t

however, none of the establish!

all of its expenses, the vol u put must \ mtually
rices can be secured that will cover

i iation, and the other fixed expenses that must be

MI needs of the industry for fresh

i fixed capital are to be m m these ways
that the tend. rices to equal the expenses of production

Joint Expenses of Production. \Vh< n the production of one

tahly an ..injianied by the production <

or mor< other con impossible t assign a

ny one of

the commodities. It U impo-ible to separate the expenses of

produ he expenses of prod

soup bom > i ne of these from the expenses of prod
:. i. Mutton and wool cotton and n.tton M-i-d. <>:d -4.1- and

iliar examples of commodities produced i.

1

expense. Modern methods for the u
1

iiiNtri.il l)\'-pri<lvkt- have greatly increased

-uch conditions.

of tlu-M- jointl\ -produced commod-
t case: that in which u/Mhe

> commodities a: expense^
v can be said to have a normal p

has specifically assignable expenses
niuction .vn. Hut tl taken

toget ie called a o

>f one

accompai production of

two u

of a unit

imodit\ piu> tlu !
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commodity must cover the joint expense of producing the.-e

three units. This joint expense, then, measures the collective

normal price of the three units. Just how the market prices

which, in their sum, will tend to approximate this collective

normal price, will be fixed, will depend upon the conditions of

demand for each of the two commodities. Sometimes one or

both of the jointly produced commodities will have to compete
in the market with substitute commodities produced under

other conditions, and this, of course, tends to limit the possible

range of price variation.

When, as often happens, two commodities are produced under

conditions of partially joint expenses, further processes being

necessary to fit each commodity for the market, the price must

in each case cover the specific or assignable expense. The

joint expenses will be assigned to one or the other of the commod-

ities, or apportioned between them, according to the relative

demand for them. So far as the expenses are joint they are in

some respects similar to the fixed expenses of any establish

producing under the ordinary conditions of fixed and variable

expenses. In a sense all fixed expenses are the joint exp

of producing the different units of output, while all variable ex-

penses are specifically assignable to the different unit- of tin-

product. But this analogy must not be pushed too far, and that

for two reasons: (i) Most establishments with fixed and va-

riable expenses have to accept one uniform price for the different

units of their product. Their Axed charges, unlike true joint

expenses, cannot be covered by the price of one portion of the

output and disregarded in the price of another portion. (2) Even

if an establishment is producing two or more different commodi-

ties or is able to sell one commodity in two or more dil

markets at different prices, its fixed expenses are not true joint

expenses except in so far as its output is necessarily accompanied,
without additional expense, by the production, or partial pro-

duction, of another part of their output. The importance of

this is that, as we have seen, an increase or decrease in the

aggregate product of an industry must ultimately increase or

decrease the fixed expenses of that industry. Fixed expenses
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in the long run into the determination of the normal

of all portions of the industry's output. This is not true of

expenses, for these affect only what we have termed the

catfffJJP* normal price of tlu jmt j.r.-lm is. Thus neither steaks

nor hides have a separate normal price. But each standard

grade or type of product in the output of the furniture industry

has a normal price of its

The Surplus of Bargaining. Demand and supply do not

always fix price at a definite point. The price of horses of any

grade, for example, is fixed only approximately by market

In the sale of a horse there is room for considerable

latitude of opinion as to the price that should be pai<

the lowest price that the seller will take is considerably below

.!-. -t price that the buyer will give, just where between

these limits the actual price will be finally fixed will depend

upon the relative skill at bargaining of the seller and lu. a I;

the case of a horse trade, this opportunity for the
"

higgling of

the market " has become proverbial, and in many other kinds

of exchanges the efficient bargainer has an opportunity to get

for himself a surplus above his minimum selling price, or below

his maximum buying price. Real estate transactions furnish

a good example. In the case of the great commodities of the

market, like wheat, cotton, and iron, the price is

by market condition- that the gains of bargaining

are relatively small. In general, tke wider tkc market, ike more

general Ike use of Ike commodity, the greater tke ease with which the

commodity can be sorted into standard grades (as in the case oj

wheat and cotton), tke more accurately will competitive force

definite price. Goods which cannot be standardised, each unit of

which possesses some unique qualities, give most scopefor tke varia-

tions in tke valuations of individual buyers and sellers. Ii

cases supply and demand do not fix a price point, but on!

tain limits within which the price must fall. The widening of

narket, however, and tlu increasing standardization of

ies an effect of machine production are bringing

a larger and larger proportion of goods into the field where

uniform market valuations dominate.
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Non-reproducible Goods. Some economic writers have

made a special class of such goods as great \vork> <>i a

;iM>lutcly unique, in that no copy can have anything like

the value of the original. The price of such non-reprodiu il>le

goods has an upper limit fixed hy the highest subjective valua-

tion set upon it by any possible buyer. The lower limit will

be either the seller's own subjective valuation, or the second

highest valuation set by any competing buyer, according as

one or the other of thoe two is the higher. Between the upper
and lower limit the exact fixing of the price is a matter of pure

bargaining. Such cases should not be confused with monopoly

price, as has been done by some writers. The products of almost

all the industrial handicraft-, as well as the products of the

avowedly artistic pursuits, possess a non-reproducible element

of individuality, that removes them to a greater or less extent

from the operations of the law of normal price. A commodity

may possess this quality of uniqueness to such an extent that

it is not affected at all by the forces determining the value of

the general class of goods to which it belongs, and in this case

its owner may be said to have a monopoly of it. But it is

better to look upon the valuations of such non-reproducible

goods as determined by individual valuations and the process

of bargaining. The " normal
"
price of such goods is simply the

highest price that can be got for them a statement which

does not hold true of most monopoly goods. For monopoly

goods are not necessarily unique or non-reproducible. They
differ from ordinary competitive goods, however, in that they

cannot be reproduced except by the monopolist.

Retail Prices. The retail prices paid by the individual con-

sumer do not always respond to all the variations in wholesale

prices brought about by changes in supply and demand. There

are sometimes tacit or explicit local price agreements bei

local merchants, which apply even to competitively produced

goods. Some retailers consistently sell a few kinds of goods at

less than cost to attract custom for the goods on which they

may make a profit. Merchants who make a specialty of a

high class of goods, and thus cater to a wealthy clientele, are
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o exact higher prices for ordinary goods than do those

uints who have to deal with a poorer class of customers.

>m has more effect on retail than on wholesale prices. The

prices of various articles sold as i? goods"
a good example of the influence of custom. prices

are also governed by the value of the coins that are in general

use, and are generally expressed in round numbers. In the

long r md and supply govern retail prices, but they do

I
>oint so accurately as they do in the case

Public Authority and Value. In the Middle Ages there was

considerable speculation by theologians and legists about the

t of "i value at whkh things ought to

exchange for other things. This idea denotes an important
me U-tween tin- medieval and modem con value.

Professor Ashley ha- put it clearly in these words : Witb Aqui-

nas, the greatest of the medieval M h.x.lmen. it [value) was some-

. something outside of the will of the indr.

omcthing attached to the thing

i: whether he liked it or : that he ought to rec-

ognize V : as experience showed that individuals could not

thus to admit the real value of things, it followed that

it was the duty of the proper authorities of state, town, or gild

p in and determine it, and what the just and reasonable

really was." This
"

just and reasonable price
" was very

thought to be that price which would afford a reasonable

compensut labor of the producer. When in more

modern times theological speculations began to yield prece-

nquiries into
"
natural laws," the idea of just

was supplanted by the idea of
" natural price." Sometimes

vas interpreted as determined by the value of the labor put

into a commc* ! was tin t idea during

ecnth century), but the growth of i

necessitated the recognition of the other elements in the expense

-ducing a commodity as pa atural price. Modern

econo: .is we have seen, applies the term
*

normal

> the expense of producing a thing, but in:
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only as an important factor controlling the long-period fluctua-

tions of market prices. The adjci I ive
"
natural." with its mix-

lead in j: imi .irations. has been abandoned. Yet the competitive
m is today so thoroughly accepted as the

"
natural

"

economic order, that there is, a> we have previously noted, a

deep-seated conviction that normal romjK'titive prici> im.

ured by the expenses of production) are natural and JIM j)i

This conviction is, however, brought face to face with tin

'of the growth of a large industrial field in which monopoly,
rather than competition, rules. The question of just pri*

again a live issue as it was before the growth of the com-

petitive system. Public authority is frequently invoked to

insure that the prices fixed by holders of municipal fraiu 1

and other monopolists are just and reasonable. The chief

fundamental test which our court- are able to apply to tin-

reasonableness of any particular price is its conformity to what

the price would have been under competitive conditions. Thus

it is often asked if a particular monopoly charge gives a more

than normal return upon the capital invested. The deter

mination of what the expense of producing a particular com-

modity or service really is, is often a difficult, or even impossible,

task (the distinction between constant and variable expenses

being frequently a stumbling-block), but, given the general

acceptance of the competitive system, it is hard to see what

other standard could be used. Moreover, the general consci

of recent court decisions is that the Fifth and Fourteenth Amend-

ments to the Federal Constitution, prohibiting the taking of

property without due process of law, prevent federal and state

.ernments from going farther than this in the regulation of

monopoly charges. And even this power is not conceded,

except in the case of businesses affected with a distinct public

interest, such as those conducted by so-called public-service

corporations. In fixing prices for its own services, such as

postal charges, the government is controlled by other considera-

tions. These will be discussed in the chapters on public finance.

Imputed Value. The only things to which market valuat ions

actually apply are the specific units of goods that are actually
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bought and told. We are accustomed, however, to impute these

market prices to all other existing goods of the same kinds,

mt is sixty cents a bushel, the only bushels of wheat

actually valued by the market at that price are the ones actually

sold at that price. Y< ;>utc or ascribe the same value

to all other bushels of the potential supply of wheat in the same

-landing the hypothetical nature of this imputed
value rated as though it were a real thing. Statis-

tical attempts to state the wealth of a na rms of dollars

and cents are only estimates of the sums of these imputed values.

Mventory of his slot k in t : .ulc Is often accompanied

by an estimate of its value. Whether this value will be realized

or not depends upon the constancy of business conditions, the

capricesof fashion, and whether it can be sold in the regular course

Ie or whether it has t. he disposed of at a forced sale.

kinds of consumption goods, such as household furniture,

arc not customarily thought of by tin

change value. It is often necessary for purposes of taxati

value to them, but this is frequently a difficuli ami

somewhat arbitrary process.

The Prices of Production Goods. Throughout our analysis of

ngc value it has been assumed that the comm H lit u-- valued

were wanted by consumers for the satisfaction of th

that is, that they were consumption goods. It is not alto-.

rrect to say that producers' goods capital and land -

have a marginal utility, which varies with the importance
bed to I he possession of t hem While one could tli u

mtial accuracy, include producers' goods in the scope of

the foregoing analysis, there is a more in>tnu live way of ap-

proaching the problem of the price* of land and of capital.

Consumption goods have value because they satisfy human

wants; that is, they yield an income of satisfactions, while

production goods are valued because they have the power of

ig a money income for the owner. Just as the values of

-' goods vary with the intensity of the wants they

satisfy, so the values of producers' goods vary with their power
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to yield a money income. The problem of the prices ot

ducers' goods will, accordingly, be discussed in the chapter
on tin- rent of land and the interest on capital.

Other Theories of Value. The older economists used to em-

phasize the relation between the price of a tiling and the amount

or the expense of the labor spent in producing it, a relation

much closer under the old methods of hand production tli;n it

is at present. The development of a systematic labor theory

of value was, however, the work of Karl Marx, the founder of

modern "
scientific

"
socialism. Thi- theory is, in essence, iiia

labor produces all value and that the interest on capital and the

rent of lan are deductions from the real wages of labor de-

ductions that are made possible only by the existence of tin-

system of private property in producers' goods. It is so ob-

vious that things do not exchange today in proportion to the

amount of labor involved in producing them, that to point this

out in detail, as some economists have done, is unnecessary.

Karl Marx himself recognized that his
"
values

"
were not

measured by the actual prices of the market. They seem to

have been conceived as some mysterious essence or quality in

things. But the only economic values that can be recognized

from the modern scientific point of view are the values that

really exist the actual values of the market. Nor can we

say that things ought to exchange in proportion to their labor

costs, without begging the whole question in favor of the aboli-

tion of private property in land and capital. Moreov

will be shown later that rent and interest would not be elim-

inated, although they might be changed in form, by a change

from private to common ownership of producers' goods. Al-

though the labor theory of value is still held by many followers

of Marx, its place in the creed of scientific socialism is diminish-

ing in importance.

The relation between price and the expenses of production

has sometimes been stated in such a way as to lead to the infer-

ence that cost of production is the cause of value. The e.\

<rf production theory of price, when so stated, is open to much

the same objections as the labor theory. Suppose I per
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tic at the expense tiousand dollars which will blow

soap bubbles at the rate of a thousand an hour. Will it U-

thousand dollars? Certainly n< why not?

heory of costs will not explain it. To say that the labor

and materials have not been wisely used is simply to say that

uis no value, which is just what we are trying to

explain. As a fact, it is not worth ten thousand dollars simply

because no one is willing to give ten thousand dollars f

The expenses of production do not create value, but there is a

sense in whu h price is the cause of the expenses of production.

That link it worth while to expend money in pro*'

things because they think that the products will n-11 for

enough to recompense them for the expenses of production.

Many of the economists who have writ ten in the past about

the subject of price took the facts of demand for granted, and

ed most of their treat ment of the subject to an examina-

tion of the relation between price and the expenses of produc-
tion. This was in pan an expression of a general tender

regard the production of wealth as something to be desired for

its own sake ;
the fact that the satisfaction of human wants is

the real goal of most economic efforts being underemphasized.

years economic writers have developed the analy-

sis of human wants; the fact that utility in the economic sense

is not utility in general, but the utility of a particular unit of a

commodity, being the most significant point in this new analysis.

Some writers have even gone so far as to take the facts of supply
for granted, and to assume that price is explained when mar-

ginal utility is described. As a determining cause of price,

utility has a logical priority over scarcity, in tin- sense that

cause of sup] : in the analysis of

the actual price-making process we have to recognize that util-

y, demand and supply, are forces operating simul-

taneo huh can be neglected without obscuring
the fundamental facts of the market.
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QUESTIONS

x. Is there any relation between the price of a lead pencil and the expense
f producing it?

2. What dements of a farmer's expenses are "constant"? What are

"variable"?

3. What different possible standards of JIM prire can you suggest?

4. Combine demand curves with long-period supply curves like those

shown on page 175 (the general conditions of demand being assumed to

be constant) and interpret tin- meaning of the result

5. Are the passenger service and the freight service of a railwa

products?

6. What different possible meanings can be attached to the expression

'natural value"?

7. Discuss the following state n

"The fact is that labor once spent has no influence on the future value of

any artidr
;

it is lost and gone forever. In commerce bygones are forever

bygones; and we are always starting clear at each moment, jud^im; t he-

value of things with a view to future utility." Jevons, Theory of Political

Economy, p. 164.
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CHAPTER Ml

MONOPOLY

The Idea of Monopoly. One of the economk terms mo
ly used nowadays is monopoly, and at the san

is one of those terms which are peculiarly vague and il!-<:

in popular discusM > law and econom radic-

i icanings have been attached to t In u-rm, although re

has been a marked clarification of thought l*otinn the part

of economists and jurists. Wh has been u>

in with n-spo t t.) monopoly, all have agreed that some-

thir.i: to be called monopoly has existed, and that it has been

lusc of
]>'

iiitic and practical problems.
, as in life, categories shade off into each other.

and at the boundaries discrimination is difficult. It is best,

therefore, to find highly developed, plainly marked types to fur-

is the subject-matter for definition and to compare one type
with anoi i is is an especially desirable mode of procedure
in the present case, because the term "

monopoly
"
at once sug-

gests thr term "
competition." with which it is inevitably con-

trasted. When monopoly exists, competition is thought of as

absent. A state of full and on tin-other hand,

mpatiblc with monopoly.

Competition means a market with rival sellers and buyers,
and prices determined, on the one hand, by efforts of sellers,

/ independently of one another, to Hfrpna* of commodities

and services, and on the other hand, by efforts of purchasers,

indejK-ndcntly of one another, to secure commodities and

es. We have seen tiu forces that under competition limit

producers and purchasers, and thus determine prices, and we
have seen that competitive prices are beyond the control <

one buyer or ^

189
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Monopoly, as the term contrasted with competition, means

combination and unified action, signifying restraint on th

offering of commodities and services by rival sellers and on the

free purchase of these commodities and services by rivaU who

desire to secure them. The word "
monopoly

"
itself im

condition in which thcrr i- a -in^lc seller or a single pun -ha-cr.

and si^nirie- unity in management of some kind of hu-in<

some essential particular.

The particular in which unity is secured in the case of monop-

oly may he in production, it may be in sales, it may he in pur-

chases ; or it may he in any two or all three of these particular-.

I hi- use of the term
"
monopoly

"
gives us a clear scientific

concept which is workable ; and on its basi- we may then formu-

late this definition of monopoly : Monopoly means that substan-

tial unity of action on the part <>i one or more persons enga:

some kind of business which gives exclusive control, more particu-

larly, although not solely, with respect to f

This definition of monopoly is in accordance with good En^IMi

usage, and is also in harmony with the meaning given to the

corresponding word in other modern languages by those who

use these languages with discrimination. In legal utterances,

too, though they have been contradictory and inconsistent in

various particulars, we find, nevertheless, a sound tendency to

emphasize unified control of business as an essential character-

istic of monopoly.
1

The Idea of Monopoly and Industrial Evolution. But tin-

meanings of economic categories change with industrial evolu-

tion. Even such terms as freedom and liberty have to be newly

interpreted with every new stage and even with every marked

1 Lord Coke, in the seventeenth century, said that monopoly consisted of power

granted "to any person or persons, bodies politic or corporate, for the solr buying.

selling, making, working, or using of any tl i y any person or persons, bodies

>r corporate, are sought to be restrained of any freedom or liberty that they

had before, or hindered in their lawful tr ... 181). Blackstonc. in his

Commentaries on the Lavs of England, ga\. almost precisely the same definition in

fhr following century. The Supreme Court of the United States (National Cotton

OH Co. v. Texas, 197 U. S. 129) has accented the- definition of monopoly given in

the text, above.



phase in a stage of econor Naturally monopoly has

A signifies ^ "-w interpretation.

ons made monopoly proceed from an express

gran i

* c says:

is an

ir langu.

rig monopoly
"
as a license or privilege allowed by the

<>f paramount

to either for public or private rea*-

us burden. Oueen Kli/abeth. a this

respect, regarding the right :
-

lopou'es a -i the

fairest flowers "in md it was not long before

ied and shut in on every side by
a privileged class of monopol; In K>O;. it was decided, in a

us case, with respect t -ants:
" That it is a monopoly and against the common law

trades as \v ell \lrnh prevent idlene-

bane h in labor

re of ther -id for

the increase of their MT when occasion

shall require are profitable fur the Commonwealth, and the-

thegr ie -<>le makini: of iliern i> against the common
law and the hi 'liberty oft 1 lament, in

1624, passed a stat that
"

all monopolies are alto-

v to the laws of this realm and are and shall be

o \h\^ rule were sometime-

UJMHI one ground or another, but the general principle of

the illenai grants of monopoly became thoroughly
established in English law.

crs were so deeply impressed wit h t
; huh

ed at the hand- of the monopolists in <ld Ingland
in the Hil the early const it

'iiwealth> rted severe denun-

f monopolies, and prohibitetl them unqualifn

these declarations and prohibitions still last in several states.
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.1 lustrations will suffice. We read the following utterance

in Article 39 of the Declaration of Rights which form* part of the

constitution of Maryland :

"
Monopolies are odious, contrary to

the spirit of a free governmm t and the principles of commerce,
and ought not to be suffered." And the people- of Te\a

cherish Section 26 of Article i of their con>titution, which among
other things declares that

"
monopolies are contrary to the genius

of a free government, and shall never be allowed."

While the spirit of monopoly is as old as man, there was until

this century comparatively little opportunity for monopoly on

any large scale save as it proceeded from express grants of public

authority. These grants were sometimes made for public pur-

poses, and sometimes they proceeded from mere abuse of

monarchical power, and were given to favorites of royalty

We cannot now stop to discuss their merits and demerits, but

call attention to the fact that they became odious, and were

prohibited both in England and in this country, exception being

made of patents and copyrights. At the present time, however,

monopolies proceed from the nature of industrial society, and

are of far greater significance in our economic and political life

than ever before. The really serious monopolies of our day are

far more subtle, and have for the most part grown up outside

of the law, and even in spite of the law. Framed with a view

to only one kind of monopoly, our law was at first wholly inade-

quate to cope with these new and varied manifestations of

monopoly.
1

Things Sometimes Confused with Monopoly. We must li>-

tinguish sharply between a condition of monopoly and other

conditions, if we are to think clearly and accurately. One thing

which does not yield monopoly is mere limitation of supply,

1 Modern industrial monopolies are often quite as much akin to the offense known
in the old English law as "engrossing" as they are to the old notion of a monopoly

granted as a special privilege. The engrosser was one who bought large stocks of

goods in a market or on their way to a market with the purpose of selling them later

at a higher price. TV opposition to engrossing seems to have been based partly

on hostility to unnecessary middlemen and partly on the fear of temporary monopo-

lies, created by "cornering the market." Later, the terms engrossing and monop-
came to be geaeraly used as synonymous in court decisions.
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i is strange that even an fconomist of the ability of John
Stuart Mill should have found the 'fal feature of monopoly
in this limitation; for this at once makes monopoly cover the

mi i re field of economic activity, inasmuch as economic a< '

is for the acquisition of valuable things, and thing* lack value

whenever their supply is adequate for the satisfaction of all

wants. It is only things limited in proportion to human desires

iiave exchange value. '

Nor may we say that a valuable thing is monopolised because

its supply is limited and also graded in quality. Land exists in

quantities to which physical nature has assigned limits, and the

supply of land exists in grades varying in fertility and desirability

nation, and as a consequence of this limitation and grada-
t ii >n we have the rent of lam 1 .vever, a monopoly,
ami it is misleading to speak of it as a natural monopoly. No-

where do we find monopoly either in the ownership or in the

cultivation of land, but everywhere competition competition

t unequals, to be sure, but still compel it

Land rent is a differential gain, a gain due to the superiority of

the land owned by rent receivers over that cultivated by those

who are making use of land which affords nothing beyond returns

to labor and to capital. We must distinguish between the

broad concept of differential gains enjoyed by those in con

ursuits, and the monopolistic gains which are based on the

absence of competition.

Just as sharply must we distinguish between competitive busi-

nesses of large magnitude and monopolies. Department stores

m the world enjoy monopolies, but are subjected t> the

steady, permanent pressure of competition. There are those

.ill every business operating on a vast scale monopoly, and
: put in the same economic category a gasworks will

rtitor and a huge retail dry-goods establishment with rivals

- v hand, ready to seize every opportunity for an advantage
id certain to ruin it if its managers relax their intense

ml watchfulness,

Classification and Causes of Monopolies. Monopoly ap-

pears to-day in so many different forms and results from so maay
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dim rent causes that the classification of monopolies is a neces-

sary preliminary to clear thinking in this field.

In the first place, we must note that there are (ij />;</>//<

monopolies, owned and operated by some political unit, for tin-

benefit of the community, and (2) private monopolies owned by

private persons, firms, or corporations, and operated primarily

irir own benefit.

I n the second place, monopolies may be (i) local, (2) mit.

or (3) international. This classification is more or less arl >i t ra ry ,

but it suggests that the area of the operation of a monopoly
is a matter of much importance. There may be only one seller

of shoes on a particular street or in a particular building. We
do not call this monopoly, because the area in which this shoe

dealer is without competitors is much smaller than the area in

which the forces which fix the retail price of shoes operate. It

is not sufficient that one should be the only seller or buyer in a

certain definite area. For monopoly to exist it is necessary

that the unified control of the buying or selling of a particular

commodity or service should extend throughout the area of the

market, whatever that area may happen to be. The supply of

gas, or of street railway transportation, is in most cities a real

monopoly, because the market in such cases is merely local.

Two young men in Chicago some years ago cornered the market

on eggs, and thereby cleared $15,000. The weather was so

cold that eggs could not be shipped to the city, and thus the

speculators had a temporary local monopoly. A protect i\<

tariff or other impediments to international trade may some-

times enable a monopoly to exist in one country when the same

article or service is not monopolized in another country. Various

attempts have been made to establish international monopolies,

but none of these has been entirely successful. Agreements

restricting competition between the producers of different na-

tions are known to have been effected in the steel trade and

in the petroleum trade.

We pass now to a third classification of monopolies, according

to the source of monopoly power. This classification is especially

important, because we shall not know how to deal effectively
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\\iih monopolies until we understand and how the

nit kin. I- ..i monopolies have come into being.

I < -

'his.

3. !' i monopolies.
i-i-al monopolies.

1 1 Special privilege monopolies.

("hose based on puhli. >m.

Those based on private !.t\ oritism.

l Those an MI limitation of supply of raw ma-

rk!.

11 I (MM .m>mg from seem
II! rhOM >m peculiar properties inherent in

Monopolies. Businesses are social monopolies
l whfn

Hay oat made monopoly their own inherent properties, but

nactment or by special advantages or privileges

granted to them by other monopc
ix>lies cannot exist without the acquiescence of

no reason, therefore, why social monopolies
I be permitted, except in so far as particular social monop-

olies are deemed to be advantageous means of achi<

i -ges conferred (for limited periods) by

patent and copyright laws are justified by the stimuli!- they have

and authorship. Patents lead to several

Monopolies. In some instances tin monopoly
i- limited to the control of the supply of tin- patented artkle

icr cases the use of a patented machine or process
< of some other produt \ e advantages

enough to create a monopoly in i ly of that

pr.Hlurt Sometimes the owner of a patent endeavors to extend

the scope ^ to sell his patented prod-
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ucts except on Ihe condition that other commodith

connection with tJu- patented product, be purchased from him

and not from his competitors. Such agreements ha\ .

forced in the sale of mimeographs and of shoe machinery. Tin -<

'

tying i on tracts" were made illegal by the Clayton Anti-

Trust Act of 1914. Again, the patent system sometimes operates

so as to perpetuate a monopoly already established. Son

inventions cannot be profitably utilized except in romu

with machines or processes which have previously been pan
For this and other reasons it frequently happens that an

ing monopoly affords the only market for the improved machim ^

and processes adapted to some particular industry. This ha-

been an important factor in the telegraph, telephone, and elec-

trical industries. But although our patent laws need cartful

revision,
1 the policy of granting inventors a temporary monop-

oly continues to meet with general social approval. Copyright <

stand upon even firmer ground. To do away with copyrights

would not only lessen the incentives to authorship, but it would

also prevent the publication of many good book

Trademarks, like patents, are monopolies in the strictly legal sense that

no one else may use them. But, unlike patents, they do not lead to a

monopoly in the economic sense of giving exclusive control of one

business. They are used largely in competitive business undertakings as

a help in establishing and maintaining what is termed good-will. Th- law

also forbids the fraudulent imitation of established brands, firm names, and

distinctive forms of packages. In so far as a successful business man in a

competitive field is able to induce people to believe that it is better to pur-

chase his particular brand of goods than to take the chance of gr

possibly inferior quality by purchasing his competitor's products, he may
be able to lift himself a little above the "dead level" of competition. He

may even find that he can increase his net profits by putting the price of his

goods somewhat higher than that at which precisely similar goods are sold

in the market. By thus successfully marking of! his product as something
distinct frcm and possibly superior to his competitor's goods, he is able to

obtain what might be termed a quasi-monopoly. But !

to control the price of his product is in general much more limited than that

of the true monopolist, and because competition limits and comliti<

activities in other ways, his business is more properly called competitive

than monopolistic.
1 Sec p. 23, above.
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msumption monopolies and fiscal monopolies are to be

Dished the one from ih<- other only by the objet t ,

the government has in view in establishing them. If the govern-

manages for itself or grants to another a monopoly of the

liquor traffic with the object of regulating th ;.tim. the

monopoly is a pubii. consumption monopoly
hand, I'M. venue for the

i meni. the monopoly is a fiscal one. Often the two objects

'ended. The production of salt has at one time or another

been a fiscal monopoly in many different countries. The sale

Itacco is a fiscal monopoly in France. In recent years

Japan has established a nut i^cal monopolies.

old monopolies established by special grant of the sovereign

i n some cases fiscal monopolies, a heavy tax or royalty being

paid t In other cases, however.

based merely on public favoritism. A monopoly in one count ry .

ted by a itf from the competition of producers in

other rightly said to be based, so far as all or part

monopoly power is concerned, on public ~m. Mo-

nopolies based on private favoritism d i r monopoly power

special advantages granted them by other monopolies,

especially natural monopolies. Railroad rebates have been in

. i-t ;i fruitful source of monopoly.
nffl/ Monopolies. These depend for their existence on

natural forces as distinguished from social arrangements.

grow up indrjK-ridently of r 1 and desire and sometime-

ion to it. The words we have used to

classes of natural monopolies are sclf-

explanator iral mineral waters and certain wines made
from grapes that are grown only in restricted areas are often

good examples of monopolies derived from special limitations

<>/ raw materials.

rtually controlling

the amount of annual addition^ the world's stock of diamonds,

constitute a monopoly of tl limited area in which

coal is produced in t!
'

States is an important

ing cause of the mono[ > >nt roi of that industry.
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>olics based on A< i great impor;

although the use of secret processes remain-

a source of monopoly.

By far the most important of all monopolies i monop-
olies of the third class, arising from pe uliar pro;

in the business. Among such monopolies are roa<U and stl

canals, docks, bridges and fe
, 'es, waterways, h. light-

houses, railways, telegraphs, ine post office. li^htin^,

waterworks, gas works, and dlwuys of all kind-. \Vliat

an- the properties inherent in such business ikr tlu-m

naturally monopolistic ? In some- instances it vvill he found that

the possession of peculiarly favorable spots or lines of land may
give advantages important enough to create monopoly. This

may be true, for example, of harbors, docks, street railways,

rights of way through mountain passes or along narrow river

valleys, and railway terminals in large cities. Often i lux-

are things which cannot be duplicated at all or can be dupli-

cated only at a practically prohibitive expense. Monopolies
created by the presence of such conditions are similar to natural

monopolies of the first class.

Natural monopolies of this third class are, however, more

often rooted in conditions thai make competition self-destructive.

These conditions are three in number, and the presence of all of

them is generally necessary to create monopoly: (i) The com-

modity or service rendered must be of such a nature that a

difference in price will lead buyers to purchase from one pro-

ducer rather than from another. (2) The business must be of

such a nature as to make the creation of a large number of com-

petitive plants impossible. Either because the business is one

in which special advantages attach to large-scale production or

because there are actual physical difficulties in the way of the

multiplication of competing plants, there must be fairly definite

limits to the possible increase of the number of plants among
which the business might be divided. (3) The projxjrti-

fixed to variable expenses of production must be high.

These conditions, tne reader will note, are conspicuously

present in the operation of railways and of the so-called local



.a* well a* ri.luMri.-s in which na

monopoly prevails. '1 >

ipal reason why comix
cann this held is that under thcmir

.1 compel:: normal price remuner

enough IM attract the recurrent 1\ necessary fresh investments

<>n succeeds when first, the ex-

penses of production are largely variable expenses, or, second,
v conies from a Urge number of

its, some successful, others, very i

operating narrowest possible margin of profits. Y

e two conditions is present in an industr.

aggregate amount of it will be delicately sen

market p tin price rises, the outpu

falls, i IK- total output, and with it the total

IVXJH-MM- ! prodm ti.m. \\ill IT 1 : 111 i ; i i
-

; .
-. i . In n'lirr -,n>t

e will be checked, and through this process,

mark -A ill. in tin long run, be kept just about high

enour M tain an output of whatever

aand for it. That is, the forces

a normal price will operate effectively.

Bui are, at the most, only relatively few competing
establishments in an i if fixed expenses are relat

large as compared with variable expenses, and if the market for

ice produced is quick to take advantage
of prk i . ut ting on the part of one or more of the establish r

tain competitive conditions. What
Would happen if one of the railways running between Chicago

aid reduce its freight rates? First, it would

ft a large share of the traffic. Second, the

railways would be forced to lower their rates, so that if the first

railway desired to retai .irtic it would be forced

to cut rates again. Third, it i- dear that there is no stopping
rocess of com o long a

rates suffice to cover variable expenses. Fourth, since fixed

expenses must, however, be paid, the competing railroads have

tose between (a) ultimate bankruptcy, and (6) the main-

tenance of rates at a level fixed by joint agreement . This second
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alternative means unity of action, or monopoly. When

petition is thus self-destructive, monopoly is iiu-vitiihL. The

operation of this principle has been exemplified many tin

the history of American railways. A new "
competing" rail-

road has been built, it has cut rates to attract a share of the

traffic ;
a rate war has CIIMU -<1 ; and the end has always been mo-

noply in the form of a combination or rate agnvnu-nt . A

lar situation is found in tin- case of local public ompani< ft.

Twenty or thirty years ago many of our cities adopted tin mi

taken policy of trying to force competition into this naturally

monopolistic field. But very often it was found that the mere

threat of competition was sufficient to bring about omibi nation

and monopoly.

It is believed by some that tin advantages of large-scale production

increase so long as the size of the business establishment increa^

this were true, it would give production on the largest possible scale I

tages so great that monopoly would result in all parts of the industrial fu Id.

Some socialists believe that this movement is so strong that it must

in the final disappearance of competition and the triumph of mo;

everywhere. Certain other students of the problem think that it is only in

certain industries that the economies of large-scale production

to lead to monopoly. But in such fields, they hold, "capitalistic monop-
olies" are sure to appear.

It should be remembered, however, that the very large business estal>li-h-

ment has disadvantages as well as advantages; and it seems probable that

beyond a certain point the disadvantages of a further increase in rf

more rapidly than the advantages. In most industries the point of maxi-

mum efficiency is reached long before the point of monopoh
It is difficult, and perhaps impossible, to find a single instance of successful

monopoly in which one or more of the definite and specific sour

monopoly, mentioned in the foregoing classification, are not to be found.

Our conclusion, then, may be stated as follows : There is a great and grow-

ing field of industry in which competition is not natural or permanently

possible ;
there is another field within which monopoly does not exi

in which it cannot exist except in the form of social (or artificial) monopolies.

Monopoly Price. The chief peculiarity of monopoly

is found in the power of the monopolist over supply. Thi- i-

what gives the monopolist the ability to secure surplus profit-.

In competitive industry the supply is not within the control of a
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single producer, and, as a result, prices tend to be controlled or

< expenses of production. The competitive pro-

increase his profits by ^upply, and it

is on this account that the law regards competition as one of the

pillars of our present social order.

The monopolist will n.-rMKiil-. endeavor to fix his output at

i |Mint that, given the existing state of demand, be will

"ossiblt tut returns. On the one hand be has

to face the fact that although he can increase his gross receipts

a certain point, by increasing his out p .
,- increase

in gross receipts will not be proportionate to the increase in out-

nplc reason that the increased output will not find

at a lower price per unit. On the other hand an

increase in his output will always increase his aggregate expenses
:ion, although here again the increase (in expense)
1* proportionate to tin- increase in output. In par-

r there- are likely to be some permanently fixed expenses
w ill be the same for a small output as a large one, and

may be other expenses which will not increase unless the output
I be made much larger than would be profitable. Indeed,

< n happen that the fact that a large output would make

essary to increase M-M.UM expenses which would otherwise

be fixed (such as the cost of the plant) may lead the monopolist
to choose to produce a relatively small quantity of goods.

. ing table shows in parallel columns the number of sales of a

monopolized good at ditTerent prices, the total resultant receipts,

.triable expenses, the fixed expenses, the total expenses, and,

.. the net revenue or mono|x>ly j>
,r the sake of

Mm p. assumed that all of the fixed expenses are perma-
v constant, at least for such possible increase of output as

the monopolist cares to consul

ly of the tahle will -ho\s that, in the case assumed here,

the monopoly price will stand at six cents. It would be possible

monopolist to produce 5,500,000 units, for this woul '

$5000. But since he can control the supply.
1 limit his output to 2,500,000 units, giving him the maxi-

rrturn, $25,000.
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that with u. h a t.t it price .08 would be $5000 ;

at
|
trice .07 ,$17,000; at price .06, $20,000 ; at price .05, $15,000 ,

at price 04. nothing. Thus prut- .ex. will -

maximum net revenue, and onopoly price. On the

other hand, a variable tax, for instance a tax of one cent per

would rcsui i in t his case in raisi onopoly price 1

our illuMr . h a tax would make the net revenue at the

.08,
- $2000; at the price .07, $4000; at the price .06,

e .05, $15,000. Thus, though the monop-

oly woul< !

profits greatly curtailed by such a tax, con-

sumers would be compelled to pay one cent more per unit for t he

l>oly product. The possible advantage which society

i therefore be wholly or in part
offset by the increased cost of the commodity. We may conclude,

then i fixed taxes, or taxes on the net revenue of a mo-

nopoly, cannot be shifted wholly or in part by a change in price ;

while taxe laid in proportion to the amount of business,

Unite an addition to the variable expenses, may be

!y or in part shifted by a change in price.

Relation of Demand to Monopoly Price. There are certain

the side of demand which have a decisive int!

uist important of these

degree of ela and for the monopoly prod-
77" more inelastic the demandfor the monopolized commodity

1

\-ice, the higher trill be the monopoly price which will

the greatest net returns. If a commodity is a necessity of life,

! so habitually consumed that people cling with int.

: lings being equal, be more profitable

if the commodity were one which consumers thought they
could rasily dispense with. This helps to explain why salt and

tobacco have been chosen as fit objects for public fiscal monopo-
lies. The more adequate the si i for a commodity, the

smaller will U theopportur.' .: pi us profits which a monop-

mlly. the higher the general

average of economic well-being, and the more readily money is

idly expended, the higher will be the monopoly price

11 yield the largest net returns.
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Thus monopoly, without any effort of its own, >h;m-> in t In- in-

creasing wealth of a country, and absorbs a considerable part <>i

It is, for example, among other influences, tin- larger v.

per capita and the greater willingness to spend freely that make-

monopoly more profitable in the United States than in Germany
or other Kuropean countries.

Class Price. Thus far we have assumed that the monopolist

charges one uniform price and sets the price at the point which

yields him the largest net returns. But it is obviou- that hi-

gains will be increased if he i- able to vary his price His gains

would be highest if he could charge each individual that pri.r

which would yield the largest net returns, taking into account the

number of sales and profits on each. A rich man might pay
double the current rates for gas or electric light without dimin-

ishing his consumption in the least. But in the case of any large

modern business it is obviously impracticable to fix a price for

each individual, even were there no legal difficulties n the way.
as there are in the case of the great monopolistic businesses such

as gas and electric lighting and railway transportation. The

next best thing for the monopolist is to divide his public into

classes, and to charge to each class that price which will yield

the largest net returns. In the table already given, we found

that six cents was the monopoly price on the hypothesis of one

uniform price, but obviously, if the eight-cent and -\ en-cent

prices could be secured, and six cents reserved as a price for sale*

that could not be made at eight or seven cents, the profits would

be still higher. This gives rise to what, in its broad, general

terms, we call class price. The monopolist seeks in every pos-

sible way to divide his community into classes and to secure

from each the highest possible price. We observe a remarkable

development of class price in the case of our railways; and, unless

legal obstacles are interposed, this development will doubt le<-

go still farther. We have special trains with an extra charge.

We have privately owned railway coaches; our drawing-rooms
and single seats in

"
parlor cars

"
;

our ordinary first

tickets
;
and our second-class tickets, the purchasers of whi<

frequently ride in the
"
day coach

"
with the first-class passen-
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gers. Then we have sin^ rip family tickets,

l> commuta t-is, etc., with enormous variations

in price. We may go farther and say that the American rail-

way rate system of
"
charging what the traffic will bear

"
is a

consummate example of monopoly prices.

Nor need it be supposed that in all its ramifications class price

is a bad thi n^ . 1 1 is, when ignorance and need are exploited by
a special high ( ({iu ntly it works well when an attempt
is made to reach a class of limited means with a very low price,

thr case of early and late workingmen's trains, etc.

o|H>l\ j.riir will vary w i t h use also ; and this is one special

Mihlu-.ul under class price, and may be designated as use prut.

that of two prices sometimes charged for

gas: a higher when it is used for illuminating purposes; a lower

;i it is used for fuel.

Monopoly Price High Price. It is often said, and frequently

m judicial decisions, that the monopolist can charge any
that he pleases. We have already seen that this is not

the case. The law of mono|x>ly price shows that the price, even

case of monopoly, is determined by economic forces. It

..Mr that there may be cases in which monopoly

xactly coincide with competitive price, although the prob-

aliiliiies would be against a frequent coincidence of this kind.

There are also cases where monopoly price may be even lower

than < i monopolist should be able to effect

great savings as compared with the expense of doing business

under :im. it could happen, in theory, that the price

.M \icld the largest net returns would be a lower price

than would be possible under competition. Probably, and in

fact almost certainly, under a condition of competition, letters

could not be carried as cheaply as they are.

Generally there arc >trong reasons for the position that mo-

nopol high price. Monopoly is formed for the sake of

gain. Gain may be secured in two ways by monopoly: first,

nh economies of production . and it is alleged by trust pro-

moters that these economies an -activity.

There are some gains of thi- kind, hut what their magnitude
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may be in a particular ca>e i> highly uncertain. Wru

pare a monopolistic business with a competiti\ c lni>iiu

ized on such a scale as to secure the max inn y, the

of competition in alertness and inventiveness, stimulated

by rivalry, hi :tly been too little consider

The principal source of gain in monopoly is found in tlu-ability

to get a high price. In confirmation of the position that monop-

oly price is high price, we may refer to hi ic utteran-

which seem to be clear and distinct. At any rate, there can \>c

no doubt that, in the opinion of historians who have treated tin-

subject, monopoly means hi^h price. Hume, in h; .-nt of

monopoly in his History of England, speaks of the price of

monopolized articles as exorbitant, and cites the price 01

the price of which had been raised by monopoly tenfold and

even more. It is generally conceded that in most cases of a

government monopoly of the production or sale of salt the price

has been so extremely high as to be a real popular grievance ;

and it is generally necessary to inflict severe penalties to pre-

vent the people from securing the salt at a lower price from

non-authorized sources. But of still greater significance are t he-

results of the investigations of the Industrial Commission of

the United States. It was there made evident that when

monopoly appears in a form at all clear and well defined, tin-

tendency is plain to increase the margin between the prices of

finished products and raw materials. 1

The courts of the world have made it clear in their judicial ut-

terances that they regard monopoly price as high price ; and, as

their opinions are based upon cases actually brought before them ,

we cannot do otherwise than attach great importance to their

view.

Wherever commissions have been formed with power to regu-

late monopoly price, and these commissions have been com]
of independent and strong men, there has been a marked tend-

ency to reduce monopoly price; because unregulated monop-

1 See report by Professor J. W. Jenks on "Industrial Combinations and Prices,"

Report of the Industrial Commission, Vol. i, pp. 30-57; and abo the same author s

work, The Trust Problem, Chap, viii
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rias very often been found 10 be excessive at

M- Railroad Rate Commission of Wisconsin

lustrations. This Commission has authorized a

a few cases, but generally has been forced to lower

i a notable case of passenger rates it did not

go so far as the legislature subscqu. The same state-

i large measure of the decisions of other state

puhlic utiliu commission* and of the Interstate Commerce

Monopolies and the Distribution of Wealth. We have not

al data which will enable us to state the exact

bution of wealth. We!
howt \ data to warrant the that th

t-s and the gains resulting from the exclusive posi-

tion opolist give us a large privileged class in countries

<m, and especially in the United States.

ment of price is comparatively small, it has large

In- i .IM- of the sale of a vast number of units of

i rrence between a four-cent

car fare and a five-cent street-car fare may not appear to

be great, of 25 per cent and leads to an

earnings.

vcstigations that have been made recently in

cs of business (especially in railways, the beef i n< i

coal mining, etc.) point to monopoly as a

cause of the so-called swollen fortunes of this country.

In this and other countries some histories of families d

guishcd for wealth have been written, and probably few if any
cases could be found in which some monopoly element had not

h nun have been published, among
one published by the .Yrtr York Sun in 1855, and one

\'ew York Tribune in 1892. These lists can-

v any means be presumed to be accurate, and yet they do

v considerable evidence of the sources of large for-

to monopoly as a prime source of the enor-

: tines of today. This is a subject which in itself would

require a larger book tl resent one for adequate treat-
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ment. l'he -indent should attempt by observation and

to carry forward thr line- of investigation and thought lure-

suggested.

Public Policy with Respect to Monopolies. As many mo-

nopolies have come as a result of underlying la\v> of industrial

evolution, they cannot all be abolished. Experience, and the

analysis of industries like railways, ^as works, etc., falling under

the head of
"
public utilities," so called, should he mm-lu-ivc.

We must have monopoly in these cases, and the only qu<

we are concerned with is,
" What kind of monopolies shall we

have? " We ntust admit that unregulated monopolies in private

hands have always been odious and are opposed to the principle

of the laws of civilized nations. They are opposed to that

endeavor to secure equality of opportunity which is fundamental

in modern democracy and which manifest- itself as a red thread

running through American history. Even George Washington,

generally looked upon as calm and self-contained, denounced

monopolizers and wished they might be
" hunted down as pests

of society
" and "

hanged on a gallows five times higher than the

one prepared for Haman." l It is not so much high price that

disturbs the modern man as it is inequality of opportunity ;
and

this general sentiment has been very clearly and forcibly ex-

pressed in court decisions. In the field in which monopoly is

natural and inevitable, therefore, we cannot permit unregulated

special privilege, and to this end we must choose between pub-

lic monopoly government ownership and public control of

monopolies privately owned and operated. This open- up ->

vast a subject for discussion that we cannot enter into it

It should be noted, however, that the consideration- which mu-t

govern our choice differ for different types of natural monopolies.

Municipal waterworks and the federal post office are in mo

respects efficiently and successfully managed. But in the case

of many other natural monopolies the problems of management
are more complex and difficult in many ways. Just now the

method of public control rather than of public ownership is be-

ginning to be given a thorough test. Our policy in the future

1 C. J. Bullock, Essays on the Monetary History of the United States, p. 67.
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will undoubtedly IK* d< . m large measure by the results

I'ul.li. i out ml, to secure equality of opportunity,

must so regulate monopolies and lin gains will

be n<> nan those produced by equally wise investments

jually wise and prudent management in th< com-

Sonietime-. it i -t.i-..! 'hat owners of railways and
1 have a con.-

all the money that they have invested. This would give

-pecial privilege, inasmuch as in the compel i

i great deal of m. ! ivcst-

uireful management in the field of competition that

can secure returns equal or superior to the current rates of in-

terest. Imprudently invented capital is lost in the field of cora-

iprudently and unwi>ely invested in

the held of mono|x>ly. it cannot justly claim any return.

When we turn tt> the field of social monoj>olies we find that the

problems* Control are simpler, hut more diverse. These

monopolies exist only by the approval or tolerance of so*

and each particular one can be judged on its own The

problem of social monopolies, therefore, resolves itself into such

problems as those of the econon. of the patent ^ystem,

the best way of controlling the consumption of liquors and

other harmful commodities, and the most expedient means of

With respect to one class of social

> does not mean that in the case of old enterprises price must always be so

reduced that the gains shall yield a competitive return only on the physical value

of a plant. The principle of vested rights or interests has to be given a certain

These have often been created by society rather than by private persons, and

faith must be kept. In the case of raOways and the telegraph, the American nation

and states have deliberately encouraged a wasteful policy of competition which

t., pLue ui..:i h-.l,!rr> ( thcM- pSOpSftisU th'r bvtjsjfl of * mUtakrn BSJ h ;. I |

inthepast. What is needed b to declare a pubic poicy far the future and to base

returns lor the future upon future actual investments m the case of pubic utffitiea.

In any case, our federal and state governments are acting wisely in insisting upon

physical valuations of railways, gas works, and other similar monopolies as a help

determining fair prices for present and future. Now and here we can do no more

than to throw out these suggestion* to regard to a pnsrfng present problem of great

saagniimli . A furthar nlannsion of some aspect* of the problem will be found if
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monopolies society has reached a very definite conclusion : There

must be no needless extension of the field of monopoly through

cither public or private favoritism. The possibility of obtaining

monopoly through special privilege is clearly inconsistent with

the maintenance of equal opportunity in the industrial field.

The problem of the public control of monopoly is sometime-

confused with the
"

trust problem
" - the problem of the public

control of large industrial combinations. But the tru-t problem
is only in part a problem of monopoly. It will be discussed in

the following chapter.

QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES

1 . Has bigness anything to do with monopoly? Do you know any >mall

business which is a monopoly? Do you know any very large business whi h

is keenly competitive? Contrast a state of competition with a state of

monopoly.
2. Define monopoly and discuss each point in the definition.

3. Contrast land ownership with monopoly.

4. Explain the importance of classification of monopolies, and especial 1\

of distinguishing between private and public monopolies, and social ami

natural monopolies.

5. State the main classes of monopolies, and give the divisions and >ul>

divisions in each class.

6. A public tobacco monopoly exists in France and produces large rev-

enues. The business is generally said to be well managed. Do you see

any benefits that would accrue from the establishment of such a monopoly in

the United States? any evil effects?

7. Define monopoly price and show how it is determined.

8. What does class price mean ? Explain use price.

9. Why do we think of monopoly price as high price? Doyoukno
monopoly price which is a low price? What do you mean by high price r

by low price?

10. What relation has monopoly to large fortunes? to small fort

What, if any, to poverty?
n. What is the best public policy with respect to monopolies?
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CHAPTER

BUSINESS ORGANIZATION

The Meaning of "Business." -The dominance of
"

bu-i-

ness
"

in our present social economy is so familiar and common-

place a thing that we are apt to forget its real significance.
"
Business

" means profit seeking. It does not cover so broad

a field as does
"
production," nor is it quite the same thing as

"
production for the market." Business is acquisitive rather

than productive, and while acquisition usually involves produc-

tion, this is not invariably the case. Business operations con-

sist, fundamentally, in buying or hiring things and in selling

them or using them for the purpose of gaining a profit. Among
the things thus bought or hired are land, labor, capital goods,

and business privileges or advantages, such as franchises, patents,

copyrights, and "
good-will." The economic world, in its busi-

ness aspect, is a world of buying and selling rather than of making
and using things ;

it is a world in which prices, expenses, debts

and credits, and contractual relations are the dominating things

rather than the technical processes of production or the ultimate

costs of production as measured in human effort and sacrifice.

Commerce and manufactures have each in turn been brought

under the dominion of business enterprise ;
business methods and

motives are also of the first importance in agriculture, although

in this last field production for home use continues hand in hand

with production for profit.

The Nature of Business Units. The business world is made

up of profit-seeking units, entrepreneurial units. We are apt

to think of business units as composed of individual men or

groups of men. In an ultimate sense this is not incorrect, but

for present purposes we may more profitably view business units

212



as merely t hr . mtcrs or
/<>< contractual and other rela-

business world to, Phese relation* are

recorded and stated more or less fully in the accounts of each

-vi unit
; ultimately, however, they are matters of legal

and, as we shall see, the legal aspect and the occ*mli*t

aspect of these relations are not always identical.

The Business Unit in Accounting. The simplest general

in \\hii h a business unit can be described by its accounts

means of the balance sheet, -.-. Im \\ is the statement of the

assets or resources and the liabilities or obligations of the busi-

ness unit as they exist at a particular time. The following is a
i MIJ >li tied form of balance sheet for a small manufacturing

establishm

ASSKTS

Land and *
. . $190,000

Machinery and futures . 50,000

Raw materials, goods in

process, and finished

goods on hand . . . 40,000

Accounts receivable . . 28,000

Cash on hand and in banks 7.000

Total assets .... $315,000

1 i \HiLim&

Original capital invested

Income reinvested .

Accounts payable

Prate

Infallibilities

$ ' > ' s

70,000-

20.000-

JSrOOO-

$ ;;,oo

uized assets explain themselves, but the meani

the various liabilities may not be so dear. In this stateme

ms of tlu- liabilities except
" accounts payable

"
are liabil-

ities of the business unit, conceived as a separate thing, to its

owner or owners, the amount which would be left if the

business were sold as a whole at a price just equal to the total

.ited value of the assets minu- the actual outstanding ol>li-

is (the accounts payable).
1 It will be noted that the item

called
"
pro6ts

"
is the variable by which the account is bal-

Uftcad

'The

if the ii

of UUnce sheet given in the text is a Dimple ada|uii>.r. I '
-. .: , I

ud in the published rtatemeats of corporation acooantiac. Bat
lividual proprietor of a ana

himself, the mult b the Mine to far as the independence of the

! r ..-..: i :
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On such a showing as this the owncrx mkht decide to take $5000 <

the business as dividends, or personal profits, as the case may be I hi

would reduce the "cash" to $2000 and correspondingly mluv
i

:<le, also, permanently t<> retain $10,000 of tlirir earnings

in the business. "Profits" would then ho reduced to $10,000, and thi-

ne reinvested" would be increased to $80,000. In tin case of cor-

porations the "original investment" item is called "tapiial" and

sents the par or nominal value of the corporation's stocks and bonds, whether

or not the corporation has received this amount in return for them. Sur-

plus profits in such cases can be easily converted into "capital
"

!> means

tockdtvkkods."

business unit is pictured in the balance sheet as the o

ious kinds of valuable property and of valuable claim-

against those indebted to it. But on the other hand, as tin-

balance sheet also shows, there are rights or claims of equal

amount against the business unit on the part of its own creditors

and proprietors. The liabilities side of the balance sheet show-

how the ultimate rights or equities in the property and credits

shown as assets are distributed among creditors and proprietors.

The business unit, as a thing apart from its proprietors, ha-

only an imaginary existence. But it is convenient to think

of it as having valuable rights or assets of its own, and to think

of the claims against these rights as being distributed in the form

of obligations or liabilities. This explains the statement that

business units are the centers or foci of business relations.

In its legal aspect, however, the business does not always have

so distinct a unity of its own. This varies with the form of

business organization, of which there are three important

types: the individual entrepreneur, the partnership, and the

corporation.

The Individual Entrepreneur. Any individual may set him-

self up as a business man, an entrepreneur, without any legal

formality other than the payment of the license fee which most

states impose on some kinds of business undertakings, such as

liquor dealing, and which some states, especially in the South,

impose upon many kinds of undertakings. The individual en-

trepreneur still dominates the field in agriculture, in small retail

trade, and in local
"
shop industries."
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^al Aspect the

prciu-ur arc thr personal obligation* of the

is possessions of whatever kind 1 are

jeopardized by his business risks. If the entrepreneur con

two (1 ess undertakings, the assets of one may be

seized, if necessary, to seen il>iliiie of the other. The

personal 1. iividtul

<> be unlimited. The usefulness oi id of business

organization is limited, obviously, to small undertakings, where

the capital and credit of tin- in<ii\ idual man are adequate.

Partnerships. A "
firm

"
or partnrrship represents a joint

taking by individual entrepreneurs. Par are

most common in mercantile undertakings of moderate size, in

small mat ng establishments, and in the professions.

..nu:i- "i interests makes large r kings possible, but

.1^ the personal liability of the individual mem-
bers of the nrm. For each member is personally ;

the obligations contracted by the firm, including those contracted

'. course of business by any other one member of

rm.1 The partners may have a contract binding among
themselves as to their respective contributions (of money or

time), shares in profits, and liabilities. But a member released

;>ersonal liability by an agreement of this kin liable

rm The agreement only

a basis : tut ing legal proceedings to recover the

.-.t of his personal losses from the other members of th<

le from (i) the excessive personal liability involved, the

open to objection from the business man's point

'The "exemption laws" of son

not aficct the principle involved.

T*i*K**t*i*Xm<*ti*<x+*ty9U*mal+~tK*m*a**m. The
i of most of the states provide for a special form of ffeuarf ptH^nUp. in

which one or more of the partners are **tMl ^ftmri. who are not personaljr

Eable. save for their investment in the business, and who are allowed to uke no

art in the miMpminl of the business. In a few states there b a special

tacBsdal**^*tjr*tt**ws^

The N""I*I> M e*mmt4*m. which still exists in Louisiana a a
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of view, because : (2) It is impossible for a partner to retire

a firm without dissolving the partnership and, possibly. l>r

ing up the business. The death or insolvency of any partner ha-

ihc same effect. (3) A new member cannot enter the firm nor

can a member tranter hi- interests to another person without

the consent of all the member- of a firm. requirements which

naturally follow from the nature of a partnership. 14
'

partnership form of organization i> not adapted to undertal.

<

{Hiring large investments of capital and hence requiring the

coop- ration of a large number of persons. What advantages the

partnership has come from the ease with which it can be organ-

ized and dissolved, and from its elasticity, that is, the ease

with which the contractual relations among tin partners, hind-

ing as among themselves, can be altered to suit any contingent ie-

that may arise.

The Business Corporation.
- The federal census of 1909

showed that, although only about one fourth of the manufactur-

ing undertakings included in that enumeration were organ i/ed

as corporations, yet these produced nearly four fifths of the total

manufacturing product (measured in money value). Most

banks and insurance companies are corporations, while in the

field of railway transportation corporations are in almost exclu-

sive control. And a large and growing number of mercantile

undertakings are organized as corporations.

In the case of the corporation the legal view and the account-

ing view of the business unit are practically identical. While

the ordinary partnership is in law merely a group of individual

entrepreneurs, the corporation is regarded, for some purposes, as

a "
person." To the incorporated business unit, an abst \

thing, as we have seen, the law imputes some of the attribute-

of personality, and of a personality distinct from that of the

individual men who are the stockholders of the corporation.
1

1 Several states authorize the organization of "joint-stock companies" whuh
are like corporations in many particulars. In theory they are partnerships with

transferable shares and (in some cases) with limited liability. Joint stock

panics are also organized under the common law in some states. In England ;iml

the English colonies the name "
joint-stock company

"
is applied to a statutory
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incorporated by royal charter long before business corporation* of the

modem kind arose, for this did not occur until the rise .Uam"
Utcrnth and aeveoteeBth centuries. The treat trading and coloaia-

bf companies, auch aa the British East India Compa <.ma Com.

pany, the Guinea Company. the prototype* at the modern butioeaa

corporation. In connection with theae trading rompanirs the jtint sssdfc

principle, which had already been used in a few boktedimUnce* of banking
was developed. Thi waa the practice of issuing certificates Co thoae who
made contributions to the "Joint stock" (or capital) of a company, which

.1 the holder to a proportionate share in the profits accruing to the

Joint stock. The modern business corporation, like theae early trading

companies, b baaed essentially on the combination of the Joint-stock prin-

ciple with the legal recognition of the business unit as a dtstin

lie beginning of the nineteenth century what few corporations there

u America wen, moat part, banks, insurance companies, or

canal and turnpike wnpnU The >n of railways in th<

decade of the century greatly stimulated the organization of corporations,

because theae new undertakings required larger investments of capital than

could be furnished by any individual or firm. State enterprise, it is true,

promised at one time to be an important factor in canal and railway building,

but such state undertakings were usually planned with the purpose of de-

veloping natural resources, attracting immigration, and building up the

trade of particular districts and particular cities rather than of getting money
profits. Most of these state undertakings had succumbed by 1840, so that

the field was left open for business enterprise. In the general expansion and

reorganization of business that followed the Civil War the corporation form

of organisation began to be more generally used for all kinds of business

undertakings. The growing importance of corporations in business life is

partly an effect and partly a cause of the growing sixe of the business unit.

The Corporation Charter. The corporation is a creature of

the state, its right to exist being drprmlrnt on a ch<:

s of incorporation, granted or approved by t In-

corporation furmrrly mn-itaU-<l a
v/> ;,;/ <;</ of the lei>latun-

in each case. This gave opport unit m a n< 1 monop-
nd subjected corporations of all kinds to hostility and

Most corporations are now organized under genera?

lows, whereby any group of men can secure a corpor

Hmited liability association, essentially Hke the American busfasai corporation.
while the vord "corporation" b usually applied only to municipal corporations

and certain long sstihisWd companies, created by special charters.
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charter by complying with certain prescribed 00 I

all but Off have constitutional pro\

against the granting of charters to business corporation- by

special a

1 1 was formerly a common practice to grant corporation char-

ters in perpetuity, but the decision of Chid Justin- Mar-hall in

the Dartmouth College case (1819), whereby the corpor

charts d to constitute a binding contrad between the

state and the corpora tion. which could not be altered or

by th< . ept with t lie consent of the corporal ion. ha-

the general practice of limiting the life of corporations to terms

nt twenty to one hundred years, fifty years being a common

period. The corporation may, of course, secure a new charter

at the expiration of the old, but the limited term gives tin

state the opportunity to change the requirements of the

charter from time to time, or to refuse reincorporation alto-

gether, a? may seem most desirable. Most states, moreover,

now specifically reserve the right to alter or amend the corpora-

tion charter at pleasure.

Corporation charters, or articles of incorporation, usually con-

tain details relating to such matters as the purpose or purposes

hich the corporation is formed, its principal place of bu-i-

rhe number of its directors, and the amount of its capitali-

zation.

Lack of Uniformity in State Laws. Many difficulties in the

public control of corporations have arisen from the fact that

while charters are granted by individual states, the activities of

many business corporations extend over the boundaries of many
states. Moreover, some states are much more lenient than

others in such matters as the control of capitalization, require-

ments as to publicity, limitations on the scope of activity of a

single corporation, taxes and fees, etc. New Jersey has become

known a? the" home of corporations "despite the fact that some

states have had even more lenient laws than New Jersey.

Jersey has been favored, however, on account of the proximity

of New York City the real home of most of the greater cor-

porate interests of the country as well as on account of its



-tart and the adaptability of its laws to great combinations

rations.1

Othcrstalo laws, coi. corporation*

organized under lax laws from doing business within their terri-

tory so far as that business is interstate. So far, however, as a

corporation organized u laws of one state carries on any

part of its business wholly within the borders of another state,

the latter state has the right of refusing to recognize it as a cor-

poration; that < -at it as a mere partnership. In

one state freely recognizes the corporations of

another state under the rule of
"

interstate comity." In fact,

many corporations transact practically all of their business out-

side the borders of the slat chartered them. The real

standards. c laxcst standards, not the highest.

More use on the part of American states of the power of exacting

uindards from "foreign corporations/* as the

called, is much to be desired.

Corporation Capital and Capitalization. The business world

uses the term "
capital "in two \\ .. ! -peaks of the total

permanent investments the amount of moi 1 up" in a

business unit as its capital. This is the -better and more

common usage. But it also speaks of the total selling value of

the business unit as a whole as its capital. This last will depend
not so much upon the amount of the investment as upon its

profitableness <>ughly measured by the "capitalized'*

earning capacity of the business, or by the market value of the

corp< -lock and bonds.

'iipitdization of a corporation should not be confused with

its capital. In a strictly legal sense its capitalization is the

Authorized capital stock. The capitalization cor-

responds, in theory, to the amount of money actually invested

in the business by the original stockholders. As a matter of

he full amount of the authorized capital is rarely paid in at

the organization of a new corporal: ion is

le. in practice, a somewhat arbitrary thing, a nominal

c corporation law* of New Jemy were revised to that they
>r to Urse corporations than they prrviomfr did
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money ram divided into unit- >r -hares, the relative holdings of

different individuals being measured by the number of shares

they own.

Corporation stock is divided into two general classes, pre-

ferred stock and common stock, although many corpora t

only the latter. Pr iVrred stock represents a prior claim on the

earnings of the corporation. A corporation which has
"
6 per

cent preferred stock
"
outstanding can pay no dividends to its

common stockholders until it has paid 6 per cent dividends on

its preferred stock. Preferred stock may be cumulative (in which

the prior claims to dividends accumulate from year to y

unpaid) or non-cumulative. It may or may not have any claim

on any part of the surplus profits remaining after a stated rate

of dividend has been paid on the common stock.

In the popular use of the word the capitalization of a corpora-

tion includes also itsfunded debt. The funded debt is repres*

by bonds, which are interest-bearing promises to pay certain sums

of money at definite times in the future. There are many differ-

ent kinds of bonds, but three principal classes are : (i) ordinary

mortgage bonds, (2) collateral trust mortgage bonds, (3) income

and debenture bqnds. The first class is based on a mortgage
of all or of a specific part of the real property of a corporation.

Collateral trust mortgage bonds are secured by the pledge of

securities issued by other corporations, but owned by the corpo-

ration issuing the bonds. They have been much used in financ-

ing railway consolidations. Income and debenture bonds are

usually secured only by the earning capacity of the business.

Industrial corporations make less use of bonds than do railways,

and confine themselves usually to the mortgage bond type,

of which, however, there are many subordinate varieties. In

the case of many corporations the mortgage security behind an

issue of bonds is in itself not of great importance, for the property

mortgaged is apt to be worthless except as an integral part of a

unified business establishment. The mere power of foreclosure,

however, gives mortgage bondholders a position of strength

in the reorganization of insolvent corporations.

Bonds are sometimes said to represent
"
creditor interests,"
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and stock
"
proprietorship interest i statement U wig-

KiMivraml N not iiun ur.itr. In a inun- & : r.tl MOM, ta - < -r .

stock and bonds are merely different kinds of equities in a busi-

m- unit, conveying the n-ht to receive income, to share in

it of the assets in case of insolvency, and to have a

voice in tlu management. Stockholders alone participa

)anagcm< n, although bondholders

ten able to dictate policies when the affairs of a corpor
ar< m a precarious condition Bonds differ from stock in being

nablc at a definite period of time in the future. In practice,

however, the bonds of great corporations are usually replaced

w issues as rapidly as they mat

Overcapitalization Much has been said about the over-

capitalization of corporations,
"
stock watering," as it is

called. Only a few states require that all the nominal capitaliza-

tion of corporations organized under their laws shall represent
.1 actually invested. In most states, moreover, it is not

difficult for a corporation to increase its capitalization

tinu to time so as to secure funds from the sale of secur

or (as in the case of stock dividends) in order to afford a basis

distribution of -urplus profits without employing an

excessively high dividend rate.

On the one hand it is urged that capitalization is a nominal

that it is immaterial whether a corporation pays 12 per
Dividends on $1,000,000 of capital stock or 6 per cent

mis on $2,000,000 of capital stock. On the other hand it

is said that capital! iould not be a merely nominal thing.

hut that it should correspond to the actual amount of t

nu-nt . that, without regard to the amount of capital iz

regularly recurring di\idmd- of i: per cent suggest excessive

profits in a way that 6 per o nt dividends do not.

argument in favor of a closer correspondence between

capitalization and real investment is especially strong in the

case of railways and other transportation corporations with

puhlir functions, municipal public service corporations,

orporations enjoying natural monopolies of all kinds. For

is a growing feeling that such corporations are in a peculiar
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Bt, I" whom have been committed certain

public ei<>!u>mic function^ that might very properly be per-

il by the State, if that course were deemed the moreadvan-

.it such corporations should be restricted to the

of a reasonable dividend on reasonable capitalisation

would seem scarcely to be open to question.
1 Yet exc<

; make excessive dividends possible, and whether

is are excessive or not can be determined in most cases

at reference to capitalization by the compulsory use of

adequate accounting methods. Even where accounting methods

;n the past have been inadequate, the amount of the in-

iiu entitled to a return can usually be determined with

rnuh accuracy by means of a
"
valuation

"
or appraisal of a

company's properties, coupled with an examination of the prin-

cipal facts of its financial history. There is a growing use of

this method on the part of both federal and state government^.
There is a prevalent but entirely mistaken belief that

lupiudization is often the cause of exorbitant charges. It i

thought that the desire to pay dividends on an inflated capitali-

zation leads corporations to exact a higher return for their prod-

ucts or their services than they otherwise would. But it can

easily be seen that such cannot often be the case. For whether

its capitalization be high or low the corporation will desire to

ti\ its charges at the level which will yield the greatest possible

profits. The magnitude of the corporation's capitalization will

M 1 ea ring upon the determination of the most profitable

level of charges. The charges which would be most profitable

under a low capitalization will also be the most profitable under

a high capitalization.

.eightier indictment of overcapitalization is that it has

opened the door to a number of reprehensible practices in cor-

poration promotion and management. Where there is no defi-

nite correspondence between capitalization and investment it

is difficult to make sure that some persons will not be able to

acquire the securities of a given corporation on much easier

1
It is better to curtail excessive profits by public control of rates, prices, and

service* than by arbitrarily limiting the dividend rate.
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t ban others. Overcapitalization al /ays makes available,

for example, what may be termed a surplus of stock, and this

istead of being distributed equally among the :

ckholders, may be used in a disproportionate ami extrava-

ie promoter (or organizer) of the corpora

bankers who have assisted in marketing its securities.

Oragr D control of a corporation may reap an unfair

advantage at the expense of other security holders by turning t

corporation properties of which they themselves are

the owners in n turn for an exorbitant amount of the corpora-

tion's securities. Operations of this kind have only too fre-

v attended the organization of great industrial combina-

tions in this country. American railway history, also, is full of

examples of extravagant sums paid by operating companies to

"con>' companies" which had been organized for the

purpose of building the roads and selling them to the operating

companies. These payments were usually made in bonds or

stock, and burdened the operating company with either a h

load of fixed charges or an inflated amount of capital stock

:ig past when it was frequently said of

representative American railroads that the whole amoir

the actual in\ pro|H-rtics was represented by
their bonded debt, while their stock issues represented nothing

but pros|Kttive surplus earnings. In the promotion of indu

nations it was common practice to issue enough preferred

he actual expense of acquiring the various proper-

ties brought into the consolidation and to issue ion a

laige amount of common stock representing nothing except

what* ase in earning power might result from

tion. The common stock, at whate ould be sold,

represented, ii profits of promotion ; and the>e usually

and other
*'

In both the railway

idii-trial field. h. - are much impr
ases large additional investment- have been made out

of earnings without a corresponding increase in capi'ali/--.

er cases corporations have been reorganized,

with reduced capitalization. But, nevertheless, there are recent
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Ott of unfair and even fraudulent use of excessive capitali-

zation as a means of securing special profits for those in control

of a corporation's poli< -i

-ituation is clearly one that needs mending. Two very

different methods of regulation have been proposed. The tir-t

of these two methods involves the definite limitation of a cor-

poration's capitalization to an amount corresponding to the

sum of money actually received by the corporation and invested

business. If securities are issued in exchange for proper t y

turned over to the corporation or for services rendered it, a full

account must be rendered of all of the circumstances attending

such transactions, and an official appraisal of their value may
even he required. Such, in general, have been since 1884 the

conditions under which joint-stock companies in Germany issue

their shares, and it does not appear that these requirements have

hindered the organization or growth of such companies in that

country.

Under the second method of regulation, corporations are left

free to issue their securities in such quantities as they deem best,

it being required merely that publicity shall be given to the

prices at which the securities are sold, to the price placed upon

any property or services paid for in securities, and to the disposi-

tion made of all money obtained by the issue of securities. This

kind of regulation is adopted, in principle, in the British Com-

panies Act, but the mechanism provided to enforce it is not very

effective. At best, however, even the most thoroughgoing

publicity respecting the conditions under which securities are

issued cannot be a wholly adequate safeguard against the real

evils of over-capitalization. Publicity might tend to curb ex-

travagant allowances for personal services, but it would not al-

ways prevent the overvaluation of large properties taken in

exchange for securities. To think otherwise is to count too

much upon the knowledge and alertness of the individual stock-

holder. Certain American railroads have openly paid exorbi-

tant prices for branch lines and other properties, without re-

1 See the special reports of the Interstate Commerce Commission on the St.

Louis and San Francisco and the New York, New Haven, and Hartford railroads.
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ited State

r the other n, of

>. Some 3ta;

r a fairly rigid or r the new security issues of rail-

ways and oil

have as i

... l.h..|,- uterpreted as part of a gen-

eral attempt t> limit the earnings of such corpora
; ujxm a reasonable ca ion.

14 been suggested
' that in order to guard against the very prevalent

misunderstanding of the real nature of corjmration shares, the "dollar mark
"

should not appear on 1 1 1 is, that they should have no "par
"

They would then become, in form as in fact, merely certificate* of

the ownership of certain fractional equities in a corporation's business.

There b much that b attractive about this proposal. If the issue of securi-

ties b to be as unregulated as it has been in the past, it would be bctirr to

make it impossible for investors and the genera) public to attach any ficti-

tious importance to the amount of a corporation's capitalization. But if

we are to have the regulation of promotion and capitalisation that we need,

there would be nothing gained by the change suggested. And the "dollar

mark " on stock certificates b o in many ways.

Form of Capitalization. A significant feature of r

Mient in corporation finance i the mult ;>es of

corporate securities. It is no uncommon thing, f< ic, for

the equities in a railway corporation (in addition to the floating

or accounts payable) to be divided among a dozen or

v varieties of bonds and two or three varieties >; >tock.

Multiplicity of securities is of advantage to the corpor

tit enables it to offer to investors and speculators a care-

graded assortn ami this makes the total selling

value of a corporation's securities greater than it would other-

kindofi ion has, however, some

atures. If the owners of a particular

ommon stock! |>erhaps control the corpor

Sy the very able federal Railroad Securities Commi-km of IQI i

The state of New York now permits the brae , f corporate shares without par value.
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r to increase the value of their >ec uritic- lor
y

purposes by the payment of unearned dividends, a pro-

ceeding which would l)c opposed to the interests of the holders

of all the other securities of the corporation. Or the holders of

preferred stock may wish to put some of the earnings of the cor-

.on hack into improvement^ in its plant, so as to safeguard

inii capacity, while the holders of common Stock

that all the earnings be paid out in dividends. More-

in cases of insolvency and reorganization, it is a difficult

matter to untangle and to adjust equitably the rights of the

holders of the different kinds of securities.

In times of prosperity corporations often pay for extensio

their plants from the proceeds of bond sales, because it i

mated that the earning power of such extensions will more than

suffice to pay the interest on the bonds and will afford a hand-

some surplus for the stockholders. Corporations thus accumu-

late in prospeious limes an unwieldy load of fixed charges in the

form of interest on bonds, a fact which is apt to be a source

of difficulty in less prosperous years. In periods of financial

stringency these fixed charges are a common cause of insolvency,

receiverships, and consequent reorganizations, from which the

bondholders are apt to emerge as stockholders, and in which

the stockholders are apt to lose their holdings. The legal res t r i c -

tion of the securities issued by any one corporation to one kind

of stock and three or four varieties of bonds is both feasible and

desirable. Nor should the bonded debt usually be allowed to

exceed the amount of the paid-up capital stock.

Corporation Management. The management of busine-

porations is, as a rule, in the hands of boards of directors, elected

by the stockholders from among their own number. The details

of management are in the hands of officers, chosen usually by the

directors. In principle this system achieves something like rep-

resentative government of the affairs of the corporation. In

practice, in the larger corporations, some of the directors ar

to be
"
dummy directors," m*n exercising no real powe

responsibility, made directors in order to complete the number

-ibed in the charter, or are the representatives of great
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sts.and often of competing interest*. Director*

Ki latter sort are not primarily concerned with the manage-
of a corporation i stockholders and
loldcrs. They are directors for the purpose of gua

pedal interests, and in many cases for the purpose of prevc

competition from becon hing more active than an armed

peace. In some cases the real direction of a corpora*
i- 1 1> the hands of an" executive commit let nance

comn f three or nv ors representing the person
actual control >f tin- 1 orjmration.

proper adjustment of the rights and duties of the various
1

'ITS of a corporation is a matter of general public concern.

partly because the shares in a corporation are freely trans-

w member cannot protect himself by making

special contracts with the other rt, but must accept the

tions fixed by tin by-laws of the corporation ami by the

of the state which d.

shareholder in a large corporation has little opportunity to par-

ticipate in any way in tin- conduct of the affairs of the corpora
-

: )urpose of protecting his own interests. The
.! theory upon which the law of corporations is based is

that the corpo: with a representative gov-
ernment. That is, the directors are supposed to represent the

For many small local corpora-

tions this theory undoubtedly corresponds fairly well with the

But large corp< with hundreds or thousands of

rs. living in ditTerent parts of the country, and even

<un tries, cam :rately be pictured a-

resentative democracies. Outside of a group of holders of

Iders, whether a minority

or a scattered majority, are likely to IK* powerless but

loss. I' .'i and probably undesirable to change

general The growth of large corjx>r

means nccessurih idespreacl particijKit

large busmen ~. Hut the particijxitor>. \\hethrr

rs or b be regarded as froailsrj

rather th. 1
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tes, therefore, is a frank recognition f thi^ situation. In

many cases directors cannot, in any real -nit
"

the

holders. For this reason their responsibility

for the stockholders should be emphasi/ed in our lav

Advantages of the Corporation as a Form of Business Organ-
ization. From the point of view of the bu

poration presents decided advantages over the
; ip for

all undertakings of considerable size. Some of

superiority are : (i) Stockholders usually have no personal lia-

bility for the corporation's obligations except so far as the full

par value of their stockholding ha- not been paid up.
2

i

relative permanence and stability of the corporation are of de-

cided advantage, especially in undertaking re<|iiiriii

cuts of capital in relatively fixed and permanent forms.

(3) The concentration of executive power in the hand- of direc-

tors and officers leads to efficiency in management. (4) The

tran>ferability of corporation securities makes it po-^ible foi

stockholders to enter or leave the undertaking at plea -u re.

(5) The division of the securities into small units and into differ-

ent grades and classes affords opportunities to all kind- of

tors, the small and the large, the conservative and the ven-

turesome. (6) All of the advantages named make it -a>ier for

the corporation to attract and to use efficiently lame amoir

capital, furnished by many different investors.

Social Aspects of the Growth of Corporations. Tha t c<
>r\

>< na-

tions do possess desirable features, from the point of vi

1 Oi, :t development of "express trusts" as business or-

ganizations, especially in Massachusetts, is of particular interest.

"trust deeds" in place of articles of incorporati i-s" in place of <ii

and "l>rnen< iaries" in place of stockholders. In simpluity, adaptability, and in

the protection of investors and creditors, this form of b i -n ha

some real advantages over the corporation. But it has not yet been

adequate public control, and there are some minor difficulties i

may prove to be, however, the germ of an important dt

ganiz,i
2 Exception should be made of banking and insurance corpora ti >n>. in the rase

of whii-h 'double liability" on the part of the stockholders \~

impose some measure of personal liability upon
'

. organized under their laws.
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(its, is a fan evidenced by the unprece-
l growt) business organization In tin-

n.ikiiiK'. means

'thele-s, the two j>oint> of view arc not identical, and

is desirable from one
;

lew is not always desirable

er.

: itaking and service to society (never

things) isdistiiu tly widened when those in control

iiii.it i- the profits to be obtained

> be obtained by specu-
of our greatest corporations are

.-.hum fluctuation .il values (as repre-

ss of securities) are a much more imj>

c of personal income than are the net earnings of such

corporations. The payment of unearned dividends, the non-

ion of a corpora*

he holders of one kind of security among
-sued by the corporation, the effecting of cor-

porate combinations and reorgan .vill affect the stock

Mther than the produce market, these are some of

the moreobvif of the unfortunate relation betweei

uanagement and speculation in corporation seen-

iiould also be noted in this connection that the growth <>f

corporations i L' with it a >ubtle hut v ticant

change in the nature of the institution of private property. So

far as a large and i .% propori wealth is

are losing that direct relation of ownership be-

tween 1 goods which Arthur Young had in mind when he

tgic of property turns sand into gold." We often

'ad, several layers of corporation M ;>osed

te owners and the ultimate objects of owner-

e effect of this will undoubtedly be to bring about the

High domination of 1> ;les in the business

uored tradition^ of lone established

idc of owner-hip." the joy of workmanship (v.

;

>e felt by the employer who turns out a good product, as
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well as by the workman) are bound to yield yet more completely
to the sway of the cold logic of corporation accounts and >im k

market quotations. The adequacy of purely nrim-iple-

as tin- foundation of our economic life will be tested more thor-

oughly under the corporation form of organization than ever be-

fore.

Trusts. A distinctive feature of the economic de\ -i-lopmeni

of the past few decades has been the combination of individual

corporations into larger concerns, or trusts. Tin- trusty" in the

leehnical sense, involved either giving a board of tru>t> tin-

absolute control of the actual properties of the dill.

cerns in the combination, or what amounted to tin ^ame thing,

assigning to them the stock of each corporation, with its voting

power, in exchange for
"

trust certificates," on whu h dividends

were paid. The Standard Oil Trust of 1882 was the first impor-
tant combination of this kind, but it was speedily followed by
several others. In 1890, in a case brought by the state of New
York against the sugar trust, the trust agreement was held to be

illegal under common law. 1
Corporate combinations were not

destroyed by this decision. They changed, however, to a more

definitely coherent form, that in which a single great corpora-

tion dominates the consolidation.

In most cases, this corporation, which is usually organized

for the purpose, does not own the actual plants of the various

concerns in the combination, but simply owns all or a majority of

the stock of each. It is accordingly called a
"
holding romj >,

The holding company exchanges its own securities for tin- scruri-

ties of constituent companies, or, when necessary, it Inr

securities of the constituent companies with fund 1 from

the sale of its own securities, sometimes by the sale of bonds,

secured by the pledge of the securities of conMitm nt r<>nr

as collateral. Not only in industrial consolidations,
1 but aNo in

1
People v. North River Sugar Refining Co., 121 N. Y. 582. A similar :

was rendered two years later by the Supreme Court of Ohio in Staff v. Standard

Oil Co., 49 Ohio St. M7
1 A very complete list of "trusts," prepared by Mr. Byron W. Holt for the ll'urld

Almanac (1908), contained the names of abon* ""* 'ndustrial combination

of which were holding companies.



e become important
m the point of view of business organization the holding

company is simply an extension rincipie of the corpora
-

iding company needs for purposes of control only
- rot in i hi- stocks of its subsidiary corporations.

us holding companies may in turn be combined by means

larger holding company, and ess may, and docs,

-n fun hiT. A K'roup of capital by an investment

of $1,000,000, for example, control a holding company
>ue of $2,000,000, which in turn may c- jwra-

tions with $4,000,000 of stock outstanding,
1 and some of

these last may in their turn l>e holding companies. The result

is a tremendous co; >i\ of indust rial and financial power,
minimum of liability The union trolled use of the

o neglect of tin- interests oi the

in the various corp 1 . t-

legal respon>il>ilit\ for corporate mi>

deeds; to an undesirable complexity in the economic and legal

msof the holders of securities in the ditTerent cor|x>ra

and to the subordination of industrial to speculative ends.

tru-t problem." however, has attracted more alter

as a problem of monopoly than as a problem of business organiza-

tion. Combination and monop< im[x>rtant to note, are

ings; we may have either one without the

But ' ;

.ination originated in the efforts

\ to escape from the restraints imposed upon them

i. Use has often been made of Ampler forms of

nan the tru>t ami the holding comp.i Agree-

nlv at certain pri.rx. a>;n itput.

. . pooling

<ns of orders or of profits to the parties to the agree-
ment in predetermined propor nd other devices have

MMimcd. for convenkncr. that the stock b each cue b worth par ad
that the ovoenUp of hatf of it vill fiv ubuaUal control In the ewe of teoW-
trial ctimhinrtna owncnhip of aU the stock of the nhaVttary companin by the
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been u-rd. Sin h i Ombinatioll9 an formed 1>\- rnntrai ! > i-Mtered

into by a number ol individual firms, each ol which retains its

own autonomy in all other respect^. I 'in , at un-

enforceable at common law being held to be

restraint of trade
" and hence contrary to public polity so that

it was difficult to be MIR- that any one firm would abide hv tin-

contract any longer than it deemed it to be to its own indr.

advantage. Combinations of this sort still persist. Railroad

rate agreements are, for example, both universal

But the movement toward combination which has played so

important a part in the economic history of the past thirty years

has been characterized especially by the organization of combina-

tions of a more thoroughly unified type, in which each individual

firm brought into the combination yields up its own autonomy
and is absorbed by a corporation, usually a holding company,

organized for the purpose. These unified combinations, it was

thought, would be valid at common law, and would be less

vulnerable under the new anti-combination statutes that wen-

being enacted. Their management could be made more

live, and their comparative permanence and dependability

made possible the adoption of business policies based on long-

time considerations. Moreover, so long as there was public

confidence in their success, they afforded an inviting opportunity
for promoters to reap profits.

The Causes of Combination. The specific motives usually

mentioned as the most important causes of corporate combina-

tions are (i) the. economies of large-scale business; (21 the

elimination of purely competitive expenses (some kinds of ad-

vert i>ing, for example) ; (3) the power to limit output and con-

trol prices.

The first of these factors suggests the difficult question of the

most profitable size of the business unit. The question should

not be confused with that of the most economical size of tin-

trial plant. Many of our present-day business unit

so large that they operate a number of practicaJly duplicate

plants. To that extent, at k-asi. they are larger than i- ne<

to secure the maximum technical efficiency of ;he plant. \
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confused with that of the factors which

about the condition of decreasing expenses in an in<i

ic. Certain productive advantages sometimes attributed

riaJ combinations such as the power of ut i

/.til plants, equipped with highly specialized ma-
* ated at the most favorable points are advan-

tages which do not have to wait upon com but which are

ily available but certain to be developed in any large and

tig compel i i i\ Much has been said of the com -

aw materials on the largest scale, and

therefore most cheaply, and of its ability to ship its produ

large quantities, and i most economically. But it has

not been shown that the combination has a myrkfd advantage
in these particulars over large competitive establishments,

unless we should take account of the unfair discriminations that

railway companies have too often made in favor of the large

blem is whether the mere fact of combination,

itself, brings with it any real net economies in produc-
It probably very often happens that combination does

some real savings. Uniform systems of accounting and

cost-keeping can be introduced ; noteworthy economies found in

plants can be introduced in all the plants of the

4h and uniform standards can be enforced by the

1 administration. Especially in combinations of the

ype.
1 there are undoubtedly real economies in

the general coordination of the different successive stages of the

process, in the nice adjustment of the supply of raw

ials and intermediate products to the demand for finished

products, and in the adaptation of transportation facilities to

eeds of the industry. The Standard Oil Company un-

cdly effected great economies in the transportation of oil

use of pipe lines, and these could hardly have been con-

ed on so large and effective a scale if the industry had re-

mained competitive,

On the other hand, however, great combinations have certain
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disadvantages inseparable from their size. Their

are largely those of systemati/ation and standardization, and

these an- prone to degenerate into inflexible and deadening
routine. The very losses of competition may sometimes IK- in

the long run a real social advantage. Fo- they result in part

from variety of experimentation and from the free s

to individual initiative and individual planning. In competitive

industry there is a continuing natural selection of tin fittest men

and the lit tot methods. Nor are the best result- always
achieved by a hierarchical organization of industry, in which

corporation officials, managers, and superintendent-

only over the larger and more general aspects of an industry

and depend upon an army of subordinate employees (no matter

how scientifically organized and directed) to attend to all de-

tails. There is sometimes no effective substitute for intimate

personal supervision on the part of those primarily responsible

for the success or failure of a business undertaking.

Passing to the second and third general classes of m<>

that are advanced as causes of corporate combinations, it is

cient here to note that whether purely competitive expense

competitive prices are eliminated by combination depends upon
whether the combination has any real basis of monopoly power
over and above the mere fact of combination, which, taken alone,

can give at most only a temporary monopoly. For a combina-

tion without some real source of monopoly power to attempt

to secure monopoly profits is to invite new enterprise and new

capital to come into the industry. In other words, it is to induce

latent competition to become active competition.

It is plain, however, that if any or all of these three clas-

advantages do exist in the case of a particular combination, the

earning power of the combination will be greater than the total

earning power of the separate concerns before consolidation,

a difference which will be reflected in the value of the -i urific^

of the holding company. It is this increment in capital

due to the real or expected advantages of consolidation. : hat has

been the chief cause of such combinations. The organizat i

trusts has in many cases b^en effected by professional



.ith an undertaking does not con-

.- necessa: let to sect. rofits

\ few great trusts like those which have

figure. 1 in i !u- oil, sugar, steel, and tobac< ries have been

coospicucn -i ul in a business way. Many others were

"mad re organized only in order that
i

>-

gained through the sale of their st> and have

been weighted down by a capitalization not justified

- . Some of these have already fallen to

piece- rganized, with diminished capitaliza-

tns of thr promises of their promoters their Mrtoriff

MaadM ttrikmf ckaowiedfBMB] ofthemftd pstyoi BSK oovoKktl i

as a bask ol ccooorak efficiency. Two separate and distinct sets of cause*

helming majority of these indus-

trial combinations failed to prove as successful as their promoters had an-

ticipated. One set was psychological in character and concerned with the

ling the administrative management of a large business.

A AS economic in character and concerned with the difl

a lion of a business organization sufficiently powerful to

dominate an industry in the presence of actual or potential fompftiHre
" '

tn hardly IK- held. then, ihat great industrial combine

< t imes been called, "the natural products

ne has succeeded

is to esta ihstantial monopoly, it has

.11 \ l)ccn fou that it possessed one or more of the

speciti was enabled i

methods of corn-

Ant. aws. Most states have statutes and some have

us against
" combinations in restraint

v Dewing. CV^roJr Pr*m*ins U tbvtrtmfont. p. ssS. Dr. Drwin*.
CDndiMion. iiuotttl above, b bastd on vrrv cmrelul study of the more important

iconraniatiom of foductrial combinationft. He finds the foOowinf specific cataes

\M of rwponMbilitN ; (3) lack of knowledge of individual

csaployrr*; (j) lack of lonl^ of officers and directors; (4) Uck of attrnti.

bg Ifl i pnji ii . : . ;
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of trade." These are aimed primarily against large combina-

tions of the kind already described, although it con-

strued they also make illegal thr whole mass of price agreements

and trade i ns, general and local, which arc a much more

common and character! tare of modern busim than is

generally supposed. State an t i- trust statutes haveaccom pi

but little, partly because they have often been ainu<

rather than at facts, at symptoms rather than at fundamental

causes, and partly because they have been used only sporadic ally.

The experience of tin- federal government has shown that if the

prosecution of illegal combinations is to be conducted success-

fully, there must be thoroughgoing preliminary researches into

the history and business methods of the combinations. The

state governments have been poorly equipped for this kind of

work.

The Sherman Anti-trust Act of 1890 is a federal statute, based

upon the federal power to control interstate commerce. It

declares illegal
"
every contract, combination in the form of

trust or otherwise, or conspiracy, in restraint of trade or com-

merce among the several states, or with foreign nations." It

also makes it a misdemeanor for any person to
"
monopolize,

or attempt to monopolize, or combine or conspire with any other

person or persons, to monopolize any part of the trade or com-

merce among the several states, or with foreign nation-." The

most important aspect of the statute is that it gave the i

courts jurisdiction in these matters. The government

proceed under the statute in either or both of t w< i) by

bringing criminal prosecutions against persons entering into

unlawful combinations; (2) by instituting proceedings to pre-

vent and restrain violations of the law. A number of criminal

prosecutions have been made, but most of these have been un-

successful. It has been found difficult to get a jury to convict

for an offense so abstract and general and, possibly, so common.

as "restraint of trade." The more important result .- of tin-

law have come from proceedings for the dissolution of unlawful

combinations, and it is these only that we shall

There has been much discussion of the precise mean
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phra ade
"
as used in the Sherman Act. Thi*

phrase was tak t he common law, in which its usual appU-
n was to contract h a man agreed not to con

with certain others. When the restraint >f trade invoh

agreements was merely incidental to some legitimate pur-

pose, and necessary in order to carry out that purpose, the con-

i have usually been deemed valid at common law. Thus, if

rs form an ordinary part nership, or if one man sells

< ss to another, agreeing not to set up another business

: the same kind (so as to protect the sale of the

good-will r ImMnevO. the restraint of compc
ntracts does not necessarily render them ille-

gal. But if t! purpose of a contract is restraint of trade

.<! unenforceable and under some circumstances

Although the Sherman Act was intended to be primarily a

weapon against great industrial combinations, it has been held

oapply also to labor unions and railway combina-

tions. It has never been held, however, that labor unions are

illegal under the act because of any alleged restraint of competi-
But certain ;u ti\ itiesof labor unions,

particularly >trike^ and boycotts, have been condemned by the

ledera \itii-s
u

interfere with the free

flow of con . .in state to state." l

This, it will be noted,

is a very different thing from restraint of trade in the old com-

nse,

In IN, 7 Court held t hat railroad rate agreements
were in \iolation of the Sherman A< im|X)rtant point in

these \s was that neither the fact that railroad rates

agree: id been defended by the Interstate Commerce
Of the claim that the rates agreed upon were rea-

sonable was allowed to stand as a defense. If the direct purpose
, -aid the court, is restraint of competition.

.W 5Ju v. W0rki*tmr*'i <w/f<mW CtnmcH, 55 Fed. 605 ; the

Cam. 64 Fed. 30, 740. *nd 67 Fed. 705: U*m v. UmUr
x>8 U. S

'd Suit* v. Tftns-Mutowi FrritH Antci***. 166 U. S. ago: I'miltd

'oimt Tnfic .4cwJw sos (1898).
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-re illegal, whether reasonable or not. Railroad r

incuts -till e\M. l>ut no more of them have been attacked by the

government. An epoch-making deei- ion was that which in 1904
ordered the dissolution of a New Jersey corporation, a holding

company, organized to hold tin- >t<uk of the ('.real Northern

and Northrrn Padtu railroads, two "
parallel and (gtl

competing
"

lines. 1 The importance of the decision >

thefirst time theholding COtnpai ':Mrumei:t for re-train-

ing competition, was shown to be vulnerable to legal at

But the application of the Sherman Act to railway combina-

tions is in many ways unfortunate. Inder the Interstate Com-
merce Act we have since 1887 regulated railway i

sumption that railways are natural monopolies, and thi- ha-

proved a much more effective method of dealing with unfair

rates than has the attempt to force competition into the railway

field. The good accomplished by the dissolution of railway com-

binations lies in the inroads these dissolutions have made into

the use of the holding company device, with its undue concen-

tration of financial power and its opportunities for the unfair

treatment of minority stockholders. But this is only an inci-

dental result of these decisions, and lies quite outside the pt

purpose of the Sherman Act. Many large holding c..mj,

in both the railroad and the manufacturing fields, are wholly

invulnerable to prosecution as
"
combinations in restraint of

trade."

For twenty years the Sherman Act was least c D the

very field to which it had been particularly designed to apply.

A few industrial pools and price agreemen t
- \

by the federal courts, but in the only case involving a tn

the modern type that came before the Supreme Court tin

1 United States v. Northern Securities Co., 193 U. S. K ;/

in 1912, involving interests of even greater magnitude, dissolved the merge;

Union Pacific and Southern Pacific railroa 6 1 ) . I n 1 1 .

nal Railroad case (224 U. S. 283), also decided in 191 2, a

teen railroads, and possessing a monopoly of railroad terminal fa

was not dissolved, but was merely directed so to n organization that

new companies might participate in its ownership and be given tin advantages of

iU services on equal terms with railroads then in control
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nment lacked projx-rly equipped bureaus of research and

government ***frrfafr were apparent 1>

apath it b.,th of these conditions were changed during

President Roosevelt's administration. Finally, in 1910, tlu-

.is succesMul in H he dissoli

t he greatest of industrial combinations, the Standard

mpany
s and th. .in Tobacco Company.* IWi

: hi nn in these decisions was the emphasis

ipretne ( iness practices of these

companies as < ...ii-u. i llach com-

pany had achieved a dominating position '.-.. \\^ field, and the

Compan ist, had a virtual monopoly.

l)> railroad rebates, it had consistently pursued
her absorbing its compt

: business. The -wed that

07 per cent of tlu- business of trans-

!.u turin- ;>etn>lrum and its product*.

and - as there was seems to have existed by
its surTeraiut It did not have a natural monopoly, for only
ai>out th of the total national production of crude oil

came own well- It had 1vantages o\

rs, especially in it> control of pipe lines and in the low

railroad rates y. : nnnts at which it^ refineries were located.

1 not have a full measure of monopoly power. Ac-

s possible and was kept down only
< of what ha to be called unfair competitive

as come to play .-. uportant part
in th. includes the use o levices as

ices below cost in a locality in \s hu-h competition

.'ulrj v. E. C. Kmigki C0.. 156 C. S. Tbe dccUon in tkb CAM. in-

-: the American Sugar Refininf Company, was to Uw effect that a

b the MMtfKftvv of sugar coold not be held to be a

S. 181.
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appears; (2) discriminating in favor of men ham - wh..

to refuse to handle or to discriminate against competitors' prod-

ucts; (3) the use of threats and other forms of intimidation.

(4) the employment of spies to ascertain the detaiU of competi-

tors' business transact ions; (5) the production of special brands

of goods, sold at very low prices for the purpose of driving

competitors' products out of the market ; (to) the u^< <>f sub-

sidiary companies as bogus independent concerns. Most of

these methods were not in themselves illegal. Some of them.

including price-cutting on one or more parts of anest abiishment'B

output, are common in ordinary competitive trade. Hut \\lun

used by large industrial combinations such method-, have come

to be called
"
unfair," because of the purposes prompting their

use and because of their effects. There is a very important

difference between an effort to gain as much business as one can

under competitive conditions and an effort to destroy competi-

tive conditions. And methods that may be harmless when

used by an enterprise of ordinary size become dangerously
destructive weapons in the hands of great industrial combina-

tions. The combination is able to wage a destructive competi-

tive warfare because it can stand a loss at one point or on one

part of its output large enough to send its smaller competitor

into bankruptcy. The use of unfair methods of competition

by the Standard Oil Company and the American Tobacco

Company was deemed by the Supreme Court weighty evidence

of the purpose of those combinations to monopolize "trade and

commerce "
in their respective fields.

These decisions showed that the Sherman Act could be

as an efficient tool for the dissolution of great industrial com-

binations organized and conducted with monopolistic intent.

Since 1910 a number of successful suits have been brought for

the dissolution of other trusts, while yet others have voluntarily

reorganized in accordance with plans approved by the govern-

ment. 1 It is too early to judge of the ultimate effects of tlu-e

dissolutions. There can be no doubt, however, that in a number

of industries, including the oil and tobacco industries, t!i

1 Sec the Annual Reports of the Attorney General, for 1910 and subsequent year*
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a larger measure of normal con than before the disso-

lutions.

The rtflTt*^
>**f<nB> of industrial combinations in wch a way at to comply

.claw often procnts difficult problem*. Where the trust b a boldinc

company it U impossible to distribute iu stock holdings to the original

owners or their heir*, (or many of the holding company's own securities

wfll have changed hands since its organization. At first the courts merely
securities owned by the holding company be distributed

po fii/u among its own stockholders. But where a majority of the stock of

the holding company was closely held by a small group of men, and where

the h^Htng company hfM a substantial majority of the stock of its more

Important subsidiary companies, this method of dissolution was unlikely

to result in the prompt restoration of normal competitive conditions in the

industry. More recently the dissolution plans have been more carefully

worked out, so that no one group of stockholders is left in control of all

the different constituent parts of the former combination.

1914 Congress enacted two new statutes, the Clayton
.UK! the Federal Trade Commission Act. The

> designed to accomplish a number of different

\Ve can mention only its more implant provisions:

fly legalizes those activities of labor unions

which had been declared illegal under the Sherman Act. This

is discussed elsewhere in this volume. 1

prohibits the acquisition by one corporation of stock

tliiT corporation when the effect may be "
to substan-

tially lessen competition
"
between such corporations, or

tend to create a monopoly.'
1

It also makes it illegal for a man
vc (i) as a director or officer of a bank in the Federal

n and at the same time as a director or officer

er bank or as a private banker, when one bank has

liabilities of more than $5,000,000 or when both are located

b a large city ; (2) as an officer or director of a common carrier

and at the same time as an officer or director of a firm having

large dealings with the carrier in securities, supplies, or contracts

for construction or maintenance (unless under publicly super-
vised competitive bidding) ; (3) as a director of two or more

industrial corporations engaged in interstate commerce, if one

1 Chap XXIII.
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has an aggregate "capital, Mirplus, and undivided proiV

more than $1,000,000 and if they are, "by virtue of tin -ir Im^i-

ness and location of operation, compel ii These pm\i-
sions against

"
intcrloi -king

"
directors and officer^ Hke the

i>ion against intercorporate stockholding, li .-.hole-

some purpose and may accomplish some good in particular

cases. But so far as their effect upon industrial combination*

is concerned they add little to tin- Sherman Act, as now inter-

preted by the court s. It will IK- not id, however, that intercor-

porate stockholdings and intercorporate director pro-

hibited by the Clayton Act when they may tend to lessen

competition between the corporations directly cone*

even though general competitive conditions may continue in

the industry in which the corporations are engaged.

3. The Clayton Act prohibits certain trade practices, in-

cluding (i) unjustifiable discrimination in the p- iarged

to different purchasers, (2) leases or sales of goods made with

the understanding that the lessee or purchaser shall not use

or deal in the goods of a competitor of the lessor or sell)

well as special discounts or rebates made upon such conditions.

In cases under the Sherman Act the courts, as we have

had already counted the use of such practices among th*

dences of an illegal purpose to monopolize an industry. And

injunctions against their further use have been included in the

decrees in some of these cases. If follows that in these part icu-

lars, also, the Clayton Act adds little to the Sherman Act.

The Federal Trade Commission, established in 1914, i> com-

posed of five members, appointed by the President. I

ceeds the Bureau of Corporations, which was established in

1903 for the primary purpose of making special investigations

of particular corporations and combinations and of the condi-

tions existing in particular industries. The Federal Trade

Commission not only has large powers of investigation, but it

has the further power to require annual or special reports from

interstate corporations in such form and relating to such m
as it may prescribe. At the request of the Attorney G<

it is to investigate any corporation alleged to be violating the
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rust laws, and to make recommendation* for the read-

justment of its business. In suits brought under the anti-

trust acts the Commission may be asked by the court to pre-

pare an appropriate form of decree, which is. of course, subject
to re r change by the i 1 nn|>ortance of this

provision . tearing upon th< outcome of dissolution pro-

^> und< r the Shcrmni The drafting of a wise plan
of reorganization for an offending combination is often an ex-

ceeding dimcult matter, requiring not only care and judg-
tuit also a large amount ical information about

the general condition of the industry affected. Furthermore,

Munition is authori/ed tu make investigations of the

manner in which decrees in suits under the anti-trust act rt

carried out.

most important power of the Federal Trade Commission

is undoubtedly that of issuing orders restraining the use of
44
unfa urn in commerce." So far as

net hods are used as part of a general attempt to monop-
olize an industry, the new statute adds nothing to the Sherman

prompt, and efficient method of procedure.
If this power is wisely used it should be possible in many cases

to put a stop to aggressive monopolizing in its early stages,

much harm has been done. But the power committed

Federal Trade Commission has even wider aspect s. I

be hoped that the Commission may be able to build

up and i standards for compel siness

*ls in general; that it may fix the lines beyond i

hould not go in the attempt to d le from one's

Public Policy towards Industrial Combinations. Our
anti-trust laws express what is undoubtedly the dominant

public sentiment in the United States with respect to large

formed with the purpose of obtaining

|x>licy has been one of repression, of compul-

sory disintegr "ndoubtedly we have made many blur-

D the ways in which we have formulated and enforced this

V. in some cases, att i force competition
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into the field of the natural monopo have often attrib-

uted too large a significance to the mere fact of combination

we have in particular attempted to cure by 'n^ prohi-

bition of .'.nt of trade" and "monopolizing" many
evils that are, in their more important aspects, matters of COT-

:on nuance, rooted in the laxity of our statutes in respect

to the organization and management of corporations. Hut

this does not mean that our general policy has been fundamen-

tally mistaken. Monopoly has yet to prove itself more cfli

than competition. And, moreover, it is not entirely a ques-

tion of economic efficiency. There are differences bet

monopoly and competition in their effects upon the distribu-

tion of wealth, upon the equality of economic opportunity, and

upon a host of economic and social relations
;

and in most of

these particulars, it is generally believed, the advantage n>t>

with competition. At any rate, we are proceeding along sound

lines in endeavoring to raise the level of competitive methods

and to eliminate any advantages which large combination

have in their power of destructive competition. This will give

a fairer field for experimentation with respect to the fon

business organization really best fitted for survival.

There are some who believe that our general policy has

wholly mistaken
;
that we should permit and even encourage the

formation of large combinations ;
that we should place mor.

r in their hands, and that we should then subject

prices and their products to public control of the kind that now

exists in the railway field. Now there is, in fact, no good n

why our notions of what constitutes a "
public calling," or a

*'
business affected with a public interest," properly si

to rigid public control, should not be extended so as co\

natural monopolies. But to regulate prices in any indt.

not naturally monopolistic, would be an exceeding
cult and complex undertaking. It would also be difficult to

define the terms on which new capital and new enterprise

come into the "regulated
"

industry. And i
1

no proof that this proposed change in policy would, if put into

effect, result in any large economic or social gains.
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Federal Control of Corporations. The unfortunate effects

oi the lack of uniform state requirements in such matters aa

. corporate powers, qualifications

responsibilities of promoters and directors, capitalization,

and the like could in large measure be remedied by federal

Icn tally upon this

provisions relating to incorporate stockholdings

and interlocking directorates were framed with reference

merely to the problem of the preservation of competitive con-

is. What is needed is a federal statute dealing thoroughly

ically with the promotion, organization, and

management of corporations engaged in interstate commerce.

Canal, railway, and bridge companies have in the past been

chartered by the federal government, just as national banks are

now. d be legally possible and economically advisable

to require at least SL federal license from all corporations gngagjng
in interstate commerce. Moderate and just requirements as

to put>lk it v, capitalization, and other things might very well

be imposed as the price of federal license. Aside from the

present lack of uniformity in state laws, the mere size of modern

business corporations and - state scope of their opera-

tions make it difficult for any individual state or states to

rol them efficiently.

Industrial Combinations in Other Countries. A move-

ment toward Combination in some form has manifested itself

v country which has large industries of the

ra ty|xr. In England, however, the movement has made
less headway than in the United States. This may be

attributed in part to the fact that England's
"
company laws "

are not so lax as are the corporation laws of many of our states,

in part, possibly, to the absence of a protective tariff, and in

part to the highly specialized character of English industries.

During the pa v or thirty years, however, a number of

important combinations have been formed in Kngland, but

iccessful. An English combina-

t may be noted, has an international monopoly of sewing
\. England has no statute forbidding combinations,
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hut the contracts by which "combinations in restraint of t

are formed will not be enforced by the courts.

In Germany and in certain other countries of continental

Kurope the dominant form of combination is the Kartell.

This resembles a pool more than it <K>es the thoroughly central-

ized industrial combinations of the United States. The K

itself is, however, usually organized as a joint-stock company.
The individual companies constituting its membership continue

as independent producing establishments. The Kartell con-

trols sales, prices, output, and the distribution of orders and of

profits. Opinions in Germany with respect to the success of

the Kartells is greatly divided. On the one hand it is claimed

that they have eliminated many of the wastes of competition and

that they have been especially active and successful in securing

sales in foreign markets. On the other hand it is charged that

they have discriminated against home consumers by selling

abroad at lower prices than they charge at home, and thai they

even go so far as to sell at very different prices in different part

of Germany, utilizing, as far as possible, the principle of
"
charg-

ing what the traffic will bear." In 1006, when a government

investigation was made, there were 384 Kartells in Germany, and

many new ones have been organized in subsequent Note-

worthy among the German Kartells have been the Rhenish -

Westphalian Coal Syndicate (of which the Prussian govern-

ment, as a large mine owner, was for a short time a member)

and the Steel-works Association.

QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES

1 . What are the terms under which corporations are chartered in your

own state? What anti-trust laws are in force there?

2. Explain the various items in the published balance sheet of some in-

dustrial corporation.

3. What limitations should be attached to the statement that "a cor-

poration is a fictitious person
"

?

4. Does the word "capital" mean the same thing in accounting and in

economics?

5. Report on the history of one of the following : United States Steel

Corporation; American Sugar Refining Company; American Tobacco
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Coropa .-national Harvester Company; United SUUi Leather

Company; Rheabh-WerfphaJian Coal Syndic a

A hat advantage* ha* t large plant? a large bminim unit? A

A bat special burdens are bnpoeed upon corporatlom? Has the

corporalion any other disadvantages as a forin of business organisation r

8. In what respectsdo the Clayton Antitrust Act and tbe Federal Trade

Commission Act cover the tame ground ?

of Corporations. Special Reports on various industries.
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Tkt Trust Problem.
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CHAPTER XIV

MONEY

THE vast system of exchange, which is the most character! M i<

single feature of present-day economy, rests upon the use of

money. We have seen that some economic writers him- pic-

tured an imaginary primitive state of
"
barter economy

"
; in

which, before the use of money, goods wire- exchanged directly

for goods. But what little definite information there is on this

point leads us to the belief that about as soon as men began t<>

exchange things, and consequently to attribute exchange value

to them, they began to use some kind of money some commod-

ity or commodities for which things were generally exchanged,

and in terms of which the values of other things were generally

stated.

The earliest forms of money were crude and simple, but they

sufficed to meet simple needs. As exchange economy has ad-

vanced to the present complex division of labor, the monetary

system has developed pari passu, the most conspicuous feature

of this development in modern times being the growing impor-

tance of credit as a means of effecting exchanges. Industrial and

commercial progress has led to monetary progress, and ha-, in

turn, been stimulated and made possible by it.

Metallic Money. The earliest and simplest forms of money
were commodities. Particular commodities came to serve as

money, not because they were arbitrarily designated as such

by king or chieftain, but because they possessed some properties

which made them exceptionally exchangeable. In some cases

a primitive community came to use a commodity as money be-

cause it was something for which they had a dependable
"

for-

eign market "
something, that is, which they customarily

to other communities in exchange for their products. In other

248
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inanities, became the money commodity Dr, if for any reason

a particular commodity came to be particularly esteemed as a
mark of wealth or a badge of social prestige, it was likely to used

as ra< a whatever the original ground of the choke, a

commodity which a community once began to think of as money
had its exchangeability, and consequently its suitability for

monetary uses, increased in a cumulative way, just as today
most of us are willing to accept anything as money which we
think we can use as money.
A great variety of commodities have at one time or another

been used as money. Some typical examples are cattle, grain,

furs, oil, salt, toba< \
, shells, and tea. But with the ad-

vance of political and economic civilisation the metals have,

rocess of the survival of the fittest, proven them-

selves everywhere to be preeminently an : y the best

money commo I ver, and gold have each in turn

been chosen as the principal money metal of the civilized world,

ironi the cheajxT to the dearer metals indicating

the gr exchange and of wealth and the consequent need

of larger money ui

;ils, and especially the precious metals, have certain quali-

ties that \i
\ a peculiar fitness to serve as money. They

are durable, easily recognized and tested, and may be divided

into homogeneous units of i .t form and weight. More-

as compared with most other commodities, the precious
s are relatively stable in value. This arises in part from

their durability, for any one year's output of the mines makes but

ly small addition to the total stock of metallic

v. ami in part from the nature of their non-monetary uses,

ic demand for commodities that mi our tastes for

lay is much more elastic than the demand for

necessaries of

Coinage. When metals were first used as money, they passed
hand to hand simply by weight, or. in some cases, in the

form of ornaments. Coinage speedily developed, however, aa
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a convenient way of certifying to the weight and tinem-

mom
h a guarantee is naturally of little avail unlr-s it is generally

recognized as authoritative. On this account the coinage of

v has almost universally been regarded as a prerogative of

In Kngland, even under the divided sovereignt)

of the Middle Ages, the coining of gold and silver was generally

a privilege belonging to the king alone. The lesser feudal lord

and the chartered cities issued token coins, made of tin-

metals, and intended especially for local use, but if they possessed

the right of coining the precious metals, it wa> throng:,

grant of the king.

The Meaning of
"
Money." In modern economic life

many things in addition to coined metals are included, and

properly included, under the name of money. There is, how

ever, no definite line of demarcation between the things which

are money and the things which are not money, consistently

followed in common usage, or even in economic writings. But

we may agree, to begin with, that money is what we exchange

for things when purchasing them, and that sellers are willing to

accept it, at stated prices, in exchange for their goods. Then,

however, we have to take account of the fact that many ex-

changes are credit transactions; that is, that the immediate

equivalent given in exchange for a thing is a promise to pay a

certain amount of money. This suggests that we should dis-

tinguish between "
money

" and "
credit instruments." But

when we push our analysis a little further we find that the ele-

ment of credit is found in many of the things that we ordinarily

call money, even, as we shall see, in some kinds of metallic

money.
A useful and important distinction, however, is implied in the

very common practice of restricting the use of the name
"
money

"
to those instruments of general acceptability which

1 The names of many ancient coins and of some modern ones are also th<

of weights, although it has generally happened that through successive debasements

of the coinage these names have lost their original significance. The Greek talent,

the Jewish shekel, the Roman as, the Chinese tael, the Emglish pound, and the

.French livrc are familiar examples.
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pass freely/firm hand to hand as mtdfa of exchange. The particu-

lar things thus to be counted as money vary for different periods
ilcrent countries. In the United States this generally

acceptable medium of exchange includes the metallic money
coined by the federal government, the paper money issued

and bank notes. Checks drawn l>\ individuals upon their bank

accounts are not money, or money instruments, in this sense,

because they do not pass freely from hand to hand as media

of exchange. They can be used only in making payments to

persons who have confidence in the honesty and solvency of the

one who tenders the check for payment. Some things that

are part of the generally acceptable media of exchange are them-

selves promises (on the part of the government or of banks)

to pay certain other forms of money on demand. But the

important point is that the acceptability of such things does not

depend upon the honesty or solvency of the person who tenders

in payment. So long as we have confidence in the solvency

of the government and the banks, their coins and notes, issued

and easily recognizable forms and denominations,

are generally acceptable media of exchange, and, as such, are

v. This meaning of the word has the sanction of a very

common and prevalent usage ;
it corresponds, moreover, t

technical < ! D given to the word by many economic writers,

and to the official usage of the United States Treasury. In this

chapter the word "
money

"
will be employed in this restricted

sense of money instruments of general acceptability.

But the word is also often used in a much broader sense. We
speak of the

"
money market,"

"
money ex-

penditure . vestments of money," etc. And yet the

s not primarily a place in which the generally

acceptable media of exchange are bought and sold, nor is the

hat one's
"
money expenditures

" amount to a given sum
to be interpreted as meaning that one has actually paid out this

. t in the generally acceptable media of exchange. Money,
> broad sense, includes credit in t IK i^hts to rocem

money (in the narrower icd) on demand.

these rights that are bought and sold in the money market and
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it is by transfers of these rights that a very large proportion of

the aggregate annual payments for goods and services are made.

A payment made by a bank check is, for example, a ira

of a right of this kind.

The Media of Exchange. Some writers have made a di>t i Fic-

tion between the function which money performs as a medium oj

exchange, and its function as a measure of value. These are n< t
,

however, two different functions, but merely two different

aspects of the same thing. By tin- very process of exchanging
a commodity for money, we of necessity

"
measure "

its value

in terms of money, and only as a medium of exchange does m
measure value. We may speak of a pound weight as an instru-

ment used in weighing or as a measure of weight, hut we would

all recognize that these are merely two aspects of one function.

In the United States the actual media of exchange in terms of

which we " measure values
"

(or more accurately, state pr

comprise a variety of coins, made from different metals, together

with several kinds of paper money of many different denomina-

tions. But ah
1

these different forms of money are alike in name,
- that is, they are dollars, or multiples or fractions of a dollar,

and moreover, these various kinds of dollars are not distin-

guished, one from another, in the price lists. This familiar and

very satisfactory condition of uniformity in the units in which

state prices does not, however, suggest to us the real nature

of money in the way that a less perfect monetary system would.

It would be possible to have a number of different mor,<

1 units, just as the weight or size of an object may be stated in

terms of either the metric system or the English system of

ights and measures. In fact, before the United States had an

adequate monetary system of its own, the actual media <

change consisted largely of Engli-h. French. Spanish, and Portu-

guese coins, and there were as many different ways of staling

prices as there were varieties of money.
1 Nor does the mere

1 An instructive bit of monetary experience may be found in the efforts of some

of the colonies to reduce this foreign money, especially Spanish money, to the

English system of pounds, shillings, and pence, in which accounts were gen.

kept. They were not content with a simple official statement of the actual ratios

between the different value units, but sought to give an artificially enhanced value



of
"
dollar

"
give to different pieces of money a uniform

pun hating power. The silver dollar of Mexico will buy only
i as the ted States, al-

though it is of approximately the same size. More significant,

however, is the fact that in the United States we have had at

s
"
dollars

"
of unequal purchasing power.

it is it, then, that gives uniformity to the dollar as a price-

recording unit in our present monetary system? To say that

various kinds of money are equal in value because they will pur-

chase thesame amounts of goods is, obviously, to argue in a circle.

But the answer hat they are interchangeable,

and so long as any number of kinds of money, all named in dollar

,
are freely exchangeable, dollar for d i mpossible that

prices stated in terms of one kind of money should be

: or lower than domestic prices stated in terms of any other

\Ve do not refer here to the fact that different

kinds of money are exchanged for each other at par in business

transactions and in banking, for this is a result, rather than a

cause, of tluir purity. The exchangeability that underlie

parity of our different kinds of money is maintained by the

ral government.
All coins smaller than a dollar are by law exchangeable at the

United States Treasury for
"
lawful money," which includes gov-

ernment notes, silver dollars, and gold coins. Government

notes, in turn, are simply promises to pay, which are redeemable

in gold at the government treasury. While there is no definite

legal mandate requiring the redemption of silver dollars in gold,

:e current y ;u t of 1900 makes it the duty of the Secretary

of the Treasury to maintain all other forms of money at a parity

with gold a requirement which means that he would ha

redeem silver dollars in gold if such action should at any time be

to the foreign coins by inoeasinf the number of aUffiap to which they were to be

equivalent. The result was not, bawBHii, an increase in the value

werekept. Thfa was the origin of the now rapidly vinhhins o* U* word "ih

Hi''aequivalcntloijcenUinomclocaUUeandto i6|cenuinother*. The
Undent may find an instructive parallel in thb experience and the oftdtl iUIM*
d coin values by which tovcreJgM tried to retain their Miininii| profits.
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lars, and exchanging other kinds of mone> for them. TV'

directly or indirectly, for gold coin.

The Monetary Standard. In the case of gold coin, there is

a further kind of cxchangcal.ih u*Hmild and free con-

vertibility of gold coin and gold bullion. So long as any one can

i any amount for t he same weight

of gold bullion of standard fineness, and so long as gold coin can

1 down into gold tmllion, it U impossible that there

should be any appreciai ncc between the value of a gold
coin and the value of its metallic lontent. We have, then, not

only tlu interchangeabi: ixirtsof the circulating medium,
iso the positive physical identity of one part of it and the

material of \\hiih thi> part is made.

Gold coins, because their value as bullion is equal to their value

as coins, constitute standard money. The gold dollar weighing

25.8 grains, and containing 23.22 grains of fine gold is by law the

mom/dory unit, that is, the dollars in terms of whit h prices are

stated are gold dollars or are maintained at a parity with gold

-. The coinage of the gold dollar was discontinu

1890, but the gold -e minted contain precisely this

nt of gold per dollar. G <in or bullion,

s the monetary standard, for the value of any dollar mu>t

be equal to the value of the gold in a gold dollar. The recording

of prices in tct liars through ^oods and
es for n .litTerent >or nance of the

all varieties of money through their exchange-

ability, and the air < -quating of the value of the dollar

to the value of 25.8 grains of gold bullion ; these are the fun-

damental facts of our monetary sysi

Seigniorage. Sovereigns rur owed

the monopoly of coinage as an opportunity for personal profit.

By calling in the >Uxk oiu-y in the country for re-

coinai have frequently reduced the weights with-

icir names, t rasing the number of coins,

it a handsome profit wa> he royal tnv

Debasement of the cur* " was a favorite financial expedient
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. >i 1 Icnry \ 1 1 1
, of England, and of Philip tin- lair and Louis XIV,

of France.

Somewhat less rcprehensibh n theory, although amounting to

about the same thing in it- >mmon practice of

making a charge for the coinage of standard money, called

.wage. This practice was based on the idea that it was

possible to maintain a ditTcrence between the value of a coin and

the value of the bullion put into it.
1 A great deal has been

written about the possibility of seigniorage, for tin- subject i> one

that involves considerations that are fundamental in monetary

theory. It has been often said, for example, that it is the

"government stamp," rather than the metallic content, that

gives value to a coin. Leaving aside the matter of limit-

subsidiary coinage (which will be considered presently), we may
dispose of this statement by saying that if it means that the u-e

of certain metals as money creates a demand for them that would

not otherwise exist and thus increases their value, it i> a truism ;

but if it means that in coinage we can add an arbitrary and in-

tangible element of value to the value of the metallic content

of standard coins, the statement is a misleading doctrine that

has been disproved by the monetary experience of almost every

country.

There is, however, a stronger statement of the theory of seign-

iorage. If the only way in which I can convert bullion into a

medium of exchange is by being content with 750 ounces of

money for every 1000 ounces of bullion I take to the mint, will

not the coins have a value one third greater than that of the

metal they contain? May not their
"
metallic content

" be

said to be, in a figurative sense, one third more than their weight

because they cost me that much more in bullion? If their bul-

lion value sinks below this point, bullion will not be brought to

the mint, as it will be worth more than the coins one can get

for it
; just as when the value of the coins rises above this point

the supply of bullion would be stimulated so that as a result the

value of the coins would tend to maintain this fixed relation

1 Under Philip the Fair, the seigniorage charge went as high as 50 per cent*

Charges of from a to 15 per cent were more common.
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to the value of bullion. Asa matter of fact, it is probable that in

a com elated community a strong and stable govern-

il<l, through wise and careful regulations, maintain a

constant rate of profit on the coinage, without endangering the

stat > he monetary sysU
fundamental difficulty with seigniorage, however, was

1 in
|

.r.i. tin- tobc tha ^n trade coins passed curr

as bullion, so that when seigniorage was charged, the prices

nported goods, expressed in money, were necessarily higher

than their prices expressed in bullion, by an amount equal to

>eignioragc. It was impossible that one ratio of exchange
could long be maintained between coined money and bullion in

icstic trade and another ratio of exchange in foreign trade.

The interdependence of the prices of all kinds of goods prevented
that \I t y prices, in general always rose; that is, the value

he coins sank to the level of the value of the bullion they

contained. Under these conditions no one would voluntarily

undergo the loss inseparable from taking bullion to the mint

coinage, and with the cessation of coinage the profits from

coinage stopped. Every possible expedient, short of the abso-

lute prohibition of foreign trade, was tried by sovereigns in their

efforts to retain their profits.
1 But market forces were found to

be stronger than royal regulations, whu h ;it best only served to

retard somewhat the depression in the value of the official coin-

age. About the only effective way of getting profits from the

coinage was for the sovereign to admit that the coins in circula-

i possessed only their bullion value, and call in ;

Currency for recoinage into smaller pieces, in the manner that

has already been mentioned, thus starting afresh with a new

Th. ue ol any other drculatinf medium than the official one was

no one was allowed to ieO Imported fold or silver, whether in bullion or coin. vr

to the royal mint ; if there were mine* within the country, they were innmlmei

prohibited from dnpoeinf of their products eiccpt to the royal mint i foldevvtha

wm9MHtotowM*4^c***vuA**WHn**k*****m*toi.mi
this they were forbidden to buy at lev than the mint price: restrictions were placed

on the export of buffion; these and other
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seigniorage charge. The result was invariably a rqK-tition of the

process of a more or less rapid depreciation in tin- purchasing

power of the coins, leading often to further deba- i tin-

cum
Modern nations have abandoned the attempt to secure profits

from their monopoly of the coinage. Since 1666 England has

made no charge whatever for coining bullion into standard

money.
1 Most of the countries of continental Europe make- a

charge just sufficient to cover the expense of coinage. This

charge is sometimes called seigniorage, but it is usually, a id

more properly, called brassage. The United States made no

coinage charge until 1853, when a charge of one hall of

i per cent was made for coining standard money. This was

reduced in 1873 and was abandoned entirely in 1875. At ]>R>-

ent the United States exchanges gold coins, weight for weight,

for bullion of standard fineness (nine tenths gold, one tenth cop-

per) brought to the mint in lots of one hundred dollars or more

in value. For crude bullion, or bullion not of standard fineness,

gold coins are exchanged containing as much fine gold as is

contained in the bullion, less a trifling charge for assaying, re-

fining, and for the alloy.*

Instead of viewing coinage as a profitable prerogative of the

government, we have come to view it as a government duty, to be

performed at government expense. The question of seigniorage

versus gratuitous coinage is no longer a live issue. But the stu-

dent who has grasped the significance of the lesson contained in

1 In practice most of the gold bullion coined in England is supplied to the mint

by the Bank of England, which is required by law to purchase it at the minimum

price of 3 17*. t)d. per ounce. An ounce of bullion makes 3 175. io^d. in n<>\<\

ruin, the difference going to compensate the bank for the delay involved in pitting

the bullion coined at the mint. In the United States the waiting devolves upon

the government, for gold coins, or, at the option of the depositor, checks upon
United States subtreasuries or upon depository banks are paid to depositors as soon

as their bullion can be weighed and assayed.

'The coinage mints are at Philadelphia, San Francisco, and Denver In addi-

tion there are bullion-purchasing mints (not now operated as coinage mints) at

New Orleans and Canon City, and assay offices at New York, Boi*

Louis, Deadwood, Salt Lake City, and Seattle, which receive bullion on the same

terms as the mints, plus an additional charge of one eighth of i per cent.
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istory of seigniorage has taken an important step toward

. is now in law, and always has been in fact, a device for

oncy metal into convenient units of cer-

dge.
- Gold is the only metal which is made

coins by t 1 States government for any one who deposits

hull i. n at tin- mints or assay offices. All other coins are made
u-t.il purchased fr DM f<>r that purpose as Con-

gress may dim t In none of these coins is the bullion worth as

mui h as the coin. In iS;8, when the United States began the

inage of silver dollars, the value of the 371 J grains of

a silver dollar was about 89 cents. The value of

incd steadily until ioo.\ \\hen37ijgnunsofsilverwere
worth only 41 ceir me there has been a slight

upward n. rrtheless in 1915 the bullion value of

<T dollar was only about one half its value as a coin. The
bullion value of the smaller silver coins is still less, for they con-

;47.22 gra :ie dollar, while I hi- bullion

value of our nickel and bronze coins is yet smaller, rclati\

ins are sometimes called
"
token coins," the implica-

tion being that the fact that they pass from hand to hand at their

full nominal value is merely a matter of habit or usage, supported

by general acquiescence. More accurately, however, they are

t coins, because the excess of their coin value over their

bullion value depend- ultimately, as we have seen, upon the good
and credit of the government, evidenced by their redeem-

ability in HO!. ! example, a catastrophe should overthrow

resent federal go the new government
1 refuse to recognize the obligations of the old, nothing

these coins from i ullion value,

onsiderable profit accrues to the government from this

rence between the amount paid for

rom 1878 to 1907, and the value of the coins made
i ted to $143,000,000. In the accounts of the fed-

called seigniorage, but it should be

carefully distinguished from real seigniorage, a charge ex-
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acted for the conversion of standard bullion into standard nun.

If the federal government should issue a general balance sheet of

the kind used in corporation accounting, tin credit element in

its outstanding limited coinage would properly appear as a liabil-

. hich mitfht he greater or less than the profits that had at

crued on such coinage, depending upon whether the present value

of the bullion in the coins happened to be greater or less than the

prices which the government had paid for it.

Bimetallism. A monetary system like the pre-rnt one of the

United States is a single standard system, because only on<

modity is used as a monetary standard. The double standin

tern, under which two different commodities serve concurrent ly

as legal monetary standards, has, however, been used in th<

by many governments, including our own, and its superiority

over the single standard system has been alleged by many advo-

cates. Practically the only commodities that civilized nations

have used as monetary standards in modern times are gold and

silver. The question of the double standard resolves it -elf.

accordingly, into the question of the bimetallic standard, which

means in practice the unlimited coinage of both gold and silver.

Bimetallism does not mean, in theory, as might be supposed,

the establishment of two different monetary units of different

names, one defined as a certain amount of silver, the other de-

fined as a certain amount of gold, prices being stated accord-

ing to convenience in terms of either unit. On the contrary,

it contemplates the establishment of one nominal unit, such as

the dollar, to be defined at the same time as either a definite

amount of gold or a definite amount of silver. More concretely,

this means the opening of the mints to the unlimited coinage of

both gold and silver into dollars, or dollar multiples, the amount

of silver in a silver dollar and the amount of gold in a gold dollar

being established by law.

Many of the arguments that have been advanced by bimetal-

lists have related to the alleged immediate advantages to be

secured from the adoption of the double standard under particu-

lar conditions of time and place. One argument, however, of

more general significance is based on the probable greater stabil-
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prices under the double standard. Silver and gold are pro-

ler somewhat different conditions, and are used for

somewhat different purposes. It has been maintained that

tendencies toward fluctuations in prices stated in silver and in

prices stated in gold would, therefore, be as apt to be in opposite

ions as in the same direction, and that so far as they were

in opposite directions they would tend to counterbalance each

Most opponents of bimetallism, while admitting th

feasible, it might possess some advantages, deny its possibility.

: 1 1 y is, they maintain, that while the ratio of the weight
of gold in the monetary unit to the weight of silver in the mone-

tary unit has to be fixed and definite, the ratio at which gold

exchanges for silver is not fixed and definite, but is subject to the

^ <>\ tin- market. If one metal is relatively underap-

praised and the other relatively overappraised by the legal ratio,

the result will be that only the overappraised metal will be

brought to the mint for coinage, for the underappraised metal

< worth no more than the overappraised one as coin, but

will be worth more as bullion. The actual result will be, in such

a case, not a bimetallic standard, but a single standard composed
. at the mint ratio, is the cheaper. Moreover,

a change in the market rat ios of exchange of the two metals,

this one in turn becomes underappraised by the mint ratio, the

standard coins composed of that metal that are already in use

will disappear from circulation, being hoarded, melted down, or

exported, and the other metal will take its place as the actual

ird of value.

opponei inutallism claim, in short, that it

counters a formidable obstacle in the principle known as

:m's law, which is usually summarized with rough accuracy
in the statement that

" bad money drives out good," or that

cheaper money drives out the dearer." More dcfii

icans that domestic payments will be made, as far as pos-

in the money which can be used to less advantage for other

ses, and that no one will exchange relatively expensive
r coins at the mint when coins of an equal nominal
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value and (for most purposes) of equal purrha-'mi; power can In-

obtained in exchange for relatively cheaper bullion. Sir Th

Grcsham is >ail to have come lo thi> roiulu>ion as a result of

his observations of the difficulties encountered by Qu<

beth in her attempts to improve the condition of the debased,

worn, and mutilated coinage bequeathed to her by her
;

cessors. But the operation of the principle had previously t>een

noted by various writ*

All but the most extreme bimet all ists would admit the ini|

bility of establishing and maintaining a coinage ratio between tin-

two metals that would differ by any wide margin from the initial

ratio at which they exchanged in the market, but they maintain

that a mint ratio established as nearly as possible to the prevail-

ing market ratio will have a steadying influence upon the latter

that will tend to prevent any wide divergence between the two.

If the market ratio should change to such an extent that it

would not pay to use one of the metals as money, more of the other

metal would be used for monetary purposes, thus deer.

the supply of it available for other uses and consequently en-

hancing its relative value. The net effect of this
"
compensa-

tory action of bimetallism
" would be, it is claimed, a tendency

toward the equilibrium of the market ratio of exchange of the

two metals at the coinage ratio.

The appeal to history has been used both by bimetallic

their opponents. The claim of the monometallism that le^al bi-

metallism is apt to mean actual monometallism, with tin-

lively cheaper metal as the standard, has been substantiated

many times in the monetary experience of different nations.

The automatic change from one single standard to tin other,

following a change in market rates of exchange, is also a phenom-
enon that has been illustrated by a large number of concrete

cases. On the other hand, the bimetallists are able to point

to some fairly successful bimetallic systems, such as that of

France in the first half of the nineteenth century. But i

significant fact that no real bimetallic system has been able

dure for any considerable time except when the annual produc-

tion of gold and silver was relatively small and relatively stable,
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iternationaJ trade was a relatively unimportant

lie possible for any nation independently to main-

!c standard under the prcj* : ions of a large

the precious metals, coupled
rial commerce of vast proportions.

nriiond Inn. hit is, the adoption by most of the

leading nations of a bimetallic standard, at a ratio fixed by inter

!ialagrett had ma rters, even among those

in the
] iiy of national bimetallism.

rpresentalives of differen t nations have assembled in several

mom-tar. nces for the discussion of this

innal bimetallism would remove one difficulty

I made by different nations to main-

'allit systems at even slightly differing

ratios, and that b tl >r each metal to flow

the c> in which it is relatively undcrappraiscd in the mint

ountries in which it is relatively overappraised.

Other ditTuulties. :ld still remain, and the possi-

bilit\ ng an actual bimetallic standard even under

nal agreement, supposing that were possible, is open

waning of public interest in the question of bimetallism in

t years is of great significance, because it indicates that the

leal moving forces behind the bimctallist propaganda have not

been any real or assumed points of >f general sig-

may be imputed to a double standard, hut <

that certain specif hat would flow from the adoption of

bimetallism at a {\artioular time and place have been desired,

specifically, bimetallism has been supported by those who

have desired
"
cheaper money," and these have been particu-

larly active when the money in actual use has been increasing

liasing power, that is, when prices in general have been

decreasing. The recent great increase in the world's produ
of gold has, temporarily at least, taken bimetallism out of the

f economic problems of general public interest.

Bimetallism in the United States. The national monetary
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system was established by act of Congress in 1792.' Tin- mini

was opened to the free and unlimited coinage of both gold and

silver, tlu- silver coins containing 371} grains of fun- metal per

dollar, and the gold coins 24} grains per dollar, the ratio

to i being thus established. It was soon found, however, that

gold was worth in the market slightly more than fifteen tin

much silver, and as a consequence but little go! ought
to the mint for coinage, while such gold as was coined illustrated

Gresham's law by speedily disappearing from circulation.

Silver dollars, too, disappeared from circulation, but for another reason.

They were somqwhat lighter than tin- Spanish dollars which were in general

circulation at the time, and would, under the operations of Grcsham

have driven the latter out of circulation, had it not been that tin- Sp.mi-.li

dollar commanded a slight premium over the American dollar in ordinary

purchases. But the American dollars, on account of their new andatt

appearance, could be used as advantageously as the Spanish dollars in

with the Spanish possessions in America. They were consequently taken

from the country for that purpose, while Spanish dollars were brought l>at k

and were sometimes recoined into a larger number of American dollars.

This wasteful coinage of silver dollars was stopped in 1806 by order of

President Jefferson, leaving the mint open to the coinage only of gold, smaller

silver coins, and minor coins. As a matter of fact American coins made up

only an insignificant part of our circulating medium before 1834.

Realizing the impossibility of maintaining a gold coinage under

such conditions, Congress, in 1834, changed the legal ratio to

16 to i by reducing the weight of the gold dollar. Hy this >tep,

however, it went too far in the other direction, for gold was not

worth in the market quite sixteen times as much as silver, and

while the number of gold coins increased, but little silver was

brought to the mint, and silver coins quickly disappeared from

circulation. In order to secure a supply of small change, Con-

gress was forced, in 1853, to abandon the principle of the un-

1 The act of 1792 followed in detail the recommendations of a Rc|x>n on the

Establishment of a Mint, by Alexander Hamilton, then Secretary <>f :

Hamilton incorporated some of the recommendations contained in earlier n j*>rts

by Robert Morris and Thomas Jefferson. Hamilton's Report has been fn-qm-ntly

reprinted, but it, together with the reports of Morris and Jefferson and otru r

nent documents, may be conveniently found in the Report of Ihf International

Monetary Conference of 1878.
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I coinage of silver coins smaller than a dollar, and to order

tii.it thry :...ui i be coined, as at present, only from bullion

uised by the government at the market price. At the same
linn- the weight ! thr-e sut^idi.iry OOiH w.is rrdu rd l.y QM
seventh to in being retained in circulation.

The discovery of gold in California, in 1848, and in Australia,

in 1851, sud<! rased the world's supply of gold by an

: f:ut, the careful estimates <>'

Soetbeer indicate that as much gold was product third

. r of the .: h century as in the- preceding three cen-

turies and a half following the discovery of America. The result

was to increase the discrepancy between the mint ratio and the

actual market ratio of exchange of gold and silver, although the

produc tic; r had also been greatly increased. Gold was
it to the mint for coinage in enormous amounts a con-

that lasted even after 1861, when paper currency began to

:sed almost c.\ .1 - tin medium of exchange.
- general : <>f the coinage laws, enacted in 1873, the

dollar was dropped from the list of coins that could be

manufactured Although ion was almost un-

the time, a fictitious significance has, in subsequent

years, been attach iver was practically
" demone-

tized," tha free and unlimited coinage was actually pre-

in 1834. The
t 1873 gave legal recognition to an existing fact.

But a BU ch began
i the question of hin again

he foreground. S seventeenth century the market

r had fluctuated only between relat

narrow margins, and in no year since the establishment of the

ites mint hat! the average annu i ounce of
l

>een less or more than es the price of an

In 1875. howi . market ratio fell to 16

to i ; by iS;S it was 18 to i ; by 1886 it was 20.8 to i ;
and in

1804 it was 32.6 to i.
1

It is evident that if the opportunit

1 The causes of ***** ""praCTdcntod 4frtin* in the relative value of one of i he

precious metab were complex and Foe foOowiof may be
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the free and unlimited coinage of silver at the ratio of 16 to i

had still existed, there would have been another sudden change-

in the actual monetary standard. Gold would have been under-

appraised by that ratio, and would have disappeared from cir-

culation, and silver would have taken its place, It was the

ition of tliis fact, coupled with the knowledge that t In-

silver standard would mean a "
cheaper dollar," that led to a pop-

ular agitation for the free and unlimited coinage of silver which

continued for more than twenty years.

The first tangible result of this agitation was a compr

measure, the Bland-Allison Act, passed by Congress in 1878,

which instituted the limited coinage of silver dollars by authori/-

St -i n-tary of the Treasury to purchase at market priu-s

not less than $2,000,000 nor more than $4,000,000 worth of

bullion per month, and to coin it into dollars. The results of

this enforced coinage were satisfactory to neither party to the

controversy. The amount of silver coined was in excess of t he-

demand for that bulky kind of money, even though as much as

possible was put into circulation in the form of silver cert it

and although the government tried to favor the distribution of

silver by paying the expense of transporting it to the localities

where it was wanted. The movement in favor of the unlimited

coinage of silver continued to gain in strength, however, its ad-

vocates claiming that
" more silver," rather than less, was

needed.

A second compromise was effected in the Sherman Silver-Pur-

chase Act of 1890, which provided for an increase in the amount

of silver purchased to 4,500,000 ounces each month, which was

to be paid for in treasury notes. These treasury notes

to be full legal tender, and were redeemable in gold or silver-

at the discretion of the Secretary of the Treasury. Tin-

was to be coined only so rapidly as was found necessary for the

redemption of the treasury notes. The increase in the amount

however, as contributing circumstances: (x) Cessation of an extraonlin

mand for silver in India which had existed since 1850; (2) Stoppage of the unlim-

ited coinage < several European countries; (3) Discovery of lair

mines in the United States; (4) Increase in the value of gold, as evidenced by a.

general decrease in the prices of commodities.
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lased was a concession to the advocates of the un-

(1 coinage of silver; the fact that the circulating medium

baaed immediately on these purchases was composed of treasury

notes, which were injet lation in proportion to the

market price of the silver purchased, was a concession to their

opponents.
soundness of th^ principles embodied in the Sherman Act

was soon tested by a period of financial and industrial depression.

had to be exported to Europe in large quantities to settle an

>e balance of trade, and the government found difficulty in

maintaining its own gold reserve, which was already seriously

threatened by a decline in customs receipts, accompanied by an

increase in federal expenditures. The gold reserve was at that

time simply the amount of gold in the treasury that was available

for the redemption of other forms of money, especially the

1 States notes, or greenbacks, that had been first issued

during the Civil War, hut which did not become actually redeem-

in gold until 1879. During this scarcity of gold the banks

were able to secure gold for their own reserves or for export by

presenting I'nited States notes at the treasury for redemption
in gold. Under the law the notes had to be immediately reis-

sued, and were used in government payments, but no sooner

was this done than they were again returned by the banks for

n?cicjTiot.ion m s^oicl.

workings of this
"
endless chain

"
by which gold was

pumped from the government treasury were aggravated by the

:iat the treasury notes authorized by the Sherman Act were

used for the same purpose. Although they were payable either

1 or silver coin, they were actually redeemed on demand
in gold. This was at the urgent insistence of President (

tx?lieved, with good reason, that a refusal to redeem

them in gold would probably have forced the silver standard

upon us, by destroying the exchangeability of silver and gold
hus putting an end to their parity, and that it would cer-

ired the credit of the government and put it to

a disadvantage in the bond sales that were needed to replenish

the gold reserve. Under the operations of Che Sherman Act
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the government was virtually exchanging gold coin for silver

bullion at a time when gold was sorely needed when the gold
value of the purchased silver was steadily depnvi.it ing.

The gold reserve sank from $190,000,000 in 1890 to $95,000,000

in 1893. In June of the latter year the closing of the mints O f

India to the unlimited coinage of silver gave an added impetus
to the downward movement of the price of that metal. I

facts led Congress, in a special session called in 1893 f r tn:it

purpose, to order, though with obvious n -lu< tance, that the pur-

chase of silver under the Sherman Act should be stopped.

The agitation for the free and unlimited coinage of silvrr continued,

however, and with increased vigor, and it was made the sole issue in the

presidential campaign of 1896. It was alleged that the yet continuing indus-

trial depression could be alleviated only by "more money" and "cheaper

money." It was claimed by many intelligent people that the unlimited

coinage of silver would not drive gold from circulation, but would increase

the value of silver and decrease the value of gold until they met at a parity

established by the desired legal ratio of 16 to x. The most rtTe< live argu-

ment of the protagonists of silver was fovmd, however, in the admitt<

that the value of gold, as shown by changes in the general price level, had

been increasing. All indications pointed toward a continued decn

the annual production of gold, and a consequent further decrease in

This, it was argued, was a hardship to those who had borrowed money oa

long time obligations, such as mortgages, because they would be forced to>

repay in value or purchasing power more than they had l>

This agitation was, in fact, simply one of a series of cheap money i

ments that have characterized the economic development of the United

States, and which have sprung from the fact that the opening up and develop-

ing of new lands have called for expenditures in amounts far beyond the

resources of the actual settlers. Newly settled regions have usually been

debtor regions, and there is more than mere coincidence in the fact that de-

mands for cheap money have always been voiced most loudly on the frontier. 1

This does not mean that a cheap money movement is essentially di-i

that it represents the conscious attempts of debtors to escape the payment
of their lawful debts. The life and vigor in this movement for the unlimited

coinage of silver was put into it by men who saw the imputed value of their

assets sinking and the difficulty of paying their debts increasing in a in

crisis for which they were not individually responsible. Money funds were

1 This argument raises the problem of the standard of deferred payments, whit h

Is to be considered in Chapt. r XVI
a. C. J. Bullock, Essays in the Monetary History of the United States, Part i.



> get because personal credit, the foundation of bank credit, was

lacking. This scarcity of money funds was iunfnd, naturally, if eno-

neou ic scarcity of "money" in the stnee of standard money,

told; and the remedy was sought in an action that would five more and

thca|K-r Muinbf.1 BOOty,
The defeat of the advocates of bimetallism to 1806 would probably not

have stopped the afitation for the unlimited coinafe of silver, had it not beam

for the return of prosperous conditions, coupled with an enormous increase

world's annual production of fold, which has brofht with it a fSMnl
increase in prices.

single gold standard was formally and definitely recog-

nized by law in 1900. All of the silver bullion purchased under

Herman Act has been coined, and silver dollars sufficient in

ire the treasury notes have been set aside for that

purpose. These treasury notes (which should not be confused

he United States notes, or greenbacks) are according

substantially the same basis as silver certificates. Up to June

30, 1015, their amount had been reduced from $156,000,000 to

0,000. No silver dollars have been coined since 1004, and

the present law no more can be coined unless Congress
should authorize the special purchase of bullion for that purpose.

The Gold Exchange Standard. Within the past twenty

years gold has been accepted more generally and more definitely

than ever before as the standard money metal of the world. The

change from a silver standard to the gold standard is often a

It and expensive national undertaking, but it brings the

itages of a more stable unit of value and of increased

facility in making international payments. In 1915 the silver

ard prevailed only in China, Persia, Paraguay, and three

ral American countries.1

number of places in whu h it is imj>ossible, for one reason

then, to introduce gold as part of the actual medium of

nge, the indard has been replaced by the gold-

txckontf standard. Where this standard exists the currency
itrv consists largely of silver coins, put into circula-

tion by a system of limited coinage. These coins are maintained

at a fairly definite gold value, higher than that of their bullion

>
Report of the Director of the Mint, in Fimtmtt Jtrtwf, 1015, p. 456
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content. This is not accomplished, however, by making them

always and necessarily redeemable in fixed quantities of gold.

Instead the government agrees to sell exchange on one or more

gold-using countries at a maximum fixed price in terms of the

local t .-.hili- the local currency Efl not necc>sirily

redeemable in gold within the home country, it is redeemable

in bills of exchange or drafts payable in gold in some h>

country. It is necessary, of course, for the home irovernment

to maintain funds for this purpose in a gold-using count ry. The

gold-exchange standard has been adopted in India, the Philip-

pines, Mexico, Panama, Siam, Indo-China, the Straits Settle-

ments, and (in a modified form) in Java.

Where carefully administered it has worked well, and

brought to the countries using it practically all of the advantages
of the gold standard without the expense of introducing and

maintaining a gold currency and sometimes without making
it necessary for the people to familiarize themselves with a new
kind of money. It has even been suggested by certain writers

that the great nations of the world might wisely adopt the gold-

exchange standard, making their local currencies redeemable

at fixed rates in drafts upon some one country in which the bulk

of the gold reserves of the world would be kept. A change like

this is impracticable so long as wars, with their interruptions of

international commerce and international gold payment
main possible. Nor would it be particularly advantageous.

The general adoption of the gold-exchange standard would, it

is true, greatly decrease the amount of gold needed to carry on

the world's business transactions at present prices. But the ul-

timate result, there is good reason to believe, would merely be a

1 Since 1893 the mints of India have been closed to the free coinage of

Silver rupees, coined from bullion purchased by the government, are now main-

tained at a gold value of approximately one shilling and four pence per rupee by
the government's practice of selling, when necessary, bills of exchange pa .

London at a price not higher than is. 3|| d. per rupee. The peso of the- Philippines,

containing only about three fourths as much silver as the silver dollar of tin

States, is maintained at a gold value of approximately fifty cents by the insular

government's accepting it at that price (minus a small charge) in exchange for <1 rafts

payable in New York.
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general increase in prices, to that the aggregate volume of pay-

(measured in money units) would increase and more

vould be needed in the world's gold reserves. The world

45 a wkoU does not v"econ< i the use of gold,"

-h partii may be able to save by a

xpense of introducing a gold currency.

.ernment Paper Money. money of limited

.is we have seen, a considerable element of

I papa money the element of credit is alone present

tpcr money is composed of instruments which hind

the govcrt pay, and usually to pay on demand, equiv-

usually standard money.

paper money also differs i money of

1 coinage in respect to the motives which give rise to and

regulate its issue. Subsidiary coins are issued by the govern-
in response to the demand for circulating medium for use

all transactions and in making change. The public con-

first consideration; the profit accruing \

>inagc is a secondary thing. In issuing

nment paper money, however, fiscal motives have predomi-

nated. \V!: :i hard pressed to swell the government income to

increase in expenditures, those responsible for the finan-

cial policies of a g<>
t have often deemed it advisable for

the government to make use of its own notes, promises to pay,

^charging its obligations.

mm government bonds, which are often issued in

t t he bonds bear interest, are sold to

volui
'

ers, and are usually payable at a definite time in

hile government notes are usually non-interest

bearing, represent a forced rather than a voluntary loan, and are

Usual! .'.emand.or in prat tire. at an

indefinite tim They are, moreover, issued in

; form for monetary u-e. and are usually made legal

v pass from hand to hand as a medium of ex-

. ed loan whirh they represent is therefore

hose who first receive the notes from the govern-
it for their good* ices.
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Colonial and Revolutionary Bills of Credit. Paper moiu-y

issues have frequently been used in the United States as a means

eting fiscal emergencies, especially those springing from the

extraordinary expcn* lit uns occasioned b\ expense of

sending troops to the Indian wars was one of tin- things that Ire I

most of the American colonies to issue paper money. Tin his

tory of these colonial
"

bills of credit ," as t hey were railed, illus-

trates two dangers that seem to be inseparable from the use of this

financial and monetary device. In the lir>t place, it wa

easy to succumb to the temptation of paying ordinary as well as

extraordinary expenditures in this easy way. Some of the colo-

nies got entirely out of the habit of taxing themselves to meet

current public expenses. The refusal to levy taxes was a prolific

cause of disputes between colonial assemblies and royal gov-

ernors.

In the second place, because no money was raised for the pur-

pose, these bills of credit were not redeemed promptly. Their

purchasing power fell because people lost confidence in their

redeemability. As prices rose it took continually larger i

to meet the government expenditures, and each increase in t he-

amount in circulation led to a further fall in purchasing power.
After the currency had become practically worthless, it

common practice to repudiate it in whole or in part, and to start

afresh with bills of a "new tenor." Any attempt to restrict

this reckless use of public credit was met with determined i

ance from the
"
cheap money

"
advocates of that day. There

were frequent complaints of the scarcity of money, especially

from the more newly settled districts. The greater the quantity
of money issued, the more insistent was the demand for still

further issues. In short, this colonial experience in i

sufficient basis for the inference that from the monetary as well

as the fiscal point of view, the use of paper money easily de-

generates into a bad habit.

Again, in the Revolutionary War, paper-money i>

made, this time by the Continental Congress as well as by the

individual colonies. The Continental Congress was really

driven to this action by its lack of the power of levying taxes.
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1 ills became practically worthless, although every effort was

made their parity with metallic money by appeals

Co patriotic sentiment. A: formation of the national

iem were redeemed at one cent on the

dollar.

as our unfortunate colonial and revolutionary experience
-

'

.

ral Constitution v. idual states to

issue bills of cr< > make anything but gold and silver legal

lender in payn vbts.

The Greenbacks. The federal government made no impor-

tant issues of pap- . until the Civil W.ir. 1 It was not

foreseen that \vould be so long continued

was, and Congress consequently neglected to

make adequate provision for taxes that would help to me<

increased expenditures and to sustain the govern lit in

the borrowing operations that were necessary. In 1861 the

Secretary of the Treasury was a 1 to issue at his discre-

tion $50,000,000 in
" demand notes," which, although they were

ild be used in all p.. :o the government.
These were redeemed promptly on demand until >f the

year, when the withdrawal of gold from the banks by dep<

by the L- own uses, led first

the b. i : pond specie payn
to pay t!

oved by the absolute neces-

ing some kin icy for
'

;ry. Congress
1 the issue of $150,000,000 in legal ter. S* or

>l>acks, as they came to be called. It was hoped, moreover,

ise in the cinula' :um would improve the

bonds for which the greenbacks were at

nade convertible at par. This action was not taken without

1 The federal government toned treasury notes in the war of 1 8 1 a and the Men-
i g the panics of 1847 and 1857. Mo*t of these iue* were intere*

beannjc. however ; in no cmac were they k*al tender, nor did they get into common
me as media of exchange.

ludfof the "demand notm," which were now made lagal
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strenuous opposition on the part of those who foresaw SOUK of

the disastrous consequences of large paper money issues. But

as in earlier American < < with paper mo r vding

issues met with less and less resistance. All together, green-

backs to the amount of $450,000,000 were issued during the war.

It was the general expectation when the green hat 1

sued that they would be retired as soon as possible after th

elusion of the war. But when such action became possible, it

was opposed by many who thought that the reduction of the cir-

culating medium would decrease prices, impose additional bur-

dens upon debtors, injure business interests, reduce the public-

revenues, and hamper the government ih the refunding of its

public debt. In 1866, however, Congress authorized the gradual

retirement of the greenbacks, but repealed the act in 1868. The

amount in circulation in 1874 was $382,000,000, and in that year

a bill requiring the definite increase of the issue to $400,000,000

was prevented from becoming law and thus establishing a

dangerous precedent only by the veto of President Grant.

Some greenbacks were retired under the provisions of an act of

1875, but in May, 1878, there were $346,681,000 outstanding,

and as a law then enacted provides for their constant n

after being received or redeemed at the treasury, the amount

still stands at that figure.
1 The part that they played in t he-

financial difficulties of 1890-1893, together with the history of t lie

treasury notes of 1890, has been described in connection with

the discussion of bimetallism.

At present the greenbacks constitute a useful and acceptable

part of the stock of money. But if another financial crisis should

deplete the government treasury, they would very likely prove

again to be a source of difficulty. Their retirement is feasible

under present conditions, but would be most difficult to accom-

plish under the very financial conditions under which they would

be most dangerous. The currency act of 1900 provides for a

gold reserve of $150,000,000, to be held against them to insure

their redeemability. If the reserve falls below $100,000,000,

the Secretary of the Treasury i< directed to replenish it from the

1 Since 1900 they have been reissued only in exchange for gold.
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proceeds of hood sales. Although this gold reserve also con-

stitutes part of the red security U-hmd our ilvcr dollars, it could

safely be diminished in amount if the greenbacks were retired.

Moreover, if a great national emergency should ever again

make the issue of government paper money necessary, it would

be highly advantageous to have the greenbacks out of the way.
Bconomk Effects of the Greenbacks. The greenbacks .-.

promises to pay, but they arc not promises to pay on de-

mand, nor at any specific time. During the period of the sus-

pension of specie payments they were not actually redeemable

in gold, nor was gold in general circulation as a medium of ex-

change ex* ie Pacific coast. Gold was, however, in addi-

tion to it i.il uses, employed as money in international

trade, in the [>ayment of interest on government bonds, and for

customs dudes (for which the greenbacks were not legally re-

ceivable). There was thus a constant demand for gold money,
t by its sale as a commodity in the New York mar-

The gold market was highly speculative, the daily and

in- hourly fluctuations in the price of gold in greenbacks

being considerable. Notwithstanding these speculative features

ices paid for gold indicated very accurately, in the long run,

how i expert judgment of market specialists, the

greenbacks should be discounted as compared with gold.

Everything that was thought to affect the probability of the

ultimate redemption of the greenbacks in gold influenced

Among these factors were the quantity of greenbacks

issued, the condition of the federal treasury, the military suc-

cesses and reverses of the In ion cause, and, ears, the

prospects for the resumption of specie payments. Greenbacks

reached a parity with gold two weeks before the resumption of

specie payments on January i, 1879. A fact of special signifi-

cance is that until July, 1863, the greenbacks were convertible

at par into 6 per cent gold bonds. These bonds formed an ac-

tual standard of value for the greenbacks, and although them-

selves depreciated, exercised for the time being a stea

< nee upon their price.

As the common medium of exchange consisted almost entirely
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of greenbacks
1 and of bank notes convertible only into green-

backs, prices were stated in greenback
"
dollars

" and naturally

rose as the gold value of the greenback depreciated. Refer.

to the table on the next page will show a rough correspondence

between changes in the general level of prices, expressed in gn

backs, and changes in the price of gold, also expressed in gr<

backs. But the wholesale prices of commodit < -la lively

higher than did the price of gold, and declined less rapidly.
1

Retail prices, in turn, declined less rapidly than did whole

prices. Wages advanced more slowly than prices ;
maximum

wages were not paid until 1872, seven years after retail p:

and eight years after wholesale prices had reached their maxi-

mum.

That there was not a doser correspondence between the movement in gen-

eral prices and the changes in the gold value of the greenback was due to two

sets of influences : (i) Even if greenbacks had not been issued, and if
j

had been expressed in gold, there would have been marked fluctuations in

prices, not only such as continually occur in normal years, but also those

due to such exceptional things as the withdrawal of a large number of men

from industry and agriculture to military service, the shifting of produ<

effort in response to the enormous demand for military supplies, the period

of extraordinary business activity, of railway building, and of agricultural

and industrial expansion that followed the war, the reaction and fm;i

crisis in 1873, and the return of prosperous conditions in the last years of the

greenback period.
1

(2) The depreciation in the gold value of the greenback

was recorded quickly and accurately in the gold market, but the movement

of prices was hampered by habit, custom, existing contracts, local infhu

etc. Retail prices are less sensitive to changing market conditions than arc

wholesale prices. Wages, in turn, are usually less mobile than retail pi

1 Subsidiary coins did not go out of circulation until 1862, when the value of

the greenback dropped below the value of the bullion in these coins. Postage st

and notes and tokens issued by cities and by business firms were for a while used

as small change. In 1862 the situation was helped by the issue of fractional paper

currency in denominations as low as three o
1 The more detailed figures, of which the table given here is only a summary,

show that the prices of commodities also advanced more slowly than did the price

of gold. For an illuminating discussion of these price changes sec Mit hell, Gold,

Prices, and Wages under the Greenback Standard, Chap. v.

This statement is subject to the limitation implied in the fact that general

commercial conditions were themselves caused in part by the influence of the cheap

nd fluctuating medium of exchange.
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TABLE I
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ous, a fact which may be attributed to the uncertain future

of the medium of exchange. Such flurt nations were apt to up
set all business calculation- ; i hanec Urame more important and

foresight less important as a factor in profits, lender such condi-

tions an intense and reckless spirit of speculation was bred, with

unfortunate effects on business morality as well as on economic

conditions.

As a fiscal expedient, the greenbacks led to results as disastrous

a- those which attended their use as money. The government
orced to sell bonds for depreciated greenbacks, but in order

to maintain its credit it had to pay the interest and ultimately

the principal of these bonds in gold. Supplies for the arm\

paid for in depreciated greenbacks, but these greenbacks had to

be ultimately redeemed in gold. It has been estimated that

the use of the greenbacks increased the expense of the Civil War

by nearly $600,000,000.
l

Fiat Money. After 1873 the advocates of cheap money were

not content with merely opposing any reduction in the quantity
of the greenbacks. They went so far as to urge that the amount

of paper should be greatly increased, and that the use of metallic

money should be definitely and permanently abandoned. Bank

notes were also attacked because they were issued by
"
pri\ ;

corporations." The question came to be an important political

issue, and in 1876 it brought about the organization of the Green-

back party, which figured in three presidential campaigns,
and which polled more than a million votes in the congressional

elections of 1878. In more recent years similar demands were

voiced by the Populist party.

The theory of money which formed the basis of the contention

of the members of the Greenback party is sometimes called the
"

fiat money
"

theory. Those who held this theory of money
saw no significance in the fact that the greenbacks were in form

promises to pay and that they were generally regarded as only

1 This estimate applies only t sed expense to the government, and conse-

quently to its taxpayers. The real economic costs of the war were not greatly

affected by the use of the greenbacks. Bondholders gained, for example, a large

part of what taxpayers lost.
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r redeemable. In their view they were simply

i;irs," made such by the expressed will of the government.
!i! ihey see any significance in the fact that during the

seventeen years of the suspension of specie payments over

$500,000,000 i States gold cows issued from the r:

As a matter of fact the fiat money advocates were misled by what

some logicians have called the
'

un-le fallacy." That the
"
dollar"* iange and the

"
dollar

"

as a standard monetary unit were different things did not occur

If they had succeeded in eliminating the en ;n the

paper currency by ceasing promises to pay "(as they

.ly proposed to do), and had intituled a new name for the

nit, possibly (to reverse the spelling )" rallod,"

.vould perhaps have encountered difficulty in getting people
to use pieces of printed paper, informing them that

"
This is a

rolled" as money. It i- hard to see how "
the supply of money

as compared with the demand for it," on which the fiat money
advocates counted to fix the purchasing power of their money

would have helped matters very much. Nor I

redecmability of fiat money in interest-bearing bonds, which was

suggested by some, have given us a monetary standard

i would have been merely promises to pay certain sums of

fiat money, with interest at a certain rate, also in fiat m
The difficulties that would have been encountered in international

trade would alone have sufficed to make fiat money impossible.

I should not be taken to mean, however, that irredeemable

paper money, issued in familiar dcnomin nay not under

favorable ances circulate for some time among people
tomed to its use, even if there is no prospect of its ever

being redeemed. The most important of the necessary
"
favor-

i instances
"

is the absence of complications in foreign

trade, such as have already been discussed in connection with

seigniorage. But, at best, there would be a host

il difficulties in the way of getting tin- right amount
of money, and only the right amount, into circulation.
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QUESTIONS

1. Would wheat make a satisfactory money commodity? iron? plati-

num? diamonds?

2. Would it be possible to maintain a seigniorage of 10 per cent on United

States gold coinage? What would be the effect on the prices of importc <1

commodities? of domestic commodities?

the following questions not answered in this chapter:

(i) What is the "limit of tolerance"? (2) On whom does the loss from tin

wear of gold coin fall? (3) To what extent are different kinds of United

States money legal tender?

4. If the United States had adopted the free and unlimited coinage of

>ilvT in 1896, how would prices have been affected?

5. Is the actual monetary standard pure gold or gold of standard fineness?

6. What elements of truth are there in the statement that "coins get

their value from the government stamp"?
7. In the table printed on page 254, why are not gold certificates, silver

certificates, and treasury notes of 1800 included in the statement of the

aggregate amount of money in the United States?

8. Interpret the statement : "The value of the greenbacks depreciated."

Explain in particular the meaning of the words value and depreciated as thus

used.

o. Do you make a loan to the government when you receive greenbacks
in payment for goods or services?
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CHAPTER XV

CREDIT AND BANKING

Credit Transactions. Thus far, in our discussion ot money,
\u- have failed to take account of the- fact that the greater part

of exchanges are credit transact 'nm>, which do not directly or

immediately involve the use of money (in the sense of gent- rails

acceptable money instruments). A credit transaction is a

transfer of goods, services, or money for a future equivalent.

In a "
cash

"
transaction there are only two elements, the

goods sold and the money paid for them. But in a credit trans-

action a third element time is added. The introduction

of this third element leads to exceedingly important result-.

In the first place it makes possible an enormous number of ex-

changes in which the buyer is either unable or disinclined to ren-

der a present equivalent. In the second place it obviates, to a

very large extent, the necessity of using money.

Suppose, for example, that A and B are the only inhabitants of

an isolated community. Three ways of making exchanges are

open to them. They can use a system of direct exchange or

barter, which will prevent A from getting goods from B unless he

has some equivalent which he is willing to give up and which B
i> willing to accept. Or, they may use one commodity as money,
in which case the purchasing power of either A or B at any given

time will be governed by the amount of that particular commod-

ity he possesses, rather than by the total amount of all his posses-

sions. But by combining a system of credit with their use of

money, they will be able to make transfers freely, for in an occa-

sional balancing of accounts most of the payments due each other

will cancel, leaving only a relatively small amount to be paid in

money.
282
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Something very much like this third process is continually

in contemporary economic life. The process is more

complex, however, because A actually sells things to one person

or group of persons, and buys them from other persons. And it

that these two groups, the sellers and the buyers
. transactions, have n business transactions uith

each other in whicl claims against A and debts

to A can be canceled. If, however, we take all buyers and all

sellers into account, and if we could push our analysis of the com-

etwork of credit relations far enough, we would find points

of contact between A's credits and his debts. That is, if A gives

a promissory note in exchange for a purchased good, this promis-
iote might be passed 01 md to hand until it gut into

the possession of someone who is indebted to A, if the path it

should take were known. The difficulty is that the path is not

i. The institution of banking, however, provides clearing

centers, where audits and debts are balanced against each other

and .jn<r/f</.

>r example, has a "
deposit

"
in a local bank, which means

that he has the right to demand money from it at any time up to

the amount of his deposit. He usually makes a payment to B,

not by money or by a promissory note, but by a check, an

;ment ordering the bank to pay B the specified amount.

heck will be presented for payment by B at a bank where he

has a deposit, hut the
'

payment will usually be made by add-

ic amount of the check to B's deposit. bank

A also has his deposit, the trans. ; settled by the

Dimple process of debiting A's deposit and crediting B's. If

other bank in the same town, an '1 if the town is a small one,

to the daily exchange by the two banks

iims against each other, the daily balance in favor of

r bank being usually settled in mon
In the larger cities a furt! in the use of mor.<

ved by means of the clearing /; :i a represcnta-

ill of the checks drawn against

local banks which it ha> received sim e the last
"
clearing."

At the clearing house the checks are turned over to the repre-
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sentatives of the banks against which they arc drawn, hut bal-

ances are not settled between the individual hanks. Ii

a balance is struck between the total sum of each hank's claims

against other banks and the total claims of other hanks against

it. Each bank thenpays to theclearinghome, usually in money,
or receives from it, as the case may be, the amount of balance

due to it or from it. This system achieves a great economy of

both time and money.
1

If the banks in which A and B keep their deposits are in differ-

ent towns, A's check will probably be sent by B's bank to a bank

in a neighboring large city, in which B's hank has its own deposit

account. If A's bank is also in the territory tributary to this

same city, the check may be sent by the city bank directly to

A's bank for collection, or to its own correspondent bank in the

same town. If A's bank is in another part of the country, the

check will be sent to a bank located in a large city in that region,

which will attend to its collection.1 Thus a check drawn on a

local bank in California, deposited in a local bank in Illinois, will

very likely be collected via Chicago and San Francisco. The

balances of credits and debits which are thus created bet

city and country banks are settled to a very large extent by
means of crediting and debiting deposit accounts in city banks,

thus obviating by that much the necessity for frequent shipments

1 Over $90,840,000,000 in checks and drafts passed through the New York Clearing

House in the year ending September 30, 1915. The money balances paid amounted

to $5,340,000,000, or less than 6 per cent of the total clearings. The average cash

payments required during the last sixty-two years have amounted to less than 5 per

cent of the clearings. In times of financial stringency clearing houses sometimes

permit payment of balances in "clearing house loan certificates," issued to individual

banks upon the basis of approved securities deposited with the clearing house. In

some cases the banks have temporarily put such certificates into general circulation

as emergency currency.
* The London Clearing House clears for all England in a very simple and efficient

way. A country bank sends its daily rm-ipts of checks on banks in other towns

to the London bank in which it keeps a deposit. In a daily "country c I

these checks are distributed to the London banks where the banks on which the

checks are drawn keep accounts. The mere territorial extent of the United States

makes such a scheme unworkable here. The federal reserve banks, however,

hope to develop a system of regional and inter-regional clearings for their member
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of money. In general, we have in the United State* a continuous

balancing and cancellation of debt* and credit*, first, in each

locality ; second, between each important city and iu tributary

>ry, and, third, between the different important cities.

same process is charactcris t national exchange,
I -ui that is a topic which will be treated in another chapter.

Personal Credit If a man does not hoard money on the one

hand, s on the other hand, his expend

(indudinK investments) are boun n the long run, ap;

mately equal to hi- a business man a continuous

equality of income stid expenditure is impossii *>mc

times his deposit account will be built up more rapidly than he

checks it out ; at other t imcs his need for means of making pay-
ments will outrun his receipts. example, he is a con-

tractor, whose expenses of production are fairly constant, l.ut

whose product is paid for only when completed, or a merchant,

nishes his stock of goods twice a year but whose sales

are distributed throughout the year, or a farmer wljo must pay
his harvest expenses before he sells his crops, he may find it nec-

essary to utilize his credit. This he does by giving to <

rights to demand money from him in the future. Now, the extent

to which he can utilize his personal credit, his power of purchasing

p without immediate money payment, will depend to some

t on his personal ability and integrity. But, nevertheless,

the fundamental measure of his credit will be the amount of his

realizable wealth. This, however, may consist in part of prop-

erty that is not
"

for sale," his stock of consumption goods
and hi> income-yielding land or capital, and in part of things that

he hopes to sell in the normal course of business.

These things do not have to be sacrificed immediately in order

to acquire the present means of payment. To meet a temporary
need v be made the basis of credit, through the process

rt, a name which means the conditional transfer

of projxTty rights. The hypothecation may be definite and

formal, as when a mortgage is given on specific items of property
or when valuable credit instruments of various sorts (such as

government or corporation bonds, bills of lading,
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receipts, etc.) are put into tin- actual possession of the creditor

as "
collateral security ; or it may be simply implied, as in

the case of an " unsecured
"
personal note, for practically all of

the property of a borrower, over and above the items speeiii-

cally hypothecated for certain debts is, in legal fact, hypothe-
cated for his remaining debt-. It i> im|>ortant to note, too, that

future values, rather than present values, constitute the ba

present credit. The lender'- interest is in the question of the

adequacy of the money value of the security at the time when

payment becomes due. Present prices being equal, a borrower

can secure a larger amount .vhen market condition

improving than when they are declining.

A man's probable future income and the probable future

money value of his property, then, constitute the real measure

and foundation of his personal credit. His personal credit,

however, is of limited use to him as a means of payment. Some
difficulties in the way of using personal notes as media of ex-

change have, already been suggested.
1 There is another diffi-

culty in the fact that his personal notes will not be willingly

accepted by others in lieu of money payments unless they know

him, the value of his property, and the extent to which it i>

already hypothecated. Moreover, these same difficulties stand

in the way of such notes being passed from hand to hand, even

with successive indorsements.

Bank Credit. In order to acquire a readily available medium

of exchange, personal credit has to be exchanged for bank credit.

1 It is true, of course, that business men often accept their customers' notes in

payment of accounts, or as an equivalent for goods purchased. These notes,

however, do not usually pass any farther as a medium of exchange, but arc in-

dorsed by the business man and presented to a bank for discount. Such notes,

oftan known as "trade paper," constitute a large part of the securities of many
commercial banks. In recent years, however, an increasing proportion of bank

loans have been made upon "one-name paper." Buyers find it advantageous to

secure the discounts for cash payments usually given by manufacturers, whole-

salers, and jobbers, obtaining the necessary funds by borrowing from the banks

on their own notes. The federal reserve banks are attempting to increase the use

of paper bearing the names of both buyer and seller, and in particular to develop

a larger use of bills of exchange (drafts) in place of promissory notes. The pur-

pose is to make it easier to distinguish those borrowings which arise from
"
actual

commercial transactions
"
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Instead of UMMJ/ in- <mn ntr .t- .1 im-ilium >t < v h.n.^f. .1 K 1

; i.M -,

man will normally have it
"

dist by hit banker. If the

note U for sixty days, for CAani >ufiiness man yields Ike

right to demand a specific amount of moneyfrom him in sixty days,

in exchange for a depov Ht to ream on demand

me amount of mon Phc business man
adds: s and the deposit to his assets. The
bank adds the note to its assets and the dcpc> liabilities.

tnged his personal credit for a bank deposit, the

<-ss man can now use the latter as a means of payment

eking system that has been described. Ordinary
icrcial banking consists, in large pa is purchase of

personal credit and sale of banking credit. The bank builds

up assets in the form of loans and discounts at the same time that

it l.uilds up its obligations in the form of deposi'

The security In-hind the deposit liabilities of any bank consists.

of : (i) loans and discounts, which in turn rest back upon per-
v hypothecated property (as in

the case of loans on collateral st (2) bonds, mortgages,
and other securities owned by the bank, which, if necessary,

may be sold for the benefit of the depositors, unless specifically

pledged as security for bank note issues ; (3) the bank's own de-

posits in other banks, together with the checks or similar i

against other banks that are in its possession; (4) its other

property ( building, fixtures, etc.) ; (5) nal banks and

state banks) the personal liability of the bank's stock-

holders;
1

(6) its stock of money.

Discount b simpry one form of interest. Baker's discount diflVw from ordi-

crrst in that it U computed as a certain per cent of the total amount that

b repaid, while ordinary interest b computed as a per cent of the amount that b
! -bcount b deducted from the principal of the loan in advance: interest

b paid at the maturity of the loan or (on long time loans) at stated intervals. O
demand or "call" loans and on time loans on coflateraJ * .rest

"
rather

i* charged.

n in case some of the hank's loans or securities prove worthless there fa a

manrin of safety for the depositors in the fact that some of the assets of the bank

represent the original investments of the bank's stockholders r<*te!M) or profits,

which they have put back into the business ("jsrsfcu"), and on such assets Ike

depositors have the first claim. Moreover, in national banks and son
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But that these assets should suffice to cover the dejx>sit lia-

bilities of a bank is not in itself sufficient to maintain its solvency.

Much depends upon the character of the assets, the amount
of money included in them, and the ease and quickness with

which other parts of the assets can be converted into money.
Each deposit account is an obligation of the bank to pay in

actual money if it is demanded. The depositor cannot u>c

checks for all kinds of payments, but will often have to draw on

his deposit account for money. Even when payment
made by checks, those who receive them will often prefer to cash

them rather than to deposit them. Moreover, the process of the

cancellation of credit obligations is, as we have seen, not alto-

gether perfect. Balances arise between individual banks in the

same city, between city and country, between different citie>,

and between different nations that very often have to be settled

in money.

STATEMENT OF THE CONDITION OF A NATIONAL BANK IN A SMALL TOWN

Rnoroccs
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the location of a bank and the nature of its business. In pnu -

varies in different commercial banks from as low as 5 per
o as high as 35 per cent of the deposits.

If its reserve increases, a bank is at liU rty to increase its de-

posits by extending its loans and discounts, attracting these,

possibly, by lowering the discount rate. If the reserve is de-

creasing, tlu- hank must, for saf< ract its deposits by re-

:i; its loans and discounts, or by taking measures (such as

the sale of securities for money) that will replenish the reserve. 1

In order that the ratio of reserve to deposits may be maintained

near the point where the right balance is struck between |<

ableness on the one hand and sai .c other hand, it is nec-

essary that the bank's assets should be ^s fluid as possible. This

is best accomplished by confining most of the loans or discounts

t-s or hills of exchange that are payable in thirty, six?

. days, or, at most, in four or six ,
so that a constant

flow of maturing obligations makes it possible for a bank to ex-

pand or contract its loans and discounts, and hence its deposits,

as seems most advisable.

re has been in the larger cities of the United States, es-

pecially in New York, a growing use of bank loans payable on

demand. This enables the banks to keep their outstanding

loans much closer to the maximum allowed by the state of the ir

reserves than would otherwise be the case, but the practice has,

as we shall see presently, other effects that are not so desirable.

By the
"
money market "

is usually meant the market for

freely exchangeable rights to receive money on demand ; that is,

in reality, the bank credit market. The amount of bank credit

availaMr. tin- freedom with which banks will make loans on cer-

tain kinds of securities, and the interest and discount rates

charged for bank credit are among the things that make up what

is called
"

the state of the money market." But it should be

dear to the reader that the state of the money market depends,

Some banks maintain a "bond reaerve" of Ufh grade securities that may be

sold to enable the bank to meet an extraordinary demand for money or to enable

m*Uy m*dc by mmmrnial lank* hr. the licman.i for l.ar.> dOM Ml || , r! BJ

the bank's disposal that is. when money reserves are unDro6tabry bntr
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irtiy, on two things: first, the amount and nature of the per-

sonal credit that can be exchanged for bank credit, and second, the

amount of money in the bank reserves.

Bank Notes. - There is one way, however, in which haul

meet some of the demand for money without drawing on their re-

serves and thus reducing their power of extending credit. This

is by the issue of bank notes, which arc simply the promises of

hanks to pay money on demand, issued in convenient and famil-

iar form for use as paper money. These notes are paid u m< >ncy

to customers of a bank who want the proceeds of their borrowings

in cash, and to depositors and to holders of checks who prefer

money to deposit credit. Bank notes pass readily from hand

to hand as money, and at the present time constitute an impor-

tant part of the circulating medium in most countries.

Bank notes are like deposits in that both are demand liabilities

of banks. Bank notes, however, circulate among persons who

no means of informing themselves as to the solvency of the

hanks issuing them. The holders of bank notes are accordingly

usually given special protection by laws which regulate the con-

ditions of their issue and redemption.

State Banks of Issue. Before the Civil War the actual circu-

lating medium of the United States consisted in very large part of

notes issued by banks operating under state laws. The notes

issued by some of these banks were as
"
good as gold

"
because

the banks redeemed them promptly in gold, a fact which was

due in some cases to wise and rigid state regulation of banking,

and in other cases, fewer in number, to conservative use of the

too extensive privileges granted by lax state laws. But the notes

of other banks were depreciated and in many cases were abso-

lutely worthless.

Public ignorance of the real nature of banking gave rise to the

supposition that wealth could be mysteriously manufactured by
means of a bank charter and a printing press (the fiat money

theory applied to bank notes). This and the ever recurring de-

mand for cheap money were responsible for the situation. Pro-

hibited by the Constitution from issuing their own bills of credit,

many of the states, especially in the South and West, responded
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to t!u- t lamnr i--r cheap money by making it possible for their

citizens to organize
" banks

" and issue their own bills of credit,

imposing few or no re<| as to the actual investment of

capital, the accumulation of assets, or the restriction of note issue.1

In the panics of 1814, 1837, and 1857 but few banks maintained

specie payments. Even so late as 1860, although the hard

lessons of experience had brought son vements, especially

older states, the ban rculation was of decidedly

varying quality.
" Bank note reporters

"

tore
" had to be issued periodically give to busi-

ness men the latest quotations and : relating to the

depreciated currency they had to receive in the ordinary course

iness. After 1861 the suspension of specie payments led

to a general depreciation of bank notes as compared with gold,

because most of them were thereafter redeemable only in green-

backs.

The National Banking System. The successful state bank-

ing system of New York was the model after which Congress,

following the recommendations of Secretary Chase, patterned
the national banking system whit h it established in 1863. The

tin- only, motive that led to this a

was the desire to provide an artificial market for government
bonds ne were a drug on the market. National

banks were required to use government txmds as the assets be-

hind note issues, and furthermore, the national banks were,

in 1866, given a monopoly of the note issue privilege by the im-

: a prohibitive tax of 10 per cent per annum upon the

issues of state banks.

details of ti .d hanking law have been amended
from hut the general principles of the regulation

te issue remained unchanged until Congress passed the

Aldri 1908. As the law has stood since 1900, national

banks may not be organ i/.ed unites the stock holders contribute

imum ct .' from $2 5 ,000 for places of less than

1 S.mr -t-itr-, dl irnvc:-,tr>! thr , . !.-.: i! .;!i n.il pr-hiKiti..:i rr.rr-.'.i rr ! \ r^!a!>-

bhfaf their own bank* for the man paper money. The Bank of Ken-

uckv wa* the nv.st (am,,u> ,,f thr^-
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3000 population to $200,000 for places of more than 50,000 i>opu-

lation. Three limitations are put on the ordinary issue of rir

dilating notes : (i) They must not exceed in amount the capital

stock of the bank. (2) United States government bonds have

to be purchased by the bank in amount sufficient to equal, dollar

for dollar, the quantity of the notes issued, and these bonds have

to be deposited with the treasurer of the Uni:

ity for the redemption of the notes. (3) Each bank must main

tain in the United States treasury a redemption fund in
"
lawful

money
"
equal to 5 per cent of its note issue. As this 1

quirement indicates, bank notes are redeemable at the !

treasury. They may also be used in all payments to the govern-

ment except customs duties, although they are not legal tender.

The Reserve System. While the note holder is thus pro-

tected by a special kind of security set aside for the purpose, the

depositor in a national bank is protected only by its ge

assets. These, however, are regulated to some extent by the

federal government. There are restrictions, for example, in-

tended to prevent the bank from tying up its funds in long-time

investments, from lending too much to one person or firm, or to

directors or officers of the banks. Five times a year national

banks have to furnish full statements of their condition to the

comptroller of the currency at Washington. Each bank i> aUo

examined twice a year, without notice, by federal bank examiners.

But the most important requirement relates to the money re-

serves that must be held by national banks. Until tin Federal

Reserve Act was passed in 1913, banks in
"
central reserve

cities
"
(New York, Chicago, and St. Louis) were required to

maintain a
"
lawful money reserve

" l
equal to at least 25 per

cent of their deposits. Banks in other
"
reserve cities

"
(in-

cluding at present about fifty cities) were also required to main-

tain 25 percent reserves, but their deposits in the national banks

of the central reserve cities might be counted for one half of this

amount. In all other places the banks were required to hold

a 15 per cent reserve, three fifths of which might consist >f de-

posit accounts in banks in central reserve cities or other re

1
Including all kinds of United States money except minor coins and bank
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cities. In all cases the funU kept t>\ the banks with t

I treasurer for the redcmpi notes were counted

as part of their legal reserves.

The New York Money Market. Under the operations of this

system the cash reserves of the national banks were cei

is appears dearly in Table I, which shows that

< date specified (which may be taken as fairly representa-

ns in recent years) more than a third of the cash

reserves of the 6544 national banks in the United States *

TAlil.l I

DEPOSIT* AMD RESCXVES or NATIONAL BANKS : AUGUST 22, 1907

IxirmoM
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York, both for their own UM\ and in order that they may suppK
New York exchange to their customers. Kven the drp..-it ai

counts of national hanks in New York were in the aggi'

considerably larger than the amount they were allowed to count

as part of their reserves.

All together the deposits of other hanks have usually consii-

tuted more than half of the aggregate deposits in New
,al hanks. Moreover, something very much like this re-

serve system existed (and still among other than na-

tional banks, the hanks in smaller place- keeping deposit- in

national or other banks in larger cities, which in turn keep de-

posits in New York. The trust companies, and some of tin-

state banks,
1

keep in general very much smaller reserves in their

own vaults than are required of national banks, a fact which

made the strain on the New York hank reserves all the greater.

Like an inverted pyramid upon its apex, the great struct \\

hank credit in the United States has rested, in large me;

upon the money reserves of the New York banks. Even im-

portant change in the demand for money or credit in any part

of the country has had an effect on the New York money market ;

similarly, every important disturbance in the New York money
market has affected financial conditions throughout the country.

The central reserve system effects a great economy in th

of money, and, what is more important, it mobili/es the

resources of the country in such a way that variations in tin

supply of bank credit in different regions resulting from differ-

ences in the local supply of money available for bank reserves

are minimized. It seems to be a natural and necessary feature

of modern banking, for something like it is found in all the lead-

ing commercial nations. But in the United States the c<

reserve system has worked badly. This has been attributable

in part to other defects in our national hanking laws and in part

to some unfortunate features of the reserve system itself. Sj

cally, the principal sources of difficulty have been the following:

1 Savings banks keep reserves that average for the United States only four fifths

of one per cent of their deposits. On account of the nature of their business, u hi* h

is. not banking in the commercial sense, they are a negligible factor in this com
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'ie dominance of speci. ifluences in the New York

money ma: icpendent treasury system ; (3) the

:e issues; (4) the rigidity ofour

legal reserve requirements ; (5) the absence of any one central

. respond ustody and maintenance of the

ervrs. We now proceed liscussion of these

Speculation and the New York Money Market As Tal

shows, a large pro; loans of New York banks have

en based on "
commercial pap<>r

"
. that is, on the notes

t exchange that arise in i In- >n linary course of business,

hut have been i-iiher time loans on collateral security or demand

loans, nearly all of which are secured by collateral. Most of

these collateral securities are the stocks and bonds of corpora-

Ns AM. DIM AM 'Nix

TAIUJ, I!

- w YORK NATIONAL

DATES 1

an millions of dollars)

H\NKs OS M'H irilll

C*A*Acrn or LOAM
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the amount of their deposit-. If tin- weekly statement of tin-

clearing house banks shows a relatively large surplus re-

this means that the banks can safely expand their loans, and the

knowledge of this fact has a stimulating effect on spei ulation.

If, however, the surplus reserve is low, the banks are bound to

restrict their loans of all kinds and to
"

call
"
some of their de-

mand loans. When the reserve is below the legal limit, demand

loans have to be called in large quantities in order to enable

the banks to meet pressing demands for credit on the part of

their regular customers. The precipitate calling of demand

loans by some banks simply increases the demand for credit at

other banks, which in turn have to curtail their loans. Such a

condition of the money market leads to a depression in the price

of speculative securities, which is increased by the forced sales

of securities in order to obtain the money funds that had pre-

viously been lent on them; the fall in the prices of securities

leads brokers to demand more "
margins

" from the customers

for whom they have bought securities, and it leads the banks to

demand more securities as collateral for their outstanding loan-.

Under such conditions the interest rate on call loans has

times gone as high as 125 per cent, or even higher.
1

If the ruling prices of speculative securities have been higher

than industrial conditions would warrant, such a disturbance

of the money market is apt to be long continued, and might

easily develop into a general financial crisis. The call loan

market is essentially speculative, and it is unfortunate that the

condition of the supply of credit for the normal commercial needs

of the country should have been periodically unsettled on ac-

count of this fact. In no other great money center of the world

! That is, the rate on what may be called marginal call loans, effected at the

lock exchange by bankers' agents, or by individuals or corporal i

banks continue to make call loans to their regular ustomcrs at such tim< , ,.i rat

not exceeding 6 per cent. Under normal conditions the rate on call loans i

than the rate on time loans. F-.r the ix-riod iooi-ioco the bank rate on call l;ms

averaged 3.3 per cent as against an average rate of about 4-5- per

loans. Excessive variability is th

W. A. Scott, "Rates on the New York Money Market," J0urnal of Politu^

*my, vol. xvi, pp. 273-298.
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do call loans occupy the important place that they do in New
k.

The Independent Treasury System. The United States

government has for many years been to a very large extent its

a banker. It has kept its own money in its own strong boxes,

th<- i.ishion of a medieval monarch. The strong
> t his case have been, how. vaults of the treasury

in \\.i :u- MI! 'treasuries 1ocato! in important

ies. Apart from the fact that the government revenue and

the government expenditures are naturally not distributed

throughout the year, the government has the further

.it a close balance of revenues and expenditure

any given year must be wholly accidental. Even if the federal

;<lget were carefully and scientifically constructed, as it is not,

ic revenues would be liable to uncertain fluctuations,
-

a result in part of the importance of customs receipts among
thrm. The government, furthermore, receives a large par:

:m- in money, not in bank credit instruments. When a

I surplus accumulates in the government treasury, that much
is taken I his reduces bank reserves,

imount of bank credit available. And it

happens that the govermn nues are largest when

business is most prosperous, and when, consequently, maximum
bank reserves are needed.

government is permitted, however, by the national bank
i |x>sit money in selected national banks. Some
le treasury have made little use of this privilege,

years such deposits have become more common.

1902 banks had always been required to deposit government bonds

M! treasury as security for federal deposits, but in that year
I and again in 1906 Secretary Shaw offered to accept approved stale and
I municipal bonds in lieu of a certain amount of government bonds, on condi-

II
tion that the Utter should be immediately used as security for increased

iiiues. Subsequently the banks have also been permitted to use
- commercial iviper," endorsed by the banks, as collateral. In 1897

; only 168 banks were government depositories. In IQU there were 1584,

j
I wnkh held on June .10 of that year about half of the $i 70,000,000 constitut-

1 1 Ing the government's cash surplus at that date. Pan of this increase fe
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attributable to the effect of a law enacted in 1007 allowing customs receipts

to be deposited in banks. Prior to this deposits could only be made from the

proceeds of internal revenue duties and miscellaneous receipts In recent

yean the banks have been required to pay a per cent interest on K

mint deposits.

The government has, on several occasions, come to the rescue of thr b.ink-

by cash purchases of its own bonds. The decline in the market j,ii.<

of government bonds in periods of financial stringency makes the purchases

relatively advantageous to the government . The periodic shifting of K

ment deposits to localities where money is most needed, the temporary .It-

posit of gold in New York banks i-qual in amount to their cngagi-im-nts

of gold for transportation from Europe, and even the arbitrary with

of government money from the banks when it was "not needed," in order

that it might not be made the basis of speculative activities but kept until

it "was needed," have been notable features of the recent relations of the

treasury and the money market.

In favor of this system it may be said that a surplus in the government

treasury constitutes a real cash reserve, the wise use of which by tht

tary of the Treasury might avert a serious crisis. But there arc dan.

intrusting so much financial power to one man. If used without dis.

it is bound to do more harm than good. Moreover, these treasury opera (ions

have not always been free from the suspicion of favoritism to certain banks.

Then, too, the knowledge that the government surplus will, in time of

necessity, be put at their disposal tends to encourage unsound banking by

relieving the banks of the proper responsibility for the maintenance of

their own reserves.

Finally, it should be noted, the use of the independent treasury v

has prevented the government from securing for itself any large n

of the various economies and advantages that business firms find in

ing bank accounts.

The Movement of Money. The demand for loanable funds

(rights to receive money on demand) varies locally, according

to the business conditions that exist in different parts of the

country. These differences make loans worth more in some lo-

calities than in others, and result in some shifting of bank credit.

New York banks, for example, sometimes invest in
"
out of

town " commercial paper when this is more profitable than

employing their funds at home. More frequently, it

banks place loans in New York, either through their c<

ent banks there, or by the purchase of securities from note

brokers. Thi- / of credit, however, is unimportant as
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compared with the movement of money itself. Money it con-

rom Ne* ' the interior and from the

inter .v York, according as it can be more profitably em-

ployed in bank reservo .ice or the other. Similar move-
s take place between the various cities of thecountry. This

movement, it will be noted, is not one that is apt to disturb

financial conditions. On the contrary, it tends to prevent ei-

local fluctuations in money market conditions by leading

expansion of en most needed, and similarly,

where it is least needed.

re is another kind of money movement, however, which is

:to t- tijxjn the money market. This is

the MI.". i :r< :. : money out of bank reserves into general tir-

t ul.it ion and out of general circulation into bank reserves. The
needed as an actual hand-to-hand medium of

s for different seasons and for different localities.

!cm;ind for money to serve as the basis of credit in bank

reserves and the demand for money as an actual medium of ex-

change are different and competing demands. When more

needed as a medium of exchange, reserves have to

i and credit has to be contracted.

most important movement of this sort is in response to the

il demand for money to be used in
"
moving the crops."

Harvest expenses are very largely wages, and these have to be

paid in cash. Many farmers, moreover, insist on receiving

y payments \\ y sell their crops. The cotton crop
South and the grain crop of the West annually necessitate

rsion of bank deposits in those regions into money, and

the negotiation of loans on the security of the crops, the proceeds
ire also largely taken in cash. The banks in these sec-

tions of the country in turn secure money from the banks in

r deposits, and in large part this money is obtained

i'rom the New York bank reserves. The
rom New York to the South and West

usually comm< t of each year and continues through

movrn .- ntinuing usu-

ally : t hat the New York bankers
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are forewarned of tli i> movement, it always reduces their surplus

reserves and leads to stringent and sometimes precarious condi-

tions in the New York money market, conditions which are

frequently reflected in difficulties in the money market through-

out the country.

To the arbitrary flow of money to and from the treasun,

to its movement to and from bank reserves and hand to-hand

circulation, there must be added the movement of gold bet

this and other countries. This will be discussed in another

place; it is sufficient to note at this point that this external

money movement is at the same time a cause and an effect of

changing money market conditions.

Inelastic Currency. That these money movements have af-

fected the supply of bank credit as they have is partly at-

tributable to the inelastic character of our bond-secured bank

currency. Under the provisions of the national banking law that

have been described, the variations in the amount of bank notes

outstanding have borne a close relation to variations in the price

of government bonds, and these variations are affected by

many other things than money market conditions, and in re-

cent years have been very small.

As will be seen in Table III, the creation of the two per cent

bonds, payable in 1930, stimulated the issue of bank notes, be-

cause the federal tax is only one fourth of one per cent semi-

annually on bank notes secured by two per cent bonds as against

one half of one per cent on notes secured by bonds paying a

higher rate of interest. The relative stability of the amount

issued in recent years has been noticeable, what increase there

was being a natural result of the increasing number and size of

banks. Nor has the amount of note issue responded in any
marked degree to the regular seasonal demands for money to

move the crops or to the less regular operations of the treasury

department or of the foreign exchanges.

Students of banking problems have for manv years thought

that the national banks should have been permitted to issue

part, if not all, of their notes on the security of their general

assets, thus placing them on the same basis as deposits. It is
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TABl

OCT. 11. * OCT. j

MWI908,3' .

MO 1907, 4'* .

otn 1935, 4* .

MM 1904, S'

oaa 1891, a't .

oatob 1930, a
'

mama Canal, a't

Total

130,302,150

a i ,096.350

ao.490.iso

I', 797.580

a,797,aoo

i .-410.100

7*8,650

376,003^00

$ao,377,7

^"K^*^***"'

600,678,600

81.614420

that if this had been done any sudden increase in the de-

mand for money as a circulating medium might have been met

Changing bank credit in the form of bank notes for per-

sonal credit, or by the shifting of bank credit from the form of

deposits to the form of note issues.
"
Asset banking/' as this

it called, is used in Canada, and enables the banks there to fur-

noney for crop moving purposes without endangering their

reserves. Most of the great national banks of continental

;>e also issue notes on the security of their general assets.

r such a syst< b clear, the supply of bank notes

am expand automatically with an increase in the supply of

personal credit in the form of discountable notes and bills of

exchange, in just the way that bank deposits expand. To
ve real elasticity, however, it is necessary to provide for

the ready contraction of note issues when the special demand for

as well as to provide for their ready expansion in

ced.

Inelastic Reserves. Under our national banking law, banks

lending when their reserves fall below the legal

minimum. Th<- rent ral reserves in New York have accordingly

1 From Reports of the

'5, P. 571.

of tbc Cuiwney,
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been real reserves only in the sense that they have made it pos-

sible for the banks to meet OEtnot for ready

cash. So far as the extrusion of credit med they have

constituted, not a reserve, but a dead line.
1

Thi> lu- often ha<l serious consequences. ! -.ell-tested

principle of sound banking practice that about the worst tiling

that can happen when bank reserves are low is for the bank- to

stop lending. Business men, otherwise solvent, are not able

to secure bank credit, and >o cannot meet tl -bligutions

or exchange their claims against their debtors for bank credit.

Forced sales result; the prices of sec unties and other for

property fall; the banks
"

call
"

their demand loans or a

larger deposits of collateral securities ; more sales are forced, and

the pressure on the banks for loans increases. In short, a pc

money market panic may come from suddenly curtailing loans

at a time when bank reserves are relatively low. The

banking policy is to lend freely on good security, but at in-

creased interest rates, thus automatically restricting loans to the

more necessitous borrowers.

The Bank of England, for example, permits its reservi

fluctuate between very wide limits, and often protects them

against possible depletion by reason of withdrawals of gold to

other countries by the simple process of raising its di

rate. Since the official Bank of England rate governs the

general
"
open market rate

"
at which London bank

commercial paper,* the effect is not only that the amount of do-

mestic borrowing is decreased, but also that the quantity

eign bills of exchange (normally bought in large quantit

London banks) sent to London for discount is decreased. Then,

1 In practice the law has not been rigidly enforced, a warning from the Corn-

of the Currency being generally the only penalty exacted for a small temporary
deficit in the reserves. Nevertheless, the New York bank reserves have n

fallen more than one or two points below the legal minimum.
* Sometimes, in order to make its increased rate

"
ci: he London

market, the Bank borrows money or sells securities so as to decrease the a

supply of loanable funds in the market, thus compelling the other London hanks

to increase their discount rate. Another device often used by the Bank in protecting

its reserves is that of slightly increasing the price at which it buys gold,
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as the foreign bills already held in London mature into rights to

demand money from other money markets, these offset claims

< r money markets against London which would otherwise

have to be paid by shipping gold.

Absence of Centralized Control. It may have occurred to

the reader that some elasticity might have been given to bank

reserves in th< banks holding the central

reserves had made it their practice normally to hold reserves

considerably larger than the minimum required by law, re-

equal to 40 or 50 per deposits, for example,
would have K .:n i.-m to enable them t<>

meet withdrawals < : mestic use or for export without

ttddcnly K- supply of loanable funds. All this

.: it must not !.< supposed that such a

.irily have been followed by the New York

banks . :it\ was that the banks holding the c

reserves were large comrm-n ial banks, interested pri-

marily in secur u ir own stockholders,

and with !nally responsible Main-

tenance of adequate surplus reserve one bank to

have attempted io remedy tin situation would have helped
but Ir <i only have put itself at a disadvantage as

compared wit And then there were other

helped to keep the reserves pared
to a minimum. It is not eeon< f country banks to

hold a much larger amount of a- :han they

need to comply with the law. Moreover, the New York banks,
e another for the deposits of other hanks,

mtereM In recent years about

e aggregate at lawful money in the possession

ional banks of the country has been in the vaults of

-. banks. urplus reserves were created from

: gold, by the transfer of money
ibtrea.su: ;

ie reduction in the amount of money
a contraction in the total

bank deposits, speedily found their w New
banks. And the New York banks speedily found ways of
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utili/ing the additional lending-] ><>wrr rrcated by these surplus

reserves. Stock exchange speculation, in particular. rould

generally IK- deluded upon to absorb in the I all loana a

large part of tin- imrea-ed amount of available bank credit.

In short, the operation of the system was such as continually

to keep the ratio of reserves to deposits as close to the legal

minimum as possible. Any "slack
"

that might appear was

quickly taken up.

These rigid and inelastic reserves were undoubtedly the

features of our banking system. With more elastic reserve^ t he

evils of the independent treasury system and of inelastic < ur

rency would not have been so great. Money could have ilowed

into reserves and out of them without often bringing

quences more serious than fluctuations in discount rates.

Steps toward Reform. The national banking system ha*

in some particulars been highly successful. National bank

notes have always been thoroughly sound, and depositors, too,

have been well protected, for failures of national banks have

been relatively few. The high standards which the national

banking system has set have had a marked influence upon
the betterment of state banking laws and upon their eni

ment. But the defects which have just been discussed made it

both inadequate and, in its larger aspects, unsafe. Students

of banking problems had for many years urged the need of re-

form. Some advocated the establishment of a central bunk,

of the type that is found in almost every country of Kumpe.
These banks hold the central banking reserves of their r<

tive countries, hold the government deposits, have (usually) a

monopoly of bank note issue, and are subject to a special meas-

ure of government control. But ever since the days of the

Second Bank of the United States the establishment of a ce

bank in this country has probably been politically i

>Thc United States Bank (1791-1811) and the Second Bank of the Tnited

States (1816-1836) were large with numerous branches. But although

they issued notes and held the treasury funds, they were not "central hanks in the

modern sense. They did not have a monopoly of note issue, fur -t.it.- ha:

issued notes, nor did they hold central hanking reserves. In each ca*

fused to recharter the bank at the expiration of its original twenty-year charter.

;
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rest has been aroused, however, in the matter of elastic

ncy, and various plans for permitting national banks to

issue notes secured onh r general assets have from time

ne been embodied in bills introduced in Congress. But

Congress, the business men of the country, and, it must be said,

the bankers themselves, were for the most part apathetic.

General interest in the matter was finally aroused by the panic

of 1007, in whii h the worst features of our banking system stood

Banks throughout the country found them-

selves unable to nuet the large and increasing withdrawals of

money by their depositors and were unable in turn to get

money from the banks in New York and the other central reserve

v themselves had deposits. The payment of

money to depositors had to be suspended or restricted, and

many banks with perfectly sound assets found themselves, for

nc being, technically insolvent. Money was at a premium.

Clearing-house loan certificates virtually joint obligations of

the banks associated in the clearing house, issued to individual

member banks upon the deposit of adequate security were

used (as in former panics) in the payment of clearing-house

balances. In many cities the clearing-house loan certificates

were issued in small denominations and got into general circula-

I>aid to depositors in lieu of money. Cashier' .

checks and other * t ruments were also used as m
total amount of improvised currency issued during the

is estimated to have been over $5oo,ooo,ooo.
1 The whole

situation was such as to impress upon thoughtful men the im-

1 tanking reform.

C result wa> the -o-called Aldrich-Vrecland

i made temporary provision for such emer-

Ia each case. abo, this occurred when the country was temporarily under the domi-

nance of a strong democratic tfntfrntnt opposed to political or fr**?**^ centraliza-

tion in any form. Jealousy on the part of state banks was, however, the immediate

t^<*\**4aate<*thttoVrttrtStto*^wt*tomcrimoe^b9A*
t more potent hostility of Andrew Jackson.

P. Andrew. "Substitutes for Cash in the Panic of igo?.
H
O-rtrrf, /Mnaal*

IM~KJ. Vol. txii j> 515. For an caceOent account of the feneral situation at
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rs as that of 1907 by permitting national banks to issue

notes, under a heavy tax, upon other security than government
bonds. The methods utilized were, in part, those \vhuh had

been developed by the banks themseh- -uing clearing-

house certifica

Under this measure banks might increase their note issues in one or I .t h

of two ways. First, on the security of approved state, county, or muni,
i]

>al

bonds deposited with the Treasurer at Washington. Second, on tin- Mvurity

of bonds of the kinds just mentioned, of corporation bonds, or of commer-

cial paper, deposited with "National Currency Asv whi< h last

were voluntary organizations, modeled upon clearing' house associations,

although provision was made for their organisation in country <i

These issues were limited in amount and were to be taxed at the very

rate of 5 per cent for the first month and i per cent for each additional

month up to a maximum of 10 per cent. The act, it is evident, did not

provide for a really elastic currency, varying with business needs, but

only for an emergency currency. In 1913 the rate of taxation was reduced

to 3 per cent for the first month, with a maximum of 6 per cent.

For several years no notes were issued under this statute, but in 1014 the

outbreak of the European war led to large shipments of gold to Europe and

to a small-sized panic in the money market. The issue of emergency cur-

rency possibly averted a more serious panic. Altogether, emergency notes

to the amount of $386,000,000 were issued by 1363 different bank

of these had been retired before the Act expired, by limitation, on June 30,

The Aidrich-Vreeland Act also created a National Monetary

Commission, composed of senators and congressmen, to device

a plan for the general revision of the banking system. The plan

recommended by this commission was one sponsored by Senator

N. W. Aldrich of Rhode Island. It provided for a hierar

organization of the banks of the country, with a central bank,

the
"
National Reserve Association," at the top. Bank

to be grouped into local reserve associations, with functioi

unlike those of the national currency associations of the Aldrich-

and Act. The whole system was to be controlled by the

banks rather than by the government. The widespread dis-

cussion of the Aldrich plan undoubtedly did much to a\

interest in the problem and to make the adoption of the f<

reserve system possible.
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The Federal Reserve System. A revolutionary change in

ig system of
-

rates was brought abni

.ticra) Reserve Ai nder the provisions of this

< country has been divided into tw ictf and a

tral bank, named a Federal Reserve Bank, has been established

in each district. 1 The system is undrr the general supervision

and control of the government. At it* head is the Federal Re-

serve Board, comprising five members appointed by the Presi-

A it h the Secretary of the Treasury and the Comp-
rncy. The stock <>f the- various federal re-

hanks is owned by local banks in the respective dist

called
" member banks." National banks were required to be-

come memU-r banks, while state banks and trust companies
to become member banks, provided they comply

with certain standards imposed upon national banks by the na-

tional banking law and with other requirements set by the Fed-

eral Reserve Board. Each member bank subscribes to the

he federal reserve bank in an amount equal *o 6 per
own capital and Half <>f this must be paid

1 the other half remains subject to call. Any earnings of

deral reserve banks over a 6 per a-nt dividend to their

cr banks go, first, to accumulate a surplus equal to 40 per
be paid up ( <>ck, and, beyond that, to t he-

Treasury. Each federal reserve bank is governed
l>oard of nine directors, six being elected by the meniU-r

! three appointed by the Federal Reserve Board.

itums of Federal Reserve Banks and Member Banks. The
il reserve banks are

"
bankers' banks

"
y do

osits of individuals nor do 1 directly

u ir most important relations are with their

*r banks, and these may be summarized under the heads

S (2) rediscounts, and (3) note issues,

federal reserve banks hold the central reserves of the

J roerve banks allocated at Nrw York, Barton. PhiUddphiA.

Cleveland. Chicago, Minneapolis. Si. Louis, Kanm. dty.
cisco. The AlUnta hank has a branch at New ()rkmn (witk

ped to U) aod other branches may be
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M. Three years are allowed for the gradual transfer m
reserves from the banks which have held them in the past. After

that period the requirements are as follows: A member bank

may < reserve only (i) money in its own vaults ;md

(a) deposit trnlits with the federal reserve bank. Member

banks in central reserve cities must maintain reserves equal

to 18 per ;heir demand liabilities, of which at least one

third must be money in their own vaults and at least seven

eighteenths deposits in the federal reserve bank. In other re-

serve cities member banks must maintain 15 per cent reserv

which at least, one third must be in their own vaults, and at

six fifteenths must be a federal reserve bank deposit. Banks

in other cities or rural districts must keep 12 per cent reserves
;

at least one third in their own vaults and at least five twelfths

in the federal reserve bank. The federal banks, in turn, have to

keep minimum reserves of -5 per cent of their deposits.

These provisions for minimum reserves of definite size must be

interpreted as being, in part at least, a concession to Am<

habits and prejudices. But the Federal Reserve Board is

authorized to suspend temporarily any of these reserve require-

ments, imposing a graduated tax upon the amounts by which

the reserves fall below the stated minimum limit. It is to be

expected, moreover, that the federal reserve banks will normally

hold reserves much larger than those required by law. This

in itself will introduce a large measure of elasticity into the

tion.

2. Rediscounting means the purchase by one bank of

and bills of exchange held by another, the purchasing bank beinij

protected by the selling bank's endorsement of the discounted

paper. Rediscounting has not been a common feature of Ameri-

can banking practice, and there has even been a distinct prejudice

against it, although it is very common in Europe. The new law

makes it an essential part of the federal reserve system. 1

reserve banks may rediscount (for their member banks) short-

time notes and bills of exchange
"
issued or drawn for agricul-

tural, industrial, or commercial purposes," and conforming

to certain specifications which have been carefully formulated
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.e Federal Reserve Board. The privilege of rediscount i-

\ tended to notes and bills of exchange issued
"

for the

purpose of carrying or trading in stocks, bonds, or other invest-

-, except bonds and notes of the United States."

The purpose of this rest r 'resources.

of the federal reserve banks from being used to finance specula-
t.ut also t<> limit their rediscounts to so-called

"
self-liqui-

that Is, to notes and bills of exchange held against

loans vshu h the borrowers will, in t he ordinary course of business,

be able to rep. he proceeds of the sales of the goods pro-

purchased with the aid of the borrowed funds.

The most important general advantage of this new redis-

i the development

thoroughly ela i" deposit credit, expanding and con-

tracting with the number and magnitude of business transac-

tions. When, for example, the reserves of certain member
banks are too low to permit them to advance depo
to their customers in the desired quantities upon even the sound-

is of persona they may replenish their

reserves by sending part of their h< tidings of bills and notes t

federal reserve banks for rediscount. In order to equalize the

supply of bank credit in different parts of the country the Fed-

eral Reserve Board may permit and even require certain federal

reserve banks to rediscount commercial paper for other federal

reserve banks. The Federal Reserve Board also has general

!i? power over le rediscounting system, includ-

ing power to revise the rediscount rates of the different federal

reserve hanks.

I ndi r the new system, national banks may stfll continue

to issue notes, as in the past ,
if they wish. The existing national

bank notes, constituting about one fifth of the aggregate amount
of money in the count ry, could not be suddenly withdrawn from

at ion without serious consequences. But the Federal

Reserve A ides that the national banks may gradually

get rid of their note-issue liabilities by selling the government
bonds they hold as security for their notes to the federal reserve

banks at par. The federal reserve banks, if they wish, may
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utilize these bonds as security for the issue of federal reserve

bank notes, which in all e-mtials an- like national bank notes.

The extent to which national banks will give up their note

will depend very largely upon the price of government bonds.

More important, however, are federal reserve no: .<! by
the federal reserve banks (i) in exchange for gold, thus becoming

virtually gold certificates, and (2) upon the security of rcdis-

counted paper held by them. A 100 per cent reserve is held

against notes issued in exchange for gold ;
a 40 per cent reserve

has to be held against notes issued on the security of rediscoun t ed

paper. This last reserve requirement may, in emergency, be

waived by permission of the Federal Reserve Board, a graduated
tax being imposed upon deficiencies in the reserve. This makes

it possible, it will be seen, for member banks to secure currency for

their own borrowers and depositors by sending paper to the

federal reserve banks to be rediscounted, taking the proceeds
of such rediscounts in federal reserve notes. This means that

when the country needs more money for hand-to-hand circula-

tion it can get it by exchanging personal credit instruments for

federal reserve notes. Bank credit in the form of bank notes

can now be expanded quite as readily as bank credit in the form

of deposits. But it is not yet certain that an adequate mecha-

nism has been provided for the speedy contraction of the note issue

when the special needs that called for its expansion have passed.

Federal reserve notes are redeemable at the issuing banks and

(out of a redemption fund maintained by the banks) at the treas-

ury in Washington, and no federal reserve bank which has re-

ceived the notes of another federal reserve bank is permitted
to pay them out, but must return them promptly to the issuing

bank "
for credit or redemption." Much depends then, so far

as contraction is concerned, upon the rapidity with which federal

reserve notes find their way back to some federal reserve bank.

Other Functions of the Federal Reserve Banks. In addition

to being
"
bankers' banks," the federal reserve banks, it is

expected, will be bankers for the federal government. They
may, under the law, be used as depositories for all the general

funds of the government and may serve as
"

fiscal agents
"

of
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the government in various treasury operations. This will make
it possible for the government to use modern and economical

> ids in caring for its receipts and making its payments, and

should also prove of advantage in its borrowing.

The federal reserve banks are also empowered to buy, sell, and
borrow gold coin and bullion, the securities of the federal govern-

warrants and other short-time obligations of states

muipalitics. They may also buy and sell bills of exchange
r foreign or domestic trade. This last power

in case of need, to come to the relief of banks not

members of the system. HuyiiiL' t-iii- <! OChaflfl fan OtiM
banks differs t : disannul- in that in the latter

process the bills to be rediscounted arc normally and usually

exchanged for deposit credits or bank notes. Under the law,

federal reserve notes cannot be issued upon the security of
"
pur-

chased "paper, I. ut only upon paper
"
rediscounted

"
for member

banks, nor can federal reserve banks give deposit credit to banks

:\ the system. This means that ri irchases
"

will

usual i drain upon the reserves of the federal

banks, their po-.u-r of
"
purchase

"
is much more restricted than

"rediscount."

Hut there is a yet more important aspect of these authorized

operations
"

in commercial paper. Only through
e of this power can the federal reserve banks hope to make

rates
"

effective
"

in the money market. Only
in this way can they expect to

"
put on the brakes

" when they

think that bank credit is being expanded with dangerous rapidity

or encourage free lending on the part of the banks when condi-

tions are such as to make that policy seem desirable. Only in

this way, moreover, can they protect their gold reserves by the

use of devices similar to those which the Bank of England ****

other European banks have found effective. The existence of

an "
open market

"
for commercial paper means merely that

commercial pa -cad of brim; held till maturity by the

bank first discounting it, may be bought and sold freely, and

may move from 01 and even -from one country

to another, according to differences in prevailing discount rates.
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In the United States open market operations of this kind arc not

yet of sufficient magnitude to give the federal reserve banks any

large opportunity for exerting tluir influence. They are con-

sequently endeavoring to stimulate the growth of open niarkt t

operations.

The federal reserve system has been very carefully devised

for the purpose of getting rid of the principal evils inherent in

the national banking system as it was. If given a thorough and

fair test, it should accomplish that purpose. There is some

danger that the new system may make possible a too easy and

too rapid expansion of bank credit in periods of business pros-

perity, ending perhaps in reaction and crisis. But this danger
i- inseparable from any really elastic system of bank credit.

With a wise exercise of the powers which the Federal Reserve

Board has over discount rates and reserves, the alternations of

periods of business prosperity and periods of business depression

should be less frequent and less violent than in the p

The most formidable obstacle to the success of the federal reserve

now apparent is the possible lack of cordial cooperation on the part of the

banks especially the smaller banks of the country. Very few state hanks

and trust companies have become member banks, while a few member banks

have given up their national bank charters and have withdrawn from the

system. Despite the fact that the Federal Reserve Act modified the na-

tional banking law by permitting national banks to engage in various kinds

of banking operations which had previously been prohibited, some of the

bankers feel that membership in the system decreases their banking profit-.

Member banks no longer get interest on their reserve deposits (although

this is compensated for, at least in part, by the reduction in the size of the

required reserves) and, if they utilize the federal reserve banks as clearing

and collection agencies for checks drawn upon other banks in the system,

they lose some of the profits from certain charges that had previously been

made for collections and exchange. The advantages of the system to in-

dividual banks will appear most clearly at time of crisis. But lessons of

periods like that of 1007 are soon forgotten. The greatest advantages of

the system, however, are its effects upon the commercial interests of the

country as a whole. A particular banker may feel that he can share in

many of the general advantages of the system without membership in it.

It is to be hoped that this absence of a sense of individual resjxmsibility for

the general banking situation may not develop so far as to prevent the fed-

eral reserve system from attaining its maximum usefulness.
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TABLE V
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BANKS: 1915
l
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other financial undertakings. Buflding and loan sisndadons, prirau
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panics, etc., frequently perform functions which are very

kinds of "banking." But banking as the institution which

sonal credit into bank credit in the form of deposit accounts and

badt^d^tdttn^a^hMadbti^iQ^crf^iflMCofltivm.

QUE8TIOH3

I'jcpUio the various teams fat the puMhhsd "statement" of a na-

tional bank.

Because a national bank can buy interest-bearing fovanuuent bonds

and use them as security for its own issues of paper money, advocates of

government paper money issues have alleged that it gets "double interest

on its money." Is this true?

3. How should one compare the profitableness of issuing notes with the

profitableness of extending deposit credit?

4 What restrictions does your state impose on state banking corpora-
tions >

5. Report on the note-issue systems of the Bank of England, the Bank
of France, the Imperial Bank of Germany, and the Canadian banks.

Report upon the relative advantages of the promissory note and the

( 'ornpare the provisions of the Aldrich plan with those of the federal

reserve system.
8. Does the supply of bank credit involve the sacrifice of "waiting"

on the part of anyone? Who are the real or ultimate lenders?

9. What are bank acceptances? trade acceptances? commodity paper?
10. Are bank notes more closely snslogrms to government paper money

or to bank deposits?
1 1 . What points of superiority have bank notes over government paper

money?

(See also references for Chapter XIV.)

Comptroller of the Currency. Annual Reports.

Ui*teryofMod**B**3*flum.
COWWAY, THOMAS, and PATTEESOX, E. M. Tke Op**im if Ikt AW JtoU

Ad.

DrxBAH. C. F. CkapUrs on tk* Tktory and History / Butting.

Federal Reserve Board. A mmolRtports; F*rfRov* BmU** (monthly)
HOLDSWORTH, J. T. Money and Banker

1

J J Ilittery of Banking in tke I'nito* States.

LAUGBUN, J. L. (editor). B**Jtin f Reform.
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National Monetary Commission. Publications. (A series of over f. >rt y m. >no-

graphs by different authors, giving as a whole the best available history

of banking in the United States and the best accounts in Knglish of the

banking institutions of other countries.)

PRATT, S. S. Tke Work of Wall Str*.

SUMNER, W. G. History of Banking in the United States.

WILLIS, H. P. The Federal Reserve; American Banking.

WITHERS, HARTLEY. The Meaning of Money.



CHAPTER XVI

OTHER PROBLEMS IN MONEY AND BANKING

The Value of Money. We have not as yet answered one

very important question, and i What determines the

value of money?
" Now b> .due of money

" we mean
irchasing power of money as reported or expressed by

the money prices of other things. There is no such thing in

fact as
"
the general purchasing power of money/' although we

have found it coir use that and similar ripfrMJoni

Money has, in reality, a large number of different values, ex-

pressed by the different quantities of different things that it

will purchase. If the price of wheat is one dollar per bushel,

then one value the wheat value of money is a bushel per
dollar. Similarly, the purchasing power of money in -

steaks may be four pounds per dollar. But how are we to

blend sirloin steaks, wheat, and other things into one concept?
The notion of the general value of money is simply a useful

abstraction, based on a broad view of all its different specific

iCS,

When we fix our attention upon ctungts in the various pur-

chasing powers of money, however, we are able to make a dis-

tinction between changes that are widespread and general,

and changes that affect only one or two commodities. For

example, a new invention may decrease the price of a particular

commodity, without affecting the prices of other things except

(if the demand for the commodity is elastic) by shifting demand

from other things to the commodity in question, an effect

h would usually be slight so far as the price of any one of

these other things is concerned, for the demand would very

likely be shifted from many different lines of consumption. Or,

if the demand for the commodity in question is relatively in-

J7
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elastic, a diminution in its price may increase the demand for

other things. Hut there are, on the other hand, price fluctua-

tions which are widespread and which show a general trend in

one direction or the other, and these we may call, with sir

tial accuracy, changes in the value of money. What are tin-

underlying causes of these general changes in the values of

money?
The Nature of the Problem. Our first impulse, perhaps,

is to suggest that there is no new problem here, that the value

of money is to be determined in the way that other values are

determined, and to seek to frame an explanation in terms of

marginal utility and the general laws of supply and demand.

But the task is not so simple as that. The analysis of marginal

utility, it is true, formed the basis of our explanation of the

shifting of demand from one commodity to another, but it does

not help us to explain the demand for money. Marginal

utility depends upon the capacity of things to satisfy human

wants, and money does not directly satisfy a single human

want, except the abnormal wants of the miser. We want

money only as we want the things that money will buy for us.

And when we turn to
"
supply and demand " we find at

little help. For, it will be remembered, when we were discuss-

ing the relations between the prices of things and their supply

and demand, we arbitrarily limited ourselves to the consider-

ation of one commodity at a time. That is, we assumed that

the money price of the one commodity we were considering was

alone variable, and that the prices of all other things remained,

for the time being, constant. The consumer whom we pictured

as willing to buy a certain amount of a commodity at a certain

price or a larger amount at a lower price, was, by our premises,

merely comparing variable dollars' worths of the commodity in

question with fixed dollars' worths of other things. All the

values of money, save one, were held constant, so that the

imaginary consumer simply had to compare the utility of larger

and smaller marginal dollars' worths of the one commodity
with their cost measured in a dollar that represented perfi < i \\

definite amounts of all other things. Now the problem of the
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value of mom >tood as the problem of general changes
in the 'different values of money) cannot be approached in

that way. <c problem of th~ value of money b merely
the obverse of the problem of the money values of all other

things. If we were studying the wheat value of money we
could assume th teak value of money to be held

constant. But our present problem is that of the wheat value

MTloin-steak value of money and all other

values of money. We can't resort to the strategy of breaking
the st . ir bundle one by one.

The Quantity of Money and the Values of Money. All

does not mean that tin-re is no such thing as .-.

Using the word money in its broadest

ling all
'

to receive money
"

that are used in mak-

ing payments, it is dear that every sale of a commodity may
cwed as a purchase of money, and every purchase of a

commodity as a sale of money. Going a step farther, and

remembering that one wants money only because of the things

money will buy, we may say that every sale of one comn

is a purchase of the power of acquiring other things. A seller

cares about the quantity nf m.>n< v the number of

dollars he gets in exchange for his goods, except in so far as

these dollars have certain exchange relations with other things,

including the things he buys as a consumer and the things he

pays for under the head of
"
expenses of produ

larly. a buyer cares not how much money he parts with in ex-

change for a definite quantity of goods, except in so far as the

money has alternative uses of greater or less importance. The

quantity of money the number of dollars in the aggregate

supply of the instruments in which payments are made has

no significance apart from the nj// of the dollars.

These two things quantity and value are in the case

of money bound together in a peculiar wa\ arc. in a

very real sense, not only interdependent but interchangeable.

A small amount of money of high purchasing power per unit

will meet the needs of both buyer and seller just as wed as a

larger amount of money of lower purchasing power per unit.
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What are the conditions under which a general change in the

values of dollars is possible? Let us simplify the problem by

assuming that the dian^e i> absolutely general and uniform ;

that if, for example,
' he

\
>rice of a bushel of wheat is seventy-five

cents and the price of a bushel of corn is fifty cents, an in<

in the price of wheat to a dollar and a half is accompanied by
an increase in the price of corn to a dollar, and by a similar

doubling of the money prices of all other commodities and

eg. Things retain, we shall assume, precisely the same

exchange relations as before, except, with reference to money.
If prices have thus increased, all the values of money have di-

minished by one half. As an intermediary, then, as a means of

obtaining other things, money has only half its former potency.

Sellers are demanding and receiving twice as many dollars

as before for given quantities of goods ; buyers are offering and

paying twice as many dollars as before per unit of goods pur-

chased. Remembering now that we are using the word money
in its broadest sense, including exchangeable credit instru-

ments, it is evident that twice as much money as before passes

from buyer to seller in exchange for every unit of everything
else that passes from seller to buyer. But this means that

one of two possible conditions must exist. Either (i) fewer

exchanges are being made, or (2) exactly twice as much money
as before is being exchanged for goods and services. &
reach the very important conclusion that there must be a

definite relation between general changes in the values of

money and changes in its quantity. We need not as yet con-

cern ourselves with the question of which of these two related

things is cause and which is effect. But that these two things

are inseparably bound up, the one with the other, should now
be clear.

We may now state this principle in a somewhat broader

form : // the number of units of goods and services of every sort

annually exchanged for money remains constant, any increase or

decrease in the amount of money used in making payments must

be accompanied by an exactly proportionate general increase or

decrease in prices. It is not necessary for the truth of this
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theorem that all prices should change in the same proportion.

The general change in prices may, for example, be upward,
but some prices may rise by a smaller proportion or may even

fall, provided these are offset by sufficiently large increases

c prices of other things. An "exactly proportionate"

general change in prices merely means such changes in specific

prices as will make possible an unchanged volume of transac-

tions with the increased or decreased number of dollars used in

making payments. A general increase or decrease in price is

of course identical with a general decrease or increase in the

various specific values of money.
The Equation of Exchange. Some aspects of the general

relation bet vccn prices and the quantity of money can be con-

veniently represented by using algebraic symbols. Let M
represent the total amount of money in circulation, and let V

represent its rate of turnover, or velocity of circulation, that

is, the average number of times the various dollars in circulation

are exchanged for goods or services during the year. Then
\IV will represent total money payments, measured in money

represent the total volume of trade, or, more

accurately expressed, the total number of units of commodities

and services exchanged for money during the year. Finally,

let P represent the average price per unit paid for these com-

modities and services. The equation of exchange may now be

stated in its simplest form :

M V - PT.
(

This equation, it is obvious, amounts to the statement that <

the quantity of money in circulation, multiplied by its avenge
rate of turnover, is equal to the average price per unit paid for

commodities and services, multiplied by the number of units

sold. This, in turn, is equivalent to the yet simpler statement

that the total amount of money paid for things during the year

equals the sum of the prices of all the units purchased. Stated

in this way, the equation of exchange is readily seen to be

necessarily true In f.u t. it is a truism, an identity, almost,

rather than an equation. But it is none the la
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tor the truism which it states is one which has very often been

forgot t (ii.

Up to this point we have simplified our problem by counting

as
"
money

"
everything, including credit instruments, expressed

in terms of dollars and accepted in payment for other things.

But there are some important problems connected with the

relation of changes in the quantity of the generally accepted
media of exchange (money in the

" narrower sense ") to changes
in prices. So we shall now let M represent the quantity of the

generally acceptable media of exchange, including metallic

money, government paper money, and bank notes. The
bol M' will be used to represent the quantity of the trans-

ferable
"

rights to demand money
"

that are user in making

payments. These consist, almost entirely, of bank deposits

subject to check. Then the equation of exchange becomes :

MV + M'V' = PT.

This is a statement in algebraic symbols of the fact that the

amount of money in circulation, multiplied by its rate of turn-

over, together with the amount of bank deposits subject to

check, multiplied by their average rate of turnover, must be

equal to average unit prices, multiplied by the number of units

of things exchanged for money or for deposit credit. This equa-

tion is identical with the other one, except that a distinction is

now made between money and bank deposits. The principal

advantage of the use of the equation of exchange, in fact, is

that it enables us to discuss the relations between general

changes in prices and changes in the amount of metallic and

paper money without becoming involved in difficulties of analy-

sis and of exposition that would otherwise be very formi-

dable. The problem becomes simply that of the relations be-

tween M and P in the equation of exchange.

If M and M' increase in equal proportion, while 7, V, and

T remain fixed, P must also increase proportionally. That is,

all other things being equal, an increase in the amount of money
in circulation and in bank deposits must be accompanied by a

proportionate increase in prices. To what e*tent, in fact, are
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these
"
other thin- to remain equal? In the first place

a sudden intrca.se in the amount of money in circulation is

very sure to increase 7\ the total volume of trade, by leading
rreased purchases. But in the long r >crease or

decrease ial volume of trade must depend upon the

natural resources of the country, the productive energies of the

people, and the degree to which division of labor has been

. oi. It i ai: permanent dependence upon the

. In the second place, a sud-

i icrease in the supply of money is likely to bring about a

u-mj>orary decrease in I', its veloci illation, because a

larger -noney may, for the time being, be kept idle.

Hut, with a given volume of transactions at given prices, V

ng run depend very largely upon the habits of

the people with respect to the amount of
"
pocket money

"

usually kept on hand. Changes in habit- kind are

slow, and may safely be neglected in studying the movement

of prices through even a considerable number of years.

i the third place, we come to consider the effect of an

iniTea>e in M upon the magnitude of .I/', the amount ,.f btol

deposits subject to check, we find that these two things are

necessarily connected. For an increase in M
,
the amount of

money in ion, is very sure to be accompanied by an

increase in bank reserves. Additions to the country's stock of

money will distribute themselves, ultimately, between bank

reserves and hand-to-hand circulation, and the proportions of

the country's monetary stock allotted to these two uses usually

thu tuate only between more or less definite, even if gradually

changing, limits. But an increase in bank reserves normally
with it an increase on .If', the amount of bank deposits

subject to check. Even in the absence of minimum reserve

laws, the ratio of aggregate bank reserves to aggregate bank

deposits is found, for the time l>eing t to fluctuate around an

itely constant proportion. An increase in if, there-

fore, is very sure to result in an increase in IT.

It follows, then, that despite a certain amount of variability

in the other factors in the equation of exchange, a* iacreast ill
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Af, carrying with it a roughly proportionate increase in M\
mu.st normally have as its most important owuomitant a

similar general increase in prints. I hi-, it will be noted, is in

harmony with the conclusion we had already reached without

the aid of the equation of exchange. But that conclusion was

stated in terms of the "amount of money (and credit instru-

ments) exchanged for goods and services," the volume of trade

being constant. We now see that a similar conclusion hold

true when stated in terms of the quantity of money in < ir< nl<r

lion, the only qualifying factors being probable chanjj

greater or less importance in (i) the rate of turnover of money,

(2) the ratio of the amount of money in bank reserves to the

total amount of money in circulation, (3) the ratio of bank

reserves to bank deposits, and (4) the rate of turnover of bank

deposits. Allowiag for the influence of these qualifying fa-

an increase or decrease in the quantity of money, the volume of

trade being constant, must be accompanied by a proportionate

general increase or decrease in prices. This principle, known
as

"
the quantity theory of prices," has long been one of the

most important theorems of economics. 1

General changes in prices must, of course, accompany changes in any of

the factors in the equations of exchange, unless these happen to counteract

one another. If the volume of trade increases more rapidly than the supply
of money, and other things remain equal, prices must decrease. This is

the apparent explanation of the general fall in prices between 1873 and 1897.

The growing use of checks in making payments is substantially like an

increase in the supply of money. It increases the ratio of money in bank

reserves to money in hand-to-hand circulation, and thereby increases the

ratio of M' to M . Unless offset by changes in other factors, this must be

1 Professor Irving Fisher, by making skillful use of such statistics as are available,

has ftfh*d the magnitude of the various items in the equation of exchange for

each year since 1806. For one factor, the total volume of trade, Professor Fisher

had to be content with relative figures, showing merely the estimated percentage

changes in the volume of trade from year to year. By using merely his figures for

M, V, M', V, and T, Professor Fisher was able to get values showing the relative

year-by-yemr changes in P which agreed very closely with figures derived from

the statistics of actual price movements. Similar estimates, based on somewhat

leas ootnpirtf statistics, had previously been made by Professor . W. Kt-mnun r.

See Fisher, The Pvduuing Power of Money; and Kemmerer, Money and Credit

Instrument! in their Rdatums to General Prices.
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by rWng price*. An improvement in the organitation of the

~n\ "**Htm poeeinle a ftnaHfr nof***! ratio of

t" a^rr^atr hank lfjHMl > muM alv. trn-l t.) i:. r-a-<- ;.:.
r-

Along with a phenomenal iacreate in the quantity of money in the put
twenty yean there has been, in fact, a Urge increaae in both the ratio of

depceiU to money and in the rate of turnover of depoelu.

The Mechanism of General Changes in Prices. Thus far

we have considered only the mathematically mctutry relations

between changes in the quantity of money and general changes
in prices. The quantity theory of prices, even when stated in

the form of the equation of exchange, tells us nothing about the

v of general price changes; nothing, that is, about the

mechanism by which a change in the quantity of money oper-

ates to bring about general changes in prices. No one has ever

a complete description or analysis of this process, and

doubtless no one description would fit all instances of general

price changes brought about by changes in the quantity of

money. But some aspects of the matter are tolerably dear.

Take an artificially simple case. Imagine an isolated com-

munity with no foreign trade and with no banks. Suppose
that a group of men find a long-forgotten hoard of gold, large

.is compared with the existing stock of gold in circulation.

Without increasing their own activities as producers the finders

are now able to purchase larger quantities of goods. These

additional purchases, it is important to note, are the direct

result of the increase in the supply of money, and could not have

been made without it. The merchants into whose hands the

money comes in turn expend it to replenish their stocks and for

-t !HT purposes. And so the money pastes from hand to hand,

increasing the number of exchanges the volume of trade

just about proportkma he increase in money.
But this imT.MM in the volume of trade cannot be the end

of the process. More goods than before are passing into the

possession of their ultimate consumers. The country's stock

of exchangeable goods is being depleted more rapidly than it

can be replenished out of the country's normal agricultural and

industrial output. In short, the purchasing power of the com
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munity, at the old lend of prices, is now more than sufficient to

buy the current output. Under the pressure of competing

purchasers, desiring to exchange money for goods, j

rise. And if the industrial output cannot be permanently in-

creased the rise in prices will be proportionate to tin in.

in the money supply, so that finally the larger supply of money
will have brought with it no permanent increase in the number

of exchanges.

The conditions under which general price changes resulting

from an increase in the quantity of money occur in actual life

are much more complex, and yet there is no reason to suppose
that in its fundamentals the process is essentially unlike that

which we have just outlined. There is, however, the difference

that additions to the supply of money usually find their way at

first into bank reserves, where their immediate effect is to lower

the discount rate. This leads to increased bank lending and

to larger bank deposits, and the immediate purchasing power
of the community, in the form of its power to draw bank checks,

is correspondingly increased. Increased purchases will be

made, and so far as the immediate effect upon prices is con-

cerned, it is immaterial that a large part of the increase may be

in purchases of labor, raw materials, and supplies, i.e. in e

ditures for
"
productive

'"
rather than for

"
final

"
consump-

tion. Prices must rise, and this will draw a larger amount of

money into hand-to-hand circulation. With higher prices

people will find it convenient to keep somewhat larger amounts
of money on hand as "pocket-money." Finally, unless new

disturbing factors appear, equilibrium will be reached between

the amount of money in bank reserves and the amount of money
in hand-to-hand circulation. It seems probable, then, that

the sequence of processes by which an increase in the supply of

money actually brings about a general increase in prices may
often be (i) larger bank reserves, (2) lower discount rates,

(3) larger bank deposits, (4) more purchases, (5) higher prices,

(6) more money drawn into hand-to-hand circulation. Prices

get their initial upward impetus from the larger bank re-

serves, but the increase in the amount of money in hand-to-
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hand circulation helps to support and maintain the

i* far, however, we have neglected to take account of the

implant facts, (i) that gold has other than monetary

uses, (i) that the prod i gold wi. i part

uj
M .n losing power, and (3) that international gold ship-

- are also partly dependent u(x>n the relative purchasing

try and am- aving the last

of these three Got treatment in the following chap
connc h the genera national trade, we

pass now to the discussion of the other two.

The Relation of the Industrial Uses of Gold to Prices. -

the estimates of the Director of the Mint it appears that

in m< fourth to one third of the world's

annual pi gold finds its way into industrial uses.

(1 States mints and assay offices refine nearly all the

crude gold bullion produced in or brought to this country.

and allow the depositor to take the proceeds in money
bars of gold f* ial use, as he prefers. But even without

this convenient arrangement there would be a constant balanc

ing or comparison of the relative advantages of the indi.

and monetary uses of gold. The number of dollars which cat.

be got by selling gold for money and by actually converting

gold info money must, of course, always be approximately

equal.

re than that, there are two things quite from

the direct process of selling gold bullion for money which help to

iix the ratios of exchange between gold and other things. Con-

sumers, on the one hand, are constantly weighing the marginal

utility of objects made from gold against the marginal utility

of other things. Producers, on the other hand, are weighing
the relative profitableness of producing things made from gold

dngs made from other materials. It is dear that gold will

be distributed between its industrial and monetary uses in such

a way as to equalize the exchange ratios of gold and other

the testimony of Profewr Alfred Mtnhdl before Ite Briti* G4d tad

SDvtr rnmrniainn of iSSS, in AppaUis j Fuul Rtp~t. p. j
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things for the two uses. 1

If, for example, an increase in the

stock of money (whether gold or not) results in increased price-

ri decreased purchasing values of gold), a relatively larger

amount of the gold annually brought to the- mints will tend

to flow into industrial uses, and thus to limit tin- increase in the

amount of money and the consequent rise in pri

The Relation of the Expenses of Gold Production to Prices. -

There is another way in which society makes direct compari-
sons between the value of gold and the value of other tiling.

Mining, like agriculture, is subject to the law of increasing

expenses, and the tendencies of prices to equal the maximum

expenses of production per unit holds true for both indus-

tries. Not only are there marginal mines, mines which it just

pays to operate, but in the most productive mine> there are

margins, certain depths, for example, beyond which the

expense of mining more than eats up the value of the product.

Through the operators of mines, society is continually compar-

ing the cost in labor and capital of the production of gold with

the cost, similarly measured, of the things that can be bought
with the produced gold. If the gold produced at the margin

will purchase things which consumers deem of less importance
than other things which might have been produced with the

use of no more capital and labor, capital and labor will grad-

ually be shifted from their marginal use in gold mining to the

production of other things. Here, then, as in the case of the

balancing between the monetary and industrial uses of gold,

we have a direct value-comparison of gold and other things.

Some years ago the Bureau of the Mint undertook an invent i

gation into the relation of the expense of gold mining to the

amount of gold produced. The conclusion reached is worth

quoting in this connection :

In every mining'district there are mines producing at good profits, mines

producing at small profits, mines barely paying expenses, and nines oper-

ated at a loss, but with the hope that they will do better. Every increase

in costs would submerge the latter more deeply, add to the list of the un-

1 The expense of transforming bullion into jewelry, etc., is left out of account,

as it does not affect the principle under consideration.
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profiublc, ixl proUMy cW tofne of them A h%ncr acmle o* vo*

and make mining venture* generally ICM attractive, and UM

To summarize : Marginal utilities and subjective values are

in the i uses of gold. The particular form of the

law o! ! price that is operative in agriculture also holds

true in gold mining (although it has to be stated in a somewhat

ay). An increase in the supply of gold diminishes its

marginal u tilr uil uses. This is bound to decrease

the values of gold as money, on account of the ease with which

the supply of gold can be shifted to one use or the oil

a ris< <

s, however, cannot continue indefinitely. The
increase of prices and wages brings increasing cipensts in

gold mining, an- 1. unless new gold mines are found or cheaper

ways of getting gold from old mines arc invented, the output
of gold will have to decrease.

These things have a steadying influence upon prices. Tend-

encies toward extreme fluctuations in prices are held in check

by the resulting changes in the expense of mining gold and by
the automatic changes in the proportions of the annual gold

low into monetary circulation and into industrial

uses. It is in these ways that the significance of the fact that

the monetary standard is itself a commodity appears.

The Increase in the Production of Gold. Although prob-

al.ly more gold was produced between 1850 and 1875 than from

as Table I shows, the annual production of

1896 has been from two to three times as large as it

was between 1850 and 1875. Most of this great output of gold,

as Table II indicates, comes from relatively few countries.

At pre>ent thr British i-m; >lies over one half and the

tiding Alaska) nearly one fourth of the total

product. The causes of this enormous increase were, in part,

the opening up of new gold fields in South Africa, Canada,

Alaska, and Colorado, and in part the improvements in methods

of extracting gold from low grade and refractory ores, in which

1004. 1
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TABU 1

PRODUCTION OF GOLD IN THE WORLD SINCE 184!

(From 1841 to 1885 the estimate is from a table of averages for certain periods,

compiled by Dr. Adoiph Soetbeer; for the years 1886 to 1912 the production is the

annual estimate of the Bureau of the Mi

PBUOO
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connection the development of thr "cyanide process" has

been of special importance.
1

Dredging for gold in the beds of

rivers which drain gold-yielding lands, is a very recent devel-

opment of considerable importance. Notwithstanding the de-

crease in i Mr value of gold, the bulk of the gold produced in

California today is from ore bodies that twenty-five or thirty

years ago were generally considered worthless.

The effects of this enormous output have been felt in both

K! and America in a general increase of both prices and

wages. There are some who expect that the values of gold will

Continue to depreciate for a long time in the future. Account

:MU-I be taken, however, of the automatic check which the

increase in wages and prices is bound to put on the production
of gold by increasing mining expenses. On the other hand,
-till further economies in productive methods are possible,

Some Economic Effects of Changes in the Values of Money.
- We have seen that an increase in the amount of money

available for bank reserves leads to the expansion of credit,

stimulates business, and increases prices. The same results

are achieved, although not in the same way, by a sudden debase-

nu-nt <>f the standard of value, or by the introduction of irre-

deemable paper money as the medium of exchange. Prices

are gradually increased under such conditions, there being an

unmistakable tendency to adjust them to the change in the
44
dollar

"
or other unit of the medium of exchange.* The

rising prices stimulate business by increasing profits. Profits

"There are many mines in operation now at a profit

worked at a profit ten yean ago. There has been an

told and silver product by the recovery of these

through economies in management, particularly by
and by more complete extraction of the values from the ore* treated." Jlr**r M
Ike /VWnrJuw of Ike Preci+tu Jffif. 1004. p

Possibly the effect upon other price* of the IHCTSMBIJ prices ( ri< the

r) that have to be paid for b

the greenbacks "gt*-*'-
1 by rmfmm W. C MJIrhal. the
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are increased because most of the expenses of production are

incurred before the goods are sold, so that tin- rise in prices

increases the margin between prices and the expenses of pro-

duction, and because, moreover, some of the expenses of pro-

duction do not usually rise as rapidly as do prices. An expan-

sion of business activity of the kind already described is apt to

be the result, and this is not generally soon restrained by in-

sufficient bank reserves, for depreciated money is usual 1

though not always, money that is coined or issued in large

quantities.

That periods of prosperity induced in this way are inevitably

short-lived and usually end in severe crises does not make tlu-m

any the less real. Nor should the fact that such artificial condi-

tions of business enterprise are apt to be accompanied by exces-

sive speculation and other unhealthy features blind us to the

fact that they accomplish some good. The encouragement

given to venturesome undertakings leads to the trial of new

methods of production, to the development of new natural

resources, to undertakings of vast proportion, to a general free-

ing of industrial organization and methods from the restrai

of habit and tradition. The foundations of modern large-scale

industry in the United States were laid in the period between

the Civil War and the panic of 1873. The period of state bank

note inflation preceding the panic of 1837 was a period in which

the industrial map of the United States was almost wholly

changed, and, in the long run, for the better.

A rapid increase in the supply of standard money may have a

similar effect. A tremendous expansion of international trade

followed the gold discoveries in California and Australia. In

the sixteenth century, increases in the supply of the money

metals, historians are agreed, hastened the fall of the medieval

economic system. The almost unparalleled development of

industry and industrial organization in the United States since

1897 must, with its good features as well as its bad, be at-

tributed in part to the increased supply of gold.

Business prosperity, however, does not always coincide with

the real economic welfare of the masses of the people. If
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prices are rising faster than money wages, real wages are ob-

viously declining. A period of falling prices is very apt to be

a period of increasing well-being for those whose incomes are

wages or salaries, although here we have to remember that

i daily or weekly wages do not fall so rapidly as prices,

an increase of unemployment may affect total yearly incomes

adversely.

Crises. Crises are frequently recurring phenomena of cur-

They are of all degrees of severity, but

are generally characterized by a scarcity of bank cnv
sudden drop in prices, a subsequent period of industrial depres-

sion, lack of employment for wage earners, and kindred symp-

Crises are frequently attributed to
"
over production," or,

pression is criticized (because human wants are

never fully satisfied) to
" under consumption." The two ex-

pressions are different ways of describing the same thing, and

.ire misleading because they put the [** in the wrong

place. Production and consumption have to do with quemti-

i things and Uuir fitness to satisfy human wants. Crises

>pring from mishaps in the price process; they relate to what

mk'ht be called the dollars and cents aspect of economic life.

It is difficult, even impossible, for observers to analyze all the

factors entering into a particular crisis, and it is even more

.It to formulate a theory of crises that will be of general

applicability. There are some important things about crises,

however, that are relatively well known, and these will form

the basis of our discussion.

I a significant fact that crises generally occur only as sharp

interruptions of periods of business prosperity, when credit b

abundant, prices relatively high, and employment plentiful.

Whatever may be the cause of a period of exceptional business

prosperity, it i- apt to contain within itself the seeds of its own
destri: The point will appear clearly if we put together

two conclusions that were reached in the preceding chapter:

that the supply of loanable funds in the form of bank

i is a function of two variables, the supply of personal
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credit and the supply of money available for bank reserves;

second, that personal credit is based on the probable amount

of future money incomes and probable future prices of property.

Suppose, for example, that business conditions are pros-

perous and promise to continue so, and that tlu -re is a plentiful

supply of money in the bank reserves. Expected prices and

expected profits are large, expected interest payment >

certain. The power to get this future income depends, how-

upon the possession of land, capital goods, franchises and

other privileges, the established business relations that give

rise to
"
good-will values," or upon the possession of income-

yielding securities, such as mortgages, bonds, stocks, etc.

Under such conditions, these things command good prices in

the market and may easily be hypothecated, either formally or

implicitly, in order to secure purchasing power, bank credit.

The bank credit thus created is put into further investments

of capital and into the creation of further business opportunities.

These things serve in turn, so long as their income-yielding

power seems certain, as the basis of further extensions of kink

credit, and thus the process of business expansion continues

in a cumulative fashion. Overproduction, it is true, is present,

but it is the overproduction of the means of production and of

acquisition, of railways, factories, and business schemes,

and it is accompanied by the overappraisal,, the overcapitali/a-

tion, of these things. An extensive period of increasing pros-

perity of this kind is, however, scarcely possible unless the

supply of money is increasing ;
for bank reserves as well as the

amount of expected personal incomes condition the supply of

purchasing power. Very often, in fact, it may be a sudden

increase in the supply of money available for bank reserves that

gives the initial impetus to the rapid expansion of business.

Larger reserves, lower discount rates, larger investments, an

increased volume of trade, is as we have seen, the normal

sequence in such cases. Periods of rising prices are periods of

rising profits, for fixed charges, the rate of interest Cev

new borrowings), and wages do not usually rise as rapidly as

prices. These rising profits are, of course, the direct cause of
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vestment in production goods and the overcapitaliza-
isiness opportunities.

one of a nun tings may be sufficient to precipitate

a pan such conditions. The whole business structure

may fall to pieces through sheer topheaviness. That b, so

n today >o large a share of prod
< t ways the production

of goods that will U- ri|*- for human use on 1 compara -

tant future, that the mere operations of supply and

demand among business men themselves may maintain pros-

perous business conditions for some time. But in the long run

the maintenance of the values of producer's goods and privi-

leges depends on the demand, and hence on the income, of

ultimate consumers. Wages do not usually rise as rapidly as

prices in periods of business expansion. This simple fact may
-elf keep the average purchasing power of consumers

Irum expanding ra; ugh to furnish a solid support for the

growing stnu-tun- of capital values.

Crop failure may precipitate a panic by diminishing the pur-

chasing power of those engaged in agriculture, and, possabl

reducing exports and thus necessitating the taking of gold from

the bank reserves to ship to Europe in payment for our imports.

When the credit situation is at all strained, the failure of one im-

portant bank may be enough to precipitate a panic. The bank's

creditors are prevented from meeting their own obligations;

the s t urn dependent upon them, and thus

losses in expected and often already hypothecated income are

transmitted from firm to firm and from industry to industry

in a constantly \\ <. The reduction of bank re-

serves by reason of the flow of mo; hand-to-hand cir-

\ order to effect exchanges at the higher level of prices

may itself be a contributing cause of a panic.

ict, whatever may be the immediate cause of a panic

bound to grow, in a condition of inflated capital values, with

tremendous ra ; ads to forced

sales of property in order that credit obligations may tx

These reduce prices, lessen the * n which credit is
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founded, and render banks less able and less willing to mak<

loans. Moreover, the hoarding of money, which is apt to be a

feature of a panic, has a destructive effect on hank Etaervc hi

a serious panic the liquidation of obligations has to work

out. Then the industrial process starts afresh, with lowered

values imputed to capital goods and to business opportunities,

and with property rights shifted, in some measure, to creditors.

Crises seem to be unpre\ en table so long as competition and

the credit system dominate in industry. Yet there are some

recent developments that may make them less frequent, and

possibly less serious.

The "
integration of industry," whereby a whole series of pro-

ductive processes, from the production of the raw material to the

sale of the finished product, are brought together under one

management, decreases the number and complexity of credit

relations between producers, and tends to prevent the undue

expansion of those parts of the productive process that are

farthest removed from the consumer. The strong position of

the steel industry in the United States is a case in point. The

improvements in the bargaining power of wage earners result-

ing from their organization have enabled them partly to pre-

vent the widening of the gap between wages and prices in pros-

perous times, as recent American statistics show. On the

other hand, crop failures are and always will be a factor of

uncertainty. The best way of softening the rigors of a panic

and of restoring normal conditions promptly is through a \vi>r

use of the lending power inherent in a system of really elastic

bank reserves, just as the best way of preventing pani

through a firm control of discount rates when all other condi-

tions are ripe for a period of business inflation. It is in tlu><-

ways, perhaps, that the new federal reserve system can best

serve the country.

The Standard of Deferred Payments. The relation of

changes in the purchasing power of money to long-time debts

and credits has some very important aspects. If prices increase,

the principal of a loan represents less purchasing power at the time

of repayment than at the time the loan was made. I f i
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decrease, the reverie is, of course, true. In periods of cheap

money agitations the additional burdens imposed upon debton
in a period of decreasing prices are emphasised. An important

ion of money, then, is found in its use m a rfasutorf of

defined payments.
There is a partial. tmt <mly partial, compensation lor the in-

tors and creditors resulting from general
ices it) (hi- fact that the interest rate usually

when prices increase and decreases when prices decrease. This

is largely because rising prices increase profits, thus inducing

*pay higher interest rates in order to secure larger

supplies of funds for invest: ing prices decrease

s and lessen the demand for loanable funds. The result

of th changing purchasing power of the principal

of a loan is to some e\ et or discounted by changes in

the rate of interest. The decline in interest rates as prices fall

makes it possible for debtors to pay off their old obligations with

funds borrowed at a lower rate of interest. Creditors cannot

so easily take advantage of the fact that interest rates are in-

creasing when the purchasing power of the principal of their

outstanding loans is decreasing. Nevertheless, more rmphasis
has been *, i he question of the standard of deferred pay-

periods of declining prices, when debtors are in-

i fleeted, than in periods of rising prices, when credi-

tors are the losers. The United States is rapidly ceasing to be
"
ami the fa.- ir, are becom-

ing less distinctively a "debtor class," We may expect,

there; in a future period of declining prices we shall

hear less about the injustice of our variable standard of deferred

Index Numbers. General changes in prices are indicated

statistically by the use of index numbers. An index number,

in the most general sense, is some magnitude which tafia vilk

some other magnitude or complex of magnitudes, and whose

variations can c be taken as representing or tWiVsltsjf

the other variations. In studying the variations of the price

of some specific thing we need no index number ;
but when we
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have to deal with the variations of many different prices, we
find the use of index numbers necessary.

The simplest way to form an index number of gem-nil changes
in prices is, first to select a list of things whose prices are to be

taken into account, next to ascertain the average price per
unit paid for each of these things in each successive month or

year of the period being studied, and finally to take tin sum of

these unit prices in each of a number of successive months or

years as the index numbers. Such index numbers show the

variations in the total expense of a purchase consisting of one

unit each of the commodities included in the list. Thus if

bananas of a certain grade sell at a certain time for 15 cents a

dozen, oranges at 40 cents, and peaches at 25 cents; and if a

month later the prices are 20 cents for bananas, 50 cent^ for

oranges, and 20 cents for peaches, the summed prices used as

index numbers are 80 cents and 90 cents respectively. This

means merely that the total money cost of a dozen each of these

fruits has increased by 12^ per cent.

For some purposes we get more significant results by weight-

ing the specific prices in accordance with the relative impor-
tance of the different commodities. If, for example, we think

that twice as many bananas as peaches are ordinarily used, and

three times as many oranges as peaches, we may take as our

weighted sum at the earlier date, .25 plus (2 X .15) plus (3 x .40),

or $1.75. For the later date the weighted sum is $2.10, indi-

cating a general rise of 20 per cent in the retail prices of this

small group of commodities. Accurate weighting is thus of

great importance in forming index numbers from a small list

of price quotations. If a very large list of prices is used, weight-

ing becomes of less importance, for there is no necessary con-

nection between the importance of a commodity and the

degree to which it has risen or fallen in price. Errors due

to the lack of weighting or to imperfect weighting thus

tend to offset each other. But even with a large and

thoroughly representative list of prices, the highest degree of

accuracy in index numbers cannot be reached without careful

weighting.
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Index numbers are, however, more often constructed as

Mrafw than as sums. Thus the ordinary arithmetic owrdftf
of the prices of these kinds of fruit at the two dates are Jo + 3

and .90 + 3, or .27 and .30 respectively. The weighed arith-

averages are 1.75 + 6 and 2.10 + 6, or .29 and .35.

The averages, of course, indicate the same proportionate gen-
eral change in prices as do the sums, but when the price list in

large the use of the average makes the series of price changes
somewhat more easy to inspect and interpret.

- a common practice in making index numbers to substi-

tute relative prices for actual prices before summing or averag-

ing them. The price of each commodity at each date is set

down as a per cent of its price at some one specific date (or of its

average pn during a certain period). Thus, in the illustra-

tion already given, if we use the earlier date as the
"
basing

period," the price per dozen of each kind of fruit is set down as

100. The rela cs in the later period then are : ^Ttiitif,

133; oranges, 125; peaches, 80. This gives an unweighted
sum of 338, and an unweighted arithmetic average of 113,

indicating an average relative change in prices of 13 per cent.

Relative prices may also, of course, be combined by means of

weighted sums and averages. Index numbers utilizing relative

prices should be constructed and interpreted with great cau-

tion, because the results will vary according as one period or

another is used as the basing period. If, for example, in the

illustration already given, prices at the later date are used as the

basing prices, average relative prices at the earlier date become

93, indicating an average increase of only a little over 7 per cent

instead of the 13 per cent indicated when the earlier prices

were used as bases. When a large j*
s used this particu-

lar source of error becomes of less (though not of negligible) im-

portance. But there remains the difficulty that for periods

remote from the basing period this method exaggerates a rise in

prices and understates a fall.
1 It is accordingly sometimes de-

sirable to use chain index numbers, in which the relative prices

1 This crow* ot of the fact that a price cannot (aO by
but can riat vfekoa* Sriiitn limit
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for each successive period are stated OF expressed as per cents

of the prices in the period immediately preceding. That is.

tin- base is repeatedly shifted from one period to the next.

In constructing an index number from relative prices, other

kinds of averages than the ordinary arithmetic average may
sometimes be wisely used. The median relative price is the

one which divides all of the relative prices for a given date

into halves, one half being lower and one half higher than

the median. The median is easy to find and easy to interpret .

Less used are the mode, the relative price that occurs most

frequently at a given date, and therefore shows what is in a

way the most "
characteristic

"
price change, and the geo-

metric average, the wth root of the relative prices of n com-

modities. The geometric average has a number of advantages.
It gives less weight to extreme price variations than does the

arithmetic average ; geometric averages of relative prices show

just the same general price changes as geometric averages of

actual prices; and the results obtained are alike whether one

date or another is chosen as the basing period. It is, in prin-

ciple, the correct average to use when the problem is not that

of finding the change in the aggregate purchasing power of

money, but the (mathematically) different problem of finding

the general change in the different ratios of exchange between

money and other things.

In general, whether one kind of index number is better than

another usually depends upon the character of the available

data and the use that is to be made of the results. For example,
if the problem is that of measuring the change in the cost of

living of the laboring classes, the best index number is a sum or

:ge of actual prices, weighted in accordance with the rela-

tive importance of the different items in the expenditures of

typical laboring-class families. Sometimes changes in prices

bring about such changes in the relative amounts of different

things purchased that if, for example, we are comparing the

cost of living in two periods rather far apart, we shall get differ-

ent results according as we weight our index numbers in accord-

ance with expenditures in one period or the other.
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ULK III
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It i mportanl to know tin- distribution as well as the

general trend of price changes. The range of variation of the

different relative prices might, for example, be comparatively

large above the average and comparatively small below it.

These are various ways of measuring and stating the di>tri-

bution of price changes but their adequate consideration would

lead us into matters too technical for discussion here. The
whole matter of index numbers is full of subtle difficulties, some
of them mathematical, but more of them demanding primarily
a clear-headed analysis of the economic problems involved.

Index numbers of prices and wages are available for the

United States for the period since 1860, and some figures have

been compiled for earlier years. For the period 1860-1880

Mitchell's l are the best; the period from 1890 to the present
is covered by the United States Bureau of Labor Statistics 2 and

for the gap from 1880 to 1890 Falkner's are available.8 Several

financial journals also publish tables of price changes.
4

Some writers have suggested the possibility of a tabular mon-

etary standard, to be maintained by frequently changing the money
unit in accordance with the showings of an officially kept sys-

tem of index numbers. To do this by periodically altering the

amount of bullion in standard coin would be impracticable,
5

1 In his Gold, Prices, and Wages under the Greenback Standard.
* In various numbers of the Bulletin of the Bureau of Labor Statistics.

In "Aldrich Report" on Wholesale Prices, Wages, and Transportation, Senate

Doc., 3ad Cong., ad Session, No. 1394.
4 For an account of modern index numbers of wholesale prices see Bulletin of the

Bureau of Labor Statistics, No. 173 (July, 1915), Part ii.

* Professor Irving Fisher has suggested that the dollar might be "stabilized
"

by making the real monetary standard a variable amount of gold bullion. Accord-

ing to his plan, gold coins of the present weight might be retained, but if th<- official

index number should show advancing prices, the mint price (in gold bullion) of gold

coins would be slightly increased and at the same time the gold coins in circulation

would be made redeemable at the treasury in (nearly) as much gold bullion as con-

stitutes the increased mint price of the coin. If prices show a continued tendency

to increase, the gold dollar would virtually become a gold certificate for a consider-

ably larger amount of gold bullion than it contains. This plan could be so oper-

ated. Professor Fisher believes, as practically to eliminate general price changes.

It is dear that no one nation could introduce such a plan, because it would cause

highly objectionable fluctuations in the price of foreign exchange and in the rj

prices of imported goods and of important exports. It could be adopted for inter-
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tbandon the use of a standard commodity and to

;

.t to regulate prices by issuing fiat money and controlling

the amount in ->n would be, as we have ieen, chimerical.

A tabular standard of deferred payments might IK- put in opera-

y laws providing ease or diminution of the

i|>al of debts according to changes in prices. It is prob-

iiowevcr, that this would be satisfactory to neither debtors

creditors. Moreover, should the tabular standard of

red payments be adjusted according to changes in the

prices of commodities, or according to changes in wages and

other incomes, or according to general changes in the prices of

commodities and services? The really essential thing is to have

a commodity standard of value that shall be as stable as pos-

sible, and to main a>nvirtii>ilit\ <>f all other forms of

money with it. With gold as the standard of value, and with

ail other forms of money redeemable in gold, changes in prices

arc not apt to be rapid enough to work much injustice to either

debtor or creditor. The compensating influence of changes
in the interest rate must also be'taken into account. The ques-

tion of the grievances of debtors and creditors has been over-

emphasized as compared with the really important economic

problems growing out of general changes in prices. These arc,

as we have seen, first the effect on business enterprise, and

second, the effect on the purchasing power of

and other forms of money

QUESTIONS

i. Construct simple index numbers for wnniftalf prices, in one city,

covering a period of a few weeks. (Use the market quotations in a daily

paper as data.)

i low should one construct index numbers that would show the fluctm-

tionsof /, in the equation of exchange?

3-

If haU the gold in the world were destroyed?

national use, as Professor Fisher shows, in tht fans el a (i

standard. But then are many practical dhVakte la the way of
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4. Would an increase of $1,000,000,000 in bank notes have the same

effect on prices in this country as the importation of $1,000,000,000 in

gold?

5. Explain the mechanism by which a decrease in the quantity o( money
affects prices.

6. Report on the changes of prices, of bank reserves, and of bank deposits

accompanying the crises of 1893 and 1907.

7. Report on the socialistic explanations >f < rises.
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CHAPTER XVII

INTERNATIONAL TRADE

THE supply erf gold, the development of trade, money, bank-

ing and credit, in short all the economic forces and institution*

discussed in the chapters immediately preceding, take on special

complexity when they become international in scope. The
fundamental principles underlying international trade and credit

are the same as those underlying domestic trade and credit a

truth too frequently forgotten but trade between two coun-

tries in which language, banking in >, monetary B

and monetary legislation are different presents special problems
which call for separate treatment.

Foreign Exchange. In the beginning a brief description

must be given of the mechanism of foreign exchange. In in-

ternational as in domestic trade, only a small amount of money
is used, compared to the enormous money values of the goods

exchanged. Purchase is set against sale, debt canceled by
credit, and money is employed only for the occasional settlement

of balances. This cancellation of offsetting claims b effected

ic banks and bankers who engage in foreign exchange.
Their work is indispensable in the development of foreign trade.

The European War, for instance, by interrupting traffic between

Europe and South America opened up large export possibilities

to American manufacturers; but it was found impossible to

take large or immediate advantage of this opportunity, partly

because the necessary banking and credit connections had not

been established between South America and this count

As illustrative of the processes of foreign exchange, let us take

our trade with England. Ordinarily, an American exporter

who has sold goods to England draws an order & bill of ex-

change on the English debtor, directing him to pay the

u<
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at some specified time and place in London. American im-

porters, on the other hand, commonly pay their foreign balances

by buying bills of exchange or drafts on London, and sending

them to their English creditors. In this way American debts

and credits are balanced in London without transferring any

money at all, except occasionally to settle the balance of in-

debtedness.

Bills of exchange drawn on a commercial debtor are usually

accompanied by bills of lading, insurance receipts, certiti

of weight and origin, and all the documents necessary to give

the purchaser of the bill full title to the goods until the bill is

accepted or paid. They are accordingly referred to as
"
docu-

mentary bills
"
or

" commercial bills," to distinguish them from
"
bankers' bills

" and other instruments of international credit

described hereafter. Documentary bills are freely negotiable,

passing from hand to hand by indorsement, and gathering

strength with each new indorsement. It is important, also,

to note the difference between "
sight bills

" and "
long bills,"

the former calling for payment upon presentation, the latter

usually for immediate "
acceptance

"
by the drawee ! and pay-

ment after thirty, sixty, or ninety days. The price of long bills

is fixed by the price of sight bills and the discount rate in

London.

We may now enlarge our simplified illustration to something
like life size. Documentary bills drawn by exporters or creditors

all over the country are sold by the drawers to bankers, usually

New York bankers, who may be called the
"
wholesalers of

exchange." The sale may be either direct or through exchange

brokers,
"
the jobbers of exchange." These documentary bills

are sent by the New York banks to their foreign correspondents

"Acceptance" of a bill definitely obligates the acceptor to pay it. Many im-

porters arrange to have bills drawn upon them accepted by some bank, protecting

the accepting bank by a deposit of collateral and paying it a commission fur

its services. Bills accepted by banks ("bankers' acceptances") command a very

low rate of discount, and are for many reasons very desirable elements in an "open
discount market." The federal reserve banks are seeking to develop the use of

bankers' acceptances in the United States. National banks are now empowered
to accept bills of exchange originating in foreign trade.
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for collection (in the case of sight bills) or acceptance (in the

case of long bills). The balance* thus built up abroad by the

New York banks constitute the fund against which they draw

their own bills. These are sold directly or through smaller

banks the
"

retailers of excham - located in all parts of

the country. Foreign exchange is sold in a great variety of

forms bankers' drafts, travelers' checks, travelers' letters of

credit, commercial letters of credit, cable transfers, and the

like descriptions of which may be found in the references

given at the end of the chapter.

The illustrations used above, while typical of a large part of

the foreign exchange of this country, fail to represent adequately
the complexity which marks some of the interactions of inter-

national credit. An illustration of the more complex class it

in the "three-cornered" or
"
triangular exchange."

We import from, very much more than we export to, South,

ica. A part of the debit balance though possibly not

the larger part at the present time is settled by the transmis-

sion of London drafts to our South American creditors, who can

use them advantageously in the settlement of their debts in

Europe. Our rate of exchange with any particular foreign

ry is therefore controlled not by our trade with that

country, but by our dealings or general balance with the rest

of the world
;
and London "

dears
"

for the world as New
"
clears

"
for America and Paris for France. Just as

the net balance of our domestic trade is struck in New York,

so final international balances are cleared or settled in London,
.ih hough London's preeminence in international exchange is not

now so striking as it has been in the past. The European war

transferred, for the time being at least, a considerable amount

iis business to New York.

The question next arises how the price or rate of exchange is

The factors controlling the price or rate of ex-

change are as numerous and as difficult to trace as the influences

which affect the price of any economic good of world-wide

purchase and sale. However, to facilitate discussion, we may
classify them as : (i) the amount of pure gold in the
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units which are to be exchanged, (2) the cost of shipping gold,

and (3)
"
general credit conditions."

An English pound sterling contains as much fine gold as 4.866

American dollars, and when exactly this amount must be paid in

New \ .1 draft or order for one pound payable in London,

exchange is said to be at par. Sterling exchange and German

exchange are usually quoted in dollars and cents, i.e. the amount

of American money required to buy one pound or four marks

respectively. Consequently, they rise or become dear \\lun

exchange mounts above par. French exchange, on the contrary,

is usually quoted in francs, the number of francs purchasable
with one dollar

;
and it is consequently cheap when above par

and dear when below par. Exchange between the United States

and countries with silver or paper standards lacks the steadying

influence of a par determined by the actual mass of fine gold in

the respective units of value, and hence fluctuates much more

than exchange between countries on a gold basis. In order to

be as brief and clear as possible, the following discussion will

be confined to exchange between countries on a gold basis.

Fluctuations in the rate of exchange depend chiefly upon the
"
general credit conditions

" mentioned above, but it is plain

that upper and lower limits to these variations are established

by the actual cost of shipping gold. Suppose, for a moment,
that it costs two cents to transport $4.866 worth of gold bullion

between New York and London. Except under unusual cir-

cumstances, then, sterling exchange could not rise above $4.886,

nor fall below $4.846. Such limits are frequently spoken of

as the
"
gold points,"

"
specie points,"

"
shipping points," or

"
export and import points

"
;
and it is necessary to mention

them because of their frequent employment in discussions of

foreign exchange. But they are usually defined in much too

definite terms. The cost of shipping gold varies with the size

of the shipment, with freight, insurance, and interest rates,

and in some degree with the steamer and the season of the year.

Furthermore, gold is so important as the basis of bank credit in

all parts of the world that it is frequently imported regardless

of the rate of exchange. During the war between Russia and
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Japan, for instance, the Bank of France imported large quanti-

ties of American gold in this semiarbitrary way in order to pro-
tect reserves. The "

gold points/' then, while in one sense

real, represent extreme limits and are in themselves vaiit

.in tlu M- extreme limits set by the cost of shipping gold,

the rate of exchange varies according to general credit condi-

tions, i.f. with the supply of and demand for bills of nrrhangr,
:i>i uuiit rate* here and abroad, and the innumerable forces

which influence discount rates. Suppose, for instance, that our

imports of merchandise in a given season greatly exceed our ex-

ports of merchandise. The demand for bills on London would

greatly exceed the supply of bills on London, and the price

of sterling exchange would rise very high if no other factors were

involved. But it may happen at the same time that interest

rates in New York are higher than in London, and under these

Distances our foreign creditors may prefer to lend their

balances in New York in order to earn the high rate of interest

obtaining there. The placing of these loans in New York wfll

in turn reduce the demand for foreign exchange, and thus moder-

ate both the interest rate and the rate of exchange.
r the beginning of the European War, conditions became

exactly the reverse of those assumed in the preceding illustra-

tion. Europe bought enormous quantities of goods in this

country, there was an unprecedented excess of exports over

imports and a corresponding drop in the rate of exchange. We
loaned large sums to Europe, extending credits to foreign pur-

chasers and buying government securities. We also bought
back a very considerable quant r nerican securities. \ i 1

this is indicative of the dependence of international trade upon
international credit and banking, of the fact that if we sell to

foreigners we must buy from them or give them credit, of the

interdependence of foreign exchange, interest rates, and the

territorial distribution or placing of credit. But it is more in-

dicative, perhaps, of the facts that the stock of gold is a world

stock, that the credits resting upon it tend to flow to the point

where they command the highest price, that the fc

changes evince normally a strong aversion to the actual
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iiu-iii of gold, and that trade balances are for the most part
settled by th< <>i credits and securities.

This interaction of the domestic and the international money
markets gives rise to a number of complex transactions which

can only be suggested lure. In discussing, on page 347, the

sale of foreign exchange, American hankers were described

as drawing again>t credit balances which they had built up
abroad. Some bankers' bills, however, the so-called

"
finance

bills/' are drawn in excess of t he 1'< > reign balances, and thus repre-

sent borrowings abroad. Finance bills are used (i) to tide

over the time before a plentiful supply of documentary hills is

available; and (2) to take advantage of low discount rates

abroad, e.g. in London, by borrowing in London and lending the

proceeds in New York. Under the latter circumstances, finance

bills payable in London at sixty or ninety days are sold in large

quantities in New York, the sellers commonly covering their

risk by the purchase of future drafts calling for the payment
of the same amounts in London at the dates when the hills

mature. The finance bill is thus one of many credit instruments

used to bring the loanable funds of the world to the market where

they will command the highest rate of interest
;
and it is hardly

necessary to add that it assumes at times a highly speculative

character.
" Bankers sometimes purchase outright entire new

issues of securities from corporations with proceeds obtained by
the issue of finance bills, sell the securities to investors during

the currency of the finance bills, and apply the proceeds realized

through the sale of the securities'to the payment of the bills at

maturity."
l

Regulation of the Gold Supply. As explained above, corn-

pa ra lively little gold is used directly in international trade.

Yet there is nearly always some movement of gold. In the

regular course of her foreign trade, London is constantly shipping

and receiving gold, and the same is true in a general way of this

country. In January, 1914, for instance, $10,442,373 in gold

imported, while the exports of gold in the same month

amounted to $6,914,056.
1 A. W. Margraff, International Exchange, p. 41.
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In normal limes, the discount rait- is frequently used loregu-
: he distribution of gold, partk ularly in countries hiving

central banks. International banking nouses keep funds in

the United States and Europe, and they are constantly

shifting their money to the market in which it will earn the high-

est rate of interest. The mean ed to move their funds

may vary, as has been explained, all the way from the simple
sale of foreign exchange to the actual importation of gold

great is the influence exercised by the discount rate over the

gold supply that the Bank of England, as we have seen, usually

finds it necessary to do nothing more than raise its discount

rate when it desires to attract gold to England or discourage its

exportation. But it is important here not to confuse the causal

relationship. The discount rate does not control the flow of

gold any more truly than the tlow of gold controls the discount

rate. The two are mutually dependent, and both in turn are

rt to other independent influences.

ordinary price level, that is, of merchandise, similarly

affects the rate of exchange and the movement of gold. When

prices abroad are high compared with American prices, foreign

ease their purchases, the supply of American

increases, sterling exchange falls, and if it goes low enough,

may cause the shipment of gold to this country. Such a condi-

tion of affairs, for instance, is likely to occur in the autumn

months, when large exportation* of American cotton, wheat,

and agricultural products create a plethora of bills on London,
and other things being equal, depress the price of sterling ex-

change.

There can be no doubt, then, that the price level does influence

ovement of gold. It seems equally dear that the gold

movement influences prices. Some opponents of the
"
quantity

theory
"

of prices hold that it does not, maintaining that before

a drain of gold, for instance, could raise prices, it would so ele-

vate the discount rate that the drain would be checked. In their

view, the discount rate acts as a safety valve, through whose-

variations any protracted gold movement which threatens to

> the price level is checked and reversed before it acquire*
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the momentum requisite to accomplish the larger task. But

this assertion is for present purposes irrelevant. It makes little

ditTcrcnce whether tin- supply of gold acts through the discount

rate or directly. It acts. And we may be sure at least that if

the movement of gold continued indefinitely, prices would un-

ionably be affected. Nor should it be forgotten that a

low discount rate i cts the price level. In any event no

country need fear the exhaustion of its specie. A protracted
excess of imports over exports commonly arouses apprehen-
sions on the point. Such fears are groundless. A continued

outflow of gold raises discount rates, tends to reduce price-,

and so draws back the specie through either new loans or

new purchases or both.

The gold supply thus adjusts itself automatically to the respec-

tive demands of the various districts of the world. This truth

is important because it establishes a prima facie presumption

against laws or policies which interfere with the normal distri-

bution of the precious metals. This presumption is only an

initial one, however. It does not follow that
"

artificial
"

inter-

ference with the distribution of the gold supply is never war-

ranted. Gold is purchasing power, representing universal and

instantaneous command over men and things, and as the foun-

dation of bank credit it is not too much to say that upon it

modern industrial civilization rests. The governments of to-day
are dependent in many ways upon the banks, and for this

reason the movement of gold must continue to be as responsive

to national political demands as to interest rates and prices.

Gold may be obtained not only in the course of international

trade, as that term is ordinarily understood, but by liquidating

international debts. From the period just preceding the Balkan

War until the outbreak of the European conflict, Europe steadily

liquidated or sold back its American securities, inspired either

by a general feeling of political insecurity or by definite prevision

of approaching hostilities. Gold moved in this case in obedience

to forces at once political and commercial
;

the regulation was

both u natural
" and "artificial."

In times or war, panic, or severe financial stringency, extraor-
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dinary expedients for obtaining gold are sometimes used which,
he herok remedies employed in desperate illness, are necessi-

tated by the exigencies of the situation. In the scramble for

gold which precedes a war or attends a panic, the country or the

ulual who stands aloof and waits for the normal laws of

ution to l.rintf him "
his

"
share of the gold supply may

have cause to regret his inaction. Nevertheless, it U true that

MU h r \jM-.iirnts, like strong drugs, are to be used with great
caution. They are frequently employed when the situation

does not demand them, their use tends to become a fixed habit,

and they seldom accomplish more than the postponement of the

crisis. An expedient of the kind described was employed by
:\ Secretary of the Treasury, in the spring of 1906.

al account of the action of the Secretary may
be unjust to him, for it must be remembered that the financial

stringency of the time threatened to become dangerous; but it

illustrates in a striking way the subtle modern devices sometimes

used to increase the supply of gold.

'On April 14 it was officially announced for the first time, that the Sec-

retary would allow any depositary bank which engaged to import gold to

anticipate the arrival of the gold by withdrawing a like amount in cash from

the Treasury upon pledge of savings-bank collateral as security. The sum so

withdrawn was to be regarded as a temporary loan, and to be returned to the

Treasury as soon as the gold arrived. In providing such an arrangemrt
Shaw virtually reduced the cost of importing gold by the amount of interest

during transit, and raised by so much the 'gold import point.
1

In ocber

words, he endeavored to make it profitable for the depositary bank to

import gold without waiting for sterling exchange to fall to the normal

nated, so far as the national banks were concerned, one item of expense in

treign exchange operations. He gave them an advantage, for the

time being, over all other L.ms engaged in the same business; and his

actkm naturally excited criticism among the private bankers who fond
themselves discriminated against. Critic* also attacked his method of

announcing his decision. It appeared that several days before the public

<>r the other banks were informed of his intention. Mr. Shaw had seen fit

to make private arrangements with two New York banks for gold

under the plan ... Nor was hostile criticism mitigated by the

publication at this moment of the fact, which had not been widely

before, that one of these same banks had ben favored by the Treasury far
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several weeks, and possibly months, preceding, with virtually the same
privilege under a different guise. This had been accomplished t>y allowing
the bank in question to count as part of its rescr IN im|H,ri.iti,,n-i of gold

during their period of transit to New York. The imported Kold had thu,

been made practically available as a basis for loans from the moment <.f its

purchase abroad, and the item of time cost in such imports had I

completely eliminated as under the subsequently adopted plan. ... His

(Secretary Shaw's] statement issued at the time seemed to indicate that,
in his opinion, the natural movement of gold was toward this country, but
that the How was being lured to other markets by the practices of European
banks. He apparently hoped to overcome what he took to be an artificial

n of gold from the United States by adopting, through the agency
of the Treasury, measures similar to those which were being employed by
the French and German central banks." '

It is this fear of panic and fear of war that to a large degree

explain the actual shipment of gold, with its risk, expense, and

loss by abrasion. If we could be assured of permanent peace
and had a perfect credit system most of the gold movement
would be unnecessary. If London were entitled to a gold
balance from New York, a negotiable instrument evidencng
that debt would under most circumstances suffice

;
or the gold

^rould actually be set aside in the vaults of the New York sub-

treasury, marked with a London label and held until an opposite
state of exchanges made it necessary to change the labels.

The Balance of Trade. Although credit devices make it

unnecessary to settle current trade balances with gold, the notion

still persists that an excess of merchandise exports is a good

thing and an excess of merchandise imports a bad thing. We
still speak of the former as a "

favorable
" and of the latter as an

"
adverse

"
balance. To sell abroad as much, and to buy

abroad as little as possible still seems the ideal of many well-

meaning legislators and intelligent journalists.

Suppose for the purposes of discussion that the United States

succeeded in prohibiting imports for a long period, while at the

same time it succeeded in selling a large amount of merchandise

to foreign purchasers. What would happen? Eridently a

large portion of the money of the world would accumulate in

1 A. P. Andrew, Quarterly Journal of Economics, Vol. jcri, pp. 544-546.
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aults of American banker*, interest rates would (all,

possil -c again later, and eventually, if the process

long enough, the prices of American commodities

would ascend to such a level that foreign nations would be un-

ablr to continue buying in this country. At this point, evidently,

our hypothesis breaks down, and we are forced to conclude that

ml supposition was an impossible one,

i hypothetical case and its rcductio ad abntrdum are suffi-

to establish certain important pratical conclusions. The

try cannot permanently sell goods for money
ices large quantities of the money metals, it

will r<r ul hose metals for the goods and services of other

a, If it produces no gold or >il\ t r itself, it will secure them

through exchange; although, even in this case, gold and silver

an- likely to constitute only a minor part of its imports. Perhaps
the gravest error one can commit i; -4 an international

trade balance b to treat it as an exchange of goods for money.
not even an exchange of goods for goods. The true inter-

national balance is one of claims against obligations, of credits

against debits. The complete statement is that the goods,

ys, and services rendered by one country to other countries,

lims and credits of all kinds, will be balanced by the

goods, moneys, and services received by the same country plus

its debts and obligations of all kinds. Or, to put the matter

concretely, we must include, along with the exports and imports

of merchandise and bullion, the inmsibU exchanges, loans which

the country makes or receives, annual interest payments on

loans and capital invested abroad, repayment of loans or the

purchase of securities, earnings of ships, insurance premiums,
ommissions of all kinds for international services, govern-

mental expenditures in foreign countries for diplomatic service,

payment of subsidies and war indemnities, remittances of im-

migrants, expenditures of travelers, and a thousand and one

us, all tending, according as they depress or raise the

<>f foreign exchange, to bring about the importation or ex*

uion of gold for the occasional balancing of the account,

glance at this list of items entering into foreign trade is
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sufficient to puncture the old mercantilist idea that a "
favor-

able balance of trade" or an excess of merchandise exports

brings about an increase of the money supply. This idea is as

fully refuted by commercial statistics as by economic analysis.

In tin- thirty-three years, 1874-1906, for instance, we had a large

excess of merchandise exports in all except four years, but tinTV

was an excess of gold imports in only:>i xteen years. So, similarly

there was probably little truth in the statement heard so fre-

quently when the previous edition of this work was published

(1908), that our then
"
favorable balance

"
indicated that the

United States was settling its indebtedness to foreign capitalists,

repurchasing American securities owned abroad, and thus bring-

ing the control of American enterprises more completely into

the hands of Americans. It may have meant this, to be sure,

but it more probably meant that we were paying England in

goods for carrying and insuring our exports, or that foreign

owners of American securities were taking in this form the annual

interest or profits due to them. That excess of exports repre-

sented the continuance of indebtedness rather than its liquida-

tion.

For the same reasons an "
unfavorable balance of trade

"
or

an excess of merchandise imports is open to a variety of dii

interpretations. It may mean that foreign capital is investing

more heavily in the country under discussion, or that the latter

country is taking, in the form of consumable commodities,

interest and profits on investments which it has previously made

abroad, or that it is selling its holdings in foreign enterprises

and taking the proceeds in the form of consumable goods. An
44
unfavorable balance

"
of trade may thus be, in reality, highly

encouraging; and a "
favorable balance

"
indicative of national

waste and extravagance. The precise meaning of any partic-

ular balance can be determined only after the most careful

study, and no dependence should be placed upon the offhand

interpretations of casual investigators. The great truth is that

there must be some sort of balance between the credits and

liabilities of any country, and that in practice a nation must he

willing to buy if it is anxious to sell.
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interpretation of the meaning of the trade balance at various periods, may
be found in the Vr<a Am*ric* jbsfcv for July, 1001, from the pea of

Professor C. J. Bullock. Professor Bullock's explanation of the balance la)

two or three periods may be given, in order to illustrate the variety of factors

must be taken into account when dealing with this subject. In the

period 1780-18*0 the imports of merchandise and spede exceeded the cor-

responding exports by $511,000,000, and our obligations were further in-

crease* -t on foreign capital invested in the United Stales to the

mount of $900,000,000 approximately. This total indebtedness of some-

thing over $700,000,000 was offset by the earnings of the American mer-

chant marine, estimated at about $800,000,000 for the period in question.
"So far, then, from the country being drained of its money in payment far

the balance of imported merchandise, the banks held not Ices than $*o,ooo.-

coo of spede in the year 1820; while Gallatin and Crawford estimated that

there had never been more hard cash in circulation/'

In the decade 1831-1840, owing to the high prices current in this country,

imports exceeded exports by $159,700,000; the imports of spede also ex-

ceeded the exports by $50,650,000; and the earnings of our mftrhant marine.

$00,000,000, sufficed only to reduce this "unfavorable balance" to about

articular by foreign purchases of state

bonds. "Our large imports of merchandise and spede had been sank

necessary by the movement of foreign capital toward the United States."

In the decade 1851-1860 the merchandise imports

exports by $355,800,000 ; the net amount due to foreign <

where between $100,000,000 and $130,000,000; and to offset these adverse

balances our merchant marine earned in this period only $158,000^000. The

remaining balance in this case was covered by our large excess of spede

exports, which amounted to $417,608,000, and was due to the dtocovery of

gold in California. "T*V*M&M*m**AbtOO+t*<*****4l*9M-
producing regions, and the course of the exchanges waa inevitably altered."

In the periods briefly described above, the striking factors in our

national trade were, respectively, the earnings of our

investments of foreign capital in the United States, and large spede

following the discovery of gold in California. In the last period, from 1874

to 1806, our exports both of merchandise and spede greatly exceeded our

imports. "This meant simply," concludes Professor Bullock, "that the

. ..imtry had assumed its normal position as a debtor nation on the various

items of invisible exchanges, and was paying annually soeMlhing bkr $i ; .- .

The movement just preceding the European War was marked by features

of unusual interest. From 1910 to 1914 ihis country had a normal exceas

of exports. In April, 1914* however, an "adverse" balance showed ilxetf.
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and in the same month gold began to flow to Europe ; the $50,000,000

mark was reached in the middle of June and by the end of Novi-mlu -r tin

excess of gold exports amounted to $175,000,000. In the beginning thr

outflow of gold was attributed to the Underwood tariff, \vhi h Mimulatrd

imports by reducing duties. But gold continued to flow for a considc-r.iMr

time after the excess of merchandise imports had given way to an unpin
edented excess of exports. As a matter of fact the continued exodus of

gold was due far more to a wild scramble for gold abroad, p.irii< ularly on

the part of Russia; to the forced "importation" of m MvuritU-s

from Europe; and to large European loans placed in this country than to

the excess of merchandise imports in the spring of 1914. Tin m<>

of American securities, it may be noted, began long before the declaration

of war and may possibly have marked the initial preparation for that

conflict

Despite the continuance of heavy European borrowings, our decreased

importations from Europe and our heavy exports, especially of munitions.

turned the tide in December. The excess of gold imports over gold r

grew month by month, being nearly $80,000,000 in October alone. I ?

the year 1915 the excess of gold imports amounted to $420,500,000.

Restriction of International Trade. In ancient times among
many nations, such as the Hebrews and Chinese, contact with

other peoples was feared and foreign trade was practically pro-

hibited. In Greece and Rome the greatest thinkers entertained

a profound contempt for trade, based in part upon the Ix-lkf

that in exchange one party is usually cheated
;
and this prejudice

was partially justified by the character of the primitive trader,,

who was part sailor, part pirate, part merchant, and took all

the profit he could possibly extort in every transaction as in-

surance against the great risks of his calling.

At a later date, in the Middle Ages, when commerce between

the semi-independent cities of western Europe increased, trade

came to be highly prized by the average citizen, although it was

still condemned by the philosophic schoolmen; and it was

regulated in the most exclusive spirit.

"
Every effort was made to keep trade as much as possible in the hands

of native citizens. For example, the Venetians forbade the Germans from

engaging in trade with the East by way of Venice, and the citizens of LUbeck

strove to keep the Baltic trade from the Dutch. . . . Foreigners were

mistrusted and partnerships with them were forbidden. Foreign visitors

were restricted in many ways in their commercial dealings with native citi-
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eens. Many occupations were closed to them; the length of their sojourn
and ihe number of their visits were limited ; they ooold not pass a town with-

1 jringlhcirwrt for ale and |>ayin the wquired market dum. The
wants of the cootumer took precedence over those of Ihe producer or mer-

chant. At the weekly markets consumer* could supply their needs before

the baker or merchant was allowed to make purchases. There was a com-
rent in the wpfrflff of necessities, ftfyl often thfjr jBtwrtatfiHi

wms prohibited. The trade of neifhborinf peasants was reetrkted to the

home city, and laws regulating price, weight, measure, and quality were

common. This restrictive municipal policy was very much relaxed at the

it fairs which were held periodically in various parts of Euro;

In tin- early modern period Mercantilism hfym? dominant.

Commercial policies were controlled by the desire to get and keep
the precious metals. At HIM t he exportation of specie wms pro-

rading abroad were compelled to bring

home cash for the goods they had taken out with them ; foreign

merchants trading within the home country were compelled to

exchange their cash for domestic goods before they departed;

exportation except the exportation of raw materials needed

in the manufactur: tries was encouraged ; and impor-
tation excei rase of the precious metals and the skilled

artisans who were encouraged to immigrate was discouraged
or pr When it became apparent that the supply of

money had to be secured through international trading, the

greatest emphasis came to be laid upon the
"
favorable balance

of trade
"

;
and means, ranging all the way from bounties to

war, were vigorously employed to secure the carrying trade for

native sh

legislation was
immoderate,

some of

it barbarous, most of it marked by short-sighted national

jealousy. Ad. h has held it up to scorn. Some later

rs have defended it as in the main necessary. No verdict

on the subject needs to be given here. It accompanied the weld-

ing of the great modern states; and the consolidation of the

smaller autonomies probably removed more restriction and

more petty mercantilism than the new consolidation called

into being.

G. M. Flsk, /* if CMMrfsl fAd*. pp. is. '*.
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In a large historical sense Mercantilism was mm-ly a cry

t-lii ited by one of the sharpest of tin- world's great growing pains.

It was a symptom more than a cause or an explanation. It

marked the establishment of the division of labor on a territorial

basis, and recorded the replacement of the independent economy
of the Middle Ages by the modern economy of exchange. For

the latter, money was indispensable, and had to be secured at

any cost.

The mercantilist period has been followed after a hrief

laissez-faire reaction in some countries by the period of pro-

tection in which we still linger. The extensive taxation of im-

ports still continues; but trade prohibitions and export and

transit duties have been largely abandoned in the more advanced

countries. In the United States export duties are prohibited by
constitutional law. But few nations have wholly risen above

mercantilist practices. Canada prohibits the importation of

oleomargarine and similar substitutes for butter; Great Britain

prohibits the importation of sugar from countries paying

bounties on its production ;
Switzerland levies an export tax

on cattle, hides, and skins shipped from the country ; Norway
and Sweden tax the exportation of timber; and Russi;:

attempts to control the Persian trade by levying transit duties

upon goods passing through her territories destined for Persia.

But export and transit duties in their old mercantilist uses have

nearly disappeared.

Extensive use is still made of export taxes for revenue purposes in South

America and the Orient; and trade prohibitions based upon grounds of

sanitation, morals, and what is generally called the "police power," arc in-

creasing rather than decreasing. Turkey, for instance, levies an ad valorem

tax of i per cent upon all exports; and in general the most im;

tropical products are still subject to export taxes. As for trade prohibitions

the continued necessity for their occasional employment is illustrated by our

federal law authorizing the President to suspend the importation of any

article which he regards as "dangerous to the health or welfare of the IK >|.l<-

of the United States." >

1 For a more complete enumeration of modern expert duties and trade prohibi-

tions, ace G. M. Fisk, International Commerical Policies, Chap
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Nature and AdvmnUfe of International Trade. It it obvious

that there must be some restriction of foreign trade, Fiscal

necessity, for instance, forces most countries to raise a large

part of thrir national revenue by import duties. Until a few

years ago,
"
free-trade

"
England raised more national revenue

customs than any other single source of taxation. Trade

>4 have existed as long as international trade itself,

and the real problem is not whether there shall be any restriction

hut where and when particular varieties of restraint arc juftifi-

To answer that question it is necessary to make some

examination of the nature and advantage of international trade.

By far the most important truth in this connection is the

simple fa* ide is a necessary part of the process of pro-

>n. Production consists of the creation of utility. The

production of time and place utility is the primary function of

trade. Trade, therefore, is as beneficial, as truly productive, as

agriculture or manufactures. The American people are just as

truly engaged in production when they buy pulp from Norway
as when they cut down their own spruce trees to be manufactured

"
yellow journals."

le is not only productive in the sense that it creates

utilities, l>ut it i> an indispensable part of the division of labor.

>pedalize in the production of those things in which they

xcel. A manufacturer of shoes may be a skilled cabinetmaker

as well, but except for recreation he will not make his own furni-

By specializing in shoes he can buy with shoes, or the

proceeds of their sale, more and better furniture than he could

make with his own hands. An individual who makes anything
for himself must figure as part of the cost of production what his

labor could be sold for in other fields ; and he obviously loses

money if on this reckoning the thing he makes costs more than

it could be bought for on the open market. The same b true

of communities. The city that hy grants of land or the remis-

sion of taxes manufactures within its own borders things that it

could buy more cheaply outside, loses by the transaction. Not

only individuals but communities and nations must spffisBsft

if the mftTJmtim productivity b to be secured There is a
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territorial as well as a personal division of labor, and trade is

of the essence of both.

Exchange remains profitable, even though one of the parties

is superior in all-around productive efficiency. A good lawyer

may be able to do better work on the typewriter than his

typist. But it will still pay the lawyer to specialize in law

and to buy the stenographic service which he needs. Suppose
that we were suddenly brought into contact with a country

over which we had a universal productive advantage. Every-

thing would be cheaper here
; competition would force the other

country to buy from us in all lines
; gold would flow from that

country to this; prices would fall there and rise here; in time

an equilibrium would be reached and the other country would

sell to us the things in which our productive advantages were

least important. Articles of export and import would sell at

the same prices in both countries except for the cost of carriage.

Wages and the prices of non-transportable commodities might

differ widely in the two countries, even after the new equilibrium

had been reached. The question is not how much wages labor

receives, but what it costs in money to produce transportable

goods; and these costs may be identical (transport costs in-

cluded) while wages differ widely, owing to differences in the

productive efficiency of labor in the two countries. Each

country manufactures the product in which it has a comparative

advantage and buys with these products other goods which it

needs. It specializes in the production of those things in which

the comparative cost is lowest. This is the law of comparative

costs. If a group of individuals insist on making something

which they could buy for less than it costs them to make it

counting their labor as cost at what it would bring in other

lines of industry there is a comparative loss.

But what of the non-transportable goods, houses and the

like? Assume a state of civilization in which the sole articles

of consumption and production are flour, cloth, and houses.

Assume that the United States produces flour and houses, buying

its cloth from England, and securing by such specialization or

on of labor more cloth than we could otherwise secure.
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Suppose the trade in doth to U . i.*cd and the United Sutc*

forced to manufacture the doth it needs. Capital and labor

would be diverted from the production of flour and house* to

the productu It More houses and more flour would

have to be paid for a given quantity of doth. A given quan-
house accommodation would buy less doth than

formerly In general there would necessarily be less flour,

and houses than before ; the general productivity of labor

and capital would be reduced ; and houses would be affected

exactly like flour and doth by the lowering in the general

of productivity. Non-exportable goods might be cheap

tly; that would depend upon the productivity of labor

and capital in each country. But that productivity is directly

affected by the product labor engaged in the production

of export goods, an<i if tlu- j.r.
..!-.:. tivity of the Utter is lowered

i tin- former will also be reduced.

The fundamentals of the problem are not changed by the

introduction of money. When the importation of doth was

stopped England for a time would continue to buy flour; but,

the price of cloth being raised, our purchases would fall off at

spede would move from England to this country ; prices

would rise here and fall there ; capital and labor would be at-

tracted to the production of doth ; wages as well as prices would

rise here. This is the initial and obvious effect of trade restric-

tion. For at: ises prices and money wages and gives a

fillip to trade by making it profitable to start a new industry.

10 wonder that protection is so popular. It is an industrial

stimulant.

But the sequel is different. The flow of specie from England
reduces wages and prices there, including the price of flour, and

in time England will be forced to produce more flour for herself.

i means a stimulus to the flour industry in England and a

corresponding dcdinc of the flour industry in this country

Engla imulant
"
comes later. Trade restrictions tend

tore, in the first instance, to raise wages and prices in th*

count :hcm; but in the long run they produce al-

ternating periods of depression and activity in both countries.
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and enable one country to injure another by forcing the latter

to readjust her industries and even to produce things she would

prefer to secure by purchase. Tariff tinkering is one of tin- m >st

fertile sources of international friction and unquestionably one

of the major provocatives to war.

Up to this point our consideration has been confined to two

countries in the same stage of development, with no great dit'tYi -

ences in wages and interest. What if one country is newer, less

exploited, and has a higher level of wages and interest?

It will be noted in this case that labor and capital would l>e

migrating from one to the other, with or without tariff restric-

tion. If, however, the country with higher wages imposes
a tariff on cloth, as assumed above, the migration of capital

and labor would be hastened. The development of the cloth

industry in the younger country would draw some of the labor

and capital previously engaged in producing cloth in the older

country. The subsequent decline of the flour industry in t he-

younger country, however, would probably not send capital

and labor back to the old, because there would be better op-

portunities in the younger country. We can see no escape from

the conclusion that trade restrictions of this kind do tend to

hasten migration to the country where real wages are on the

higher level. The effect of such migration is curious and inter-

esting. Many writers hold that it does not permanently in-

crease' the population of the newer country, but merely substi-

tutes immigrants and their offspring for descendents of the older

pioneers; while in the older country population is not reduced

owing to the infinite expansibility of the labor supply within

the limits determined by the accustomed standard of living.

But these phenomena need not be considered here. Whatever

happens will be due chiefly to the fact that real wages and in-

come are higher in the one country than in the other. Tariff

restrictions exercise only a minor influence in this connection.

What if the older country had a positive tariff policy, with

import duties on some products, when the new country was dis-

covered and began to develop a foreign trade? In accordance

with the reciprocal influence upon the division of labor noted
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above, existing trade barriers would unquestionably
an influence, probably a deleterious influence, upon the dis-

tribution of capital and labor in the younger country If the

older had heavy import duties on agricultural pr<*

the expansion of agri > the newer country would be

retarded and the development of manufactures stimulated.

< can be no doubt about the power of one country in-

juriously to affect the division of labor in another. But will it

pay the younger country to adopt countervailing or retaliatory

-? Can it secure the ideally perfect distribution of labor

apital by retaliatory restrictions?
;

ir. TV this is partially possible. Revert to the illustration

in whu h under normal conditions the younger country would

produce flour, the older country cloth, and both countries hooiet.

Su[>i>ose the older country to place a tariff on flour so that more

and less cloth would be produced there. In all prob-

ability the older country would be forced to continue the im-

portation of some of the flour which it consumed. Under this

hypothesis the younger country could set in motion partially

corrective forces by placing an export duty on the shipment of

tlour, by giving a bounty on the production of flour, or by

levying an excise duty on the production of doth within its

borders. It is interesting to note in this connection that

England, in order to counteract the protective influence of the

import duties which fiscal necessity forces her to use, imposes
IM- duty of equivalent burden on the same goods produced

within her border, thus counteracting as far as possible any in-

fluence which the import duties might otherwise exercise on

production.
In pr.i. tin-, however, such corrective measures are nearly

useless. No country knows what the ideal or normal division

of labor for her would be. Moreover, export duties and boon*

ties are costly to administer and liable to abuse. Conceivably,
of course, trade interference by one country may become so

unreasonable, so unsettling, so capriciously injurious, that other

oni n tries may be forced to protect themselves. For instance,

one country may deliberately adopt the polky by giving
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bounties or preferential freight charges and the like of pre-

venting the development in another country of an industry in

which the former is specially interested. Under such einum-

stances other countries may be justified in protecting an estab-

lished industry by the necessary retaliatory legislation.

The general political and social aspects of protection are <li>-

cussed in the next chapter. They furnish, as will be seen, some

theoretical justification for trade restriction. Surveyed as a

purely commercial question of dollars and cents, however, t he-

profitableness of the unregulated territorial division of labor is

beyond all question of doubt, in the opinion of the author-;

and the history of international trade fully confirms the bald

theory here outlined. That theory has been exposed to t In-

most searching practical test to which any economic theory

could be subjected, and it meets the test successfully. If the

theory of comparative costs is correct, it follows that so long as

the comparative costs of producing goods vary among the

different nations of the world, so long there will be some inter-

national trade. Furthermore, since it is impossible to conceive

that the costs of producing all kinds of transportable goods will

ever be exactly proportional in the several countries of the world,

it is evident that international trading is bound to continue.

International trade can be permanently suppressed only by

raising freight charges to prohibitive level, or by deliberately

manipulating tariffs so as to suppress every new international

trade connection as soon as it springs up, or by the complete
destruction of industry in other parts of the world. According
to theory, then, international trade is for practical purposes

irrepressible and the ideal of an exclusive home market is a

delusion.

This theory, as stated above, has been subjected to the most

searching test. During the last fifty years trade restriction has

been piled on trade restriction and protective tariff walls have

been built higher and higher. But there has been no diminution

in international trade. On the contrary, it has increased and

developed by leaps and bounds.
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QUESTIONS

i In hit injimti rtnm fnrripi rirhinp iflffnr frna fhtap tiaUati

two American cities?

\ hat are the principal influence* which affect the rate of exchange?
u the gold Mipply distributed according to the needs or the respective

demand! of the various countries? Are needs and demands in thfa COMIC
tkmidentkal?

4. Mention as many methods as you can by which governments have

rti.K-.i%..r-.! to in mm ih- MJJ,|,I> oi pd !

5. What U meant by the law of comparative costs? Is the flmtrifn

custom of importing the finer textile fabrics and manufacturing the coarser

ones an effect of this law?

: f a widow needs money so badly that she is willing to pay MO per

cent a year for its use, b it wrong for a money lender to charge this rate?

A hat is the real nature of the balance of trade? Does our excess of

exports (merchandise) mean that we are paying off our foreign

or merely that we are paying interest on our foreign
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CHAPTER XVIII

PROTECTION AND FREE TRADE

WE are now in a position to review intelligently the pros and

cons of the modern tariff controversy. Because of tin- limita-

tions of space, the discussion will be confined almost wholly

to American conditions, although most of the argunu-ni

applicable to other countries as well.

The Case for Protection. i. One of the most captivating ar-

guments for protection is the assertion that it promotes national-

ism, which is held to be a good thing. Domestic track-, it is

claimed, draws the citizens of a country together, while interna-

tional trade is cosmopolitan and tends to their separation.

Upon the creation of our federal government, state tariffs

were abolished and their place taken by a national tariff designed

partly to protect the whole of the country against the rest of

the world. The introduction of national protection thus went

hand in hand with the promotion of internal free trade
;
and

Professor Schmoller even maintains the general thesis that,

historically, this double process of internal abolition and external

extension of tariffs marks the formation of new states, partk

ularly federal states. Protection against foreign competition,

he asserts, is thus historically coincident with the enfranch i.-r-

ment of internal trade
;
and has as its main object the creation

of a strong national economic unity, without which permanent

political unity, he thinks, is impossible. The validity of this

argument, it will be notetl, depends largely upon the truth of

the assumption that the development of a strong feeling of

national unity is a thing to be desired.

2. Government should, the protectionists say, foster infant

industries in order to develop our natural resources and to pro-

368
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it\ in industrial pursuits. It is admitted that pro-

ii is temporarily expensive, but so is the prohibition of

fluid labor temporarily expensive. We prevent children from

earning a little while they are young in order that they may earn

more when they are old. For the same reasons trade unions

illy insiM that apprentices shall be given a broad knowl-

edge of the trade they are learning, although H b more profit-

able for the employer to have them specialize early in some
narrow branch of the work. So, similarly, protection prevents a

nation from specializing too exclusive undeveloped stage,

in order that it may the sooner arrive at industrial manhood.

Economists have generally admitted that there is a certain

amount of truth in this argument. If an industry gets an early

start in a give: .

. this locality is likely to retain its advan-

tage because of the con >n there of capital and labor ac-

quainted with the requirements and possibilities of the industry.

"3-3 Per ccnt f *!! the needles, pens, hooks and eyes, manu-
:od in this country are made in Connecticut, for no other

reasons that one can see than those suggested in the explana-

tory phrase
"
the momentum acquired by an early start,"

And this localization of industry is artificially fostered by the

ice, common to exporters all over the world, of selling

abroad more cheaply than at home. The export trade seems

to be universally coddled. Of course, such localized industries

can be maintained only when the cost of transporting the article

is small; and when other districts do not possess unusual

natural advantages in the way of accessibility to superior raw

{x>wer, or skilled labor. The census studies in the ta-

calizn industries 1 seem to indicate that while

: rial inertia of which we have been tpfthing is an im-

portant factor, it is not so important as the opposing forces

making for territorial diffusion of industry.

*t interesting illustration of an attempt to era* the "infant

tries" of a competing nation is found in the effort of

Special Census Report. *!*/ tmn*. 1905. Part I. p, edk. Of.

m*ft*n, Put I. pp. cdx-couv; aad TUrtmUt COMB, VoL
vii
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he War of 1812, to recover the American market of which thr>

been temporarily deprived by the long period of nonintercourse.

manufacturers, eager to regain control of the lost markets, sent in ship

loads of cotton and woolens and iron manufactures, which they offend on

the most liberal terms to their agents in this country. The goods were

taken on credit and disposed of at am lion. The object was to undersell

at any cost, and thus break down the infant industries. Lord Brougham

justified the speculative character of this trade on the ground that 'it was

well worth while to incur a loss upon the first exportation, in order, by the

glut, to stifle in the cradle those rising manufactures in the United States

which the war had forced into existence contrary to the natural course of

things.'"
1

3. Closely connected with the preceding arguments is a de-

fense of protection based upon grounds of war and military

necessity. Industrial independence, it is asserted, prepa
nation better for international war. There is unquestionably a

great deal of truth in the argument. Germany has deliberately

used protective tariffs to preserve herself at least in part as an

Agrarstaat, and there has already been striking evidence of the

wisdom of her policy of maintaining a large measure of economic

self-sufficiency. Certainly a wise nation will see to it that within

its boundaries factories exist which can manufacture arms and

all the necessary munitions of war. Success in war is not de-

pendent upon arms and ammunitions alone. There must be a

plentiful supply of money, and whatever use may be made of

credit, enormous amounts of money must be raised by taxation. 2

The source of taxation is a flourishing condition of private in-

dustry; and the industry of the average nation dependent

upon international trade cannot flourish in times of war. But

even the ability to secure public revenues in adequate quantities

is less important in time of war than the ability of a nation to

feed and clothe its people and its armies when international tnu It-

is suddenly cut off. The failure of the South in the Civil War
was very largely due to her industrial dependence upon the

cotton export trade. A sufficient diversification of industry to

Coman, Industrial History of the United States, p. 185.
* For a classic explanation of the dependence of both public credit and taxation

upon a flourishing condition of private business in times of war, see Henry C. Adams,
Public Debts.
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;t industrial paralysis and to insure an adequate supply
oi the necessaries of lift- in times of war is, we believe, mani-

festly desirable.

'tome market argument for protection naturally follows.

M.. h that is said in defense of thU claim is childish or silly.

iguUhcd American economist seriously maintained

that a country can remain permanently prosperous only on

that what is taken from the -soil shall be return

manure and other kinds of fertili/ers, and that this will be ac-

complished only when the prodiut* df the soil are consumed

at home. A much stronger application of the argument, how-

is found in the assertion thai the home market is superior

because it is a surer market. A foreign market is usually a pre-

carious market . 1 1 is likely to be closed by war or by capricious

changes in tar r M is unquestionably expeo-

itry that pr<: . in the long run it is worth

paying some! ! rep industries in continuous operation.

5. This brings u- ^ument for protection as a drjrnse

against
"
dumping" By dumping is meant the sale of pro

abroad at prices lower than those charged at home. I)*'~iping

arises in a variety of ways. Export bounties may be granted

1>> the home country for the specific purpose of encouraging

foreign trade
;
or a monopoly may find it profitable to dispose of

;>lus abroad at prices which would be needlessly low in the

highly protected home country ; or manufactures may avail

themselves of the difference between fixed and variable expenses
of production to secure some profits over the specific or variable

expenses of production by selling abroad at prices which would

e remunerative if applied to their entire output. More-

here is good reason to believe that many manufacturers for

the export trade make it a practice to sell abroad at unusually

low prices whenever they believe that their foreign market is

threatened. As was stated above, the custom of
"
coddling

"

export trade seems to be very general.

Now if the rcdu s were permanent, the country

in which the products are dumped would have no real cause for

complaint. On the contrary, it might logically regard itself aa
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the beneficiary of the costly bounties of the other nation. But
real dumping is not, and in the nature of things cannot be,

ment. So far as it may be said to have a rational object ,

is to secure foreign markets by selling temporarily at
\

which i:i tlu- long run would not be profitable ;
and when the

market is secured, prices will be raised. So true is this that

economists have generally indorsed import taxes and other tem-

perate retaliatory measures designed to abolish dumping.

Canada, for instance, has authorized the levy in such case

special dumping duty
"

equal to the difference between the

selling price of the article for export and the fair market value

thereof for home consumption." A few years ago the beet-

sugar industry of France and Germany was so stimulated by
bounties that even England, the principal dumping ground
of the product, was forced to threaten reprisals in the shape of

countervailing import duties. England's resolute attitude, it

may be added, led finally to the virtual abolition of sugar

bounties at the International Sugar Conference of 1903. In

general, there seems to be ample justification for protective

duties that are Jwnestly used to ward off destructive attacks upon
home industries which, if subjected only to legitimate competi-

tion, would be able to maintain themselves in the long run. It

is evident that we have here returned to the substratum of truth

contained in the infant industry and home market arguments.

Dumping has been more productive of arguments against protection than

of arguments for protection, in the United States
;
and the opponents of pro-

tection have laid great emphasis upon the fact that many articles of Ameri-

can manufacture are sold abroad more cheaply than at home. Th.it this is

a fact is now generally admitted. But the protectionists maintain that

f this can be explained by the rebates allowed to American exporters

under our drawback laws. Ex-Secretary of the Treasury Shaw estimates

that in 1006, owing to these drawbacks, about $140,000,000 of An

manufactures might have been legitimately sold abroad at less than domestic

prices.
1

6. Intimately related to the arguments which we have been

considering is the claim that the utilization of labor and capital

Leslie M. Shaw, Current Issues, Chap. aL
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of a free-trade nation is sul - lie control, and indeed* one

may say, to the whim and caprice offoreign nation*. Industries

in their eiTeit ujxm ,ique and character of the

people who pursue them. The tmiHer, the skilled engineer, the

ical worker, are benefited intellectually, physically, and

morally )>> their occupations. Hut the tailor, the mal

ready-ma ng, and the sweat-shop worker are probably
harmed rather than elevated by the nature of their employment.
Now if foreign nations subsidize by protection and bounty the

desirable industries, they may leave to the free-trade nation

nly those industries which the protected nations do not wish

7. i lists appeal to the wage-earning classes

t he argument that protection increases wages by diversify-

ing industry and thus stimulating the demand for labor. Indeed

pual protectionist goes farther than this, and maintain*

that every At: ;<lu>try is entitled to an amount of pro-
tection equal to the difference between the wages which it pays
and the wages paid by its most efficient foreign competitor. The

; variety of this argument seems to be plainly absurd, or at

least obviousl> tent with the initial assertion that pro-

tection raises wages. For, taken together and they are

frequently advanced in company they result in this magnifi-

plea for ever increasing tariffs: protection

raises wages but high wages put the American manufai

at a disadvantage in competing with foreign producers and

the home producer must be protected to the e the differ-

ence in wages therefore every advance in protective duties

laid for the benefit of the wage earner must be accompanied

by an additional advance for the U-nefit of the manufacturer

and so ad infinitum.

8. That protective duties should be used to
"
equaliit casts of

production
"

here and abroad, has been widely advocated as

the modern and scientific basis of protection. It would be hard

to find a more unscientific proposal. In the first place

vague and uncertain. Costs of production are not uniform,

either here or in foreign countries. What costs are to be
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equalized? costs to the most efficient producer here and the

most efficient producer abroad, or costs to tin-
"

typical
"

producer here and the
"

typical
"
producer abroad, or co-t > t > t la-

least efficient producer here and the most efficient producer

abroad? In the second place, certain costs, such as rent and

wages, are more or less dependent upon tariff duties tla-m-

selves, so that tlic proposal to determine duties by costs merely

get us into the vicious circle noted above. Furthermore, tla -re-

is no logiral or natural limit to this process. I: :<) equalize

costs in the textile and steel industries, why not equalize costs

in the production of bananas, coffee, and tea ?

As a matter of fact if this program could be carried out it

would stop all trade and so wipe out the whole gain from the

international division of labor. But fortunately the program
cannot be carried out. Economic goods take on a thousand

forms. We bar the importation of one variety only to find an

equivalent exchange springing up in another variety. This is

what we should expect from the theory of international trade,

and theoretical expectations are amply confirmed by history

and statistics.

Arguments of Free Traders. In the first place, we may dis-

miss a number of arguments which are so extreme as to weaken

rather than strengthen the cause of free trade.

i. For instance, it is frequently alleged that protective

tariffs violate the assumed natural right of every man to

buy his goods where he will and sell his products wherever

he sees fit, untrammeled by human laws. The futility of

arguments based upon an assumption of natural rights has

been sufficiently exposed elsewhere, and needs no elaboration

at this point.
1

2. It has also been claimed that protective tariffs in the United

States are unconstitutional, but this argument is idle
;

it would

be most unfortunate and anomalous if nowhere in our country

were lodged the power to pass such regulations regarding in

ternational commerce as might appear to be required for the

promotion of the public welfare. Furthermore, the charge of

unconstitutionality does not correspond to the opinion of our
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best jurists and there are no decisions of the Supreme Court

vay tend to tupport this claim.

In a similar vein protectionism has been called tocialism,

but tlm epithet is so generally applied to whatever a person in-

irgue a cause does not like that it will scarcely

ify any o<

The really able arguments of free traders are those which

aim to show either that protection actually does positive harm,
or that it fails to accomplish its ends, or that those ends may be

r accomplished without pn.tei

i. The natural starting point of the free-trade argument, and

the goal to whi< itably returns, is the theory ojcomparative
costs laid down on page 362, the proposition that, so long as

there are r >t necessarily absolute, differences in the cost

of producing cheaply jx>rtable articles in various countries of

the world, so long will there be international trade in those

art it U-v I therefor- divert capital and

lahor from intrinsically more productive to in y less pro-

lust ries. To lawyer and his

stenographer, protection aims to induce the lawyer to write his

own letters, on the general grounds that lawyers are more intelli-

gent people than stenographers, and if sufficient encouragement
be held ou n they may. in the course of time, be educated

up to iit of operating their own typewriting ma*

than the stenographers whom they have previously hired.

Temperate advocates of
"

freer trade
" do not contend thaC

i hi- law of comparative costs demonstrates the desiraoii

etc free trade under all circumstances. They admit that

it may occasionally be profitable for a country to pay enormous

Ix.unties this is what protection amounts to for the de-

ment of certain industries. But they do contend that it

establishes free trade as the general rule, every departure from

i should require the most positive justification. More par-

lii-ularly. they hold, that at the present time, after a century of

industrial dcvclopr t obviates any military necessi

a further diversification of industry, capital and labor should be

freely allowed to take themselves to those employments in
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which they can reap the largest natural reward, a reward, that is

to say, which is not artificially enhanced by subsidies wrung from

the general body of consumers.

2. Moreover, it is not clear that protection is necessary to

diversify industry in a country with such varied natural resources

as the United States. The claims of the protectionists at this

point may be tested by examining conditions within the wide-

borders of our own country, within which trade is wholly free.

Now, if protection were necessary to foster infant industries

and bring them to maturity, the manufacturing industries of this

country would still be concentrated in the northern states of

the Atlantic seaboard where they first gained a foothold. But

they have not been so confined. The early establishment of the

textile industries in New England has not prevented their recent

development in the South. Indeed, the so-called
"
center of

manufactures
" moved steadily west from south-central Pennsyl-

vania in 1850 to central Ohio in 1900 ;
and the increase, at the

present time, is much more rapid in the South and West than

in the older sections of the country. Internal free trade has not

prevented the diversification of industry in the United State-,

and has not delayed it longer than was desirable. For who shall

say that the Dakotas and other typical agricultural states of the

Union have greatly suffered from the absence of grimy factory

us?

3. The inevitable spread of manufactures throughout the

I'nited States suggests the essential weakness of the home

-market argument. International trade expands just as inevitably

as the manufacturing area. It might be desirable to confine

domestic producers to the more certain home market, which

cannot be destroyed by tariff wars or international complications.

But, as a matter of fact, home products will seek foreign markets,

and the nation that sells abroad must buy abroad. Since the

Civil War we have protected home producers with extremely

high tariffs. But in the last thirty years our foreign trade has

increased at a rate unequaied by any of the other great commer-

cial countries of the world. 1 Protective tariffs can cripple and
1
Special Reports of the Census Office, Manufactures, 1905, Part i, p. ccc.
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harass and distract foreign trade, but they cannot

suppress r triff can make the costs of producing ail the

cs mmriKMi to commerce precisely proportional irf all

quarters of the globe.

4. The protect ionistic appeal to the wagt earner seems par-
ticula One reason for distrusting it is the

<1. -able-faced way in \N manipulated to suit the partic-

ular requirements of time and place. France wants protection

in order to protect her low-paid workmen against the greater
skill and efficiency of America's highly paid workers. The

hand, must have protection in order

to shi v paid employees from comjx-tition with the
"
pauper labor of Europe." When first used in the United States

the argument was that wages were already so high in this country
as compared with England, that it was impossible for manufac-

turer try to pay the American rates and continue

to compete with English manufacturers. Later, cause and

effect, as related in the earlier syllogism, were reversed, and it

was asserted that the hi-h wages in this country were due t<>

prote it followed naturally that in order to.

raise wages higher, still more protection would have to be given.

We cannot arrive at any useful conclusions concerning wages,

however, without considering the efficiency of labor and the pro-
it y or favorableness of the environment in which the

laborer works. The reason why American labor may receive

r wages and yet have nothing to fear from the competition
of less highly paid work e is found in the great pro-

(hutivity of American labor (though this greater productivity

may depend more upon the natural wealth of this country than

upon any innate technical superiority of the American workmen).
The average American workman Is in no more danger from the

goods produced by the
"
pauper labor" of Europe than the highly

paid workman of Montana is threatened by theproducts of hiskm
remunerated fellow-workmen of New England and the South.

Labor competes with labor, not with commodities. Goose*

quently. if it is really desired to protect labor, the logical way
! be to place a tax on imported labor, or by other
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to reduce immigration If this were done, t hose who desire labor

1 be obliged to pay heavily for it, as actually happened in

ind after the "Black Death "in the fourteenth century had

killed off a large part of the laboring population. Indeed, if our

tariff makers are sincerely anxious to benefit labor, they should,

after rendering labor scarce and dear by restricting immigration,

encourage tin- importation of such commodities as are consumed

primarily by wage earners, in order that labor may secure an

abundance of them cheaply.

rUelligcnt free trader would deny that there are now dependent upon
protection many industries which pay high wages, nor that the sudden aboli-

tion of protection would throw many wage earners out of work. Their < > in-

tention in the first case is merely that by taxation and by diverting capital

and labor into naturally unproductive industries, protection lowers the gen-
eral level of real wages. Their reply to the second point is that protection
affects the industrial organism much as the alcoholic habit affects the human

organism. To abandon the habit suddenly would certainly be painful and

probably dangerous but this is sufficient reason neither for increasing

the dram nor delaying the gradual abandonment of the habit.

5. Turning to the fiscal aspects of the question, the free trader

asserts that there is little or nothing to be said in favor of protec-

tion. The protective import duty, as compared with the import

duty
"

for revenue only," is a poor tax. It is uncertain and

viciously variable, and in the great majority of cases is borne

by the home consumer. To the extent that it does not prevent

importation it affords no protection ;
and in so far as it does

protect, it yields no revenue to the government. If it raise- t he

price of the article upon which it is levied, however, the increase

constitutes a tax upon one class of society the consumer

for the benefit of another class the producers of the article.

One authority, perhaps the foremost authority, upon the Ameri-

can tariff problem, estimates that the tariff upon sugar imposed

by the Payne-Aldrich Act of 1909 resulted in an annual tax

upon American consumers of $101,000,000, of which $52,400,000

went into the treasury and $48,600,00x5 into the hands of sugar

producers principally resident in Hawaii, Porto Rico, and Cuba.1

Professor F. W. Taussig, in the Atlantic Monthly, March, 1908, p. 342.
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In answer to this charge that protection involves the

tion of one class for the benefit of another class, it is not

to reply that everybody is free to take advantage of the subsidy
and engage in a protected industry. Kverybody is not free to

establish a rolling mill or a silk factory or a tin-plate plant.

Protection means the taxation of the less at leas enter-

prising, the less educated, and the poorer classes in order to

create additional commercial opportunities for the abler,

wealthier, and I K- tier -educated classes, thus reversing the whole

spirit of modem taxation whuh i ontemplates so far as it

may be done without danger rather the taxation of the rich

for the assistance of the poor than the taxation of the poor for

the benefit of the ruh. It is not implied, of course, that pro-

tection involves class legislation of an unlawful character, nor

that taxes are collected from one class and handed over in cold

cash to the members of another class. The point turns upon
the relative ability of the various social classes to take advantage
of artificial opportunities created by the state at enormous

expense to all.

6. This brings us naturally to the ethical criticism of protec-

the charge that by making the temporary prosperity of

influential classes dependent upon government bounty, protec-

tion encourages those classes to exert a demoralizing pressure

upon federal legislation. So great is the stake of private in-

terests in tariff legislation, that systematic lobbying, log rolling,

i of the voter follow as inevitable consequences.

The beneficiary of the tariff sacrifices his disinterested convic-

oiu erning the general welfare, in order to preserve his own

subsidy from the government. Neither the citizen nor

the legislator can vote purely, when his pocketbook is so vitally

affected. Even if we admit what is probably true, that protec-

tion has resulted in compar tile direct bribery of legis-

lators, there seems no escape from the conclusion that it creates

a kind of interest in legislation which is inherently dangerous

and excet iifiicult to keep within legitimate bounds.

The weightier arguments for protection all imply that tariff laws

should be ;cally adapted to secure the real national
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purposes of protection. Tin- impossibility of getting a "

tific tariff" under the political conditions that protection

creates is possibly one of the strongest arguments against pro-

tection.

7. Finally, it is alleged that protection fosters monopoly.

ThU contention forms tin- subject matter of a particularly

heated dispute, the exact truth of which is difficult to determine.

Certain modifications of the more extreme charge, however, are

hardly open to question. Protectionists confessedly take it for

granted that if foreign competition is shut off or lessened, home

producers will still compete. Nevertheless, highly protective

duties are still levied, or until the passage of the Underwood

tariff were levied, upon the import of commodities whose manu-

facture in the United States had fallen under the substantial

control of monopolies. It is furthermore admitted that such

monopolies frequently sell their products at lower prices in

foreign countries than in the United States
;
while it is impossible

to deny that whether the monopoly was created by prot <

or not the abolition of the duties, by giving foreign producers

a chance to compete in this country, would tend to reduce prices,

and thus give the American public a valuable ally in their

struggle against monopoly. It is not asserted that the tariff

has been
"
the mother of the trusts." Other and more impor-

tant forces are mainly responsible for the development of the

tru^t. But protective tariffs have unquestionably deprived

the American people of a strong weapon against the trusts.

Some General Considerations. Before attempting to sum

up the preceding arguments and strike a practical working bal-

ance, it is necessary to call attention to certain general considera-

tions which have not figured in the foregoing
"
starched proces-

sion
"

of pros and cons. In the first place, it is necessary to

:nber that the federal government must secure a large rev-

enue from tariff duties, and that in consequence the question

which we are discussing is not one of protection versus free trade,

but of protection versus freer trade. In the second place,

the economic importance of the whole controversy has unques-

tionably been exaggerated. We find a country like England
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prosperous under free trade ; we find countries like France and

the United States prosperous under protection. It is of real

but not of vital importance. Our internal trade vastly

our foreign trade in every way. The domestic trade of the

Mississippi Vallry alone is far greater than our entire foreign

commerce. In the third place, the American tariff is a historical

growth, and, bad as it may be in many respects, it has taken

deep root. During the last century it has become part of our

life, and cannot be suddenly eradicated with impunity. If it

b true that American labor would be better off without it, it

does not follow that it ought to be removed suddenly in the

interests of American labor. If the industrial growth is ab-

normal, it is none the less true that adjustment to normal

lions is a painful process and should be conducted cau-

tiously. Displacements of labor and capital came sufi

and loss, and it is clear that any reform of the tariff must be

conservative and careful, a nt toward freer trade, not

the sud<l< Irawal of protection.

Conclusions. Most of the arguments enumerated above,

both for and against protection, contain a measure of truth.

Historically, protection was inevitable in the United States,

n the early period of the country's development, beneficial

During the three great wars which seriously threatened the

stability of this country, many new industries sprang up which,

upon the cessation of war and the resumption of internal trade,

were seriously threatened by foreign competition. Many of

these industries were so suited to our soil and our people that

i short period of protection was needed to make them self-

supporting. Under t he r i rcumstances it would have been unwise

to permit the sacrifice of the capital invested in these industries;

and whether it would have been unwise or not, human nature b
such that the desired protection was sure to be granted

short, there b a large measure of real truth in the infant industry

tances, however, have radically changed in the last

few decades. Our quondam infant industries have, for the

pan, attained a very vigorous maturity, and in son
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have become belligerent ;uxl prone to monopolistic bullying;

our manufactures have become sufficiently diversified to remove

all danger of industrial collapse in time of war; and, above all,

we are rapidly entering the economic stage in which, according

to the ablest exponent of protection that economic idenCC has

known, Friedrich List, protection is a hindrance

rather than a help. That is to say, we are rapidly building up
an extensive export trade in manufactured articles; year by

year raw materials constitute a larger proportion of our imports

and a smaller proportion of our exports; and we have already

become the greatest exporting country of the world. All this

means that in the near future our manufacturer themselves

will look with kindlier eyes upon the withdrawal of the protec-

tion they do not need, which in fact actually increases the cost

of some of their raw materials, and incites foreign governments
to retaliatory taxation upon goods imported from the United

States. Our growing export trade will itself bring a wider ap-

preciation of those fundamental principles which have led

economists, with but few exceptions, to condemn protection as

a permanent policy applicable to all stages of economic develop-

ment.

QUESTIONS

1. Distinguish what you believe to be the sound from what you believe

to be the fallacious reasons for protection, briefly stating your reasons.

2. Why is a home market believed to be superior to a foreign market?

Does this apply in all cases?

3. Explain the argument against dumping. Is dumping more or less

prevalent than it used to be?

4. Explain how one country may influence the selection of industries

in another country. Is this argument sound? \Vhat are the limits of its

truth?

5. Can a protective tariff increase money wages? real wages? Ex-

plain.

6. State the reasons for, as well as those against, the proposal to use

tariff duties for the purpose of equalizing costs of production here and

abroad.

7. Distinguish what you believe to be the sound, from what you believe

to be the fallacious, arguments for free trade, briefly stating reasons.
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8. WhatU the difference between A "unff lor rr\'rnur" and a prouctlve
tariff? Do protective duties make food tana? RipUin.

9. What effect ha* protection on *fWation? Wlui machinery b pm-
t,. rrrv.r,!-. ttt trl

'

10. Explain the connection. U any, between U|

AOOBY, Ptmcv, If *r fr</ //utory, jd ed. (Gennany, United Slatea,

and France).

AflU.1 n* TtriJ Problem.

CHOMLCY. /ft /i^ IN CdJwJu oW .4 tufraAuu.

DAWS. - \\ 1 1 / v ,/rt /,;, , Germany.

FISK, G. M. InHrnatumol Commrciol PolicUi .

FUCHS.C.J. Tk* Trod* Polity ofGrHBnUi**~ik~C**m.
GEOH;I:, HcKlY. Protection or Free Trad*.

.ft.

!.. II I

1

R - .

i/y.

FUKDUCH. Saticnal SysUm of PoitiUol Economy.
MlkH.mi. II <> rr,>!f<:i>n in />,;,..,-

FA* ETMMMIJc AOJI f */ Protection.

RABBKNO, Uco. Tke American Commercial PolUy.

Sumi, ADAM. T Wealth of Sationt, Book iv, Oui
D, EDWAID. American Tori/ Contrimrne* in ikt Nintmmlk

Cmlmy,
TACMIG. F. W. Fan/ //w/ory / /A* ^mW .V*i. 6th ed. ; SMM . I *pt

of Ike Tori/ Question; (editor) 5'late Papers and 5/MC* M IA Tori/.



PART III

DISTRIBUTION

CHAPTER XIX

DISTRIBUTION AS AN ECONOMIC PROBLEM

IT has already been remarked that the production and the dis-

tribution of the annual income of society cannot be sharply sepa-

rated, and more or less has already been said about the four part s

into which the total social income is usually divided; namely,

wages, interest, rent, and profits. The greater part of distribu-

tion might undoubtedly be considered under the general heading
"
Production," but, on the other hand, it is frequently asserted

that distribution is
"
the true center of all economic inqui

and it would be possible to treat nearly the whole of production

from the standpoint of distribution. The truth is that these

old traditional divisions of our subject matter indicate different

points of view, and on this account it seems desirable to retain

them. When we pass from production to distribution, we do

not enter an entirely new field, but we look at an old field of

investigation from a new point of view.

The center of interest in the practical applications of economic-

principles has shifted from production to distribution. The mer-

cantilistic writers of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries

were primarily interested in the most efficient ways of increasing

the sum total of a nation's wealth. Even Adam Smith, as the

title of his great work, An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes

of the Wealth of Nations, indicates, had chiefly in mind the

same problem, although he emphasized the fact that the real

well-being of a nation consists in the well-being of the great

body of its people. During the past century the production of
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wealth has increased beyond all precedent, the chief (acton

.lulling t this rt-Milt being the factory system, the ex-

ploitation of vast natural resources (made possible only by
modern methods of transportation), and the free scope given to

rulividual business man. Yet poverty
still exists, and its harsh features are thrown into sharper relief

by contrast with the fact that the present production of wealth

tidwputa! iat the world has ever

known. Moreover, while the social discontent arising from in-

equalities in the distri)>uti<m of wealth is a very old thing, it i*

only in modern times that democracy has given it an adequate

opportunity for formulated, organized expression. A large

share of the econ<
'

>lrms whiih are felt to press upon

society today for solution relate directly or indirectly to the

ution of wealth.

It should be noted, however, that we have to discuss under the

name "
distribution

"
two different processes. The first and

inclusive meaning of the term : ritmtion of the wealth

or income of sodety among individuals and families; in other

words, the question of individual fortunes, poverty, and wealth.

iTond kind of distribution i> the apportionment of the

product to the different factors of production. This is not a

question of wealth versus p f wages versus interest,

. and rent. Of course, this kind tuition affects

the personal distribution of wealth, but it is by no means the

same que -\ why 1 \ York City com-

mand ts is one thing ; to explain why a large amount of

these rents goes to the Astor family is another thing. In the

case of wages, however, the two kinds of distribution amount to

about the same thing. There is another sense in which the

word is not used in this chap: < r We do not mean by distribu-

ig of goods from the place where they are produced
to the place where they are consumed. When we speak of

railways or merchants as
"
distributive agencies," we are using

the term "
distribution

"
in a sense very different from that of

the technical economic term
"
distribution

"
Distribution b a

question of ownership, not a question of the location of goods.
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Distribution controlled by Existing ns. The statement that

ution is a matter of ownership suggests at once the relation of ].rr. .im-

properly to distribution. Individual wealth is. fundamentally, a sum of

property rights. Every extension of property rights by society, as, for ex-

ample, in j>ermitting the private ownership of the rights to supply cities with

water, electricity, or transportation facilities, extends the field of private

gain and correspondingly affects the distribution of wealth. The income

received by the successful manager of a municipal waterworks plant is un-

doubtedly a very different thins from the income the same individual would

receive if he were the own- ,> hi>o |>crmittinK him to conduit the

business of supplying tin- city with water as a private undertaking. Tin-

policy of leasing, rather than selling, public lands, which has been adopted

by some of the newer American states, is bound to have an appreciable.

even if not a very important, effect upon the distribution of wealth.

In the institution of inheritance we have an instrument which once in a

generation redistributes the property rights in existing wealth. It is not

strange that those who wish to limit or retard the growth of large indi vidual

fortunes have looked to the control and especially to the taxation of inherit-

ances as a means to this end. Doubtless the prevalence of large landed

estates in England is closely connected with the English law of primogeniture,

just as the predominance of small holdings in France is in part due to the

French law forbidding the disinheritance of any of one's children.

Personal freedom, as a legally guaranteed institution, is also of funda-

mental importance. The factors determining the income of the free work-

ingman are very different from those determining the portion of the slave.

It should be remembered, too, that the actual processes by which wealth is

distributed are today largely controlled by the institution of contract.

What rent, wages, or interest one gives or receives is no longer fixed mainly

by custom, as in the Middle Ages, but is a matter of agreement between

individuals. So far as society limits the right of contract, as in the case of

legislation regulating the employment of women and children, it corre-

spondingly affects the distribution of wealth.

These fundamental institutions are discussed more fully elsewhere in this

treatise. They are mentioned in this connection in order to emphasize more

definitely the fact that the distribution of wealth takes place under the con-

ditions imposed by the existing social order. Even the most radical advo-

cates of greater equality in the distribution of wealth do not propose an

arbitrary leveling down of fortunes. They direct their attacks against one

or more of these fundamental institutions, such as inheritance, private prop-

erty in land, or private property in production goods. Then there are many

persons who are willing to accept the conditions imposed by the existing

social order, as a field for the operation of competitive forces in wealth distribu-

tion, but who object to monopoly and special privilege. This suggests that

the forces bringing about distribution on the basis of the existing social order
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themselves amenable to social control U thaw who tarwrthe chkf

prbcs in the economic struggle nay plume themselves on the fact Uut they
< victor* in a game that U open to all. it b none UM less true that

society lays down the rulea ol the fame.
A large part of the complex of institution* and mculation* thmufh which

odety controls distribution work smoothly and silently, their action, so Car

as iociety at laife b concerned, being tmmnscioos. It b only when obviou*

conflicts arbe between tome of the effects of this imfrrwrfrna control on the

one hand and present-day ideab of todal welfare on the other hand, tnat the

of any part of *hU f*m*lftmfnfal instituthmtJ control

genera least of the merits of the study of economlri that

it Ttphttfif* the fundamental character of that part of the fffHat f^nrtrirt

of wealth pnxluctiun and wealth distribution which lie* Mow the huh*m

Money Incomes. If each family produced all that it con-

sumed, as most families still do in part, there would be op

pmhk-m of distribution, except whatever problems might arise

respecting the factors determining the amount produced by each

tamil\ i: -ince mo -lay are working in more or less

specialized employments, and for money incomes, the fact is, as

was suggested in a previous chapter, that distribution takes

place through a process of price-fixing. Some men ^nanu-
facturers, rmers) make a money income by selling

good- than it costs them to produce them or to buy
them from others, while other men (laborers, salaried employees,

professional men, capitalists, landowners) get a money income

by selling their services or by selling the use of their capital or

land. In the first case, the money income takes the form of

profits ;
in the second case, it is wages, interest, or rent, as the

case may be.

ian's real income consists of the commodities and services

that satisfy his wants; and the extent to which his money in-

ransmuted into real income depends on the prices

of these things. One always has the option, of course, of in-

vesting pan of his money income in production goods rather

than mption goods, thus giving up part of his present

real income for a larger future income. However, since different

>ay about the same prices for the same kinds of

goods, a discussion of the factors
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will be, ipso facto, a discussion of tin- factors determining real

incomes, except as it is found that certain kinds of incomes are

changed more readily to meet the conditions imposed by changes

in prices than are other kinds of income.

1 1 is obvious that one person may be the recipient of more than

one kind of income. The American farmer who owns the land,

buildings, farm machinery, and live stock that make up \\\< pro-

ductive equipment, and who does part of his own work, is at ihe

same time entrepreneur, landlord, capitalist, and laborer; and

his income is made up of different proportions of profits, rent,

interest, and wages. The net income of a tenant farmer

utilizing only borrowed capital, and employing only hired labor,

would, on the other hand, consist entirely of profits. The

economic analysis that seeks to determine the rules governing

the apportionment of the annual dividend under the categories

of profits, wages, rent, and interest, bears only indirectly upon
the question of the personal distribution of wealth. The in-

come that any individual receives depends primarily upon his

efficiency and success as a wage earner or as an entrepreneur, or

upon the amount and the income-yielding capacity of the capital

and land which he owns. His ownership of capital and land

may have come about through the thrifty husbanding of por-

tions of his income in previous years, or it may have come about

through gifts or inheritance.

The Law of Diminishing Productivity. To explain the

prices paid for personal services is to explain wages ;
to explain

the prices paid for the use of land and capital is to explain rent

and interest. Certain special and distinguishing characteristics

enter into the determination of each of these three classes of

prices. The conditions governing the supply of labor are, for

example, very different from the conditions governing the supply

of land. Yet there are some fundamental facts that are common

to all three classes of prices. The most important of these com-

mon factors is the law of diminishing productivity.

Assume as an illustration that a certain farm is cultivated by a

fanner who uses only his own labor, together with a small amount

of capital in the form of draft animals and agricultural imple-
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s. Let us assume further that his land is devoted ex-

clusively to the growing of one crop, corn, for instance, i i

money income will depend on the amount of corn be can pro-
duce and the prices he can get for it. At given prices be can

increase his income only by increasing bis prod
But his product may be increased by the use of any one of a

iiuinU-r <>i .lirierent methods. In the first place, be can hire

a farm laborer to assist him. The two men, working together,

will undoubtedly be able to get a larger product from the farm

than one man could. In some cases they may be able to get

double, or even, through the advantages of cooperation, more
than double, what the fanner could produce working alone.

More often, perhaps, the employment of the second man will

not doul>lc the total pnxluct. However that may be, ii is

absolutely certain that if the fanner employs a third, a fourth,

n more men, he will sooner or later reach a point where

it will be found that the employment of the last man has not

increased the product as much as it was increased by the last

us laborer. That is, the addition of the third man may
not have increased the product as much as the employment of

the second man did, or the fourth man may not have increased

t he product as much as the third man did.

I called the point of diminishing productivity* for

after this point is once reached it will be found that, save under

the most exceptional conditions, each successive additional

laborer will increase the aggregate product by an amount less

than the last previous laborer added to it. This is not because

of any differences in the laborers, whom we assume to be of

equal efficiency. It means simply that as the productive possi-

bilities of the farm \\ith its equipment of capital become more

fully exploited through more careful tillage, it requires in-

creasingly greater efforts, in the form of still more careful and

thorough tillage, to increase the product by a given amount .

> In KMM economic writing* what b here

is termed Miminixhimc It trcott pretenhlc to IMUM ih*

incurred fa enUrfinf the total afriaUtml product wader the yumui at

UoofrowiBffa
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is a fact of such common observation that it needs no statis-

tical proof; although various agricultural experiment stations

have made records of the effect of different degrees of thorough-
ness of cultivation upon the yield of <lifiVrent a
The Marginal Product of Labor. OIK- mi-jht imagine, at

first thought, that after the point of diminishing productivity

had been reached, it would not pay the farmer to hire additional

laborers. Hm the only question that directly concerns the

farmer in this connection is whether an additional laborer will

"earn his wages," 'her the added produ< :

sell for enough to cover the additional expense incurred for wages.

It will pay the farmer to extend his employment of labor up to

the point where the addition of another laborer to the working
force would increase the product by an amount too small to

sell for enough to pay the wages of the laborer, and where tin-

deduction of a laborer from the working force would decrease

the product by an amount at least sufficient to pay the wages of

the laborer. If the farmer stops short of this point, he is not

making all the possible profits; if he goes beyond it, he is

cutting down his profits by employing labor which does not
"
earn its wage." The last laborer employed (not necessarily

any particular laborer, nor the last in point of time, but merely

any one laborer of the total number employed) is the marginal

laborer, and the increase in the total product attributable to the

marginal laborer (the part which would be lost if one less laborer

were employed) is the marginal product of labor. If the farmer

has estimated product and prices accurately, it will be found, of

course, that the money value of the marginal product of labor

will be approximately equal to the wages of the marginal laborer.

Or, since the laborers are supposed to be of equal efficiency, and

hence to receive uniform wages, the statement may be put in the

broader and more significant form that wages and the marginal

product of labor will tend to equal each other.

The diagrams illustrate the principle of the diminishing productivity of

labor, developed in the foregoing analysis. In Figure i the rectangle OM
represents the amount of corn that the farmer could raise on his land if work-

ing alone, with his given equipment of capital. The rectangle AN represents-
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the increase in the product effected by the addition .( another w.krr

K, and 5 represent respectively the addition* to the protect

H
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product attributed to the hypothetical addition of successive laborers

be conceived as indefinitely narrow, so that the graphic representation would

take the form represented in Figure 2, where the line AM is located at tin-

point of diminishing productivity, and where the line /*.Y represent > tl

ginal product of labor. In this case the rectangle OBHN represents the part

of the total product which will just suffice to pay the wages of all the la-

borers employed.

The Marginal Products of Capital and Land. Thus far

we have supposed that tin- farmer is content to get along with

his original amount of land and capital, and to increase his

product by means of an increased use of labor. Other possibili-

ties are, of course, open to him. It might happen that he would

be content to do without additional laborers, using instead an

increased equipment of capital. By purchasing more draft

animals, more labor-saving machinery, improved fertilizers, or

possibly by installing drains or irrigation ditches, as the case may
be, he may be able to raise considerably more corn than he could

without such investments. But here, again, he will find the

possibility of increasing his product subject to the same limita-

tions that would have prevailed had he increased his labor force.

With a team of horses he will be able to accomplish more than

he could with one horse; two teams of horses may still further

increase the total product of the farm
;
a third would probably

be of very little advantage, and a fourth team still less useful.

So with investments of capital in other forms: the law of

diminishing productivity is a remorseless physical fact which

the farmer has to reckon with.

The concrete form in which the problem presents itself to

him is this : Will a further investment of money in a specific kind

of capital goods pay me? Here the farmer has to make on

the one hand the best estimate he can of the amount which the

proposed capital goods will add to his annual product, ami of

the probable selling value of the increased product. On the

other hand, he has to count his increased annual c\]x

These will include (i) the original cost of the additional equip-

ment, divided into annual costs according to its probable dur-

ability (each year's costs being properly only the wear and tear,
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Icprcciation
"

attributable to that year'* use); (a) the

maintenance or upkeep (including such things as ordinary

repairs on machinery a > ost of feeding horses), and (3)

the interest on fanner has to pay if he

borrows the necessary funds from some one else, or what he

might have lent his money for to some one else if he uses his

own funds). Guided by these estimates, the fanner will

naturally increase his equipment of capital goods so far as the

returns from the added product would more than suffice to

cover his increased costs. Beyond this point he could not

wisely go. The last increment of capital which just suffices

to pay for itself is the marginal increment of capital, and the

added product attributable to it is the marginal product of capital.

The diagrams portraying the operation of the law ol

i ty of bbor will serve as well to illustrate the

of capital. Assuming that the amount of land and the amount of labor to

be utilised are definite in quantity, the successive rectangles la Figure i rep-

resent the increase in the gross product attributable to each of MMTISSJMI

rements of capital. Figure a represents the same conditions, except that

each increment of capital b assumed to be indefinitely small.

i Figure 3) BN represents the marginal product of capital, the whole

.m imputed to capital is, of course, represented by the rectangle OBMl.
The area above the line 11.\ represents the pan of the product which b avail-

able for rent and wages, the farmer's profits being derived from any surplus

There b one difficulty in the foregoing analysis, however, that may have

been noted by the reader. What b meant by an 'Increment ol capital**?

In the case of labor ment of labor" can be interpreted as the labor

)
of one man ( for any definite period of time that may be chosen), the one man

being assumed (for the purpose of simplicity in the analysb) to be ol equal

efficiency with all others constituting the labor supply. It b just as prac-

ticable, of course, to assume that one horse is, for the fanner's purposes, just

as efficient as another horse, that only one kind of plow b available, and that

one bushd of fertiliser b exactly like any other bushel of fertiliser ; but tab

does not help us out of our difficulty. For how can we blend horses, plows,

and fertilisers into one concept, and divide them into
-
increments of capital* ?

One way of getting around the difficulty b to think of the capital which the

ner combines with his labor and his land in terms of its money value. In

dollars' worth of capital, without reference to the different kinds of

production goods really composing it. Thb device b useful for
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poses, but it obscures the fundamental fact that capital gets its value from its

ability to secure an income for its owner. The purpose of this anal

diminishing productivity is to open the way for a discussion of the prices paid

for the services of land, labor, and capital. To use the ti-rm "apital" in UK

sense of capital value at this stage in the discussion would only lead us into

circular argument. This point cannot be further elaborated here, hut should

be kept in mind by the reader in connection with the discussion of inter .

subsequent chapter. As a matter of fact tht law of diminishing prod

holds for each specific kind of capital the farmer uses. For example, i

that the farmer is limited to the use of a fixed amount of all forms of i api-

tal except one, horses, for instance. Then the successive rectangles in

Figure i would represent very well the increments of product gainol 1>\ the

use of additional horses, while if the product added by the use of a fifth

horse is just about enough to pay for the increased expense, the rectangle DR
would represent the marginal product. The illustration can, by a similar

process, be made to apply to any other kind of capital. The farmer will

normally make use of each specific kind of capital up to the marginal point.

The same is true for each specific kind of labor or each specific use of labor.

The use of the tripartite classification of the factors in production in

explaining the principle of diminishing productivity is merely a matter of

convenience.

A third way of increasing his product is also open to the farmer.

He may think it wiser to get along with his original equipment of

capital and his own labor, and to increase his product by utilizing

more land. The adoption of this procedure would mean a less

intensive cultivation per acre of land. The use of labor and

capital would have to be distributed more thinly over tin- lar.m -r

acreage. This would result in a smaller product per acre, but

the procedure would be warranted if the increase in the annual

product should sell for more than the annual cost of the addi-

tional acreage. By the annual cost of additional land we mean

the rent which the farmer has to pay for the land if he leases

it, or the interest on the amount of the purchase price, if he

it. It is obvious, however, that the combination of more

and more land with a fixed amount of labor and capital will

result in a smaller and smaller return per acre of land, and that a

point will soon be reached beyond which it will not pay t he-

farmer to go. In other words, the law of diminishing produc-

tivity rules when land is considered as the variable factor, just

as it does when labor or capital is considered as the variable.
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The cfcainun already uied ma

hypotheais by aieuminf Out equal area*, .(

given amount of labor and capital, would yield increment* of

represented by the mrceaelvt recUnflet in Figure i, or by the curve in Fit

It b aammed for the take of eimplidty in the Ohafttration that the dtf-

The Actual Operation of Diminiahinf Productivity. It hat

been assumed thus far that the fanner of our illustration has to

be co; ha fixed qu two of the three factors in

production, but that he is at liberty to increase his use of the

third factor up to the point where maximum profits will be

gained for himself. Assuming in turn that each of the three

factors in production was the variable one, we found that in

each case the law was the same the most advantageous ad-

justment was reached when the product added by the la

cremcni <>f the variable factor would sell for just enough
1

to cover the increased expense.

In one way, however, this assumption does not correspond
with the facts. The farmer is at liberty to increase his product

creasing his utilization, not only of any one, but of any

two, or all of the three, factors of production. He may, for

example, purchase more draft animals and more machinery,

employ more labor, and at the same time acquire more land. To
a certain extent the use of one factor may lessen the use of

or (as in the case of labor-saving machinery and labor).

More often, however, the reverse is true. The acquisition of

machinery may necessitate the use of more hones, while the

acquisition of more land will often make profitable the use of

more labor as well as more capital a fact which is itself im-

plied in the law of diminishing produ- Although the

employment of labor, capital, and land can thus be increased

simultaneously, the significance of the law of diminishing pro-

<huii i no wise diminished. The fanner, in deciding

upon the purchase of a particular kind of capital good, has to
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take into account his present and, to some extent , even his prob-

able future supply of other kinds of capital goods, as well as

land and labor, before he can form a judgment as to the amount

which the use of the particular capital good will add to his annual

product. Moreover, he has to choose between additional

investments in labor as against additional investments in land,

or additional investments in different kinds of capital. But
j

his effort to get maximum profits will lead him to make th<

investments which promise to result in the greatest additi.

to his product. The result of this will be, normally, that each

factor in production will be utilized up to the marginal point

the point where further utilization would add a product so

small as to sell for less than the increased expenses.

It is not only in agriculture that the law of diminishing produc-

tivity is the fundamental thing in determining the proportions in

which the factors of production are combined. Every manufac-

turer has the option of using either relatively more machinery
and relatively less labor, or relatively less machinery and rela-

tively more labor in order to produce a certain quantity of

goods. He may have to decide, also, between building a six-

story factory covering an acre of ground, and a one-story fac-

tory covering six acres of ground a problem which is
j
>aralleled

by the farmer's problem of deciding between the cultivation of a

relatively large acreage and the more intensive cultivation of a

smaller acreage. The entrepreneur in every kind of undertaking

has to decide as to the advisability of a particular investment in

land, capital, or labor, with reference to the fundamental qu<

tion,
"
Will it pay?

" And the profitableness of any such in-

vestment is always a matter of the cost of the unit of land,

labor, or capital, as compared with the selling value of the

quantity which it will add to the entrepreneur's total product.

In order to achieve maximum profits, each entrepreneur will en-

deavor, so far as is practicable, to apportion his use of land, labor,

and capital so that the value of the increment of product attributable

to the marginal unit of each class of productive agents will about

equal its expense.

The significance of the law of diminishing productivity in rela-
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distrilmtion of wealth now becomes apparent If a

i dan of laborers in a given employment receive like wages,

wages (being the same as the wages of the marginal laborer)

will in i.l to equal the marginal product of labor. The expense

trcprcncur for any unit of a certain kind of

capital goods will tend to equal the value of the marginal product
it" that partii ul.ir kind of capital goods. The rent which the

fanner will pay for any acre of a quantity of land of uniform

quality will tend to equal the value of the marginal product of

land of that quality. Hut so far as competition works freely,

dim: preneurs in the same market will have to pay
the same wages for the same kind of labor, the same price for

the same kind of capital goods, and the same rent for the same
kind of land ;

and they will get the same prices for the same kinds

of products. Moreover any one unit of the aggregate amount

of a productive agent of any one kind employed at any one time

may be deemed to be the marginal unit. So it is possible to

state in more general terms that the money remuneration of

each specific unit of the agents of production in production

tends to equal the selling value of the amount of product dtpcnd-

ifion the use of that unit.

not necessary for the validity of this specific product

theory of distribution, as it is called, that in any particular

taking at any given time the proportions in which the

factors of production are actually combined should be adjusted

with whk h tin theory seems to imply. The amount
of Ian -lie farmer holds at any one time is apt to be filed

}>y his estimate of his future rather than of his present produc-

tion, while custom, pride of ownership, and the chance of gain

through an increase in land values (which is not to be confused

with the motives guiding his activity as a producer) have their

influence. Moreover, the size of the government homesteads

into which a large part of the public domain was divided has

had an important effect on the size of the farmer's holding in a

large sect d States. The average American

farmer undoubtedly holds more land than he would if he were

.<> for maximum present profits. The practical problem
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for him is apt to be how intrusively he shall cultivate it : how

much labor and capital he shall combine with it. That i, he

is apt to use relatively more land and relatively less labor and

capital than he would use if every additional acre of land u^-d

meant an addition -e for land. This conclusion i

altered by the fact that his land is probably not of uniform

quality, and that some of it may not repay cultivation under

present conditions. In a similar way the manufacturer builds

his factory for the future, and may even equip it with a larger

complement of some kinds of machines (such as boilers and

engines) than present requirements justify. On the other

hand, a sudden and probably temporary increase in demand

for a product will be met by the manufacturers by the employ-
ment of more labor (even at the high rate paid for overtime

or night work) rather than by the installation of more labor-

saving machinery, even though the latter might, in the long run,

be more economical. In general, when considerations which

take into account a period of years dominate, land and the more

permanent forms of capital goods will be used more freely, labor

and the less permanent forms of capital goods less freely. When
short-time considerations are dominant, the reverse will be

true.

These limitations do not invalidate the law of the equality of

the remuneration of the agents in production and the prices of

their specific products any more than the fact that a feather

does not fall through the atmosphere as rapidly as a stone invali-

dates the law of gravitation. This law, like other economic

laws, is the statement of a fundamental tendency, which, in

this case, is bound up with the universal desire of entrepreneurs

to get for themselves the largest possible profits.

Marginal Productivity and the Prices of Production Goods. -

The reader who has firmly grasped the concept of marginal

utility will find that a recognition of some similarities in the

r61es which marginal utility and marginal productivity pi

the price process will help him to grasp the significance of the

latter concept. The prices paid for specific units of consumption

goods depend upon their relative capacity to yield an "
in-
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come of satisfactions
"

; the prices that will be paid for produc*
goods depend upon their capacity to yield a money

ur. In the one case the law of

utility Is dominant ; in the other case, the law of

produ Just as we cannot speak of the utility of a com-

in. H
lity in general, but -he utility of particular concrete

units of a comm.xlity, so we cannot speak of the prwlm tivity

or capital in general, but only of the product i\ ity

of particular concrete units of land, labor, and capital. The
consumer is getting the maximum of satisfaction of his wants

final dollar spent for one commodity satisfies just as

>e wants as the final dollar spent for any other commodity,
and he apportions his expenditures accordingly. The entre-

preneur is not *nftl"ng ftmtmiifyi gains if his final expenditure
for any one kind of productive agent adds more to his product
than his final expenditure (of equal amount) for any other

productive agent, and he tends to apportion his employment
of land and of different classes of labor and capital accordingly.

But it must not be supposed that the statement that the prices

paid for land, labor, and capital tend to equal the value of their

marginal products is a complete explanation of the valuation

<>f the services of the factors in production any more than the

pic of marginal utility is a complete explanation of the

valuation of consumption goods. In fact, from one point of

marginal productivity itself depends upon the prices which

the entrepreneur has to pay for the services of the factors in

production. The prices of productive services are like the prices

>le commodities in that each buyer (entrepreneur)

and each seller (laborer, capitalist, landlord) has to buy and sell

at prices which, being established by the aggregate demand and

supply of the market, arc beyond his own control. Yet this

aggregate demand and supply is the net result of the decisions

made by individual buyers and sellers with respect to the

amounts which they will buy or sell at one price or another.

The demand for the use of land, labor, and capital is ulti-

mately a demand for their products the goods that satisfy

human wants. The entrepreneur's task is to anticipate and
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meet this demand a problem that takes the concrete form oi

producing goods that will sell for more than the expense of

production. On the one hand he has to estimate tin ijuanti:

which he can sell at certain prices; on the other hand, he lias t<

take account of the quantities which various units of land,

labor, and capital will contribute to his product, together with

the prices (rent, wages, cost of capital goods, and interest) that

he has to pay for these units. Through his mediation the de-

mand of society for want-satisfying good- ind

for the services of certain quantities of land, labor, and capital.

combined in certain proportions. And the principle that guides

the entrepreneur's transformation of the community's demand

for the products of land, labor, and capital into his own demand

for the services of these factors in production is the principle of

marginal productivity. The wages, rent, and interest that

actually paid for the services of the factors in production are the

resultants of the demand of entrepreneurs, on the one hand,

and of the supply of these factors on the other hand. The

forces determining these prices are focused at the margin.

The principle of marginal productivity is an illuminating way
of stating the problem of the distribution of wealth, rather than

a solution of it. Just how supply and demand operate in the

case of each factor in production is a topic to be considered in

later chapters. Just as utility is at the same time the cause and

effect of price, so marginal productivity is at the same time the

cause and effect of wages, rent, and interest. From one point

of view it is seen that the competition of producers makes it

necessary that specific units of land', labor, and capital should (

get a reward proportionate to the selling price of the amounts

which they contribute to the social dividend
;

from another

point of view it is equally clear that the necessary expenditu

for land, labor, and capital are, in the long run, potent factors

in determining the prices of the things that make up the social

dividend.

The Meaning of
"
Productivity."

-
Furthermore, we should

not forget that the word "
productivity

"
as used in economics

(and generally in current discussions of economic topics) has a
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To digress for a moment in order

to make t theory of consumption we
/i- UK- f.u t that many of the most important human

wants are satisfied by
"

free goods/' which, simply because they
field of economic investigation.

But the enjoyment of these free goods is usually dependent

upon the possession of economic goods. Air b a free good, to

any one who can demand the economic goods necessary to life.

The glorious scenery of our national parks is a free good,
-

to any one who can afford traveling expenses and hotel bflb.

In general, the enjoyment of many of the finer pleasures of

vcd in the common human relations of an individual

! physical and social environment, arc
"

free," but

.1 who can afford the leisure and the

economic goods without which nuny <>i ;h< ~< free
"
pleasures

are impossible.

For present purposes, however, the important point is that

there anfree production goods as well as free consumption goods.

lies some of these. The oceans and lakes furnish

free pathways for commerce
;

natural forces of all kinds are

freely utilized by men in the work of production. But we do

not call these things productive, because no part of the annual

product is dependent on the utilization of any particular unit of

them. In this technical sense the wind . hut

windmills an-. In order to utilize the ocean we have to invest

vessels and docks. \\Y have to impute productivity

to these things becau>< ill not be furnished unless it is

!1 yield a remum : ^ome, and be-

cause the annual product will ol be reduced if they are

not furni has been written about the
"
produc-

: the Panama Canal. But we would have to impute

productivity rait of Gibraltar if England were able to

charge a toll use!

Somewhat analogous to thre "
free productive goods

society's fund of accumulated knowledge of productive methods,

the heritage of centuries of economic evolution. This

nutated industrial experience is an infinitely more precious
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possession than the existing store of productive goods. Compare
the productive possibilities of a community of men possr

this knowledge, but forced to begin work absolutely without a

ready-made stock of capital goods, with those of a tribe of

savages suddenly and miraculously equipped with all the

productive appliances of modern civilization. Yet this vast

fund of productive knowledge, so far as it is common property,

is not thought of as
"
productive." The social dividend is

continually being increased as a result of the discovery of new

natural forces, or new ways of harnessing and utilizing natural

forces. Secrecy or government patents make it possible for

those who first introduce these new methods of production to

reap an income from the temporary advantage it gives to them

as producers. For the time being these new methods themselves

have to be regarded as
"
productive," although they contribute

much more to the increase of the social dividend after they have

become matters of common knowledge and use, and hence have

ceased to be called "productive." Disinterested scien

especially those in the employment of the government or of

universities, have often given the results of their improvements
in industrial methods freely to the world, thereby swelling the

social dividend, but not reaping for themselves the pecuniary

reward which goes to those who patent their improvements
and thereby render them "

productive." Moreover, many of

the world's greatest advances in the technique of production

have been made possible only by the patient researches of in-

vestigators in the
"
unproductive

"
field of pure science, working

solely for love of the work, and without hope of pecuniary

reward.1

We impute productivity only to goods or services which arc the

objects of property rights or of analogous rights of control, such

as a man's power to dispose of his own labor. The fact is that

just as the benefits of free consumption goods are bound up with

the possession of larger or smaller quantities of economic goods,

so the utilization of free productive agencies is possible only in

1 See a note on this point in Mere, History of European Thought in the Nine-

teenth Century, Vol. i, p. 92, note. The list there given could be greatly extended.
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combination with labor, waiting, and scarce and appropriable
natural objects, and these have to be paid for. We harneat

natural forces for the work of production, hut we impute produc-

only to the harness. We continually learn better and
i* of doing our productive work, but we impute

productivity only to the expenses involved in utilizing these

*b, not to the methods themselves. Productivity im-

plies merely a relation of dependency between the amount of the

product and the use of a particular unit of one of the agents in

production.
s important that the reader should see the truth in the

statement that the laborer, the landlord, and the capitalist get

paid in proportion to their respective products. It is equally

important that he should see clearly that there, are definite

limitations to the meaning and significance of the statement.

The statement that rewards tend to equal products has no ethical sig-

nificance, and should not be interpreted as a justification of the present eco-

nomic order, and this for the following reasonsamong others: (i) Thatdb-
>n ought to be according to productivity is itself a debatable proposi-

tion. Some socialists, for example, maintain that distribution according to

needs is a higher ideal, (a) The ethical side of the problem of dittribvtioa

relates to personal distribution, while the marginal productivity doctrine

relates to the determination of the incomes going to the different agents in

production. To state that the rent of an acre of land tends to equal the value

of its product is not to say that the landowner has "earned" Us income.

The private receipt of rent *^fpf
>**^* upon such social institutions as private

property and inheritance, and these have to be judged from the broad

point of view of social welfare, (j) The efficiency of the individual laborer,

which is one of the things determining his productivity, often depends upon
the opportunity he has had to "make the roost of himself." But opportu-

nity depends largely on environment, and this in turn b to a large extent

amenable to social control. (4) The amount of the marginal product of any
one factor in production is itself a resultant of all the forces affecting the

supply of all the factors in production and of all the condition* that affect

their fitness to serve in the production of the things that comamcn are

A*miMttft (5) This theory is only a statement of a normal tender

does not, properly STIYwf*rt*wf ,
conflict with the U% that men tningft as

custom and other forms of economic friction and inertia, the higgling of the

market, the conscious efforts of social classes to better their

imperfections in the monetary system, short-sighted sdnthneas <

hand, altruism on the other, as well as the roasctoni social control
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in labor legislation, usury laws, and the like, all have important effects upon
the incomes actually received by those who furnish labor, capital, and land for

the work of production. Actual wages may differ from the normal wages
measured by marginal product just as contractual rent may differ from

economic rent. (6) We can imagine an economic order very different from

the present one in which it would still be true that incomes would tmd
to equal products. If, for example, wages were arbitrarily increased 50 per

cent by la v, while one result would undoubtedly be an increase in unem-

ployment, it would still be true that wages would tend to equal the marginal

product of labor, or, rather, that the marginal product of labor would u-mi to

equal wages. To attempt to avoid this difficulty by assuming that the

present order, or a purely competitive order, is the
"
natural

"
order of things,

Is to beg the whole question in favor of the existing status.

Social Aspects of Diminishing Productivity. Since the

entrepreneurs are only the intermediaries between society viewed

as a body of consumers and society viewed as a body of pro-

ducers, we may, for present purposes, leave them out of con-

sideration, in order to fix our attention upon some of the more

general results of the fact of diminishing productivity.

If the number of laborers within the boundaries of a nation is

increased by immigration, without a corresponding increase in

capital or in the amount of land available for use, the result will

be an increase in the total amount of goods produced, which

means an increase in the amount of wealth produced per unit

of land and capital, but (on account of the operation of the law

of diminishing productivity) a decreased amount per laborer;

a higher marginal product for land and capital, and a 1<

marginal product for labor; consequently, higher rent and

higher interest, but lower wages. If the supply of capital within

a country is increased, while labor and land remain constant,

the result will be higher wages and higher rents, but a smaller

remuneration for capital. Similarly, if the available supply of

land be increased (as by improvements in transportation facili-

ties), rent will absorb relatively less, and wages and interest

relatively more, of the value of the total product.

In a very real sense the same laborer is more productive in a

country where land is relatively plentiful than in a country
where land is relatively scarce. A laborer may gain no technical
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efficiency by migration from Europe to America, but the in-

cremt xluct attributable to his work b apt to be con-

siderably larger in the United States than it was in Europe.
Here he really creates a larger product and earns a larger wage.

The migrations of labor and capital from one region to another,

or from one country to another, are guided by the endeavors of

capitalists and laborers to get the maximum remuneration, -
, will always be found wl. price of the marginal

product of capital or labor is a maximum.

In a prosperous country it is apt to be the case that the supply
<>f UN* a .pply of capital arc being increased simultane-

thouuh imt necessarily with equal rapidity, whfle more

land is at the same time being made available through improve-
ments in transport Save under such exceptional condi-

tions of railway building as prevailed in the United States

during the forty years following the Civil War, the available

supply of land is apt to increase more slowly than the other

production increase. In general, the law of diminish-

ing productivity will necessitate a continual increase in the

proportion of the product set aside for the remuneration of

each unit of the most slowly increasing factor in production;

while, of the other two fart.., the one that increases more

rapidly will receive, per unit, a relatively smaller and smaller

proportion of the value of the total pro*!

QUESTIONS

i Do you know of any instance* where the dbtribotion of wealth haa

been affected, directly or indirectly, by amadous eodal action?

a. Prepare tables or diagrams roughly illustrating the operation of the

law of diminishing product*vit>-in tome Industry with whkn you are Caadhr.

A'hy is the same laborer more productive in America than la Europe?
Is this a condition that will probably continue indefinite!

\Vhy do lands in Belgium produce more per acre than similar Ian* fa

the United State*?

5. Is the fact that the average wheat crop per acre b larger in Europe
than in the United States an indication that European agricultural method*

are superior?

6. Which is the more significant: product per acre or product per anr

7 . \\ :...' . : .
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8. Can an entrepreneur increase his product indefinitely by usinr

tinually larger amounts of all the agents in production?

9. What is the relation of the discussion in this chapter to the socialist

contention that labor produces all wealth ?

10. Discuss the following statement :

"Each man, taking account of hi> own nu-ans, will push the investment

of capital in his business in each several direction until what appears in his

judgment to be the outer limit, or margin, of profitableness is reached
;

that

is, until there seems to him no good reason for thinking that the gains

resulting from any further investment in that particular direction would

compensate him for his outlay. The margin of profitableness is not to be

regarded as a mere point on any one fixed line of profitable investmen

as a boundary line of irregular shape cutting one after another every possible

line of investment." Alfred Marshall, Principles of Economics, 6th ed.,

P- 356-
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CHAPTER XX

THB RENT OF LAND

RENT b the price paid for the services of land. In <-<*gy

usage the meaning of the word is, however, much less exact.

That which one pays f f of durable goods of any kind

owned by another is commonly called rent. The payment for

the use of a house or a business building is, for example, counted

as rent We shall see that in this case the so-called rent really

consists of two elements, one a ground rent, or rent proper,

the other capital r this distinction seems fanciful, it i

only because we are accustomed to see the two united under

one ownership. But in most large cities separate ownership
is common. Sometimes one man owns the land and lofft it

for a long term of years to another who erects buildings upon
cr with or without payment, become the property

of the landowner at the expiration of the lease, unless it is,

renewed, and if it is renewed, the one who possesses the build-

ing must frequently pay for it. Often, however, the separa-
tion in ownership is permanent, the house owner paying per-

petually an annual sum for the use of the ground. This b the

case in Baltimore, for example, where ground rents are an

important feature in the economic life of the city. In such

cases the two kinds of income are very dearly distinguished.

Some modern economists have extended the meaning of both

rent and interest, using them as two different ways of describ-

ing one form of income, rather than as two distinct kinds of in-

come. This usage b based on the obvious fact that the rent

i a landlord receives for an acre of land may easily be com-

puted as a certain rate of interest on the money value of the land,

just as the amount earned by a machine may be viewed either

as the rent of the machine or as interest on its money price
407
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But we shall see later that the income from other production

goods, while governed in part by the same laws that control the

income from land, is also governed in part by very different

laws. Without dwelling further upon this distinction at this

stage of our discussion, let us remember that in the great ma-

jority of economic writings the term
"
rent

" means only an

income derived from the ownership of land, and that it is used

only in this sense in the following discussion.

The Services of Land. The first thing to be noted about

land is its quality. Differences of fertility are familiar to every

one, and depend upon what have been known as the
"

original

and indestructible properties of the soil." An effort has been

made by certain writers to minimize or deny the significance of

this factor. It has been said that
"

soil
"

is not indestructible,

that it may be exhausted or removed from land altogether,

and that it may in turn be created by means of fertilization.

These writers recognize in land no other indestructible property

than standing room. This objection arises from the use of the

word "
soil

"
in a narrow sense.

If by
"

soil
" we mean only that thin top layer containing

some elements necessary to plant life, it is true that this may
be carted on or off at pleasure, that it may be wasted or replen-

ished. But, granting this, there still remain many qualities

of land which are indestructible and unproducible, and which

so directly affect the productiveness of the land that we may not

inappropriately call them "
properties of the soil." Such a

property is the conformation of the land. A steep, gravelly

hillside will by no possible effort equal a plain in fertility. The

north side of a mountain cannot be made to produce the same

as the south side. Climate is not, to be sure, a "
property of

the soil," but it is an inseparable appurtenance of the land,

and upon it the productiveness of the land in large measure

depends. The ownership of a piece of land carries with it the

advantage of all the conditions which attach to that land.

The expression,
"

original and indestructible properties of the

soil." is inadequate and misleading; but it covers more than

mere "
standing room."
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We will, therefore, adopt another frprtirion to explain what

we mean by quality in land ; mi; ^movable condition*

*/*&** its produc&emss. Of these its extent (standing room),

its conformation, and its climate are essentially original and in-

destructible. Others, such as are connected with the
"

soil
"

in

the narrow sense, are not indestructible nor necessarily original,

iffect rent none the less. Fertility, even when arti-

ficial, becomes essentially a properly of the land. From the

case where capital is embodied in land and entirely assimilated

to it in character, we pass by insensible gradations to fences,

barns, houses, etc., which more and more assume the character

of capital as distinguished from land. It would be possible

to re- term "
land

"
to strictly natural or

"
original

"

and apply ttu- term
"
capital

"
to ail products, including

the soils of old land. This would be a logical distinction, but,

like so many logical .; >, would be confusing. On the

other hand, if we include under land all capital that has been

incorporate. 1 in it, we must recognize that there is no absolute

line of division between land and capital. Thus we are again
reminded that distinctions in economics, as well as in practical

life, are questions of convenience, and are good or bad accord-

ing as they are more or less useful.

second great fact regarding land is location. On one side

this is closely connected with climate. But a more distinct

meaning of the word is situation with respect to markets.

body knows that land a hundred miles from mark

other things being equal, worth more than land a thousand miles

market . This, however, is a question of accessibility rather

than of mere distance. Land may be far away and yet easy to

reach, or near and difficult of access. Any change in the expense

importation affects rents. The rents of England have

been revolutionized by cheap ocean transportation, which has

ically brought distant land very near to her shores. To
ict of location we must ascribe almost wholly the enormous

rents paid for city lots. Here, again, transportation facilities

powerfully affect rents.

One important difference in the way quality and location affect
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rent must, however, be noted. The quality of a piece of hind

affects the amount of its physical product; it determines how

many bushels of wheat or how many pounds of cotton it will

yield with a given amount of cultivation. The locati'on of land

does not, it is true, affect the amount of its physical product,
but it does affect the price of the product, since that varies with

the expense of transporting the product to market. The money
value of a piece of land to tin- u-er depends upon the money
value of its yield, which is, of course, the number of unit- of

products multiplied by the price per unit. Suppose a man
owns two wheat farms of equal size, one in Dakota and one in

Illinois. If the farm in Dakota produces thirty bushels of

wheat to the acre, and it costs twenty cents a bushel to get it

to the Chicago market, where wheat is selling at a dollar per

bushel, while the farm in Illinois produces twenty-five bushels

to the acre, and it costs four cents a bushel to get this to the

Chicago market, the farms are equally productive so far as

the owner is concerned, for in each case he will get $24 for an

acre's yield of wheat. If the other conditions of production
are the same, the farms are equally valuable to the owner.

From the social point of view, too, one of the farms is as good
as the other. For the costs of transportation, of moving things

to where they are wanted, have to be counted among the legiti-

mate and necessary costs of production. In short, we may say
that the two pieces of land are equally good land. When we

speak of good land, therefore, in connection with the subject

of rent, we mean land which for all purposes taken together is

desirable.

Rent under Assumed Conditions of Uniform Intensivity of

Cultivation. The first settlers in a new country have no need to

pay rent. They find plenty of land, and even the best of it will

be a free good, like air or water. So long as any man can get land

of the best quality free, there is no reason why he should pay rent

to any one else. But this fortunate state of affairs will last only

so long as some of the best lands remain unoccupied. When
increase in the population makes the utilization of inferior lands

necessary, the owners of the better lands will be able to demand
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and receive a rent for the use of their lands. This will

clear by reference to Figure i, which is constructed on the

assumption that there are six grades of land, A. B t C. D. ,

and F, and that for all these lands the same amount of cultiva-

tion per acre is necessary. The successive rectangles repre-
sent the selling value of the product that can be raised on

Fc .

acre of each of these different grades of land, by the use of a
fixed amount of labor and capital. The product of an acre

of the best land, A , will sell for Oamy dollars. Until all of this

best land is occupied, no rent will be paid, and the entire value

"i" the product will be available for the expense of the capital

and the wages of labor employed in its cultivation. 1

As soon, however, as it becomes necessary to cultivate some of

the B lands, the situation will be altered. The owners of the A
lands can now exact a rent for their use, and the tenant farmer

has no alternative, except to utilize land of the second grade,

on which the fixed amount of labor and capital will only produce
a product per acre selling for abnk dollars. The rent which

will be paid per acre for A lands will amount to the difference*

between the value of the products of the two grades of land

(hkmy in the diagram). For if the landowners attempt to charge

more than this difference, tenant farmers will find it more

' The profits wbkfc the

anaiyU, and may accordingly be
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advantageous to use the B lands; if they charge less, the A

lands will be the more remunerative to the farmer, and competi-

tion among the farmers for the leases of A lands will force the

rein up. In short, rent will normally be fixed at the point

which will just equalize the advantages of cultivating the two kinds

of land.

As soon as increased population and the consequent need of

a larger food supply and more raw materials have forced men to

begin to cultivate lands of the C grade, the B lands will command
a rent, while the rent of the A lands will be increased by an

amount equal to the rent of the B lands. And as cultivation is

pushed down to still poorer and poorer lands, the rents which

these better lands command will be still further increased.

Thus, when some lands of grade E are in use, the value of the

product which can be got from this free land, by the use of the

fixed amount of labor and capital, will be dert dollars per acre.

This sum will just about pay the cost of labor and capital, for if

it amounts to less than these expenses of production, the E lands

will not be worth cultivating ;
if it amounts to very much more,

it will pay to cultivate still poorer land. But if dert dollars

will just pay wages and interest on the E lands, the same

sum will pay wages and interest on the better lands, for we

have assumed that the same amount of labor and capital

is used on each grade of land. The expense for labor and

capital will, therefore, be represented on each rectangle by
the area below the line gt, while the area above this lin<

represent in each case the rent per acre which the landowner

v. ill receive.

Rent, under these conditions, is a differential which measures

accurately the superiority of the rent-bearing land over the mar-

ginal land the land which just repays the expenses of cultiva-

tion. It is not necessary to the significance of the theory that

all, or even any, of the farmers should be tenant farmers. If

the farmer owns the land that he operates, the part of his income

to which may be attributed the superiority of his land over an

equal area of marginal land must, in any accurate analysis,

be counted as rent.
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Rent under Actual Condition! UM COOOtloai H HMd fa

inalysis depart from actual conditions in one im-

portant particular, the assumption that equal amounts

of labor and capital, that is, a uniform int >f cultiva-

would be used on lands of different grades. As a matter

A lands are 'all occupied, the supply of

agricultural products can be increased without resort to poorer

lands. All that is really necessary is the more intensive culti-

vation of the . 1 lands. This cannot be done, however, without

encountering the law of diminishing productivity. Successive

equal amounts of labor and capital used on the same lands

cannot be expected to yield uniformly large increments of prod-
It will i>ay, however, to make use of more intensive culti-

i up to the point where the last unit of labor and capital

adds barely enough to the prod-

uct to pay for the increased

expense, a point which is called

the intensive margin. The result

of this more < cultivation

is represented in Figure 2. Now
first rectangle in this diagram

(Oamy) represents precisely the

same thing as is represented by
the first rectangle in Figure x, the

rrturn (in value of product) from

the cultivation of an acre of land

of A grade by the use of a fixed

amount of labor and capital. The second rectangle in Figure 2,

however, represents the additional product resulting from the

use of a similar unit of labor and capital on the same acre, while

the third represents the increment of product due to the employ-
im-nt of yet a third unit of labor and capital on the same land.

Assume that this third unit. .! : . adds just enough to the selling

value of the product to pay for itself. Then, as already ex-

plained in the discussion of diminishing pro! .the area

Ocpk will represent that part of the fanner's income which will

be used up by the expense incurred for the three units of labor

\.
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and capital used on this one acre of land, and the area above

tin- line
//</

will represent the real rent of that acre. 1 If land /;

(Figure i ays the expenses of cultivation when one unit

of labor and capital is used per acre, the value of the product

per acre of this land will equal the value of the increment of

product attributable to the third unit of labor and capital used

on land A. (That is, the area dert, Figure i, equals the area

bcpq> Figure 2.) So far, then, as the margin of cultivation is

concerned, Figure i represents the conditions accurately. The

productivity of capital and labor at the intensive and extensive

margins is the same.

But Figure i does not represent the complete theory of rent

in that (i) it does not indicate the fact that larger quantities

of capital and labor are used on the better lands than on the

poorer lands, and (2) it

does not represent the

larger products due to

this more intensive culti-

vation of the better lands.

These considerations are

taken account of in Fig-

ure 3, which also, by the

substitution of curves for

successive rectangles,

represents the infinite va-

riety of degrees of good-
ness of the different acres

making up the land sup-

ply of a country. In Figure 3 the line am represents the money
value of a product of a unit of labor and capital on the poorest

land in use, and the area hmi represents what rent would be

under conditions of uniform intensivity of cultivation. The area

Oamg represents the diminishing amounts of labor and capital

used per acre as we pass from the better to the poorer lands,

while the area ymg represents the rent per acre of the different

grades of lands. The foregoing analysis leads to the following

1
Neglecting, for the present, the possible existence of profit*.
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statement of the theory of rent, rhkh the reader may verify

imseif by referring to Figures i and

The rent of any piece of land i* measured by tke dt/creuc* bdwot*

Ike money 9alue of tke products obtained from it by tke use of tke

most advantageous amounts of labor and capital and tke money
value of tke products wkick could be obtained by tke use of tke same

amounts of labor and capital on marginal land, or at tke intensive

margin of cultivation.

* statement v
>t In- understood as CTtnparing thg

total product raised on a given piece of land with the total prod-
:IK li could be got from the same amount of nwgfnd land.

would tx roduce the aammpfion of uniform inten-

oi initiation an assumption which impaired the ade-

quac\ heory of rent illustrated in Figure i above. On
. mtrary, it is assumed in the present statement that the

farmer would use whatever amount of the marginal land he

>st profitable. If it were profitable to use twenty
times as much labor and capital on a certain piece of land aa

on a iiT|i|ftr amount of marginal land, to employ the same
f labor and capital profitably on marginal land would

take twenty times as much land.

Rent and tke Marginal Product of Land. In an earlier chapter it was

suggested that rent could be measured by the marginal product of land; in

voids, that the amount which a farmer would pay p*r acre for the we
of land would depend upon the money value of to much of his product aa

was dependent upon the pueacision of any one acre of land. In that dis-

cussion it was aitumfd, however, that land was of a uniform degree of good-

ness. Obviously, if all land really were of a uniform degree of goodness, in

ail ways equally desirable, no rent would be paid until all lands were utittttd,

when rent would arise on account of the necessity of increased intensivity of

cultiva

Hut even under the actual conditions of the existence of different grades of

land and of a large body of land which is below the margin of cultivation,

the rent of any acre of the better lands can be stated in terms of the value

.c rent of any acre of land b determined by the money
value of the amount of the product imputed to it (as distinct from the product

imputed to the labor and the capital employed opon It). Now the product

that must be imputed to any acre of land is, of course, the amount which It

odds to the total product, or, what amounts to the same thing, the aawnei> by
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which the total product would be decreased if just as much labor and capita)

were employed in agriculture, but if thai particular atr, <>f land were not

available. This means, however, that the labor and capital which would

have been employed on this land would have to be utilized either in t ulti\ at -

ing more intensively the lands already utilized or in cultivating lands pre-

viously uncultivated; that is, at either the intensive or extensive margin.

Obviously the product imputed to the land in question would be the differ-

ence between the total product got from it and the product which would

result from the employment of the same amount of labor and capital at the

margin. Thus, by a somewhat different line of analysis, we have again

reached the statement of the theory of rent given in the preceding section.

The Different Uses of Land. We have seen that the better

lands will repay a more intensive cultivation than the poorer

lands, and have found this fact to be of great significance in the

theory of rent. By varying degrees of intensivity of cultivation

we do not mean only the more thorough cultivation of tin- land

in the raising of any one crop. Land produces a great variety

of products, and some of these need much more intensive culti-

vation than others. In the business of raising cattle, as it is con-

ducted on a large western ranch, the total investment of capi-

tal and labor may be very considerable, but the investment per

acre of land is very small indeed
;
while a small market garden,

located near a great city, will repay a very high degree of inten-

sivity of cultivation. It is only on the best lands that crops

necessitating a large amount of labor per acre can be raised

profitably. By the best lands we mean in this connection

not only those lands which are best fitted by soil and climate

for the production of particular crops, but the best lands in

the sense that they are nearest the market. For example,
cities in the eastern part of the United States get part of their

supply of fresh vegetables from market gardens in their own

environs, while another part of this supply may come from the

southern states and even across the continent from California.

The local market gardens are good lands on account of their

situation
;

the more distant lands are good lands on account

of special qualities of soil or climate which enable them to furnish
"
out of season

"
vegetables.

Because certain lands are adapted, on account of quality or
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location, for intensive- cuh command high rent*.

On tin ..-her hand, lands which command high rents for alter-

native uses generally have to be cultivated intensively, because

the entrepreneur is forced by the very fact of high rent to econo-

mize in his use of land as compared with his use of capital and
labor. The raising of flax as raw material for linen is a profitable

agricultural industry in densely populated Belgium, but it

i much success in the United States because

flax straw of a quality fit for the better grades of linen dfrntrvft

a large amount of care and labor. Land is so plentiful here

that it pays us better to specialize in a less intensive kind of

agriculture to spread our labor and capital more thinly over

a larger number of acres.

poorest land that can profitably be used in the growing
of any one kind of product is not necessarily marginal land.

Land too poor to use for market gardening may be good wheat

l.md
; land too poor to devote to wheat may be good grazing
The poorest land devoted to any one purpose may

arising from its relative superiority over other

lands for some alternative use. It will be readily understood

that the marginal lands used as a basis of comparison in

our statement of the law of rent are the poorest lands used

for any purpose grazing lands, possibly. But, as we have

seen, rent may also be measured from the intensive margin of

cultivation, and the intensive margin is found on all lands, even

the best.

Although all our illustrations of the theory of rent have been

drawn from agriculture, the principle is, in fact, perfectly gen-

eral. The rent of land used for industrial or commercial pur-

poses is determined in precisely the same way as the rent of

agricultural land. In fact, different kinds of manufacturing,

sale and retail trading, etc., may be looked upon as dif-

ferent possible uses of land. <!itfrring in the amount of labor

and capital they require, and all subject to the law of diminish-

ing productivity, and hence to the law of rent. When we pass

the agricultural uses of land to its commercial and indus-

trial uses, the fact of quality becomes of practically no
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tancc in the determination of rent, while the fact of location

becomes fundamental.

In addition to these different gainful uses of land, we have
to take account of its other uses, such as for pleasure grounds
and residence sites. Here the explanation of rent is simpler
than in the case of productive lands. For these lands yield
their utilities directly, and hence come under the general laws

of price.

The Capitalization of Rent. To the individual who has a cer-

tain amount of money for which he is seeking the most profitable

use, the question whether he shall invest it in land or oilier forms

of production goods is apt to be in itself an unimportant one.

If he chooses to buy land, it will be because he can get a satis-

factory income from it, and he will very properly count the

income as interest on the funds he has invested in the land. If

the income from the land increases, the selling value of the

land will increase. From the point of view of our investor

.ill, of course, be an increase in the
"
capital value

"
of

the land. It is important to note, however, that the land does

not return an income simply because it is valuable. The process

is the reverse of this. The land aids annually in the production
of goods which command a price in the market

;
a part of the

money value of this annual product is necessarily imputed to

the service of land and paid for in the form of economic rent
;

and the land is valued because it commands a rent. The money
value of the land is governed by its income-yielding power.

This fundamental fact is apt to escape our notice because in

the United States lands are more commonly sold than leased, so

that we think of the price of land as the price at which it

will sell, rather than as its annual price, or rent, although the

first kind of price depends upon the second. In England,

where lands are more commonly leased, the price of land is

usually thought of as its annual price or rent, while the selling

price is often expressed as
"
twenty (or other number of) years'

purchase," meaning twenty times the annual rent. The process

by which the capacity to yield a certain annual income is made

the basis for the determination of a certain selling price is termed
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"
capitalization." In a country which b growing IB

tion and wealth, and where land rents are ^^ttqwmtiy
ing, the selling value of land is apt to he somewhat
than a capitalization of the amount of income it u yielding at

ie sale would This b because the owner-

>hip of land carries with it the ri^ht to mnxr future as well as

present incomes, and the prospectivdy larger future incomes
are taken into account in the process of capitalization.

Rent and Social Progress. The fact just mftHJonH the

tendency- > increase as society progresses b of very

great significance. It springs from the impossibility of satisfy-

ing the increasing wants of a society which b growing in popu-
and wealth without increasing the supply of food products

.iM-1 raw materials by means of more extensive and more intcn-

iltivation. As this means pushing downward the rrtes)

sivc and intensive margins of cultivation, the necessary result

is a rise in r<

During the early years of the nineteenth century the Napole*
A-;irs on tlu- continent, together with a high protective tariff

inland from importing any grain from

;*. This, coupled with a considerable increase in the popo-

England, resulted in very high prices for wheat, a

rapid extension of cult and a remarkable rise in rents.

It was the effort of economists to explain these facts that led to

the formulation of the theory of rent in substantially its present

Bound up with this theory of rent was the tap of dtrnt*-

isking returns the name usually given tq the fact that an in-

creasing population cannot supply itself with food and raw

materials except by the utilization of poorer and poorer lands,

consequently at an increasing expense per unit of product.

(This law should not be confused with the law of

The nature of thi* proem of fiprUJMfina bt dbrwacd fa UW
oo Interest It i a fact of common obwrvatioa tkat Utt rate of

that U, the ratio of lacom totaS^vl*.btmr fe tS* CMt of kadtlM
case of mort forms of capital good* Thr (taiMfcjr of lawi. tW htty of mm
to which it may be put. the ndal pratif*

the fact that in many '

che thine* that
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productivity. One is a statement of a historical tendency in

one field of production agriculture; the other Mutes to the

proportions in which the factors of production are combined,
and holds true for all fields of production.)

This law of diminishing returns has been made the ba

many gloomy prophecies regarding the possibilities of a general

and continued economic progress. Especially when this theory

was combined with the Malthusiun theory of population, which

was based on the belief that population would tend to increase

as fast as the food supply would permit, it seemed to point to

insuperable barriers in the way of any considerable progn
human welfare.

The history of the past century has belied these gloomy proph-

ecies. The increase in population has been greater than in

any previous period of the world's history, and yet, so far as

agricultural lands are concerned, the general level of rents has

not increased. In fact, the change has been in the other direc-

tion. That rents have not increased as population has grown,
does not disprove the law of diminishing returns. That law,

like other economic laws, is true only as a statement of a tend-

ency. If this tendency has not resulted in increased rents, it

is not because it has not been operative, but because other

powerful factors have counteracted its effects. Two things,

at least, have prevented a rise in rents. In the first place, im-

provements in agricultural methods have greatly increased tin-

product which can be got from a given acre of land. We must

include here not only improvements in methods of tillage and

cultivation, in fertilizers, in the varieties of plants, in breeds

of live stock, etc., but also organized social methods looking

toward a better utilization of the nation's land supply, such

as the irrigation of dry lands, and scienti

has an important influence upon the conservation of the

rainfall.

Of much greater importance, however, than all these things

taken together, has been the revolution in ocean and land

transportation, which has enormously increased the available

amount of land. Lands in England have gone out of cultiva-
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tion because the railway and the steamship have brought the

great wheat fidds of America to her very doors. Even in the
United States the new lands brought near to market by the rail-

ways have often been of better quality than the Unds previously
i ultivated, so that the margin of cultivation has gone up rather

than down. There were 2,250,000 acres of improved farming
lands in the state of New Hamps) s$ , by 1900 this

acreage had shrunk to 1,075,000. In Massachusetts the im-

proved farm lands decreased in this period of fifty years from
.000 acres to 1,300,000 acres. Similar figures could be
for others of the older states. The diminution in the me

of old binds may be partly accounted for by their deterioration

in fertility uii.lrr o.ntinual cultivation without proper rotation

of crops. But this is only a partial explanation, for any one
who is familiar with the conditions knows that even the most
careful tillage could not have kept millions of acres of farm land

:i were once rent-yielding from going below the margin of

cultivation, for the simple reason that the margin of cultiva-

tion rose. The railway practice of making very much lower

rates per mile on long hauls than on short hauls has HUTfmJ
this process, by minimizing the disadvantages of lands of good

quality situated at a distance from the market.

The fact that introduction of the railway the margin
of cultivation has risen does not mean that it has risen continu-

. or that it will continue to rise. There are many who be-

lieve that we have only gained a brief and already passing respite

from the day when every increase in the demand for food prod-
ucts and raw materials will be met only with increasing diffi-

culty. It is as dangerous to prophesy, however, as it was a

hundred years ago. The fact that there still remain some

unutilized lands of good quality in what are now out-of-the-

way parts of the world may prove to be of lees importance than

<>thrr things. It is a striking fact that in the United States

today only about half of the land actually in farms is culti-

vated. Some of these uncultivated portions of farms are very

poor lands, and others are given over to meadows and pastures.

But we venture to say that what idle acreage exists b due in
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part to a lack of correspondence between tin historical

tions that have fixed the size of farms and the economic condi-

tions that fix the number of acres that can be profitably utili/I

by one farmer. This unexploited area is, to that extent at

least, a reserve which can be drawn upon as the demand for

agricultural products increases. Then, too, we an just begin-

ning to have some idea of the improvements which scientific

selection may bring about in the qualities and productiveness
of different kinds of plants ; methods of fertilization and tillage

are still the subjects of fruitful scientific inquiry; forestry and

irrigation are yet in their infancy. Changes in demand, of

such a nature as to make possible the utilization of some lands

for the production of crops for which they are better fitted than

for their present uses, are also among the things that may
the tendency toward a general rise in rents. In fact, although
it is absurd to suppose that the rent of land will not increase

as society continues to increase in wealth and numbers, it is

just as absurd to make this fundamental tendency toward dimin-

ishing returns in agriculture a basis for pessimistic views regard-

ing the possibility of economic progress.

The Unearned Increment. When we say that the margin of

cultivation has gone up, rather than down, since 1850, we do not

imply that rents have not, in many cases, increased. The new
lands opened up to use by new railways, for example, are at first

very cheap lands, often free lands. As they are taken up, they

command higher and higher rents. Practically all of the agri-

cultural lands now utilized in America have had such a history,

even though in some cases the present rents are not as high

as their rents at some previous time. The fact that, through
the change in transportation methods, the marginal farming
lands of today are better lands than the marginal farming

lands of sixty years ago does not affect the fact that the sum

total of land rents, and consequently of land values, is imrm :

greater today than at any previous time. The increase in

the value of land which accompanies the increase in its income-

yielding power is often called the unearned increment. This

phrase suggests that the increase in land values cannot be
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attrit>utl to any special effort on the part of the

Jand, but is due to general social causes,

is does not mean that the land-owning farmer cannot in-

crease the selling value of his (arm by wise invesunn

cring that rmt u the payment for the

>vablc conditions affecting the productiveness of land,

it is dear that it can be affected only to a comparatively total!

degree by the efforts of any on lual landowner. Most
of the present money value of land has grown out of that

we call general social progress, the

most importai . this connection are growth in popu-
lation and growth in average wealth - the things that lead to

an increased demand for the products of the soil We should,

however, be careful to distinguish the rise in the sum total of

rents which springs from the occupation of new and often better

lands, and the increase in rent f*r <xrt, which comes from forc-

ing downward the margin of cultivation.

Despite these facts, the phrase unearned inclement is mis-

leading. As generally used, it implies a confusion of two very
1 inV- vsical quantities (acres) and selling val-

ues. From the fact that land is, in a physical tense, rarely

luced
"

it is inferred that the selling value of land b

always
"
unearned." Other forms of wealth, it is sometime*

urged, are valuable (command a high price) because they are

produced at a cost
;

land has no "
expenses of production,"

- valuable only because there is a demand for land and for

its products. Now the reader should be able to see that this

is not an altogether accurate way of stating the case. Produced

goods, like land, are valuable only bttamu people want them

and are willing to pay for them. Other things have to be paid

for because otherwise it will not be worth while for any one to

go to the expense of producing them ; land commands a price

because its supply is naturally limited, and because there are

competing users of land who can apportion the available supply

among themselves only on the basis of price* and rents corre-

sponding with the advantages which particular units of land

give to t;
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And so far as the increase in land values can be foreseen y

it can rarely be
" unearned." For tin- increase in Uu- sellin

value of the land will be taken into account and di>i -minted.

ThU occurs in two ways. In the first plan-, the
\>-

selling value of such land will be higher than that of other

property with similar annual income-yielding power. Usually
both the seller and the buyer of land will take into account

the probable increase in its selling value and will count this

as an additional gain or profit attached to the possession of t In-

land. In other words, the expected increment in value will he

translated into terms of present worth, and added to what

would otherwise be the present selling value of the land. The

increment, so far as it can be foreseen, has to be paid for. In

the second place, it is often incorrect to consider the expense
of buying and holding land as a thing apart from the other

expenses and gains of the business enterprise in which the land

is used. The man who builds a house to let takes into account,

(i) the expense of acquiring the land, (2) the expense of build-

ing the house, (3) taxes and repairs, (4) the probable ultimate

depreciation of the rental value of the house, (5) the probable

appreciation in the rental or selling value of the land. It is

common in such operations to assume that the fourth and fifth

factors roughly offset each other. Most of the
"

free
"

land

distributed under the Homestead Act was acquired by men who
would have thought their expected incomes, outside of the

probable increase in land values, insufficient to justify them in

acquiring and improving the lands. Any one who has watched

the settlement of western states and the growth of American

cities knows that an enormous amount of effort and sa<

has been put into improvements on land which would not have

been put forth if the anticipated increase in the value of the

land itself had not been counted on as part of the earned

reward.

There are unearned increments, unexpected and undi-

counted increases in the values of land, and, for that matter,

in other capital values as well. But there are
" unearned decre-

ments," too. The extent to wh: rcilly unearned incre-
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an. in the aggregate, offset by unexpected and undit-

counted shrinkages in land values and other capital values b
a matter upon which we have, as yet, no adequate information.

An American reformer, Henry George, converted a

view that an taxes should be levied upon land value*. Thb
a* the "single tax," proposes that economic rent hall fo to the

i

in lieu of taxes a proceeding which would amount to the

ownership of land, and b so understood by its adherents. The
defects of the single tax as a scheme for raising public revenue will be com-

skkrtd In another place. Here we are concerned with it simply as a scheme
of economic reform. Henry George's main argument was based on the

alleged tendency of land to absorb all the value due to *uMMimsusrtsithe

productive power of labor.'* Among these improvements b the productive

power of labor be included such diverse things as" the growth of population,
the increase and extension of exchanges, the discoveries of science, the march

ntkm, the spread of education , the improvement of goveromen .

"Land being necessary to labor, and being reduced to private

every increase in the productive power of labor but

price that labor must pay for the opportunity to utilize its

all the advantages gained by the march of progress go to the owner of land.

iinu w.tijcs <lo not in rr.iT.

In the first place, we may object strongly to the assumption that inyroiii

ments in methods of production necessarily mean improvements in the "pro-
< power of labor" an ^fMmplV*n which, like the ^'Hf* labor

theory of value, really begs the whole question. It would be just as reason,

able to call these things improvements b the productive power of capital

or improvements in the productive power of land. In the second place, we
must enter an emphatic denial to the statement that "all the advantages

gained by the march of progress go to the owner of land." If the supply of

labor b increasing more rapidly than the supply of land, it b probable that

rent per acre will increase faster than wages per laborer; but this does not

preclude an advance in wages.
1 1 must be remembered, too, that Henry George did not propose to abaftm

rent an obvious impossibility but simply to do away with the private

receipt of rent. This would prevent the withholding of land from use for

purely speculative purposes; thus increase the available supply of land,

and consequently lower rents. That such would be the immediate result of

throwing all land open to use cannot be denied. But in the bag ran

probably have little effect on rent, as it would simply lead to a

exploitation of the land. Land
to be judged from the viewpoint of general sodal interests. The "pride of

ownership," as an incentive to sccumuhtion and as a basb for

ship, cannot be lightly put
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Urban Lands. In tin- modern city we have a tremendous

mass of land values resulting from the concentration of a lar.ur

population on a relatively small area. 1 All are familiar with

the narrow limits set upon the wholesale districts, the shopping

districts, and the financial districts in Amrriran cities. The

residence districts to which the greatest social prestige attaches

are apt to be quite as narrowly restricted. Improvements in

rapid transit facilities enlarge the residence areas that are uti-

lized by people with moderate incomes, but only serve to increase

the congestion in the business centers. Much has been said

in favor of the special taxation of city land values. Movement s

in this direction have already gained great strength in Europe.
If such taxes are to be justified, however, it must be primarily

on grounds of fiscal convenience. In urban lands, as elsewhere,

there are true unearned increments and true unearned decre-

ments, but it would be going altogether too far to name the whole

mass of urban land values, enormous as it, unearned increment.

QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES

1. Maithus and Ricardo differed as to whether rent is an addition to the

total income of society. What is the correct view ?

2. An accepted doctrine of taxation is that landowners cannot shift a tax

on land values to any one else (as the tax on toabcco is shifted from the

manufacturer to the consumer). Explain this on the basis of the theory

of rent.

3. "Rent does not enter into the determination of normal price." Ex-

plain the meaning of this statement.
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CHAPTER XXI

THE WAGES OP LABOR

WAGES constitute the price paid for the services of labor.

Under the head of
"
labor

" we include all the various kinds of

personal services for which a payment is made. Professional

men and salaried employees are wage earners in the economic

sense, though the trrm is by common usage generally restricted

.mual laborers working for daily or weekly payments.
There is, however, in society to-day, as every one recognizes,

a "
laboring class/' marked off by lines that arc fairly distinct,

and including the great Ixxly of day laborers, factory hands,

iltural laborers, men in various trades requiring various

degrees of intelligence and skill, employees in minor positions

>iness and mercantile establishments, and the like. Some
of the most important and pressing present-day economic

cms the variety of things that make up what is often

called the
"
labor problem

"
relate to the economic position

of this class. On this account it becomes of special importance
to ascertain just what the rules are that determine its share

in the national dr. In the discussion of wages, then, we
have in mind primarily the income of the

"
laboring class,"

although most of the principles that will be developed apply

just as accurately to the other incomes that must be classed

as wages in the economic sense.

Wages as the Price of Labor. The definition of wages

already given suggests at once the most important fact about

them : they are the prices paid for particular kinds of services,

and hence come under the general laws of supply and demand.

So far as the wages of any one kind of labor are concerned, we

can say, as we did of the prices of commodities, that

tend to be fixed at the point where the supply of that kind of

427
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labor and the demand for it arc in equilibrium. But, as was

found in the discussion of the prices of commodities, this simple

statement does not take us very far into the analysis of the

problem. We want to know why the supply of labor and the

demand for it are what they are. We shall find, too, that the

factors governing the supply and demand of labor are in some

respects very different from those governing the supply and

demand of commodities.

The Demand for Labor. The demand for labor is, in the

last analysis, a demand for the products of labor. Labor does

not command a price on its own account, but because it aid- in

the production of things that satisfy human wants. But how
can we measure the product of labor ? How can we distinguish

it from the shares in the total product that are to be attributed

to land and capital ? We cannot say that the product of labor

is to be measured by the difference between the total product

produced by the cooperation of labor, land, and capital and the

product which would be produced by land and capital working
alone

;
for this last would, of course, be zero. The fact is, as

we have seen in a previous chapter, that the proportion of the

product that is attributed to labor is determined by the prin-

ciple of specific or marginal productivity.

That is, we cannot think of the
"
product of labor," except

as the product of the individual laborers making up the supply
of labor, and the product of any individual laborer is actually

and exactly the amount which he adds to the total product
of land, labor, and capital ;

in other words, the amount by
which the total product would be decreased if the labor of this

individual laborer were not utilized. The social demand for

the products of labor, which is the basis of the entrepreneur's

demand for labor, is not a demand for any vague abstraction

like the
"
product of labor in general," but is a demand for

the concrete products due to the activities of individual

laborers.

We must note also that in the case of labor, as in the case

of commodities, the word " demand " must not be taken in a

loose, indefinite sense. The demand for commodities means
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the quantities that will be taken at certain definite prices.

The demand for labor does not mean anything unless it L*

understood to refer to the number of laborers that will be em-

ployed in a particular occupation at a certain wage.
.it a particular time wages might be fixed

at any one of a large number of different possible points. The

higher the wage, the smaller will be the number of laborers

that an entrepreneur can afford to employ; and that for two

reasons: In the first place, the higher wages mean higher

expenses of production, and consequently higher prices will have

to be charged for the product a fact which will reduce the

quantity ! the product that can be sold on the market, and

consequently reduce the demand for labor. In the second

place, higher wages for labor will induce entrepreneurs to

economize in the use of labor, and to use relatively more land

and capital, according to the principles which have been ex-

plained in the discussion of diminishing prod The
demand for any particular kind of labor is thus influenced

both by variations in the demand for the products of that

particular kind of labor, and in the proportion of the product
that can be attributed to labor rather than to land and capital.

In a similar way the elasticity of the demand for any kind of

labor t: to which variations in wages will affect the

quantity of labor utilized is a complex function, being affected

not only by the elasticity of the demand for the particular

products produced by this kind of labor, but also by the readi-

ness with which more capital or more land, or both, can be

>ul>stituted for labor, as labor becomes higher priced. In the

printing industry, for example, a rise in wages would make it

profitable for employing printers to use more labor-saving ma-

( hiruT). such as typesetting and linotype machines, automatic

press feeders, and the like The hi-hcr the wages of agricul-

tural laborers, the more profitable will be the more extensive,

as compared with re intensive, uses of land. On the

ottur hand, the reader will at once think of many trades, such

as plumbing, where machinery cannot be substituted for hand

labor, and where, consequently, the only elastic element in the
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demand for labor lies in the elasticity of the demand for the

products of labor.

The Effect of Labor-saving Machinery on the Demand for Labor. In what
has just been said about the use of machinery as a si;

have had in mind only the effect of changes of wages on the relative amounts

of labor and of capital that would be used in any one branch of j>n><lu< i ion.

mother problem, and one of great social importance, relates to the way
in which the demand for labor is affected by new inventions and by tlu

introduction of new machine processes. The laborers themselves have often

looked at such innovat hostility. When machinery first began to

be used extensively in the woolen industry in England, this opposition was

expressed in riots in whirh the new m:ichiiu-< were destroyed, as we!!

"proposals to impose legislative restrictions on the use of machines, so as to

bring them to a level with hand work, and prevent them from doing the work

more quickly or more cheaply than it could be done by hand." ' In many
instances laborers still are inclined to view the introduction of labor-savinp

machinery as an economic injury to themselves. On the other hand, there

are many persons who claim that this attitude on the part of the laborers is

an evidence of shortsightedness, since the inevitable result of machine pro-

duction is to cheapen the prices of products and thus to lower the cost of

living, the net result being an increase in real wages, as contrasted with

nominal or money wages.

This view emphasizes an important truth, and yet it misses the real

point of the laborers' alleged grievance. It is true that while the first result

of the introduction of improved methods of production is often to bring

larger profits to those who introduce them (especially if the new methods are

protected by patents), their benefits are ultimately diffused throughout

society at large in the form of the fuller and better satisfaction of wan

the laboring class, as members of society, share in these advantages. Hut

while it is thus true that such improvements ultimately redound to the benefit

of laborers as a class, it is equally true that hardship to many individual

laborers is often an immediate result of the introduction of labor-saving ma-

chinery. Especially is this true in the case of skilled workmen in highly

specialized employments, who sometimes find themselves suddenly deprived
of the advantages of their skill, gained often by long years of apprentice-

ship. To expect that such men will feel that they are compensated for t heir

personal loss by the advantages ultimately accruing to laborers as a class,

is to ask too much of the altruistic elements in human nature. Workmen
have learned, however, from the experience of the past hundred

the introduction of machinery is inevitable, and in the better-orr

trades they are in many cases pursuing the wiser course of trying to regulate

the conditions of the introduction of new kinds of labor-saving machinery

1 Cunningham and Me Arthur, English Industrial History, p. 226
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A such a way a* to diminish the hardship inflicted on b

Thus, when the linotype machine began to displace hand ajrapotiu** in iht

printinf trade, the typographical union was able to secure the retention of

many hand compositor* as linotype operators, together with a

in the length of the working day.

It should be noted also that the effect of the

upon the demand fur labor varies in diflcrcn t industrics, the most

factor in this connection being the elasticity of the demand for the products
<>f the particular trade affected. In the case of the Unotype Just mentioned,

the lessened cost of composition made it possible for newspapers greatly to

increase their reading matter, so that the actual reduction in the number of

employees was small compared with what might have been eipectfd The
introduction of machine methods into the English textile industry during the

period of the Industrial Re mishc* an instructive example. The

change in the methods of manufacturing cotton doth came just as the in-

vention of the cotton gin had greatly increased and cheapened the supply of

raw material. This, coupled with the decreased cost of *+t*i"**i to

cheapened cotton doth (which had previously been very expensive) that its

use was largely increased. In fact, a great many more persons were em-

ployed in spuming and wea n soon after the Industrial Revolution

than immediate! In the woolen industry, however, there was no

nmediate increase in the sale of the product, so that many workers

were displaced, and had to seek occupations where their sprfiaHafd skill was
ofnoavail. Especially when the occupation affected b a highly specialised

.1 lively unimportant one in a series of processes comprised in the

manufacture of a product the wage-earning power of the displaced laborers

is apt to be seriously diminished.

The Supply of Labor. It is when we fix our attention

upon the in- ic supply of labor that differences be-

tween the way in which wages are determined and the way in

win, h the prices of commodities are determined become most
> cable.

In the first place, if we view industry in general, we notice

that in the case of labor there cannot be much difference between

the actual supply and what we called, when discussing exchange

value, the
"
potential supply." Labor b in this particular

like the most perishable of commodities : the number of work*

ing days in a man's life is limited, and those that are not sold

arc irrevocably gone. The laborer has, it b true, some power
in the way of

"
holding out for higher wages," but even this

power is limited rather narrowly by the absolute neces&i
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making a livelihood. In the long run -mall wages are bettei

than none. The sale of labor is often a forced sale.

In the second place, the fact that lal>< ;>aral>lr from

the person of the laborer has important reMilts. When tin

laborer enters into an agreement to work for wages, he not

only sells his labor, but he gives up a certain amount of control

over his own life
;
he agrees to live and work under conditions

often unpleasant ones set for him by others; he accepts, in

short, all the environment of his task, as well as the task

itself.

Connected to some extent with this last fact is a third di

ence the relative immobility of labor. Commoditi<

always be sent to the market where they will command the I..

price, but the laborer is restrained by family ties, patriotism,

differences in language, customs, and religion, ignorance, and

the like. The result is that variations in wages as between

different countries or as between different localities in the same

country are much greater than similar variations in prices.

The Relation of the Structure of the Population to the Supply
of Labor. We are apt to take it for granted that the supply
of labor in different countries and localities depends primarily

on the numbers of the population. This is, of course, funda-

mentally true, but we must also note that the structure of the

population is a variable thing, and one that affects the supply
of labor. Over four fifths of the persons employed in gainful

occupations in the United States in 1910 were males a fact

which suggests that the relative proportions of the sexes in

the population have an important effect on the supply of labor.

There are more males than females in the population of the

United States, while the reverse is true of most European coun-

tries, this difference being due in large part to the excess of

males among our European immigrants. There are important

differences in this respect between the individual states. Male-

constitute nearly two thirds of the population of Montana

and less than one half of the population of Massachuset

The age composition of the population must also be taken into

account. The United States census of 1910 showed that nine
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tenths of the persons engaged in gainful occupations were be-

tween 15 and 65 yean of age comprising what is TV*frnft

called the
*

pr.Hiiu live age group." A larger proportion of the

popul <i States is between these ages than is the

case in most European countries a fact which is due to the

large number of foreign-born adults in our population. In most

European countries a larger proportion of the population is of

ive age
"
than is true for the native population of the

(1 States. >idcring the effect of these natural group-

ings of the poi supply of labor, we have to also

take account of differences in tin- nature ics, in *fVmal

or local customs, and in the presence or absence of legal restric-

tions, all of \vhich affect the number of women and children

who can be counted as part of the available supply of labor.

Many observers have suggested that the frequent holidays
found in the Latin countries of Europe form an appreciable

obstacle in the way of the industrial development of those

countries, as they materially diminish the real supply of labor.

The supply of labor is not, however, merely a matter of the

number of available laborers ;
it is also conditioned by their effi-

ciency. The physical strength and vigor, in< ! t dligence,

ingenuity, and moral qualities of the laboring population deter-

mine the amount and kinds of work they can do. These things

vary greatly as between different races and as between different

individuals of the same race. They are not entirely a matter of

heredity, for they can be influenced greatly by the physical and

social environment. So far as high wages mean more and better

food, and improve the other conditions of living, they tend to in-

crease 1 and mental efficiency, and thus to increase the

quantity an. I IK-HIT the quality of labor that can be got from a

ix.pul.it ion. There may often be, even when we take only

production into account, a real economy in high wages. Public

education and public activity in regard to such matters as pure

foods, hygienic conditin ncs and in factories, and oppor-

tunities for wholesome recreation tend to increase the efficiency

nd might be justified on this ground. The right view,

however, is that such things would be justified on their own ac-
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count, as tending to raise the level of human living, even if they

did not increase human efficiency.

The Relation of the Growth of the Population to the Supply of

Labor. Just as the potential supply of commodities at any

given time is determined largely by past conditions, so the

potential supply of labor at any given time is to a very large

extent predetermined. Subject to the limitations which have

been mentioned in the preceding section, the supply of labor

is a matter of the numbers of the population, and the factors

affecting the growth of the population are, from the long-time

point of view, the most important things determining the supply

of labor.

Most of the discussion of these factors has centered around

the Mahhusian theory of population the doctrine that popu-
lation tends to increase faster than the food supply, and is

only held back by the actual pressure of famine and disease

(arising from an insufficient food supply), or by the prudential

motives which restrain men from undertaking the responsibility

of marrying and raising families upon incomes insufficient to

provide the necessities of life. Just what the first part of this

doctrine means can be made clear by referring to the conditions

in a country like India, where the population presses so closely

upon the food supply that any considerable failure in the rice

crop is sure to result in famine and starvation. Every increase

in the food supply is followed there by an increase in the birth

rate and a decrease in the death rate; every diminution in the

food supply is followed by a decrease in the birth rate and an

increase in the death rate. The frequent famines in India,

which have been charged by some ignorant or prejudiced ob-

servers to neglect or incompetence on the part of the Brit Mi

government, are, in fact, absolutely unpreventable, so long as

these conditions prevail.

When, however, we fix our attention upon the United States,

or England, or any country possessing Western civilization,

we notice some things that do not seem to harmonize with the

Malthusian theory. The population does not press so closely

upon the food supply that any widespread suffering follows a
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jetton of poor crops. Poverty seems to have but little restric-

tive effect on tin- liirth r.i- is generally higher among
the poorer classes than among the well-to-do. Such (acts have
been cited by critics of the Malthusian theory, some of whom
have been 1 to credit it with very little economic sig-

nifica ve take a broader view of the facts

appear in quite ;i different light.

best estimates in uit England did not have over

five and a half million inhabitants in 1630, and yet overcrowding
at home was one of the reasons commonly g. the policy

ngland was undertaking at that tin

hundred years later, despite the growth of industry, and of

foreign and domestic trade, as well as some important improve*
.n-rii uUm.il methods, the populatioi had increased

to only about 6,200,000. In 1761, on the eve of the Industrial

>. the popul. nated to have been about

6,700,000.* By 1831, v >vstcm was thoroughly
established (although England was still trying to raise moat
of her own food MIJ >ply), the population had more than doubled,

amounting to about 14,000,000. Since that time I. ngland
has develop*! mufacturing and commercial interests,

but has imported a larger and larger proportion of her food

supply and raw materials from newer countries, where land is

cheaper. The latest census of England (1911) showed a popu-
lation of 36,000,000. There is no explanation of this remark-

able growth in the population of a country which was "
over-

crowded
"

in 1630, other than the obvious one implied in the

fact that the opening up of new countries and the improvements
in transjxirt.iiion have enormously increased the world '^ supply
of food products and raw materials a considerable portion

of which Midland has been able to get for herself through iK*

'it of those commercial and manut

Jn which her early star' -n. her coal and iron mines,

and her own necessities, have given her a preeminer

The total population of all Europe in 1760 was probably not

130,000,000. In was about 450.000,000,

For UMK ctffeute* see Canm of Grwt Britain. iSx \
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200,000,000 of this increase having taken place since 1820, and

.about 150,000,000 since 1872. Account must also be tal

about 125,000,000 persons of European origin or descent living

rope at the beginning of the twentieth century.

Moreover, wherever this European expansion has carried West-

ern civilization and industrial methods, the numbers of the native

population have more often in reased. 1

Such,

for example, is the case in Mexico, South America, the Philip-

pines, Java. India, and Egypt. For at least a hundred and fifty

years before the opening of Japan to Western civilization its

population had remained nearly stationary. Since 1871 it has

increased from 33,000,000 to approximately 53,000,000 (1915).

The probability that this great increase in that part of the world's

population which has adopted modern industrial methods

has come about by a decrease in the death rate rather than by
an increase in the birth rate does not alter the significance of

the fact that these improved methods of production and trans-

portation have operated like the release of a spring,* allowing

the natural tendency toward the increase of the population

to work itself out more fully.

In view of these facts it is impossible to deny a large amount

of significance to the Malthusian theory of population. Popu-
lation has generally increased wherever the increase in v.

has afforded it opportunity. Yet it does not follow that the

Maithusian theory is, in its strictest interpretation, true. Popu-
lation has not increased as rapidly as wealth has increased.

tge real incomes are very much higher than they were

before the Industrial Revolution a statement that holds

true for average real wages as a particular form of income.

Interpreted in the light of the principle of diminishing produc-

tivity, this means that population has not increased so rapidly

as capital and the available supply of land have increased. If

there had been no increase in population during the last one

1 \V. I \\illcox, "The Expansion of Europe in Population,"American Economic

Review, Vol. v, p. 749.
* This figure was applied to the effect of an increase in wealth upon the growth of

the population by Sir James Steuart, in his treatise on Political Economy (1767).
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hundred and fifty years, the marginal productivity of labor would

if, n
-is, modem methods of production had been de-

veloped) have been very much higher than it is, and wages
would have been correspondingly higher than they a

The Subsistence Theory of Wages. '1 me that

wages tmd, in tlu- 1..H- run, to equal a bare subsistence, was a

theory advanced by English economists in the first quar
the n. tury as a corollary of the Malthusian law

of population. Said Ricardo: "The natural price of labor

is that price which is necessary to enable the laborers, one

am it her, to subsist and to perpetuate their race, without either

increase or diminution." Granting the premises, the logic

was incon igcs fall below this level of subsist-

ence, the result will be, in the long run, fewer laborers and there-

fore higher wages. If the increase in wages goes beyond the

fixed by the cost of subsistence, the result will be, accord-

ing to the Malthusian doctrine, more laborers and therefore

lower wages. The cost of subsistence in this view formed the
"
expenses of production

"
of labor, and the actual wages

determined by supply and demand were supposed to fluctu-

ate around these normal wages as the market prices ofmmmodi-

ties fluctuate around the normal prices fixed by the expenses
of production. Socialists and advocates of the single tax have

made much of this theory of wages as proving the impossibility

of bettering the condition of the laboring class under ex:

conditions. By some socialists this doctrine, in its most rigid

form, has been called the
"

iron law of wages." But socialists

and followers of Henry George alike have to face the difficulty

of accepting this theory and at the same time rejecting the theory
of population on \\huh it rests a theory which they cannot

accep t -ruth would obviously place insuperable obstacles

in the way of any lasting improvement in wages being achieved

through the adoption of their schemes. The subsistence theory

of wages, if true, would hold just as true under socialism or under

the national ownership of land as under existing conditions,

hould be said that the subsistence theory of wages was in

pan a reflex of the conditions actually existing in England at the
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time. Wages were very low, and the law required that drfirirn

m wages, below the amount necessary for tin- maintenance

of the laborer and his family, should be made up out <>i" ;

funds a provision which in itself tended to keep down wages,
and was made still worse by the fact that tin- allowance for

maintenance to each family was proportioned to the size of tin-

family, thus encouraging the rapid increase of the population.

The Relation of the Standard of Life to the Supply of Labor. -

Whatever may have be isc in the past, the subsistence

theory of wages does not square with the facts of today, for the

amount paid in wages is obviously considerably more than is

"
necessary to enable the laborers to subsist and to perpetuate

their race, without either increase or diminution." Rirardo

himself did not give to the
" minimum of subsistence

"
tin

and rigid meaning which some socialists have attached to it.

It varied, he recognized, with the habits and customs of the

people. In this more elastic form the
" minimum of subsist-

ence "
shades into what is termed more accurately the

"
stand-

ard of life." TJie number and character of the wants which a

man considers more important titan marriage andfamily constitute

his standard of life. Whenever wages fall below a point where

the standard of life can be maintained for a family, the work-

man will do without the family and maintain the standard of

life for himself alone. While the increase in the quantity of

goods produced that has taken place by reason of the indust rial

revolution and the utilization of new and vast bodies of natural

resources has been attended with an unprecedented increase

in population, it has also been attended with an improvement
in the standard of living. Every advance in the standard of

life marks a step definitely gained in the economic progress of

the laboring class; it affords a vantage ground for yet farther

progress.

This is not only because the standard of life is, by very defini-

tion, a fundamental factor in determining, in the long run, the

supply of labor, but also because experience has shown that

the standard of life affords an element of strength to laborers

in their bargains with employers. Any encroachments on it
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vith strong and tied resistance. Moreover,
i standard of life is, as we have seen, one of the things that

make for productive efficiency on the pan of the laborer, and

henci reasc his earning capacit y persons
who are deeply interested in tin- welfare <>f tin- laboring das*

believe that the wisest philanthropy is embodied in the efforts

that are madt to raise iving. Among such efforts

things as the work of social settlements,

I
m Mi. a n<) private movements to secure better conditions of

il expenditures for places of public re

for public libraries, for such things even as clean and well-

lighted streets
; and, above all, public education.

The i hub the possibility of attaining a still higher standard of

iperates as a restraining force upon the increase of the pffpulatfrm t&

largely determined by the extent to which democratic ideals are realised

social organization. It is a noticeable fact, for example, that the first

generation of immigrants to the United States bring with them the habits and

ways of living of ;>can homes. So long as simple standards of life

arc retained in connection with the larger incomes which they an able to

earn in this country, more of them are able to marry ; they are able to marry
ran raise larger families. But the second generation grow*

up in an American environment . They attend our public schools, where they

mingle with American children and receive an American education. The

possibility of taking a social and economic position frig**** Kn that of their

parents is opened up to them. They become saturated with the American

notion that each man has a chance to climb to the top of the ladder. They
And here no rigid barriers separating social classes from one another.

father, like s m "
may have been true in Kurope; here it has no binding force,

the birth rate among our native population of foreign parentage is

mch lower than the birth rate among our foreign-born population.

The Supply of Labor in Different Occupations. Just as the

demand for labor on the part of entrepreneurs is not a demand
labor in general/' but a demand for spet

- of labor,

so the supply of labor is the supply of laborers who are able and

willing to do certain definite kinds of work. The supply of labor

in any given occupation is, at any given time, almost as rigidly

fixed as is the supply of labor in general. Laborers can usually

change from one occupation to another only at the loss of the

advantage of whatever specialized skill they may have acquired.
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is, however, a matter of occupation*, not of indu

There is, for example, a wide range of industries open to a skilled

mechanic or a stationary engineer. But in tin skilled trades

what variability there is in the supply (at any given time) comes

less from any possibility of passing from one trade to another

than from the opportunities the more efficient and ambitious

workmen have of entering business on their own account ( that

is, of becoming entrepreneurs) or of entering some calling where

"general ability, rather than specialized skill, is the prime requi-

site. The carpenter may become a contractor; the skilled

mechanic may become a traveling salesman, and this, very

likely, in some line where his specialized skill will still be of

some advantage. The options thus open to the stronger mem-
bers of each group should not be lost sight of in any considera-

tion of the forces tending to resist a downward movement in

the wages paid in any occupation.

Throughout the greater part of American history the most im-

portant option of this kind has been due to the existence of a

large body of free land. The mobility of labor in this country
has been such that it has been impossible for wages to fall much
below the amount which a man could make for himself by tak-

ing up government land on the frontier. Today, however,
we are confronted by a different set of conditions. The frontier

has completed its journey across the continent, and there

remains for the settler only such land as irrigation may reclaim

from the arid regions of the West. The wage earner will hence-

forth be without the strong support of the economic alternative

of a living got from free land.

When we take the long-period point of view, we find more elas-

ticity in the supply of labor in particular occupations. The

ranks of each trade are being continually depleted by old age,

death, and, to some extent, by the alternatives open to its

stronger members. These gaps need not be filled by an incom-

ing body of apprentices if the wages paid are lower than the

wages in other occupations demanding a similar degree of prep-

aration and ability. But there is a certain amount of inelastic-

ity even here, for a variety of reasons, among which we may
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Miit.it i..n, whith leads a boy to enter the

same < n his acquaintances have chov

of sons to < s occupation;

(3) la tlge or of early appreciation -

advantages of that only
a small in: <. open to the residents of a par-
ticular territory. These facts, in turn, have an important bear-

ing upon the localization <> y, for industries are apt to

cited in places where then- is a present and prosj*

'gcs together with <>rs just men*

tioned, are not, however, the 01 it-rations which attract

>ns. Many economic :

have observed that there arc <iiturr:u< wages paid in

mployments which are out of all proportion to any
<>r the ability they require. Adam

Smith enumerated five lances which " make up for a

small pecuniar)' gain in some employments, and counterbalance

a great one in others." These are : "I. The agrccableness

or disagreeableness of the employments themselves; II. The
easiness and cheapness, or the difficulty and expense, of learn-

ing them
;

III. The constancy or inconstancy of employment
in them . IV. The small or great trust which must be reposed
in those who exercise them ; and V. The probability or improb-

ability of success in them." These circumstances need expla-
; in two particulars : First, the agreeableness or disagree-

ableness of an employment is very often a matter of the social

ing attached y men are doing clerical work

to whom some kind of physical exertion would be both

pleasant and more profitable, but who dislike to be

among the
" manual laborers." So-called

"
professional pur-

"
attract many men to whom more lucrative opportunities.

ring less special preparation, are open in other employ-
. In the second place, the significance of these circum-

stances is affected by the fact that the most poorly paid (because

least efficient) laborers are found in the most

and the most uncertain employments.
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The Wage Contract. The wages that a lal ially

receives are determined by an agreement between himself and

his employer. Here appear again those
"
gains of bargaining

"

\v hi i-h were mentioned in the discussion of the prices of commodi-

ties. But in the case of the wage agreement, if the bargain is

between an employer and an individual workman, the advan-

tage is likely to be very largely on one side. The employer is

apt to know pretty accurately what he can afford to pay the

laborer; he knows about how much the laborer will add t<> his

product, and his knowledge of business conditions helps him to

estimate the value of this added product. He knows what it

would cost him to get his added product in other ways, as by

paying some of his present employees for
"
overtime

"
work, or

possibly by speeding his machinery faster. Moreover, then-

is the possibility, or even probability, of getting some other

laborer, in case he fails to come to an agreement with the one

in question. His experience as an employer of laborers will

help him to gauge the minimum that the laborer will accept.

With the laborer the situation is very different. He can gauge
with less accuracy just how much his services are worth to the

employer. The minimum wage that he will accept will be

governed by his very limited power of holding out for higher

wages, or by his estimate of what he can get in other employ-
ments very few of which may be open to him. The whole

situation may be expressed by the statement that it is usually

a matter of small importance to the employer whether or not

he secures a particular laborer, while the securing of a particu-

lar employment is often a matter of the very greatest importance
to the laborer. Under these conditions wages are apt to be

fixed much closer to the minimum which the laborer will take

than to the maximum which the employer will pay. Where
laborers can bargain in groups rather than as individuals, their

disadvantages are greatly lessened. The fundamental motive

underlying the development of labor organizations has been to

secure the advantages of collective bargaining.
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i How far are wafesdeternu^ by ihc productivity of kbor?

dUTrat way* do wafe* affect the productivity of labor? What
or mmnfags, do you attach to the word "productivity" m the

\Vhy are the wages ol men higher than the wafet of women in themm

3. Make a ihort outline, or table, of the factort dutstnsiniif the supprjr

MddMAd of labor

\re wages paid as a reward (or the trfcinmiiUM of labor? Are they

paid on account of the scarcity of labor?
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CHAPTER XXn

LABOR PROBLEMS

Types of Labor Organizations. There are at least three

distinct types of labor organizations : the Trade Union, repre-

senting a combination of wage earners in a single trade or two or

three closely related trades; the Industrial Union, composed of

all kinds of wage earners working in a given industry; and th<>

mixed I^abor Union, made up of wage earners from many trades

and many industries. Thus, the Brotherhood of Locomotive

Engineers, strictly a trade union, makes no attempt to include

other workers in the railway service
;
the United Mine Workers,

however, an industrial union, attempts to combine all persons

working in and around the mines
;
while the Knights of Labor,

in the period of its strength and prosperity, fused all sorts and

conditions of workers in some of its district assemblies, and

combined these assemblies in a closely knit, highly centralized

national labor union.

The difference in the structure of labor organizations colors

their policies and gives rise to important problems. The trade

and industrial unions are, as we should expect, much more

homogeneous, and therefore much more efficient than the labor
1

unions, but they are likely to be narrower in their aims and more

selfish in their policies. The labor unions, on the other hand,
have in the past proved much less efficient, much more unwieldy
and much more disposed to make use of cooperation, politiial

action, and other devices which are not suited to associations of

wage earners, or at least not easily handled by them.

For the larger and more general objects common to wage
workers as a body, many of the American unions have combined

in a large, loosely knit confederacy, known as the American Fed-

eration of Labor. This organization interferes just as little as
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possible with the constituent unions, and confines its activity to

securing favorable labor laws, organising trades in districts of the

country in \\hiih tr.idr unions have heretofore failed to get a

start, rendering assistance to unions which are hard pushed in

s or other disputes with employers, encouraging the use of

i label goods, and, in short, to furthering all those interests

i labor organizations have in common. The membership
<>f the American Federation of Labor in 1914 was a little over

two millions.

The Economic Justification of Labor Organizations. The

question is often asked why labor organizations are necessary,
t that wages are fixed, at least within broad

deep-lying economic and social forces which the labor

organization cannot effectively control. If wages depend upon
demand and supply, it is said, what excuse for the troublesome

and irritating trade union?

The answer is in part that economic laws work themselves

out through men and through organizations they are not self-

enforcing. We have had labor organizations of one kind and

another ever since the wage system existed, and we shall un-

ionably continue to have such organizations unless the

wage system is superseded by something more satisfactory.

Even if we grant that labor is in essentials a commodity whose

is fixed by demand and supply, there is still a reason for the

labor organization. The supply of labor is largely controlled,

in the long run, as we have seen, by the standard of life ; and

one of the great functions of the labor organization is to

strengthen and advance the standard of life. If a great horde

of unorganized and unsympathetic wage earners are continually

bidding against one another in the labor market, each individual

endeavoring to get a little more work by offering to take a little

less pay, the standard of living will be subtly undermined, "nib-

bled away," as a well-known writer has expressed it. The labor

organization, by i rprtnuing the vicious activity of this competi-

tion, by compelling its members to offer the same terms and abide

nmon or standard rules, bulwarks the standard of life, and

gives it increased precision, increased power and durability. In
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addition, most unions endeavor to exercise a more direct and

positive influence upon the supply of labor, by limiting the

number of apprentices, helpers, and other persons enu-rii

trade. These efforts, however, are not always successful.

Current economic doctrine recognizes at least one other 1

mate function of the labor organization. In an advancing or

progressive state of industry there must often be some m
between the price of what the laborer under direction -

produces and the wages he gets for producing it. The employer
cannot always pay the worker the whole price of that part of the

product which might be imputed to the worker's efforts
;

if he (lid,

he would, in many cases, have only what, in another chapt

have called
" minimum "

profits. By stout resistance and skill-

ful bargaining it is often possible for the wage worker to get a

part of that share of the product which would otherwise go to

the employer as profits. Of course, that labor organization will

be most successful in the long run which increases the produc-

tivity of its members, and thus creates a larger product to be dis-

tributed among all the factors of production. But even if the

organization does not increase the productivity of its meml>er>,

it has a chance to improve their wages by trenching upon profits.

Mere bargaining, therefore, despite the operation of more

fundamental economic forces, is still exceedingly import ant.

And the unorganized wage workers, being poor bargainers, com-

bine with their fellow-workmen, not only to maintain a more

uniform price for their labor, but in order to procure the guidance
and assistance of an expert bargainer the business agent or

walking delegate. The labor organization is thus a commercial

institution for the sale of labor in large quantities ;
its primary

function is collective bargaining.

Labor Organizations and Monopoly. It is plain that the

labor organization as a wholesale jobber of labor is essentially

a product of those familiar economic forces making for large-scale

commercial dealings ;
it is brother to the trust, akin to the com-

bination, and thus not untainted with monopoly. One of the

most searching criticisms directed against the labor organizat ion

is that it exhibits all the evil tendencies of monopoly. The
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charge has tome clement* of truth. The ultimate aim of the

average labor organization is to induce every worker in the

induv so that by monopolizing the supply
of labor it may control the price. But in its principal implica-

tions the charge of monopoly is misleading, because the great

Urns do not attempt to limit the number of their

beneficiaries. The increase wages, but they are willing

and even anxious that every member <>f the craft should share

the increase. It is rare for a labor organ - exclude from

its ranks a number of workers and then persecute them by refut-

ing to work with them or treating them as scabs. Conflicts

with non-union men are common, hut in a very large ma
of cases every effort has been made to get these men into the

.janization which is constantly exhorting its com-

petitors to o the combination and share its benefits

is at most an inclusive monopoly, and is not to be confused with

-elusive monopolies found in the field of business.

Methods and Policies of Labor Organizations. The aims of

labor organizations and the policies employed to achieve their

vary in accordance with the conditions of the occupation or

industry in which their members work. Some unions, for in-

stance, lay great en .;x>n apprenticeship ; and if they thus

secure con supply of labor in the trade, find it necessary

to place but little dependence upon strikes and boycotts. On the

hand, organizations like the Brotherhood of Locomotive

icers find this question settled for them ; no one can per-

form the work of a locomotive engineer without preliminary-

training, and this natural limitation of the number of trained

locomotive engineers makes it possible for their union to get

along without maintaining either apprtr regulations or

the policy of the dosed shop.
1 And it r.irely places dependence

upon the strike. An admirable system of mutual

The familiar union rale probJbfetac * of tfct * Iran workkt
i. The policy b very elastic. No objection bmk to

of an occupation not ynt onanuwd i MBM WHOM Apply the

> in the tame trade or craft : while other* practically

for an employer who him any non-union BCD at all (not

MB "
to laborer*, porun. and otbv
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simple collective bargaining is usually sufficient to keep tin

membership loyal and obtain from employers fair rates of pay.

In the unskilled trades, on the other hand, where a period of

apprenticeship is wholly superfluous, some more artificial protec-

tion of the standard of life is employed, like the
"
policy of

the closed shop "; and this naturally forces the union, in turn, to

place great dependence upon the strike and boycott. ]:

condemning a union for employing some of these polici< -s. there-

fore, or contrasting it unfavorably with highly conservative

unions, like the railway brotherhoods, it is necessary to inquire

whether or not, like the railway brotherhoods, it is protected

by some natural condition of the business which makes peace-
able collective bargaining comparatively easy.

The Problem of the Closed-Shop Policy. It is impossible

to pass any general verdict upon the justice of the closed-shop

policy. Most Americans are inclined to condemn it offhand as

an attempt to deprive the non-union man of his
"
sacred right

to work." They forget that the union man enforces the closed-

shop policy for an exercise of his
"
sacred right of quitting work."

Except where violence is employed, the union which is attempt-

ing to enforce a closed-shop policy threatens to do nothing i

than direct its members to quit the employment of the proprietor

of the open shop in question. Two equally
"
sacred and inalien-

able rights
"
clash in this contest, and it is plain that no decision

concerning the legitimacy of the closed-shop policy can be deter-

mined offhand by applying the touchstone of individual rights.

If we would know whether a strike against non-union men is jus-

tifiable or unjustifiable, we must inquire into all the surrounding
circumstances and the manner in which the strike is conducted.

If the strike is conducted peaceably, and if the union in question
is an open union, cordially inviting the

"
scabs

"
to enter and

share its benefits
;

if the rate of wages and other conditions of

employment demanded by the union men are reasonable in view

of the cost of living and other similar conditions
;

if the
"
scabs

"

involved, by accepting less than a living wage or other harmful

conditions of employment, are working even though of neces-

sity to undermine the American standard of living ;
then we
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have no hesitation in saying that the < mployment of the doted*

shop polii 'ii is thoroughly justifiable.

So far as the law i erf the I

States has decided that an employer perhaps a large corpora-

tion may discharge an employee for belonging to a union, for

r.ison T for no reason; and a recent act of Congress cm-

powers com I >i nations of workingmcn to do in trade disputes
:i they might lawfully do as individuals. The

law or federal law at least is apparently impartial. But

from the stan- !

rid morals employers frequently

discharge indefensible reasons and unions frequ
i force the closed-shop rule for purposes or by

iuxls which deserve to be condemned.

t confine our attention wholly to the injury done

to the non-union man. The non-union man frequently does a
real injury to his fellow-workers by accepting wages or other

conditions of emp! hat are inconsistent with the Ameri-

can mode of living. The price cutter in the labor market is not

irily a social benefactor. The weakest, dullest, and least

enterprising laborer exerts an influence upon the general level of

wages out of all proportion to his importance or his deserts.

If this be true, the man who cuts the standard rate of wages

may do a grave social injury, and there is justification for those

who peaceably combine to prevent him from doing his destruc-

vork. It must be remembered, however, that these con-

as are based upon the assumption that the union is an open
union and that the strike is conducted without intimidation or

interference with the non-union men. The moment the union

stoops to violence, that moment it loses all claim to the support of

an enlightened public opinion.

Limitation of Output. Another policy which b generally,

and in many cases unjustly, condemned is the regulation of out-

put, systematically practiced and indorsed by most unions.

The output of the worker is limited in many ways. The reduc-

tion of the hours of labor, the limitation of wages which some

unions working by the piece system enforce, the prohibition or

penalization of overtime, all operate to check the activity or
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reduce the output of the particular workman. Here, again,

it is unsafe to render any general verdict upon the legitimacy of

the policy in question. In some industries in which the piece

system is employed, the rate per piece has unquestionably l>een

forced down and the workers spurred to excessive exertion 1>\ the

pressure and influence of pacemakers or taskmasters, paid by
the employers to urge the workers to the utmost speed. Where
such conditions prevail, no one can successfully question the

justice of the feeling which leads the union to object to the

presence of pacemakers and to prescribe a maximum wage

usually above that secured by the average workman which

union members are not permitted to exceed. In general, it is

plain that an individual laborer may underbid a competitor by

working more intensely, as well as by offering to work longer

hours or at lower pay. On this account alone, trade unions

are justified in defining and maintaining some regular pace or

standard intensity of work. Without such definition, collective

bargaining would be impossible. This last observation, it will

be noted, applies only to trades working by the day. But even

where the piece system is used, the workers may be justified in

fixing a liberal limit to the amount of piecework which the wage
earner shall be permitted to do in a day. For there can be no

question that unregulated piecework does stimulate the worker

to excessive exertion, and that as daily earnings under the piece

system tend to rise, the employer is tempted to reduce the rates.

Some methods of restriction, however, are wholly vicious.

The Journeyman Stone Cutters' Union, for instance, stoutly

resisted for years the application of machinery to their work, and

actually attempted to prevent the shipment of machine-planed
stone into any city where the union had succeeded in preventing

the introduction of planers. Such an attitude toward the intro-

duction of labor-saving devices deserves the severest condemna-

tion. Moreover, in some unions there is a tacit approval of the
"
go-easy

"
system, the system of

"
soldiering," or

"
adulterat-

ing labor," as it has been aptly termed. Such a method of

restricting output not only corrupts the character of the indi-

vidual workman who practices it, but makes it impossible for
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the employer to deal with the union as a teller of honest goods,

:i this way tends to undermine the whole foundation of

trade unionist i is, as has been said, collective bargaining.

On the other hand, there is no particular reason to believe that

union labor is especially given to
"
go-easy

"
habits ol work.

The habit of stealthy loafing is found at its worst in certain

unorganized trades or occupations, so that when it appears
workmen it cannot logically be attributed to

organization alone.

Educational and Fraternal Activities. Practically all unions

have important educational and social activities. Debate upon
econo: s is common in union meetings, particularly at the

conventions of the state and national organizations. It has even

been said by observers in dose contact with the facts that

foreign-born wage earners receive their most helpful and vital

educa rican public questions through the agency of

the union. This broad education, which is a most important
factor in elevating the standard of life, is supplemented by
the social activities of the labor organisation. Many unions

maintain a so-called
"
Ladies' Auxiliary," in which the wives

of the members participate; give concerts, dances, and other

social maintain charitable activities, and by
: course operate to unify and solidify the stand-

ard of life of the wage-earning group concerned.

Closely allied with these educational and social features is the

syste t : ranee benefits, which has played a very prominent
; i the development of labor organizations. In Great Britain

fully thrvr times as much money is expended by the unions

mutual insurance of various kinds as upon administrative

ities, or for the support and encouragement of strikes.

. insurance is helpful, not only in stimulating thrift among
. li vidual members, but in making the union more careful

and conservative in its policies. Moreover, it serves to keep
in the union a large number of members, who, if they had no

financial stake in continued membership, would drop out of the

i in times of peace, when no apparent advantage was to

be derived from the union. All things considered, the Cigar
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Makers' International Union has many claims to be considered

the most successful American labor organization; and it

cess is in a large degree, if not in the largest degree, at t rihutable

to its wise and extensive use of mutual in-urance. But on tin-

whole, the American union relatively little use of the

.mce benefit. Most of them pay Bt - that is

part of their fighting policy, and perhaps a majority of them

pay funeral 1>< \vhile a respective majority pa\

benefits. But the employment of the superannuation, accident,

traveling, or
"
out-of-work

"
benefit is comparatively rare. The

great majority of American unions are militant in thai

existing primarily for the purpose of collective bargaining, and

placing the greatest reliance upon the policy of the closed shop
and the strike.

The Strike. Probably the most important weapon of the

trade union is the strike. Unfortunately, also, the weapon is

far too frequently usH. Several generations ago most trade

unions, while they vehemently defended their right to strike,

cordially indorsed arbitration and apparently looked upon the

strike as a weapon of last resort. Today, the average trade-

union is at best only a lukewarm advocate of arbitration, while

it has come to regard striking as a permanent policy. The net

result has been to commercialize the strike, as it were. Instead

of being a more or less spontaneous outburst against conditions

which the workingman regarded as unrighteous and oppressive,

the strike has come to be a commonplace method of bettering

conditions of employment ;
a device to be employed when con-

ditions are favorable, to be laid aside when conditions are

unfavorable, but to be used without regard to ethical considera-

tion when its use appears to be profitable.

The statistics of strikes published in the Twenty-first AnnualReport of the

(United States) Commissioner of Labor, in the recurrent reports on strikes

and lockouts of the Massachusetts Bureau of Labor Statistic . :m<l in similar

reports of other state labor bureaus, indicate that strikes are steadily increas-

ing in the United States. Moreover, comparison of the number of employees
thrown out of work with the general wage-earning population indicates,

although not so certainly, that the proportion of workingmen annually
inroived in strikes has been slowly increasing. Precisely what is responsible
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this increase la strike* it difficult to determine. The chance to the

attitude of labor organisations toward the strike b an important factor, no
doubt. But the neatest reason for the increase, in all probability, b the

rapid growth of organised labor. New unions are prone to strike. The
sudden imitation of their new power, and the acctnrolation of stfOu fan*,

tempt them to try thdr wings. In the long run organisation probably enrts

coostrvmUvcsodslmdyinilnflucoce: national machinery is created which

curbs the capricious impulses of the local unions; fiperkncmd men are

, usually elected to the more important national offices, and when they are

called b to settle a local grievance, they arrive upon the scene of action

without personal resentment against the employers involved. These nets

create a strong hope, and, indeed, a confident belief, among many of thosewho
have studied the labor question, that when practically all American trades

a much larger part of the wage-earning population is organised than in this

country.

Labor leaden maintain that strikes strengthen the solidarity of

the unions, and encourage the members to make personal sa

fices for the common good, while they force employers to respect

the strength of organized labor, and are not, in the long run, par-

ularly costly. The time lost in strikes, they say, largely takes

the place of enforced vacations seasonal stoppages, and other

kinds of unemployment with which the average wage earner is

normally visited during the course of the year's work. No
amount of such dialectic, however, can argue out of existence the

injury and destruction resulting from strikes. Many strikes are

gravely injurious to the wage earners themselves; and almost

all strikes injure employers and the consuming public. From
the social standpoint the strike is an evil, and all jiittifiahsf

means should be employed to prevent its occurrence.

We must not conclude, however, that workingmen and labor

organizations are wholly responsible for strikes. If a body of

men agree not to work for a given employer unless that employer

complies with certain conditions, whose fault Is it if the employer
refuses to comply and a strike follows? Very evidently the

fault may lie with either the ma e men, or with both.

The fault lies with the men if the conditions which they demand

are, in view of all the circumstances, unreasonable and extortion-

ate. The fault lies with the employer if he refuses to gnat
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reasonable conditions of employment. < far.lt is

with one, sometimes with the other; s< the mu

by tin- strike, sometimes the other; but the puMu ,
\\l

never at fault, stands always to lose. The greatest lesson t

be derived from a consideration <>f -trike> i- the necessity of their

suppression in the interest of the general pu!

One of the greatest < idant upon the strike is violence emanating
from both sides, from employers' associations as well as from labor

It is frequently said that this is diminishing with the passage of years. The

statement is both true and untrue. A study of lah in the early

period of the modern labor movement seems to show that the averap<

of that period was attended with much more violence than the average strike

of today. Most labor leaders have thoroughly learned the Icsbon that

violence does not pay, and they exert every effort to suppress it. But

same time the average strike of the present time is attended with some

violence or coercion, and the steady increase in the number of strikes makes

the aggregate amount of violence now greater than it was in the past.

Historically, also, a marked change has shown itself in the character of

the violence employed. In the past, labor lawlessness was more or less

sporadic; brutal, it is true, but frank and unpremeditated. The 1.

ness of today, however, has taken on a far more sinister form
;

it has become

deliberate, premeditated, in many cases official. The outrages perpetrated

by the officers of the International Union of Bridge and Structural Iron-

workers (the "dynamite conspiracy") and the whole labor history of the

mining industry in Colorado and Idaho make it plain that there has been a

certain amount of carefully planned violence perpetrated with the passive

consent, if not with the active encouragement, of union officials and members.

There can be no doubt, also, that individual employers and employers'

associations have stooped to equally reprehensible practices. They have

employed as watchmen or detectives ex-convicts, thugs, and professional

bad men, who unquestionably have not refrained at times from perpetrating

violence in order to cast discredit upon the unions. It is impossible to con-

clude which side is the more to blame. The lesson to be drawn is the public

necessity of suppressing and punishing violence or intimidation when prac-

ticed by either side of the controversy.

Employers' Associations. The development of modern em-

ployers' associations has been briefly described in an earlier

chapter. Their activities give rise to a movement which may
be briefly described as an anti-labor movement. They are, in

almost every respect, the natural foil and counterpoise of the

labor organization. They resemble the association of laborers
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even in structure. Thus we have had employers' associations

recruited en iustry , such as th< >undetV

National Defense Association; association! ol employers in

dist in. t hut r ,-i, tries, such as the national Metal Trade

Association ; and mixed associations in which all kinds of em-

ployers are united, such as the Citizens' Alliances, so common
a few years ago in many of the Western cities. To complete the

analogy, these associations frequently combined in city, state,

.il federations; thus forming large confederacies,

similar in scope and activity to the state and national federation

labor. Speaking generally, employers' associations show less

permanence than trade unions and many of the employers'
association- which were active a decade ago are now moribund.

We find the same resemblances between employers' associa-

iis and labor organizat n we examine the policies and

aims of the former. Thus they make frequent use of the lock-

out. The Stove Founders' National Defense Association

example, began its interesting career with a lockout of the iron

molders in the employ of its members. Like the trade unions,

also, they have their legislative committees or lobbies, and are

credited, for instance, with having played an important part
in defeating the eight-hour and anti-injunction bills which

have been before Congress several times. Some of these or-

ganizations also n so-called labor bureaus, whose func-

tion it i- to secure accurate information of the workmen in the

trade, so that troublesome agitators may be refused employm-
ii the methods employed in this branch of the work give rise

ig closely akin to the
"
unfair list" published by

many national unions. Some of the more radical associations

have stooped at times to violence and coercion, as was illustrated

in 1904 by ;issocialions of the Cripple Creek

district which boycotted business firms, forced public officials

to resign by threats e, and filled the vacant places with

their own adherents.

Some of the employers' associations are conservative in tone

and policy, working harmoni -h the labor organizations

in the industry, and going no farther than to endeavor by every
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legitimate measure to further the interest of the affiliated em-

ployers. Such associations are exceedingly helpful in furthering

that regime of peaceable collective bargaining to which

students of this subject look forward as the ultimate outcome

of present-day tendencies. They are thus doing in an effective

way the work of industrial peace. Another group, however,
while temperate in tone and waging no warfare <n the labor

organization as such, nevertheless maintain certain fundamental

principles which are directly in conflict with the fundamental

tenets of trade unionism. These associations, for in>;

maintain that the method of wage payment i.e. whether

wages shall be reckoned by the hour, the piece, or the premium

system is a matter which concerns the employer alone, ami

they refuse to submit such questions to collective bargaining or

arbitration. Associations in this second group do not needle-- 1\

foment strifes with the unions, but they regard industrial peace
as a consideration secondary to the maintenance of their funda-

mental principles, and accordingly they have been involved in a

number of protracted strikes and disputes. Finally, there is a

third group of employers' associations, of which the average citi-

zens' alliance is a good example, which may be correctly describe 1

as
"
union smashers." Such associations have little regard for

the establishment of sound principles of collective bargaining,

and they are usually violently opposed to any recognition of

organized labor
;
their aim is to weaken and harass their enemy.

the labor organization, whenever possible. They rep;

among employers something of the same feeling and attitude

which characterize the Industrial Workers of the World (a syn-

dicalist organization opposed to trade agreements, trade union-

ism, and even to socialism
; placing its reliance upon the strike,

direct action, and sabotage). The extremely radical organiza-

tions on both sides secure, by reason of their revolutionary ut-

terances and tactics, far more attention than their intrinsic

importance justifies.

Owing to this difference of policy among the various employers'

associations, it is difficult to predict how the anti-labor move-

ment will affect that question in which the public interest is
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greatest the question of industrial peace. For some little

perhaps, the mil husia&m of the more belligerent

associations will probably result in multiplying strikes and

lockouts. In , they will probably contribute

effect i maintenance . rK^Mng
the more extortionate demands of the unions and by set

that degree of organization among employers which is necessary
for the successful operation of collective bargaining. If wage
earners ar common or standard ruK

nt that eventually they will have to deal with an organized

body of employers; and the sooner such organization of em-

ployers is perfected, the sooner will collective bargaining be

established as the regular method of determining conditions of

cmploym'
The Agencies of Industrial Peace. Although collective bar-

gaining does not necessarily and in every instance operate to

discourage strikes, its : nee is unquestionably favorable

to the am e of industrial peace. Where a powerful trade

union he employers resolutely refuse to deal with it,

strikes are frequent. Where the opposite policy is pursued, and

the employers frankly recognize ikes are infrequent.

In the bituminous mining industry of the East, among steam

railway employees in the train service, in the needle trades of

New York, and in many of the industries of England, strong

organizations of employers and employees have shown through
collective bargaining the power to maintain industrial peace for

Trade Arbitration. In England, many, if not most, of the

wider systems of collective bargaining are baaed upon formal

treaties, which provide for arbitration in case the two parties

cann to an agreement concerning terms. This is fre-

quently referred to as/roJr arbitration. But in the United States

conferences are based upon agreements
'

do not pro arbitration at all. Peace is main-

tained, although neither side promises in any way to refrain

from strikes or locko 'ual respect and free discussion

prevent actual warfare. Indeed, many authorities upon this
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subject are inclined to think that the introduction of arbitration,

as a last resort, weakens the efficiency of collective bargain-

ing It is almost always necessary for both sides in collective

bargaining to make some compromises; and thi> necessity

imposes upon the representatives of the trade unions tin

agreeable duty of reporting to their constituents that they have

not secured the exact terms which they were instructed in the

beginning to demand. Because of this fait, if a provision for

arbitration exists, the union representatives are disposed to throw

the responsibility of disappointing their followers upon the

shoulders of the arbitrators.

Moreover, collective bargaining is essentially inconsistent

with arbitration. Collective bargaining is commercial and

elastic
;

it deals with the formulation of future terms of employ-

ment; it looks to securing the best results possible; it h

rational foundation save the willingness of the parties concerned

to get the most possible for their labor or their money, as t In-

case may be; whereas arbitration is judicial in essence, and its

successful application implies the acceptance of some established

principle of wage adjustment, in the justice of which both parties

acquiesce. It is unfortunate but true that up to the present

time no one has ever formulated a doctrine of wage adjustment
which is at once workable and acceptable to a majority of the

people. Arbitration is a perfectly logical device, and works

successfully in the interpretation of minor difficulties growing
out of a broad agreement which has already been accepted.

Or, if both sides adopt some governing principle, it is perfectly

possible for a disinterested arbitrator to decide what this principle

demands in a given situation. But as a helpful device in securing

the initial adoption of a fundamental agreement, mediation is

superior to trade arbitration, although the latter appeals to the

employers because it promises to prevent stoppage of work

pending the decision of disputes.

Voluntary Arbitration. There are, of course, many other

kinds of arbitration which have proved helpful in maintaining

the industrial peace. Most advanced states now maintain

boards of conciliation and arbitration, whose business it is to
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prevent strikes if possible, and to adjust or settle them after

they occur. For the most part, these voluntary boards of coo-

ion and arbitration have shown little ability to cope with the

real situation. Much more, however, could be made of voluntary
conciliation and arbitration than has been made in the past.

The short imt very promising history of the Canadian Industrial

Act of 1907 suggests that a law which,
ic Canadian Act, forbade strikes and lockouts in important

industries until an impartial board of conciliators had had time

to investigate the dispute and publish their recommendation*

tidings concerning the equities of the case, would go
far toward delivering us from the more injurious industrial

conflicts. The vital provisions of such a method of concilia-

tion are: (i) the prohibition of strikes and lockouts before

lurini; the investigation; (a) widespread publication of

the findings of the board of investigation and conciliation ; and

(3) full permission to strike or lockout after the publication of

the findings.

Compulsory Arbitration. In New Zealand an even more

radical remedy
"
compulsory arbitration

"
has been tried.

Seven workingmen in any industry may organize a union and

lodge a demand for better conditions of employment before

arbitration boards, whose decisions, when ratified by the supreme
or central court of arbitration, are absolute and binding. Simi-

larly, any employer whose workmen are organized in a union may
take a case to the arbitration tribunals for scttlcn. \

award of the central court of arbitration may be extended by
the court to all competitors of the original employer in the colony.

In this way, compulsory arbitration brings about the intro-

n of minimum wages and other conditions of employment,
established by the authority of the state and enforced, not only

by the watchful eyes of the parties concerned, but by the factory

inspectors themselves. In Victoria and South Australia much

the same results are reached through the agency of wage boards

containing representatives of both the employers and their

employees, with a chairman selected by these representatives

or appointed by the government which are empowered to prs*
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scribe minimum wages and other conditions <>f employment , thai

are enforced, as in New Zealand, by ctors.

s, however, are not prohibited under this system, alt hough

they are very rare in industries in which wage boards regulate

wages and hours of labor.

impossible to enter into a detailed discussion of cither the

New Zealand or the Victoria system at this place. Both sy

have been in operation since 1896, both ha\ led to

other Australian colonies. The laws recently adopted in New
South Wales, South Australia, and Queensland contain the

principal features of both systems. The fixing of minimum
conditions of employment is perhaps the most important element

in both systems, but it is noteworthy that the compul>ry
arbitration idea has endured and spread. Strikes are not wholly

prevented, particularly in industries in which the labor organiza-

tions are very strong ;
and many employers criticize both systems

vehemently. With the passage of time, however, they have

been strengthened, not repealed ;
and the consensus of qualified

opinion seems to be that they have succeeded. But there is

little probability that general compulsory arbitration will be

introduced into this country in the near future. It would in all

probability be held to conflict with state and federal constitu-

tions, and, moreover, a large majority of trade unionists are

opposed to it.

The Ultimate Solution. In arriving at a decision concerning

the measures which ought to be taken to maintain industrial

peace, it should be remembered that strikes are much more

destructive and dangerous in some industries than in others, and

that here, as in most other economic problems, it is dangerous to

proceed wholly on the basis of general principles. In most

industries, in our opinion, the strike question may safely be left

to the enlightened self-interest of the parties concerned, trusting

to collective bargaining and the work of voluntary arbitration to

prevent an excessive amount of war. In small competitive

industries the peaceful strike is not necessarily an alarming

phenomenon.

Slowly and surely, however, the opinion is gathering force that
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in those industries which vitally touch the public welfare (such as

the anthracite coal industry, railway transportation, and the like)

the public should, and byan exercise of legal ingenuity might, find

means to preserve the peace whether the two parties immediately
concerned desire peace or not Compulsory arbitration in com-

|wtiti\ i- industries would unquestionably be unconstitutional in

this country. But with quasi-public industries,
"
industries

affected by a public interest/' the question is entirely different.

If, because of their monopolistic character and their intimate

connection with the convenience of the public, the legislature

may regulate the service and the rates of such industries, it

would seem 10 follow even more dearly that the legislature may
adopt any measure necessary to prevent the utter ffsfifion of

such industries by strikes and lockouts. If, for instance, the

fare charged by a street railway may be regulated by the state,

in order to prevent monopolistic extortion, how much more

justifiable would be the action of the state in preventing the

complete interruption of the traffic of the railway by means of a

or lockout! The federal government in the Erdman
and Newlands Acts provides machinery for mediation and

arbit ration in disputes affecting interstate railways. Many
important disputes which threatened widely to interrupt inter-

state commerce have been settled by mediation and a few

very important disputes by arbitration under these laws.

Many threatened strikes by employees in the train service have

been prevented; and it is interesting to observe that with the

passage of time more use is made of arbitration, and that under

certain circumstances the arbitrators are permitted to make

binding awards. Compulsory arbitration or public regulation

of wages in the railway and other industries affected with a

public use is, we believe, an inevitable concomitant of the

public regulation of prices and profits in these fields.

Profit Sharing. Profit sharing attempts, not to provide a

remedy for industrial disputes, but to anticipate and prevent
thorn by assigning to the employees a share of the profits fixed

idvance. It is held that this arrangement enlists the

cs' interest in the success of the business, makes them
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economical, and so increases their zeal and efficiency that tin

share of profits which they receive does not reduce in the long

run tlu- earnings of the employer. In other words, the em-

ployees create the fund from which their bonus is paid. Thi>

bonus may be paid in many different ways: either in cash at tin-

end of the business year, or in shares of stock in the company in

question, thus making the workman partial owner of tin- busi-

ness
;
or it may be amassed in a savings or insurance fund, from

which in his old age the workman receives a pension, or his

family an annuity or cash premium at the time of his death. The

last method of profit sharing is usually spoken of as
''

<K

participation."

Neither historical study nor theoretical analysis of profit shar-

ing furnishes reasonable ground for the belief that this method of

industrial remuneration will ever play an important part in

solving the modern labor problem. Informal profit sharing is

probably very old
;
and the principle or theory was reco^

by the French economist and statesman, Turgot, as early as

1775. In 1842 the celebrated French firm of Leclaire inau-

gurated a system of profit sharing which has been permanently
successful. In the third quarter of the nineteenth century

profit sharing was widely discussed. In 1878 a hundred and

twenty instances were known, and the number grew steadily

until about 1896, since which time the relative importance of

profit sharing as a method of industrial remuneration seems to

have declined, notwithstanding the wide publicity which ha-

been given to the profit-sharing plans of the United States Steel

Corporation and the Ford Motor Company.
The reasons why profit sharing has not proved more successful

are various. In the first place, it has incurred the enmity of

most labor leaders, who oppose it because it has often been

introduced after a disastrous strike as an antidote to trade

unionism, and because they believe that it stimulates the men

to work beyond their strength, and eventually results as

overspeeding always results in reduced wages.

In the second place, it is illogical and inconsistent as explained

by most of its advocates. The latter assert that the workmen
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create the fund from w hi. h t heir dividends are paid by increased

care, zeal, and speed 1 1 t his U- true, and the system can hardly
' a permanent success unless it is true, the end which profit

sharing seeks would be better achieved by the piece rate or gain

sharing methods of wage payment. By both of these methods

the worker gets his premium fr extra zeal and efficiency as part

wage, not as a gift; gets it on pay day, not at the end of the

year ; and feels as free to bargain and higgle about the size of the

mi as he does about the size of the wage. Moreover, his

am cannot be dissipated by unwise management or dishon-

esty on the part of the employer, and it cannot be lost by reason

ischargc, or change of employ r:

Front sharing is too often applied in an unbusinesslike way
that smacks of philanthropy. The average employer con-

sciously or unconsciously expects something in return for the

dividends whu h he distributes. And if he does expect a return,

that he should pay for it by a method which is

certain, fixed by contract or bargain in advance, and paid, not at

;:itervals, during which it is threatened by the varying
.es of the business, but at the end of the week or month

when ordinary wages are paid. Of course, if in addition to fair

wages the employer wishes to distribute a gratuitous dividend

at t he end of the year, for which he expects nothing in return, the

employee is not likely to object, and the generosity of the em-

will probably do no harm. But such a system of profit

sharing cannot be expected to become prevalent throughout a

competitive commercial system in which most employers cannot

be philanthropists, even if they desire. Moreover, human na-

;s so constituted that gifts of this kind create in the mind

of the giver an inevitable expectation of recompense,
Industrial Democrtey. The industrial organization of the

past was despotic. The despot i e. the one-man power,
is an excellent thini: in its own time and place. It gives to indus-

c elasticity, celerity, and general efficiency which come
from singleness of aim; and in industry, despotism has con-

tinued longer than in the political sphere. But it U merely a

phase of development and cannot be regarded as final. Else-
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where the despotic principle has been softened or limited, in

jx>litics. in religion, in the family, and eventually thi

cordant element is bound to disappear or undergo serious modi-

fication in industry. The labor movement is primarily a

concerted effort to achieve industrial democracy, \\ hich means self-

rule, self-control, the self-direction of the masses in their efforts

to gain a livelihood. It is principally because profit sharing

means a departure from, and not an approach toward, industrial i

democracy that it has made so little progress, comparatively

speaking, in the last fifty years. A far more consistent method

of securing self-government is found in cooperation.

Cooperation is of two kinds, coercive and voluntary. Coer-

cive cooperation, which implies a partial or complete application

of socialism, is discussed in another chapter.

Voluntary cooperation takes many different forms, among
which we may distinguish : (i) distributive or consumers' coop-

eration, sometimes spoken of as cooperative buying ; (2) coopera-

tive borrowing or cooperative credit
; (3) cooperative marketing ;

and (4) producers' or pure cooperation.

Consumers' or distributive cooperation has no necessary con-

nection with the transportation of goods, but refers merely to a

method of retail or wholesale exchange. Purchasers of groceries,,

dry goods, and the like come together to purchase what they

need, and thus eliminate profits. They form a stock company,
subscribe for shares, employ a manager and clerks, who often

do not even share in the profits, and start a business. Divi-

dends are sometimes paid only on shares, but the approved way
is to pay a moderate interest on the investment and to divide/

profits among the customers in proportion to purchases, the divi-

sion being made at the end of stated intervals. Usually a larger

dividend is distributed to shareholders than to ordinary ci

tomers
;
and in some cases the employees receive as large a bonus

as the shareholders. Profits are thus said to be divided among
capital, custom, and labor. But so far as labor is concerned, the

most that can be said is that it receives a small share of the

earnings; labor does not codperate in the sense that it has an

important voice in the management of the business. The scheme
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It one of distriliutive coOpe. is profit
**^rtnft not one of

Cooperative en- cooperative marketing are familiar

phenomena in States: the first in the form of the

m>\vn building ami loan ass** .n the

form of fruit growers' associations, cooperative elevator cora-

purpose of securing better

terms an railroads, commission houses, and
middlrnu-n in general. In 1912, for instance, there were 6300
build: loan associations in the United States, with a

memlxTx! ,00,000 and total assets of $1,138,000,000.

At the sa: e were many cotyx clepoone com-

panies, p<L -mall towns and rural districts.

good which these cooperative associations have accom-

d is enormous, and there can be no doubt of their practi-

They have not only proved commercially profitable to

the participators, but they have trained them to
" team work

"

and inculcate* 1 mutual concession, the give and take

of concerted endea- h makes for social solidarity and con-

stitutes such an indispensable element of good citizenship in a

democratic state.

v have done little and promise to do little in solving

the labor problem or in essentially improving the distribution of

wtalth. They an-. most pan, composed of small capital-

>r salaried men (not wage earners), and in organiza-

r little from democratically managed stock

of the usual type. Many, if not most, of the marketing associa-

tions are profit-making concerns whose employees have no more

voice in the selection of their l>osses, and no more share in the

management of '.he business, than the employees of an ordinary

corporation. Even in the British cooperative societies the

oyecs have no share in the management, and though some of

associations notably the Scottish Wholesale Soci

indulge in a mild species of profit sharing with their employees,
the r- dustrial democracy, not self-government, but

merely joint having plus a paternalistic scheme of profit sharing.

The limits of the success of the British coOperat
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are suggested by the fact that the employees of the cooperative

societies have formed themselves into a trade union for tlu>

betterment of their condition of employment.
1

While consumers' cooperation and cooperative marketing
both designed to abolish the profits of the middleman are

important and praiseworthy forms of economic association, they
have little effect upon the wage-earning classes, and offer IK.

remedy for the antagonism between capital and labor in manu-

facturing industries. The variety of cooperation which really

copes with these questions and seriously attempts to regent rau-

the wage system is producers
1

cooperation. The essential fea-

tures of this form of cooperation are (i) that each group of

workers is to be associated by their own free choice; (2) thai

these associates shall work under a leader elected and removable

by themselves
;
and (3) that the collective remuneration of the

labor performed by the group shall be divided among all its

members (including the leader) in such a manner as shall be

arranged, upon principles recognized as equitable by the society

themselves.*

Successful cooperative experiments fulfilling the above con-

ditions are seldom met with. But they are not unknown. Here

and there a man of transcendent commercial genius and extraor-

dinary sympathy has succeeded in democratizing his business,

turning it over to his employees, and so impressing his spirit and

his methods upon his successors that the business continues to

prosper under the regime of self-government. An illustration

is found in the Godin Familistere of Guise, France, which, begin-

ning with a scheme of profit sharing in 1877, has finally resulted

in the establishment not only of a cooperative manufacturing

enterprise, but in the successful conduct of what practically

amounts to a cooperative community.
But such cases are rare. Most experiments in producers' co-

operation have failed, and we fear they must continue to fail.

They apparently cannot meet the competition of businesses

1 For an account of some of the advantages of certain types of cooperative

marketing, see Chap, xxix (Agricultural Problems).

*D. F. Schloss, Methods of Industrial Remuneration, p. 22*
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organized in the ordinary way, directed by one man or set of HMD
with all the efficiency, mobility, and adaptability that come from

singleness of aim and undivided management. Industrial

democracy, as achieved in the cooperative form of industrial

organization, is too unwieldy, too slow, too mfrHtnfcul Muhi-
>us management means relatively uncertain, indecisive, and

inefficient management.

A modified form of producers' cooperation i not

manufacturing industries of this country. An approximate idem oC the

extent of this form of industrial organization may be fathered from

census statistics. In 1009 the statistics of manufactures relating to

acter of ownership show a separate class of "miscelJa

tions" which consists almost entirely of cooperative manufacturing tftn

There were in this group 4120 establishments (constituting 1.5 per cent of

all manufacturing establishments) employing 12,954 persons (o.a per cent

of all wage earners), producing goods with an annual value of $104,766.104

(0.5 per cent of the aggregate product). Most of these associations are

cooperative creameries; and it is interesting to note that in this great

industry which was cooperative in origin the corporate form of organ-

ization increases in importance, measured by value of products, more rapidly

than the cooperative form. These figures furnish a marimum estimate of

producers' cooperation in the United States, and a large majority of the

concerns credited to cooperation in this enumeration would fail to satisfy

a strict definition of producers' cooperation. .

The wage contract, whatever its defects, has one striking virtue

certainty. The wage earner knows what to expect and gets

what he expects. He is safeguarded in large measure against

ess risk, and although he may pay too high a price for hi-

safety, the safety itself is a highly desirable thing. It is one of

the weaknesses of producers' cooperation that the workman is

encouraged to invest his savings in the hazardous competitive

experiments in which he is engaged. He becomes pan owner

of i he enterprise, to be sure, but by doing so he assumes the risk

lure, a risk which, other things being equal, it is desirable

to eliminate. It is very likely that the ultimate method by
industrial democracy is achieved will retain that feature

of the present wage system by which most of the workers arw

largely
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The Future of the Union. If industrial democracy is to be

achieved, all present indications are that it will be through the

labor organization. Since the introduction of collective bar-

.mgc has constantly widened, iit.i.nin^ with

questions of wages, hours of labor, and apj< .i;>, it lias

gradually spread, until at the present time some unions bargain

about the sanitary conditions of the work, the introduction of

safety devices, the employment of women, the use of machinery,
and the status of the men with whom their members worl

few powerful unions insist that the foremen under whom their

members work shall belong to the union, demand a voice in the

discharge of employees, and try to force the employer, when

taking on new men, to select them in order from lists of unem-

ployed journeymen prepared by the union. These demands, or

course, may be harmful : in industry as in government, certain

functions must be entrusted almost wholly to the executive head.

The fact that power may be abused, however, is really beside

the point. The point lies in the possibility of extending the

range of collective bargaining until the employees shall h.

voice and it is to be hoped a prevailing voice in determining
the conditions of employment. Through collective bargaining

the control of the employees over the business may be indefi-

nitely expanded. Once having secured control, the majority

may learn, as they are slowly learning in political life, to leave

certain particularly difficult questions to their industrial cap-

tains. In the past, labor has had to seek capital and serve it.

In the future, capital may have to seek and serve labor.

These words are written in no spirit of advocacy, and with no

intention of palliating the obvious shortcomings of the trade

union. But the fact remains whether we like it or not that

economic theory and economic history unite in the conclusion

that the union has come to stay as long as the system of capi-

'.c production. The union must be improved, it cann

itcd
;
and the most urgent task of the present is to con-

vince employers and unionists that there will be no real peace

until employers acknowledge the inevitableness of the union,

ind unions acknowledge sympathetically and in practical
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ways the social serviceableness of the employer. Trade
.s have been guilty of many sin* violence, monopoly,

poiitii.il
, r gravest danger at the present

is a false philosophy, in accordance with which many
' lists have come to believe that the best way to help the

oppose the employer. This is not true of the more

wisel > railway brotherhoods frequcn t ly

i the railway managers in securing legislation favorable

to the railway industry ; and tlu- history of the National <

Federation, for example, proves that a number of the opposing
leaders are keenly aware that capital and labor have interests

in common as well as in opposition. In some way, however,
1 labor as a whole must learn how to drive just as favorable

a bargain as possible with the employers in the first instance, and

the bargain having been made, to bend every effort in loyal

cooperation with the employer to make the business the greatest

possible success. This is not n \ the long run,

mds in the way of productive cffu

will perish. The trade union must bring into industry something
besides conflict, or it will disappear. The union that so con-

itself as to make the non-union man or the non-union shop
more efficient than the union man or the union shop, simply puU
a premium upon the suppression of unionism.

QUESTIONS

! > the industrial or the trade union the more logical form of nriinhi

lion? Can the two be reconciled? Mention as many kinds of jurirfction

disputes as you can.

2. Does the trade union rest upon a sound economic basis? Is it Ukety
to endure? Is it in any large degree responsible for the conflict

labor and capital?

3. Are all attempts to achieve a monopoly illegitimate? Is there

justification for labor monopolies than industrial monopolies?

4. Is the policy of the dosed shop ever Justifiable? Intimidation of

non-onion men? restriction of apprenticeship? regulation of outp

5. The strike has been defined as a "concerted FMMfinn of work"; is

this definition correct? Have men a "right" to strike whenever they wish?

Are employers justified in "locking out'' thdr men at pleasure?
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6. Is the "blacklist" more justifiable than the boycott? Can cither the

"blacklist" or the boycott be conducted in a lawful manner?

7. Distinguish between trade arbitration, voluntary arbitration, com-

pulsory investigation, and compulsory arbitration. What are the defects

of arbitration as a method of settling labor disputes?

8. What is the difference between the Victorian (wage-board) and the

New Zealand (compulsory arbitration) systems?

9. Why do labor leaders oppose compulsory arbitration? Is their op-

position a sufficient reason for rejecting it ? Why is the plea for compulsory
arbitration particularly strong in the case of monopolistic industries?

10. How does "gain sharing" differ from "profit sharing"? Is profit

sharing necessarily paternalistic? If so, is this a defect?

1 1 . Does consumers' cooperation materially advance industrial democ-

racy? Is producers' cooperation likely to grow and expand?
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CHAPTER XXIH

LABOR LEGISLATION

THE conditions of employment may be fixed by individual

bargaining between the employer and employee, by coll-

bargaining between the employer and groups of employees, or

ic State itself through legislative enactment. The last

method has in recent years been used not only with increasing

frequency, but for a variety of purposes which it is desirable to

differentiate. In the beginning of the nineteenth century, for

instance, combinations of workmen to improve their conditions

of employment were unlawful. There was obvious necessity

for labor laws, therefore, to legalize combination and make col-

bargaining legitimate. But certain classes, particularly

women and child wage wori < found it nearly impossible

to organize for collective bargaining. In their case the state

has entered upon a program of positive protection, acting so

far as children are concerned in loco parent: s. Adult men.

trade unions, have been left very largely to take care of

themselves; but trade unions, occupied with the absorbing

questions of wages and hours of labor, frequently show marked

indifference towards certain conditions of employment, such

as safety and sanitation, which from the public standpoint

y important. Of these conditions the public in its

own interest has been forced to take cognizance. Finally,

legislative enactments have been used both to foster thrift,

placing the workman in a better position to protect his

own interests, and to maintain uniform conditions of enr

. so that industry shall be conducted under uniform rules.

To most employers, for instance, it makes very little difference

whether they are permitted to hire children under fourteen
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years of age or not
;
but it is very important to them that tin y

should not be bound by more onerous restrictions than are

imposed upon their competitors. From this and some other

standpoints, the universality and rigidity of the labor law are

virtues: the stricter its enforcement and the wider the area of

competition to which it applies, the better.

Freedom of Combination, Conspiracy, and Injunctions. In

the early part of the nineteenth century, peaceable combina-

tions of workmen to better the conditions of employment were

illegal both in England and the United States. Before the

middle of the nineteenth century, however, our higher courts

had established the doctrine that workingmen might peaceably

combine to secure higher wages, reduce hours, or improve shop
and other conditions of employment immediately affecting

themselves. The trade union acquired a lawful status. But

it must not be supposed that in the United States this freedom

was or is complete. Workmen might combine to secure higher

wages, and might enforce their demands by striking, but in

most jurisdictions they could not lawfully combine to secure

the discharge of a non-union man, nor could they threaten in

concert to quit dealings with a merchant unless he should refuse

to buy goods from some manufacturer against whom these

workmen or their friends were striking. Moreover, the move-

ment towards complete freedom was blocked or delayed in the

last quarter of the nineteenth century by the widespread adop-

tion of an ti-trust laws, prohibiting combinations in restraint

of trade. Many of the customary activities of trade unions,

such as strikes to enforce the closed-shop rule, publication of
"
unfair lists," and the like, are regarded in some jurisdictions

as restraints of trade. The anti-trust laws thus threw a cloud

upon the whole trade union movement. Finally the whole

situation was complicated and embittered by a doubtful use of

the injunction and by the uncertainty of the law itself. Statutes

differ, and the interpretations of similar statutes by different

courts are in hopeless conflict. This confusion constitutes in

itself a grave social problem.

We have already recorded the simple solution of this problem
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reached in England :
* in labor disputes workmen or employers

may lawfully do in combination whatever any employee or

employer may lawfully do alone. In this country several

state legislatures and Congress (so far as federal law is concerned)

have .1 to enact the same general principles into law;
lmt the Massachusetts law on this subject has been declared

uncoi il by the Supreme Court of that state, and in

the opinion of many authorities the federal law is likely to meet

a similar fate. The Massachusetts decision rests on the general

argument that the right to work is property, that state and

federal constitutions prevent any person from being deprived
of property without compensation or due process of law, that

combinations of workmen are frequently used to prevent per-

sons from obtaining work, and that no such combination can

be legitimatized by mere statute law. Whether the federal law

on the subject which is contained in the Clayton Anti-trust

Act will be similarly emasculated, it is impossible to say ;

but as this law is regarded by many labor leaders as the Mgn*
Charta of the American labor movement, and as its provisions

relating to the inju: i least, are likely to be sanctioned by
the courts, so much of the act as relates to labor combina-

tions and injunctions has been briefly summarized below. Each

-ion of the law, it may be noted, records a legislative

verdict upon some hotly contested point; and interpreted in

this light the Clayton Act becomes a valuable historical sum-

mary as well as a statement of the present federal law.

.c labor of a human being is not a commodity or article of commerce,"

Labor organizations nh*H not be construed to be m^pl combinations or

conspiracies in restraint of trade under federal anti-trust laws.

preliminary injunction shall be issued without notice to the opposite

party." No temporary restraining order shall be granted without similar

notice, unless it shall specifically show that immediate and irreparable injury

uh before notice can be sen-cd and a hearing had thereon : and every

temporary restraining order granted shall define the injury, state w!

irreparable and why the order was granted without notice, shall expire in

not more than ten days unless extended for good cause, and shall provide for

a hearing (on whether a preliminary injunction shall issue) which shall take
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precedence of all matters before the court except older matters of the same
character. Proper bonds shall be executed to compensate for damages

resulting from an injunction improvidently granted; every injunction or

restraining order shall describe specifically and in reasonable detail the act

sought to be restrained; and shall be binding only upon the parti.
- to the

suit, their officers, agents, servants, employees, and attorneys, or those par-

ticipating with them, and who shall have received actual notice of the same.

In contempt proceedings for violating any injunction or order forbidding

an act which is also a criminal offense, the accused may demand trial by jury,

and penalties arc limited, in the case of natural persons. Judgments of con-

viction may be reviewed upon writ of error inal cases; but these

provisions do not relate to contempts committed in the presence of Uu
nor to contempts committed in disobedience of any lawful order entered in

any suit prosecuted on behalf of the United States.
" And no such restraining order or injunction (i.e. in labor disputes) shall

prohibit any person or persons, whether singly or in concert, from terminal -

ing any relation of employment, or from ceasing to perform any work or

labor, or from recommending, advising, or persuading others by peaceful

means so to do
;

or from attending at any place where any such person or

persons may lawfully be, for the purpose of peacefully obtaining or com-

municating information, or from peacefully persuading any person to work

or to abstain from working; or from ceasing to patronize or to employ any

party to such dispute, or from recommending, advising, or persuading others

by peaceful and lawful means so to do
;
or from paying or giving to, or with-

holding from, any person engaged in such dispute, any strike benefits or other

moneys or things of value
;
or from peaceably assembling in a lawful manner,

and for lawful purposes; or from doing any act or thing which might lawfully

be done in the absence of such dispute by any party thereto; nor shall any of

the acts specified in this paragraph be considered or held to be violations of any

law of the United States"

The most important provisions of the Clayton Act are those

which we have italicized and which apparently provide that a

combination of workmen may lawfully do in a labor dispute

anything that any party thereto might lawfully do in the

absence of the dispute. Whether this is wise or not time alone

can tell. On the surface everything seems to support the con-

clusion that men in concert should be permitted to do what

they may do singly. If the right to work is property, so also

is the right to quit work, and both are equally guaranteed by
the federal constitution. An individual not under contract

may quit working for an employer or dealing with a merchant
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for any reason or no reason. Why, it is confidently asked,

may groups of men not do the same? As a railroad engineer

may quit work practically when he likes, why should not the

Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers quit work as a body when

it pleases the organization, and thus tie up the entire railroad

traffic of the t ie purpose, say, of assisting the rail-

road conductors of one- ng traffic from another

which a strike has been declared?

These questions carry in part thdr own answer. Many
acts which are either harmless or trivial when performed by an

become exceedingly injurious when swollen by
concert and combination. A general strike or boycott for

1 or malicious ends cannot by logic-chopping be made

anything else than impolitic and wrong. All this appears

when we reverse the case and pass judgment upon what

are practically the same acts when performed by employers.

A syr :t, ordered against one innocent union,

say of freight handlers, in order to prevent tlu-m from \

funds to assist the strike of a union of railroad telegraphers,

>tance, would bring general criticism against the employers

who ordered it; but it is essentially the same in principle as

the sympathetic strike. The black-list which has almost

no avowed friends is in essence similar to the indirect boy-

cott <> 10 secure the discharge of a non-union man. The

simple truth is that many things are dangerous when p;

pated in by great numbers, which are not so when performed

The Clayton Act does not remove all the safeguards against

harmful combination. Most of the states still have anti-

trust acts and laws against unlawful combination. Moreover,

if we have not had general strikes and nation-wide boyco
the past, it is not because the laws or the court decision-

prevented them. The inherent difficulties in the way of their

successful consummation, and the sense of social responsibility

among trade unionists and the working classes generally, furnish

the real protection. The real danger is that the new legisla-

tion will be interpreted as creating sound moral sanctions for
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things which may be inherently unfair or immor.il If trade

unionists and employers do not permit this legislation to blind

moral judgments, and remember that the rrniov.il of a

legal ban from an action does not necessarily make that action

under all circumstances either expedient or justifiable, then it

is probable on the whole that the new legislation will result in

more good than harm.

The new law has t'.ic virtue of equalizing things. '!

pathetic lockout and the black-list cannot in practice be denied

to the employers. They can use them because they can use

them secretly ;
because the president of a great corporation or a

small board of directors may maintain a black-list or or

sympathetic lockout so quietly that it would be impossible to

prove their nature or for exactly what purposes they were

declared. The trade union, on the other hand, must act in

open concert, after legislative action, the nature and pi;

of which can with difficulty be concealed. Many of tin-

ceedings must be formally recorded. The new federal law

puts the employer and the union on a more equal footing; al-

though it ignores the vast interests of the public and removes

legal penalties from actions which are often morally wrong
and socially dangerous. In the end it will probably lead to the

full exercise by the state of the right to suppress any black-list,

lockout, strike, or boycott which becomes so extensive or

offensive as to shock the public sense of fair play or seriously

menace public welfare.

Child Labor Laws. The class of laws which we have been

considering has been designed to relieve the laborer from ancient

disabilities, so that he may be enabled in combination with

his fellows to help himself. Most modern labor laws, however,

arc of a different type. They assume that the welfare of labor

is of peculiar importance to society and that the state is there-

fore warranted in protecting the wage-earning classes, openly

and frankly. Perhaps the earliest and most typical legisla-

tion enacted in this spirit is the child labor law.

The problem of child labor is frequently misconstrued. The

principal reason why children work is not found in the needy
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widow, the abandoned wife, <>r the stony-hearted employer.
The principal causes of child labor are the restlessness of t

ie failure of ordinary school training to hold his at ten-

and arouse his at and the ignorance or selfishness

of parents. And the evil consists, principally, in the fact that

child who goes to work early usually gets into a "
blind

alley
"

occupation, and is thus prevented from developing
full (M)tential earning power. His ability to serve both himself

and society is curtailed by his excessively early start.
" The

better occupation cither will not receive the young child at all,

or wants him with more schooling, or offers such a low initial

wage that both child and parent turn to the mill, with its greater

present wage opportunities."
* The wage in the low-grade

occupation is at first relatively high, but in three or four years
the boy has reached his maximum earning capacity and early

marriage fastens him to the job. The boy who begins at six-

teen years or later soon catches his less fortunate brother, a

in a comparatively few years is earning a superior wage. As
a foundation for real promotion and advancement the work

which children between fourteen and sixteen years of age do

has usually little value.

It is thus plain that the problem of child labor is posit i vi-

and con rely negative. It avails little to pro-

hibit children from working at this or that; agencies must be

provided helpfully to guide their activities. Already the

most advanced states have incorporated in their laws a pro-

vision requiring employers of child labor to give the children

a specified amount of vocational training, or time 10 secure

such training, in institutions provided by the state. More

important still, agencies are being established to determine by
>ical and psychological tests whether children who have com-

pleted the required schooling are really fitted to enter indust

and what kinds of work they are best fitted to undertake,1

van M Kinfibary, "The Relation of

Wooky and Charlotte Rust Fbcher.
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The beginnings are tentative and the work difficult. But

the period draws to an end in which ignorant children drift

or are pushed by ignorant parents into the work which lies

nearest at hand; and the time approaches when the most care-

ful thought will he given to the selection of one's life work and

the training for it.

Child labor laws difler greatly in the different states, and the

resulting inequality of burden upon competing employers so

complicates the problem that, in 1916, Congress enacted a law

debarring from interstate commerce goods produced by

young children leaving each state to legislate as it sees fit

about products confined to intrastate trade. This, in our

opinion, should be productive of far more good than evil. But

the constitutionality of this new federal legislation is involved

in grave doubt, and the new statute is in some respects

unfortunately worded, so that its exact scope is not yet

clear.

A good state child labor law, it is now generally conceded,

should prohibit the employment of all children under fourteen,

and of ail children under a higher age limit who are undersized,

weakly, or illiterate.
"
Young persons

" who are deficient in

the fundamental requirements of an English education should

be compelled, where possible, to attend a continuation school.

Work in
" immoral "

or dangerous occupations, at night, or in

excess of eight hours per day should be forbidden for all children

under the higher age limit.

The successful enforcement of such laws has been found diffi-

cult. Birth or baptismal certificates, or other similar evidences

of age, have to be procured from parents ;
certificates of attend-

ance and proficiency from school authorities; examinations

of health and educational requirements must be made; and

employers required to demand, file, and return employment
certificates. The community must maintain and properly

support factory inspectors and health and school attendance

officers in adequate numbers, with power to prosecute viola-

tions of the law and with secure tenure of office. The com-

munity should further provide for dependent families which
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need the earnings of their children, keep birth records, and

maintain schools fitted the attention of the child and

properly train him for his life work.
" The best child labor

law is a compulsory school law covering forty weeks in the year
ami r<- jiiiring the attendance of all children under fourteen years

The Labor of Women. The labor of women is not in itself

a problem which calls for legislation. The evil consists in work-

ing under conditions v. health and morals, or

adequate wages. It is impossible to describe h<

detail the various laws which have been passed relating to the

employment of women. Women are subject to the
"
factory

acts
"

relating to sanitation, safety, and occupational dinnmci,

and to general statutes regulating production in tenement

houses and the time, frequency, and character of wage pay-
ments. In the more advanced states also, the labor of women
in manufacturing, mechanical, and mercantile establishments

is likely to be safeguarded by laws limiting the hours of labor,

prohibiting night work and continuous employment for more

than six hours, for example, without an interval for meals
; provid-

ing and permitting the use of suitable seats
; requiring separate

and sanitary toilet facilities; prohibiting the employment

(knowingly) of women within two weeks before or four weeks

after childbirth
;

and in Massachusetts for example

directing local authorities to furnish responsible mothers having

dependent children sufficient aid "to enable the mothers to

bring up their children properly own homes,"

Until very recent years, regulations similar to the above

represented the extreme limit to which any American state

had gone in the protection of women. And even the consti-

..ility of such regulation was in grave doubt, for an im-

portant statute limiting the hours of labor had been declared

unconstitutional by the highest court in Illinois, and in New
York a statute prohibiting night work had been similarly

annulled, on the general grounds that they infringed the free-

Florae* KcQr.SMM E**4iG~u rkr.<* Ub~ LtguUh*, pp. oft, o
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dom of contract and were "unduly discriminatory bet

citi/ens," the court remarking (in the New York decision)
"

that

woman is no more the ward of the state than is man." But

under the more liberal leadership of the Supreme Court of

nited States, both of the state courts in question have

recently reversed these decisions and have sanctioned similar

as reasonable health regulations, looking not only to the

protection of the individual woman but to the
"
welfare of the

race."
1

Minimum Wage Laws for Women. In about a fourth of

the states minimum wage laws have been passed, with the gen-

eral object of requiring that wages paid in certain occupations

shall be sufficient to provide for a woman's normal needs
"

re-

garded as a human being living in a civilized community."
Whether these statutes will be effective time alone can tell, but

their passage marks a revolution in the social and legislative

philosophy of this country.

Minimum wage laws were first adopted by the Australian

state of Victoria in 1896 to regulate wages and other conditions

of labor in the
" sweated trades." Trades or industries in

which wages are particularly low are usually singled out by

legislation, though in Victoria the government may apply the

system to additional trades by administrative order. These

wage boards, as we have seen in the preceding chapter, are

designed to induce compulsory collective bargaining, in which

the state participates by compelling employers and employees
to fix standard conditions of employment. In England and

this country the legislation is as yet much more tentative

and restricted.
" The outstanding characteristics of the Ameri-

can minimum wage legislation compared with that of Eng-

land, Australia, and New Zealand are these: The first is

its omission of men
;

the second is its reference to the

welfare of the people as a whole; the third, which is re-

sponsible for both the others, is its subordination to the courts

on the grounds of constitutionality, entailing the practice of

placing upon American states the burden of proof that they
1 L. D. Clark, The Law of the Employment of Labor, p. 103.
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are acting within thrir ;..!!, powers when they create such

wage fQtnmfrri* and wage boards or conferences." Some

American laws, it may be added, make no provisions for

joint wage boards of the Australasian type, but provide that

a urn wage shall be fixed directly by a state labor or

The gcncr.il principles of minimum wage legislation are

simple. In many trades the majority of the workers do not

receive enough wages to maintain their physical efficiency. Of

these sub-standard wage workers a large number are partially

supported by other members of the family, a considerable num-

ber are assisted by charity, a few eke out their living }>y inter-

^ular pr i, and some "actually die of

:\ and worry."
f The work as a rule is simple

and the supply of labor excessive. Usually there is no labor

organization. The workers are weak and the wage is fixed

t>v individual bargaining in which the predominant force is

imes the rapa ic employer. The tendency towards

a uniform or standard wage in many of these trades seems to

have been checked by the absence of labor organization, and

competing establish i the same industry are found again

and again paying strikingly different wages for the same grade
of labor.

It is held, in short, that trades which pay less than a living

wage are parasitic ; that they constitute a positive drain upon

society at large, and that any measures necessary to place these

trades on a self-supporting basis are both justifiable and econom-

ically helpful. The establishment of a minimum wage is

expected to force a certain number of slow and incompetent
rs out of employment, although provision b usually

made to permit them to work under special permits. But

that society should be forced openly and frankly to deal with

and take care of its incompetent workers b regarded as an ad-

vantage. It b expected that such legislation in some instances

1 Florence Kellcy. 10 Tkt Smrwy. vol. uutiii. p, 4*7.

Ml K Sew. "The Theory of the Minimum Wi<c."X
JMm.vol.fii. No. i. p,S4.
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will result in increased prices. But the consumer is expected
to bear his fair share in supporting those who supply his needs,

and both a priori analysis and experience in Australia and Eng-
land make it probable that the rise of wages would not be

accompanied by a corresponding rise in prices.
1 Final ly it

is expected that the increase in wages will compel reorganization

of the parasitical trades so that in the end the cost of produc-
tion will be decreased rather than increased. Incidentally

the operation of the wage boards is expected to stimulate or-

ganization among the wage workers concerned and to react

favorably upon immigration. Immigrants are less likely to

come, many believe, if they know in advance that they must

be able to earn the minimum wage or else leave the country.

Price cutting in the labor market will be checked; and the

increase in wages will focus competition upon the quality and

efficiency of the laborer. Most important of all, perhaps, the

system is expected to compel a wider and more effective use of

labor-saving machinery.
Minimum wage legislation slowly introduced and carefully

administered meets the test both of economic theory and actual

experience. In Victoria the legislation which was at first

doubtfully applied to six trades has now been made applicable

to 141; and 150,000 workers in a population numbering less

than one and one half million
" have the minimum wages in

their trades prescribed by law." Vigorously opposed by the

employers on its introduction, it seems from reports of disin-

terested investigators to have established itself on a firm founda-

tion. There is yet some opposition to details of the law and

vigorous criticism of the way in which it is administered
;
but

from all that can be learned those who desire to do away with

this system of regulation constitute a very small minority. In

England the results seem equally favorable. Nothing revo-

lutionary has been accomplished, but the system has demon-

strated that it is practicable, even in highly complicated trades
;

that it can be trusted to raise wages without seriously disturb-

ing prices ;
that it mildly stimulates organization among work-
1
CJ. N. L Stonr 'n The Survey, vol. miii, p. 514.
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crs who need organized effort to better themselves; that it

compels serious study and public investigation of trades which

need both ; and that it is not productive of serious evils. The

wage hat not become the maximum nor has the

opera c suited "in wholesale dismissal* <

and slow workers. The predominant method of payment in

the scheduled trades is by piece, and where this is the case the

yer who has fixed piece rates yielding the equival*

.me rate to the
'

ordinary worker
'

runs no risk of penalty
if his sub-ordinary worker fails to reach that amount by reason

of incapacity or advanced agi

So far as economic theory is concerned, then - ason

to believe the minimum wage proposition unsound. The cs-

iimcnt of minimum standards of sanitation and safe

Germany does not seem to have hurt industry there, and there

believe that the establishment of minimum wage
standards would do so. Without regulation much of the com-

>e fight centers about the mere money wage. A poor
workman may be more profitable to the employer than a skilled

workman provided the poor workman can be secured for a small

enough fraction of the wage it would be necessary to pay to

the skillr*. Establish a dead line or belt

health line and the emphasis will be placed upon effc<

instead of cheapness. Wage earners will have to meet higher

and better standards. The competitive struggle will thus

operate to evoke efficient rather than low-paid work

he higher cost of labor will help to force the introduction

of better machinery and better methods of organization.

Obviously, not all the claims made for this system will bear

scientific scrutiny. There is, for instance, probably
error than truth in the contention that every industry which

pays its n rkers less than a living wage is a detriment

rather than a help, an industrial parasite sopping the economic

strength of a community. Until a far better distribution of

the labor force has been secured, there will continue to be in

Smith. "Working of th- Trade Boards Act." J*wn*l rf JVttfal
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all probability a surplus of workers who cannot earn a livini;

wage and yet had betur earn a supplementary wage than be

idle. There were in 1910, for instance, in this country i ^47,600
females between the ages of 16 and 20, irulu-i

gainful occupations. Young women might possibly better

spend these years in training for their life-work, including house-

ing and the difficult vocation of marriage. But until

adequate provision for such training is made, young women of

this age had better be employed at wages which will tend to

make the family income more adequate than not to be employed
at all. After all, however, these are minor modifications of

the theory upon which the minimum wage program
That standards should be adopted, including a wage standard,

which both employers and employees must meet, is on the whole

consistent with the best economic and social theory.

Some trade unionists oppose minimum wage laws on the

grounds that the minima will become maxima and that wages
should not be regulated by law. But the first charge has been

disproved by experience, and the minimum wage at Us b

a program for compulsory collective bargaining, not for the

regulation of wages by statute. It aims to introduce into un-

skilled vocations what are essentially trade-union methods of

standardization, and the criticisms which are directed against

it apply equally well to trade-union procedure.

Factory Acts. Constitutional guarantees, particularly that

of free contract, prevent in this country the general regulation

of the labor of adult men, but under the police power the states

have the right, indeed in the language of the Supreme Court,
"

it is among their plain duties," to regulate the pin>:

tions of employment so that accidents and occupational di

may be minimized. These regulations, frequently r

as factory acts, are typified by the familiar laws requiring proper
fire escapes, the removal of dust or noxious vapors by fans, the

placing of guards about dangerous machinery, the installation

of mechanical belt shifters, and connection by bells or tubes

between rooms in which machinery is used and the engine room.

Such laws have now been adopted in most of the states, but
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Cheir enforcement in many states has been very ineffc*

In 1913 there were fifteen states with nearly a million wage
earners in manufacturing and mechanical industries which had

practically no provision for factory inspectors. And even

when < ction is provided, it has too frequently been

half-hearted, inexpert, and emasculated by political interference.

In one sta : ictory inspector divides his time

between conducting a livery stable he owns and the business of

caring for some 30,000 factory wage earners, I found him con-

tributing a remarkably concise annual report of exactly four-

teen words. It reads, under date of July i, as follows

have visited the same factories as last year and find conditions

the same.'
" l

While politics and administrative ineptitude have seriously

crippled factory regulation in this country, the truth is that

the problem was a new and difficult one and that there were

procurable few or no real experts until very recent years. Very

recently, however, great improvement has been made both

in the laws and their administration. Wisconsin, Massachu-

setts, New York, and other states have gone far towards solving

the admi: problem by placing appointments on the

rivil service basis and consolidating powers previously lodged
with police, factory inspectors, and health commissioner

or labor commission, with general power to enforce

the rules necessary to provide reasonable sanitation and safety.

In this way the necessary elasticity of rule and standard has

been secured
;
and in adopting rules or standards the coopera-

tion of employers and labor organizations has been secured,

thus insuring more practical rules and the good will of those to

whom these rules apply. Regulation by the state can never

become effective until responsibility and power are centralized

and the responsible administrative head given sufficient dis-

to adapt regulations to the subtle compi <

-lorn industry. V, plovers, employees, and factory

inspectors working together under practicable regulations in

F. Brown. "The Efficiency of Present Factory Inspection Machinery fe

the United Sutcs," Amtr*** Itfcr Lcgi*tl~m JM, voL tti. No. i. pp.
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whose formulation all three have coo .id progress

has recently been made in the prevention c<i nd

equally gratifying improvement has been made in the methods

of compensating for accidents.

Employers' Liability. Under the common law of cm;

ers' liability, the employer is under obligation to provide hi>

workmen with a reasonably safe place in which to work, with

reasonably safe machinery, and with reasonably prudent and

competent fellow workmen; and the employer is liable in

damages for any accident to his workmen resulting from fail

to display this ordinary prudence and care, as well as from the

similar failure or 'negligence of any superintendent, oversc

or vice-principal authorized to issue orders in his name. When
the employer has observed the ordinary precautions of a reason-

ably prudent man, however, the employee assumes all the haz-

ards incident to the employment or arising from the negligence

of fellow servants; and even though the employer is negligent,

the employee cannot recover damages for an accident, if tin

employee was aware of the employer's negligence and volun-

tarily accepted the risk, or if the employee has been guilty of

additional or contributory negligence.

This, in bare outline, is the common-law foundation of the

doctrine of employers' liability. It has been modified inces-

santly by statute law and by changing interpretation of the

courts
;

it is vague, uncertain, and legalistic in the worst sense.

Under it not more than ten per cent of the victims of indus-

trial accidents received any compensation, and of the damages

paid by employers the victims received on the average probably
less than 50 per cent. The rest went for court costs and lawyers'

fees. A class of professional accident attorneys,
" ambulance

chasers," who exploited industrial accidents for their own rather

than the victims' benefit, appeared in most industrial centers
;

ignorant juries decided on the difficult facts in the most capri-

cious ways, now refusing relief in deserving cases, again voting

excessive damages for trivial or perhaps simulated injuries;

the cases filled the courts; decisions turned upon hair-splitting

distinctions and metaphysical niceties
;

the humane employer,
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the conscientious law far-sighted judge, workingmen,
and the .

< -.. r.il public became, it is hardly too much to say,

disgusted with the inapplicability and bungling unsuitability

< of employers' liability properly to deal with the

grave social problem arising from industrial accidents.

;is problem, as stated above, first took

the f< cessant amendment of the old law. The fcllow-

scrva ine (that the employer was not responsible for

arising from the negligence of co-employees as <:

icipals) was curtailed in some states by
confining servants >se employed in coordinate

us immediately associated with t! . and the

s defenses of
4<

assumption of risk
" and "

contributory

negli. .ere limited and in some jurisdictions almost

abolished. Hut the truth is that the whole social philosophy

underKin-; t! . -V
liability was mistaken,

"
not

so much unjust as wholly inapplicable." It miscom

the nature of the social problem involved and offered remedies

that were wholly ineffectual. It attempted so far as one

can discover behind it any real rational philosophy to single

out those accidents for which the employer was to blame and

to compensate workmen in accordance with the damage resulting

from the employer's negligence. Investigation shows, hov

the employer is responsible for only a minority of the

accidents which occur. The victim himself, his fellow workers,

most important of all, the occupational risk itself are re-

sponsible for the great majority of accidents. But the victim's

need and that of his family are just as great when the accident

results from the victim's negligence as when it results from the

employer's negligent It is not a question of individual fault

.t for that fault ; it is a question of industrial

or social loss and insurance against that loss. The government
should of course compel both employers and employees to take

reasonable precaution against act unequivocal

law or administrative order; and even' infraction of the law

should lead to criminal indictment, not civil action. But even

if this were accomplished, there would still remain a large
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number of industrial vh if not compi
would lead to poverty, unemployment, and the suffering of

innocent women and children.

That the burden of industrial accidents should be borne by
the industry itself or the consumer and not by the l.-.horer or

mily is very generally recognized ;
and most foreign coun-

tries, together with the federal government and more than half

of the states, have replaced or supplemented the old law of

employers* liability with workmen's compensation acts. The
laws are described and discussed in a later chapter, on Insur-

ance. They have worked well : not perfectly, but with much
more certainty and with far less cost than the old laws. I )<

naturally exist in the new system which should be remedied

in the future. The usual compensation is too low to indemnify
the victim and his family adequately for the loss resulting from

the accident, and the limitation of payments for permanent

disability to four or six years or less is illogical and will cause

hardship. But the new system is so much superior to the old

that, despite these defects, its adoption must be regarded as

a noteworthy step in social progress achieved through legis-

lation. As a concrete contrast with the awkward, expensive,

capricious working of the old liability law, the results of the

operation of the Wisconsin compensation act during the year
ended June 30, 1915, are suggestive of the improvement effected

by the change. Of all the industrial accidents occurring that

year, 93 per cent were settled between the employers and work-

men with no outside interference beyond a simple
"
approval

"

by the state Industrial Commission
; 3 per cent of the cases

were carried to the industrial commission for adjustment ;

and only one fifth of i per cent was carried to the courts.

injured workmen received for indemnity and medical expense

$1,350,000, while the administrative cost to the state was only

Philosophy of Labor Legislation. In the preceding ?!

it has been possible only in the most superficial way to call

attention to a few of the more important modern labor

It is equally impossible to discus t cly the general aspects
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jf the labor '!:..:...:.? .- i: expresses itself in legislative action.

! may be suggestive in a rather dog-
matic way to the broader aspects <

movcmet

i its alleged failure, or the breakdown of

old labor legislation in the seventeenth and eighteenth cen-

turies, fur adequate reason for concluding that the new

legisl old laws were enacted by a ruling

in behalf of that minor i: y had to contend

\\ith tin- pr:-i-vnt and growing opposition of a large ma-

lie people. They lay athwart the path of democracy.
laws have a much greater chance of success because

cannot be passed until they have the support of a ma-

, and we may now reasonably look for an administration

'uglily in symp.i r purposes,
i m

i
>roved mechanism has been developed

in the ind !x>r, or welfare commission. From the stand-

point of labor legislation the tripartite division of American

government has been deeply unfortunate. Legislatures have

enacted laws, courts have passed upon them, and executives

rred them who did not understand the conditions

and technical facts with \ y dealt. More legislative

power and more judicial power must be lodged in labor com-

missions, manned by real experts (whom we are just beginning
to train) and empowered to deal with complex labor problems

by admin; orders or, more properly perhaps, legislative

and executive orders. The original formulation of general

social policy must be left to the legislature ; ultimate constitu-

tional and judicial questions must r< th the courts ; but

all special questions, legislative, judicial, and admi

should be left as fully as possible to a body supplied with means

and time to learn the technical facts and to enlist both cmp
and employees in formulating and then observing the details

of the law.

So far as constitutional questions are concerned, the main

battle in the courts has, we believe, been won. Individualism

and freedom of contract have constituted in the past a chronic
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American disease
;
but an adequate antitoxin has been developed

in the police power. The doctrine of the police power raises

essentially a question of fact: does the condition in question gen-

uinely menace the health or morals or safety of thecommunity?
Because this is primarily a question of fact, it is vitally im-

portant that we should have commissions or officials i-mpo

to get the facts in an impartial and authoritative' way. When
we have the facts we shall recognize fully that

"
liberty

composite and mutually contradictory term; that there are

liberties rather than one single liberty; that to preserve a

deeper and more genuine liberty we must frequently sacrifice

liberties of a smaller and more superficial character, and to

preserve the liberty of the many it is sometimes necessary to

restrain the liberty of the few. If there is an inalienable ri<jht

of free contract, may an individual in the exercise of that right

bind himself to slavery for life ?

Finally it is being found that this protective legislation

protective against poverty and exploitation either by persons
or circumstances (the last is far the more important) does

not pauperize or weaken human fiber, or check the competitive

struggle for existence upon which so much is believed to depend.

Underfeeding, undereducation, underthinking, all the hand-

to-mouth vicissitudes that accompany abject poverty, under-

mine human fiber and pauperize far more effectually than state

regulation or assistance can ever do. Moreover, the modern

labor law is the antithesis of paternalism. It is the coll<

way by which the wage-earning masses help themselves; and

it is political because the evil which it seeks to remedy is polit iral

as well as individual.
" Of all national resources labor is by

far the most important. So important is it that one may
almost say that all else depends upon it. Not until a nation

has secured a body of sturdy, skillful and contented workers

can it be said to have met the first requisite to national efficiency.

. . As in the past the nation that would succeed had to-

apply itself to the training of its soldiers, so now it must apply

itself to the training of its industrial workers. We are appalled

at the suffering, loss o f
t ruction of wealth entailed
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by war and prcpar war. They are as nothing compared

misery, sickness, and death now due to the fail

society proper 1 i lie conditions under which industrial

work shall be performed. No one can calculate the loss daily

taking place as the rv ie use of feeble, untrained, dil-

uted workers." ' Labor legislation represents above all

else an organized effort to achieve national and social efficiency.

QUESTIONS
i 'ndcr what circumstances is the labor law used to determine condi-

tions of employment? What are its characteristics in this connection?

What differences are found in the determination of conditions of employ-

!>y law and by a strong trade union?

Iinrrcnce between a primary and an indirect or compound
boycott? Is the Utter lawful in the jurisdiction in which you live? Is a

I to prevent the employm< union men lawful?

1 ocs the anti-trust act of your state apply to labor organizations?

What is a conspiracy ? and what are the peculiar characteristics of the law

of conspiracy ?

4. Against what aspects or characteristics of the injunction do trade

protest?

5. Summarize the child labor laws of your state and those relating to

industrial education, continuation schools, and mothers' pensions. What

Arguments have been advanced against mothers' pensions?
I >o minimum wage laws operate to reduce all wages to the legal min-

imum ? Summarize evidence on this point from the Frankfurter-GoJdmark

and other sources.

Alhat bearing has the minimum wage on the immigration problem?
Is it socially expedient that minors living in families with adequate incomes

should be ; from working for less than the living wage?
8. Does compulsory insurance against sickness and old age tend to under-

mine or strcm?tl e reasons.

Q. Briefly summarize the law on employers' liability in your state; or

if it has a workmen's compensation act, summarize the results of that law

as given in the latest published statistics.
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CHAPTER XXIV

INTEREST

i REST is the price paid for the services of capital. Itappears
in two form- : loan interest, the amount paid by one man to an-

other for the use of money or goods owned by the latter, and

imputed interest, that portion of the value of the products of

i is at t ril>utc<l or imputed to the services of capital,

as distinct from the services of land and labor. Interest is usu-

ally measured as a percentage of the money value of capital, and

coupled with the fact that capital is often lent in the form

of money, has led to the prevalence of the idea that interest is a

payment for the use of money. This is only a partial descrip-

tion of interest, however, for it does not include imputed interest

nor the loan interest paid in the form of rentals for the use of

many forms of capital buildings, for example.

Objections to Interest Taking. It is only in modern times that interest

has been generally considered a legitimate and necessary form of income.

The strong denunciations of usury contained in both the Old and New Testa-

ments are denunciations of interest taking, for the word "
usury

"
formerly

meant any kind of interest, and not merely excessive interest, as at present.

The opinion of many classical writers is illustrated by Aristotle's dictum that
"
money was intended to be used in exchange, but not to increase at interest"

|I)uring
the greater part of the middle ages the authority and teaching of the

church was set definitely against the taking of interest in any form. In the

middle of the fourteenth century the prohibition of usury was incorporated

in the civil law. These objections, however, had reference chiefly to loan

interest, and interest on money lent for personal use at that ;
for capital was

not thought of as one of the factors in production until comparatively modern
times. In fact, by the fifteenth century, when opportunities for the profitable

use of money had appeared in such forms as the purchase of rights to receive

land rents, or partnership ventures in trade (where interest was held to be

justified by the risk incurred), the canonists (the writers on church law)

admitted the legitimacy not only of such gainful employments of money.

493
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but also, in many cases, of interest on loans. The justification of loan inter-

est took on at first many curious forms. It was regarded in some cases as

a fine for delay in the repayment of the loan, so that

to the subterfuge of lending money gratuitously lor a nominal period, tin-

real agreement being that they were to get back their K ipul, with

a fine for the delay added, at a later date. In other cases loan interest was

justified as a payment for the loss of the possible jr.. . tin lender

might have got by using his money himself. Usury, whi h at fir-

kind of loan . ume to mean interest on mon< relieve per-

sonal needs, rather than for gainful employment, then inter, st on 1

which the clement of risk was lacking, and finally, excessively hit'li ii

Today the use of capital is so prominent a feature of our produ
ods that the legitimacy of interest is not generally questioned. Socialistic

writers, however, insist that interest is only a result of the system of the pri-

vate ownership of capital, and that with the abolition of private property in

production goods what is now counted as interest would become part of the

wages of labor. It is accordingly important that we should understand

dearly why interest has to be paid, as well as that we should study the factors

determining the rate of interest. We shall find, however, that the explana-

tion of the necessity of interest is really a part of the explanation of the rate

of interest.

Inadequate Explanations of Interest. An idea that naturally

suggests itself is that interest has to be paid for the use of money
because

"
money can be profitably employed in business." But

this is only an attempt to explain loan interest by assuming the

existence of imputed interest. What we want to know is why
"
money can be profitably employed in business."

A similar, but somewhat more definite, attempt at an explana-

tion is contained in the statement that interest is paid because

capital is productive. It is pointed out that by the use of capital

goods the product of industry is greatly increased over what

could be produced by labor and land alone. This is, of course,

true, but taken alone it does not explain interest. The problem
of interest relates to the value of the product, not to the amount

of the product. There is nothing in the mere quantity o

product, taken by itself, that gives value to it. Farmers have

found more than once that a large wheat crop has sold for less

in the aggregate than a small one. The real problem of in-

terest is this : How can an entrepreneur, by the use of capital,

increase the selling value of his product enough to not only pay



actually used up in production, but also to pay in

in the form of interest uj>on the capital em-

ployed? Nor can we say that "capital produces interest."

It cannot be too strongly emphasized that neither land, nor labor,

nor capital produces v hey are simj . truments

used in the produ. > that command a price in the

market bccau human wants and will not be fur-

nisheii I he value of the prod

imputed or attributed to capital in the form of interest, a

is because of its capacity to earn interest that capital is valued.

To say that capital produces value is to reverse the true process.

Capital goods produce (or aid in the production of) other goods,

and the selling value of these produced goods is the cause of

capital value.

Why Interest can be Paid. We shall find the analysis of our

problem somewhat simpler if we divide it into two parts: first,

why interest is possible; and second, why interest must be paid.

rest can be paid, we shall assume that in-

terest must be paid if capital is to be used in production, reserv-

ing the discussion of the legitimacy of this assumption for the

ving section.

It i> t: al produ fact that

capital can be used in coSperation with land and labor in the

production of goods that makes it possible for the entre-

preneur to look upon part of his total money income as interest

on his investment of capital. Now, as we have seen, the mere

fact that capital is productive in the physical sense does not

explain interest, hut the fact that capital is used under the guid-

ance of entrepreneurs in the production of goods does explain the

possibility -st. The mere physical productivity of land

does not explain rent land will grow weeds as well as wheat ;

nor does the mere physical productivity of labor explain wages
- some men have put years into the construction of perpetual-

motion machines that are absolutely worthless. But it is the

business of the entrepreneur to see that land and labor are used

wisely ; and from his point of view they are used wisely if they

sed in the production of things that consumers want, and
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want intensely enough to pay such prices as will enable the

entrepreneur to pay the rent of tin- land and the wa^es of tin-

labor employed. Similarly, an entrepreneur will not employ

capital in any kind of production unless the prices he expo

get for his products are such as to cover the expenses incurred

in the use of capital. Nor will he knowingly use so much caj >i t al

that his product will sell for less than a smaller product would

have sold for, any more than he will knowingly produce an un-

profitably large quantity of goods by the use of too much labor

or too much land.

On the one hand, the entrepreneur has to estimate the
\
>ri

will get for his products ;
on the other hand, he has to estimate

the productivity and the expense of land, labor, and capital.

The expense of capital includes, first, the cost of the capital

actually used up in production ;
and second, interest on all of

the capital used, whether "
used up

"
or not (assuming, as previ-

ously explained, the necessity of interest). The principles that

will guide the entrepreneur as to the relative proportions of labor,

land, and capital he will use have already been discussed in

connection with the general subject of diminishing productivity.

We may, however, emphasize again the fact that productivity

must be attributed, not to
"
capital in general," but to specific

units of specific kinds of capital, used in connection with definite

amounts of land and labor; the productivity imputed to any

particular unit of capital being the precise amount of product

actually dependent upon the use of that particular unit the

amount by which the total product would be decreased if the

unit in question were not used. An entrepreneur will increase

his use of capital rather than of labor or land, when a given

expense for any kind of capital will add more to his product
than would a similar expense for labor or land.

The Necessity of Interest. Free goods, such as air or the

force of gravitation, are productive in the physical sense, in

that they are absolutely necessary to most forms of production.
The surface of Lake Michigan is used in producing the service

of transportation in essentially the same way as is capital in the

form of a railway roadbed and track. But we cannot impute
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productivity to -;-, itu units of free goods, for the simple reason

that the a is not dependent on the utiliza-

tion : .. Any foot of air could be

dispensed even con < he force of gravita-

tion as 11:: . the Great Lakes furnish pathways
.re more than sufficient for all the vessels that traverse

We do impute produi tivity to the better lands that are

used in production, because any one acre of them could not be

withdrawn from use without a diminution in the product.

The controlling reason for this difference is that the spontaneous

supply of free goods is in excess of the use that is made of them ;

upply of the better lands is limited as compare*',

the demand for them. This suggests at once why productivity

has to be imputed to specific units of capital, and that is, that

the supply of capital is limited.

I 'ply of capital limited? This question leads us

to examine the nature of the supply of capital. Ima;

society without capital carrying on its productive processes by
the use of labor and land only. So long as the members <

community produce only what they consume directly, or (if,

:e absence of capital, money economy and a system of

exchange may be imagined to prevail) so long as they spc:

money incomes for things used up immediately in the satis-

c will be no accumulation of capital.

In order that capital shall be furnished, it is necessary that some

members of the community turn aside from the production of

things that are used in the immediate satisfaction of their wants

lie production of goods that will be

r production. Whether they do this on their own

account, or whether they are paid for their work while tru

doing it by others, some postponement of the satisfaction cf

wants is necessary. In the one case those who produc
il goods give up temporarily the satisfactions which they

would have <! om the consumption goods they might
have produced. In the other case, those who arc devoting pan
of their money incomes to the payment of those who arc pro-

ducing capital goods are giving up the immediate satisfactions
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which they might have secured with the money. In either case

the production of capital involves the sacrifice of waiting on the

part of some members of the community.
But why should waiting be called a sacrifice ? Do not those

who give up present satisfactions in order that capital goods

may be produced get a full repayment if they get back in i he-

form of the products of their capital goods as much as they, for

the time being, give up? In other words, why should capital

not be furnished for productive purposes if those who furnish t lie-

capital get back an exact equivalent (in price) for the amount of

capital they have supplied? Why should an extra paymc-nt, in

the form of interest, be necessary to induce saving?
The answer to these questions is found in the difference between

our present appraisals of things to be had now and things to be

had in the future. We visualize the present more vividly than

we do the future
;
we yield sometimes to the temptation of sat i-

fying the more trivial wants of the present, even when we know
that we are thereby rendering uncertain the satisfaction of more

important wants in the future; and when we take considerable

periods of time into account, we may reasonably say that the

uncertainty of life itself gives us some ground for preferring

present to possible future satisfactions. Notwithstanding the

vast difference between civilized men and savages in this respect

for many of the latter seem to have absolutely no regard for

future needs the fact still remains that waiting is a sacrifice,

and in order to induce the saving that is a prerequisite to the

use of capital in industry, a premium or reward for waiting has

to be paid in the form of interest. This fact is the most funda-

mental thing in the explanation of interest.

It must not be inferred that, in the actual economic life of to-

day, no capital would be supplied if interest were not paid.

There are other motives that induce men to save parts of their

incomes. The desire to provide for old age and for such con-

tingencies as sickness and accident, or to make provision for

one's family in case of death, would result in a considerable

amount of saving. The mere pride of accumulation, and the

lact that the satisfaction of many important wants, such as the
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desire to own a house, or the de etgn travel, necessitate-

.ulual at n of what is to roqst persons a consider-

able sum <>f money, must also be given due weight. Moreover,
\es would in it.sclf in n to invest or

v;i\i-| funds in productive undertakings if no interest

at all were paid. I "is would be a matter of indifference,

for savings mi as well be hoarded. But a very low

i difference and

to bring about their invr productive undertakings.
this low interest rate, however, would be sufficient to

balance, in some additional cases, the difference between the

resent wants and the . of future wants,

so that in these cases, in turn, spending or saving would be a

matter of indifference an that would in its turn

be overcome by a slight increase in the interest ra

similar way e\ :vase in the interest rate would induce

more persons to save and would induce n hose who were

already saving a part of tlu-ir incomes to save a larger propor-
tion

i time, accordingly, the interest rate is con^

ably necessary to secure a large part of the waiting

devolves upon those who furnish capital funds for pro-
diu-tive purposes. It i> just high enough, to be a.

e for marginal waiting, which is the waiting that

woul<! : crest rate jrcre any lower. It

! 5 per cent, a dollar today is worth a !

and five cents a year from today, not to all savers, but to the

marginal sa\

Investment. We have seen that t

-ites in ti l>eoplesa ioney

es. and '

-.as to be paid

persons are said to get a

speaking, tl: ^s are not produ

capital at all, in the sense in which the word "
prodi:

used in this book. Productive capital i

; ines, raw materials, merchants' stocks of finished product*.
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and the like. Savings are not productive capital in this

but the process by which they are- transmuted into productive

capital is a >implc and familiar one. The simplest case is where

the entrepreneur saves part of his own money income and uses

his savings in the purchase of additional capital goods, the selling

value of the products of which he estimates will be large enough
to repay him for his waiting, as well as to replace his capit;:

is used up, that is, to earn interest for him as well as repay the

principal. Or, the entrepreneur may borrow money directly

from others who have saved it, agreeing to pay annual ini

and in addition to repay the amount of the loan the principal

at some specified time. In the complex economy of the pres-

ent, however, it very often happens that the entrepreneur who
can use money profitably and the man who has surplus funds to

invest do not arrange the transaction directly. Savings are
"
placed at interest

"
in savings banks, insurance companies, or

other financial institutions, and it is to such institutions that the

entrepreneur who thinks that he can use more capital profit-

ably applies for loans.

Very often the entrepreneur is a corporation rather than an

individual, but the same three methods of obtaining capital are

open to it. The corporation may choose to reinvest some of its

net earnings in productive forms of capital rather than to pay
them all out in dividends to its stockholders. When in need of

money to meet a temporary emergency, the corporation may
borrow from banks just as the individual entrepreneur does.

When in need of money for more permanent investment in the

durable forms of capital goods, the corporation usually issu

own interest-bearing obligations in the form of bonds, which it

sells to banks, insurance companies, and other financial institu-

tions, as well as to individuals. Bond issues are merely on<

of borrowing money. But whether the money funds are fur-

nished by the entrepreneur or by others, the formation of capital

necessitates, first, the saving of parts of money incomes, and

second, the use of the funds thus secured in the purchase of

capital goods. The expression
"
investment of money

"
is used

as a short way of describing this twofold process.
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The Replacement o Ctpiul It U dear, then, that saving
i necessitates waiting, is a prerequisite to the formation of

new capital, that is, to an increase of the supply of capital already
in existence. But at any g> the capital already in exist-

ence forms a very large proportion of the total supply of capital,

t may be thought that the present interest rate does not

affect this portion of the supply. We must, however, take into

considerat ict that almost all kinds of capital are being

iiially used up in production. This using up may be a

matter of a single use, as in the case of fuel or raw materialv

may be a gradual wearing out, as in the case of a machine, but

Inferences are differences in degree of durability rather

than differences in kind.

As we have seen, the entrepreneur will normally not employ

any given additional unit of capital unless he expects to get

enough from the selling value of the added product to replace

the capital actually used up in production as well as to pay
interest. This means that if the entrepreneur's estimates ;

correct, part of the money income he gets for his product may
be regarded as a replacementfund, sufficient in amount to replace

the capital used up in production.

We must not, however, make the error of thinking of the

replacement fund as definite in quantity. Whether or not any
>f capital produces enough to furnish a replacement fund,

depends on whether the entrepreneur's estimate is a correct one.

There is no reason why unproductive forms of capital should be

ntart in amount. He would be a foolish business man, for

instance, who would keep rt D amount of n

in raw materials in the face of a diminishing demand for the fin-

ished product. Even if enough income is earned to form a re-

placement fund, the capital used up need not be replaced unless

the entrepreneur so chooses. A farmer may have saved for

years in order to buy a reaper. The reaper will enable him to

raise more wheat, or, possibly, to produce the same amount of

wheat at less expense. In cither case it will mean an increase

money income. He may. if he chooses, set aside enough
of this added income so that, when the first reaper wears out. his
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accumulated funds will replace it. From one point of view we

may say that in thi> way- the reaper
"
replao lint the

farmer may, if he prefers, use all of his increased iiu <>m<- in the

purchase of additional comforts and luxuries for himself and his

family. In deciding whether he will replace- his cai>ital or in-

crease ^cnt consumption, he will he guided by
kind of an estimate of the relative importance of pn -cut and

future wants on the one ha ml, and of the amount which the

capital will add to his income, on the other hand, that guided

him in the original saving which led to the purchase of th.

reaper.

Similar illustrations can be found in other kinds of undertak-

ings. Many business enterprises have failed because bu

men have "
lived beyond their incomes " which often m

simply that they have not replaced their capital so rapidly as

they have used it up. Many American railways have main-

tained a specious prosperity for many years by paying
"
un-

earned dividends
"

;
that is, by letting their capital (roadbed,

rolling stock, buildings, etc.) deteriorate through not expending

enough of their gross income in the maintenance of their way
and equipment.
The stock of capital in existence at any one time is the result of

past saving. But this stock of capital cannot be maintained intact

without more saving. From this point of view we may say that

the sacrifice of present satisfactions for future satisfactions

which society undergoes in order to reap the advantages of

capitalistic production is not something that is done "
once for

all," but is a continuous sacrifice.

The Shifting of Investment. As a matter of fact, a large

amount of the capital that is used up in production is not re-

placed, for the simple reason that entrepreneurs find that some

particular kinds of capital are not profitable ;
that is, they do

not add enough to the selling value of the entrepreneur's total

product to repay them for their cost (including interest and

repayment of principal). It may happen that the entrepreneur

has been mistaken as to the technical efficiency (or productivity)

of his capital, or that he has overestimated the demand for his
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icts. New inventions or new methods of production may
lessen :mg power of part of the existing stock of

us changes in demand may have a similar

hese new methods of production and

these changes in demand are making new forms of capital prof-

itable replace !

"
were a definite and

.innual si uld not be entirely devoted to replacing

the particular kinds of capital that had been used up in produc-
1 be a continual less prof-

ile more profitable forms of cap

<iid that capital is transferred from one indus-

;ie locality to another, or from one

Siuh expressions are misleading. Capital

goods arc illy transferred in this fashion, although in

il cases it may happen.
1 These statemc

mean tal changes, as when a

sells his holdin to another capitalist and invests

st important
ransfcrrai

"
is through that gradual

i has just

been described.

The Relation of the Durability of Capital Goods to Invest-

ment. The ease with which investments may be shifted

forms of i Especially important in this

lur.ihility of capital. As has been already

suggested, some forms of capital are destroyed as ca]

ds used in a manufacturing
establishment and the nu r ck in trade belong to this

category. The merchant's st ide becomes consump-
tion goods in the hands of consumers; raw materials reappear
in the finished product, as do other forms of capital for that

Ithough in a less obvious sense. But tl mains

that these particular forms of capital invest

cs only once, and when they are once used by the entre-

r example, tome fenendly used kind* of machinery (such a* lathr*.
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prcneur for the purpose for which they were intended, they

cease to be capital, even though they may have successors in

new forms of capital.

From such tran>ient forms of capital we may pass by insensible

gradations to capital goods which yield a long succession of

ices, the series culminating in such durable forms of capital as

buildings used for productive purposes, or railway roadbeds. If

a particular form of capital lasts for exactly a year the period
of time usually taken as a unit in the computation of the rate

of interest estimating the expense of employing such capital

i- a very simple matter. If, for example, the rate of in:

which an entrepreneur sets as his minimum is 6 per cent, hi- v. ill

not invest Siooo in such capital unless he estimates that it will

increase his product by an amount that will sell for at least

$1060.

In the case of the more transient forms of capital, however, the

computation is usually made by taking into account the " rate

of turnover." A manufacturer may be constantly buyin

materials and making them into finished products. If the raw

materials purchased during a year cost $3000, but if, on the

average, only Siooo is invested in raw materials at any one

time, the capital is said to be
"
turned over

"
three times during

the course of the year. The interest rate is computed only on

the average amount of capital
"

tied up," so that interest of 2

per cent on each turnover would amount to 6 per cent on the

actual investment of money.
In the case of the more durable forms of capital the computa-

tion is more complicated. Here the entrepreneur has to take

into account not only the original expense of the capital good and

the amounts which it will add to his annual product, but also its

durability, and the fact that a large part of the income which it

will earn for him is future income. This future income, as we

have seen, will not be appraised so highly as the same amount of

present income would be.

The Expense and Price of Capital. When we speak of the

cost or expense of capital, we may have in mind either one of

two distinct things. We may mean (i) the price paid by the
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rcncur fur the loan of the money funds which he ii

in specific kinds of capital goods, or we may mean (2) the prices

paid for the capital goods themselves. The first thing is, of

coarse, loan ii ^ simply a matter of the

market prices of commodities. It is this second thing the

mark* >f capital goods that we wish to consider at

this point. As commodities, these capital goods come under

the general laws of value and price, and most of what has

been said in earlier chapters about the valu. c onsump-
tion goods holds just as true in respect to the valuation of

these production goods. Their price at any given lime is

> be fixed rather close to the point where demand and

supply would be in equilibrium. In the long run their values

if they are not patented products, hut arc pro-

duced cannot get very far away from the expenses of produc-

ing t!

Hut there is one fundamental difference which has been sug-

gested in other connections. Consumption goods are valued

because they satisfy human wants, and the in: : the

wants which particular units of goods satisfy have, through

the principle of marginal utility, a very direct relation to

market values. Capital goods do not satisfy human wants

y ; they command a price simply because they aid in

the production of goods that do satisfy human wants din

The demand for them, as we have seen, is the a .cur's

interpreta: ie demand for their products. The law of

diminishing productivity bears about the same relation to the,

determination of their values that the law of diminishing

utility does to the determination of the values of consumption

goods.

As in the case of the demand for labor, the elasticity of the

demand for a particular sort of capital goods is affected not

only (i) by the fact that the higher the price of the capital,

i^her will have to be the price of the product, and, conse-

v, the smaller will be the quantity of the product that

can be sold, but also (2) by the fact that when the price of any
y of capital goods is relatively high, the entrepreneurs
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will economize in the use of that particular kind of capital and

will use relatively more labor, relatively more land, and rela-

tively more of the other forms of capital. The first of these

facts is a corollary- of the law of diminishing utility ;
the second,

a corollary of the law of diminishing productivity.

This analysis of the price of capital goods relates, however,

only to the supply of new capital goods. After capital goods
are once definitely installed in industrial u>es, its selling value

is determined solely by its ability to earn an income for its

owner. If the entrepreneur has overestimated the technical

efficiency of a machine or the salability of its products, that U,

if he has overestimated its income-yielding power, he may find

that its money value to him is less than the price he paid for it.

Here, however, we have to note an important distinction be-

tween free capital and specialized capital.

Free and Specialized Capital. By free capital we mean

capital that has a number of different possible uses, or that can

be transferred from one industry or one establishment to an-

other. Specialized capital is capital that can be used for only

one purpose, and that cannot be transferred from one c-tali-

lishment or industry to another. The capital invested in the

construction of a railway roadbed, or in the digging of an irri-

gation ditch, is absolutely specialized. The roadbed and the

irrigation ditch are of use only in connection with the particular

transportation or agricultural undertakings for which they were

constructed. If the undertakings should fail, the value of these

specialized forms of capital would be absolutely wiped out. A

manufacturing firm may invest a large amount of money in

new models of specially designed machinery. If the new
machines prove unsuccessful, their value may sink to what they
will sell or as scrap iron.

Free capital is found in such forms as tools, machines of the

standard models that are used in different establishments in

the same industry, or even in different industries . raw mate rials

that can be made up into different kinds of finished products
and the like. A farmer who stocks his farm with dairy cattle,

but finds his land unsuited for a dairy farm, does not incur a
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total loss on his investment, for he can sell his cattle to some

fanner who can make profitable use of them.

The distinction here emphasized is only one of degree. We
have - i a considerable varit ins that are partly
free a :ch capital is capit s best

adapted to one specific purpose nay also be put to

uses. One frequently sees buildings, originally erected for

office purposes on a badly chost a have been give over

to small man i ^ concerns. A building intended

y may serve fairly well as a warehouse.

imi>ortance of these d es in the fact that the

possil e uses forms a barrier to the deprecia-

tion of the selling value of such free capital as is found to

less income in some particular use than was expected by the

t-ntrt uch goods can yield a larger income in some
other use, they can be transferred (through a change in the

of the entrepreneur's business or through sale or lease to

other entrepreneur^ to this more profitable use. Such trans-

mally taking place in actual business.

Capital and Land. The analysis of the process by v

capital goods are priced opens the way for a consideration of a

m that has been suggested in earlier pages, the rea-

he economic distinction between capital and land.

Some points of similarity art obvious: land and capital are

valued according to their income-yielding power. The

selling value of land, like the selling value of capital, b based in

large measure on the capitalization of the pros] icome

to be derived from it. From the p' lew of the in<

irchase of land for productive purposes b an
1 mcnt of money just as truly as b the purchase of c

goods.

there are equally obvious differences:

man-made." The amount of land b
d a It that holds true whether we ha

mind the land actually avail.-. productive uses under

r we have in mi \vhote

: the earth. The supply of capital, on the other hand,
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is capable of indefinite extension. It may IK* said, of course

that an extension of transport facilities, by which the available

supply of land is increased, is a "
production of land." This

is, however, only a figurative use of the word "
production."

In this figurative sense the growth of a city, by which barren

areas become desirable building lots or factory sites, is like-

wise a "
production of land." The recent opening up of the

Canadian Northwest has been due to the production of c

in the form of railways. The land was already there, but the

necessary form of capital was lacking. Another distinction

is found in the fact that land, in its most essential qualiti

a permanent thing, while capital is of all possible degrees of

durability.

These obvious physical differences between land and capital

would hardly justify us in drawing a line between them in a

discussion of the distribution of wealth unless these physical

differences were the causes of differences in the ways in which

the incomes from land and capital are determined differ-

ences, that is, between rent and interest. Here, again, we find

points of similarity and points of difference. The points of

likeness become prominent when we view the mechanism of

wealth production as it exists at any given time, but become less

significant as we shift our view to the forces at work through a

considerable period of time.

If, for example, we could take something like an instantaneous

photograph of the processes of the production and distribution

of wealth, we would see no important differences between the

capital and the land used in production. We would see that

'

y is equipped with a stock of capital goods, in all stages

of wear, of all possible degrees of technical efficiency, and vary-

ing greatly in fitness or adaptability to the work of producing
the particular products that consumers are demanding. Not

all of these capital goods are yielding an income that is suffi-

cient to provide for their replacement as they wear out, and in

a rid it ion to pay a surplus, or premium, in the form of interest.

Some, it is true, may be yielding even more than the amount

necessary for these purposes. Machinery of new and excep-
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ttonally efficient sorts, but not as yet of widespread or general

raw materials or dealers' stocks of goods that, by reason of

a sudden increase in demand, are selling at an exceptionally

, such capital goods may be earning considerably

more than interest and replacen

On the other hand, we would see a large amount of capital in

s as obsolete kinds of machines, ill-planm

buildings, raw materials or dealers' stocks in trade that were

bought in expectation of a demand that did not materialize.

Capital goods may earn considi : than intcre

replacement. When capital is once fixed in definite forms, the

original money cost of the capital does not enter

into the question of the profitableness of using it. An entre-

preneur who borrows money to invest in capital goods has to

repay the interest and ultimately the principal of the loan,

whether this particular cnt of capital proves suffu ;

remui or not. In accounting practice such expenses
are called

"
fixed charges," because they go on whether the cap-

ital is used profitably or not. In fart, the entrepreneur will

to his advantage to use the capital, rather than to let it

c, so long as its use adds anything to his total net income.

A machine may thus be worth usin- not worth replac-

ing ;
dealers can better afford to sell their goods for less than

they paid for them than not to sell them at all
; a landlord will

.i building at a very low rate, r. IB to let i

remain vacant. Capital goods that are just bar :h us-

ing may be called
"
marginal capital goods," and are, from our

present viewpoint, analogous to marginal land. At any given

H, the existing capital goods which it does not pay to

use may be thought of as
" below the margin/' while the income

yielded by the better capital goods may be thought of as a

rent of ca alogous in many ways to the rent of land.

hie reason Professor Marshall has called the income from

1 1 goods, when the point of view takes into account only

a short period of time, quasi-rfnt.

\ve shift our point of view so as to take

longer period of time, we see an important difference
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between the income from land and the income from capital

We see, then, that society's stock of capital is a shifting thing.

On the one hand, it is being continually depleted on account of

the fact that, in tin- process of production, capital goo<

being used up or worn out, or because they an in some cases

passing for other reasons below the margin ot profitable use.

On the oilier hand, the stock of capital is continually being

replenished by the investment of savings in new for:

capital goods. Most of these investments merely replace

tal that has been worn out or used up, but some, and in a pro-

gressive society, a considerable proportion, represent tin

tion of new forms of capital.

Now, as we have seen, the investment of savings in capital

goods is guided by the estimales thai enlrepreneurs make of Un-

profitableness of these investments, the criterion of the profit-

ableness of any possible investment being its ability at 1

replace the principal and provide for the interest on the money
invested. When experience has shown that particular forms

of capital will not measure up to this standard of profitableness,

these forms will not be replaced as they wear out. When
certain forms of capital enable entrepreneurs to get any con-

siderable surplus over and above interest and replacement, the

tendency will be, so far as competition rules (that is, so far as

monopoly, as in the case of patented machinery, does not pre-

vent), to increase the investments in these forms of capital, and

in this way to force the earnings of these specially advantageous

forms of capital down to the common level of interest and

replacement. Just as the expense of producing consumption

goods forms a
" normal price," to which their actual prices

(under competitive condition) continually trad to approxi-

mate, so the expenses incttrred in investments in capital form
a "normal remuneration of capital" toward which its actual

earnings continually tend. Similarly, the price of capital,

although actually determined at any one time, like the price

of land, by its ability to earn an income for its possessor, tends

in the long run to approximate the expense of producing capi-

tal. This expense includes, it must be remembered, both the
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ost of new capital goods and the expense of in-

in money cost. Xorwal interest is the interest on

ejorm of loanable Ju: is.

Lan- irse, has because it has no ex-

pense, of ' al

>rtancc, but has an important bearing upon many social

^. For example, when we take a long period of time

into account, no s 'as an "
unearned increment

"
ap-

pear value of capital. Productivity has to be imputed

ipital because its ason of its expenses
ami by reason of the sacrifices in > wait-

while pnxii: imputed to the better lands simply
because When we
measure rent as a return per acre (or other unit) of land, and

rest as a percentage on the money invested, we recognize

fundamt Between rent and interest. That

ved for some purposes as interest on the money
1 that interest n larly be viewed

(at a : time) as a "
quasi-rent

"
of capital goods, does

i hi- fundamt; ire of the distinct.

We have seen that the shifting of investment by which the

earnings of capital an <> tend toward a normal standard

is easier in the case of the more transient forms of capital

than in the case of the more durable forms. The more durable

a capital good, the more nearly is me derived from it

analogous to the rent of land. As was suggested in the discus-

necessary or advisable to draw a hard a

fast line between capital and land. Permanent investments

apital in the form of improvem< land may very
be regarded as land. The farmer who is contemplating

.Hi ML* a drainage system or an irrigation system for his

land views such an investment, at the time, as an investment

of capital. But when the capital is definitely incorporated
land in these permanent forms, there is no reason w

ould be called capital rather than land. The total income

led by the improved acres will, in all essential particulars,

be land rent.
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The distinction which we have drawn In i ;>ital

land is not H mere matter of names. It makes little dii'ierence

whether we eall one group of productive age ;>itnl
"

and another group
"
land

"
or whether we cl.i-s all of these

productive agents together (as many >ts do) under the

name of "capital." The important thing is that we should

clearly that there is one group of productive agent > whose

rents" are determined in the long run by the rate of

interest on loanable funds, and that there is another grou;

productive agents whose earnings are not so determined.

Capital and Consumption Goods. There are also some

points of likeness between capital and the more durable forms

of consumption goods. The person who buys a piano is not

only satisfying his present wants, but expects to get from it a

long period of use, extending into the future. The purchase of

any durable consumption good is in this way one form of sav-

ing for the future. Moreover, such provisions for future wants

will not be made unless we feel that present provision for 1 1

future wants is important enough to justify us in giving up
some possible present satisfaction.

These facts must be taken into account in any full analysis

of the valuation of consumption goods, but they do not justify

us in obliterating the line between capital and consumption

goods. Consumption goods yield directly an income of satis-

factions; capital yields a money income. A merchant's stock

in trade is capital because it will yield a money income to its

possessor; when sold to consumers, the same goods become

consumption goods because they yield an income of satisfac-

tions. In short, the distinction between capital and consump-
tion goods is based upon one of the most fundamental things

in the existing economic system the fact that the incomes

which men receive for the productive services of their capital

are money incomes.

Capital and Wages. In most undertakings wages are

advanced to workmen engaged in the production of goods before

the goods are sold. A farmer, for example, has to pay his

harvest hands and other workmen before he receives any money
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from the sale of his wheat. Whether he borrows the amount

needed for wages, or whether he pays them out of his own sav-

ings, interest on the amount advanced has to be counted among
the expenses of production, and the wages advanced are, for

me being, an investment of capital. In most manufactur-

ing establishments a more or less lengthy average period of

time elapses between the work actually done by the workmen and
the sale of the products of their work. In such establishments

>iderable amount of capital i - invested in wage advances.

This does not mean that we are to consider the laborers as being
in any sense capital For the gradual process by which the

raw material becomes the finished product is itself a continuous

investment of capital All of the various expenses of production

on really dijferent ways of investing money in capital goods.

cost of the raw material all of the expenses (including

wages and payments of rent and interest as well) incurred in

order to produce the finished product of the establishment,

and you have simply the total in\v>tment in capital goods in

>nn of the finished product. A complete inventory of

capital goods would include then (in addition to buildings,

.) not only raw materials and the finished prod-

ucts that are ready for sale to consumers, but also the prod-

ucts on hand at any one time in a partly finished state. Thus,

though the payment of wages is often an investment of capital,

it must be remembered that the payment of wages is only one

of the ways in which money Is invested in jconcrete, definite,

il goods.

Competitive Investment. Thus far our discussion has run

in terms of the investment of money in what we have just called
14

concrete, definite, capital goods," to be used in the produc-
>f other goods. We have pictured entrepreneurs and

ilists as servants of society, as investing mom

producing the things people want and are willing to pay for.

Hut in order to portray some of the essential facts of modem

;>risc this picture has to be modified. Business

inly interested in acquisition rather than in pro-

1 n making money rather than in making goods. From
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the point of view of both the entrepreneur and tin- <

money is invested to yield an income rather than to imTea.se i In-

aggregate output of consumable goods.

In part, and in very large part, it is true, investments yield an

income because they further the production of things that

v human wants. Such is the case in general with (income-

yielding) investments in agriculture and in other iixh

where the products of competing establishments cannot l>e

extinguished, one from another, and are sold in a gi

market where prices are fixed very accurately by general com-

petitive conditions. But there is left a very important field of

enterprise in which the entrepreneur may find it worth while

to invest large amounts of money in
"

selling expenses.''

in a very general but roughly accurate way, these expense

incurred, not in producing things people want, but in inducing

people to want the particular things the entrepreneur has for

sale. Advertising expenditures are the most obvious form of

such investments. Part of the salaries paid to traveling sales-

men must also be placed under this head. Sometimes a new

establishment will be created, with full knowledge of the fact

that it must run at a loss until a demand for its products is

developed. Such losses are investments of this type. Two
thirds or more of the aggregate expenses of many establishments

making patent medicines are selling expenses. And in the manu-

facture and sale of other products enormous investments are

made with the purpose of creating and holding a market for

goods marked by particular brands and trade-marks. A note-

worthy feature of modern business is the attempt on the part of

manufacturers and wholesalers to influence the demand of ulti-

mate consumers through advertising.

From the point of view of the individual competitor such

expenses and the expenses of buying or making capital goods

are alike
"
investments." But they are competitive, ac

tive, investments rather than socially productive investments.

Their purpose is not to satisfy an existing demand but to shift

demand from other channels. So far as such expenditures

succeed in gaining trade, the capitalized income-yielding power
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of a business undertaking will be greater than the
"
capital

values
"

that can l>< imputed to the stock of capital goods on

hand. These surplus capital values, embodied only in the

:enccs of consumers for particular products, may !.

recorded, like other values, in the actual price paid when the

I.UMIU-^ U |d !.

This is not to say that all selling expenses are from the social

(xiini of view wasteful Some of the things for which a mar-

is created may be better things, judged by rational

standards, than the things which they displace. Moreover,
ruthful advertising i tly a real help to

rd by the range of alternative choices

open to him, and often without knowledge of the qualities of
'

goods or of icss to serve his purposes. But
- only an .il and by no means a necessary result of

these competi They may sometimes lead to

the education of the c hut they may also lead to the

cxplo i I weakness and ignorance. Am 1 in e i the r case they

the social process of the
"
pro >f goods."

The Flow of Money Income. We now come to the heart of

our problem, the analysis of the general forces determining

the rate of interest. For this purpose we shall find it conven-

10 examine the general process of the flow of money
'

income. There is a continuous flow of money income through

the hands of . [>earing first in the form of the

prices that are paid them for their goods, then (negl<

profits) in their own payments for labor, land, and capital,

reappearing in the prices which those who furnish these

agents in production pay for other goods, and so on in a con-

tinua ing cycle of income and outgo.

This process is made more complicated, however, by the fact

that not all of the entrepreneur's expenses appear directly as

wages, or inten >nsiderable pan, and in many
cases (as in mercantile establishments), the largest part 01

expenditures is for various concrete forms of capital, raw

> Uring the word money in its trade* MM
as ire used in makinf payment*.
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materials, dealer's stocks of goods, machines, etc., and for

advertising as well. Here a part of the money income received

by the entrepreneur in the form of the
;

1 for his own

goods emerges in the prices which he pays for the goods sold by
other entrepreneurs and which, in turn, make up a part of their

money incomes. But this other class of entrepreneurs who

supply capital goods rather than consumj ods are

subject to the same necessity of expending their money in.

in the payment of wages, rent, and interest, and in the pin

of different kinds of capital goods. To push the analysis still

further would obviously lead us only into needless repetition.

One important fact, however, appears clearly: If we could

trace the expense of producing any consumption good lack

through all the long series of services and of production goods
that have contributed to its making we would find that this

expense reduces itself, ultimately, to rent, wages, and interest, not

counting what remains in the entrepreneur's hands as profits.

Part of the flow of money income passes through the hand

chain of entrepreneurs, but it nevertheless originates in the

prices that consumers pay for the things that satisfy

wants and emerges in the form of the payments made for the

productive services of land, labor, and capital.

Yet another correction must be made, however, to fit this

picture of part of the economic process more closely to the facts.

The money which consumers pay for particular commodities

does not usually constitute the actual fund with which the

entrepreneur pays for the labor, the land, and the capital goods
used in the production of those particular commodities. Still

less does it constitute the actual fund from which the entre-

preneurs who supply the necessary capital goods pay their

expenses, or from which the expenses of still more remote stages

in the process of production are paid. The roundabout, in-

direct methods which characterize modern production, and

which involve the division of the productive process among
countless different undertakings, take time. The goods which

consumers buy today are the result of a long series of produc-

tive efforts extending back indefinitely into the past. Simi-
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.r."luriive efforts of today avail but relatively little

toward the satisfaction of present wants, for they are in large

part directed to forwarding, often in the m.-t indirect ways,
i he prodm lion of things that will come to a final fruition in tin-

satisfaction of human wants only in the more or less remote

futi;

The Annual Product and the Social Dividend. Viewed in

this way the annual product of society is something very differ-

ent from the social dividend. The year's work is begun with an

equip economic goods of all kinds, finished goods in

tiu fiands of dealers and manufacturers, goods in all stages of

completion, growing crops, factory and mercantile buildings,

machines, and all the auxiliary apparatus of production in a

< (I or unfinished state. The annual product includes all

the additions made to this stock of goods, and all that is accom-

-varding such goods as are destined for human

consumption towards the form, place, and time in which and

they are wanted. It includes all that is done in a

similar way to forward, n and increase the stock of

production goods. It includes also ail the personal services

that command a money payment which are not embodied in

concrete goods, but which confer their benefits in the very in-

stana orraance.

But while the productive efforts of society are thus constantly

building up and modifying the stock of economic goods, this

stock is continually being depleted in various ways. The
instruments of production are constantly wearing out, 01

being cast aside on account of the introduction of either more

it appliances or more efficient methods which utilize

other appliances. Then, too, as the final outcome of

i- process there is a constant stream of finished

mption goods passing into the hands of consumers. The
social dividend consists of this flow of consumption goods, to-

with those direct personal services which do not ha

\ with the titling of goods for human
ss satisfy wants and com-

mand a money payment. While the social dividend is to a
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large extent the outcome uf past \\ork ;md effort, the annual

product is very largely a pi Mr futuri

What is the effect of all these c i upon on :

of i he flow of mo: it the

.- which

by tiu-m in the payment of th< IBC8 of production, and

that the money which they in turn pay to other entrepreneurs

rms of capital goods is used in the payment of

expenses of production. But the prices con .re paying
are for goods, the expenses of producing

<T part) already been paid. If \ve should !; the

expenses of producing
'

in producing 1

consumption goods our >earch would lead us into the more

remote past, while still further analysis of the e\

duction would discover an increasing number of itions

running back into the still more distant past. Th
flow of money income, originating in the prices paid by con-

sumers, passes, as we have seen, through the hands of a chain

of entrepreneurs and in this process gets ultimately into the

hands of laborers, capitalists, and landlords. But most of the

productive services which are thus remunerated are services

which will avail toward the satisfaction of future rather than of

present wants. In other words, the prices paid for consumers'

shares in the social dividend constitute (save for an important

exception to be noted presently) the fund which pays for the

annual product. The productive efforts of the past, which satisfy

the wants of today, were paid for out of past income, while the

present work of producing goo^^ that will be ripe for consumption

only in the future is paid for out of present income. In this fact

lies the kernel of the interest problem.

Investment a Cumulative Process. Xot only, as we have

does the entrepreneur invest in such things as machines

and buildings, but his purchases of raw materials, his advances

of wages to laborers, the interest which he pays on borrowed

capital, the rent or the purchase price which he pays for

land, and his various competitive selling expenses are also in-

vestments. No such investments can be regarded as remu-
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nerative unless the entrepreneur gets in the selling prices of his

^h to provide interest upon such outlays as well an

to co utUys ttu-mselves. These facts have already
it at fir confined our

analysis to the <M ;.enditures of the individual

ir. The full significance of the role which capital plays in

<-s not appear until we view the activities

as only a link in the continuous chain of

fa up the productive process.

Tin- special significance in this con; ^ the fact

xlucts sold by some entrepreneurs constitute

the capital goods (raw materials, productive appliances, a

Using me<! txnight by <>' rpreneurs. When one

cmrej. >clls his products to an<> cneur his

1 of
"
waiting

"
is completed, so far as his advances of

money fu: production of these particular units of goods
are concerned. But the

"
waiting

"
is only

oilier entrepr. 10 adds further expenditures of money
ets his remuneration from '.he sale of his product,

i mportant > which this analysis leads is that

(so far as vpreneurs have been accurate in their esti-

mates) the prices which consumers are paying today for finished

goods >t only all the actual money exjK-nditures which

have been made in the pa> production of these goods,

but also the interest on all such expenditures from the time

verc made up to the time of the sale of the finished goods
:< ultimate consumer.

Similarly the expenditures made by entrepreneurs today in

roductkm of goods that will directly or indirectly satisfy

future wants must (so far as these entrepreneurs and those who
; r remaining steps in the productive process are

accurate in their ^timmtes) be covered, together with accrued

interest, by the prices which consumers will pay in the future.

Preseat waate are satisfied by means of the productive efforts of

the past. These productive etT re paid for out of past

ie, hut the outlays were made in the expectation that pres-

ices would suffice to repay them, with interest. A par-
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ticular entrepreneur may be interested only in disposing of hi-

products at remunerative prices to the entrepreneurs who stand

next to him in the productive series, hut this docs not alter Un-

essential nature of investment, which, from the social point of

, is a cumulative process.

The Sources of Investment Funds. The gross money in-

come of entrepreneurs furnishes by far the most important part

of the current supply of investment funds, and the most im-

portant form of investment is found in the entrepreneur's

customary practice of
"
putting money back into the husiness."

That this way of investing money is customary, even habitual,

does not mean that the amount as well as the particular forms

of such investments is not a matter subject to the discretion

of the entrepreneur. So far as the entrepreneur is not hampered

by contracts (with customers, other entrepreneurs, money
lenders, landlords, or laborers) he is free to do as he pleases

with his income. As a matter of fact he is likely to devote a

fairly constant proportion of it to the replacement of the capital

goods that are being used up or worn out and to the other

necessary expenses of continued production.

It rarely happens, however, in any undertaking, that income

and expenditure are so nicely adjusted and so evenly distributed

through the year that the one always suffices to provide for the

other. A temporary surplus may be followed by a temporary
deficit. Transfers of goods on credit, helped out by the in>t it u-

tion of banking, smooth over some of these irregularities. More-

over, while the entrepreneur need not continue to renew his

capital investments unless he chooses, he is at liberty to d<

more than this if he deems it advisable. That is, his profits

the excess of his gross income over and above Us current and

normal capital expenditures may be used for additional ca| >\ \ a 1

expenditures.

Still another source of capital funds is found in the rent, wages,

and interest into which, as we have seen, the expenses of produc-

tion ultimately resolve themselves. For so far as these forms of

income are saved by their recipients, rather than expended im-

mediately for consumption goods, they may be lent directlv or
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IP. ugh savings i as to entrepreneurs. This is the

important exception, previously mentioned, to the statement

that" Uu-prut^p Burners' shares in the social dividend

constitute the fund which pays for the annual product." The
truth is that as the flow of money income passes from entre-

preneur to entrepreneur, a part only, although the larger part, is

put into i\pni. inures for gain. The residuum is used by entre-

preneurs in paying for their own shares in the social dividend.

In much the same way the money income received by those who
furnish labor, land, or capital is only in part paid back to entre-

preneurs in return for consumption goods, the residuum being

put (through loans to entrepreneurs) into expenditures for gain.

The Interest Rate. It will be seen, then, that as the flow

of money income passes through the hands of entrepreneurs,

laborers, capitalists, and landowners, it is divided into few

streams, one of which goes to pay for the present goods that have

been produced in the past, while the other goes to pay for the

present expenses of forwarding the production of goods for future

nption. This division represents a kind of social balanc-

ing of possible prest actions over against the larger future

us which the productive use of capital makes possible.

On the one hand we have the entrepreneurs' estimates of how
much specific amounts of capital funds are worth to them,

estimates which involve judgments as to the amount of salable

product dependent upon the use of these specific amounts of

capital funds, the prices that can be got for such products, and

the period that will elapse before they will be remuner-

ated for such mts. On the other hand we have the

judgments of those who supply capital funds as to the n

importance of future and present satisfactions. The interest

ill normally be fixed, of course, at a point where the supply
and demand of money funds for investment will be in equi-

librium. 1

1 Short -time fluctuations tn the interest rate are dependent very largely on the

condition of bank reserve*. This relation has been explained fa the dupten on

money and banking In the long run. however, it is the
"

i

\ the important thing.
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The process of production involves the expenditure of rent,

wages, and interest for returns of all possible degrees of futurity.

and a consequent comparison and balancing of the productivitx

of investments for shorter and longer periods of time. That is.

social estimates 1 of productivity are estimate of the relative

importance of the ultimate products, realizable at dii

periods of time in the future, that are dependent upon sj

present expenditures in the form of rent, wages, or ini

Or, in other words, there is a continuous ejfort to make tin

advantageous of all the various possible combinations of laftd, labor,

and waiting. For just as rent, wages, and interest are the

ultimate expenses of production, so the ultimate factors in

production may be said to be land, labor, and wailing.

The entrepreneur bases his demand for investment funds

upon his estimate of the demand for his products, together with

his estimate of the relative economy of the use of methods rail-

ing for greater or less degrees of
"
roundaboutness," involving

different amounts of waiting on the part of himself and of

others who supply him with investment funds. This means

that the interest rate is itself one of the factors determining

the demand for waiting. The higher the rate of interest, the

greater will be the expense of using roundabout methods, in-

volving much waiting.

The supply of waiting varies with the interest rate. Other

things being equal, the higher the interest rate, the larger will be

the parts of money incomes that will be saved rather than spent

immediately in the satisfaction of wants. It has sometimes been

said that saving increases as wealth increases, [f this is taken to

mean that the larger the income of the individual, the 1,

other things being equal, will be the amount he will save, the

statement probably expresses a general truth. The larger the

income, the less important are the immediate wants dependent

for their satisfaction on a given amount of money. It does not

follow that the proportion of the income that is saved is apt to be

1 By "social estimates" of productivity we mean only the net outcome of the indi-

vidual estimates of all the different individual buyers and sellers, lenders and

borrowers.
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the case of a Urge income than a small income.

If, on the other hand, the statement is taken to refer to the in-

crease of wealth in society at large, we have to take account of

the fact that as wealth increases new wants develop, and the net

effect on saving is apt to depend on the character of the new

wants, whether they call for increased current expenditures or

the accumulation of considerable sums.

i opjH.rt unities for saving, such as those afforded by

savings banks, insurance companies, and the supply of con-

securities have (apart from the rate

<>f interest they offer) an important effect upon the amount of

saving.

Gross Interest and Net Interest. Net interest is pure inter-

est the amount actually necessary to recompense marginal

waiting. Gross interest the interest actually paid on loans

ludes pa for other things. In the first p
actual interest often includes some payment for the super \

whii h the capitalist has to maintain over his investment. Even

<.an who "
lives on his income

"
usually has to devote a

;i amount of time to the investigation of the safety of

different possible investments, to the collection of interest and

l>al and things. The net earnings of savings

banks the difference between the interest they get on their

investments and the interest they pay ;>ositors are

(Kirtly a payment for this element of supervision.

A second element in gross interest is the payment for th

the lender undergoes of losing all or part of his expected return

linir principal and interest). This does not mean, as some
writ ITS have said, that the interest rate contains an element of

. for insurance means the elimination of individu

through the combination of risks. The fact is simply that, as

vs. lenders will not take greater risks without the

prospect of greater gains. There is some element of speculation

loans but the very safest, and the extra income received on

thr : limate loans is profit rather than insurance.

Usury Laws. Interest is one form of price in regard to which

society still expresses some distrust of the operation of un-
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hindered competitive forces. Only nine Ann ru an states do not

provide a legal maximum above which the interest rate cannot

legally be fixed. Such laws are based on tin- justifiable assump-
tion that the borrower is in many cases the weaker bargainer,

pressed often by that necessity which "
never drove a good

bargain." In many places the laws are not enforced, In:

where they have an important effect on some kinds of loan>.,

especially bank loans in the rural districts, farm mori

and overdue book credit^ Ii is to be feared, however, that their

result is often not so much to lower the rate of interest as to cut

off many loans which lenders would not be justified in making

except at high rates of interest. In the case of many loans on

fairly good security, however, usury laws have probably opt

to the advantage of the borrowers.

QUESTIONS

1. Could a socialist state dispense with interest? with waiting?

2. How has the rate of interest been affected by the opening up of new
and fertile lands?

3. Use supply and demand curves to illustrate the determination of the

rate of interest.

4. Is a rented house capital or a consumption good?

5. Analyze the effect of an increase of expenditures for present goods

upon present and future social dividends.

6. If money wages could be suddenly increased by 10 per cent would

there be a corresponding increase in real wages?

7. Are the roulette tables at Monte Carlo capital ? Is a burglar's jimmy

capital? Is a battleship capital ?
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CHAPTER XXV

PROFITS

THE difference between the total money income which an

entrepreneur receives and his expenses of production consti-

tutes his profits. Profits, then, are a surplus over and above

the expenses of production. There are two ways of measuring

profits: first, with reference to some unit of time, such as a

year ; and, second, with reference to particular units of product.

. when a manufacturer speaks of his profits during a year,

he has in mind the difference between his total expenditures and

total receipts for that year. But when he speaks of his profits

on a particular sale, he has in mind the difference between the

expense of producing and selling the particular goods sold and

the prices received for them. The two ways of measuring
s are not alike, because a large part of the expenses in-

curred by an entrepreneur in any given year may be payments
lor work done in connection with the production of goods that

will not be marketed until some time later. In the long run,

however, the amount of annual profits will be determined by
rofits on particular transactions or on particular pro
it for present purposes it is not necessary to press the dis-

tiiution any farther. It is sometimes more convenient to use

the word "
profits

"
in one sense, and sometimes in the other

Profits, being a surplus, do not constitute a homogeneous
income determined by any om lc or set of principles,

i are the resultant of all the forces that tend to bring about

inequalities between the prices paid for things and the expenses

of producing them. It >ossible in a brief analysis even

to attempt to break up this mixed form of income into all of
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its constituent parts. But we must distinguish between two
< nt dements in what are commonly called profits, namelv

1 pure profits.

Entrepreneur's Wage. This dement in profits is sometimes

called the "wages of management," and constitute* the pay-
ment received by the entrepreneur for his services as manager
or supervisor of his business. It is not easy to draw a line be

tween this element in profits and wages. In fan,
'

entrepre-

neur's wage*' could be discussed just as appropriately under

the general head of wages as in connection with the general

subject of profits. The only distinguishing things about this

particular kind of wages are that, unless the cut rep:

adopts the bookkeeping form of paying wages to himself, they

come out of the general surplus or residuum commonly tailed

profits in actual business, and that they are the wages paid for

a particular kind of labor.

The average American farmer usually does a certain amount

of work himself that might be done by hired laborers, and so

far as his income represents the amount he saves by doin.L:

work himself, it is to be regarded as ordinary wages. But in

addition, he does other work of a more purely mana

quality, including the general direction of the time and methods

of tillage and harvesting, the organization of the working force;

in fact, the determination of what may be succinctly described

as the general coordination of labor, capital, and land. The

reader may ask: Could not this part of the work be turned

over to a salaried foreman? Certainly, and in some <

as on the estates of so-called "gentlemen farmers," all of it.

In fact, the amount of the managerial work actually dot

the entrepreneur himself in any kind of undertaking is a variable

quantity, depending upon the extent to which managerial

authority is delegated to foremen, superintendents, and salaried

managers. In the case of corporations practically all of the

actual work of management is intrusted to officials and em-

ployees whose salaries are counted among the expenses of

operation. In any case the
"
wages of management

"
exist,

although they do not always exist as
"
entrepreneur's wage,"
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nor do they always constitute a part of what is called profits

in the ;u. ic enterprise.

Even in cases where the entrepreneur is in all respects his own

manager (which is, alter all, the most frequent case in a host of

incss undertakings), rcpreneur's wage con-

stitutes a kind of minimum profits, and is in reality a part of

Minimum profits are neccisary

eded to lie entrcj

engage in and continue i .. They can be measured

roughly ly the salary which the i-ntn -j.rri
: -ur could get by

ome one else. Some men would prefer to be

own ma> i at a smaller while othtis would

shrink from the res|x<
< |>endent business life,

even if a larp < were attached to it, so this method of

measuring minimum profits is only apprc.
imum profits will vary- with managerial efii The

UT will get a larger prodmt with a given

land, labor, and capital than will the less ef:

former. So will the more efficient manufacturer. Deferences

in managerial efficiency will cause corresponding differences

in minimum pro:

Pure Profits Impossible under Certain Conditions. It will

help us to get a no ^ of pure profits and of the

vhkh they are obtained if we pause to consider

y could not i nder what

s would ing prices of goods always be just

about equal to the expenses of producing them (including the

wages of management)? Under what conditions, in other

words, would market prices always be kept approximately

equal to normal prict

i prere<| is dear, is a very complete and

perfect state of competition. Capital and labor would have

to be so fluid that they could be si. m one emplo>
to another to take advantage of the slightest possible differences

in gains. In the second place, t that business

is, and laborers should be quick to take advan-

tage of their opportunities; they would have to know their
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opportunities. Full knowledge of the relative advantag<
different occupations, of different employments, of dii

investment opportunities, of different fields for business enter-

prise, would always have to exist. Consumer-, too, would have-

to be always alert to take advantage of any slight diffi n

in the prices of competing producers, or in the quality of their

goods and services. Moreover, their tastes and prelY;

with regard to the things they consume would have to be

constant, or at most could change but slowly. Similarly, the

introduction of new inventions and other new ways of produc-

ing things must be ruled out.

In short, if economic activity were sheer routine; if each

business man, hard pressed by an alert and well-informed

competition, had no opportunity before him except to produce
standardized products for a dependable market, pure profits

would be quite impossible. The able business man could get a

larger income than his fellows only by getting a larger product
for a given expense for labor, capital, and land. Paying the

same prices for these productive agents as his competitors,

selling the same kinds of products at prices identical with theirs.

only as he gets a larger product for a given expense, only, that

is, as he is a more efficient manager, can his gains be larger than

theirs. His profits are limited to his wages of management.
So smoothly and perfectly would the routine of the economic

process operate that there would be no field for what is, in

reality, merely another name for profit seeking, bit

enterprise.

The Sources of Pure Profits. Pure profits exist be<

competition does not work perfectly; because people do not

always know and are not always alert to seize the most ad-

vantageous course open to them either as producers or as con-

sumers
;
because there are such things as fads and fashions and

changes in the quantity and quality of wants; because the

system of competitive prices is not a thoroughly consistent

structure; because, in short, room is left for business enterprise.

Take, for example, a very simple case. A owns a h

which he is willing to sell for $5000. B is willing to pay $6000
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ist such a house, but neither A nor B knows the other or

the other's position as a buyer or seller. C, knowing the situa-

tion, buys from A for $5000 and sells to B for $6000, gaining a

of $1000 fur himself. This profit, it is obvious, is made

possible only by the lack of complete knowledge of the situation

on the part of A and B. The transaction is without risk to C,

akcs advantage of this specific instance of the

general fa >r many classes of goods competition fails to

set a definite market price.

Next, assume that the purchaser, B, has bought the house

r the sake of selling it again, if possible, at a profit

He may have reason to believe that there will be an increase in

the demand for houses or in the expense of building them, so

that he counts on finding a buyer who will pay more than

$6000 for the house. If he succeeds, it will be because the

general market situation, so far as houses are concerned

have changed in accordance with his own forecasts. He takes

tli- risk of loss, l.ut this does not mean that he is blindly
"

tak-

ing a chance." On the basis of present facts he reaches certain

conclusions or judgments with respect to future probabilities.

He cannot cli: >k, but can select what seems to him to

be a favorable opportunity. His profits if he gets them

are to him the result of successful risk taking.

These two methods of getting profits, employed by C and B,

respectively, iiuik.. \o general sources of profits: (i) in-

tencics, incomplete adjustments, in the general

is it exists at any one time
; (2) changes in the general

i lion. But (3) in most business operations these two

sources of profits are blended. And yet tin-re arc many trans-

ns which are like those suggested in our illustration in that

s are derived entirely from one source or from the other.

i . We shall consider first those transa. which buying
at one price and selling at another are for the profit-seeker

nultaneous operations. Risk, on the individual

.ction, is eliminated. But there remains the risk that, if

one makes this type of profit-seeking one's vocation, one's

aggregate gains may not amount to enough to compensate
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one for one's incidental expenses and for the use of one's

time.

Profits of this kind are found in many real estah- operations,

in some transactions conducted by brokers in dinYrent fields,

in arbitrage transactions in foreign exchange or securiii

produce, and, naturally, in a large variety of IIUMH -llaiu-ous

isolated transactions. There is no reason to believe that the

aggregate amount of pure profits of this sort is large. Where

large margins may exist between buying and selling j

(as in the case of land, works of art, and other non-reproducible

goods) or where the aggregate volume of transactions is so

great as to make even small differences in prices si.miifu -ant,

intermediaries and go-betweens multiply, and competition
tends to pull their (annual) profits down to an entrepreneur's

wage, or less.

2. More important as an independent source of profits is the

difference between the price situation at any one time and the

price situation at some later time. A very common profit-

seeking operation consists of buying things now in the hope of

selling them at a higher price in the future, or of selling things

now (for future delivery) with the expectation of securing them

at a lower price in the future. The larger part of
"
specula-

tion
"

in real estate, in produce, and in securities, is profit-

seeking of precisely this type.

Risk always attends such operations. The speculator may
prove to have been mistaken in his analysis of the general

situation, or new and unforeseen factors may enter. Prices

may move in a direction opposite to that on which the speculator

had counted, and losses rather than profits may result. This

may, for example, be caused by competition in profit-seeking.

Other speculators will in most cases have seen the same op-

portunity for profits. By buying now in large quant it i

speculative purposes they are sure to increase present j

Similarly, by selling at a later date they are equally certain to

make prices then lower than they otherwise would have

The chief economic service of speculation, in fact, lies in its

tendency to lessen fluctuations in prices. But the thing may
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be overdone : future prices may be forced down to a point

expected profits are turned into losses. And, mutttit

muta> same considerations hold true of
"
bear

"
opera-

tions, on the other side of the market. The possibility of being

caught in a price movement of this sort, resulting from over-

speculation, is one of the ordinary risks of this kind of profit-

nokmf,
In most cases, as we have said, the two general sources of

profits are blended. The great mass of business transactions

are not so simple as those we have just considered. Profits

are sought, not merely by buying one thing and then selling

:UT immolKiuly or at some other time, but also, and

more generally, by buying certain things and then using them,

combining them, in such a way as to get a new salable product,
'i .a least a product to which new qualities have been added.

Returning to the illiM ration of the house, we may assume that

it may have been built to sell, and the things bought were, in

the first instance, labor, building materials, and advances of

funds with \\hk h to make payments. Or the house might have

been built by a coir who first sold the house (for
"
future

delivery ") and then bought the labor and material and advances

necessary for its construction. And so in agriculture, manu-

factures, and commerce generally : the entrepreneur buys some

things labor, land or its use, capital goods in various forms,

advances of loanable funds and sells other things the

commodities or services that are his
"
produ

The ies and maladjustments in the general price

situat he tries to take advantage are, in short, the

cnces between the prices he has to pay for the things he

uses in making and selling his products and the prices he gets

for his products. If competition worked with absolute prompt-

I

ness, smoothness, and efficiency, things would sell at prices

equal to their expenses of production, and the most the entrc-

ould get would be, as we have seen, his entrepreneur's

wage.
The time element . involving the possibility of gains (or loam)

o changes, also enters in, because most of
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of production are incurred cither before or (in the case of con-

tracts for future delivery) after the price which can be got for

the product is finally determined. 1

Marginal Productivity and Profits. In our discussion of the

law of diminishing productivity
* we took no account of pure

profits. We saw that in any undertaking a definite part of

the product had to be imputed or attributed to each productive

agent, and further, that the amount of product so attributed to

any unit of a productive agent was the amount dependent upon
the use of that particular unit. But this does not mean that in

any undertaking the sum of those parts of the product which

have to be imputed to particular productive agents will exhaust

the whole product. Moreover, it is not wholly correct to

think of the product as being created by the
"
application

"
of

labor and capital to land or of land and capital to labor.

In any business undertaking, the one thing always given or

fixed (at any one time) is the general object of the undertaking,

the business scheme, the productive or acquisitive plan of the

entrepreneur. In carrying out his plans, in securing a product
and a market for it, the entrepreneur has to utilize productive

agents. In combining them, in applying them to his general

profit-seeking plan, he encounters the law of diminishing produc-

tivity, and, normally, pushes each particular kind of expenditure

up to the marginal point. If he is successful there will be a

surplus over and above his aggregate expenses. That is, his

total product will more than cover the
"

specific products
"

that have to be imputed to the various productive agents he

utilizes. This surplus, of course, is his profits.
8

1 Entrepreneurs are often able to eliminate or shift part of this price-fluctuation

element in profits (with its accompanying chance of loss). The building contractor

may, for example, contract for his materials when he enters into a contract to build

a house. Manufacturers of flour and of cotton goods, as well as grain and cotton

buyers, are able largely to shift the risk of price fluctuations to professional specula-

tors by means of the process known as
"
hedging,

" which will be described in Chapter

xziz.

See Chapter rix.

1 Although the present chapter is concerned only with profits in competitive

undertakings, this analysis of the relation of pro6ts to the law of marginal produc-

tivity holds true also of monopoly profits.
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Profits for the Industry and Profits for the

We must note at this point an important difference between

the production of standardised goods where one fslaNtsh-

s product is like another's and the production of goods

or services which are marked off or distinguished as the output
of particular establishments.

.ijrricuJture for riamplr, standardized products are pro-

duced for a general market. If certain fanners make larger

incomes than their neighbors it is generally because they are

more efficient farmers and earn a larger entrepreneur's wage.
This may show itself in two ways. First, a good farmer will

get a larger product with a given expenditure. He will appor-

tion and use his productive agents to better advantage. Sec-

because he gets a larger product by means of a given

expenditure, he will be able to push his expenditures further

before coming to the margin beyond which it will not pay him

to go. That is, he can advantageously
" farm on a larger

scale
"

than his less efficient neighbors. But while these ad-

vantages increase his entrepreneur's wage, they do not, in

themselves, create pure pro
If the farmer gets pure profits it is because he has successfully

tried some new crops or some new methods, or because he has

been individually fortunate in some other way, or because

he and other farmers have been able to sell their crops at

profitable prices. This last point is the important one. IN

agriculture and other industries producing standardized prod-
ucts for a general market, by far the most important profits

(and looses) are those which come to the industry as a wkob.

Except for the effect of such things as Ideal droughts or frosts

it$hts, when the wheat gioww of the country prosper they

prosper together, and whfa they la* they lose together,
-

and so with the corn growers and the tobacco growers and the

cotton growers. Wars, tariffs, crop failures abroad, these

and other thing* like these will affect the demand for their

products. The supply will depend in part upon weather con-

it more largely upon the amount of these crops that

farmers as a group have thought it worth while to plan to grow.
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These conditions of supply and demand are absolutely beyond t he

control of any one individual producer. A succession of profit-

able years is sure to result in an increased output, with lower

prices and lower profits. In agriculture, as everywhere, there

are rewards for the efficient, and energetic producer, but, with

minor exceptions, his chances of getting pure profits are de-

pendent upon the fortunes of the industry as a whole.

In the fields in which each entrepreneur can mark off his

product or his establishment as his own, we find a very di:

situation. The manufacturer or jobber who can in

identify his products by special brands, and the retailer, deal-

ing directly with the consumer, are able to secure pure profits

(and to run the risk of corresponding losses) on their individual

undertakings, over and beyond such profits and losses as may
come from general business fluctuations.

Here also the entrepreneur is limited by the law of diminish-

ing productivity, and here also he normally pushes his expen-
ditures of all kinds up to the margin. And (if he is his own

manager) he will get a larger or smaller entrepreneur's wage

according as he can get a larger or smaller product per unit of

expense. But many of his expenses will be what we have

called
"
competitive investments," that is, they will be de

to creating a market for his products rather than to creating

the products. The quantities that he can profitably produce

and, within limits, the prices he can charge, will be determined

very largely by his success .in inducing purchasers to prefer

his goods or his store to others. The profits of cotton gr-

are directly conditioned, as we have seen, by the aggregate

demand for cotton and the aggregate supply of cotton. But

with the retail dealer and with the manufacturer of breakfast

foods or canned fruits or clothes or soap or motor cars or foun-

tain pens or almost any other kind of branded merchandise,

profits depend very largely upon the preference of consumers

for one store or for one make of goods. The getting of profits

is not merely a matter of indirect competition among indus-

tries; it is a matter of direct competition among individual

establishments. One competitor may gain while others in the

I
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same field are losing, and may gain even in the face of a gener-

ally unprosperous cond: icss.

Good-will.

tas developed his business to a pro
i some degree of pennant-! is profits. A merchant

s to a very considerable extent ujxm the patronage
of an established < of customers, and he in turn may

;i r things being equal, to purchase his goods
uses. Man i n and wholesalers,

too, t :ild up a habitual preferential demand for their

products, When a business undertaking is sold as a whole,

its established connections of this sort t price paid

he head of
"
good-will." This good-will element

is generally measured by the difference between the selling value

of the business as a whole and the selling value imputed or

the !'.::-. i capital goods and

accounts receivable (n 'labilities. In the sale

cwspaper it often happens that its good-will (its established

n patronage) is the only thing ac-

tually rred. This does not mean, however, that the

L: price of the good-will of an establishment necessarily

corresponds to a capitalization of its pure profits. The good-
will may be, in individual cases, very much less than the aggre-

gate amount of the expenses incurred in the past in the effort

to build it up. And when once sold at a fair price, the purchaser
res no peculiar power of getting unusual profits. For him

the price paid for good-will is an investment, and he has to

deduct interest on the investment before he can count h:

come as proii -hort, he has to start afresh, with no
''

vantage.

Good-will is to be attributed, in large measure, to the economic

and friction which result from the fact that buyers are

led to a very large extent by custom and habit rather than by
choice. However, in many small transactions,

rs to attempt to buy always at the lowest price would

It in a waste md energy disproportionate to the gain,

[ence, aside from the influence of custom and habit, there may
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often t>o rational ground for tin- continued patronage of part irular

establishments and the continued purchase of particular goods
which customers have found to be trustworthy.

The Relation of Risks to Profits. Profits differ from other

forms of income in the degree to which they are contingent

upon successful risk taking. But risk taking, in this sense, as

we have seen, does not mean a blind dependence on chance.

Chance is, of course, an element in profits. Capricious changes
in fashion often bring temporarily high profits to dealers who

happen to have the right kinds of goods in stock, or to manu-

facturers who happen to have the equipment needed to produce
the right kinds of goods. And other examples will suggest them-

selves to the reader. But there are chance losses as well as

chance gains, and there is no reason to believe that they are

not quite as numerous and important. Chance gains, therefore,

do not constitute any important part of the income going to

entrepreneurs as a class, but they may often be a considerable

element in the profits of a particular entrepreneur.

Risk taking is nearly synonymous with business enterprise.

It involves careful estimates of the amounts of product that can

be got from different combinations of labor, capital, and land,

and equally careful estimates of the salability of such products.

It is in this latter field, which involves the diagnosis of market

conditions with a view to ascertaining their probable trend, as

well as the possibility of affecting them to his advantage, that

an entrepreneur's skill finds its chief opportunity. Yet, though
he may deal with probabilities rather than with possibilities, he

is nevertheless a risk taker. His estimates have to do with mar-

ket conditions that are often entirely beyond his personal

control, and which, at best, he can influence only by efforts

directed to that end, by expenditures that may prove to have

been wasted.

To anticipate consumers' demands correctly is not in itself a

guarantee of profits to any entrepreneur. If other entrepreneurs

have counted on the same demand, it may easily happen that the

total product cannot be sold at a profitable price. In fact, the
" market conditions

" which the entrepreneur has to forecast
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mm lit ions of supply as well as of demand. But even

in dftf a riven entrepreneur hift succeeded in producing the

precise things that consumers are demanding and other entre-

preneurs are not producing, and has thus been able to get large

profits, he cannot count on their permanence, Demand may
change, but even if demand remains constant or increases, his

large profits will be a standing invitation to other entrepreneurs

to enter the same field, a condition which will continue until

competition forces the profits of this particular kind of business

down to where they just suffice to pay the wages of management.
If the product can be marked off, or distinguished in some way,

good-will may be built up, as we have seen, so as to give some

degree of permanency to profits. But even here the entre-

preneur has to guard against the inroads of other business men,

seeking to win trade for their own products. In some few cases

profits are secured without risk
; some (not all) kinds of risks

can be eliminated by insurance or shifted to some other risk

taker
; but, in general, profit seeking and risk taking go hand

in hand.

The Entrepreneur. We have, for convenience, spoken of
"
the entrepreneur

"
of an enterprise. We have also assumed

that general managership and supervision of the undertaking
he entrepreneur's hands. But the reader has been warned

that all managerial duties may be, and often are, delegated to

salaried employees, and that the entrepreneur may also be

capitalist, landlord, and laborer. Most American fanners are

all three. And most entrepreneurs in other fields supply a part
of their own investment funds. But who, in a particular

enterprise, is
"

//K- entrepreneur"?
The entrepreneur is the

"
business man," as distinguished

from the capitalist, the hl>orrr, or the landowner. He is, more

specifically, the one who profits if a business undertaking suc-

ceeds and who loses if it fails. Now it is clear that more than one

person may lose if a business undertaking fails, or others than

the common stockholders, often regarded as
"
corporate entre-

preneurs." if the business is incorporated. Bondholders, other

creditors, laborers even, may also lose. The fact that the bond-
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holders are preferred creditors may limit their losses, but do*

necessarily safeguard them from losing. The fact is that every

one who has risked something on the sue lilure of a par-

ticular business undertaking is, in that degree, entrepreneur.

The capitalist who buys 5^ per cent bonds instead of virtually

riskless 3J per cent bonds, or who buys 7 per cent preferred stock

at par, the money lender who has no security other than the pro-

spective earnings of the business, the laborer who chooses a well-

paid but uncertain employment to a surer but lower-paid one,

are all profit-seekers. If the business undertakings in which

they thus cooperate succeed, they share in the profits, up to

a stated amount
;

if these undertakings fail, these various co-

operators lose, in larger or smaller amount. Their pro!

they get them, are surpluses over costs, the costs being meas-

ured by the interest and wages that they could have obtained

in virtually safe alternative employments. Wherever in eco-

nomic life one finds successful risk taking, there one finds pro! its.

The" individual entrepreneur" and the holder of common
stock merely assume a relatively larger burden of risk; have

the opportunity of reaping, in case of success, correspond-

ingly larger profits; and usually exercise a correspondingly

larger measure of responsible direction of the policies of the

undertaking.

Profits and the Justification of the Competitive System. -

It is the desire to get money profits that leads entrepreneurs to

produce particular things and to produce them in particular

ways. It is for this reason that old channels of productive

effort are continually being abandoned, and that the use of

labor, capital, and land is continually being guided into new

channels. The shifting of productive effort which the pursuit

of money profits involves consists, for the most part, of efforts

on the part of entrepreneurs to meet the shifting wants of

consumers.

One of the strongest arguments for the superiority of the com-

petitive system over any possible substitute for it lies in the claim

that, under competition, the guiding of production into the

channels indicated by the search for money profits will result in
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the maximum satisfaction of human wants. This ff*mt to

follow from the fact that the prices people are willing to pay for

certain commodities measure the importance which they attach

< possession of those commodities. The shifting of labor

and capital from less profitable to more profitable uses means, in

general, that more intense wants will be satisfied with the same

expenditure of productive energy. All this is implied in the

icnt made above that the shifting of productive effort

is mainly in response to the changing wants of consumers. This

argument, that under free con the pursuit of money
>. leads to the best adaptai reductive efforts to the

satisfaction of the wants of consumers, is one that has rarely

been squarely met by those who attack the competitive system.

arc, however, several important considerations that lessen

to some extent its force.

I extent to which the wants of any indi-

vidual affect the . of the productive process depends

uising power, that is, primarily, upon his income,

nanifestly absurd to say that the shifting of labor and capi-

m the production of necessities for the poor to the produc-
tion of luxuries for the rich, simply because it may be more

iblc, necessarily means a better satisfaction of human
wants. The extent to which wants are satisfied depends on the

way weal; tributed, as well as upon the amount and

.:s produced.

Moreover, even granting that the stimulus of money profits

leads to the best practicable satisfaction of the wants of present

HUTS, this may sometimes be achieved by imposing added

:lties in want-satisfaction on future generations. The
lines of procedure that will bring maximum profits to entre-

urs somt in counter to the more permanent in-

terests of society. We all recognize, for example, that there

may be such a thing as a too rapid exploitation of natural

resources. The history of timber lands in America furnishes an

rue live example.
A still more important qualification of the statement that

seeking works for the best interests of sex
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viewed as a body of consumers, is found in the fact that when we

begin to speak of the interests of society, we introduce, of neces-

sity, the ethical point of view. This means that we must con-

sider not only the quantity but also the quality of want-satisfac-

tions. For purposes of the economic analysis of market forces,

we make no distinction between different kinds of wants, hut

it is impossible to discuss social well-being without taking into

account the fact that from the point of view of the interests of

society some kinds of want-satisfactions are good and some are

bad, and that even the better kinds of want-satisfactions vary

greatly in their importance, when measured by any rational

criterion of social welfare. The production of socially undesir-

able things, such as intoxicating liquors, adulterated foods,

ill-ventilated tenements, etc., is often prohibited, while, on the

other hand, society has found that certain socially-desirable

things, such as schools, parks, libraries, clean streets, etc., will

not be supplied at all, or will not be supplied in sufficient

quantities by private business enterprise. All indications point

to a very considerable extension of organized social activity at

precisely those points where the private pursuit of money profits

has proven itself inadequate.

QUESTIONS

1. Are profits as defined in accounting identical with profits as defined in

economics ?

2. Is there a sense in which pure profits can be said to be a reward for

productive services? If so, should they be counted among the expenses of

production ?

3. In what way are the profits of a retailer attributable to "incon-

sistencies and maladjustments in the price situation"?

4. Does a monopolist push his expenditures of all kinds up to the marginal

point?

5. What industries, aside from agriculture, produce "standardized prod-

ucts for a general market "
?

6. Some economists speak of the "profits on capital." Others speak of

profits as income secured by personal exertions. Which form of statement is

correct? Are the two necessarily Inconsistent?

7. Is good-will capital ?

8. If there were no economic risks, would profits be possible?
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CHAPTER XXVI

THE PERSONAL DISTRIBUTION OF WEALTH

IN the present chapter we shall study the distribution of

wealth and income among individuals simply as individuals,

and not as agents of production or owners of productive agents.

What is the cause of large fortunes? Is the middle clas

appearing? Can we abolish poverty? To begjn with, certain

distinctions must be clearly drawn.

Wealth and Income. The distribution of wealth and in-

come should first be distinguished from the distribution of final

consumption. We may have in mind simply the enjoyment
of material things and services. A man of vast possessions

may be very frugal in his consumption, acting with respect to

most of his property simply as a trustee for society. But when

we are interested in social classes, industrial democracy,

personal power and independence, the distribution of wealth or

income is important, no matter how frugal the owners of large

wealth may be.

Absolute and Relative Well-being. Two entirely independ-

ent inquiries are very frequently confused, (i) We may
to know whether the condition of the mass of the people is get-

ting better or worse. Do they have more or less of the good

things of life than their ancestors had? But we may also ask,

(2) What share of the total product of industry is received by
each section of the community? Which section is gaining upon
the others? If A and B divide a catch of ten fish equally to-

day, and if to-morrow A gets ten out of a total catch of thirty,

then absolutely his income has increased, but relatively it has

declined.

Concentration of Wealth and Large-scale Production. h is

perhaps worth while to warn the reader against confusing the

542
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i?c and small <-stion of large

and small scale product i* at least

lit l>e an equality of property with

i carried on largely as it is today, for we have but to

Ifl^gi'i* an equal distribution of holdings of stocks and other

; -incss enterprise.

Methods of Measuring Concentration of Wealth and Income.

1 low shall we tell \\i Idle class is t > dis-

appear ? A common method is to make a classification of wealth

and income, and then to compare the numU-r of JXTS<

each class at different dates. The unreliability of the conclu-

sions bast- h a procedure is made clear by the foil

hypothetical i! i : Let $100 be distributed among ten

persons as foUows: $i, $3, $5, $7, $9, $11, $13, $15, $17, $19.

Then suppose each individual's holding is doubled, thus: $2,

$6, $10, $14, $18, $22, $26, $30, $34, $38. Rela each

other they are all in the same position as before, but 1>

erroneous method of comparison referred to, there appears to-

have been a cono because the number in the highest

class has increased most rapid 1

TABLE i

Cum
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If a larger proportion of the total wealth falls into the hands of

the upper third, we may say there is evidence of a growing >n

centration of wealth. It is clear that no definite movement is

necessarily discernible even when changes are taking place, for

these changes may tend toward concentration in one part <>f

society and toward diffusion in another.

Statistics of Distribution. There are many investigations

showing the earnings of particular classes of workers, but in tin-

United States there is no reliable statement of the division of tin-

national wealth or income among all classes of society. We can-

not use the property tax assessments for this purpose because of

their inaccuracy, and because of the fact that one individual

may be taxed in various jurisdictions. The returns of the pro-

bate courts have been used as a basis for a statement of wealth

distribution in the United States on the assumption that the dis-

tribution of wealth among persons who die in any year is an

index of the distribution of wealth among those who are living.

But the incompleteness of our probate returns makes this method

also a hazardous one. The federal income tax returns will

yield some valuable data regarding the number of higher in-

comes when the material is properly tabulated for .that purpose.

Out of very inadequate material, however, Professor W. I.

King has constructed the estimates shown in Table II. His

figures indicate, further, that the richest 2 per cent of the

families in the United States get about one fifth of the aggre-

gate income, while the poorest two thirds of the families get

about 39 per cent of the aggregate income. These estimates

cannot be supposed to be entirely accurate, but the impression

they give is undoubtedly correct in its general outlines.

The growth of the number of millionaires has been used as an

evidence of growing wealth concentration, but it should be

noted that a growth of population and wealth in a community
would cause an increase in the number of millionaires, even if

the relation between the various classes remained the same.

Suppose that in 1850 there had been in the United States but

fifty millionaires, that three hundred and fifty persons had from

$750,000 to $1,000,000, and that six hundred persons had from
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$500,000 to $750,000. If the population had rfftyMnH the

same and every one's wealth had been doubled, in 1900 there

I have been one thoutand millionaires, and if the popula-
tion at the same time increased fourfold, with the rcl.

among the new population the same as in the old, we should

then have four thousand millionaires without any tendency
toward concentration. Nevertheless, the increase of large for-

tunes has been so startling that in spite of these consider.,

one may perhaps regard them as an indication of a growing con-

centration of wealth. The lists of very rich men published in

the United States from time to time are instructive on this point.

In 1820 men with a personal property of $20,000 were included ;

in 1846 a total property of $50,000 was considered very large ;

in 1855 this was doubled ; in 1892 a man had to be a million-

aire to be considered very rich, and at present one may speak
of even a billionaire.

TABLE II

OF INCOMES IN THE UNITED STATES: 1910*

N, ..MM
Pa rr*T .r \

y*>

700

.07

1.04

7-'7

16.70

38.92

69-43

81.69

1500

1800

2400

3000

3600

90.31

93-67

04 S"

96.18

974*
98.10

v* *>

More satisfactory statements can be made for those countries

Meet an income tax. The following figures for 1892

K102 are from a table prepared by Professor Wagner.

study of the income-tax returns of Prussia, and the correspond-

ing figures for 1913 have been added :

> From W I. Kim. W*Uk * Imtmt *f A* ?* jt* Um*4 S*t. p tS.
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TABLE III

INCOMES IN PRUSSIA: 1892, 1902, AND 1913'

INCOMES IN

DOLLARS
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progress have not been confined to a small da**, but have been

share- ! manes, and (2) a surprisingly large section of the

popu
h respect to the first fact, we may say that in material

comft* this generation are better off than they

have ever been In-fore. The work of settlement in which so

many of our forefathers engaged was laborious and exhausting.

Food was often scarce, disease was rift in many settlements,

and the women and children in particular suffered greatly.

ess was cleared, there ensued a period of
"

ru.lt- !' Food was abundant, l>ut it was coarse in

quality and restricted in va: hilst everything that

had to be brought from a distance was very expensive.

Education was difficult to secure, books scarce, and the

lives of most people were, in the m.iin, monotonous and

al.

The course of wages from the middle of the eighteenth cen-

tury to the year 1905, and the men 1860

to the latter date, are gi\-en in Table IV following. The figures

<>t altogether comparable, nor so tr iy as could be

I, l)ii i the general impression which they give is correct

he period covered. Speaking generally, money wages

tcadily risen, and the hours of labor have decli

minor interriij 'he colonial period, while prices have

fluctuated irregularly. This table cannot be given in the same
lorm for later years, but a recent study covering the period

1890 to 1912 shows that the purchasing power of hourly

wages, although increasing from 1800 to 1905, fell rapidly

that date owing to the rapid increase in prices, so that

an hour's wages purchased less in 1912 than in any previous

year of the period. As the number of hours per week de-

creased steadily from 1800 to 1912, the purchasing power of

a week's wages was only about 85 per cent of what it had

been in 1800. Purchasing power here is measured by retail

prices of food 1

Kubinow. "The Recent Trrml of Real Wi
Vol. i . Cf. the Uble on p. 341. above.
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TABLE IV

WAGES, PRICKS, AND HOURS OF LABOR
IN i860 TAKEN AS IOO
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Regarding the second fact, we may say that certain English

investigations show that mure than one fourth of the population
of the cities of Ixmdon and York are below the poverty line.

To be sure, it is not easy to determine definitely how poor a

person must be in order to be
"

in poverty/' but the statement

JUM made is based upon standards that are undeniably con-

servative. But a number of those actually in poverty have

****$* income to purchase the minimum physical requirements

y knew how to spend their money wisely. In the city of

9.91 per cent of the population had insufficient earnings

inimum requirements estimated at $5.25 per week for a

family of five I minimum is very low, and it is easily

within the mark to say that at least a fifth of the population of

York did not have in 1809 a sufficient income for a decent

existence. In the United States the proportion of the urban

population below the poverty line is probably somewhat less,

but reliable statistics cannot be quoted.

An American writer has estimated that ten million pers<>

the United States are in poverty, not all in distress, but
" much

of the time underfed, poorly clothed, and improperly housed.

The estimate is based on statistics of unemployment, returns of

boards of charity, court records of evictions, and pauper burials.

Whatever the actual figures may be, they would doubtless be

startling in comparison with statistics of our industrial progress.

Causes of Poverty and Riches. The explanations of poverty
and riches may be divided into two classes: (i) those that em-

phasize individual responsibility, and (2) those that

poo statistics covering si industries given In the Aldricfa Report on

Wholesale Prices. Wages, and Transportation.

Statistics for 1881-1889 cover as city occupations, and arc based upon data

given taBirftoM /!**/ Lifer, No. i8,p,66o. Statistics for 1800-1005

cover 540 occupations, and are based upon data given in B*t1*m / I** B*rt*m */

Later, No. 65. p. to.

on Wbolcsale Wages. Prices, and Transpoftsrion. Part i.p.o. Retail prices of food

from 1800 to 1005. from the Bulletin last died.

m the Aldrich Report and Baft* cited aba**. After 1890. stactrtka are

based on hours of labor per week
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social responsibility. According to tin- first, a comfortable for-

i of efficiency, and poverty dty of in-

efficiency. To hnd fault with exist in.n wealth distribution, it

is alleged, is to fin<l fault with nature for making individual

al>ility so enormous. That i idle and

worthless persons among the rich is not to he denied, hut ;

he regarded as the c\ . As a

according to t! \ he rich add more to the wealth of s< >

than they consume, and they do not in reality deduct any-

thing from the 'income of the lower classes.

Those who emphasize the second explanation, on the other-

hand, point to the existence of all sorts of special pri\

which enable the few to levy toll on the production of the nat i< >n.

They assert that the fortunes of most millionaires originated

under the shelter of some monopolistic enterprise. As to the

poor, they call attention to the fact that inefficiency may be

the result of poverty as well as the cause of it. Society must,

therefore, take active measures to better the environment of

the poor. They must be taught to live wisely, and their chil-

dren must be given a fair chance in life. Children who do not

get enough to eat when young cannot be expected to take care

of themselves when they are men and women.

"The prime importance of monopoly privileges in the distribution <.f

wealth is shown by the results of the investigation of the New York 7

(1892) in its efforts to ascertain the sources of the fortunes of the millionaires

of the United States. That investigation was undertaken to show that the

system of protection has not been the main cause for monopolies and great

fortunes. The investigation amply demonstrated this proposition. Of

the 4047 millionaires reported, only 1125, or 28 per cent, obtained their

fortunes in protected industries. The following partly estimated summaries

are based on the Tribune report. They show that about 78 per cent of the

fortunes were derived from permanent monopoly privileges and only 21.4

per cent from competitive industries unaided by natural and artificial mo-

nopolies. Yet there can be no question that if these 21.4 per cent were fully-

analyzed, it would appear that they were not due solely to personal abilities

unaided by these permanent monopoly privileges. They were mostly

obtained from manufactures, and five sixths of the manufactures of the

country are based on patents. Besides, fortunate investments in real estate,

stocks, etc., have often <|ontributed to fortunes where they do not appear
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promii ; cite of the fortune* U taken into account,

the total value* repceaented

>c million 10 tho*e investment* daawd at land

values and natural mooopoifat and to competitive Induatriea aided by such

Those who take this second view do not deny t
;

lual

< nces in ability exist and are a cause for a dii

Hut thi-y think that condii ions are such that differences

in reward are quite out of propor -i ability.

A little shrewdness may accumulate a fortune just as

ail<r> hand may start a bowlder down the mountain side.

rsy as to the ultimate responsibility for jx.

cannot be settled by an appeal to the results of the in\ -t i-

that have been made as to tiu immediate causes of poverty.
- :k, More referred to, gives

the following as th< iate causes of primary poverty, that

:nes insut > provide the minimum requirements

for physical efikit D if wisely sjx

TABLE V

IMMEDIATE CAUSES or "PRIMARY" POVERTY*

I'.* < -.: H I'. .;! : v

Death of chief wage earner 15-63

TflnfM or old age of chief wage earner

Chief wage earner out of work .

Irregularity of work

Sbeoffarn um four children . .

In regular work but at low wages

22.16

51
'

oo.oo

Is Greater Diffusion Possible ? Most people agree that a

r equality of possessions v. desirable if it could be

brought about without any confisca lie real earnings of

lore effit . nbers of socu idea of a leisure

.anon*. Tk, JXrlriMM 0f W~U p. *S a

1 B. S. Rowntrcc. Pntrty, p. ua
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class whose mission it is to further culture without substantial

contributions to the production of what it con^unu^, dors iu>i

find much favor in this democratic age. The disadvantages of

wide extremes in wealth have been so often pointed out by
social philosophers that they need not be emphasized here.

But those who believe that the competitive system roughly

apportions rewards according to individual production will >;iy

that nothing can be done directly to diffuse wealth. Th.r,

each individual should bear the consequences of his own con-

duct, they think, is necessary as a discipline for the race.
"
Give

the children of the shiftless, by thoughtless charity or various

systems of poor relief, the right to eat the substance of the effi-

cient and the prudent, and you will soon lose both the capital

and the morality under which that capital has been created,"
!

says one able writer.

Those, on the other hand, who think that something can and

should be done, question the possibility of discovering the real

contributions of individual workers under modern complex in-

dustrial conditions with any degree of exactness, and think there

is little danger of discouraging industry and thrift. If the

highest incomes were $100,000 per year, men would struggle ju>t

as hard as they do now to get into the highest class.

If we take the view that something can be done to lessen the

extreme inequality in wealth distribution that exists at the

present time, it is necessary to formulate some program of

social reform. In framing such a program it must be re-

membered, on the one hand, that the right of private property
is not an absolute right. No one has a vested interest in that

institution, and we are at liberty to make such modification in

the institution as will contribute to the social welfare. For the

present the measures here advocated are not in the slk

danger of bdlng carried 90 far as to discourage that wealth-

getting ambftitfn which is considered by many to be essential

to progress. On the other hand, there is danger of injuring by

wrong methods the very persons whom it is desirable to elevate.

Indiscriminate charity may convert poverty to pauperism.
1 A. T. Hadlcy, Econo-.ntcs, p. 49.
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tit cBstmction between the poor and th paupers may be seen every-
where. There are, in all large dtie* in America and abroad, streets and
court* and alleys where a class of people live who have lott all telf-respect and

ambition, and who rarely if ever work, who are aimless and drifting, who like

drink and who have no thought for their children, and who live aimleMand

contentedly on rubbish and alms. ... In our American cities,Negroes,

Whites, Chinese, Mexicans, Half-breeds. Americans, Irish, and others are

indiscriminately housed together in the same tenement* and often in the

The blind, the crippled, the consumptive, the aged,
- the

the babies, the children, the half-starved, underdid
in life, all huddled together, waiting, drifting. This is pauper,

ism. There is no mental agony here; they do not work tore; there is no

dread; they live miserably, but they do not care.

these same cities, and indeed everywhere, there are great districts of

people who are up at dawn, who wash and dress, and eat breakfast, kiss

wives and children, and hurry away to work or to seek work. The world

rests upon their shoulders; it moves by their muscle ; everything would stop
if for any reason they should decide not to go into the fields and factories and

mines. But the world is so organised that they gain enough to live upon
only when they work ; should they cease, they are in destitution and hunger.

The more fortunate of the laborers are but a few weeks from actual fiiltrett

when the machine are stopped. Upon the unskilled masses want is con-

stantly pressing. As soon as employment ceases, suffering stares them in

the face. They are the actual producers of wealth, but they have no home
nor any bit of soil which they can call their own. They are the millions who

possess no tools and can work only by permission of another. In the main

ve miserably, they know not why. They work sore, and yet gain noth-

ing. They know the meaning of hunger and the fear of want They love

their wives and children. They try to retain their self-respect. They have

tome ambition. They give to neighbors in need, yet they are themselves the

actual children of poverty

We shall not discuss here the methods of alleviating the suf-

fering that comes from poverty. The best methods of charit-

able relief are necessary as palliatives, but they cannot cure the

of poverty. Two classes of reform measures should be

^uishcd : (i) those that aim to alter the methods of wealth

D in the future, and (2) those that aim to diffuse the

excessive accumulations of the past.

Modifying the Methods of Wealth Acquisition. These

measures again fall into two classes : (a) prevention of impn

> R. Hunter. /Vwrfy, pp. J-f.
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met hods of wealth accumulation
; (/>) eliminating or strengthen-

ing the inefficient members of society. Under the first of these

falls the problem of reducing to lower terms such incomes as

are individually unearned. There must be such control of

monopolistic privileges as to keep them from being the nu an<

of exploiting the public. Fraud and favoritism must be elim-

inated so that income shall not be wholly out of proportion

to service or needs.

The second class includes a large variety of methods, (i) It

is possible to do something to prevent defective human beings

from being born. There is a growing sentiment in favor of

preventing the marriage of persons who are not fit for marriage.

No individual would be deprived of any important right it a

medical certificate of good health were made a condition pre-

cedent to the granting of a marriage license, although here

education may prove the more effective remedy. (2) Education

should be made compulsory, with the endeavor of making the

rising generation not only efficient producers, but also wUe

spenders of what they receive. (3) It is possible to provide

against the misfortunes of life by insurance of various kinds.

If men will not voluntarily make provision for themselves and

for those dependent upon them in cases of sickness, accident,

old age, and premature death, they should be helped to <

indirectly by some comprehensive system of workingmen's
insurance and old age pensions. (4) The solution of tin- prob-

lem of unemployment depends in part upon indirect meu

such as monetary and banking reform, which steady the prog-

ress of industry, although more efficient labor exchanges and

unemployment insurance are direct measures which are of some

help. If business men and political leaders ever become as

much interested in the problems of unemployment as in tariff

reform, we may expect that productive use will be found for

the unemployed so far as they are employable, and if this proves

impracticable, we shah
1

recognize that if society cannot

a willing and able man an opportunity to work, it must gi
1

him a vacation with pay. (5) Opportunities for saving she

be multiplied. The establishment of our postal-savings sysl



is a small tie health and vigor of

the people should u- improved by more efficient use of
"

pre-

.in.! jmMii ? i all its various phases.

io the com lit ions of work.

The Diffusion of Wealth. To some extent large fortunes dis-

appear without -
fcrcnce, but it takes com-

paratively slight ability to ma. cd estate

does not seem prai V to limit directly the total

wealth which a man may own, l>ut there i> no reason

why the govern m. ! refrain from consciously encourag-

ing t; -alth. The regulation and taxation of

inheritances seems to be the proper remedy in this connection,

I

QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES

in anything be said i i leisure class?

Carnegie's plan of levying an inheritance tax of 50 per cent

destn

various systems of poor relief,

'escribe the work of some public employment office.

5. Describe the growth of postal savings.

A'hat were the causes of the development of the fortune of John Jacob

I 'iscuss the following statement -. e. then, little reason for

expecting that t! ng insecurity in the I lodcrn workman
rr be removed by the development of individual thrift." A. S. John-
litual Science Quarterly, \ 244.

ADAMS, 1

li**
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PART IV

SELECTED ECONOMIC PROBLEMS

( i IAFTER XXVII

TRANSPORTATION ECONOMICS

Transportation Economics Defined. Transportation may
n various points of view. It presents its peculiar

problems to the engineer, to the lawyer, to the financier, to the

accountant, to the operating official, and finally to the economist.

The economist studies the relations of transportation to other

industries and to the public welfare. Leaving to the engineer

the building of bridges, to the accountant the recording of the

condition of the business, and to the general manager the

ing of efficient operation, we turn our attention primarily

to the principles that govern the determination of rates and

fares, although there are many other problems to be considered

in transportation economics, some of them peculiar to this

field and some but special illustrations of principles underlying

all industry. We make use of the technical knowledge of the

engineer and of the other specialists that have been mentioned,
and yet our point of view is distinct.

Scope of the Term Transportation. A complete treatment

of the subject of this chapter would involve a consideration of

steam railways, interurban and city railways, the common

roads, water transportation, as well as the post office, the tele-

graph and the telephone. Aerial transportation may bring new

economic problem future. But it will be necessary in

:o confine the discussion to some of the leading

principles in the economics of railroad transportation. As

557
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explained in Chapter VI. the early turnpike era was followed by
one of canal building, and this in turn by the railroad era. \\ <

are now realizing that we must enter upon a new era of road

building and of the improvement of v, . Canal and

river improvement, however, should be urged, nut on the general

ground that water transpor .ip, but only in specific

re it can be shown to be as a<!

transportation when all of the dements of expense are taken into

consideration. It is a matter of debate, f>r example, whether

the recent construction of the New York barge canal was

economically justified. The improvement of our common
roads is now being vigorously forwarded by state and local

activity. In 1916 the federal government made an appropria-

tion to aid the states in carrying on this work.

Nature of the Railway Industry. Hardly anything can be

produced without the participation of some transport agency.

Modern industrial civilization would be impossible without an

efficient system of commercial intercourse. The dependence is

mutual, for present methods of transportation clearly would be

uneconomical without a large traffic. The influence of cheap

transportation is especially important in the fact that it promotes
an extensive division of labor by widening the market. It per-

mits each region to devote itself to that line of production for

which it is best adapted.
The number of persons employed by railways in the United

States in 1910 was about 1.7 millions, which was 4.45 per cent

of the number of gainful workers reported by the census of that

year. This percentage probably understates the relative impor-

tance of transportation as compared with other economic ac-

tivities, because the capital per employee is larger in the rail way-

industry than in other lines of work. An attempt has sometimes

been made to minimize the importance of the question of rail-

road rates by comparing the transportation charge on such an

article as a pair of shoes with the cost of the shoes and .showing

that it is too small appreciably to affect the retail price. This

overlooks the fact that freight charges enter into the cost of the

materials and of the machinery required to produce the shoes.
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The i large constitutes a large percentage of the cost of

as coal. But. on tin uportancc

of changr 1 1 rates is sometimes overemphasized by

paring the total annual fr< h the

of the average family. Thu> in the year

z June 30, IQIO. -it revenue of railways in the

rnited States was $1,925,553,036, anl the number of families

as reported I <-nsus of 1910 was 20,255,555, making
an average of ninety-live dollars per : hould be

;

ii- figure cannot be compared with the amount
tin- average jHrnds for food, clothing, and other

If the comparison is made at

all, it must IK- with the total annual production of the nation

>r freight charges enter into the cost of such

items as 'ones, war-ships, and railway bridges con-

structed each year as well as of the articles produced for final

ing industries in that they

produce place utii rm utility, and in the further

own the materials

whiih they < lunge in form while railways as a rule do not own
In other words, railways

a Dimply, while urers sell articles in R

they have embodied certain services. The freight charges paid
l>\ the shipper may l>e compared with the toll which the farmer

used to pay for ha corn ground at the mill. The fact

ailways do not buy and sell the commodities to \\

add utility a> ere do, makes the amount of their

yearly income and outgo much smaller in comparison with the

; capital employed than is the case with manufacturers.

Roughly speaking, it takes railways five years to
"
turn o

>tal operating revenues of the railways in the

1 States being about three billions of dollars a year, while

capitalization is about fifteen billions (excluding intercor-

porate duplications). For the year 1909, the Bureau of the

manufacturing establishments as having a capital

of 18.4 billions of dollars and an annual value of products of
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20.7 billions. The value of products less cost of materials pur-

chased, that is, the value added by the manufacturing pn
was 8.5 billions. While no accurate comparisons are possible

from these data, they warrant the conclusion that capital is

relatively much more important as a factor of production in the

railway industry than in manufacturing enterprises taken

whole. The fact that railway services are rendered in con-

nection with a large fixed capital explains much in our railway

history, especially with respect to matters relating to competi-

tion, monopoly, and rate making.

Railway Competition. The early roads were short
, independ-

ent lines, largely for local traffic or to serve as feeders to canals.

The first movement toward the efficiency of the present system
was the welding together of separate links into through lines.

The New York Central, for example, was formed in 1853 out of

ten or eleven previously independent lines between Albany and

Buffalo. The development of parallel through lines introduced

an era of sharp competition. In the seventies the lines connect-

ing Chicago and the Atlantic seaboard engaged in a series of rate

wars. The experience of this decade showed clearly the tempo-

rary and unstable character of competition among parallel lines.

The rule seemed to be that a railway war must be followed by a

rate agreement of some sort, so that instead of the maintenance

of a supposedly fair level of rates by the steady pressure of com-

petition, we find there was an alternation of high and low rates.

The inevitable annihilation of direct competition in rates be-

tween railways is clearly portrayed in a congressional report in

1874, where the following prediction was made :

" But when the

natural tendencies of corporate power have wrought out their in-

evitable conclusions, the magnitude of our combination

probably be in proportion to the extent of the field in which they

operate." But so strongly was it felt at that time that competi-

tion is the life of trade, that the committee which made this

report recommended that the government build a line of its

own, merely to maintain competition with the private roads, for

it was thought that the government could resist the temptation

to enter into a combination.
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a mixed system of public and private ownership. Return began in 1837

with a carefully planned system of public railways. Ten yean later it

was decided to grant charters to private companies A Urge number of

private roads was organised, some with the purpose of competing with the

state system. It was thought that competition between the state and private

roads would be beneficial. The Massachusetts Railroad Commission

report of 1871, recommended a trial of this plan in Massachusetts. But in

Belgium the private lines were soon merged Into four systems, which com-

peted so vigorously with the state roads that the government adopted the

|*'luy of pimhaMnK

Pooling and Consolidation. As a result of the intense struggle

for business among the roads, there was a widespread resort to

the practice of pooling that is, a division of the earnings or ton-

nage of the aggregate business. This form of combination,

however, was at least nominally abandoned after it was declared

illegal by the Interstate Commerce Act of 1887, but organiza-

tions for the purpose of making rates continued to exist I-.

1897 these were also declared illegal by the Supreme Court of the

<i States on the ground that they were in violation of the

Anti-trust Act of 1890.* The decision, howe\ not clearly

prohibit the enlargement of the varic ns by the purchase
and lease of other lines, or by securing indirect control by the

purchase of the majority of their stock. But in 1904 the Su-

preme Court again applied the Anti-trust Act of 1890 in a case

against the Northern Securities Company, a corporation formed,

not for the purpose of directly engaging in the railway business,

but for the purpose of holding the capital stock of the Great

Northern, Northern Pacific, and Burlington systems, two of

which were competing systems. In 191 2 it was decided that for

the Union Pa< road Company to hold indirectly 46 per
cent of the stock of the Southern Pacific Company was illegal,

although only a small percentage of the total traffic of these

roads could be regarded as competitive. The Northern Securi-

ties decision did not prevent the systems involved from con-

tinuing to be controlled by the same financial interests, but the

Union Pacihc case has apparently resulted in severing the finan-

1 Se p. aj7. above.
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rial control of the Union Pacific from that of the Southern

fie.

The present organization of any one of our large systems, like

a geological record, reveals the nature of the changes that have

been going on. The consolidated company controls a number of

lines, perhaps by stock ownership, and each one of tl

made up of a number of subsidiary roads united u a roult of

purchase, partial stock ownership, or lease.

Thus the Baltimore and Ohio in 1912 operated 4455 miles of

line, of which it owned 545 miles, while 3897 miles were con-

trolled through partial or complete stock ownership, t

1

mainder being operated under lease or trackage rights. It also

controlled the Cincinnati, Hamilton, and Dayton, an independent

operating company. There are numerous illustrations of the

control of one large operating company by one or more other

operating companies. Thus the Northern Pacific and Great

Northern Companies jointly control the Burlington. Again,

several operating companies may be controlled by a holding com-

pany which does not itself operate any mileage. This is the case

with the Louisville and Nashville and the Atlantic Coast Line

Railroads, both of which are subsidiary to the Atlantic Coast

Line Company. Again, two or more railroads, apparently quite

independent of each other in the matter of stock ownership, may
nevertheless be dominated by the same financial interests. Thus

the Morgan interests control the Erie and the Southern a

as other railroads. It is safe to say that ten groups of capital-

ists control over three fourths of the railway mileage of the

United States.

I
>ite of the progress of consolidation, competition has not

entirely disappeared. Even where there is no active cutting

of rates by parallel lines, there may be rivalry in service; but

this form of competition has also proven to be unstable

unsatisfactory, as is seen in problems arising in connection with

terminal freight services. Again, alternative routes may \ei

to competition among railways that are not parallel. Thi

roads serving the north Atlantic ports compete in

carriage of grain with those extending to Galveston and N<
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Orleans. The iniUu-me of watt u on railway rates*

has been recognized by the Interstate Commerce Commission in

the adjustment of transcontinental rates and in the numerous.

exceptions it permits in the southern states to the rule that the

charge for the shorter haul shall not exceed that for the longer.

The a he traffic departments of railway's indicates

the existence of competition for business at many points.

The Panama Canal will be a factor in railway competition.

Much has recently been said about the influence of market

competition as a force affecting rates, even when tiu roads have

been consolidated. To illustrate, the farmers and railways of

North Dakota are joim producers <>f wheat, and they are both

desirous that it shall be sold in competition with other wheat in

the Londo uld be ruinous to the roads to maker

surh high rates that the farmers could not afford to sell

grain. The railways cannot be prosperous if the farmers, mcr-

-, and manufacturers along their lines are not prosperous.

rrship. however, has its limit-, for a rale whii h would

enable the producer to continue in business might still be un-

reasonably high.

The Movement of Rates. The average revenue per ton mile

:tic in th< States fell from 1.001 :i 1888 to

.729 cent> in i,,oo, rising to .780 in 1904, and falling again to

in 1913. Average ton-mile receipts, however, are not an

idex of changes in rates, for this average is affected

by the changes in the nature of the traffic as well as by changes,
in rates charged. The average ton-mile revenue is really a

weighted index number with changing weights at different peri-

ods. If the proportion of low-grade freight increases, or if the

length of haul increases, tin-re will be a fall in ton-mile re

;t any change in rates. But if we also take into consider-

rates on spei h as wheat, or stoves,

between specific points, no doul ; it that a large de-

crease in freight rates took place up to the year 1000. "

there have been many increases in published ratev
but also many decreases have been made by order of various

regulating bodies. It may be that the net efect of these changes-
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>ly well represented by the ton-mile revenue, which has

shown little change since 1900, although there has been some
ise in the proportion of low-grade tonnage and in the aver-

age length of haul between 1900 and 1913, which would seem
to indicate some increase in rates since 1000.

In 1910 the railway companies, both in the East and in the

West, asked the Interstate Commerce Commission to sanction

a general increase in freight rates. This it refused to do. In

1914, a renewed request for permission to increase rates on the

part of Eastern carriers was at first denied but later granted.
In 1915 an advance in rates on a long list of commodities was

proposed by carriers in the Middle West. The commission

permitted certain of the advances proposed and denied others.

Railway representatives assert that rates should increase when

prices generally are increasing, but they have failed to demon-

strate any general increase in their own "cost of living" except
in the higher rates of wages paid and the higher rates of interest

recently prevailing. In the years following 1008, passenger
rates were radically reduced in many states by two-cent fare

laws. The average revenue per passenger per mile had shown

little change prior to that time since the early nineties, when

it was somewhat higher. Recently Eastern railways have

also made general increases in passenger rates. A joint com-

mittee of Congress recommended in 1914 that the payments
to railroads for carrying the mails be increased.

These general changes or proposed changes in rates and fares

give renewed interest to the question oi how a reasonable rate

may be determined.1

1 It is left as an exercise for the student to draw charts of the movement of rev-

enues per ton per mile and per passenger per mile from the Statistics of Railways

published by the Interstate Commerce Commission, and to compare at different

dates the average length of haul and the proportions of various kinds of commodities

carried. But it must be remembered that the average revenue per ton per mile

is a single figure representing the result of applying an almost infinite variety of

specific rates under varying traffic conditions. This is at once the advantage and

defect of an average. To emphasize this point the average receipts per ton per

mile are given in the following table for eight selected commodities by geographical

districts. The average length of haul as given in this table is obtained by dividing

the tons per mile by the number of tons earned, as reported by each railroad, in-
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The Level of Rates. If, owing to the monopolistic nature of

the railway business, the dt urn of rates can no longer be

kft to the automa ing of compel must

be consciously determined according to fundamental principles.

Competition was supposed to do justice by limit ing the aggregate

earnings of an establishment approximately to the expenses of

,lu.iiMX U.th thr lOW on the Uoe of the carrier and the too* received

haul, therefore. is the averafe haul on oneMrtfcttcsfriem The
and not Ihe averafe haul for the

For all commoditie* taken tofether in IUM the averafe haul of a too on 000 rail-

road was 147 miles as afainst 160 miles for all the railroads retarded as a system.

TWs last 6fure is obtained by dividinf the ton-mile* by the number of tons re-

nectinf carriers. The same correction cannot be made for the individual com-

modities. The followinf table, it may also be noted, does not cover all of

the mOeafe of the country, as many railroad* do not compile traffic statistics in

thi, form.

AVEBAOE RECEIPT* ra TON rn MILE AND AVEIAGE LENGTH or HAUL VOB

SELECTED CoMnoorriES IN OHIOAD Lorn torn YEAE ENDING JUNE 30, 1913.

151.041 MILES or ROAD

(From SUtiHia tf fteOvayi in tkt I'nittd Statts, IQI 3. P 44 )

I $ J

RcvciptMK-r ton-mile

cents

Lenfth of haul -miles

District

OJ7S

Lenfth of haul -mfles

Wu*n District

Receipts per ton-mile

cents

Length of haul miles

T*t*l-AU District*

Receipts per ton-mile

cents

Lsjfcftfcofhed

$o

0.740

0.581

0.851

158

0.938

193

1.155

166

OS<H

i.97

179

1.79*

"4

0.841

1723

38

I U;7

1.158

o Sy.i

1.043

I 106

0965

0-571

170

0555

119

o.6jo

173

0.578

170

0.417

0403
iSo

0.676

"7

0447

135

0.6*3

0.734

III

0713

0701

17*
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doing the business, and it seems most natural that we should ap-

ply the same standard in our railway rate making. Tin re ran be

no doubt but that expense is a safe guide so far as it can be ac-

curately determined. It needs but a slight analysis of railway

expenditure, however, to reveal the difficulty of using expense as

a criterion of a fair rate. In 1913 the railways reported to tin In-

terstate Commerce Commission operating revenues and other in-

come amounting to 3 297 millions of dollars, and in this same year

the interest on funded debt and dividends amounted to 666 mil-

lions, or 20. 2 per cent of the revenues and other income. This rep-

resents the amount accruing to the stock and bondholders as joint

owners of the business, not counting the increase in surplus. Is

this a proper payment to such owners ? That some compensa-
tion of this sort is necessary under the regime of private capi-

talism is clear, for if none were made, new roads would not be

built nor would old ones be maintained. A common answer is

that the owners should be allowed a fair return upon their

investment, but it is difficult to say what is a fair return and what

is the actual investment. The rate of interest to be allowed

must be determined from a study of the investment market and

from a consideration of what is necessary to provide a surplus

for the lean years and for unproductive improvements.

A more perplexing question is to decide upon a fair valua-

tion upon which the return is to be calculated. Neither t he-

amount of stocks and bonds nor the ledger value of the prop-

erty is a safe guide. In some cases the actual investment may
be traced historically where the records have not been destroyed,

but this raises a series of difficulties. Was the investment

wisely made, or does it contain a large profit paid to some con-

struction company? Should investments made out of income

or surplus be distinguished from the original investment or from

proceeds of the sale of stock and bonds? The difficulty of as-

certaining the full history of the investment has led to estimates

of the cost of the production or reproduction of an enterprise

by means of an engineering survey of the road and equipment.

The Interstate Commerce Commission, through its Division of

Valuation, has been engaged on the gigantic task of making
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a valuation of the entire railway system of t <i States.

Expensive as this undertaking is, it seems to be the only hope
of reaching an equitable n of what Ls to be regarded

as a fair valuation upon which to base rates. Should the people
of the United States ever reach the conclusion that it is wise

for them to own the railways, a valuation of this kind, kept

up to date by appropriate accounting, will be of the greatest

physical
"

or t % valuation itself

will not answer the question of what is a fair value. Shall the

"cost new. (-predated value
" be taken? To what

it shall an intangible or
"
going

"
value be recognized?

No answer of universal applii at ion can be given to these ques-

hut it may safely be said that when a depreciation fund

has been accrued through annual charges to operating expenses,

the amount of such depreciation must be deducted from the

cost new. It is sometimes said that if we deduct depreciation

we must also add appreciation, but this is taken into account in

rthod by which valuations are usually made, tha;

real estate is valued according to the selling price of neighboring

lands. It is e.v . loubtful whether any going or intangible

value should be recognized. To do this might amount to re-

warding a railroad for becoming a monopoly. The case is some-

; rom that of a manufacturing establishment where

its
"
good-will

"
may frequently be developed by superior skill

in the face of competition.

Relative Rates. When the general level of rates has been

confronted by the question of what should be

charged for each particular shipment, and here we find the appli-

cation of the principle of expense of still greater difficulty and un-

certainty. In attempting to say what it costs to cany a ton of

coal a mile, we find that a large part of the expenditure is incurred,

not for one specific kind of commodity, but jointly for many
The roadbed, ties, and rails are maintained, not for

coal cars alone, but for passenger trains as well. K\ en with the

most careful bookkeeping it is possible to trace a direct causal

connection between only a part of the expenses and specific

portions of the traffic. It is possible to say that a certain traffic
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requires a certain amount of extra labor and fuel, and causes a

certain amount of wear and tear, and clearly such traffic should

normally pay enough to meet these expenses at least, if we wish

to prevent waste. But what shall be done with such joint ex-

penditures as fall under the head of maintenance of way? Shall

they be charged to the freight or to the passenger services ? Tin-

prevailing opinion has been that the cost of carrying a specific

shipment cannot be determined with sufficient accuracy for any

'useful purpose because the element of
"
joint expense

"
is said to

be a prominent characteristic of the production of railway serv-

ices. In 1894 the National Association of Railroad Commis-

sioners and the Interstate Commerce Commission indorsed the

view that railroads should not be required to separate the

operating expenses of their freight and passenger services. Since

that time there has been a great development among manufac-

turing enterprises of what is known as cost accounting, which is

concerned with the apportionment of the total expenses of a

factory among its several products. This has been found use-

ful both in matters connected with the fixing of prices and in

determining the efficiency of the various departments of an

enterprise. Statistics of this kind were also developed by some

railway managements, but little use was made of them in de-

termining rates. In 1907 the railroad commission of Wiscon-

sin gave an impetus to railway cost accounting by its opinion

in the case of Buel vs. C. M. and St. P. Railway, where the

reasonableness of a passenger rate of three cents a mile had been

questioned. A complete apportionment was made of the

expenditures of this railroad between its freight and passenger

services. In 1914 the Interstate Commerce Commission recon-

sidered the whole matter, and after a public hearing decided that

in the future railways must report their operating expenses sepa-

rately for freight and passenger services according to bases to

be prescribed by the commission. 1

Is there a sound theoretical basis for this newer development?
This is a controverted point in economic theory and a full dis-

cussion cannot be given here. What has been said in Chapter

1 fn the Matter of Ike Separation of Operating Expenses (30 1. C. C. Reports, 676).
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X I regarding constant and variable expenses and joint <

of production should be reviewed in this connection. Within

certain limits an increase in the volume of railway traffic results

in a lower average outgo per unit of product because certain

items, such as maintenance of way and the in i crest on the in-

vestment in the roadway, do not grow as rapidly as the traffic,

not to mention other economies. As railways can classify their

traffic by commodities and points of origin and destination, it

will pay to make low rates on traffic which would not otherwise

be secured. But it is superficial to stop with the analysis at this

As traffic increases the tracks and bridges are strength-

ened and additional tracks are added. In the long run the

amount ot i markedly affected by the volume of

traffic; that is, in the long run there is a causal connection be-

tween growth in volume of traffic and growth in maintenance

and interest charges, and this is the theoretical basis for attempt-

ing to distribute transportation and equipment expenses and at

least a part of the maintenance and interest charges to specific

services. As a matter of fact, over 70 per cent of all of the

operating expenses can be directly assigned to freight service

or to passenger service without arbitrary apportionments, when

the accounting is arranged for that purpose, and a considerable

part of the investment can also be directly assigned to one serv-

ice or to the other. The kind of expenses which can be dis-

tinguished as between freight trains and passenger trains can also

logically be distinguished as between different classes of freight

trains, so that the cost of hauling a trainload, a carload, or even

a ton of freight a mile can be approximated. If any class of

freight traffic or passenger traffic cannot bear the operating

expenses and interest charges attributable to that class of traffic,

it is not profitable traffic.

It is worth noting that the variety of railway services is not

nearly so great as might be imagined from the multiplicity of

rates in existence. Freight transportation consists in moving
a mass of material in freight cars, and from the cost standpoint

it makes little difference whether we call the material sand,

cement, or iron ore. The fact that commodities vary in bulk
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as compared with their weight is not an insuperable difficulty in

comparing their costs of transportation. Forty tons of coal

can be loaded in one car while forty tons of bird cages might re-

quire forty cars, but the train resistance caused by a car and

contents in each case can be measured approximately.
While greater emphasis may in the future be laid on the cost

principle, rates will doubtless continue to be based fo a. very

large degree on the principle of
"
charging what the traffic will

bear." Whether because of past commercial developments or

for reasons of public policy, some traffic will be carried at rates

less than those indicated by cost considerations, and this means

that other traffic will have to bear rates higher than those

indicated by considerations of cost. Some of the expenses of

-every railroad, varying in some degree with its stage of develop-

ment, may even in the long run be regarded as independent of

the traffic, and such expenses should be distributed over such

traffic as can best bear them. In the construction of freight

classifications, the value of a commodity itself is given con-

sideration as a measure of what the traffic can bear or of the
<f value of the service," but it is clear that this is not an exact

measure.

Distance. A most perplexing factor in rate making is that

of distance. In actual practice, distance has been to a very large

degree ignored. For example, in group rates, the same charge

is made to a common market from any point within a certain area,

irrespective of the length of the haul. In the basing-point system,

the rates to small towns in a certain region will not vary accord-

ing to the distance from the point of shipment, but are found

by adding together the rate to a railway center, called a basing

point, and the local rate from this basing point to the small town,

even though the town be nearer than the basing point to the

original point of shipment. Again, goods brought from a for-

eign country to a point in the interior may be givem a rate lower

than the domestic rate from the point of entry to the same point

in the interior. Again, goods intended for export sent from Chi-

cago to New York may pay less than those intended for use in

New Y *rk. Goods are sent to San Francisco from New York
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for less than the rate fi

San Francisco. 1 These conditions have largely grown
i the con : .always among themselves and with

waterways.
The fact that distance is one element in the expense of carriage

suggests that it should be taken account of in making rates,

arc ma; i stances which necessitate a de-

parture from the rule of a strict mileage rate. The fact that

mal charges, for example, are the same for a long a>

short haul justifies a decrease in the total charge per ton mile as

distance grows. The great advantage of following a schedule of

rates based on distance is that it affords some basis, although not

an absolute guide, for settling sectional disputes concerning

relative railway charges.

Government Ownership or Government Regulation? With

the decline of comj >< \ he railway business, the alternative

lies between private operation with government supervision on

the one hand, and government ownership and operation on the

other. There cannot be said to be any well-defined movement

for go t ownership in the United States. Socialists favor

it as a step in the direction of their ideals, but conscn

persons also have recognized that the difficulty of regulating

railroads with sufl"i> abuses and at the

same time with sufiidcnt freedom given to railway managements
to develop their prop the most efficient manner may
make go it owner liable.

No convincing argument for either side of this question can

be made by comparing the quality of railroad service and the

rates charged in countries that have government ownership with

the service and rates of railways privately owned and managed.
is little question that government ownership is feasible

in this coun'rv and that good service might be expected. Greater

might be taken to consider public convenience, and labor

might be improved for the lower classes of employees,

City of 5*m v. ATirtfcn, Pvijk R**~y C^ n I C. C 400 and aj
.ud Sfjfet v. U*it* Piju fe*Mrf CY, aj4 U. S. 495 :

ifr R*to to Pvifie Cut Terminal* aW I*ttrmi4i*t /VwOi, jj I. C C. 6n.
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Personal discrimination might be expected to cease altogether.

It has been suggested that rates could be reduced because, owing
to the superior credit of the United States government, capital

could be secured at a lower rate of interest. But it is difficult

to tell to what extent the credit of the government might be

adversely affected by the issue of sufficient bonds to purchase
the railways of this country. There might be economies in the

elimination of some of the expenses due to the efforts of railways

to get traffic away from each other, to roundabout hauls, and to

useless duplication of facilities.

The political consequences might be unfavorable. It would

be unfortunate to have sectional disputes as to rates thrown

into politics. Railroad extensions might become "
pork," like

our river and harbor improvements. The voting power of

railway employees might be sought by politicians by promises
of improved conditions of work.

A most serious consideration is the question of efficiency of

management. A private and a public monopoly alike may be-

come unprogressive. It may be that our system of regulation

can be so developed that it will serve at once as a check upon abuses

and as a stimulus to efficiency. It is not always best to decide

today what can as well be decided tomorrow. Whether or not

government ownership is coming, the perfection of the govern-

ment control of our private railways would seem to be the wisest

next step. Government regulation has already accompli slice!

much in the United States. It has nearly eliminated rebates

land personal discrimination
;

it has given stability to rates
;

it

has strengthened railway credit
;

it has promoted uniformity in

accounting ;
it has shown that it can raise rates as well as lower

them and that it can settle sectional disputes as to rates in a com-

prehensive way. There still remains the task of determining the

amount of railway investment entitled to a return, of devising

a proper control over capitalization, of perfecting the rate

system, and of working out comparative standards of effi-

ciency. We may well hope that government ownership will at

least be deferred until more has been accomplished along these

lines.
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Government Regulation of Railways in the United State*. -

Railway corporations in the United States are almost all organ-
ized under the laws of the separate states. Formerly special

laws were passed when a railway company was to be formed, but

at the present time there are general laws specifying what con-

* must be complied with in order that a number of persons

may organize a railway corporation. The separate states have

imposed a number of regulations and restrictions not only on the

companies which they have chartered but also on others doing

business within their borders. These relate to the safety and

the comfort of passengers, train service, consolidations, pooling,

ticket-scalping, discriminations between shippers and places,

the issue of securities, and reasonableness of charges. Railway
or public service commissions are found in ail but a few states.

That a railway corporation is subject to government regulation

in the interest of the public welfare has been clearly established

by a long line of judicial decisions beginning with the leading
41

Granger
"
case of Afunn vs. Illinois. 1 But the authority of

ite governments has been greatly limited by two provisions

in the federal Constitution. Congress having been given control

ovrr interstate commerce, the states must confine themselves in

their regulations to commerce wholly within the state. And
urt4-enth Amendment declares that no state shall dr

any person of life, liberty, or property without due process of law

or deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protec-

of the law. The courts have interpreted this provision to

that neither a state legislature nor a commission created

it can fix rate* even on inlrjstate traffic without a review by
the courts. The courts have often declared rate legislation by
slates void on the ground that it confiscated the property of the

stockholders.1

Federal regulation of railways is based on the Interstate

Commerce Act of 1887, which has been repeatedly amended,
most extensively in 1906 and 1910. The folkvring is a summan
of the amended act, as in force in 1916:

'04 U.S. 113(1876).
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The Interstate Commerce Commission consists of seven mem-
bers appointed by the President with the

"
advice and OHIM-MI

"

of th< . with terms of seven years, not more than lour of

the commissioners being from the same political party. The

jurisdiction of the commission extends not only over steam rail-

ways but also over electric railways, telegraph, telephone, and

cable companies, pipe lines, express and sleeping car companies,
and to some extent over water carriers. The control in these

cases extends to interstate traffic merely.

Ml charges and practices must be reasonable, but no general

standards of reasonableness have been prescribed by Congress.

Certain specific things are prohibited. There can be no dis-

crimination between persons or places and no free passes or free

transportation except to classes of persons specified in tin

The giving of rebates renders both shipper and carrier liable

to punishment. Pooling is prohibited, and no railway may
have any interest in any competing water carrier. When rates

have been reduced to meet water competition they may not

be raised again without permission. No common carrier may
make any greater charge for a shorter than for a longer dis-

tance in the same direction, the shorter being included within

the longer, unless authorized to do so by the commission.

Carriers must file with the commission copies of all their rates

and fares, and no carrier may make charges different from the-e

published rates. Changes in rates require thirty days' notice

unless a shorter time is permitted by the commission. The

commission may suspend rates for a period of 120 days and a

further period of six months.

Any person may make a complaint regarding rates or

tices and the commission may institute inquiries on its own mo-

tion. It has power to fix maximum rates for a period of two

years and may award reparation to shippers who have been

overcharged. The orders of the commission may be rev

by the courts as to questions of law but not as to findings of fact.

A Commerce Court was created in 1910 to hear appeals from the

commission's orders but this court was abolished in 191.s, it*

jurisdiction being vested in the several district courts.
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Section ao of the act empowers the commission to require

il and special reports from transportation companies and

to present mof thcaccou hmay be kepi. Under

this
|

i classifications of accounts nave been

worked out in cooperation with railway accountants.

1913 Congress directed the commission to ascertain the

value of all the pr > every common ca r

As to every piece of property there is to be ascertained

the original cost to date, the cost of reprotliu ti<m m-\v, the cost

>n less depreciation, and other values, if any I

1914 the commission was given authority to en/or.

rust Act so far as it applies to common carriers,

main purpose of this part of the act is to prevent those inter-

corporate relationships which tend to lessen competition.

The commission is also charged with the enforcements of

safety appliance and boiler inspection provisions and with

matters relating to hours of service of employees and to ra.

The Interstate Commerce Commission regularly employs about 700

persons, but the work of valuation has temporarily greatly increased this

number. A general survey of its work each year is given in its Annnal Report

to Congress. Its 30 or more volumes of decision*, published as the I*UT-

ttaU Commerce Commission Reports, contain a vast amount of descriptive

material concerning the rate structures and the practices of railways in the

United States. Information concerning the mileage, capitalization

nues, expenses,and traffic of railways will be found in its annual volume called

XMistics of Railways in the United States.

QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES

i. Write a description of some railway system, giving its organization,

capitalization, earnings, dividends, nature of traffic, territory covered.

Make a digest of the opinions in the .Yorlfcm S*rili<s Cow, 193

U. S. 197, and the United Slates vs. Tkt Union Pacific Railroad Company,
art U. S. 61.

have paid $200 for a share of stock in a monopolistic enter-

have you a right to complain if government regulation so affects its

earnings that the price of the share falls to $100?

4 Discuss the conflict of authority between state and federal commis-

sions (Skrt*ef>ort Casts, 134 U. S. 34*)-
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5. Can one ascertain what it costt the railways to carry United St.itc-

mails?

6. Can the passenger service be said to be a by-product of the freight

service?

7. Compare some of the leading railways from the standpoint of density

of traffic.

8. What would be the economic effects of a
"
postage-stamp

"
railway rate

system, in which rates vary with the weight and nature of the shipment.

but not with distance ?
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CHAPTER XXVin

INSURANCE

Nature of Insurance. The essential idea of the modern in-

stitution of insurance is cooperation in the bearing of losses which

arc likely to happen to any one of a large group of persons but

i will actually fall upon but few members of the group. It

is thus directly opposed to gambling, although wagers have fre-

quently been made in the form of the insurance contract. It

may appear at first that the man who insures his house is

making a wager with the insurance company that his house will

burn, but this is in fact like betting on both sides of an <

If the man does not insure, he may be regarded as betting that

his house will not burn, and by wagering with the insurance com-

hat it will burn, he relieves himself of risk. For this relief

he is willing to incur the certain loss of his premium. Insurance

does not free the policy holders from loss, but it means many
small losses in place of a few unbearable ones. In well-devel-

oped forms of insurance there is also no risk for the insurance

company, because the amount of loss is approximately known in

advance, as will be explained presently.

The question is sometimes asked whether insurance is pro-

the sense that other econon i t ies are produ
The answer is decidedly in the affirmative, for the feeling of

security that it makes possible is a real satisfaction which we are

willing to purchase. Then too, there is a very important eco-

nomic gain in distributing among many persons the burden of

losses which would otherwise fall heavily upon a few. Further-

the relief of distress among the unfortunate without com-

pelling thrm to accept charity is a distinct social gain, and

finally, many of our business operations are facilitated by the

" 577
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existence of a system of insurance. Prevention of loss is not

properly a part of the idea of insurance, but nevertheless insur-

ance as it exists today does have many tendencies in that

direction, especially in such forms as fire and steam-boiler in-

surance. On the other hand, insurance causes a certain amount

of loss by provoking to some extent incendiarism, self-mutilation,

or suicide, and even normal persons are likely to be less can-fill

when they know they are insured. On the whole, however, we
can scarcely overestimate the importance to society of an in-

stitution which equalize? economic shocks and multiplies the

incentives to thrift.

The Law of Probabilities. A special profession (that of the

actuary) and a special branch of mathematics have grown up as

a basis of the institution of insurance. It is a knowledge of the

law of large numbers that changes insurance from a wager to a

business of a routine-like nature. If a coin is tossed a large num-

ber of times, heads will appear about as often as tails. This may
be counted upon as practically certain, but with respect to any

particular throw taken by itself, there is no way of telling in ad-

vance whether heads or tails will appear. This truth has been

worked out and applied most definitely to life insurance, but in

other business callings also an effort is made to gather data that

will make possible the formulation of statistical laws as guides

in making business plans.

Origin and Development. Arrangements embodying the

idea of insurance are found among the ancients, but the modern

institution of insurance, although its origin is obscure, first be-

comes prominent in the loans on bottomry which became com-

mon during the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. A loan on

bottomry meant that money was borrowed by the owner of a ship

and was to be repaid with interest at the termination of his

voyage, but the principal and interest were not to be repaid if

the ship was lost. Sometimes this took the form of insuring

the captain's life, but no scientific system of life insurance ap-

peared until the compilation of life tables.

Fire insurance received an impetus from the Great Fire of

London in 1666, the first company organized upon strict mer-
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I >rimii>les being the "Fire Office,"organised in 1680. Ic

bad a brigade of its own to prevent and extinguish fire

1693 Edmund Halley made a report to the Royal Society regard-

ity at various ages upon the basis of tables of

1 funerals at the city of Hn->lau , l>ut, practicall

insurance as a business dates from the organization of the
" Old

in 1762.

Before this, however, there were many associations for conducting in-

surance upon a speculative basis, which entered into wagers of every con-

ceivable description. "Even the morality of the newspapers of that day
was shocked by such proceedings: we find the London Chronicle of 1768

thus declaiming, 'The introduction and amazing progress of illicit gaming
at Lloyd's Coffee-house, is among others, a powerful and very melancholy

proof of the dcgenera* : me. Though gaming in any degree b per-

verting the original and useful design of that Coffee-house, it may in some

measure be excusable to speculate on the following subjects: Mr. Wilkc*

being elected member for London; which was done from 5 to 50 guinea*

percent.;- Mr. Wilkcs being elected member for Middlesex, from so to

70 guineas per a- rman Bond's lilt for one year, now doing at 7 per
nark the modesty] being turned out in one year, now

doing at la guineas per cent; On r one year, now

doing at five per cent M.B. Warranted to remain in prison during that

period; On a declaration of war with France or Spain in one year, 8

guineas per cent. But,' continues the sensitive journalist, 'when policies

to be opened on two of the first peers in Britain losing their heads

lor. 6rf. per cent, or on the dissolution of the present parliament within

year at 5 guineas per cent, which are now actually doing, and under -

chiefly by Scotsmen, at the above Coffee-house, it is surely high time

In the I'nited States, fire insurance was fairly well begun
in pre-revolutionary days. In 1830 the New York

t Company was organized, and twelve years later ap-

the Mutual Life Insurance Company of New York,

he oldest of the existing American life insurance com-

panies whit h injure more than a restricted class < iuals.

In the seventies numerous failures brought fcl line
"

life

insurance companies into discredit, and in the following years

act, together with the desire for cheap insurance, caused

Watford. The Insurance Guide and Baudeeoh, 4tk eo\ p. a*.
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a marked development of assessment insurance, against which

there has in turn been a reaction because of its unscientific basis.

Subsequently the
"
old line

"
companies again suffered a loss of

prestige on account of the scandalous extravagance and corrup-

tion revealed by official investigations. The evil practices had

to do chiefly with the management of the surplus, which was not

under legal control as was the reserve. (These terms will be ex-

plained presently.) The accompanying table shows the growth
in American life insurance since 1850. The check in 1880 may
be noted. Between 1890 and 1910 the total amount of life in-

surance in force in ordinary and industrial companies increased

fourfold. The average amount in force per family was $319
in 1890 and $801 in 1910. It is perhaps needless to state that

the average amount per policy is much larger than this in

ordinary though not in industrial insurance. The foregoing

does not include the insurance fraternal orders, which had

10,122,169 certificates and $9,839,909,282 of insurance in force

in 1911.

Forms of Insurance Organization. Fire insurance may be

written by stock companies, by mutual companies, or by associa-

tions of individual insurers, known as underwriters and Lloyds.

Mutual companies, again, may be either local (county or town)

mutuals, state or general mutuals,or the manufacturers' mutuals.

The local town mutuals have the advantage that they can be

conducted with a very low cost of administration, but the stock

companies seem best adapted to the business of fire insurance,

since it is desirable that the risk of a conflagration should be

spread over a very wide territory.

Life companies are also found both in the stock and mutual

form. Theoretically the management of the latter is in the

hands of the policy holders themselves, but in actual practice

they must be managed by a small group of financiers. Life in-

surance companies are also classified according to the plans of

premium payments: (i)
"
old line

"
level premium, (2) assess-

ment, and (3) stipulated premium.
Where risk enters in modern life, companies are often organized

to offer an escape from it through insurance even before enough



data have been collected to make possible the accurate predic-

tion of the amount of loss. In addition to life insurance we have

indemnity in case of sickness, accident, destruction by fire,

wind, hail, or explosions of boilers or fly wheels, broken windows,

OF POUCHES AMD AMOUNT OF Lire IMSUEAMCE 01 Foacz nt

OBDINAIY AND INDUSTUAL COMFANUS, 1850 TO 191 a 1

OftMXAIt
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or the insurance may be for only a Itrm of years during which

turns are paid, the insurance ceasing entirely at the

end of tli- ; cheapest kind of insurant

pany knows that many of the insured will

Mir\ive IK-;.
.::! the term, and to them no payment need be

isurance . for life, the payment
I. : i- .. !.i::i! 1:1 IA rr

>
. .1 -.

Reserve. If a level premium is charged, the income of

in the earlier years of a policy exceeds the expense

of car r .
, as measured by the losses on account of t he

i .' .: ::u-pu!i t y hulder> <>i like. tL'e. IhtpQTtlOBtof the

iiM/d must be held for the credit of the

.ntil the later years, a certain rate of interest being

allowed. This accumulating fund is known as the resent. In

the later years of the life of a policy, the reserve is gradually

drawn upon to meet the deficit arising from the fa.

these years the level premium payments will be insufficient to

the cost of carrying the risk, smaller, that is, than they

would have be rate or natural premium plan.

Surplus. If the insured live longer than was assumed by

company in calculating its premiums, more money will be

than is necessary to meet the obligations of the insur-

is one source of surplus. Again, the

!>y the company may be invested at a higher

i was assumed in the calcu 1

id source of surplus. A third source of surplus is in keep-

expenses below what was assumed in the calculations. (The
lit ion made to the net premium to cover expenses is

11

loading,"and is commonly not far from a fourth of the

premium.) The amounts paid in by those who subse-

itly lapse or surrender their j>olides do not all go to the

lus, for it is customary now to allow "surrender values"

hut as these allowances are subject

..ir^e. there is some addit; lie surplus

the s ed or lapsed policies. Out of the surplus are

lends on the capital stock, if there be any, and

the dividends to each policy holder, which in some cases are
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credited or paid annually to each policy holder, but in other

cases not until the expiration of a period of years.

Endowments. What is ordinarily called an endowment

policy is a combination of two distinct forms of contract. A
simple life insurance contract promises to pay a certain sum

upon the death of the insured
;
a pure endowment contract would

pay a certain sum if the holder of the policy survives after a

period of years. A twenty-year endowment insurance policy

combining these two features means that payment would be

made at death if that occurred within the twenty years, or at the

expiration of twenty years if the policy holder survives.

This form of policy has been declining in popularity because

in its ordinary form it is disadvantageous to the policy holder,

unless he be so thriftless that he cannot be induced to save in any
other way. If insurance could not be obtained in any other

way, it might bfe wise to purchase such a policy, but the objects

of saving and insuring can be more cheaply accomplished by

separating the two features. If, instead of paying $50 for an

endowment policy, the holder paid part of this for term insurance

and put the remainder in a savings bank at three or four per cent

compound interest, there might be more to his credit whether

he lived or died. But when the loading is properly arranged,

and with an annual distribution of surplus, the endowment policy

performs a useful function as an encouragement of thrift. In

fact, a very long-term endowment maturing at, say, age sixty-

five, would best meet the needs of a great many persons. Many
others, feeling that they lack the necessary determination to save

regularly a portion of their incomes in the ordinary way, find

the endowment policy a useful form of
"
compulsory saving."

These points will be made clearer by the following illustration

of what becomes of the premium in the case of a ten-year endow-

ment policy at age thirty-five with a premium of $107.70, when

it is assumed that the mortality will be in accordance with the

American Experience Table, that the company will earn three

per cent on its funds, and that the expense charged each year to

this policy will be as given in the table. 1

1
Report of the Wisconsin John Legislative Investigating Committee, 1906, p. 153.
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is of a relatively simple and routine character and because the

State can offer greater security and can command greater confi-

dence than is possible in the case of a private corporation. Com-

IK tit ion has had the effect of causing rival companies to invent

many outwardly attractive combinations of policy conditions,

but on the whole it has increased rather than decreased the ex-

pense of doing the business. When the State enters the tk Id

simply as an additional competitor, as in New Zealand, i;

advantage is not apparent ;
but if it has a monopoly of the busi-

ness and compels every one to insure, it can perhaps, without

any selection of risks, effect the insurance at a lower price than

is asked by any existing private company.
1 In 1913 the state

of Wisconsin began the sale of life insurance. The main object

of the law is the reduction in the cost of insurance by reducing

the expense of solicitation and administration. The credit of

the state is involved only to the extent of the life fund created by
the insurance act. In Italy life insurance is a state monopoly.

State Regulation. Following the example of Massachusetts

in 1858, other states have appointed insurance commissioners

for the supervision of this business, and the insurance laws of

a single one of these states are now sufficient to make a good-
sized volume. Insurance companies have found this variety of

control irksome and have generally advocated federal control of

insurance. Although something would be gained, it cannot be

said that there is any great need of federal control of life insur-

ance, not to mention the constitutional difficulties, because it is

not absolutely necessary, as in transport or fire insurance, that

one life company do business in many states, and the people of

each state should have the power to say what kind of insurance

institutions they desire to have.

An enumeration of the requirements in the state of New York

will illustrate the nature of state regulation : A certificate of

authorization must be obtained from the Superintendent of In-

surance and a deposit of securities must be made. A minimum

capital stock is prescribed and regulations are made concerning

1 Consult the article by M. M. Dawson in Bliss, Encyclopedia of Social Reform,

new ed., p. 637.
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the investment of stock and surplus. There are also provisions

relating to standards of solvency, reinsurance, limi t . . . sks,

admission of fnrri^M mmpanirs, rxainin.tti<n i .uiDiint-, .i:M

annual reports. The policy must the err. ruct,

and the sta ire to be taken as representations and not

warranties. No misleading estimates and deceptive statements

are to be issued for the purpose of getting business sur-

ance companies are .t participating or non-par

paling business, and in the former case the surplus must be an-

nually ap|x>rtioned and paid to each policy. There are further

regarding the valuation of policies, surrender values,

discrimination, election of directors, limitation of the amount of

v business each year, limitations as to expenses and salaries of

officers, and standard forms of policies are prescribed for both life

and fire insurance,

SOCIAL INSURANCE

Social Insurance Defined. Social insurance refers to those

urance or qua^i-in^uraruc institutions which are organized

by the state to alleviate the <listress which is likely to fall upon
the poorer classes as a result of accident, sickness, invalidity,

old age, unemployment, and the premature death of the chief

wage earner of My. All insurance is obviously social

in the sense that it implies cooperation on the part of many
persons and is subject to extensive state regulation, but v.

railed social insurance implies the activity of the state far be-

yond mere regulation. It is true that private activity has done

much in tl. m of workingmen's insurance, but it is be-

cause these efforts have proved inadequate that the movement
Durance has gathered force. It is to IK- distinguished

m poor relief in that it recognizes that the normally thrifty

wage earner cannot purchase adequate life and accident ir

ance from private commercial companies and that the respon-
s on society to provide that which it is impossible for

th< ..il to provide. It endeavors by insurance methods

provide in advance for the coming of the evil day, so that the
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benefits paid will be received, not as a matter of charity, but

as a matter of right.

Compensation for Industrial Accidents. In the United

States social insurance has begun its development in connection

with the problem of industrial accidents. Under the common

law, the employer is not responsible to an employee injured

while at work if a reasonably safe place to work has been fur-

nished. Even if the employer is at fault, there is no redress if

there has been contributory negligence on the part of the em-

ployee or one of his fellow servants or if the accident happens
without negligence that can be traced to any particular person.

This law of negligence has generally been modified by legis-

lation designed to increase the responsibility of the employer, as,

for example, by the restriction or elimination of the fellow ser-

vant doctrine. 1 While employees have sometimes been able to

secure damages amounting to small fortunes, the general result

of this legal system is that in the vast majority of cases only

small damages or none at all are secured, or, if secured, they are

in large part offset by the cost of litigation. The liability

of the employer, however, is a serious matter to him, and an ex-

pensive system of employers' liability insurance has jjrown up.

The more severe the modifications in the law of negligence be-

come, the higher are the rates imposed by the liability com-

panies. Such is the expense of conducting this business that

it is safe to say that less than one half of the money paid for em-

ployers' liability insurance premiums ever reaches the injured

employees in damages. While labor leaders were drafting bills

designed to increase still further the liability of employers,
attention was turned to European practice, where the view

had come to prevail that it is useless to try to locate the

responsibility for accidents, except for purposes of preventing

them in the future, and that if a workman is injured in the

course of his employment, he should be promptly assisted, even

if he had been negligent. Accidents were looked upon as a

trade risk against which the workingman should be adequately
insured.

1 See Chapter xxiii.
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The result was that in the years following 1910 a wave of work-

Ben's compensation legislation swept <> northern and

western states. By the end of 1914 over one half of our states

had enacted compensation for accident laws. The federal

nment had in 1008 established a system of compensation
for iM.lu>tri.il .liiidmts for the majority of its industrial em-

ployees. During the first five years of its operation $1,804,000

was paid out as compensation, nearly one half of which was paid

to employees of the Isthmian Canal Commission. The law

tint not abolish the criterion of negligence, as according to its

terms accidents resulting from the misconduct or negligence

of the injured person are not compensated. The amount of

compensa < injured workman's wages during disability,

not exceeding one year, al cases, an amount equal to one

year's wages. In other respects also the law docs not conform

to an ideal compensation law and efforts have been made to

amend it.
1

The provisions of the various state laws differ greatly in de-

tail, but it may be said that in general they provide for definite

payments to injured worknu-n in hazardous employments, prac-

tically regardless of negligence and almost universally at the

expense of the employer. In some states the law is compul-

loyer engaged in the industries covered

I>ay the compensation specified and must insure himself

against the liability. In other states the law b nominally op-

tional, the employer and employee being free to remain under

the old law of negligence, but an inducement is given to them to

choose the new compensation method by providing that if either

does not accept it, he is put to certain disadvantages under the

law of negligence. The purpose of this roundabout method (not

always successful) of securing compliance is to overcome the

difficulty that under our constitutional guarantees of freedom

a direct compulsion might not be sanctioned by our courts,

while the modification of the law of negligence is well established

by precedent.

g are the standards (abridged) recommended by

of the Bn/M of Lik* Statute, No. 155, p. 77.
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American Association for Labor Legislation for workmen's

compensation la\v

i As to the scale of compensation: Medical attendance

should be furnished. No compensation should be paid f>r a

definite period at the beginning of disability, the period being

not less than three nor more than seven days. The- disabled

workman should receive during total disability (>(>! per cent

of wages, not to exceed $20.00 a week and not le>- than $5.00.

In case of partial disability the compensation is based on loss

of earning power. In case of death, the employer should be

required to pay funeral expenses, and the widow, if living with

the decedent at the time of his death, or if dependent, should be

granted 35 per cent of his wages until her death or re-marriage,

with a lump sum on re-marriage equal to two years' compensa-
tion. Compensation may also be given to other dependents.

2. The general argument for compensation applies to all

employments, but practical considerations may justify the tem-

porary exclusion of farm labor, domestic servants (except in

connection with hotels and restaurants) and casual employ-
ment not carried on for the profit of the employe

3. Compensation should be provided for all personal injuries

in the course of employment, and death resulting therefrom in

six years, but no compensation should be allowed where the

injury is occasioned by the wilful intention of the employee
to bring about the injury or death of himself or another. The

act should embrace occupational diseases which, when con-

tracted in the course of employment, should be considered

personal injuries for which compensation shall be payable.

4. Compensation should be the exclusive remedy; that is,

the workman should not be given the option of bringing suit

under the law of negligence.

5. Employers should be required to insure their compensat ion

liability. Employers may maintain their own insurance fund

under certain conditions, insure in a mutual association, in a state

insurance fund, or in a private stock company.
6. An accident board should be maintained by the state,

1 American Labor Legislation Review, vol. iv, p. 58*.
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fhe members < should dcv> e time to the

law.

should be made for the settlement of compen-
i claims < agreement subject to the approval of t h ,

if no agreement is reached, by arbitration,

with an appeal to the accident board. Appeals from the decrees

board should be allowed only on questions of law.

8. Prov ulil be made for full and accurate reports of

all indu-tri.il at.

Occupat cases are not included by the compensation
laws of the several states, although the Supreme Court of Massa-

ts has o>n-tmed surh diseases to be injuries entitling the

employee to compensation. In Michigan, however, the con-

Sickness Insurance. Compulsory sickness insurance has

been introduced in about one half of the large countries of

'luntary subsidized sickness insurance in others,

but we have so far left practically everything in this direction

to private effort, although there are state miners' h

five states and the federal government conducts a hospital
-.- for seamen. Many students of the subject believe that

ss insurance will never be made effective unless it is made

compulsor -cat Britain, where the tradi-

as in the t'nited States, are against compulsion, made
i-ss insurance compulsory by the act of 1911. The major-

kers, by virtue of being employed, are assured certain

benefits in case of illness, the cost of the insurance being met

the government , partly by the employer, and partly by
from tlu employees' wages. In Germany, where a

n of compulsory sickness insurance was established as early

as 1883, one third of the cost is borne by the employers and two

third- l.y the employees. The sickness insurance benet

that count also tke care in whole or in part for the first

thirteen weeks of those injured as the r 'rial acci-

. after whit h time the accident benefits are paid wholly from

mce funds, and include maternity b<

benefits, and sometimes sick benefits for the members of the
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family other than tin- insured. Maternity benefits were added

in England by an amendment in 1913. We have need for simi-

lar laws in this country and the framing of such laws may be

looked upon as the next step in social insurance here.

Old Age Insurance. We are familiar in the United States

with a pension system growing out of past wars and with lu-al

pensions for firemen and policemen. Other countries have

provided in a much more general way by pensions, subsidi/rd

voluntary insurance, or by compulsory insurance for the relief of

persons incapacitated by old age. Invalidity and old age insur-

ance is one of the three great branches of the German insurance

system. It covers the great majority of the wage earners of

both sexes. There are contributions in equal amounts by the

insured workmen and their employers and a yearly addition is

made to each pension by the government. The English law of

1008, on the other hand, provides for a straight pension to per-

sons 70 years of age or over whose incomes are below $153 a

year and who have not certain disqualifications mentioned in the

act. The amount paid varies from 24 cents to $1.20 a week.

The British system resembles poor relief more closely than insur-

ance. For years an attempt has been made to induce the United

States government to adopt an old age pensions system for its

employees, but there has been radical difference of opinion as to

whether such a system should be with or without contributions

by employees. In this, as in the more general problem, a non-

contributory pension may be the more advisable at the start,

but a contributory old age insurance system is doubtless more

desirable as permitting of more liberal incomes and as en-,

couraging thrift.

Unemployment Insurance. The solution of the problem
of unemployment involves much more than insurance. The

progress of industry should be made less irregular and men and

opportunities for work should be brought together more readily.

Attention is being turned at present in the United States to the

establishment of a national system of labor exchanges. It is

not to be expected, however, that unemployment can be elimi-

nated. It is a misfortune which should be provided against by
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insurance. Many European cilies have made experiments in

this field which have left much doubt as to the practicability

of insurance as a general remedy for the evil of unemployment.
Hut the British National Insurance Acl of 1911 has instituted a

great experiment whiih is tending to n jfa doubt. By
that act persons engaged in building, construclion of railroads,

docks, or canals, shipbuilding, iron-founding, construclion of

les, and saw-milling are entitled lo receive unemployment
benefits. About a quarter of a million of persons are covered

The cost of this insurance is met by contributions

from rs and employees and partly from appropriations
Parliament.

Life Insurance for Workingmen. Our privale life insurance

companies are selling a good many policies which are pay-

able, nol as lump sums, but in installments or annuities, to the

survivors sured. Wage earners cannot often afford to

puri-hasc such policies, but the same object is to some extenl

ied by widows' and orphans' pensions. Beginning with

1912 such pensions have been made a part of the German in-

surance system. In the United Slates many state laws have

recently been enacted providing for pensions to mothers in need

of rel :Ie these American acts are to be viewed as a form

of poor relief, ihey are significant as possible forerunners of a

comprehensive syslem of workingmen's life insurance.

Objections to Social Insurance. Aside from questions of

uitional law, social insurance is met with the following

illies : (i) 1 1 implies a considerable addilion lo ihe wages
bill and it has been urged that it* is unfair lo place this burden

on the employers of one slale unless similar burdens are placed
on em] es. (2) II is conlrary lo ihe eco-

nomic philosophy of ihose who wish lo see slale activity reduced

to a minimum. ( It has been charged that social insurance

discourages thrifi and that it leads to demoralization because it

encourages malingering and staying at home for trivial ailments.

Cases are cited in which a maternity benefit was spent on liquor

by the husband, and one man is said to have spenl ihe maternity

benefit in ihe purchase of a graphophone. It should be noted.
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however, that all insurance is subject to abuse. Who would

question the beneficence of fur insurance becausr it leads in

some cases to incendiarism? Fire insurance companies do a

good deal in the way of fire prevention. Similarly, not tin-

least important aspect of social insurance is its relation to the

conservation of the national health. The employers* as

tions in Germany organized for accident compensation have

done much for accident prevention, and a system of sickness

insurance gives timely medical and adequate care to many who
now waste their money on patent medicines.

QUESTIONS

1. Define insurance.

2. What is a mortality table?

3. How would you find the premium for insuring a group of persons for

one year for $1000 each?

4. Distinguish between reserve and surplus.

5. What is a "pure" endowment policy?

6. What are the advantages and disadvantages of assessment insurance ?

7. What has been New Zealand's experience with State insurance?

8. What is meant by the
" moral hazard "?

9. What are tontine policies?

10. Why is the "fellow-servant doctrine" not suited to modern con-

ditions ?

11. Discuss the possible effects of social insurance on wages.

12. Are old-age pensions a form of insurance ?
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CHAPTER XXIX

AGRICULTURAL PROBLEMS

THE socialistic ideal of a highly centralized and delicately

coordinated industrial system, discussed in the fo,.owing chap-

ter, is confronted with a sharp contrast in the agricultural in-

dustry as it exists to-day. Even in the most advanced coun-

tries, agriculture is still strikingly decentralized, and furnishes

at once the best illustration and the most fertile source of

economic individualism. Even in this country, where the

movement of industrial consolidation has proceeded with un-

usual rapidity, agriculture has never been, and shows little

tendency to become, a large-scale industry. The principal

statistical evidence bearing upon this aspect of American agri-

culture is presented in Table I, on the following page.

Size of Farms. So magnificent was the public domain of

the United States that for many generations the number of

farms increased more rapidly than the population and much
more rapidly than the rural population. Between 1850 and

1910, for instance, the number of farms increased more rapidly

than the population in four of the six decades. But such a

movement could not continue indefinitely, and in recent years

the relative number of farms has slightly fallen off. Even to-

day, however, as shown in the last column of Table I, there is a

larger acreage of improved farm land per capita than there was

in 1850, and despite the rapid increase of population between

1900 and 1910, the increase in the amount of improved farm

land almost kept pace.

This steady increase in the number of farms and farmers could

only have been maintained by a general diminution in the aver-

age size of the farm. From 1850 to 1910 the average number

of acres per farm decreased from 203 to 138, while the acreage
M6
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of improved land per farm has remained nearly constant.

Since 1880 we have had detailed statistics for farms of different

sizes. Farms of all sizes have been increasing, but tlu- in-

crease has been greatest for farms under 50 acres in size, the

ive importance of which has increased steadily since 1880.

The relative importance of farms over 50 acres in size has

decreased.

Broad statements of this kind cover a multitude of different

movements and tendencies. Between 1900 and 1910, for in-

stance, farms under 50 acres and from 175 to 1000 acres increased

more rapidly than the total; whereas farms from 50 to 175

acres, and those over 1000 acres in extent, increased less rapidly

than the total. In the North, between 1900 and 1910, farms

between 20 and 100 acres in size decreased both absolutely and

relatively; all others, including farms over 1000 acres, gained

in relative importance.

In the South, farms smaller than 100 acres increased while

those over 100 acres in size diminished in relative import

In the West the movement was substantially the same as in the

South : farms under 100 acres in size increased while all those

over 100 acres in size lost ground, comparatively speaking,

except the class of farms containing from 175 to 449 acres,

which showed a small relative gain. In the North, particu-

larly in New England, there seems to be a real increase in the

number and importance of the large farms, those which in cer-

tain sections would be called
"
gentlemen's farms

"
;
but this

is more than counterbalanced by the partition of plantations of

the South and of the cattle ranges and bonanza farms in the

Although the average farm decreased in size between 1000

and 1910, there was a striking increase in the value of the aver-

age farm and its equipment. In the last half of the nineteenth

century no tendency towards the increase in capital value of

the farm unit had appeared. The value of the total properly

and equipment of the average farm was actually lower in 1000

than in 1860; and the increase in the items of implements and

machinery was quite in keeping with the rapid growth in wealtk
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the t'nitr.l States, particularly among agricul-

tural laborers and farm population. But between 1000 and

igio the situation was, in appearance at least, transformed.

Aft one commentator has aptly said, the s< < of farm

prop* .1 larger amount in the first decade of the

:han it did in t!. ;riod between the

landing of Columbus and the dose of the i. \ century.

The average value of all farm property per farm, as shown by
Table I, rose from $3563 in 1900 to $6444 in K>IO. The in-

crease was greatest in the value of the land itself. In this

decade the average value per farm of all farm property in-

creased 80.9 per c< ! of land alone, 96.7 per cent ; farm

buildings, 60.3 per u-nt ; impli-mrnts and mftcU <) per
farm unimu! ing poultry and bees, 44.4 per cent.

The full significance of this striking change is difficult to

ascer many respects is it more apparent than real and

reflects merely the depreciation in the general purchasing power

monetary unit. Thus, the average value of farm equip-

I>er farm increased in a decade from $667 to $973, only

45.9 per cent, hardly more than the general increase in prices

.^hout the country and probably no more than the aver-

age income or ability of the typical farmer. So far as equip-

probably no more difficult for the aver-

age farmer to secure the required amount of equipment today
than it was twenty years ago. But the total value of farm

land has increased more than 100 per cent, and the value of the

land in the average farm has increased nearly 100 per cent.

The movement is real and exceedingly significant so far as

land values are concerned. Prices of farm products have in-

creased more rapidly than most other prices. This has re-

flected itself in a rise in the value of farm land which is far

greater than the rise in the general price level. It has become

in many sections far more difficult than it used to be for the

young farmer to secure a farm of his own, and in those di>'

tenancy has increased rapidly, while in many of them the popu-
lation has actually declined.

Technically speaking, therefore, there appears no significant
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increase in the size of the unit of agricultural industry. The
farm unit is not growing in the physical or material sense in

\\hiih the factory may be said to be growing. There is no

consolidation or concentration such as we find in the manufac-

turing industries. But the amount of capital represented by the

farm unit has increased strikingly in the last few years and

probably much more rapidly than the average wealth or in-

come of the farm population.
1

So much for the size of the farm as it is
;

the next question

concerns the size of the farm as it should be. Would the pros-

perity ci the agricultural classes and the general welfare In- in-

creased by expanding or reducing the farm unit, by more or less

intensive farming?

Obviously no simple answer can be given to this question.

The value of the land or the rent it will bring is perhaps the

most important factor: high rental value indicates that the

margin of cultivation has been forced to a comparatively low

point, and makes it both necessary and profitable to work the

land intensively, for the same reason that the owner of a very
valuable manufacturing plant is inclined to run it night and

day, if possible, in order to reduce that part of the cost of pro-

duction which represents fixed charges or interest on the capital

that is sunk in the enterprise. In addition to the factor of rent,

the amount of capital that he can command, the kind of farm-

ing in which he is most skilled, the character of the labor he can

secure, the proximity of markets, and the adequacy of trans-

portation facilities, all must be taken into account by the in-

dividual farmer in determining how large a farm he will attempt
to manage and how intensively he will farm it.

Speaking generally, however, two powerful but counteracting

forces can be detected in the agricultural industry, which pre-

vent the industry from becoming either predominantly inten-

sive or predominantly extensive. On the one hand, machinery
can be employed most advantageously on a comparatively large

1
"
In recent years the value of farm lands has been increasing at the rate of about

5 per coat a year, or approximately $2 per acre per year." Monthly Crop Report,

v..l. ii. No. 4 (April 15, 1916).
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farm, and things being equal, the use of labor-saving

machinery is desirable. On the other hand, the importance of

is greater, and the importance of the manager or cntre-

ur is less, in agriculture than in manufactures; and on
this account the stimulus given to the individual laborer by the

sense of proprietorship is a far more potent factor in agriculture

than in other industries. Large factories controlled by one

entn
;

; hundreds of depend* men have

proved economically si :i the manuf industry,

because of the possibility of supervising the labor, checking and

measi. y automat u ally. In agriculture, how-

1 remains far nportant rcl.

those commercial or financial talents which distinguish the

successful employer than in any other great division of pro-

on.

i is primarily one of private profit, which the in-

decide for himself, but the legislator and the

itic student can assist the farmer by helping him to develop
and use a system of sound farm accounting, and in keeping
him awake to those changes in prices, wages, and transportation

charges to which the farm organization must adjust itself. On
hole, however, the emphasis is wisely placed by the aver-

age educator, at the present time, upon the possibilities and

opportunities of more intensive farming. In the past, exten-

.rming has been, and justifiably so, the rule in this coun-

try, and the force of inertia is all directed that way. But the

demands of the future will be in the opposite direction. As
cities multiply and the market approaches the farm,

farming will U- forced upon the people, and the readier we are

to adapt ourselves to this change, the less will be the fr

and loss. Moreover, the ability to earn a living by intensive

farming makes it easier to acquire a farm ; and we are strongly

of the opinion, as will appear hereafter, that widely diffused

ownership is better than a general system of tenancy, even

land values are high.

it may be noted that practically every European coun-

tempts by legislation to increase the number of small
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holdings; and in a mixed problem of this kind, which is as

much psychological and social as strictly economic, tin- instincts

of the majority are likely to have a sound social basis. Even

in England, where comparatively large farming has had tin-

greatest opportunity and the most favorable environment, t he-

consensus of opinion seems to favor the encouragement of small

holdings. English authorities maintain, as a rule, that a mixed

system of large and small farms is the ideal condition, but that

at present the emphasis should be placed on intensive farming.

In 1889 a (British) select committee on the subject recom-

mended unanimously that
"
the extension of a system of small

holdings is a matter of national importance
"

;
and in 1892 Par-

liament passed the Small Holdings Act which empowers county
councils to purchase land and sell or lease it in small holdings.

Purchasers were required to pay one fifth of the price on taking

possession, and the remainder in fifty years. In the beginning

the act does not appear to have been a glowing success, and by

1003 only 62 small holdings, covering 248 acres, had been sold,

and 166 buildings, covering 373 acres, let. In 1907, how(

a new Small Holdings and Allotments Act was passed, special

commissioners were authorized to ascertain the demand for

small holdings in the various counties, and county councils

were authorized to acquire land compulsorily. Between the

passages of this act and the end of 1912 various county councils

acquired 155,000 acres of land, all of which, except two per cent,

was leased to small holders. In 1912 there were 292,720 small

holdings (one to fifty acres) in England and Wales, of which

9937, or about 3 per cent, had been provided by county councils.

While there is a marked difference of opinion in Great Britain

on the subject, the weight of testimony and balance of opinion

plainly incline towards the conclusions : (i) that an extension of

small holdings is desirable not only from the standpoint of

national well-being but from that of the agricultural laborer as

well
; (2) that agricultural laborers who employ farming methods

suited to small holdings can make a decent living without an

excessive amount of toil, in proof of which there seems to be a

large unsatisfied demand for these small holdings ; (3) that small
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igs under private land owners are likely to decline rather

than increase in numbers, owing to insecurity of tenure and high

rents ; (4) and that in consequence the intelligent assistance of

the government is needed to achieve the desired results.1

We would not be misunderstood. A universal system of small

holdings would be good for no country, as a certain number of

large farmers, assisted by abundant capital, are needed to set

the pace in the improvement of agricultural methods. And in

the United States, it is hoped, small holdings on the British

scale will not have to be considered for many generations. But

this country as well as England needs to cultivate that spirit

i has made Danish agriculture, in spite of great obstacles,

such a marvelous success ; and it is imjxrrativc to avoid, if we

can, the growth of those conditions which have drawn so much
of the best blood of rural England to the cities. Both of these

objects, we believe, will be measurably advanced by the encour-

agement of intensive farming.

Ownership and Tenancy. The essential facts bearing upon
the subject of farm ownership and tenure are summarized in

l.i: !< 11. printed on the following page.

Section A of the table shows that share tenancy is increasing

in the United States, and that the proportion of farms operated

by their owners was smaller in 1910 than in any earlier census

year. Two interpretations of this phenomenon have been ad-

vanced. According to the first, which is based partially upon
the statistics cited in Section B of the table, the growth of

tenancy is due primarily to the increasingly rapid rise of farm

laborers from the position of wage earner to that of tenant.

In this view, accordingly, the increase of tenancy is encourag-

ing. According to the second interpretation, based partially

upon the facts presented in Sections C and , the growth of

tenancy is not an encouraging sign, and indicates that it is

becoming more and more difficult to acquire ownership of land

in this country. The statistics of ownership under C prove
that there is a steady movement from tenancy to ownership as

farmers grow older. More than 70 per cent of the farmers
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TABU. II

STATISTICS OF FARM OWNERSHIP AND FARM TENURE IN THE UNITI i>

STATES: 1880-1910
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between 45 and 54 years of age, Imt only 45.3 per cent of those

en 25 and 34 years of age, owned . they

'operated in 1000. This steady advance is encouraging; but

the comparison of the figures for 1000 and 1800 indicates that

the rate </ ck/wm* is declining. Moreover, the statistics pre-

sented in Section show that the proportion of owned farms

i were burdened with indebtedness was, for every age group,

larger in 1000 than in 1800, and, in the aggregate, larger in 1910
than in 1800.

The statistics presented in Table II and the two interpretations
of their meaning arr not, in reality, inconsistent. Tenancy is

more frequent in the South Central and South Atlantic states

En other sections of the country, and more prevalent among
colored farmers than any other class. Here, < .ancy

does represent an advance. The negroes who are tenants today
were farm laborers a few years ago and slaves a half century
back. On the other hand, tenancy is also prevalent and grow-

ing in the richest farming district of the country, a district in

which farm values are high and advancing very rapidly; and

in this district the North Central states there is evidence

of a dose though not perfect correlation between farm values

and tenancy.
1

re is no cause for grave alarm concerning farm tenancy in

Although the census of 1900 revealed one land-

lord who owned 704 farms worth $4,545,230, Section D of Table

II shows that 80 per cent of the landlords owned only i rented

farm, and 06.8 per cent less than 5 rented farms ; while the

that 78.8 per cent of the landlords lived in the

same county in which their farms were located proves that

absentee landlordism has not developed to any extent in this

country. Rut we cannot regard present tendencies with all the

complacency exhibited by some writers.1 For not only has it

been shown that the increase of tenancy in the North Central

states is probably due to the increasing difficulty of acquiring

Taylor. XfrtorftarW E~~m*j. pp. 114-150

See Twelfth Census. AgricwUv*. Part I. pp. Uxvii-Uxxi ; and E. L Bofmrt to

the fttml tf Political J7f<<!. vol. zvi. pp. joi-ai i.
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land consequent upon advancing land valuvs; hut tenancy is

almost certain to increase as land values advance, unless tin-

Aim rican farmer learns how to get a living from smaller hold-

ings. And land values are increasing with almost startling

rapidity. In the four years 1911-1915 the value of improved
farm land in this country increased over 25 per cent. When
land goes to $200 an acre, the average young farmer can neither

save enough nor command enough credit to buy a farm of 160

acres and equip it properly. We shall have either more tenancy
in the older sections of the country, as time passes, or smaller

farms and a different type of agriculture. As stated above, tin-

latter change would probably do more good than harm in the

end. Our only fear is that the American farmer may not adjust

himself to it rapidly enough.

And it is doubtful whether we ought to derive comfort from an increase

in the proportion of owners as shown in Section B of Table II -

this increase results from an exodus of the agricultural population to the

cities, which must itself be regarded with grave apprehension. Some
writers explain away the increase of tenancy by dividing the agricultural

class into three reservoirs, owners, tenants, and others (presumably

laborers), and assure us that the swelling volume of the middle reservoir

is due to an increasingly rapid flow from the labor reservoir to the tenant

reservoir, rather than a decreasingly rapid flow from the tenant reservoir to

the reservoir of owners. But what about the flow from the labor reservoir

to non-agricultural occupations? And how much of the diminution of

ownership in trade and manufactures should be charged to the same move-

ment of population from the country to the city? It is a condition, not a

theory, confronting us, and when we start to explain this condition, it is

not permissible to halt midway in the explanation.

Farm Labor and Earnings. It is not difficult to understand

the
" exodus from the farm " when we consider the demands

which farming makes on the industry and managerial skill of the

farmer, the lure of city life, and the relatively small amount of

cash which the farmer has at his command. The labor and

drudgery of farm life are steadily being lightened, the income

of the farmer has risen rapidly in late years, and as a recent

writer tells us,
"

it is probably true that the farming population

of the United States, consisting as it does of more than thirty
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>n people, has a larger average income per family than any
other equally homogeneous gr .duals of anything

he same size anywhere in the world/' But when taxes

aiiil interest on indebtedness are paid the average farm family

has little actual cash to spend on amusements, and a careful

ite made by the same writer for the year 1009
" shows

that after all the expenses are paid the average family has $724
.s, of which $322 was earned by the capital in-

vested in the farm, and $402 by the labor of the farmer and his

family. These $724 of net earnings were received by the family
in tin following manner: $303 in cash, $35 as fuel, $125 as rent,

$261 as food furnished by the farm

re can be no doubt, however, about the improvement in

the conditions and wages of farm labor. The movement of

farm wages since the Civil War is described statistically in

Table III ng. From this it appears that farm wages
were higher in the last year for which statistics are available

than ever before, if we properly discount the inflated currency
:v h wages were paid in 1866, 1869, and 1875. .V

ony is practically unanimous to the effect that the

increase'! use of farm machinery has not only reduced the hours

of labor, but has diversified and lightened the toil of the farm

hand. Added to these evidences of increasing material comfort

is the reassuring fact that the farm hand retains, in a large

degree, his superior social position. The native white farm

laborer usually eats at the same table with his employer, shares

his social diversions, and in general mixes in the same social

on terms of approximate equality.

re is room, however, for much improvement. The hours

of labor are long in the country, 10 in \vin a summer,

13 in harvest season, according to our latest information,
-

and, except on a very small number of farms, there are two or

three months in the year when the laborer cannot secure full

The able-bodied, industrious man desirous of employ-

ing his full vigor continuously finds a limitation in the average

\. Goldenweber, "The Fanner** Irane." ?kt A

voLvi.pp.46.4S.
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TABLE III

WAGES OF FARM LABOR IN THE UNITED STATES FOR Si VEAR&

1866-1915

(Wages expressed in paper currency for the years 1866, 1869, 1875)

Vr_A
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uience obtainable supports the con-

clusion that while
"

skilled labor, owing to its contact with ma-

; v and ihr i: f education, has attained increased

effidei and irregular labor has lost much <

r adaptability and value to the farm." l Wont of all,

u rapidly !< a class of migratory or casual agri-

cultural laborers who drift from i it y to country and back a

have no ambition to establish themselves permanently

upon the land, and yet teach the farmer to rely u;x>n

assistance, and debase the real standard of li tx>rer

who adopts farming as a serious occupation, and looks forward

to the acquisition some day of a < >wn.

Farm Indebtedness and Agricultural Credit. Th<

which land own. vcd in this coun-

mortgage. As shown above, 33.6 per cent of the

farms in this country were mortgaged in IQIO, and this propor-

ad increased from 28.2 per cent in 1890. But this is not

If alarming. The ratio of mortgage debt to farm value

was only 27.3 : in 1910 as av s per cent in 1800,

and the own< ncumbered equity JK.T farm in-

creased irom $2200 in 1890 to $4574 in 1910. Moreover, the

propx- t gaged farms in the latter year was higher

than in any other states, although agri-

culture is particularly flourishing in these states. Stat

collected in 1890 indicate that nearly 65 per cent of mortgage
indebtedness is contracted >ose of 1>

the farms, from 1 5 to 20 per cent for stocking, equipping, drain-

ing, and improving .hile probably not more than 5 or 6

nt re-proems losses, household expenses, and "
unproduc-

tive consumption." The farm mortgage accordingly is not

necessarily a bad thing. I : "a mere business
"
and

in this country has proved a successful venture in a surprisingly

large proportion of cases.

arms are operated more efficiently by their owners than

- or hired managers, it is o! desirable to get the

title to the farm into the hands of the farm operator as soon as
1 Funl Rtpon / it* I*J**tn*l Cfmmiiiim. p. gt.
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possible. For this purpose some use of credit is usually neces

sary. Credit also must usually be used to secun the proper

amount of farm machinery, stock, and other equipment. Agri-

culture today has become a highly capitalized industry, employ-

ing in this country, it is estimated, about twice as much capital

as the manufacturing or factory industries. And the indicat i< >ns

are that the average farmer at present cannot secure, or at least,

does not employ, enough circulating capital. Studies have been

made of the earnings of farmers classified according to the amount

of capital employed on each farm
;
and these indicate that , after

due deduction for interest upon all capital employed, the re-

maining net income varies directly with the amount of capital

employed, until the latter reaches $25,000 or $30,000. The

New York studies indicate that farmers working with less than

$5000 capital earn less than the ordinary farm hand in the same

vicinity ;
and that in the districts covered, the average farmer

cannot earn a fair return for his labor unless he has the use of

from $10,000 to $20,000 worth of capital. The figures in ques-

tion are possibly affected by the probable fact that it is the

better class of farmers who are enabled to obtain the larger

amount of loan capital. But whether this be the fact or not,

it is obviously desirable that the farmer should be able to secure

whatever amount of capital is necessary, at the lowest practi-

cable cost.

At the present time credit facilities are not adequate in many
rural districts. Recent statistics collected by the federal De-

partment of Agriculture, for instance, show that the average
rate for interest and commissions on farm mortgage loans ex-

ceeds 7 per cent in twenty-five states, and rises as high as 10

per cent in New Mexico, Montana, and Wyoming. This is the

average rate, and there are presumably many instances of very
much higher rates. The average commission which it is neces-

sary to pay to the middleman or intermediary exceeds 2 per
cent a year in certain districts of North Dakota, Oklahoma,
and North Carolina. The average rate for interest and other

costs on loans to farmers on personal security exceeds 10 per

cent in twenty states and rises to 15.6 per cent in Oklahoma,
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13.8 per cent in New Mexico, and to 12.4 per cent in Alabama.

The average rate exceeds 12 per cent on 57.3 per cent of the

loans reported i Dakota, on 55.3 per cent in New Mex-

ico, 25.5 per * Mabama, and 34.7 per cent in Colorado,

state of Michigan 5 per cen loans on

personal security cost the borrower more than 12 per i-

year. Ream investigations made by the Comptroller of the

ilso make it plain that in some sections of the coun-

try extortionate rates of interest are being charged by banks

on farm loans ; and that in some districts the fanners are really

being exploited h\ rural
"
loan sharks."

mers not only pay an unnecessarily high :

for {} ve, but it is not supplied in the

most i nt and suitable for:: 1 < ; : *r who borrows

to buy a farm or to construct a barn wants a loan for mon
\e years in order to avoid tlu trouble of expense and

.il, with the periodic danger of foreclosure. The loan

should run in many cases for twenty-five years or more; the

payment should be arranged so that the principal m.

nguished as the interest is paid, and the farmer

should retain the right to extinguish the entire principal when-

it became convenient or practicable for him to do s

the case ; '.me loans on personal seen: ilarly, the

farmer does not want a sixty-day or ninety-day loan, the kind

i-ommodation which commercial banks prefer to give, but

needs usually a loan running from six months to a year, in

order to cover the waiting period between planting and harvest

Moreover, the banks in some sections of the country at

present force farmers who borrow from them to specialize in

one crop a money crop in order to keep the security in

some easily realizable form. American banks have in this way
heljn-d t the adoption of diversified farming.

In Europe, agricultural credit is furnished at low cost and con-

by a series of mortgage land banks and farmers'

loan societies or credit unions, which vary greatly in detail and

>ut rest upon -non fundamental prin<

Long-time ere. vided by mortgage land banks, the oldest
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form of whirh is perhaps tin Pru-iun Landscliaft. These

banks lend to their members on real estate mortgage, and then

issue bonds secured by tin entire body of mortgages in such a

way as to replace or rcenforce each individual's credit with the

credit or security of the whole group. In some of these associa-

tions all the property of the members i< pledged for the support
of the bonds, but experience make- it plain thai this is un-

sary and that the mortgages themselves, under proper m;r

ment, afford sufficient security to insure ready sale for the bonds.

The associations or banks which provide short-ti.m- credit differ

greatly in form. Some are stock companies, receive savings de-

posits, and obtain a considerable part of the money funds which

lend from stock subscriptions and deposits. In oti

group of men simply pool their credit, borrow from outside

sources on their unlimited liability, and lend the pi

these loans to the members of the union. Machinery, organi-

zation, and rules differ, but the fundamental principles and re-

quirements are as follows :

1. A pooling of credit and securities so that the debt of

each member is backed by the collective credit or good-will of

the association.

2. Rigid scrutiny of the loan and the security by appraisers

(usually neighbors of the borrower) who have every opportunity
of knowing the circumstances of the borrower and the value of

the security offered.

3. Limitation of credit to loans for productive pur;

The grant of credit for speculative purposes is strictly forbidden,

and many societies provide that loans may be called if the

money is not properly used.

4. Management in behalf of the borrower. This ;

the most essential difference between the coo;

associations of Europe and the credit institutions of this coun-

try. Where stock is issued, each stockholder usually has only

one vote, and dividends are limited, usually to the rate pai 1

upon borrowed money. Additional earnings, if any, are turned

into a surplus fund which, if the union is dissolved, goes to charity

or some public purpose.
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5. Adaptation of the period and terms of the loan to the

needs of the creditor, \\ith provision for amortization and per-

mission to pay off the loan whenever the debtor finds it possible.

Cooperative credit associations or rural banks have multi-

lly aU over Europe. They have greatly reduced

rates to farmers, and do an enormous amount of

v cost and with very little loss. Large central or

t associations have been established which bring the rural

v money markets, help to procure
funds for the local associations, and guide their activities by
constant inspection and audit. As a natural corollary, co-

opera >ns have been developed in many
places, which furnish fertilizers, farm machinery, seed, and other

supplies to members at the lowest possible prices. In New
Zealand and Australia the State itself has, apparently with

entire success, undertaken the function of lending mon
farmers for the improvmunt and development of agricultural

land. In this country a few states have adopted laws facili-

>n of rural credit associations, and in July,

19x6, the President approved an act of Congress the purpose
of which is icated by its longer tide: "An act

to provide capital for agricultural development, to create

standard forms of investment based upon farm mortgage, to

equalize rates of interest upon farm loans, to furnish a mar-

ket for United States bonds, to create government depositaries

and financial agents for the United States, and for other

purposes."

I law represents an earnest attempt to give expression to

the principles set forth on the preceding page. The machinery is

perhaps necessarily, but unfortunately, cumbersome. The law

creates a hur land banks, the control of which is cen-

tralized in a Federal Farm Loan Board composed of the Secre-

tary of the Treasury and four members appointed by the Presi-

to serve for terms of eight years. This board is to be

assisted by farm loan registrars to supervise the issues of farm

loan bonds and to have custodv of the mortgages and securities

upon which they are based ; bv land bank appraisers to deter-
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mine the value of properties offered as securities; by "as

many land bank examiiuTs as it shall deem accessary
"

; and

by such attorneys, experts, and other employees a ,uired

to conduct the business of the board. The country is to be

divided into twelve districts in each of which there shall be a

Federal Land Bank with capital stock of not U-ss than $750,000.

The government is to supply this capital unless it i> forthcoming

from other sources, thus involving the government in a maximum

stock subscription of $9,000,000. Government Chares ai

draw no dividends. It is obviously intended and hoped that

these land banks shall operate through small National !

Loan Associations composed of persons desiring to borrow

money under the act
;
but in case such loan associations at

created rapidly or widely enough, provision is also made for

joint-stock land banks, with a capital of not less than $250,000,

only half of which need be paid in cash before operations are

begun. The larger federal land banks are also authorized to

create branches and if necessary to lend money through agents

scattered throughout the country.

No provision is made for loans on personal property or per-

sonal security. Loans must be secured by first mortgages not

exceeding in amount 50 per cent of the value of the land

and 20 per cent of the value of the improvements thereon

pledged as security. Interest rates are limited to 6 per cent ;

proper provision is made for the amortization of the principal

while the interest is being paid ;
the loan may run from five to

forty years and may be issued only to a person who is "at the

time, or shortly to become, engaged in the cultivation of tin-

farm mortgaged." Such loans may be made only for the pur-

pose of purchasing land for agricultural u>es; to provide for

the purchase of equipment, fertilizers, and live stock
;

to pro-

vide for buildings and the improvement of farm lands; or to

liquidate the indebtedness of the owner of the land mortgaged.

The greatest danger of such legislation, perhaps, is that the

extension and multiplication of credit will increase the demand

for land, raise its price, and so injure the very classes which it

is designed to aid, namely, young farmers and tenants who are
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working hard to a> farms which they operate.

Moreover, there is an important connection between the interest

rate and ; li must be considered in this

land value is frequently expressed as "so many
years' purchase," i.e. so many times the annual r< yield,

tin- n years' purchase depending UJM.H the interest rate.

hly speak five years' purchase
"
corresponds to

years' purchase
"

to a

five per c< If we reduce the interest rate.

11y increase the price of la

is a real connection between land values and the

t does m> hat a reduction of, say one fifth,

in the interest rate will be followed by an increase of one fifth

in the value rest rate which largely controls

in this i. :he rate on purchase-money mortgages,
'.>! include so large an allowance to cover risk and

similar costs as do the other and smaller farm loans, interest

on which it i- the primary purpose of this legislation to reduce.

In conseq probable that improved credit will

tend to raise the price of land, it is almost certain that the in-

crease will not be commensurate with the relief to the farmer

afforded by t <-d cost of lo..

Tenancy versus Encumbered Ownership. At this point it

is necessary to discuss l.ririly the question when and where

> be preferred to land ownership. For

though it me as a to some American readers,

foreign authorities of iiest rank strongly advocate

i land has become

valua )>efore the British com-

of 1906 on small holdings, for instance, the balance of

opinion seems to have inclined toward tenancy rather than

owner>hip.
; again we meet onr of those mixed economic and psycho-

que ) which no Dimple answer can be given. In a

i-d community, t! little

for from any standjxMnt. But in an old com-
. values are high and are as likely to fluctuate
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downwards as upwards in tin- next score of y<

nomic arguments in favor of tenancy are exceedingly strong if

not altogether convincing, (i) Under such circum>iancrs the

farnu-r who insists up>on holding the title to the land which he

tills must either go deeply into debt, or understock hi- farm, or

both. To underequip the farm means poor agriculture; and

a heavy debt hunjjs like a millstone around the neck of a farmer

when land values are not on the increase. The tenant farmers

of England have had a far more pleasant time since 1873 than

the small landowning farmers whose holdings were encumbered

with debt at that time. (2) The ownership of land throws upon
the farmer all the responsibilities of the speculative entrepreneur,

and other things being equal if they can ever be regarded <;\

equal it is desirable for the man of small means to avoid

these responsibilities. The tenant system offers a means of

insurance against some of these risks. (3) Such insurance be-

comes all the more advantageous and encumbered ownership
all the more disadvantageous because of the well-known fa t

that land yields a net return, year by year, lower than almost

any other form of property. Part of this is due to the social

prestige of landownership and part to the fact that over very

long periods the small annual profit on land is likely to be com-

pensated for by an increase in the selling value of the land.

Under such circumstances landownership is partly a luxury and

partly a method of saving, usually for the descendants and heirs

of the saver. Both factors conspire to make land a poor invest-

ment for the man of small means. He cannot afford luxuries,

on the one hand, and he must find a business calling, on the

other hand, that yields him a quick return. (4) And finally, it

must be noted that the question of tenancy is not like the labor

problem which has developed in the factory industries. The

tenant is not a wage earner. He may be as independent as the

manufacturer who hires the land, buildings, and possibly the

machinery with which he works. The problem of tenancy,

therefore, has no necessary relationship to the problem cr<

by the existence of a class of permanent wage earner-. The

small entrepreneur still holds the field in agriculture, all over
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the \\'
'

1 he question is simply whether he shall hire his

Notwithstanding tin- fact that tenant fanning may go hand in

hand, as it does in England, with good farming, and not

ing the desirability of reducing the speculative risks of an

i is at best much too uncertain, the problem can

be settled on economic grounds alone; and if we add to

the econoi ics of ownership its social and moral advan-

tages, the final \ icred against tenancy.

Ownership not only spurs the zeal of the farmer, dignifies his

1 inculcates a love of the soil which nothing else

cs in so great a degree, but it gives the farmer a st.i

the political game, steadies him, and thus improves his citizen-

ship. It is perfectly plain that ownership cannot be enforced

upon a people that are not prepared for it. And it is equally

us that the virtues which go with ownership may and often

do degenerate rs : the peasant proprietor's love of the

soil occasionally becomes land worship, his thrift avario

conservatism blind fear, and his industry cruel, he drives

himself and wife and children at a pace that would put the

But we are not advocating the extension of landownership

^h state aid. We simply call ; he desirability

of fostering those qualities which lead to the diffusion of owner-

ship ami arc in turn strengthened by ownership; and we main-

tain t i people at present are in no danger of

excessive thrift or of the sordid materialism of peasant proprie-

1 he tendencies and the dangers are almost

all in cction. If, in the next fifty years, the

fanru Idle West become predominantly tena:

will not be because tenancy is economically and socially superior

to ownership, but because the farmers of that district have not

had the thrift to save and the ability to adapt themselves to

agriculture. And the step will be backward, not

forward. The popular country causes an

[increase of tenancy to be regarded with distrust is a sound
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A minor disadvantage of tenancy is found in the f;i< t th;i( tenancy, when

it becomes predominant, raises difficulties that can only he met hy i-onstant

State interference. Short leases, with no indemnification to the tenant for

the improvements which he has made, lead to rack-renting, exhalation of

the soil, and class hatred between landlords and truants. Long leases, on

the other hand, afford insufficient protection to the landlord; because

prices are high the tenant thrives and pays his rent promptly, but

prices fall rents go unpaid and the landlord has no real redress. In Mng-

land the situation has been met by a system of short-time leases together

with compensation to the tenant a legal obligation which the landlord

cannot escape by "contracting out" for any improvement made by tin-

tenant whose value he has not exhausted. Neither party can abrogate a

lease without a year's notice, although by mutual consent this may he re-

duced to six months. This system permits rentals to be adjusted frequently

as prices change, rules out excessive competition, protects the landlord, and

warrants the tenant in making any improvement required by good farming,

since he knows that, if the landlord orders him out, he can collect on his de-

parture the actual value of improvements made by him, whose

has not had time to reap. In practice, the incoming tenant usually pays for

the unexhausted improvements, and disputes are settled by arbitration.

Under this system, "the relation between landlord and tenant is very satis-

factorily arranged, the farmers are, as a rule, contented with the present

system, and the fields of England prove that landownership on the
j

farmers is not essential to good agriculture."
l

Marketing of Farm Products. The work of the farmer is

not finished until he has successfully sold his produce. Com-

paring the price received by the farmer with the retail price of

the same produce, many critics have complained that the ink-r-

mediate distributive f
process is wasteful and expensive-. Hut

careful investigation of the necessary costs of marketing does

not indicate, on the whole, that our distributive system is so

inefficient as to call for complete replacement. Improvenu n t < f

present methods, and not revolution, seems to be the proper

solution.

On the other hand, the marketing system is manifestly drtV<

tive at many points. The farmer himself is responsible for some

of the most costly defects. He frequently does not show suffi-

cient care in producing the exact varieties of products most in

1 II . C. Taylor, The Decline of Landowning Farmers in England, p. 61.

The word "distributive" is used in the popular sense in this chapter.
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demand, or in sorting and crating them for market alter they

have been produced. Goods are carelessly and dishonestly

packt --s a dearth of buyers and sometimes

a monopolistic agreement among buyers at country points.

There is also room for improvement in the transport of such

goods from the country Laying poin wholesale markets.

railroads do not have a suffi- ,>ly of rcfrigi

can and lack i an. 11 in- JH rishable goods. A suffi-

of cars is frequently not provided just when
' *t ncedi are many avoidable delays in transit, and

in adjusting and paying claims for

damages. Generally speaking also, railway tariffs favor through
traffic at the expense of local traffic and arc thus partly respon-

>r tin- 1. sand population in the

large cities, pr< that diffusion of people throughout the

country which would furnish a large number of small local

:;L' the wholesale dealers, particularly the commission

houses, there is also room for improvement. Fraud and sharp
ices have been common in the past. Well-organized and

>t been provided, there has not been

enough inspection or puUnity, and where the goods are dis-

posed of at auction collusive agreements have frequently existed

veen particular traders and the auction company itself.

re is no simple or general remedy for these conditions.

In order to secure good country markets, cooperation among
rs has proved successful and probably offers the logical

and best way of disposing of farm products at country points.

Cottpc; :as also been used successfully in the ma

ing of perishable goods, and here the commission system has

been partly replaced by associations of farmers or growers such

as the California Fruit Growers and Shippers Association, whu h

uins auction rooms in easier and sells its own

products directly. The Southern California Fruit F.xchanp

few years reduced the cost of marketing California fruits from

t to 3 pv: the >ellinc value.

The codpcrative marketing association and the interim
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trader who buys from the grower and sells to tin- retailer have

union two points of superiority over the commission sys-

tem. They replace the lukewarm interest of an agent 1\ the

care and solicitude of an owner, and by shipping in large quan-

they are in position to obtain much better rates from the

railways, to say nothing of the other economies effected by

handling goods on a large scale. The cooperative marketing

associations have also effected great economies by can-fully

studying prices in the various markets and distrilm ting i heir con-

signments so as to get the highest prices prevailing at the time.

The independent trader, however, can select the most avail-

able market even more successfully than the cooperative asso-

ciation, and speaking generally we do not expect to see the

commission house displaced by a cooperative machinery which

transfers products direct from the farmer to the retailer. An
intermediate mechanism is probably necessary. It is a logical

and probably an economical manifestation of the division of

labor. The actual purchaser or trader, however, will probably

slowly displace the commission man; and there can be little

doubt that the farmer has gained enormously by the substitu-

tion of the trader for the commission house in the marketing

of the great staple products. The trader comes almost to the

door of the farmer with constant bids for his grain. He

expert in railway rates, is in constant telegraphic communica-

tion with the great markets of the world, and handles products

in such large quantities as to reduce intermediate s to a

minimum. Occasionally, as has sometimes been the case with

the great line-elevator companies, he works in conjunction or in

collusion with the railways, overbidding the small grain d<

and forcing the railways to grant rebates on the large shipments

which he commands. Even in this case, the farmer gain- In the

size and efficiency of the middleman (though the small dealer

may suffer) because part of the economies effected even those

effected by discriminative railway rates will come to him in

the long run. Cases of monopolistic oppression are theorct ically

possible when there is only one buyer and one railway who are

in collusion, and the farmer is deprived because of high -ail-
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way rates from shipping his products elsewhere. But the

loss to tin- ! trough extortion of this kind has in general

been nun h more than counterbalanced by the striking economies

effected by the great trading companies ; though this, of course,

affords no justifies t monopoly or railway dis-

crimination. Both should be suppressed, but in such a way as

the farmer the distributive economies effected by

large-scale handling.

. >\ rrmnent can be of great assistance, provided

the laws under which it works are passed after careful investi-

gation and designed to improve rather than revolutionize exist-

ing marketing machinery. Laws have been passed governing

grain trade, cold-storage warehouses, future trading in

cotton, and the size and character of standard packages. More

;x>rtant still are the state laws providing for the regulation of

commission merchants and the creation of marketing com-

missions.

Space does not permit a discussion of the laws regulating com-

mission merchants passed by Minnesota (1899), New York

(1913), and other states. Speaking generally, commission dealers

under these laws must obtain a license from some state com-

mission or official and post a bond for the benefit of consignors

conditioned upon faithful observance of the law. The laws

usually rcq sees to keep an exact record of the circum-

stances of each sale and to make returns to shippers within a

y short period after each sale. Either by the statute itself

':> admi ruling it is quite common to prohibit the

sion dealer from buying consigned products for himself

from selling them to any other corporation or firm in which

has an interest. Licenses may be revoked for malpnu
of the following kinds: making false charges for cartage,

handling, insurance, or other services not actually rendered;

ure to make prompt settlements with consignors; rendering
f.iUr stati-ments as to the sale or condition of the goods on

:H out false information concerning prices OT

as; maintaining combinations to fix

ices ; violating or neglecting other features of the law. Not
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a great many complaints have been registered under the Minne-

sota law,
" due partly perhaps to ignorance of the law'>

ence, and partly to a feeling t; hardly worth while to

proceed under it. It may also be an indication that there ha>

not been so much dissatisfaction among shippers as most people

imagine."
1

According to most competent observers these

laws have exercised on the whole a salut and promise

greatly to improve what has hitherto been one of the w<

links in the distributive chain, the ineffective commission mer-

chant.

In a number of states commissions or departments have been

organized for the purpose of improving marketing methods.

For the most part these commissions have not accomplished

any very concrete results up to the present time. What is most

needed now is study and investigation rather than an attempt

to introduce on a magnificent scale costly cooperative or other

schemes whose practical efficiency has not been demonstrated

either by practice or the most thorough advance study. Much
more helpful and promising is the federal Office of Markets and

Rural Organization, which by its careful investigations is

gradually laying the basis for a scientific correction of the real

defects and abuses which exist.

Speculation. The modern marketing or distributive mecha-

nism not only relieves the producer of a large part of the specula-

tive risk which attends the transmission of raw material from

the farm to the consumer, and calls public attention to this specu-

lative element by collecting or concentrating it, but it is respon-

sible also for a large amount of unnecessary speculation which

many persons believe to be particularly injurious to the farmer.

We are not here concerned with the general evils of speculation

but with ihe prevalent belief that speculative dealing in futures

tends to reduce prices.
" What is generally urged is that Un-

professional short seller, by his sales of fictitious wheat or cot ton,

creates a fictitious oversupply in the market, which is just as

instrumental in depressing prices as would be an abnormally

1 L. D. H. Weld, The Marketing of Farm Products, p. 453. The discussion at

this point is largely baaed upon Professor Weld's admirable book.
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large supply of actual wheat thrown on the market by the

farmer This charge is frequently supplemented by the

assertion that cs less money in margins to
"

sell short
"

- or gamble on a fall in prices than to
"

sell long
"

in a

ipation of a rise, and that, in consequence, the weight of the

speculative dealing in farm products is exerted in the direction

of lower prices.

part ii ular charge against speculation is confirmed neither

by a priori reasoning nor by indm live analysis. Ev<

tious
"

sale of wheat, to use that as an illustration, must be

balanced by an eq i ; -Minus "purchase. The "bear"
who sells Oct< .1 in July, even though he may hope to

depress th Mures," exercises no harmful in-

>on tlu- actual July or u
spot

"
price, which b con-

trolled In ; and supply of actual wheat; and

when October comes,
"
the short seller of July appears now as a

contracts, and if his trading has any
on the market at all. it is to increase the demand, not the

supp
It is very plain that the fictitious market may be artificially

influence-: als, but as a general thing the

tious market is ruled by the actual market, not rife versa; and

the only influence exerted by gambling in futures upon
"
spot

"

(with which alone the farmer is concerned) is a good in-

-es out of the effect of future trans-

prite fluctuations and in modifying present

use by anticipat ing future necessity. And the complaint that it

-cs less capital to
"
bear

"
the market than to

"
bull

"
it,

11 as a great number of ingenious criticisms of a similar

<-d if they were true by the in-

>le consequence that any permanent factor of this kind

would be quickly appreciated by speculators and fully discounted.

In no market are influences of this kind more accurately detected

or more quickly dissipated l>y comjK'titive forces than on the

produce and cotton exchanges.

ic in the ***** / Uu /*** CM*rfM, roi vi. p. 189 fl.. fru.

which other quotations cited in M* section are "V*
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Actual investigations of prices confirm tin- theoretical ,

ment made above. The average prices of spot wheat in Sep-

tember, October, and November just after harvest, when the

ordinary farmer is compelled to sell have been nearer tlie

average price for the entire year, >ince the -perulat ive wheat

market has become highly organized, than in the forties and liiY

when wheat was sold like any other farm product. And there

are reasons for the belief that speculation has not only equali/rd

yearly fluctuations, but that the leveling has been up, not down,

in the interest of the farmer who is compelled to sell ai

harvest, as opposed to the wealthier miller or trader who in tin-

past carried over a supply for the lean months. "
It is not un-

commonly stated that in the last few years futures in the wli

market have not, in the long run, stood enough above '

sj

to cover ail the expenses of carrying. Some suggested reasons

for this are: cut charges for storage; the failure of outside

speculation to maintain the market against hedging sales
;

the

fact that the great elevators will buy wheat and carry it for

what they can get, and perform the functions of both carrier

and trader for the commission of one. In any case, the tendency
is to bring all prices together."

1

Not only does
"
speculation

"
tend to equalize price fluctua-

tions between different points of time and between different

markets, but it serves the exceedingly useful purpose of provid-

ing a "
body of professional risk takers

" whose function is to

protect the actual merchandiser from many of the speculative

risks inherent in modern business. This protection agai

risk is secured for the most part through
"
hedging," which

has been defined
"
as a purchase or sale for future delivery in-

tended to offset and thereby to protect an actual transact ion

in merchandise." The terminal grain elevator which has accu-

mulated a large amount of grain sells a corresponding amount

for future delivery and thereby eliminates nearly all of the specu-

lative risks involved in its business. The miller who has taken

a contract to deliver flour at some time in the future hedges by

1 H. C. Emery, Speculation <m the Stock and Produce Exchanges of the United

States, p. 131.
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I Hiving future wheat sufficient to produce the flour called for in

his contract. The country grain buyer who knows that an inter-

val of time must elapse between the purchase of grain ai

sale at the point of destination finds similar protection in a
"
future

"
\\hii h jK-rmits him to specialise in the distributive

^rain from the producer to the ultimate con-

: with a minimum of speculative danger. There are simi-

lar operations in the cotton market.

Speculati"M in the narrow sense, and even more truly the

highly-organized market which we associate it with, are respon-

sible for a certain amount of harmful gambling which should be

suppressed; but in their ultimate economic effects they are

v useful >ns designed to concentrate the uncer-

t-s and risks inherent in the very nature of production for a

future market. And it is important to note that hedging, the

transa ich risks are eliminated for those who prefer

to specialize in the less dangerous types of profit-seeking, would

n possible without the more speculative traders who prac-

tically bet on future fluctuations of prices. To steady and

reduce these fluctuations, provide a certain market, and elimi-

nate the exploitation of the ignorant by the expert traders,

speculation and the market mechanism which it requires seem

to be necessary and inevitable.

QUESTIONS

lake a list of the economic factors which regulate the sue of farms.

Is the average farm likely to grow larger or smaller with the passage of time?

Is the narrow economic conclusion concerning the sixe of the farm, based

upon maximum net profit to the individual farmer, subject to modification

.ison of social or moral considerations?

las the net effect of the rural exodus been favorable or unfavocable

to agriculture and the agricultural classes? to society generally?

'tics the increase of tenancy in the Southern states represent progress

>gression? in the North Central states?

i ndcr what conditions is the cash rental superior to share tenancy?
Would the "corn rent

"
a sliding rental varying with the price of farm

[products be superior to both? Arc short leases better than long leases

[for
the landlord?

5. Do the farmers in your locality suffer from the lack of credit facilities?
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Have they any difficulty in finding safe and convenient investments for their

ivingi?

6. What is the advantage of specialized farminc over diversified farming '?

Do we imply, when we advocate diversified farming, that the farmer should

"buy nothing that he can raise or make for himself"?

If speculation a "necessary" or an "unnecessary evil"? Is it an

evil?
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SOCIALISM

Socialism Defined. Socialists seek the establishment of in-

.il democracy through the instrumentality of the State.

( )ur jHilit ical organization is to become also an economic indus-

trial organ n templates an expansion of the

of government until the more impc:
l>u messes are absorbed. Private property in income-yielding

capital and land is to be abolished. Socialists make no war

capital; what they > is the private capitalist.

desire to socialize capital and to abolish capitalists as a

n, is not, as is supposed by the

unim n equal division <-; : wealth, but a change
in the fundamental conditions governing the acquisition of

nes.

Socialists usually say that labor creates all wealth. Land

iold, are mere! e factors of production,

ers ought not to receive a share of the product

they personally are useful memlxrrs of the community.

Labor is the active factor, and all prod ried on for

the sikr M|' man. Land and caj.ital arc OtUftj I
1

'.-' tOOh oi

i^ts admit that the ownere of these tools mu-t

'iem when industry is organized as it is

it these tools should become public

propK .e of uni i the

\;>ostle Paul,
"

If a man will not work, n

Distributive Justice. Socialists, in com: 'i a great

accept t! le toward th.-

lorganization of industry, desire distributi what

itutes ji i-y are not wholly agreed, but there is
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among them a tendency to accept equality of needs rather than

productivity as a basis. Some, it is true, have advocated an

almost mechanical equality, but most socialists today would

regard the question of a precise standard for the distribution of

ie as not of present importance. They are simply agreed

in this, that the distribution of the present day is wholly unjust.

They think that men today do not have equal chances in life

and that tin re is too much special privilege. The rewards, tin y

think, today go to those who are shrewd and cunning, who are

skillful in manipulating stocks and bonds, or who are favored

by inheritance with a good start, rather than to those who

render great social service. The inventors, poets, authors,

scientists, skilled mechanics, and factory managers, they allege,

are the large producers, but they do not get the big prizes.

Varieties of Socialism. The foregoing characterization ap-

plies to most persons who have been called socialists, but the

genus contains a number of species which should be distinguished.

i. One group has been called
"
Utopian." This first group

contains those who have become impressed with the evils of the

present competitive system and propose the collective owner-

ship of the means of production as a remedy, in much the same

spirit with which a physician writes a prescription to cure his

patient. There have been many attempts to picture to us how

smoothly things would proceed if men could only be persuaded
to adopt the collective ownership of land and capital. As a type
of this class we may take Robert Owen. His life was contem-

poraneous with the Industrial Revolution in England, he him-

self being a successful manufacturer. He saw with his own eyes

the evils of unrestricted competition, and was filled with an

earnest desire to better the condition of the working classes.

He is remembered as a factory reformer and promoter of volun-

tary cooperation, but yet he regarded these efforts as not suffi-

ciently radical. He thought human nature must be reformed

by careful training from childhood in an atmosphere of as

tion, instead of in the self-seeking, commercial atmosphere

which surrounded him. He spent his large fortune in an at-

tempt to carry out his ideas regarding the reconstruction of
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acx \mong his projects was the founding of a colony at

New Harmony, Indiana, where no private property or com-

petition sK t. After a struggle of two years, the

experiment ended, as most oth< -rprise* have, a

mplete failure In this group would also be placed Saint-

ed 1Mb
2. The " Marxian

"
socialists call themselves

"
scientific,"

as distinguished from the ideal iters just mentioned.

They insist that they have no cure-all for the ills of *.

Socialism in their eyes is, in the main, only an explanation of

what is happening. Tin- private capitalistic system is breaking

down, they say, and the logical result must be the collet

ownership of the means of production as the next stage in social

evolution. They say that setting aside all question of
"
ought

"

or
"
desirability," collective ownership is aiming, and we might

as well adjust ourselves to it. The four leading features of the

Marxian philosophy are: (i) the view of society as an evolu-

nary product; (2) the economic interpretation of history,

according to which our whole social life, including our ideas con-

cerning religion, art, marriage, etc., are but a reflex of past and

present economic conditions ; (3) the doctrine of surplus value,

according to which the income of the ca; lass does not

resent a return for the sacrifice of
"
abstinence

"
or

"
wait-

.:." but results from the fact that through the ownership of

the means of produ* members can compel the laboring

class to work a longer number of hours than is necessary to pro-

duce the wages which the laborers receive, what is produced
in this additional number of hours being the source of capitalist

ome; and (4) the doctrine of the class struggle. :inds

a deep antagonism between the capitalist class and the laboring

class, that can only result in the overthrow of the former.

>st socialists now believe that thi- ill be won with-

out bloodshed, as a result of a gradual increase in the strength

of the socialist party as a political organizat

3. The Fabian Socialists, of whom the members of the

is BUnc was 1m "Utopian" than the other*

reality paved the way for the German and later
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Fabian Society of England are types, have disapproved both of

the founding of Utopian settlements and of the philosophy of

Marx. The aim of this society has been to spread sociali>tic

ideas by the dissemination of knowledge on the subject, rather

than by an organized political movement, advocating this or

reform as opportunity indicated. The membership has

come largely from the educated middle class, ami has never

been very large, although the society has exercised a very great

influence. Practically, the views of the more conservative

socialists in France and Germany do not differ greatly from

those of the Fabians.

The following words of the late Jean Jaures on the method of

realizing the socialist ideal are of interest in this connection :

"All Socialists, indeed, some openly, others with infinite precautions,

some with a mischievous Viennese good-nature, declare it to be untrue that,

taken as a whole, the economic material condition of the proletariat

ting worse and worse. It must be conceded, after taking account of the

tendency to sink and the tendency to rise, that in the immediate reality of

life, the tendency to sink is not the stronger. Once this has been granted,

it is no longer possible to repeat after Marx and Engels that the capitalist

system will perish because it does not insure to those whom it exploits the

minimum necessities of life. It follows from the same admission that it has

also become puerile to expect that an economic cataclysm, menacing the

proletariat in its very existence, will bring about, by the revolt of the instinct

of self-preservation, the 'violent overthrow of the bourgeoisie.'

"It is not by an unexpected counter-stroke of political agitation that the

proletariat will gain supreme power, but by the methodical and legal

zation of its own forces under the law of the democracy and universal suf-

frage. It is not by the collapse of the capitalistic bourgeoisie, but by the

growth of the proletariat, that the Communist order will gradually

itself in our society."
l

4. The Christian socialists. About the middle of the nine-

teenth century, such men as Kingsley, Maurice, and Hughes in

England were much impressed by the misery of the poor

they attacked the competitive system as being responsible for

the evils which they saw. Voluntary cooperation and the ele-

vation of the workingman's character seemed to them the proper

1 Studies in Socialism (trans, by M. Minturn), pp.



remedies. Thus their theories do not fall under the head of

socialism as we have defined the term. There is another group
clieve that the ideals of Christianity can only be realized

i

as have been orgai

otestant and Catholic i him IK

has been no similar n. . although we find th<

5. State sot .i term frequently used in German dis-

cussion to designate the views of those who favor an extension

of the ei- ions of government without any great

change i; ^ class relations.

(Katkedcrsotialismus) refers to

ewsof u; lessors, particularly in (iern

advocated Si to any
uhlic welfare, and have opjx>sed the

;rs of the older economists. TTlCSC me:

> be classed as socialist ;n U-ing used as a reproach

by tluir COHMTN ative opponents, and the designation has now
ical signii

7. Syn<! may be mentioned here, although it is more

than to socialism, and is to be viewed as a
of labor organization. '1 derived from the

i h word for labor union. The syndicalists bei

ipation of the working classes is to be achieved, not

:h control of present government, hut hy means of the

idustry and, second, government by labor

ocate the use of general strikes an

: i- live tactics, such as sabotage. They are extremely

pessin the outlook for th -ig classes.

highest development in France about

1908 and has had some following in England and America.

The tacticN ,.; .syndicalism are condemned by the American

Socialist Party.

Communism. Communism was the term employed by Karl

Marx is own p Utopian
"

a men as Owen, w hich he termed socialistic. But
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today the reverse has become the common usage. Communism
now very generally signifies the abolition of private property

not only in production goods, but also in consumption goods,

whereas socialists contemplate the retention of private property

in income. In this case there would be provision of private

property for every one, and in this one respect socialist

phasize and extend the idea of private property.

Socialism an Extension of Existing Institutions. Our govern-

ment owns the post office; most governments the telegraph.

Nearly all own the wagon roads. Some own the canals and rail-

ways. Many governments own factories. Probably every

national government does at least a little manufacturing. Most

governments cultivate forests, and some cultivate arable land.

We have only to imagine an extension of what already exists

until government enterprise dominates in manufactures, mining,

transportation, commerce, and carries on, in short, most pro-

ductive enterprises, and we have socialism.

But saying that socialism is an extension of existing institu-

tions may lead to a misconception. The elimination of private

capitalism, it is supposed, would work a most radical change in

many branches of our social life. The commercial spirit, social-

ists think, would be abolished, and with it all that is dependent

upon it. We are trained today from childhood up, it is alleged,

to try to
" make money," and this accentuates the selfish

elements in our nature
;
and it is therefore maintained that our

present system does nothing to promote, and does much to

hinder, the development of the brotherly spirit.

The Strength of Socialism. Socialism makes perhaps its

strongest claim in its plea, first, for a scientific organization of

the productive forces of society, and second, for a just distribu-

tion of the annual social income. It is said that the present

production of economic goods is small in proportion to popula-

tion, but the socialist replies :

"
Naturally enough. Competition

is wasteful. Two railways are built where one would suffice.

Two trains run parallel between two cities where one would

serve the public equally well. Three times as many milk

wagons, horses, and drivers are required to serve the people



Milk as would suffice if the milk business were organised
he mail di-trihut. ics. Look at the shops, whole-

sale and retail, and see the waste of human f<> thout

com|> iic dry goods business and the grocery business

could be carried on with a third of the present expenditure
effect on all the idle classes in modern society.

Socialism would set everybody to work, and, making each one

dependent on his own exertions for success, would stimulate all

energies." The argument is a telling one, hut it does not prove
its point unless we grant that the present waste and idleness

cannot be suppressed or greatly diminished without a departure

from the fundamental principles of our present industrial order,

or that the waste and idleness are not counterbalanced by

advantages,

Justice is a strong plea in the socialist philosophy. It cannot

be for one moment claimed that each one's income is at present

;>ortion to his services to humanity. Income in proportion

to industrial merit is a to an ethical sentiment. But

cannot we approximate justice in distribution on the basis of

the existing order? There is nothing distinctively socialistic

about the desire for distributive justice. It is a feeling that

actuates those who work for the control of monopolies, for tax

n, for regulation of inheritances, and for labor legislation.

The socialist simply differs from these people in his method of

attaining his ideal.

The socialist of the present regime is especially severe

in the matter of unemployment. There are always some men
able and willing to work who are seeking employment, and

periodically, with the coming of crises and depressions, the lack

of employment becomes widespread. Again, it is urged that

today goods are made for sale, not for use, as they would be

the socialistic regime. Adulteration, deception, and
"
cheap and nasty

"
goods are the direct outcome of a system

of private capitalism. In the socialistic state we are told the

ess of the shopkeeper is to help you find what you really

need ; at the present time it is to his interest to persuade you
to buy what you do not need or what will give him the greatest
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profit. The spirit of competition is to tin- socialist simply war-

fare. In every business establishment a good part of the most

highly paid labor is devoted, not to the production of goods, but

to finding a market. Ability to fight one's competitor is quite

as essential in business as is the ability to turn out good product s.

The Weakness of Socialism. i. Strong as may be the fore

going indictment of the existing industrial system, it i- not suffi-

cient to indicate that socialism is to be the necessary or the dc-ir-

able outcome. The modern machine age is little more than a

century old, and some of its most important phases are very

recent. The dire predictions made by Karl Marx and his fol-

lowers on the strength of some of the earliest phenomena of the

factory system have not been borne out, and similarly the evils

of today may possibly be very largely eliminated without de-

parting from our fundamental institutions. In short, the first

weak point in the socialist's position is that he attempts to pre-

dict the course of economic evolution too far in advance. That

we shall have a juster distribution of wealth in the future, and

that we shall eliminate many of the present wastes of production

seems probable, but whether this will be accomplished by a

socialistic organization it would be very hazardous to predict.

It is desirable to have ideals to work toward, but we should not

pin our faith now to a future method for attaining them, for no

one can say that the collective ownership of all of the important
means of production presents a question that needs to be

decided now.

2. The socialist underestimates the efficiency of the present

system. In particular he fails to see the significance of the great

and (in many respects) smoothly-working system of economic

cooperation that has resulted from giving opportunity to free

individual enterprise. To-day there is a premium on energy
and thrift. Much may be wasted, but much is also produced.
That socialism would result in a larger sum total of goods for

consumption has never been proved. But, on the other hand,
we can say that the present regime is continually offering more

and more to the mass of the people. Their standard of life is

continually rising. Our economic world is a bettering world.



The socialist is also in other respects too pessimistic with

respect to the present. He sees all of the starvation, misery,

v, and extravagance, but he passes by the millions of happy
homes scattered throur land. He does not see that the

world is full of opportunity for tin- rising generation, that even

chance for the ownership of an independent business for the

.try man is smaller, the t hings which he can enjoy, if he is

Uigcncc and energy, are much greater than ever

befnr world's history.

4. The socialist underestimates the importance of individual

responsibility. Today a man is confronted by the stern neces-

sity of making his own way, and this must have some good effect

upon character. On the whole, the lazy and incompetent are

sifted out. Bad heredity and a lack of proper training are the

cause of a good part of economic misfortune. It is well to dis-

tinguish the criticism here made from the common error of

supposing that socialism would necessarily crush individuality

and that all would be compelled to dress and eat alike.

5. The socialist underestimates the importance of free enter-

prise in industry. If a man now believes that he can develop

industry that will satisfy important wants of the people
in the future, he does not need to secure the consent of some

government official to make the experiment. The possibilities

free and spontaneous development should be safeguarded

ental routine to every possible ext<

6. Perhaps the most frequently mentioned objection to social-

I the danger to liberty. Under socialism there would be

simply the public sphere of employment, and there is reason to

fear t nubility to escape from the public sphere would

compel the submission to onerous and tyrannical conditions

imposed by the administrative heads of the business in which

li^ht be engaged. The socialists, it is true, have a re-

i the fact that this objection refers to liberty in the

negative sense of freedom from interfere -i the

ve sense of the power to have and to enjoy goods, and yet

arc many persons who fear the tyranny of the majority.

Those in whose hands political and economic control centered
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would have tremendous power, however they might be selected

or appointed. As in the religious sphere in the past, so in the

economic sphere in the future, we may find that compulsory

cooperation is incompatible with human nature.

7. The Marxian social i>ts may be criticized for the impor-

tance which they attach to the economic interpretation of his-

tory, for the validity of that proposition does not establish tin-

validity of the socialist contention. Even if it be true that our

social life is a reflex of our economic activity, it still does not

necessarily follow that our economic development is going to be

such as will land us in socialism. Their doctrine of the class

struggle also does not give an accurate account of existing con-

ditions. We have a laboring class and a capitalist class, it is

true, but there is also a considerable class, perhaps large enough
to hold the balance of power between the other two, which does

not sympathize exclusively with either laborers or capital!

Moreover, we have yet other social classes, divided from one

another by lines that cut across those separating the capitalists

and the laborers. Race is, for example, the basis of a social

classification that lessens the unity and cohesiveness of the

laboring class.

Social Reform. There are those who recognize the strength

of the socialist's criticism of the existing economic and social

order, but who believe it wise to attack the various problems

confronting us one at a tune. Social reform seems likely to

accomplish more valuable results than socialism. We have a
1

monopoly problem before us now. Its solution may involve a

considerable extension of government enterprise. Why not con-

centrate our efforts upon that problem instead of making up
our minds now whether some day the greater proportion of the

industrial field must be collectively owned and managed?
The Socialist Movement. In every country of importance

at the present time there is an organized socialist movement,

in Germany the Social-democratic party is the largest political

party of the empire, having polled over one third of the total

votes cast in 1812, although it has less than 28 per cent of the

seats in the Reichstag. The growth in votes and representation

is shown in the following table :
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and France. Some of the socialist organi/ations have joined

with the trade unions in forming a Labor Party, which in 1914

had 39 representatives in Parliament. In the United States

there I rival partio. the Socialist party and the Socialist

Labor party (of minor importance), both having platforms based

upon the Marxian philosophy. The list of socialist officials in

the United States in 1913 included 21 members of State 1<

tures, 34 mayors, and 612 municipal, county, and school oil

In 1912 a socialist was elected to Congress from Wise

The elections of 1914 also resulted in the choice of one socialist

member of Congress (from New York). In 1912 the presidential

candidates of the two socialist parties polled 6.3 per cent of the

total vote, the total socialist vote at four recent presidential

elections being : 1900,130,336; 1904,441,776; 1008,438,509;

1912,931,406.

Socialists have rendered good service by calling attention to

social problems, by forcing us to reflect on the condition of the

less fortunate classes, by quickening our consciences
;

also by

helping us to form the habit, acquired by few as yet, of looking

at all questions from the standpoint of the public welfare and

not merely of individual gain ; finally, by calling our attention

to the nature of the industrial functions of government and

helping us to separate rationally the private industrial sphere

from the public industrial sphere. A number of questions hav-

ing no connection with socialism have been, even by social i>ts,

not infrequently associated with it. Atheism and free love may
be mentioned. Socialists generally, however, regard religion

and marriage as changing institutions.

Anarchism. In contrast with the socialist, the anarchic

holds that the ideal social arrangement is that men should freely

and spontaneously form cooperative groups. The anarchists

attack government and deny the right of one man to ex*

authority over another. Freedom, independence, self-reliance,

non-compulsion, are what appeal to them. Such an ideal con-

tains nothing reprehensible, but its complete attainment is im-

possible. Some governmental compulsion seems necessary with

human nature as it is or is ever likely to be. The anarchist is



posed to the principle
-

'

association; he simply ask* that

the association be voluntary. The *n*rehfa ideal is thus por-

trayed by Kropotl

ill be computed of a multitude of sjHitinni federated

for all the purposes wl rade federation* for produc-
tions of all sorts, a* lectual, artistic; commune*
for consumption, making provision for dwellings, gasworks, supplies of food,

sanitary arrangements, etc. ; federations of communes, among themselves,

and federations of communes with trade organizations; and finally, wider

groups covering all the country, or several countries, composed of men who
collaborate for the satisfaction of such economi lal, artistic, and

moral needs as are not limited to a given territory. All these will combine

v by means of free agreements between them, just as the railway

companies or the postal departments of different countries cooperate now,

without having a central railway or postal government, even though the

former are actuated by merely egotistic aims, and the latter belong to differ-

ent and often hostile states; or as meteorologists, the Alpine dubs, thr life-

boat stations in Great Britain, the cyclists, the teachers, and so on. com-

bine for all sorts of work in common, for intellectual pursuits or simply for

Many persons class anarchists and socialists together as simply

dangerous persons. One thing they do have in common, and

that is, discontent with existing conditions. Otherwise their

views are in most respects radically divergent.

Anarchists differ among themselves. The "
comrm:

bid
"

Kro|M>tkin has advocated revolutionary ta

Bakunine and Stirner also favored the use of violence. The
"

individualistic anarchists/' such as Tolstoi and Tucker, have

advocated a peaceful policy of non-resistance. Godwin and

idhon may be called anarchistic reformers.

QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES

i . Is the public purchase of a street-railway system socialist

What is the attitude of socialists toward the trust problem?

3. Compare the Amana Society with the New Harmony Commur

4. What is meant by the economic interpretation of history? I*

cepted by thinkers who are not socialists?

5. Can the socialist be said to have a distinctive attitude towards war?

> Mtmtin if R~t+imirt. pp. joft-jo*
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A hat is the relation between trade-unionism and socialism in tin

United States?

7. How should one measure tin- real cost of the supply of capital in a

socialistic state?
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CHAPTER XXXI

PUBLIC EXPENDITURES

Nature and Significance of Public Finance. Public finance

itriik the rnnnut of government, wUk their expenditure, and

Administration. 1'uMic finance is one pan of economics.

general economics, it deals with the means for the satisfac-

tion of human wants. Some of our wants we satisfy in one way,
some in another. Some we satisi lually. Some we

through private associated effort, especially through the

private corporation. Others we satisfy through public coll.

trough some governmental agency. The

wants which we satisfy through governmental agency are not all

rn so peculiar that they could not be satisfied cither t hrough

private individual activity or private associated activity. Let us

take the case of watering the streets. There are places in which

the streets, in so far as they are watered at all, are watered by in-

uils in their private rapacity, each man watering the street

in fn> i house with his own hose. There are other

places in which the householders join together and pay some

one to water the streets for them, and do this privately. There

in which the city government employs persons

to water the streets and pays them from the proceeds of taxation.

There are, to be sure, some wants which are satisfied through

governmental agency and which a civilized community will not

allow us to KitiMy privately. This is the case with those wants

-tied by means of the
j
ml ice and the courts. It i*

a peculiar function of government in modern times to provide the

. mable blessing that we call security of person and property.

requires economic resources, just as the satisfaction of the

otlur wants mentioned does, and public finance has to do with

the provision of these resources.

ft*
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Public finance, then, is a part of economics becauM- it deals

with the satisfaction of wants by the use of economic resources.

It is also a part of economics because it has its influence upon t hr

production, the distribution, and the consumption of wealth.

But while we have to insist that public finance belongs to eco-

nomics, it is more separated from the other parts of economics

than they are from each other. Inasmuch as it deals with the

satisfaction of wants through governmental agency, it ha> its

own peculiarities, and it is only an undue emphasis upon these

peculiarities which leads some writers to make it a separate

science.

The significance of public finance may be brought before us

by examination of, first, the increasing amount of public revenues,

and of, second, the enormous aggregate of these revenues at tin-

present time. Public revenues have gone on increasing during

the past hundred years by leaps and bounds. An illustration is

afforded by the history of France. Ninety years ago the public

expenditures of France reached one thousand million francs for

the first time, or, as we generally say, a billion francs. There

was universal astonishment and alarm, just as there was when,

for the first time, an American Congress spent a thousand million

dollars in two years. Never since the time, however, when the

public expenditures of France first amounted to a thousand mil-

lion francs have they been so small. Gradually they increased

until they reached two thousand millions, never to pass below

that mark
;
then they increased until they touched three thou-

sand millions
;
and now the national expenditures are nearly four

thousand millions. Public expenditures at the present time,

under the modern government, amount to more than a tenth part

of all the wealth produced.
1

1 This estimate (that public expenditures equal one tenth part of all the wealth

annually produced) has been given, but it must be a very considerable underestimate

for the modern nation. We in reality know very little about the amount of

annually produced in the modern nations of the world. But such data as we have,

and familiar observation, are sufficient to convince us th.it the wealth produced is

not ten times the total public expenditures. In the United States, according to

Starke M. Grogan, chief (Census) Statistician in Charge of Wealth, Debt, and Taxa-

tion, the total expenditures or "total governmental cost payments," including the
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Now what does this mean ? Does it signify increasing extrav-

agance or even corruption? Quite the contrary. While the

modern government is far from perfect, it is throughout the

tivilized world probably better than it ever has been before.

Taking the civilized world as a whole, there probably never was

honest government or more efficient government than there

is today. What it really means is this : We are living in a pe-

riod of increasing public cooperation. We think we find it more

advantageous to satisfy certain wants, growing in number and

significance, through public cooperation than through individual

or private cooperation. This is the chief significance of

increasing governmental budget throughout the civilized

world in its various phases is the chief phase of pub-
lic expenditures that is disquieting.

1 Educational expenditures

afford a good illustration of the general tendency. They run

up into the hundred millions in the modern nation, whereas,

msly to this century, they wen- insignificant. Expendi-
tures for police protection, for public lighting, and for sanitation

are things \vhii h, so far as any expenditures of magnitude are

concerned, belong to this century.

Public finance has still another significance. Questions of

social reform are now connected generally with financial ques-

tions just as formerly they were with constitutional questions.

Public finance has become the central fighting place for social

reform. The question of protection has, from the earliest days
in this country, been connected with public finance. Police

regulation has also been connected with fiscal measures. The
license charge for the privilege of selling alcoholic beverages

national government, states, territories and local subdivisions amounted in 1913 to

Sj.aft4*S4J.i66or$jj.ftj*rc*<. Professor W. L King (W**k*U Inttme ,J tke

PeopU of tke United States, p. 148) estimates the average income in the United States,

for the year 1010. at $331 per capita. Public expenditures thus appear to take about

to per cent of the income in this country. In Knfland the per capita expenditure of

the national government alone was. before the European War. over $15 so. and in

France over $17. The to per cent estimate, then, b dearly an umlffssfimate lor

most countries.

> This took b adequately treated by Professor Charles J. Bullock in Us artide

! "The Growth of Federal Expenditures." />**( Sci*** OMrftvfe. voL

*viB.pp.o7-iii.
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furnishes an illustration. The scope of tl power is

expanding in tin- I'nited States, and i uon of tin-

field of public linaiuc. The discussion of public expenditures

reveals, as few other subjects do, the- nature of our civili/a-

tion.

Public and Private Expenditures Contrasted. Then
difference between public and private economics with n

to the equilibrium between income and out^o. Relatively,

there is an elasticity of government revenues and an inelasticity

of government expenditure. This finds expression in the

ment that public revenues are gauged acccording to cxp

OS, in the pr: iomy, the household expenditures are

regulated by income. This is a regular rule for normal condit i< ms.

It is abnormal when irregularities in public income lead to irregu-

larities in expenditures. It has been observed by a critic that

this principle of public finance is true in a legal sense, but not in

an economic sense. It is said that when public expenditure is

decided upon, then we legally determine the income
; but, eco-

nomically, the expenditures of the state rest upon a foundation

as elastic as that of a private person.
1 It is true that in public

expenditures there must be a balancing of gain and sacrifice, and

that in the case of a particular expenditure it must be weighed
over against all other possible expenditures, not only public, but

private. The rich state, undoubtedly, will incur expenditures
from which a poor but prudent people will probably shrink. On
the other hand, a private person is not to be thought of as neces-

sarily spending all his income, even if he gauges his expendi-

tures by income.

Nevertheless, roughly speaking, the principle has significance

because of the priority of the claims of the State. This has been

well brought out by critics of Henry George, who advocated the

appropriation of economic rent for public expenditures. Some
of Mr. George's followers have replied to the objection that eco-

nomic rent might not be sufficient for public expenditures:
1 ' Then the State must curtail its expenditures as the private person

would do." When we think about it, we find that certain public
1 Gustav Cohn, Fin<inzwissensch<ift, S. 184.



<
;:

expenditures must be made and must take prior claim. How-

a, as is > he case r there is an income

-in. tly 1. tax rate, we have a situation like that of

a ma: limits! and inadequate income. This is an un-

forun ;t the case of a national govern-
im-m win. >t have a prior claim upon wealth for defense

won! -us.

th what has been said, we find va
1 he sovereignty of the State and its perpetual

(orders a > give upa part of hix jKJSsessions,

and.indei ii.\e> tlu- prices to be paiil for them. And
a peculiarity of the prices paid by all states for property and

services is that they must be determined by criteria of fairness,

inasmuch as by the very hypothesis competition is wanting

wholly or in part. Consequently, we find courts and legislatures

nuu h on upii-.l with the determination of what i^
"

fair and rea-

sonal < perpetual life of the State has to be kept in mind

in a great variety of expenditures. It is the special function of

the State !e for future generations, a is seen, for

example, in forestry and in care for rivers and harbors.

There is a difference between public and private economies in

the means of meav utilities resulting from expenditures.

it once adini: all expenditures of states and of pri-

vate persons should, in a large sense, be pro Waste is

where an economic wrong, but productive expenditures

mean simply useful expenditures. What the State produces is

largely immaterial services, and these have no market price.

How can we tell whether they are socially profitable or unprofit-

able? They are not worth while if they result in a sacrifice of

other expenditures which would yield larger satisfactions. It is

a special function of the legislative body, in a constitutional

advantages of various possible

public exiK-ndi tures, and to weigh these ouer against the ad-

vantages of private expenditures whii h might have been made

money permit ting the expenditures had been left in p:

pockets, Wht im i> taken from me by taxation, it

xjK-mliturr instead of a private expenditure
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which might have been made. This is only another way of

saying that public expenditures are largely from income which

is derivative. Private individuals secure an income and then

yield a part of it for public purposes. These contribution- are

compulsory. On the other hand, there are economists wh& look

upon the State as a factor in production, and hold that what is

paid in taxes is less than what corresponds to the cooperative

activity of the State in the maintenance of law and order and in

other services. The special social significance of public expendi-

tures is that their aim is inclusive, normally and regularly;

whereas, normally and regularly, the aims of private expendi-

tures are more or less exclusive. A public library contr

with a scholar's private collection of books illustrates this point.

All these differences are considerable, and they give us perhaps

at least one reason why business men are so often a disappoint-

ment in an official capacity. The public financier must be gov-

erned by the public point of view
;
and there are many points at

which this diverges from the private point of view. The true

statesman is one who has the public point of view, and yet is

able to avail himself of the knowledge and experience of private

business.

The Proper Proportion between the Total Income of Society

and Public Expenditures. We notice actual changes in this

proportion, and we discover that further changes are advocated,

running all the way from anarchism, which would abolish gov-

ernment and public expenditures, to socialism, which, by making

production and distribution public functions, would make public

expenditures, broadly construed, nearly equal to the total wealth

production.

An attempt has been made by those who take a less extreme

position than either of these to give an estimate of what is a large

public expenditure, what a small expenditure, what is desirable,

undesirable, or even intolerable. Generally these estimates are

made with respect to the maximum expenditure, but we could

equally well raise the question with respect to the minimum.

One writer speaks of public expenditures of 16 per cent as aver-

age, and 25 per cent as excessive. Another regards public ex-
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arcs which consume 15 per ecu .uU annual wealth

production as the upper lin American practice, we

very generally at > fix a maximum direct tax rate.

Hut thrso limits are based on the valuation of property and not

tate constitutions very frequently also limit state

expenditures, as well as the expenditures of cities and other local

/ local purposes in the United States, we have roughly

a tax limit of J to 3 per cent of the value of property. Total

taxation of real property frequently runs in the United States

10 per cent to even 20 per cent of the net profits, and indeed

lently goes far beyond that. The truth is that it is

absolutely im|x>$sible to give any general answer to the question,
4< What is the proper proportion between the total income of

society and public expenditures?
"

Variations in the wealth of

a country have to be considered, and these mean much when the

question of additional expenditure is raised. Variations in tax

systems and the consequent distribution of the burden of taxa-

tion make a wide different In times of distress, more can be

expended than on ordinary occasions. When the national life

State is endangered in a war, expenditures will be incurred

i would be impossible at any other time, simply because for

any other reason the people would not submit to the sacrifice

But there are other points of view which go still deeper. Why
do we spend money at all through the State ? Obviously to sat-

isfy needs. How much we should spend publicly depends upon
what needs are satisfied publicly. We have to ask and answer

the question,
" What position do these needs hold among our

" Do they belong to our necessities or

superfluities?
" When we consider public expenditures in the

broadest terms, we must take into account the amount of pro-

duction which is carried on by the State employing this term
"
Sta as elsewhere in its generic sense. If the railways

(as in Germany) are state railways, a larger percentage of the

expenditures and revenues of the country are public in character

than would be the case if they were privately owned and operated.

No comparison of expenditures of various countries can have any
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value if it does not take into account considerations of this

kind.

Professor Adolph Wagner
l

lays down this rule, which is help-

ful in answering the question as to the proper proportion bet ween

the income of society and public expenditures for any part ieular

time and place: "The permissible amount of public expendi-

tures, both absolutely and relatively considered, will vary di-

rectly in proportion to (a) the direct economic value of state act ivi-

ties
; (b) the extent to which these promote the productive power

of all
; (c) the absolutely free social income

;

2
(d) the part of tin-

net state receipts coming from the quasi-private acquisition

(railways, industries in general) of the Stateand not from ta

Fortunately, how much we shall spend presents itself historically,

that is, with respect to historical conditions, and has reference to

increments or decrements of expenditure. The problem is far

easier of solution than it would be otherwise.

In fact, except as a concrete historical problem, it is impossible

to state how great the public expenditures should be. We are

now in a position to understand why it is that the nations of the

world have not been ruined by expenditures which even a genera-

tion ago would have been thought absolutely crushing, and one

hundred years ago would have been inconceivable. We satisfy

our needs to an ever increasing extent through public agcncir.-.

This finds expression in the law of increasing public expendi-

tures, given by the writer from whom we have just quoted.
"
Comparisons between di-fferent countries and different periods

show regularly among progressive nations an extension of public

activities. This manifests itself extensively and intensively. The

State and its subordinate political units continually undertake new

functions, and iJtey perform their duties, old and new, better and bet-

!> r. Jn this way, that is, through public agency, the needs of the

population, especially their common needs, are satisfied to an in-

1 Finanrwissensckaft, ate A., Bd. i., S. 65.
1 I.e. beyond and above what is needed for subsistence.

* This means public ownership of enterprises which are so conducted as to yield

profits. All the profits can and indeed must be expended for public purposes,

whereas, if the industry were private, only a part of the profits could be taken for

public purposes.
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creasing extent; and Ike public servicesfof Ike satisfaction of needs

continually improve in quality. Tke dear proof of this is then

statistically in tke increased demands made by the State and the

subordinate political :.

We have here described what is a part of a still larger move-

ment, namely, the socialization of production and the socializa-

It is, however, the socialization of con-

i especially confronts us in public expenditures.

To an increasing extent what is consunu-d by thr family is pro-

<iiu rd here has been going forward a great

cess of socialization, and t hi- finds expression in part in public

expenditures. The needs of the family are* satisfied, in increas-

ing projx>r; by the private economy, but by the public

economy, and satisfied also, as Professor Wagner points out, not

in accordance with the principles of private economy, whit

service for service, but in accordance with the principles of the

public economy, which is an adequate general return for that

received.

We have to do with what we may also call socialization of sup-

ply. We do not protect ourselves against physical . but

arc protected by the State. We do not educate our own children ;

they are educated by public agency. And public expenditures

are also made to promote art and all the higher interests of life.

The ser \ h the federal government renders us in the post

office find expression in public expenditures. Public expenditures

are giving u more beautiful and more healthful cities, and are

i ing the needs which arise out of the extensive growth of

the count ry. in its expansion geographically and in the size of the

population, and also the needs which arise from an intensive

growth.
The significance - partly in increased state

and partly in the incidence of the cost of the services under con-

ion. The poor, who could not themselves have pleasure

groun. i public parks, and these are maintained at public

expense. So we may take up one service after another and find

that wealth, produced in accordance with the principles of the

liKkt*O*m9mit, jto A.. BA i. S. Sgj.
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private economy, is consumed in accordance with tin- principles

of the public economy, and that is very largely in accordance

with needs and capacity for use. The whole public educational

system, from the country district school to the modern Mate

university, culminating in research and investigation, admirably
illustrates this principle.

Extravagance, Economy, and Parsimony in Public Expendi-
tures. After a definition of economy in Webster's International

Dictionary, we find the following :

"
Economy, Frugality, Parsi-

mony. Economy avoids all waste and extravagance, and applies-

money to the best advantage ; frugality cuts of! indulgent es, and

proceeds on a system of saving. The latter conveys the idea of

not using or spending superfluously, and is opposed to lavishness

or profusion. Frugality is usually applied to matters of con-

sumption, and commonly points to simplicity of manners.

Parsimony is frugality carried to an extreme, involving mean-

ness of spirit and a sordid mode of living. Economy is a virtue

and parsimony a vice."

We must have clear ideas as to which course of the three we
shall follow, for it is scarcely to be taken for granted that we shall

follow the course of extravagance. There is, however, dai

indifference as to the size of public expenditures, and c\

gance may result therefrom. While scarcely any one now would

deliberately advocate extravagance so far as the general princi-

ple is concerned, extravagance in detail might be advocated ;

and, in fact, in practice we find both indifference and extrava-

gance. Sometimes the idea that extravagance brings money
into circulation has found favor, and especially has been used

for the justification of large expenditures by royal courts. The

same idea has been used as a justification for luxury. It can,,

however, find no support in economic principles. There is dan-

ger of extravagance because each one concerned with govern-

mental expenditures feels that what he spends is a relatively

small matter, and indeed it is. It is sometimes thoughtlessly

overlooked that when many are spending,
"
small waste

"
be-

comes significant, and may be even ruinous. This is a problem
which concerns every large business, and it requires strict and
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wise Administration to avoid the two extremes of wasteful

extravagance and red tape.

Sectionalism also results in extravagance, and this shows itself

badly in the United States at times. Whatever any state can se-

rai treasury is often looked upon as so much
dear gain. This was dearly brought out in the discussions con-

ig the repayment, several years ago, of the direct tax that

had been paid by the states to the federal government. This tax

has now been repaid, but many states gave agents large and

extravagant sums to work for the refund. Sometimes vrt^nirt-

ism manifests itself even in cities. In one section of the city

there may be vigorous efforts to secure money for itself without

<!uc regard for the general interest.

many years, in this country, federal taxes were laid very

largely for other than revenue purposes, and there was no care-

ful balancing over and against one another of probable revenues

and probable expenditures, with the result that there was fre-

quently a large surplus in the federal treasury. There never

has been a time when it would not have been possible to have

expended wisely the entire revenues of the federal govern i

e.g. the telegraph might have been purchased, and educational

expenditures might have been increased. But there was no

:.<i for these expenditures strong enough to prevail, and the

outlet was found along the lines of least resistance, or, perhaps it

ought rather to be said, along the lines of greatest
"
pull."

We may then lay it down as a general law that there is danger of

extravagance whenever public revenues outrun felt needs.

In the domain of local government it is possible to limit taxes

or expenditures, and, as stated above, American statute books

are full of laws prescribing maximum rates for school, highway,
and other tax levies. These laws have failed in the past because

they were adjusted to our prevailing underassessment of prop-

erty and it was perfectly easy to evade them by raising the

Assessment a little closer to the true value. More recently,

however, Colorado and several other states have adopted
"
tax

limit I.I-A h work successfully. Instead of limiting tax

rates, the total tax he total expenditures are limited to a
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certain increase, say ten per cent, over the tax levy or total

expenditures of the previous year; and some authority

usually the state tax commission is empowered to rai.-c the

normal limit in
"
cases of emergency or urgent neces

imit laws applied in an arbitrary way may cripple, and in

some cases have- crippled, municipal governments in necessary

and desirable expansions of public activity ; but when adminis-

tered by a wise board or commission authorized to modify the

ordinary limit when necessary, they are capable <>i" restraining

harmfully rapid expansion of public expenditures.
1

There is a tendency, especially wherever public spirit is not

highly developed, to favor parsimony, and to regard that as the

best administration which spends least, and the smallest i

the best tax. This idea was particularly encouraged by tho-e

who looked upon government expenditures as external to the

life of the people as if they were expenditures for some outside

person. This idea, indeed, may be traced back to monarchical

government and to a time when royal courts consumed a larire

part of the public revenue. The smallest expenditure means

the accomplishment of the fewest purposes. Parsimony means

meanness, and can never be the rule either of public or private

financiering. Frugality is the rule when it is a necessity. Econ-

omy is the sound rule
;
and this means a broad and liberal policy

and a husbanding of resources. The wise citizen judges any

particular administration either in the nation or the state, not

chiefly by the amount of public expenditures, but by t

of public expenditures, appreciating full well that increan'n^

public expenditures are a normal condition in a sound and

healthy society.

The Development of Public Expenditures. It is instructive

to consider the historical order in which the objects of public

expenditure appear. This order throws a strong light upon the

evolution of industrial society and of civilization in general.

This is an almost unworked field of investigation, but it

extremely interesting and important one. This order can be

1 See discussions of this subject in Stale and Local Taxation (Proceedings of the

National Tax Association), Vol. viil, pp. 368-390, and Vol. ix, pp. 452-473.
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presented here only in the most general terms, and in these

terms it is somewhat as follows: Expenditures for (i) external

(a) security wit!. .immunity; (3) promotion

is; (4) benevolence (transform! in par!

uin h at ie Reformation) ; (5) education

hascs; (6) la) a general way the organi/

of tlu ili-part i- federal government correspond

this o: i ;S), tlu- Treasury. War, and State departments
were organized, also the Departnu n

and the Navy Departnu m ; the Post Office Department was

organized as u department in 1829; the Department of

or was organized in 1849; the Department <>f Labor

as a separate department (without n:.:< - intheCa!

in 1889 ; the Department of Agriculture as a separate department
(with representation in the Cabinet ' in is.^,

;

the Departmental
and Labor (with representation in the Cabinet) in

1903. In 1913 Commerce and Labor were divided and given

separate representation in the Cabinet. The modern nation has

been spending osing proportion of its resources for edu-

i. (We use
"
nation

"
in the general sense here, including

all the sui- *>f the nation.) We find a rapidly increasing
i n the budget of the modern munit ijxdity for public libraries,

in \s! \jK-nditure t
;

.1 States is leading the

world. 1 the modern budget, we find expenditures
i are distinctively for the promotion of the interest* of

labor.

Most interesting it is to observe, within the last few years, an

expenditure in >nal budgets for international agreements

arrange to promote the interests of labor.* In 1000,

International Association for Labor Legislation was formed,

ureau was established at Basle, Switzerland,

1001. As the competition of labor and capital was intcrna-

1, it had, in the opi many careful observers, become

necessary to safeguard the interests of labor by international

mgreemen: equently. ,-. rind that this international

associ NJdies from most European governments,
and a small one from the United States through our federal
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Department of Labor. And, in 1905, as we have already st<

an international treaty was entered into by Italy and I-' ranee

for the advancement of tin- interests of labor and for mutual

protection of employers. Small indeed are these items, but

they are significant as beginnings.

We must, however, analyze the public expenditures of the

various departments more carefully to understand fully the order

of development in the objects of public expenditures. The K

whole expenditure of the Department of Agriculture is an expen-

diture to promote material well-being, and this has become one

of the great departments in modern government. The Depart-
ment of the Interior is also largely concerned with expenditures

to promote the general material welfare. We have in the De-

partment of Agriculture such divisions as forestry, food adultera-

tion, botany, seed tests, pomology, entomology, agricultural

soils, irrigation investigations, and road inquiry.

We cannot lay down any hard and fast line between public and

private expenditures, because there is a perpetual shifting from

the satisfaction of wants privately to the satisfaction of \\a

publicly, and sometimes even, though less frequently, the reverse

process. The railways of Prussia were once private, and their

receipts and expenditures had little to do with the Prussian

budget. Now the receipts are public receipts, and their expen-

ditures are public expenditures. The addition to the budget,

however, does not mean necessarily an additional burden on the

people. Indeed, if the people are well served and -erved for a

lower price than formerly, with less relative cost of operation, the

burdens of the people have been lightened, and this is what

generally claimed in Prussia. Let us take the case of a city in

which watering the streets is a private matter paid for by priv.

subscription. The expenditure becomes a public expenditure

when the city takes upon itself this function, but if the public

expenditure is no greater than the private expenditure, t

no additional burden. If the service is better performed, and t he.

total burden more fairly distributed by taxation than by private

subscription, as sometimes, at least, happens, there is a

positive gain. The increased density of population has been
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umed as a cause of increased public -\j M-IK lit arcs. A suburb

unu ip.il organization may maintain electric lights

in the streets I r subscript . 1 he expenditure appears

in n<> Budget. This suburb secures some kind of a mu-

nicipal organization, and that which was a private expenditure

becomes a public expenditure. Again, however, there is no

increased Imr.U-n resting upon the people .ants are satis-

fied through a different channel.

n we compare modern times with ancient times, we
find that an increasing proportion of the publk expenditures

; i-d for objects which directly benefit the people, and

vely a decreasing amount for objects in which they have

comparatively little concern, i Is most striking exem-

plification in a comparison of the budget of France in 1789*
with the budgets of 1006 and 1907, which we take merely as

al modern budgi

Exrzxsxs 1789
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and the promotion of general welfare the expenditure was rela-

tively insignificant. A study of the table on the next page re-

veals one of the reasons why it is that France is able to si:

so large a public expenditure. Wants are thereby

and what is expended returns to the people in services.

EXPENSES 1789 (Co*Hmnd)
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BUDGET ESTIMATES VOTED FOB THE YEABS 1913 AMD 1914

* u~~.
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is particularly the case in a large country, and especially so when

long periods of time are taken into account. It is an end to be

M riven for in the interest of orderly finance. In India there is a

regular famine fund to make provision for the recurring famines,

so that even expenditure of this kind takes on the character of

regularity. The longer the period of time and the larger and

richer the country, the greater the jx^sibilities of establishing

regularity, inasmuch as chance elements decrease under these

circumstances. The construction of a post-office building in one

city is an unusual event, but, when the United States as a whole

is taken into account, it is quite possible to provide regularly

for post office buildings.

It is further to be noticed that preventive measures rather

than relief measures increase regular expenditures. This is one

argument in favor of constant preparation for war. The war

expenditures are smaller and less disturbing when they come.

It need not be remarked that this financial advantage may be

secured at a loss otherwise. Furthermore, there : a. certain con-

flict of interests between administration and legist >.on. Those

who are administratively responsible for expenditures prefer to

have budgets voted for long periods, as in this w?v they can

accomplish most with a given sum. On the other han't, a legisla-

tive branch of government desires that budgets should bt voted

for short periods for the sake of stricter control.

It is also to be noticed that the constitutional piovJsions

against debts in the states of the American Union promote

regular expenditures. Where loans are not possible, it i

quently necessary to spread expenditures over long periods in

order that the burden may not be too great at any one time.

This may happen in the construction of public buildings and of

other important public works, certain sums being appropriated
each year for a series of years.

Classification of Public Expenditures. Many principles of

fication have been adopted. At the bases of all of these, for

countries like our own organized along federal lines, is the dis-

tinction among (i) central, (2) intermediate, and (3) local units.

In the United States the central would be the federal, the inter-
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mediate would be the separate states, and the others, the local.

An examination of expenditures with rcs|x .nse unit*

throws a good deal of light upon our general political evolution.

It especially helps us to determine whether or not there is a tend-

in the dirtvtion of centrali/atinn, although expenditure
arc not conclusive evidence. Fear is often expressed lest the

central g<> u should expand at the expense of local gov-
rmir.. sonu that we are living in a period

of centralization. Statistics of public expenditure do not bear

this out. From the close of the Civil War until the end of the

nineteenth century, local expenditures increased most rapidly

and state expenditures least rapidly. Between 1003 and

however, the expenditures (" governmental cost payments ") of

the states increased 106 per cent, while those of incorporated

places with 8000 or more inhabitants increased only 103 per cent,

and those of the federal government only 54 per cent. The
increase in state expenditures seems to have been due to general

expansion and multiplication of state activities, although it was

il.irly marked by the development of state highways and

costly internal improvements such as the new canal system in

New York, by more generous appropriations for education, and

by the multij <>f state commissin

The student, and even the general reader, will find it especially instr

to study the financial reports of the federal government and of our slate* and

cities, and arrange the items of expenditures under various general heads.

- exceedingly difficult to arrange a HsssifirsHon that will be at once practical

and scientific. %.e. that will show the expenditures of

they are actually organised, observe the

answer scientific inquiries of major importance. For American

most nearly meet all the requirements, see the financial publications of the Bureau

of the Census; the reports of the Comptroller of the State of New York; the

the reports of the President'* Commission on Economy **K!

and in particular a paper by Harvey S. Chase, C. P. A,, dealing with the .

side of the national budget, in the Am*ic* Etmtmit *mr. Volume x

Supplement, pp. 186-195. A suggestive dssslfirstion adapted to European
tionswffl be found in Cossa's TAM*** : It, PrimcipU* W ife***. Part Q. Chapur
iii. The summary census classification printed on the foOowing page covers all

governmental subdivWons in the United States, except townships and incorporated
i i .
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If ACCOM can be hid to reports covering a considerable number of yean and

different countries, it will be found that an examination of them will throw an

immense amount of light upon the nature of modern civilisation and iu

I!M> iiutructive to compare expenditure* (m <rr<wii/ of UM k*doj U
SMt in various countries, and particularly to contrast monarchical and

republican countries. It is important to discover great historical tendencies,

and to contrast different periods of time, especially as regards monarchical

expenditures. It is beyond all question that relatively, m the civilized

world, that is an item of declining importance. At the present time, the

king of a great country like Prussia or England supports a magnificence of

> is altogetl keeping with the ideas of a democracy or a

republ .ions of dollars per annum for a modern monarch

is not a large exj* (>n the other hand, in contrast, the expenditures

of the i'rcv - United States (including those connected with the

\c mansion, contingent expenses of all sorts, and presidential clerks)

amount roughly to $150,000. However, as regards the expenditures of a
modern monarch (the German Emperor, for example), a detailed examina-

tion shows that custom and tradition, as well as the will of the monarch,

cause a Urge pan of his income to go for public purposes, and that his wealth

has been largely socialized. The king is no Ion -teal rich man.

On the other hand, the expenditures on accoun ierican Congress
are unprecedented in amount among the expenditures incurred on account

of Ugislalne bodits. The world has never seen anything of the kind be-

fore, and nothing parallel to it can be found in any other country. Among
other things, this goes to indicate, as contrasted with Germany, the great

importance of the legislative body which is supposed to represent the people
v and immediately and to carry out their will. In aristocratic coun-

tries the legislative office is sometimes an unpaid office. This was until

recently the cast- and German parliaments, the idea being to favor

wealth and to counteract democratic tendencies an aim which was not

accomplished. A democracy, however, is more likely to insist upon a

legislative office being a paid office; and, in some of the German states,

although the payment is small, its acceptance is compulsory.

Expenditures incurred in the odminirtralitm of foreign o/turs are of in-

creasing imporunce on account of growing economic internationalisnv \\-

would here have two main classes; namely, (i) expenditures on account of

diplomacy, those representing the purely political side of government, and

(a) expenditures on account of the consular service, representing the business

interests of the country. Expenditures connected with boundaries and
vs are expenses which would come under this general heading.

b regard to the administration of foreign affairs, any one nation is

1 in what it can do by international customs. We Americans, for

le, cannot force our ideas on other nations. Certain standards of
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dignity and propriety have been established with respect to the mode of life

fr diplomats, and, if we depart from these, we do so at a loss which every

diplomat in the service of the United States keenly feels. The most that we

can do is to exercise pressure in what we believe to be the right direction,

and that is the direction of democratic simplicity.

When we examine expenses incurred in the administration of just:

notice a large increase with the growth of democracy. In earlier tirm-s in

countries like Kngland and Germany, the administration of justice was to a

greater or less extent "patrimonial,' being connected with certain estates.

The duty of administering justice went with the great estate or manor and

involved little expense. As people take things into their own hands they

must pay their own expenses. Democracy, in its progress, means large

public expenditures.

The new humanitarianism of the age, which, in a way, is one expression of

democracy, involves large expenditures, as seen in education, modern re-

formatories, etc. But it is believed by the advocates of humanitarianism and

democracy that these expenditures are worth while.

It is when we come to expenses incurred in the promotion of the
fi

welfare that we see the most remarkable and encouraging phenomena that

greet us in the treatment of public expenditures. This has been seen in the

data already given, and will become increasingly manifest as the student

carries on his statistical studies in this field.

QUESTIONS

x. Define public finance. Why should it be regarded as a part of eco-

nomics? Can you give any reasons why it should be regarded as a sepa-

rate science ?

2. Can we spare money for taxes only when we have an income affording

a surplus over and above necessities ? If the money paid for taxes is used to

provide us with necessities, is there any good ground for the doctrine that an

income sufficient to afford a minimum of subsistence should be exempted
from taxation in the case of an income tax?

3. What various meanings do you ascribe to the enormous increase in

public expenditures during the nineteenth century?

4. What should be the consequences if the government of the state in

which you live should strive for the largest possible amount of revenue, and

then govern its expenditures so as to consume the entire state income?

5. Discuss the differences between public expenditures and the expendi-
tures of a private household. Would you regard it wise on your part to

make any expenditures with the idea that a benefit to some one would accrue

one hundred years later? fifty years later? twenty years later?

6. What considerations must govern us when we attempt to answer the

question, "What is the proper proportion between public expenditures and

the total income of society?"
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Discuss Wacncr't rule. It the fact Uut public

the permissible proportion of social iocome that may be used for publk

purposes an argument for public ownership of railways? If to. why? If

not, why not?

8. DiicuM economy, parsimony, frugality, extravagance in publk ex-

area, and give a* full illustration* of each as you are able (a) from your
own observation, (6) from your reading and conversation and correspondence

vttfe others, pot* rfttabiacjaded

9. Discuss the historical order in which items of expenditure appear in

national, state, and local governments. Give illustrations from the state and

from the local political unit in which you live. Give any illustration which

may occur to you of taxation which lightens the burdens of the taxpayer.

10. If you were permanent Secretary of War, would you desire to know for

a long number of years in advance the yearly sums that could be expended
on the army ? Could you thus make the same amount of money accomplish
more than if dependent upon annual grants uncertain in amount? What
would be your view as a member of Congress? Is a state university to be

controlled in its expenditures by the legislature as rigidly as Congress should

control the administration of the army? If so, why? If not, why not?

Would you make any distinction in this respect between the army and the

navy?
11 Present such statistics as you may be able to gather showing relatively

and for as long a time as possible the increases in public expenditures in the

federal government, in your own state, and in your own local political unit

(city, county, town, etc.), and give all the evidence that you can secure show-

ing the significance of the movement.

REFERENCES

Government publications generally.

As illustrative particularly of the expansion of government expenditures and

public work, the Year Book of the Department of Agriculture.

For growth of militarism, take publications of the Department of War and

publications of similar departments in other countries.

For general statistical data, the Statesman's Year Book is as reliable as any-

thing in English. For our own country, see annual Finance Report of

the Secretary of the Treasury, and census reports, especially the reports
on WoaU^Debl, and Taxation. For making a broad survey of the federal

expenditures of the United States, perhaps no single publication is more
useful than the annual Letter from Ike Secretary of Iht Tre+snry trans-

mitting Estimates of Appropriations. A striking exhibit of the growth
of federal expenditures will be found in Senate Document No. 578. 6oth

Congress, ist Session, entitled Expenditures of tke Unite* Slates Govern-

ment, 1791-1007.



CHAPTER XXXII

PUBLIC RECEIPTS FROM LOANS AND GOVERNMENT
OWNERSHIP

Public Debts. The modern State follows a policy of di lu it

financiering. The great and increasing expenditures, which

have been described in the preceding chaphT, entail burdens

too heavy to be borne, at least in the first instance, by taxai ion

alone, and recourse must constantly be had to the public credit.

Even before the European War, about one fourth of the annual

revenue of England was used in the payment of debt or in-

terest upon debt
; and, as is shown in the French budgets given

on page 659, more than one fourth of the total expenditu:

France was devoted to the same purpose.

In the last half of the nineteenth century, the aggregate pub-

lic debt of the civilized world increased enormously. According

to the best estimates, the indebtedness of the national ^
ments of the world, which amounted to $7,627,700,000 in 1848,

had risen to $27,525,000,000 in 1890, and since that time it has

greatly increased. Figures showing the total and per capita

debt of all governmental divisions of this country are given in

Table I. From this statement it appears that between 1902

and 1913 the aggregate public debt of this country increased

by over $2,000,000,000, the greater part of the increase In-ing

ascribable to the astonishing growth of municipal and local in-

debtedness, which increased by 113 per cent in the interval. It

is true that the total public debt is less than it was in 1870, that

the per capita debt has fallen from $82.99 in 1870 to $49.97 in

1913, and that according to Census estimates of national wealth

(not very trustworthy), the public debt covered only $2.58 of

each one hundred dollars of national wealth in 1912, as a-

$2.85 in 1902, $3.06 in 1890, $6.97 in 1880, and $10.64 in 1870.

666
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But this diminution of the aggregate debt is due to the cxtraor-

v progress which our tariff surpluses have enabled us to

make in reducing the debt contracted during t War;
and the normal movement in the long run is probably toward an
increase of th debt, at least absolutely and per capita,

if not in proportion to the national wealth. 1

TAHIJ-: i

PUBLIC DEBT or THE UNITED STATES

(Debt lot sinking fund
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be incurred and the necessary taxation spread over a longer

period of time. In practice the latter proves far the best, for

at least a part of the expenses. It gives taxpayers time to

adjust themselves to the extraordinary demands. A war debt

is. therefore, not a misfortune, though it stands for a previous
misfortune war.

The case is clearer when we consider debts contracted for

public works. Under this head we include primarily productive

enterprises like railways, canals, forests, gas works. These,

when purchased or constructed by the government, are the occa-

sion of debts, sometimes enormous in amount. It might seem

possible to pay for them by immediate and heavy taxation,

since no more is taken out of the people than when the money is

borrowed. But the national wealth is not like an ocean, alike

in all its parts and instantly rilling up where water is dipped out.

It makes all the difference in the world where you dip. Here

are men who have funds invested in a productive business;

here are others who have funds lying idle. The State decides

to make a public investment, and calls for money. If it col-

lects it by an immediate and heavy tax, the first class have a

part of their ordinary earnings withdrawn, and their business is

crippled or ruined. The others have some of their funds with-

drawn, but the most still lies idle. The best that can be done

in such a case is for the first class to borrow of the second,

which only makes private debts instead of public ones a

much more burdensome condition of things for the national in-

dustry. The wiser modern method is for the State to borrow

the unemployed funds and leave industrial operations intact,

th n imposing a moderate tax which can be paid out of annual

income. If the expenditure in question is an investment, it pre-

sumably pays for itself in time without requiring taxation.

This brings us to the relation between taxes and debts. Taxes

should never be so heavy that they cannot be paid easily out of

annual income. If they trench upon national savings they de-

range private industries disastrously because they are imposed

upon all without regard to the nature of their investments.

But while taxes cannot safely exceed the national disposable
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surplus for each year, it does not follow that the State may not

take savings as well as surplus for its undertakings ; only these-

' * taken from those who have umimetted savings.
..HID..! l>e done by any nut hod of general contribution

It cm only be done by public loans. \V1.

ihr lo in is a wise thing or not depends altogether on the nature

State's invt I f the State takes these savings ever

so wisely and wastes it, the people have lost just so much capi-

tal. If, on the other hand, the State takes savings which were

ested an< re unpro. ^ts them in a

profitable undertaki: / tiu net result to society is an additional)

1'ublic debts are no indication of national poverty.
Whether a nation is growing poorer or richer depends not on its

indebtedness, but on its production relatively to its consump-
i debts are not a good thinir in and of them-

selves, hut they have incidental advantages which offset some
ir disadvantages.

Having noticed the natural limits of both taxation and borrow-

ing, we have now to ask, What kind of expenditures should be

provided for by each? In general the answer is easy, though
details are troublesome at times. Ordinary expenditures, that

; recur with sutlkient regularity so that they can

be foreseen and estim.i dvance, if not provided for by

receip domains and industries, should be met by taxa-

If the State cannot do tl .1 confession that ordi-

nary expenditures are in excess of the disposable surplus income

of the nation, a state of things which means bankruptcy if con-

i-d long enough.

Extraordinary expenditures, caused by national calamities,

such as floods or war, and public investments railways,

city gas works, etc. may be met by loans. notion of

loans thus becomes a double one : first, the distribution of un-

ible losses, so that industry is as little disturbed as pos-

and second, the investment of uninvested capital in

productive public enterprises.

In the creation and management of public debt it is pecul-

iarly necessary to observe the golden mean and avoid both
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improvidence and urn Obviously, temporary
deficits resulting from a failure of current re-venue to meet cur-

rent expanses, should not be allowed to accumulate and then

be funded as a permanent debt. This is a vice of boss-ridden

government which jjoes far to explain the rapid growth of Ameri-

can municipal indebtedness in the last half of the niiu-i.

century. Similarly, in our opinion, debt should not be con-

tracted in order to erect public schools or other durable improve-

ments which, although capable of rendering service through a

long period of years, produce no money revenue and rep;

from the fiscal standpoint continuing liabilities rather than

durable assets. It must be admitted that authorities dil;

this point; but even among those who sanction the contracting

of debt to pay for durable improvements which are financially

non-productive, it is agreed that in any event the life of tin-

debt should not exceed the life of the improvement in question.

Long-time bonds, for instance, should not be employed to resur-

face roads and pay for highway improvements which will last

only a few years. Finally, in our opinion, restriction may be

properly imposed upon public indebtedness contracted for pur-

poses which are fiscally nonproductive, although such restrk-

tions should limit the increase of indebtedness and, for reasons

which have been stated on page 653, should not be expressed

as a percentage of the assessed valuation of taxable property.

On the other hand, few, if any, restrictions should be placed

upon borrowing for the purpose of acquiring income-yielding

property. Such restrictions place states and cities at a <lis-

advantage as compared with private corporations. They also

opetate to throw into the hands of private corporations enter-

prises which cannot be paid for out of one year's revenue, and

yet might advantageously be acquired by the public. At the

present time excessive limitations, unworthy of a free people,

make it impossible for some cities to carry out necessary public

improvements which would not impose the slightest real burden

upon taxpayers. In Chicago, several years ago, after a pro-

longed and exceedingly expensive campaign for the improve-

ment of the street car service, the city was prevented from carry-
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Ing out a carefully devised plan of reform by a court decision

1 ihut an issue of street railway certificates would in-

crea.s iebtedness of the city beyond tin limits prescribed
i -inns whi

>tl sot ting |
wr value of water-

works, lighting plants, and other assets v. Id a monetary
return, have no place in a scientific system of public finance.

>t absolutely required by i . is probably desir-

able as a ; make pro-

vision fur the < all public debts within a period, say,

of sixty years. It has been customary in the past to do this

cans of sinking funds, Imt experience has shown that the

sinking fund is a cumbersome, wasteful, and unscientific method

of accomplishing the desired end. Bonds which automatically

recurring installments offer a much better device for

the retirement of public debts. The serial bond, as such an

obligation is called,
" can usually be placed at a lower rate of

interest than a sinking fund obligation. It is free from most

of the i>> cal abuse and manipulation to

sinking funds are exposed. It substitutes a plain and certain

for an uncertain or complicated liability; and it compels the

admi contracted the debt to begin its retire-

ment immedi.

The Public Domain. By domains we usually mean agricul-

tural and mineral land and forests owned by the State and man-

aged in the interest of the public revenue, although we might

logically s under the term the streets and other public

propt vith all the valuable franchises and privileges

which go with them. The direct revenue from this source in

1 States is not large, and if account be taken of the

cost of the public domain and the expense which it has entailed,

the net earnings would possibly be a minus quantity.

Until a comi late this was not the case. In

early feudal times - had large estates of his own from

the produce i: the government was largely supported,

1 Report of the Committee on Increase of Pubttc

ax XJMCMJM*. vol. Ix, p. 465
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and although he had certain military rights over his subjects, he

had very tomited rights over their property. Later, tin kii.g

became a public rather than a private person, and a large part of

the crown estate became the property of the public ;
but even

then taxation was relatively unimportant, and the State relied

principally in times of peace upon fines, escheats, fees, crown

prerogatives (certain dues which the king was entitled to col-

lect as of his own right), and upon the proceeds of tin- public

domain. Blackstone, the great English jurist, writing in 1765,

classified taxation among the
"
extraordinary

"
revenues of tin-

sovereign ; and in some of the German principalities the govern-

ment was enabled to get along without taxation in times of

peace, down to the close of the eighteenth century. Real

democracy not yet having been achieved, the people distrusted

taxation and resented its imposition, while the sovereign wi-ely

clung to that species of revenue which was independent of the

people's caprice.
" The public domains," said Bodin, the

political philosopher of France in the latter part of the sixteenth

century,
"
should be holy, sacred, and inalienable either by

grant or by prescription."

But as democracy developed and the representatives of the

people gained control of the finances, a new policy was every-

where adopted. If State management was uneconomical and

wasteful, and if the government could obtain all the revenue

needed by taxation, why preserve the wasteful methods of

management? Why not turn public property into private

property, to be developed and multiplied through the vitaliz-

ing force of individual self-interest? Thejreat truth was real-_

ized that the property of individuals, when subjectjojaxaiw^
and.

:tion, is
noless_part of the great patrimony of the__

la fids onJ forests whose title is retained by thejgover
nment

"|RegrfThis doctrine was generally acceptetf~by~trie greater

countries of the world during the eighteenth century, so that

Adam Smith, in defending it in 1776, was able to write that
"

there is not at present, in Europe, any civilized state of any
kind which derives the greater part of its public revenue from

the rent of lands which are the property of the state." This
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philosophy wit dominant when our national government waa

created in 1789, and has guided our national policy ever since.

Land Policy of ike Untied State. By exploration and

pancy, war, and various cessions, the federal government ac-

i, .HUT the Revolutionary War, a magnificent domain of

3,252,244 square miles. Now, while we have consistently fol-

lowed the doctrine of alienation until very recent years, tr

apparently, to get rid of the public domain as rapidly as possible,

one observes historically a very important change in the manner
of development. In the early years of the Republic, large

revenues were expected from the sale of public it was
the financial side which, according to Alexander Hamilton,
claimed

"
primary attention." !

I'mil about 1800, the policy

was to sell the land in large blocks, even though it went to

speculators ;
this was followed by an attempt to sell small hold-

ings to actual settlers, the credit system being used with dis-

astrous results; later (1830), the preemption policy was intro-

duced by which ban* fide home makers wen- crtain ad-

vantages in purchase ; and finally came the Homestead Act of

1862, the Timber Culture Act of 1873 (now repealed), and the

other los imix>rtant laws by which actual settlers can obtain

homes practically free of cost. From the very beginning we
have used our public lands as bounties, to hasten the develop-

of the country ; and this policy has been carried out by
enormous grants of land for the endowment of education and

the subsidization of canal, railway, and other internal improve-
ment companies. Our original aim, however, was not only to

develop the country as rapidly as possible, but to secure as much
tie as possible from the sale of public lands. We still aim

to develop the country, but the idea of profit has been replaced

by the policy of giving land to the landless. To exaggerate the

im of
j

H .Hey for the sake of emphasis, it may be said that

we began with a productive policy, and modified it with a dis-

tributive |Hlicy; that in the beginning our object was the

greatest good, while now it is the greatest good to the greatest

number, or, in terms more appropriate to the exact case in hand,,

1 Quoted by Donakboo. Tkt PMic >. p. to*.
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the greatest possible use of the public domain consistent with

widespread participation in that use.

Forest Lands. The policy of alienation, while on the whole

sound, is subject to certain limitations which it is very important
to note. First of these is the case of forests. Tin- ruthless de-

nudation of our timber lands, the striking advance in tin pike
of lumber indicating that the supply has not kept pace- with the

demand, and the meteoric development and rapid decline of the

lumber industry in many localities of the Northwest, all com-

bine to demonstrate that alienation and private ownership have

failed to produce that careful industrial management which

conduces to the greatest use and the greatest good in the long

run. More important still, we have come to realize that the

most productive use of other great natural resources has not

been subserved by the private ownership of the forests. The.

regular flow of streams, the success of the great irrigation works

which we are building, and the proper development of our mines,

all depend more or less upon the permanent preservation of our

forests
;
but private ownership and management in the past has

led to destruction, not preservation.

The United States awoke very slowly to these truths. Prussia

abandoned the policy of disposing of forest lands in 1831.

France and Austria began to increase their forest holdings about

1870. But in the United States it was not until 1876 that an

awakened interest showed itself in a congressional appropriation

of two thousand dollars for the purpose of employing
" a com-

petent man to investigate timber conditions in the United

States." In 1881 a Division of Forestry was created in the De-

partment of Agriculture. This expanded into the Bureau of

Forestry in 1901, and into the Forest Service in 1905. In 1891

a forward step was taken by the passage of an act authorizing

the President to establish forest reserves; and in the same

year the first forest reserve was established. In March, 1915,

the area of the national forest reserves had increased to

184,611,596 acres (of which 21,337,533 were privately owned) ;

the forest service had developed to a point where it was able to

care for the management of this vast national industry, and to
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cooperate *.ith private owners in establishing the prin-

ciples of s th< ]*.;.,
-. of alienation has been

modified to an extent amounting almost to reversal. Instead of

M-lling forests, the government is now permitting timber to be

rut in a way to preserve the forests. The revenue from this

source at the pre is nearly $2,500,000, but that is a

secondary consideration. The important point is that the

nt has demonstrated its ability to manage the forests

along lines at once scientific and commercial. In many Euro-

pean countries, however, a greater revenue is secured from the

forest i i ranee, for example, the public forests cover nearly

18 per cent of the entire land surface of the country, ami

. it is reported, $2.50 per acre annually, giving

mue of about $59,000,000 a year. In the United States

at present 35 per cent of what is received, according to law, goes
to the states and territories in which the reserves are situated

for public roads and schools. It is estimated that in a few

years the reserves will yield not less than $5,000,000 a year.

Experience seems to show that the public ownership and

management of forests is more efficient than private ownership
and managem

'

is is due to the length of time required to

realize upon investments in this industry, its routine character,

the large area one man can supervise, and, perhaps chic

the fact that the government in its management takes into ac-

count the interests of the community as a whole. Although
ite corporations may make plans for a long period of time,

they are less desirable owners and managers, especially in the

last particular. The property tax, as now levied, b one of the

greatest enemies of rational forestry by private owners. If an

owner is forced to pay ordinary property taxes upon a stand-

ing or growing forest year after year, the pressure to cut the

timber U almost irresistible. The State spends millions of dol-

lars to preserve the forests, and yet often enforces a tax that

i premium upon their dcstruct

Mineral Lands. Our experience with timber lands is im-

portant as showing that private ownership of some kinds of

land has not resulted in the greatest or wisest use of that land.
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Our experience with mineral lands demonstrates that the polio
of disposing of public lands in small holdings, free of cost or at

prices far below their real value, has not led to a widespread

participation in the use and profit of those lands. The r<

for this, broadly speaking, is that our policy of alienation in

small holdings conflicts with the requirements and necessities of

modern industry. In disposing of our lands we have tried to

balk the corporation and the speculator in order to subsidize the

settler and home builder. For instance, we have made the recip-

ients of homesteads and mineral claims swear that they are not

acting as agents "for any person, corporation, or syndicate" or
"

in collusion with any person, corporation, or syndicate, to give

them the benefit of the land entered," and that the land is not

being secured
"

for the purpose of speculation." Yet for pur-

poses of grazing and in less degree for mining and lumbering,

modern industrial methods require that large tracts of land

shall be worked together, and that individual claims shall be

consolidated. The core of the difficulty was well described

by Mr. Roosevelt, when President, in these words :

"
It is a

scandal to maintain laws which sound well but which make
fraud the key without which great naturaP resources must re-

main closed. The law should give individuals and corporations,

under proper government regulation and control, the right to

work bodies of coal lands large enough for protfiable develop-

ment." And he thereafter recommended laws to authorize the

leasing, instead of the complete alienation, of coal, oil, and gas

rights, as well as grazing rights on the public domain. Already

the royalty has been adopted by some of the state governments,
and has been employed in a few of the permits issued by the

federal departments of Agriculture and the Interior. 1 In a

few decades, these leases will probably yield handsome revenues

in some of the western states which have adopted them. As

time passes the federal government exercises more freely its

powers of reserving mineral rights in lands granted to
" home-

1
Cf, the conditions of the interesting permit issued in favor of the International

Power and Manufacturing Company, and published as Senate Document No. 147,

6jd Cong., ist Seas.
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steaden*
"

or munu ipalitics, and of withdrawing from entry

valuu! ral deposits such as the potash beds of California.

Year by year, therefore, the policy of complete alienation it

more and more restricted.

The Success of our Land Policy. In a rough, general way,
our land policy has been a success, as is shown by the unprece-

dented and almost feverish development of the country in the

last century. \\ it h the creation of a fund of taxable values which

makes it an easy matter for the state governments to raise all

the revenue which they need. But in some respects it has

signally failed. In the first place it has not paid : more money
has been spent for the purchase, survey, and care of the public

lands than has been re> >m their sale and lease. In the

second place, certain kinds of lands, as we have shown, should

not have been alienated. And in the third place, our efforts to

jiive land to the landless have bred an immense amount of cor-

ruption, fostered speculation, endowed private monopoly with

public wealth, and pauperized whole communities. One has

only ton. >ns of public officers for land frads,
and to read the report of the Public Lands Commission to

i specific reference is given at the end of the chapter

appreciate the truth of all these charges. The desert land law

and the commutation clause of tin Homestead Act. they tell

us, operate far too often
"

to bring about land monopoly rather

than to multiply small holdings by actual settler I .

many localities, and perhaps in general, a larger proportion of

the public land is passing into the hands of speculators and cor-

porations than into those of actual settlers who are making
homes." . \*early everywhere the large landowner has

succeeded in monopolizing the t>est tracts, whether of timber or

of agricultural land M Youro * mission has had inquiries

made as to how a number of estates, selected haphazard, have

been acquired. Almost without exception, collusion or evasion

of the letter and spirit of the land laws was involved."

fundamental fact that characterizes the present situation

>umber of patents issued is increasing out of

all proportion to the number of new
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Possibly the most important lesson to he derived from the his-

tory of our landed domain is tin- vital truth that the go\ eminent

cannot give away valuable lands or sell them at prices far below

their real value without subsidizing the speculator, endowing

monopoly, and pauperizing the people. Tin- poorer classes de-

rive no real benefit from this indiscriminate public charity. As

Secretary of the Interior Hitchcock said in 1905, in di-c-

;nl >er and Stone Act: 1 "Many tr.r land patented

under this law are made immediately upon completion of title to

individuals and companies. In this way a monopoly of the t im-

ber supplies of the public-land states is being created by sys-

tematic collusion. ... It has been urged in behalf of this act

that it enables poor men to enjoy the bounty of the government

by obtaining tracts of land which they can afterwards sell with

advantage. A careful study seems to show, on the contrary.

that the original entrymen rarely realize more than ordinary

wages for the time spent in making the entry and completing

the transfer. The corporations which ultimately secure title

usually absorb by far the greater part of the profit." When
Uncle Sam was rich enough or was supposed to be rich enough
- to provide us all with a farm, the policy of giving away the

public domain appeared to be in harmony with the principle of

equality of opportunity. But when the supply is far below t he-

demand, those who receive gifts by lot or similar methods are

in receipt of special privileges. What once seemed fair h

the course of economic evolution, become unfair and de-

moralizing.

Our conclusion may be formulated in the following general

rule : Only those lands should be wholly alienated whose use

and development under private ownership lead neither to mo-

nopoly nor to exhaustion and waste. Or, in more concrete

terms (remembering that the maxim applies only to those lands

left to the government, and to the majority of cases, not to <

specific case), the rule for agricultural lands should be pr

ownership and management, for forest lands State ownership
and management, for mining and grazing lands State ownership

1
Report of the Secretary of the Interior, 1905, p. 331.
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management under a lease or royalty system, by
the State shall secure a share of t: <> and retain a

large amount of regulation and control. In disposing <

lands the government should rn.lr.i-...: to charge value received,

as gifts of valuable land, or sales at inelastic schedules of prices
i place a iluation upon some tracts and an

adequate valuation upon others, lead to speculation
.UP! limn. !*>];,. having most of thr demoralizing features of a

1'ul.h h the prizes are distributed partly by
chance and partly in accordance with the cunning, chit.

and UMMTupulouxness of the partici|>ators. Und< .: con-

< lit i>MX the poorer classes of society get almost none of the

valuable lands. Charge value received, and the people, the

masses, g< share in the revenues flowing to the public

treasury, in i taxes, and more generous expenditures
. and developmental purposes.

Land Nationaliza 'on and Municipalization. In recent years
i national legislation have shown a decided trend

toward the adoption of methods which will yield both greater

ue and greater control of those varied forms of national

wealth \vl -Hot tivuly designate
"
land." The object of

legislation Monopoly and give to soci

share in the land values created by social growth. One of the

>r securing this end ever proposed is the

single-tax scheme defended with great eloquence and earnestness

George. His scheme, usually called
'

the

single tax," is stated thus in his own words, printed in his organ,

" The Standard advocates the abolition of all taxes upon industry and the

products of industry, and the taking, by taxation upon land values, irrespec-

annual rental value of all those various forms of

natural opportunities embraced under the general term
'

land.'

bold that to tax labor on s is to discourage industry. We
hold that to tax land values to their full amount will render it impossible

for any man to exact from others a price for the privilege of using those

s of nature in which all living men have an equal right of use; that

compel < lual controlling natural opportunities to utfluc

them by employment of labor or abandon then to others; that it will thus
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provide >;>j>ortunities of work for all men and secure to each tin- full :

of his labor; and that as a result involuntary poverty will be abolished, and

the greed, intemperance, and vice that spring from poverty and the dread oi

poverty will be swept away."

Mr. George's proposition rests upon an extreme application of

the doctrines of individualism and natural rights. Man, he

holds, has an inalienable and equal ri^ht to live, and consequently

an inalienable and equal right to those natural agents which we

call land, and without which human life cannot exist. This

right which attaches to the individual cannot be abrogated by

law or custom, nor can it be alienated by one generation or set

of law givers. Moreover, it is an equal right. A, B, and C
ea h have a right to the soil, but A has no right to bctt.

than B or C ;
in consequence of which that part of land values

which arises from the differential qualities of land belon

society as a whole, and not to particular individuals. But the

differential value of land expresses itself in the economic rent

which it yields, and consequently, if society seizes this rent by

taxation, it will satisfy the demands of the doctrine of natural

rights, while leaving the actual management and exploitation

of land in the hands of individual occupiers, thus avoiding the

perils of direct public management.
Man also has an unalienable right, Mr. George held, to the

fruits of his own labor. As the outcome of this right, Mr.

George concluded that ordinary taxation upon property other

than land, upon the product of labor as distinguished from land,

the gift of God, is robbery. In his view it is as immoral to levy

an ordinary tax as it is criminal to fail to tax that surplus which

attaches to the better classes of lands, and which we call economic

rent.

The policy embodied in Mr. George's scheme dii'er- funda-

mentally from the policy which we have seen creeping into recent

legislation. The latter purposes to reserve only a part of t he-

value given to some forms of land by social development. Mr.

George proposes to confiscate all of the
"
unearned increment."

Most important of all, the former proposition applies only to tin-

future unearned increment, and purposes only to take a part,
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ifter fair notice is . Mr. George proposes to

take all the unearned increment, put and present, and that

cscnt owners have been encouraged to believe that

they might be permitted to appropriate the whole unearned

r n.t. l! . e essential injustice of Mr.

George's scheme. As a nation we have induced immigrants
and - to take up lands, clear them, and develop them

heir labor and toil, with the promise that the values thus

created by themselves and their neighbors should belong to

them risks and their sacrifices have been great. The
44 unearm

"
is not always unearned. Even if we

assurm that the State made a mistake in pursuing this policy,

the results of the mistake must be cheerfully borne by the party
at fault, the State Ibis of course does not mean that if

the private ownership of land is socially harmful, it must never-

theless be perpetuated. It does mean, howe\ f the state

b to divest private owners, it must in equity compensate them.

George not only proposes to confiscate all economic rent

without compensation, and to abolish all other forms of taxa-

tion, but : \planation and justification

of the pol: t will abolish poverty. Such a policy might,

indeed, prevent landowners, who do not care to use their land,

from keeping it out of the hands of those who would use it ; but

. -tTei-t all the other predicted blessings is difficult

for most people to comprehend. In the first place, it is difficult

.igine how the pure economic rent of agricultural land can

be separated in practice from the annual value of separable im-

ts on the land. But apart from this difficulty, the

of economic rent by the public without compen-
sation to the owners will probably never appeal to the conscience

of the American public as a just thing to do. No abstract

reasoning, based on "
natural rights," will persuade a modern

nation to so radical as: > honestly and earnestly advo-

cated policy is only one more illustration of the danger of basing

social reasoning on any theory of
"
natural rights."

In i > separate the pure economic rent from

the earnings of improvements, such as buildings. Moreover, it
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is in cities that thr principal evils attendant on private land-

holding are discoverable. Therefore the objections to land

..ilization do not in the same degree apply to land mnnici-

palizolion. Many who will rejec t tin- one will favor tin- other.

here, however, it is well to proceed very cautiously. Con-

fiscation, at any rate, should not be tolerated. If great and

expensive changes along this line should approve- tlu-m>eh

the people, the burden of the changes should he widely dii

throughout the community by means of inheritance and other

taxes. 1

Public Industries. In the beginning, let us briefly pass in

review the principal classes of industrial enterprise in which the-

modern State engages for the satisfaction of other than State

wants; because, obviously, we are not concerned with enter-

prises like the government printing office, the government navy

yards, and in general, those incidental industries whose products
the government consumes but does not regularly sell.

1. First, we find states like Switzerland monopolizing tin-

manufacture of alcohol and certain alcoholic beverages, Japan

monopolizing the opium traffic in Formosa, or commonwealths

like South Carolina engaging at one time in the retail distribu-

tion of intoxicating beverages. The purpose of the State in

engaging in such industries is primarily sumptuary ;
it is desired

to regulate the traffic almost to the point of suppression, per-

haps. Ordinarily a good revenue would be secured, but revenue

is a very secondary consideration. Prices will be placed above

the level of highest net profit, and not improbably the ideal of

regulating consumption will be so vigorously pursued that profits

will disappear altogether.

2. Secondly, we have the group of so-called
"

fiscal monopo-
lies." France, for instance, monopolizes the manufacture of

matches, cigarettes, and tobacco in general ; Japan has recently

gone farther than any other country in the creation of

monopolies; while Prussia, Austria, Italy, Spain, and other

European countries maintain public lotteries as did many of

the American colonies during the eighteenth century.

1 See pp. 425 and 706 for further discussion of the single tax.
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primary object of the State in undertaking these enterprises it

publu rrvrnue, gain; and naturally a monopoly price is charged,

greatest net revenue.

. o a group of enterprises consisting principally

of the so-called
"
natural monopolies/' which the State u

takes not for suppression, not f but primarily f..r regu-

i to regulate the quality of the product, as in the case

of wii' i.it have been called
"
equi-

table conditions for the prosecution of private business/' as in

the case of railwa monopolistic extortion and

corporate abuse, as in the case of lighting companies, the post

office, the telegraph, and the telephone ;
or to prevent crime and

preserve intact the foundations of commercial prosperity, as in

the monopoly of coinage. The charges here are ordinarily ad-

justed to cither tl; nue
"

or the
"
cost

"
principle, that

is to say, the State will cither aim to make a fair business profit

>ui li as is secured in competitive private enterprises, or i

endeavor app > meet expenses by adjusting its

charges to the cost of production. England, France, and Ger-

many, in ordinary years, obtain handsome revenues from their

respective postal depart men is, but in the I'nitcd States the

accou < Post Office Department usually show an annual

id taking the world over, the cost i this

group is probably more common than the rt .

and deficits more common than net profits. In the

1 States the post office has always been regarded as a

>pmental agency rather than a business enterprise, and

ps, be included in the next category.

4. I a large and heterogeneous group -

.:ied principally for MT\ ur. for their

educational and developmental intlu- primarily for regu-

lation, and not at all for profit, but
"

for the public good." \\V

< hools and educational institutions of all

, hut r..< ; and canals; the savings banks and public pawn
shops rveral countries of continental Kurope;
worki .ranee as developed by Germany, Austria,

and several of ralian commonwealths ; and model manu-
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facturing establishments such as France maintains for the pro-

duction of tapestries and fine porcelains. In this group charges
will sink to a minimum, and in some- lines of enterprise, such as

education, practically disappear. Revenue here is not only a

minor, but is almost a negligible, consideration.

A brief consideration of the incomplete list of State industries

given above brings out several important truths. In tin

place, it is evident that only a few of these industries, the fiscal

monopolies, have been taken over by the State for the pu:

of revenue, and fiscal monopolies are decreasing rather than

increasing in relative importance. In the second place, it is

equally as clear that, on the whole, public industries are sources

of expense and not of profit. When Professor Bastable, for ex-

ample, tells us that in England, in the fiscal year 1893-1894,

only 6 per cent of the national revenue came from public indus-

tries and other non-tax sources, that in the local revenues of

England and Wales (1891-1892) taxation stood to other sources

of revenue in the ratio of five to one, that in Prussia about 20

per cent of the national revenue, comes from the domain and in-

dustrial enterprises, and in India something less than 50 per

cent from "
quasi-private sources of revenue," he is careful to

warn us that the statistics take no cognizance of interest pay-
ments chargeable to the several industries, or of depreciation,

or of related industries in which deficits and not profits were

secured. When estimating the importance of State railway

earnings in the revenue account, no cognizance is ordinarily

taken of the canal deficit. In the third place, we perceive from

the nature of the industries that they cannot wisely be opera ted

for profit in many cases. Education, for instance, has

taken over by the State for the very purpose of charging less

than the cost of the service. The unquestionable tendency is for

the prices of goods and services supplied by a democratic State-

to sink below the cost of production, and this, in itself, is neither

good nor bad, fortunate nor unfortunate. The public financier,

in adjusting the charges, must not look to profit. His only aim

is the solus populi, and this policy requires here a prohibitive

price, there a cost price, and again free service. Finally, it
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appears, the problem of public charges can be settled only with

nee to a particular time, place, and induv ^land

finds it expedient to raise a handsome revenue from her post

office, while in most years the United States manages her post
ollue at a km Waterworks art- siuir^iuily tun-lin trl l,y mu-l

of the large American municipalities, but public lighting experi-

ments in TV have not been equally successful. India

raises half "i ! ics from non-tax sources largely because

heavy taxation of the ordinary kind would be impossible. The
!*cco monopoly succeeds because the French govern -

can supervise and trace almost every pound of tobacco

grown in France- 1 n t he United States this would be impossible.

Although we cannot decide in a general way what theory of

charges should be followed in particular public industries, it is

possible to lay down general rules which will assist us in reach-

ing a correct conclusion in specific cases. Assuming that the

industry in question supplies a service rather than a commodity,

y to save words in the discussion, we must first of all in-

quire: (x) Is the service helpful or harmful in its net social

effect? According as it is one or the other, we will incline in

our charges toward the gratuity principle or the prohibitive

principle. If harmful, however, it is plain that we must not

make the charges high enough to encourage smuggling or ill it it

manufacture. If helpful, on the other hand, we cannot at once

decide upon the gratuity principle, but must inquire further:

( 2) How generally is the service enjoyed ? If only a small portion

of the community enjoys the service, it would usually be unjust

to charge less than cost, because the deficit would be borne by

general taxation falling upon the entire community ; unless, in-

deed, the benefit to one restricted class is seen to be of advantage
to the whole communit h a degree that the rest of the

community is willing to bear the deficit, as in the case of public

char

(3) Assuming that the service benefits the whole community,
il not sufficient to justify a charge less than the cost of

production. The problem is one of comparative costs. \\ e

inquire whether greater benefit would not be secured by
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charging enough to raise a profit and thru distributing tliat profit

_rh the maintenance of some other gratuitous entei

or, if tin m weighs heavily on the poor, by remitting

taxati ;:i of the profit (4) If all these qw
answered in iavor of the gratuity principle, \\c still must con-

sider what effect gratuitous service will have upon the

of the service. Will it encourau* .

-

city

water, for . would probably prove impracticable be.

of waste, but free parks or free education do nt lead to inordi-

>r unnecessary consumption. The question i- a vital one,

but it is not always to be answered one way, as BOOM cri;

government ownership seem to believe. (5) Closely related to

the above is the question of pauperization. Some things the

State may safely give away, and some not. The modern city.

for example, may g band concerts, in our view. t, tin-

undoubted edification of the community; but in Rome the

public games demoralized the populace. (6) Finally, we have

to ask what effect gratuitous service will have on incomes.

Henry George proposed that our cities should operate lin-

ear lines gratuitously, and the argument in its favor is far

stronger than might be expected on first thought. But what

effect would this gratuitous service have upon the incomes of

the laboring classes? Take the case of the worker in New York

City earning $3.00 a day. Will his wages remain at $3.00, if

street car service is offered free of charge ? Will not the n

tion to New York be increased, so that wages will fall? And

may not the gain ultimately fall to owners of house property in

the form of enhanced rents?

All these questions must be answered before the tariff >f

charges can be adopted, and it is plain that the answers will be

determined by the particular conditions of time, industry, and

place, particularly by the character of the industry. The n<

approach to a general rule which can be formulated, may be

stated as follows : In proportion as a service or commodity tend-

to the upbuilding of character and personality, we should, so far

as fiscal conditions permit, gradually move in the direction of

the principle of gratuitous service. If the service or commodity
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as Any vendible

xlitifs v.

v charge- ervice, particularly if large

consumption is desirable and waste in consumption does not

principle of gratuitous service may be

ions of space \

- atment of the subject

of
i
ml. lii- indii-tru I :.< important thing to understand is that

lustry is taken over by the gov . that

moment the ,
>f profit which is the vital considera-

management becomes of secondary im-

portance, subordinate to q of public policy; and the

. into th< -M of prices or

charges, creates a problem whose complexity and difficulty can

scarcely be exaggerate- ! c present time, for instance, we
do not even k; !UT our postal rates on second class mail

mattt cost of carriage and delivery, to say nothing

such matter ought to be carried at less

than cost. Just now the indication^ arc thit the State will

take over an increasing number of industries, or at least e\

reasing influence upon the rates and charges of

quasi-public indusi tanccs our present

duty . U)th in public and cjuasi-public indu

a thoroughgoing system of cost accounting, so that we shall

understand u; footing each I the industry rests.

dls primarily upon e- \M and

states' :> a far more B v thct>r>- of public

charges, for at the prc>< \e hardly unders: many
it must be 00

aning or resultant of these factors.

QUESTIONS

i. Are public debts a burden when represented by paying investments?

by noil-revenue-bearing investments?

a. Do State debts indicate impoverishment of the people ? Why?
\VHat defects are found in the inkinx-fund method of retiring public

debts? Enumerate the advantages of the serial bond.
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4. How was the State supported in primitive- times/ What omnn ti<>n

is there between taxation and representative government?
A hat has been tin- principal ;iim of tin- United States in the manage-

ment of public lands? How has this aim changed?

A'hy do the poorer classes benefit least by the homestead acts and by
the sale of the public lands at prices below their real \al

7. What kinds of land should be both owned and managed by govern-

ment? Why?
8. What are the advantages and disadvantages of the royalty or lease

system? To what kinds of land should it he applied?

9. What conflict is there between modern industrial methods and the

project of giving land to the landless?

10. What connection is there between "natural right" and the sin:

scheme?

11. Is there any absolute, inalienable ri^ht to life? to anything

plain.

12. Should State industries be managed so as to yield a profit?

profit inconsistent with good State management? Is any general tendency,

with respect to profits, discernible in the management of particular public

industries ?
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CHAPTER XXXIII

PUBLIC RECEIPTS FROM PEES, SPECIAL ASSESS-
MENTS, AND TAXES

Definitions. If the reader will run over the classification of

public industries niven in the preceding chapter, he will notice

that the corresponding payments which descend, it will be

remembered, from prohibitive to gratuity charges fall into

two main classes: those imposed upon the consumer or pur-

chaser who specially benefits by the service, and those like

the revenues devoted to the maintenance of education and pub-
lic parks imposed upon the tax-paying public generally, irre-

spective of the benefits conferred by the service. Moreover,
as we mo he prohibitive to the gratuity group, there is

a general though not regular change in the degree and kind of

compulsion exercised by the State in collecting the contribution.

The State does not encourage the purchase of intoxicating liquors

under the Gothenburg system in order that the revenue may be

as large as possible, it actually discourages their sale
; the use

of the postal money order is mildly encouraged, but you
send your money by express if you desire

;
one is not forced to

marry, but if one marries one is compelled to take out a mar-

riage license ; and whether one uses the public schools or not,

one must help pay for their maintenance. Finally, it will be

noticed r element of compulsion increases, the public

intere service changes, and generally though not always
increases. The wood sold from the government forests is

"u TV ial by-product of an enterprise maintained

ment for other purposes; the marriage-license

fee bent-ins the individual, but is imposed primarily to protect

orals of Mumity . while the tax to maintain the

public schools is paid solely for the purpose of benefiting the

general public.

JY 680
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There are, then, three general principles of classification:

(1 ) the assignability of the benefit of the service to an individual
;

(2) the degree of compulsion exercised by the State; (3) tin-

degree and kind of public interest involved in the service. The

more voluntary payments for the more commercial services made

by persons who receive a special benefit from these services are

called publk prices; the less voluntary payments for SUM
which the public interest is less commercial in character, made

by persons who receive a special benefit from the services, are

called fees. Compulsory contributions, "levied in proportion

to the special benefits derived, to defray the cost of a sp<

improvement to property, undertaken in the public intt

arc, in the United States, called special assessments ; and com-

pulsory contributions, exacted by public authority according

to some general rule, without reference to the special benefit

conferred by the services to whose maintenance the contribu-

tions are devoted, are called taxes.

The student is warned that little regard is paid to these dis-

tinctions in everyday usage. The words "fees,"
"
taxes,"

"licenses," "tariffs," "rates," "charges," and the like are

hopelessly confused
;
and even census statisticians find it im-

possible to distinguish, in public accounts as they are now kept,

I en prices, fees, rentals, licenses, and some kinds of taxes.

The utility of the terms is in emphasizing the important truth

that these great categories of public contributions must be dis-

tinguished and differently treated by the legislator and student,

by whatever terms the different categories are designated.

Fees. 1 In the exercise of its most fundamental and general

functions, the government frequently confers, in an incidental

way, special benefits upon particular individuals. Thus the

courts, whose function it is to administer justice in general, find

that this function must be performed by decidi:iur disputes be-

tween particular litigants, one of whom usually benefits by the

i Public prices have been discussed in the preceding chapter. The small tuition

charges paid by students in state universities offer a good illustration of fees ; they

are non-commercial in character, semi-voluntary, and in amount fall considerably

short of the cost of the service.
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decision. Now if t imcni is disposed to lake advantage
of th<- op|H.rtumiy, it i- CM. lent that much revenue may be
raise* 1 iuals who, in a more or less adventitious

way, benefit from the gov< ,
, and where the

nation is poor or the people averse to taxation, much dependence
will be placed upon fees. As wealth increases, however, and
the government becomes more democratic, there is a growing

disposition to support general functions by general con'

rs and the relative imfx>rtance of fees is likely to de-

()n the other hand, there is no likelihood that fees will

\vh<ll\ 'isappcar, as they exercise a wholesome influence in prc-

>urt fees, for instance, would probably have

been abolished before tin to prevent
us persons from carrying their qiurn ! ( ourts for

itocausc of this restrictive and economical in-

fluence e.\ 'V fees, they will undoubtedly retain a per-

manent pi uore advanced

and :t their fiscal importance will very

likely decline.

Ihr the fee system w ibused in-

Amerii.:. many offices being wholly ma by fees which

should have been abolished or supported by taxation. At the

present time, however, the evils of the system arise not from

the number or amount of fees, but from their connection with

the salaries of certain public officials. Many officials are allowed

to keep the fees whu h they collect in lieu of fixed salaries, and

ice results in very serious evils. In the first place,

fee-paid offices, particularly those of sheriff and register

of deeds in populous ci. have come to incely in-

comes, and the scramble for these rich offices : tes a pro-

lific source of political corrupt ion. In the second place, fee pay-
ublic officials often impels them to an excessive and

ir own interests and those of the

commonwealth are placed in direct In a few states..

for ii eys are paid so much per con-

i, the fee increasing with the hcinousness of the offense,

while in many cities and villages the police force and citv -
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are supported partially by fees and fines. Under these circum-

stances, officials bend their activity to the conviction oi offenders.

not to the prevention of crime and tin- reform of tin criminal
;

they frequently set traps for persons who are likely to break the

law, creating the temptation and the opportunity in order that

they may increase their emoluments. In Wisconsin, sheriffs

were for many years paid so much per head for the tramps whom

they fed and lodged. The system, as has been said, placed a

"direct premium upon vagrancy."
1

During the existence of

this system in Wisconsin, tramps were "
often furnished with

liquor, tobacco, and newspapers, to induce them to return."

Finally, the fee system has been a constant and shameful cor-

rupter of justice as dispensed by justices of the peace in
"
the

people's courts." In most states there are several justice's

courts open to the plaintiff who desires to bring suit. In con-

sequence, a disgraceful competition springs up, each justice en-

deavoring to swell his business and multiply his fees by con-

stantly finding for the plaintiff, with the result that our judicial

system is thoroughly vicious at the point where perhaps it comes

in closest contact with the masses of the people.

The remedy is in the substitution, wherever possible, of regu-

lar salaries for fee stipends, and in the institution of methods of

accounting which will hold public officials to strict accountability

for every fee collected. Fortunately, the movement of legisla-

tion, while slow and obstinately fought by some politicians, i> in

the right direction; and in almost every state public of:

are being required to turn their fees into the general treasury

and accept instead a fixed compensation.

Special Assessments. Where the operations of the govern-

ment confer a special benefit upon some restricted ^roup

dividuals, those individuals are often led to exercise uncliu in-

fluence upon the government to secure that service, if the latter

is supported by appropriations from the general funds. Jobbery
and graft are encouraged. On the other hand, if the only \\ay

the group of individuals can secure the service is by expenditure

1 T. K . Urdahl, The Pet System in Ike United States, p. 21 1 . The other quotation*

died in this section are taken from this work.
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of the common funds, the government or legislature often delays

.jx-ii.litu: fearofcr: because of unwise

parsin ities where the method of special asses*-

iiappens that the opening of a street

is delayed long ar it would be desirable for

:is roost interested, although perhaps the latter would

be willing to defray the cost from their own pockets, wen

permit t.

A recognition of these facts has led in recent yean to a

ing (level. nited States, of the benefit

as exemplified in the method of special assessments. The special

assessment has been used sporadically in many countries for

several centuries, but it was first regularly used on a wide scale

ted States, in the latter half of the nineteenth century,

lace and importance among the revenues is shown in the

table on page 695, from whu h it appears that special assess-

to aggregating over $113,000,000 were collected in 1002.

This amount constituted a link more than 4 per cent of the

Inn a- i :ial and state governments

(except Massa make practically no use of the special

asses- real importance appears more clearly from an

examination of its place among municipal revenues. In the

incorporated places having 2500 inhabitants or over in 1913,

special assessments yielded nearly 9 per cer nues

ami more than one eighth as much revenue as all kinds of taxes.

The special assessment has been approved by the American
> because it places at least a part of the cost of the s<

the benefit iaries of the service, a rule which can sometimes,
but not often, be violated without subjecting the government to

excessive and corrupting private influence. The special nistM

has appealed to the jxM>ple. however, because it permits

public impros go ahead at a pace which would be im-

possible if taxation were the only fund for de: lie cost of

the impr. Needless to say, the special assessment has

occasionally stimulated extravagance and prem. -clop-

- ew Jersey, in the last quarter of the nineteenth

century, soveral large cities were practically thrown into bank-
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ruptcy by undertaking ambitious public works, in which the

special assessment played an important part. And in New York ,

under the Tweed regime, the system of special assessments fur-

nished an excuse for undertaking public works in which corrup-

tion flourished, and which probably would never have been un< ler-

taken, had it been known in the beginning that their cost would

have to be partially defrayed by taxation.
" The works had

been carried on upon a scale of audacious extravagance, and in

portions of the city where they were not at the time justified.

Great avenues were laid out and improved largely for the pur-

pose of giving fat jobs to favorite contractors, and to provide

fine drives for the pleasure and convenience of others than the

abutting property owners." *

On the whole, however, the special assessment has been an

unusual success as a fiscal expedient, and has proved an im-

portant, if not an indispensable, factor in the development of

American cities. Where its use has been followed by extrava-

gance, speculation, or jobbery, these evils are to be attributed

almost wholly to political corruption of the government, and

only in a very small measure to the special assessment itself.

Most of the evils, moreover, have arisen where the city govern-

ment, or some department of the city government like that of

public works, has been given the power to order the improve-

ments against the will of the property owners involved or where,

as was the case in the example cited above, assessments upon

particular lots were permitted to exceed the value of the prop-

erty. Special assessments should not be levied against the will of

a majority of the property holders subject to assessment, e

by a two thirds or three fourths vote of the city council, and in

no case should the assessment exceed a small fraction of the

value of the property against which the assessment is laid.

Where these rules are observed, the special assessment is un-

likely to lead either to premature development or hardship

upon the property holder.

Taxes. In this country more than 70 per cent of all the

public revenues are obtained from taxes, so the problems of

1 Victor Roaewater, Special Assessments.
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taxation are the most important with which the public financier

has to deal. These problems are of two varieties ; ihoM deal-

ing with the nature of taxation in general, and those dealing

with specific taxes. The remainder of this chapter will be de-

voted to the general questions. The following chapter will be

given over to the more specific problems of American taxation.

Justice in Taxation. By far the most important lesson which

the student of fiscal questions has to learn is the supreme neces-

sity for tolerance and breadth of view. The factors which con-

dition justice or make for equity in taxation are exceedingly

numerous
;
and the mistake most commonly made by superficial

thinkers is to seize upon some one element of justice, build a

philosophy upon that alone, and vigorously condemn every-

thing that does not harmonize with their petty and bigoted little

system. No rule less sweeping than that of the general wel-

fare can serve as a safe guide in public finance.

1. Some writers go so far as wholly to deny the right of the

State to take private property by taxation. These writers for-

get that there is no such thing as absolutely private property.

As the State determines what shall be private property, so also

it determines the conditions of its existence, and the most funda-

mental condition of private property is the obligation to con-

tribute to the support of the State. The rights of private- in-

dividuals have always been of a more or less limited nature, and

among the rights reserved by the people in their organic capacity

will be found, in every civilized state, the right to take a portion

of the wealth produced for such purposes as the lawmaking

power may deem fit.

2. However, the State must exercise this power over private

property in an equitable manner, or as this maxim is ordinarily

expressed in the terminology of constitutional law, taxation

must be equal and uniform. Thus, for example, the constitu-

tion of West Virginia provides that :

" Taxation shall be equal
and uniform throughout this state, and all property, real and

personal, shall be taxed in proportion to its value, to be ascer-

tained as directed by law." Now, if we examine the way in

which these requirements of equality and uniformity have been
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interpret. >n >f practical justice, we find

that equality and uniformity have come to mean little more

than this, that taxation shall not be arbitrary, capricious, or

^reasonable an<l that within each class of persons or

. shall be equal, (i) Everywhere the legisla-

is given a wide latitude in exempting property, so tl

stitutions and industries which are regarded as of peculiar value

to the people may be encouraged by freedom from tax

Almost evcryu. 11 taxes which imjjosc an unequal \>

tin- |xx>r, liquor licenses which imi>osc unequal obligations

those who pay them, inheritance and corporation taxes

win. h Mti^le out particular classes of so< unusual taxa-

ained by the courts. Justice in taxation, then,

docs not require rigid equality or narrow uniformity of treatment.

(2) 1 1 are socially harmful may be subj*

peculiarly drastic and oppressive taxation ; that is to say

.'<;*< into account sumptuary consideration*. (3) Old

taxes, which would not be used if they were not already in-

trenched in the fiscal and social system, are permitted to endure ;

^nizance of the fact that, other things being equal,

an old tax is a good tax by very reason of Us age. (4) In

taxes which weigh more heavily upon the poor than th

show no signs of disappearing ; that is to sa; gives due

weight to ike productivity of a tax, Us cheapness of collection, and

convenience of payment, and balances these considerations against

factors which we are accustomed to regard as more fundamentally
ethical. (5) Taxes may be employed to suppress state banks

of issue, protect home manufactures, and in general to accon

jH>litical and social ends other than the mere raising of revenue.

Taxation b seldom the best agent of social or political reform.

If there is an evil which needs eradication, the best way

suppress it directly, if possible, rather than discourage it a little

by general taxat ion. Rut this does not a/cct the general proposi-

tion thai where taxation is an efficient remedy, or the only remedy,
e sanctions Us employment. (6) Finally, it is plain that,

however we strive, nothing better than approximate justice can

t* secured in taxation. A system that frankly recognizes
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this truth and makes for rough justice, by the imposition of taxes

which arc simple, stable, convenient . inexpensive, and produc-

tive, is far better than one which attempts to secure exact jus-

tice through complex and delicate schemes of taxation which

cannot be definitely or efficiently administered.

3. The theory of justice most widely accepted by American

courts at the present time is expressed in the maxim thai

should be proportioned to benefits derived. Like other rules of

justice, this maxim contains elements of truth and elements of

error. It is a fairly helpful guide, for instance, in dealing with

public revenues other than taxes. Public prices, fees, and

special assessments should, as we have seen, be proportioned to

benefits, unless there is strong reason for departing from the rule.

And in the apportionment of taxation among districts or govern-

mental sections, the rule still retains, and probably always will

retain, a large measure of validity. Taxation, we say, must per-

tain to the district taxed, meaning by this that under ordinary

circumstances it is not wise to tax District A for the benefit of

District B
; although there are important exceptions to this

rule. But in the apportionment of taxes among the individuals

of a given district, the rule has little or no place. This conclu-

sion follows, if for no other reason, from our definition of the

word "
taxes," which we confine to contributions levied with-

out reference to special benefits received, either because no

special benefit can be assigned, or because (as in the case of

free schools) we specifically desire to lift the cost of the service

from the shoulders of some of those who specially benefit by the

service. Moreover, in general, it is impracticable to determine

what proportion of the general benefits of government accrue to

particular individuals.

4. At the present time a great majority of economists agree

that taxes should be apportioned according to
"
faculty

"
or

ability to pay. It must be confessed that the rule is not very

satisfactory. No simple measure of ability exists, and many
taxes, which under a superficial examination seem to conform

to the rule, such as the general property or income tax, are found

upon closer examination to violate the rule in many wavs.
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Despite all these delects, however, the ability principle has de-
- of great strength. It satisfies our sense of justice, in the

first place, when <> osons cannot be given for departing
from a general rule; a ;>resses the ideal towards which

we 5ti ;ntary contributions to the church or other

voluntary joint enterprises of a social nature. In the second

place, we can frequently ascertain with certainty that the rule

is being violated, when we cannot define its meaning posit

and ! r of practical application in a negative

way. We may therefore accept the rule in this sense, that un-

less other treatment is justified by the considerations civ

paragraph a, above, or by analogous reasons, no tax which is

plainly disproportional to the ability of the contributors should

be employed.

5. Accepting the ability principle as the best rule for general

taxes as distinguished from the specific taxes noted in para-

graph 2, we at once encounter the difficult question, how is ability

to be measured? Different writers have recommended as the

basis or measure of ability, income, outgo or consumption, and

property. A little cons'deration will convince the reader that

each of these measures is marked by minor defects. The con-

sumption of the poor, for instance, is out of all proportion to their

ability to bear the burdens of the state. Property, on the other

hand, differs v. its productiveness, and, moreover, many
persons with a little property have large incomes, and therefore

great ability to bear taxation. Incomes, similarly, differ in per-

manence and security, and equal incomes are called up

support very unequal numbers of persons. Fortunately, it is

not imperative in practice to make a decision between these

measures of ability. The necessities of fiscal administration

make it imperative in actual practice to employ all three bases

of taxation. I consumption, and income are all em-

ployed in ted States at the present time and will un-

questionably continue to be employed for many generations.

Progressive Taxation. After we adopt any concrete measure

of ability, we soon realize t! nly approximately correct,

because we are immediately confronted with the question:
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Does ability increase in direct proportion or more rapidly than

our measure of ability; in other words, shall taxes IK- laid in

direct proportion to income, property, etc., or shall the rate be

increased as the amount of income or property increases? The
first method is called proportional taxation, the second progres-

sive or graduated. If the rate diminishes as the income or

property increases, we speak of it as regressive taxation; and

if the rate increases faster than the income or property, but

toward a fixed limit which it can never exceed, it is referred to as

degressive taxation. The last kind of rating is of course a special

variety of progressive taxation, and usually results from the

combination of a nominally proportional rate with the exemp-
tion of a fixed sum from all incomes or assessed wealth. The
American property tax is in principle a degressive tax, though
it is regressive in practical effect.

From the theoretical standpoint our real knowledge upon this

subject is exceedingly unsatisfactory. On the whole, the argu-

ments of those who approve progressive taxation are more con-

vincing than those of its opponents, and a majority of economists

at the present time agree in asserting that ability increases faster

than income, property, or any common measure of ability. If

we construe ability as ability to bear sacrifice (as John Stuart

Mill and some other authorities do) and confine our attention

solely to the consumer, there can be no doubt that progressive

taxation is the means by which the least sacrifice will be visited

upon the community as a whole. 1 This is a strong argument,

I because one of the chief immediate effects of taxation is to de-

prive persons of the necessaries, conveniences, and luxuries of

life, while the maxim of the greatest good to the greatest number

or as it works out in taxation, the least sacrifice to the least

number is one of the most widely accepted rules of social

conduct. Surveying the ability theory from the positive stand-

point of ability to acquire or produce property, we find the testi-

mony almost universal, that as the fortune or income increases,

the ability to earn or produce more increases at an accelerating

pace.
"

It is the first thousand that counts," in the language
1 Se T. N. Carver, Essays in Social Justice, pp. 401-406.
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>i t he successful man who is telling ^cr generation how
hi- -^needed.

and more practical arguments,
we find that the balance oi he side of

those who favor progressive taxation. Let us briefly recapitu-

hese arguments and at
'

iate their net resultant.

Those who oppose progressive taxation charge that the proposal

is socialistic, that it would discourage the accumulation of

wealth, that it would not U- parti. ul;irly !:! :-' .-.. mean-

ing by this that the element of progressivity adds little to what
1 be produced by a proportional rate, that it would

stimulate fraud and evasion, that it would interfere with the

known as
'

>n at the source/' and that finally

the whole prim iplr is arbitrary and capr the sense that

10 natural limit to tin- im rease of the rate.

To these charges the defendants of progressive taxation pre-

!an> '

l.y which collection at the source and progressive

essfully combined in the same system ; and
that trrms are immaterial -stums cannot

be settled by bandying epithets such as
"

soci "an-

archistic," and the like ; that every tax discourages the accu-

mulat alth
; that whether the tax will be productive or

not, it will relies\- the poorer classes to the extent that the pro-

gressive rates do actually fall upon the rich
;

that persons ca-

pable of evading their obligations to the government will attempt
to evade proportional taxes as well as progressive taxes .

that all taxation is more or less arbitrary, resting upon the judg-

and common sense of the legislat he exemptions
made tax law, the size of a license fee of any kind, the

rates of excise <>ms duties, are all
"
arbitrary

" and un-

limitr sense that progressive taxation is arbitrary and

unlin he defendant of progressive taxation

points out that, owing to the great prominence of indirect taxes

in our revenue system and the temi assessors to assess

large properties at a lower proportion of real value than smaller

>RtWjr~tk<S^(Bntuk\C*mmau<0*l*c~T^v90t>,wto-*rt. Com-

pare abo the provisions of the federal income Ui .
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properties, American taxation today is in practice regressive,

and some progressivity is needed, if only to balance the ad-

mitted rcgressivity of existing taxes.

While general considerations thus seem to warran, |>ersiMent

effort to introduce a moderate measure of progress!vity into

our direct taxes, the student is warned that this should not be

done in any doctrinaire or offhand fashion. A thousand con-

siderations of practical expediency must be taken into account

in the shaping of a revenue system, and in the end we are more

likely to attain the goal which the advocates of progressive taxa-

tion seek by careful exemptions from taxation, by special taxes

upon corporations, monopolies, inheritances, and certain forms

of income, and by directing expenditures to the succor of the weak

and tJie equalization of opportunity, than by exclusive depend-

ence upon any one far-reaching tax such as a progressive in-

come or property tax.

No tax system, then, can be fairly judged without reference

to the character of expenditures. Where the expenditures are

wasteful, corrupt, and unwise, heavy taxation is a curse, al-

though even here the rational method of reform is rather to

root out the corruption and improve the administration, than

to reduce taxation, even if temporarily it may be wise to do

the latter. But where the expenditures are on the whole

wisely and beneficently made, heavy taxation is not an evil.

No country was ever yet ruined by large expenditures of money

by the public and for the public. The true principle to be ob-

served in levying taxes was tersely expressed in the 4ist section of

the constitution adopted by Pennsylvania in 1776 :

" No public

tax, custom, or contribution shall be imposed upon, or paid by,

the people of this state, except by a law for that purpose ;
and

before any law be made for raising it, the purpose for which

any tax is to be raised ought to appear clearly to the legislature

to be of more service to the community than the money would

be. iTnot collected, which being well observed, taxes can never

be burthens."

Direct and Indirect Taxes. The considerations just adduced

have an important bearing upon a problem which will probably
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become acute in the near future : the question of raising addi-

tional -eel taxation. Indirect taxes have been

strongly condemned by many authorities in the past, largely

because they weigh more heavil. :he poor than

Hut if we are to finance successfully a <! >grain of mili-

tary preparedness and social insurance in the futur

probably be necessary not only to keep most of th<

taxes which we now have, but to adopt others. There are prac-

tical limits to direct taxat Pushed be-

yond a certain jM.im. direct taxes discourage both saving and

business enterprise. M come lax

is a marked ex - fall ujx.n the taxpayer in lean years

as well as in prosperous years, and must be paid even though the

y to pay them has to be borrowed by the taxpa

taxes, on the other hand, are usually paid in small driMet.s

ami there b, in their payment, a voluntary clement which makes

I he person who elects to drink beer may
pay projx a large indirect tax, but he b not compelled

to drink beer. Moreover, indirect taxes may be levied upon
artules of luxury and other commodities consumed predomi-

nantly by the wealthier classes, so as to operate as progressive

than regressive taxes, when considered from a broad

social standpoint. Finally, even regressive taxes may be

;
>oorer classes if public expenditures are directed in

suffu i ,e to the support of education, social insurance, and

theequalization of opportun nore important that expend-
should be progressive in their social incidence than it

collet i accordance with schedules of progressive rates.

The Shifting of Taxes. I'ptothi e have been speak-

ing as if a tax must remain where it nally placed. Thb
we know b not always the case. Excise taxes, for instance, are

usually levied with the expectation that they will be passed or

shifted from the business man, who first pays them, to the con-

r or some other person. The conditions which control the

shifting of taxes must evidently be considered at least in a

very general way before we discuss the practical working of

the American system of taxations.
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The word "
shifting

"
usually refers to the increase of priri-

by which the original payer of the tax attempts to recoup him-

self. This increase of price is usually accompanied by o>li

economic disturbances or dislocations suggested by the- phrase
"
repercussion of taxes" which is frequently employed in this

connection that are quite as important as the mere eha:

prut.. For instance, an excise tax (per unit of product) upon a

monopoly may raise the price by as much or even more than

the tax itself. But the monopolist nevertheless feels the burden

of the tax in reduced profits. When we say that a tax is shift e< 1
,

then, we do not imply that the original payer evades all tin-

evil effects of the tax.

Mobility is the chief factor which controls shifting; and this

in turn is largely dependent upon the inclusiveness or scope of

the tax, and upon the existence of monopoly or differential ad-

vantages. Place a tax upon a person or thing which can ea.-ily

move to a jurisdiction where such taxes are not imposed, and

the tax is very likely to be shifted. Local taxes upon mortgage
loans offer a good example. Such taxes are very likely to raise

the interest rate by as much or a little more than the tax rate,

the
"

little more "
being explained by the trouble imposed upon

the lender in looking after the tax and the risk that the tax rate

will be increased. On the other hand, if mortgage lenders are

constrained by ignorance or custom or the existence of particu-

larly high rates in this district to keep on supplying the old

amounts of loans, the tax will not be shifted. Unless the supply
can be or is reduced by the tax, shifting will not ordinarily take-

place.

Naturally, therefore, the particular nature of the supply is of

prime importance. We may illustrate by an excise tax per unit

of product upon competitive industries of various kinds. In

industries subject to the law of constant expense, a fixed tax per

unit of product will raise the price by just the amount of the tax,

in theory. In industries subject to the law of increasing expense,

however, the reduction of the supply caused by the tax some-

what reduces the expenses of production per unit exclusive of

the tax, and on this account prices in such industries will in-
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crease by an amount less than the tax. In industries subj<

the law of diminishing expense, on the other hand, the price will

be raised by an amount equal to the tax, plus an amount equal
increased expense of production caused by the limitation

Mobility, as has been said, is the most important . this

connection, and it may be restricted or destroyed in a variety
of ways. Monopoly :. ilny, and, as we have already

annot shift a fixed tax or a proportional
tax on net profits unless the tax is so high as to reduce monopoly
profits below the amount that could be earned on the same in-

vestment in a comjK-titive industry. For somewhat similar,

but not exactly the same reasons, differential gains from durable

property are peculiarly susceptible to taxation. Thus, ccono-

generally indorse the proposit .' i tax on economic

.ills upon lord and cannot tx- The validity

of this depends both upon the durability of land and the fact

that tlu- tax i- It-vied upon a differential element. If land wore

out and had to be replenished, the tax would reduce the future

supply of land and hence raise its price and its rent in the future.

Similarly, if the tax were levied upon the product of marginal or

no-rent land, it would elevate the margin, reduce the supply of

those products or services which land affords, and in this way
again raise prices and partially reimburse the landlord. But,

vpothcsis. neither of these suppositions is true. Land,

as we . does not wear out ; and at the margin land yields

no econon

The proposit a tax on economic rent cannot be shifted

is true, moreover, only of i :; national tax. A tax of so much

per bushel or pound upon agricultural produce would move the

margi ion and thus affect prices. Indeed, the exact

form of a tax whether fixed, proportional, or progressive, upon
net or gross returns, upon product or upon profit is of funda-

il importance always. Generally speaking, proportional

taxes upon net income are less easily shifted than other forms of

taxes.

Pp. ttf, M
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If the object of taxation be durable and the tax a special or

exclusive one, tin- price of the object is likely to be reduced by
an amount equal to the capitalized value of the tax. Prospec-
tive purchasers of land take into account the taxes that are likely

to be levied upon it, capitalize these, and subtract their capital-

ized value from the amount which they would pay for the

property if it were not liable to taxation. The apparent result

of this capitalization or amortization of taxes, as the proc <

called, is to place the burden of an endless succession of taxes

upon the original owner, and relieve subsequent purchasers of

any real burden.

Many present-day followers of Henry George find in this prin-

ciple of amortization at once a justification and a method of

securing for society all economic rent. Under present condi-

tions, they say, a man who buys land wholly escapes taxation

upon it. Consequently, in order to make landowners pay as

much as other people we should have to increase the tax upon
land by a rate equal to that paid by the average tax-payer as

often say every thirty years as the land of the community

changes holders. In this way the State could gradually and with

justice absorb all economic rent. 1

But this whole chain of reasoning is fallacious for three

reasons: (i) What the prospective purchaser capitalizes and

deducts is not the entire tax on the land, but the excess of that

tax over similar taxes upon other investments open to him. A
new purchaser of land does not

"
buy free of taxes," as is so

often stated
;
what he does is to buy free of any excessive or

abnormal tax burden. After the purchase he not only pays

taxes in appearance, but in actual fact pays the average tax

rate. (2) In so far as this program of the single taxers was

anticipated and understood, it would visit the whole burden of

the
"
reform

"
upon present owners, instead of being distributed

over several generations. Subsequent purchasers would dis-

count these periodic increases of the tax and pay to owners for

their land only the present value of the rapidly vanishing income

See the paper upom "Tfce Single Tax" by C. B. Fillebrown in Stale and Local

Taxation (Proceeding* of the National Tax Association), vol. i, pp. 286-293.
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land. Land would be valued as a terminable annuity.

(3) This who <>k* tlir inevitable consequence

;ng value of land is an untaxed value

i of a land tax cannot be made to survive a

these facts would so increase the demand for

land that the profits from hase and ownership would

not exceed profits in <> -tmrnt. (iiveo plenty
r compel -ether with a knowledge of the

facts of the situation, and lualities of taxation are in-

moothed out by the natural movement of capital

toward the taxless field or away from the field in which burdens

are particularly x

Mr reckoning of taxation among the disad-

vantages to pass that many old taxa an
dijtjuscd over ike entire community. Such diffusion does not take

place when the nature of the supply prevent :\ van ing

e correspondence with the prospects of profit. A poll tax

upon laborer^, for instance, will in our opinion not be shifted, as

it i> likely to lower their standard of living, stimulate the birth

rate, and in turn (other things being equal) actually reduce

wages. But exclusive taxes on capital and business will be

ed ;
and for this reason there is a profound practical truth

in the fan : am of Canard that
"
every old tax is good ;

every new tax is bad," when sympathetically interpreted. Of

course this doctrine assumes that industrial changes are infre-

quent. The tax system must and should vary with changes in

the fortunes of business enterprise. The development of a new

industry making unusual and unexpected profits offers a good

np|xirtunity of relieving an old industry that has unexpectedly

fallen upon evil days. And for this reason it is highly desirable
1

ing a rigidly uniform system of

taxation should be amended so as to permit reasonable classifica-

tion of pn siness for purposes of taxation. All these

qualifications of the .!if:i. -;.-: theory are true and important.

Hut the fact still remains that under ordinary conditions nolh-

worse in a tax system than uncertainty, continual tinker-

ing with rates, and capricious readjustment of methods.
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QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES

1. In accordance with what principle* of l.i i ii< ation do we distinguish

fees, special assessments, and taxes?

2. Enumerate six fees commonly employed by state governn

3. What accounts for the rapid development <>f tin- special assessment in

the last fifty years? Is it possible to apportion the benefits of a public im-

provement with any degree of accuracy?

4. Why an liquor licenses distinguished from other licenses and permits ?

5. Has the state a greater right to tax land and natural agents than

produced wealth ?

6. May monopolies be equitably subjected to special taxation? I .\t n

if the monopoly rests upon superior efficiency, or upon patent rights justly

acquired?

7. Is rigid equality of taxation a primary and fundamental desideratum?

Is it possible of achievement? Is there any real distinction between Hu-

so-called ethical qualities (of equality, uniformity, etc.) and the so-called ad-

ministrative qualities (convenience, elasticity, productivity, etc.) of a

8. Is the benefit principle wrong or merely impossible of application?

If wrong, why do we retain it in fees and special assessments?

9. Is it easier to measure ability than benefits?

10. Is progressive taxation arbitrary? Can it be satisfactorily COO-

sidered apart from the effect of public expenditures?
11. Work out the effect of an excise tax on a monopoly subject to the law

of increasing expense.

12. Do people buy land "free of taxes"? If so, why does not everyone

buy land in otder to escape taxation ?

13. Can our state legislatures be trusted to "classify" property for taxa-

tion fairly and impartially? State the arguments for and against repealing

the uniformity provisions common in state constitutions.
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CHAPTER XXXIV

FEDERAL, STATE, AND LOCAL TAXES

FEDERAL TAXATION

Constitutional Limitations. Tin- fundamental character of

the American revenue system is determined by those clauses of

the federal constitution which provide that
" din rhall

be apportioned among the several states . . . according to their

respective numbers"; that "all duties, imposts, and <

shall be uniform throughout the United States
"

;
and that

"
no

state shall, without the consent of Congress, levy any imp-

duties on imports or exports, except what may be absolutely

necessary for executing its inspection laws."

Just what the words duties, imposts, excises, direct and in-

direct taxes signify, as used in the constitution, has been a matter

of considerable discussion. Ordinarily the word duty
" means

an indirect tax imposed upon the importation, exportation, or

consumption of goods," being given
"
a broader meaning than

custom, which is a duty imposed upon imports or exports," while
"
the term impost also signifies any tax, tribute, or duty, but it

seldom applied to any but indirect taxes. An excise duty is an

inland impost levied upon articles of manufacture or sale, and

also upon licenses to pursue certain trades or to deal in certain

commodities."

All these differences turn largely upon the meaning of the

words direct and indirect taxes. According to most economists

direct taxes are taxes levied by the state upon those who are

expected to bear their burden, while indirect taxes are supposed
to be shifted to others. In the economic sense, therefore, poll

taxes, property, income, and inheritance taxes are usually

called direct, while customs taxes and excise taxes are called

710
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It is plain that the economic meaning of these words

s exceedingly vague, because it is made to turn upon expecta-
iic shitting of taxes, and upon few subjects

is there more than u|M>n this. Economist* have

generally protested against any employment of these terms in

analysis, and where, because of their frequent em-

!.,;} in |x>pular discussion and statute law, it has

been necessary to retain them, they have tried to introduce a

it usage.

Ovi il impossibility of maintaining a logical

A cm direct and indirect taxes based upon eco-

nomic priii* ip!<- -. it was commonly thought until the latter part
of th< it was necessary to give these

terms a st based upon usage cur-

untry at the time the constitution was adopted.
o and land taxes were generally believed

to be- direct taxes. This belief was partly due

to the fact that the federal Supreme Court at various times

had sanctioned the use by the federal government of income,

itance, and specific property or coi n taxes,

In famous pollock 1

case, however, the Supreme Court

rendered a decision in 1895 which wa> generally interpreted to

'axes, so far a elude income from real

estate and some other forms of property, are direct taxes.

Nevertheless, what was practically an income tax upon cor-

porations was adopted in 1909. It was just it < Supreme
t as an excise tax, but the principal difference between this

excise tax and an income tax proper appears to have been the

.id of being levied UJM

and assessed
"
with respect to

"
or in accordance with income.*

v. Fares' L* end Tnul Co. 157 f. S. 4 *>: 158 U. S. 601.

* later date (January 14. 1016) in the ca<e of Bnufafer w Vmif

R&Ur<*4 OOT^MV, the Supreme Court upheld the umillHHfciinilj of the

federal income tax law and Chid Jutkr White took oocuioo to expooad

meaninjt of the famous Pollock decision. He aanooocrd that "the

reached ia the PoUoek CAM did not In any decree invohre holdiaf til

fenericaUy and neccMarily came within the eU of direct Un oo property, hoi. <m

the contrary, recocniicd the fact that **fit>nft oo income waa la Us natnre an
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ir
inally in 1912 the sixteenth amendment to the federal con-

stitution was ratified, which provides: "The Congress shall

have power to lay and collect taxes on incomes, from whatever

source derived, without apportionment among the several

states, and without regard to any census or enumeration."

The troublous history of the federal income tax has he-en

briefly traced because it illustrates clearly the conditions under

which the American people must frame and adminMn tax laws.

Income taxes were introduced during the Civil War and millions

of revenue collected under them before their repeal in the early

seventies. When revived in 1894 the income tax was invali-

dated by the Supreme Court in a decision which had momentous

political consequences. The adverse decision was then, by a

play of words, evaded in the corporation excise tax; and later

the entire principle was legitimatized by the sixteenth amend-

ment. Finally, the Supreme Court decided that the income

tax is not a direct tax, but under certain circumstances acts

substantially like a direct tax. Nothing could illustrate more

clearly the metaphysical complexities introduced into tax legis-

lation by constitutional limitations whose final interpretation

rests not with the legislature but the courts. Much may be

said for the necessity of such constitutional restrictions under

the American form of government, but none can deny the enor-

mous difficulties which they throw in the way of consistent,

simple, and wise tax legislation.

Use of Direct Taxes by the Federal Government. I'ntil

the twentieth century, the constitutional limitations which we

have been discussing served to concentrate federal taxation

almost wholly upon consumption, since direct taxes when appor-

tioned according to population have shown themselves to he

unjust, unproductive, and exceedingly difficult of collection.

Congress has made use of direct taxes only five times during the

history of the national government. Two million dollar

apportioned in 1798; $3,000,000 in 1813; $6,000,000 in 1815;

excise . . ." and was invalid only because it acted enough like a direct tax in prac-

tical effect to be subject to the requirement of apportionment according to

population.
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$3,000,000 in 1816; and $20,000,000 in 1861. Except in the

tax of 1708, Congress has always permitted any state to assume

its quota and raise the money as it saw fit, although provision

was always made for its collection by federal officers, in case

tlu (|uota was not assumed ate government. It would
'

exaggerate the unsatisfactory character of such

taxation. In no case has the federal government ever collected

the full amoui taxes levied in 1814-1816 con-

.1 to be collected until 1839. The last payments on the

;S6i were not received until 1888; and in 1891 a

law was passed abolishing further collections and authorizing

the amou i had been collected under the act of iJ-'

be returned. Considerable scandal arose out of this refunding

he enormous commissions paid to certain lobbyists

for their work at Washington in securing the passage of the law.

I'ntil the adoption of the sixteenth amendment, therefore, the

federal go t relied almost exclusively, in ordinary years,

upon customs duties, excises, and similar taxes.

Customs Duties. Among federal revenues, customs duties

held the place of first importance until very recently. From the

foundation of the federal government in 1789 until the

n of a few excise taxes collected between

1791 and 1802, the federal government derived nearly all its

permanent regular revenues from customs taxation, and since

the Civil War considerably more than 50 per cent of the per-

ie has, on the average, been derived from this

t he very beginning, moreover, our customs duties

have been in spirit, if not always in effect, protective; and it

thus becomes necessary to consider the connection between the

protei 1 revenue principles, in addition to the more

<al aspects of customs duties.

Protective duties are imposed in the hope of diminishing im-

and substituting in their ste.ul the products of home manu-

crs. To the extent, therefore, that they are successful in

purpose, they rc<h; :ns revenues and justify the

there is a fundamental antagonism between the

live and revenue principles. However, the reduction of
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importation does not signify that the consumers of the article in

question are not taxed. So long as the price remains higher

than it would be if no duty were imposed, the people

to the extent of the difference, the proceeds of the tax going to

home manufacturers in the form of an unmeasured, unregulated

bounty, whose burden upon the taxpayers is no less real because

unperceived.

It is equally evident that no protection is given unless t he
j

>rice

ed. The popularity of customs duties is largely explained

by the belief that the foreigner can be made to bear the burden

of the tax. He can in some cases, but not in the majority of

cases. For the most part it is very certain that the burden must

be borne by the home consumer. But whatever the extent to

which the foreigner can be made to pay the tax, to that extent

the tariff fails to replace foreign by home products; in short,

fails to
"
protect." We cannot have our cake and eat it too.

The more the protection or bounty to the home manufacturers,

the greater the tax upon the consumers, the less the shifting of

the tax to the foreigner, and the less the revenue to the home

government. The protectionist is logically deprived of the

time-worn argument that the foreigner foots the bill.

The European War has deeply impressed upon the people of

the United States the strength of the argument for protection

based upon military grounds and briefly discussed on page

370 above. It is likely, therefore, that we shall have more and

not less protection in the immediately ensuing years, particu-

larly for those industries whose products are believed to be in-

dispensable to national security in times of war. So long as war

is a real possibility there is probably no logical rejoinder to this

argument for protection ;
but at least we should realize that we

are paying for our self-sufficiency, and that the difference

between the cost of the protected products and what they

would cost if imported from foreign countries, represents an

additional item in the budget of
"
preparedness

" which has

already reached colossal proportions.

The shifting of import duties may be best explained by noticing separately

the immediate and ultimate incidence, (i) The immediate effect of the tax
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win be to discourage certain foreign producers frooi shipping their prodacts

newly restricted market, and price* will tend to rite because ol di-

ininished supply. II the product to controlled by a ford** monopoly, the

price may not tncreav ^re the foreign production take pkce* under

competitJv conditions, and in moat cases where the production i mooopo-
v>U be raised. The in. rrax- ,,f price may be more or km

than or equal to the tax according to the rmdinrss with which foreign pro-

ducers find a new market, but in a larfe majority of cases the burden of

the tax will be shared by the producer and *r*mtmtr. the Utter, according

to the majority of authorities, bearing moat of the burden. That the bur-

however, is partially bonu reign producer accords not only

ry , but with the great interest displayed by exporters every-
where in the tariff legislation of foreign countries, and the sacrifices which

protectionist governments are willing to make in reciprocity treaties lor the

-e of obtaining advantageous terms for their own producers.

(a) Eventually, however, the initial increase in price may stimulate home

production, and this can only take place when the increase of price is leas

than the duty, because if the price rises by the whole amount of the tax, the

foreigner will still possess his initial advantage. If the home producer totally

ousts the foreign he consumer bears all the difference between the

existing price and the price that would rule if no duty we
although, of course, the treasury receives nothing. If the b
secures only a pan of the home market, it is plain that, under ordinan

cumstances, the foreigner pays part of the tax, I'Y. the amount per unit of

product by which the duty exceeds the i*crut of prut; while, as before,

the home 5*MifMmfT pays, on every unit consumed, a tax equal to the differ-

ence bctneeu the old and the new prices. When, however, we attempt to

go further and take aco> <ct effects of protection, the problem
becomes almost hopelessly complex. Modern economists, however, are

substantially agreed that the foreign producer bears a somewhat larger share

he average customs duty than the English economists of the first half of

the nineteenth century were willing to admit.

n the standpoint of revenue, American customs duties

have the great virtues of high productivity, convenience of pay-

ment, and cheapness of collection. Along with these important

virtues are associated almost all the vices to which indirect taxes

are subject.

!iost important cU-firt^ of our customs taxes arc their

unreliability and unctrtoimly. Historically, they have shown a

pernicious variability, expanding when increased revenue spelt

extravagance, contra ic country sorely needed larger

revenue. In 1791, for instance, the customs revenues exceeded
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the total ordinary expenditures by over 41 per cent, while in

the very next year they fell short of the expenditures by 58 per

cent. Between 1791 and 1860 inclusive, the customs receipts

actually exceeded the expenditures in thirty-four years; varied

en 50 and 100 per cent of the expenditures in twenty-

eight years ;
and fell below 50 per cent in eight years. In i S6o,

more than 84 per cent of the expenditures were secured from

this source, but in 1863 less than 10 per cent, so inadequate is .

the customs revenue in a serious war when money is most

needed. In 1864, Congress made desperate attempts to increase

the customs revenue. In the tariff act of that year about lift.

hundred articles were enumerated, and the average rate approxi-

mated 50 per cent; yet the receipts dropped from something

over one hundred and two millions in 1864 to less than eighty-

five millions in 1865, constituting only 6.5 per cent of the total

expenditures in the latter year. During the history of the

national government, the customs revenues have varied with

the industrial condition of the country, the prospects of peace

or war, the power of the tariff lobby, the prosperity and com-

mercial policy of foreign nations, but almost never in nice acc< rd-

ance with the financial needs of the federal government. Where

the tariff is controlled by revenue rather than protective pur-

poses, it can be made strikingly stable and responsive to the

control of the treasury.
" The English revenue from this

source has kept very near 20,000,000 per annum for the 1

thirty years. In the period 1815-1895, it has only varied be-

tween 24,000,000 and 19,000,000, notwithstanding the exten-

sive remissions of taxation." 1

2. From the fiscal standpoint, our tariff system is far too

complex and cumbersome. Whether we tax many imports or

few, the major part of the revenue comes from comparatively

few imports, so that by extending the list of dutiable articles we

merely add to the cost of collection and increase the interference

with commerce, without materially augmenting the yield of the

tax. Before the European War, Great Britain imposed import

duties on less than fifty articles, and nearly all of her revenue

1 C. F. Bastablc, Public Finance, p. 517 (written in 1895).
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from import taxation came from five articles: tobacco, tea,

spirits, wine, and sugar. Compared with direct taxes the cost

;iK our import duties is not excessive (442 per cent

of the receipts in 1915 xcceds the cost of collecting the

ul revenue <i >o per cent in 1915); and in some

customs districts the expenses of collection actually exceed the

tax collected.

"There is no txrttrr illustration of a

i rifl legislation of the 1'nilcd States. It levica

import duties upon goods that make up the country's exports as wcU as upon
those that constitute the normal imports of the nation's commerce ; it taxes

raw material as well as the manufactured product, and the manufactured

product itsdf is taxed at many stages in the process of its manufacture ; the

iposed is determined in pan by considerations of revenue, in part by
the desire to grant 'incidental protection/ and in pan for the purpose of

prohibiting the import of selected articles
;
the rules of rating are numerous,

overlapping each other in many cases and resulting in a confusion of instruc-

tions that necessitates a board of appeal in continuous session ; the text of

the law makes a book of one hundred and fifty pages, while the law and its

interpretation used by the officials as a guide in the performance of their

I a volume of several hundred pages. A law of this son cannot be

comprehended."

Customs duties are either specific or ad valorem. Specific

titties are laid in proportion to weight or number
,
without rifarrf

to talus, while ad valorem duties are levied in proportion to the

value of the commodities imported. Ad valorem duties are open
to the objection that they offer a greater temptation to fraudu-

lent valuations, and hence make more difficult the work of the

customs officers. Specific duties, on the other hand, whiK

can be more easily administered, are open to the serious objec-

hat they impose a relatively heavier burden upon less

valuable goods of any class. Owing greater ease of col-

jjccific duties now play a larger pan than

r before in our tar in.

Internal Revenue Duties. In 1915 the internal revenue

taxes yielded $415,681,024, or practically twice as much as the

customs rccci hat year. Of the total collections Just

> II C. Adams, SCMOT fAMMO. pp. 400, 410,
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one third came from the tax on spirits; a little less than one

19 per cent in each case) from the taxes on tobacci

men ted liquors, and incomes, respectively; a little lt than one

tenth from stamp taxes on documents and transactions; and

mainder from taxes on oleomargarine and playing

taxes, penalties, and the like. The internal revenues now
include a number of taxes other than the familiar <

articles of consumption which for so many years constituted,

with customs duties, the fiscal mainstay of the federal govern-

ment; but these newer taxes will be left for separate notice

and the remainder of this section confined to the excises on art ides

of consumption. Such excises are usually paid by stamps j

upon the package of sale, supplemented by license taxes upon

dealers, which are also paid by stamps, as a rule, publicly ex-

posed by the dealer in his place of business.

Excise taxes, like all taxes, have their grave defects, (i) Like

import duties, they must be levied upon articles of wide con-

sumption to be productive ;
and as they arc in a large degree

shifted to the consumers, they frequently weigh more heavily

upon the poor than upon the rich. (2) This regressivity is in-

creased by the fact that the taxes are specific, not ad valorem,

so that the finer grades of domestic cigars, for instance, pay a

lower rate of taxation than the cheaper goods. (3) In order to

prevent evasion of the tax, the government is compelled not only

to watch, but partially to direct, the process of manufacturing

at every step. Producers are required to give bond for the

faithful observance of the law, to register raw materials which

they buy, and to keep records of the stock on hand in accord-

ance with bookkeeping methods prescribed for them by the

Bureau of Internal Revenue. Such interference with private in-

dustry is an unfortunate but necessary part of excise taxation.

(4) Large systematized businesses bear such interference with

less effort than small concerns, and in consequence our internal

revenue system unquestionably exerts an influence in the direc-

tion of large-scale production, and possibly in the direction of

monopoly. The license taxes particularly, which are adjusted

only in the roughest way to the size of the business, unque
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aM> weigh more heavily upon the small than the large dealers,

seems to be the almost universal opinion of com-
t* that excise taxes exercise little influence upon

s whose use is believed to be dele-

.ncreased tax is as often followed by adulteration

as by an increase ice JHT unit.

The advantages of i d revenue duties, however, far

vets, (i) Like i he customs duties, they
I ut although they do fall off somewhat

in times > ssion, they arc in ordinary periods

regular and dependable, while in times of war they respond
readil -cased rates. The increase of old duties and the

impov .lutics dr. Spanish War, for instance,

raised the receipts from $170,900,641 in 1808 to $273,437,162 in

1899. Many of the taxes yield a proportional increase almost

as great as the increase in the rate of the tax, a rare vir

excise taxation. (2) From the admini-' tndpoint they

to collect, give rise to comparatively little

fraud or evasion, and the few industries which they affect have

now become so habituated to public inspection and control that

these are occasion of little complaint. (3) Finally, it is to be

that although excise taxes are regressiv. Men of the

tax is shared by producer and consumer not borne who!

the latter and the share borne by the prodi rs directly

with the element of monopoly or differential advantage in pro-

icwed as a whole, the internal revenue system is

the most satisfactory part of our entire financial s
1

state

or federal. Its returns are fairly steady and reliable in times of

-ion. Its growth is automatic. It is imposed on ar

the demai is tolerably inela burden is not

percept iMy felt. It i> !U.:K tly and economically collected;

and : abundantly capaMc additional

revet aid an unforeseen emergency arise

Taxes on Transactions. In times of urgent need, as in the

War of 1812, t ,, ,1 the late war with Spain, the

federal government has imposed taxes upon various sorts of

w. If. Dufek
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transactions. Thus, the war revenue act of 1898 imposed stamp
taxes on bank checks, telegrams, freight and express receipts,

UTS of stocks and bonds, bills of exchange, eu . In 1899,

the year after they were imposed, the stamp taxes yielded

$43,837,819. Such taxes were again introduced in a period of

declining customs receipts and iiu reading expenditures, by the

so-called
" war revenue act" of 1914. In 1915 this measure

yielded a revenue of a little less than $38,000,000, of which

$23,500,000 came from stamp taxes on documents and trans-

actions and the balance from special internal revenue duties of

the ordinary type. The peculiar advantage of taxes on tran--

actions is their quality of immediate productivity. As the

figures just quoted show, they may be made to yield largely

the very year they are imposed. Moreover, the government

may make evasion almost impossible by refusing to recognize

documents not properly stamped in its courts, or by otherwise

obstructing the use of unstamped documents as evidence. An-

other advantage is that they cost almost nothing to collect. Bfl

the taxpayer buys the stamp himself and places it upon the

document. On the other hand, the general effect of such taxe.s

is to impede business; and they are frequently if not usually

shifted to the weaker bargainer in a business transaction. Cer-

tainly they bear no logical relation to the ability of the taxpayer

to pay taxes.

Income Taxes. The recent adoption of effective income

taxation into this country affords an interesting illustration of

the triumph of a sound economic idea over formidable obstacles.

The legal barriers which had to be surmounted have alreach

mentioned, but there were other difficulties to overcome equally

formidable. Income taxes had been on the statute bo<

American commonwealths since the seventeenth century, and

had been consistently and continuously ineffective. The tax

was generally believed to be too intricate and too inquisitorial

for the American people, schooled by the crudities of the general

property tax to evasion of and contempt for tax law. Expert

opinion had come to hold that the income tax, though
" sound

in theory," made too many demands upon both the taxpayer
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he tax administrator to thrive in American soil. ^>

the last five years income taxes of the European type have been

put into successful operation by both state and federal govern -

and give omisc of assuming, in the future, a place

of major importance in the American fircal system.

The mistake of t he experts arose rather from an underestimate

of tli. MX than from an underestimate

rs. The alleged weaknesses of the income tax

.- t imaginary. Experience has shown that it is a complex
formulate and administer. Just what r

of gross income -In-uld be included and what losses, fKpfntff+

and other deductions allowed, are questions which bristle with

. Some forms of income are not expressed in money
and usually escape taxation

;
on the other hand, it is almost im-

possible to avoid double taxation, particularly in dealing with

interest and It, The tax has also the difficulty of

being a class tax : the federal income tax touches directly lest

than one per cent and the Wisconsin income tax less than three

he respective populations affected. The tax is

minantly a city tax and farmers generally escape, owing
to th< .it they usually do not keep books ami that much
of their income does not find expression in terms of money;
although it must !* admitted that relatively few farmers n

incomes above the cx limit 1 in. illy, the mixture of

iholding at sodrce
" and direct collection, in the federal

tax, imposes large and unjust expenses of collection upon
te taxpayers, complicates the adn -n of the tax,

and in some cases leaves the taxpayer to become the sole judge
of the ta ns of income and of the deduc-

til'i. losses and expenses.
1

Despite all these difficulties, however, the income tax has

succeeded reasonably productive and will become more

productive as time passes: the federal income tax in 1915

cd a revenue of over $80,000,000, and in 1916 it produced

1 A criticism of the federal boome u* by
ittceof theNi

dation, vol. u.
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over $100,000,000. It is clastic, and can l>c made more produc-

tive by simple increase of rates. Above all dflCJ it rcali/es with

reasonable success
"
taxation according to ability." Property

taxes pay little attention to the ability of the owner of tin-

property. They fall upon property as surh whether it is free or

encumbered by debt
; they must be paid by the unsuccessful as

well as the successful
;
in lean years as well as fat years. The

income tax, on the other hand, does not affect the very poor
at all; it spares the unsuccessful business the new businc

in its developmental stage, and the old established enter] >risc

in times of business depression. Its appeal is thus not only to

the humanitarian sentiment of the age, but to the common
sense of the business man. Except when collected at source

(when it acts in small part like an excise) it is subject to little

or no shifting. And, unlike the property tax, it grows stronger

with age and continued use. The countries which have tried

the income tax keep it; and in the last quarter of the century

practically every large country in the world which did not

already have the income tax has introduced it.

The mistake of the critics in condemning the income tax for

American use was due very largely to a misinterpretation of the

failure of the personal property tax. That tax is largely evaded.

The critics inferred from this that American taxpayers are liars

and would similarly evade an income tax. Experience with the

income tax has shown, however, that the average American tax-

payer is honest and will make an honest declaration if the tax

be equitable and tax officials at the same time firm, competent,
and considerate. The personal property tax in this country has

failed, not because the taxpayer is dishonest, but because tin

tax is at times barbarously severe in burden, strikingly un-

equal in operation, and administered by officials who are fre-

quently incompetent and out of sympathy with the tax itself.

Moreover, the income tax is no more complicated than any
other direct tax involving valuation and assessment. It ap-

pears to be more complicated than the property tax merely
because in drafting income tax laws it is customary to anticipate

all problems of detail and define the proper answer in the
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statute itself ; whereas, in property lax laws almost all the dim-

cult questions are avoided by laying the Uu on the
"

fair cash
"

or
"
market value

"
and leaving the meaning of this term to

be decided by the judgment of the iisesior. In the average

case, it is easi< me a man's income with reasonable

accuracy than it i> in determine with the sumr <l<-^rc ij .i< < u

racy what his property is worth.

Absentee owner cases with industrial development,
me is now derived from particular jurisdictions

rrsons who reside elsewhere. This leads in practice to

in which the recipient

lives and that in .me originates ar< <> im-

pose the tax. >uble taxation is reduced as the jurisdic-

tion is enlarge : income tax applies; and for this

reason many authorities advocate the exclusive employment of

icome tax by the federal government. If the income tax

cannot tx rd by both state and federal governments,
this conclusion is warranted. But we see no reason why the

states should renounce the income tax and use substitutes which

t>ecausc the federal government

ploying the same tax. Nearly all taxes must be paid out

of income. The specific tax employed y a device for

>ut imj 1 1 : \Vhy, then, should the state employ a poor
method of distribution, such as that embodied in the personal

property tax, when it might employ a tax which with substan-

tial accuracy lays the burden in accordance with ability to pay?
As a matter of e federal income tax is likely to encourage

the adoption of state income taxes, because the federal tax fa-

miliari/es the people with income tax procedure, and with

Mmple mixliiications a report prepared for the federal govern-

ment can be used for the state governn B should have,

not hostility between state and federal administrations, but

and cooperative use of many forms of taxation.

Inheritance Taxes. In 1893, w&en the first edition of this

work was written, the inheritance tax was used in only five

states, and so strong were the objections to its wide adoption

that the author felt called upon to point out that
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collateral inheritance was an unjustifiable survival of the clan

system that was being carried to ridiculous lengths at that

time. Since that time, however, inheritance taxation has spread

rapidly, being employed in about forty stales in 1015, and with

the spread of the tax has come a most significant development
of progressive rating and taxation of direct as well as collateral

heirs. Today one never hears of the
"
inherent right

"
of

decedents to control absolutely the disposition of their properly
in perpetuity, and the right of the legislature to regulate in-

heritance in behalf of the general social welfare is hardly dis-

puted. Mr. Andrew Carnegie, for instance, advocates a rate of

50 per cent upon the estates of millionaires.

At present the inheritance tax produces substantial revenues

in only a few states; in 1913, the latest year for which complete
statistics are available, 35 states showed collections aggregat-

ing $26,470,964, of which the six states of New York, Pennsyl-

vania, Massachusetts, California, Illinois and Connecticut re-

ceived 78 per cent. The important fact is that the initial in-

ertia and opposition have been overcome and the ground cleared

for the really efficient use of this tax as a means of reducing

large fortunes and increasing public revenues. The new type
of the inheritance tax is well illustrated by the Wisconsin law,

which applies to direct as well as collateral heirs, and which

graduates the rates according to relationship and the amount

of the individual share, and not by the size of the estate. The

highest rate in the Wisconsin tax, applying to shares in excess of

$500,000 given to distant relatives and strangers, is 15 per cent.

Great as our progress has been in this respect, our legislation

still falls short of the demands of common sense. Why should

collateral inheritance, apart from a will, be permitted at all ex-

cept among near relatives? Why should third cousins inherit

from one another unless money is left by will ? Are third cousins

nearer to one than the town or city in which one has lived and

where one has been able to acquire a fortune? The extent to

which intestate collateral inheritance is carried is a survival of

the sentiment of the time when people lived in clans, and is

illogical in our day. Right and duty should be coordinated.
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> be compelled by law to support in uncle who b un-

lihood? Then I should inherit

from icrwbe it does not seem dear that I should unles*

he leaves me property by will. So far as practicable the circle

of legal duties ought, however, to be extended so as to indude
ital relationship. The property should go to the

in the absence of near relatives when no will b made.

The clan is dead and forgotun ordinarily there b neither ac-

quaintance nor recognizable obligation between second cousins,

second. Inheritances thus bestowed are

niton disturbances of existing abilities to use

property. The modem dan is society, and to it belong all claims

>tcf falling outside the cin It of vital relations. The en-

tied English jurist, Jeremy Bentham, wished to restrict

inheritance a: <1 escheat, and thus abolish taxation

altogether, but thb b going too far.

c tax in thb country b too light to

satisfy the requirements of sound inheritance taxation. The

average inlu ritai.ce tax, even in the case of large estates divided

urge shares, b less than 3 per cent : and it b very difficult

e state to increase the rates if neighboring states do not

!> ttu- -.irr.r. Moreover, state inheritance taxes give rise to

multiple taxation. Land devolves at situs, and its devolution

b taxed at situs. But our most valuable land b rapidly pans

ing into corporate ownership, and corporations do not die.

Corporate securities which represent the land are, -.

turitance tax, normally taxed at the domicile of the de-

cedent is likely to be in another state. Hence many
states, the western states in particular, try to tax not only the

transfer of securities owned by n vcedents, but also

the t of securities "representing" property located

within their bordt > b selfish and inconsistent. Both

pies cannot find an equitable and logical place in the same

tax law. But it b expensive and difficult to administer an

inherit.HUT tax on us principle "; and when a holding

of holding companies intervenes between the

security and the tangible property which that security reprc-
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almost impossible. Other stairs, again, tax the trans-

fer of securities hold in trust companies located therein
; while

still others pile inconsistency ujxm inconsistency by giving

bonds issued by their municipalities a >itus within their own

borders, in order that the transfer of such bond- may be

upon the death of their nonresident owners. The writer has

known one. block of securities to be taxed in three different,

states, and it was possibly taxed later in a fourth state.

Under these circumstances, many people advocate

remedy the collection of the tax by the federal government,
with a redistribution of a part of the proceeds to the Mate

governments. The principal argument for this change is t he-

assertion that the federal government can, while the- Matt-

governments cannot, realize the full possibilities of inheritance

taxation, so that the federal government can give the

more than they are now receiving from this source and still

retain a handsome revenue for federal uses. This project is,

however, deeply resented by state tax officials, who point out

that the probate courts, the natural machinery for administer-

ing inheritance taxes, are in the hands of the state governments,
and that there was considerable evasion of the inheritam

adopted by the federal government during the Spanish War.

We believe that the solution of the problem lies in cooperative

and joint use by federal and state governments. Neither divi-

sion of government can be prevented from using this tax, and

fiscal necessity will almost certainly force the federal government
to make use of it in the near future. That being the case,

common sense points to the desirability of administrative co-

operation, and the elimination by the larger sovereignty, if pos-

sible, of double taxation arising from conflicts of jurisdiction.

STATE AND LOCAL TAXATION

General Property Tax. The key to the revenue system of

our state and local governments, and by far the most important

tax collected in the United States, is the general property tax,

which supplied, in 1902, 82 per cent of the tax receipts of the
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local governments and 51 per cent of all taxes col-

.uional, state, and local. The most

imjMtrtant characteristic of this tax is suggested by the word
14

general," ike lax is laricd in principle upon nearly all properly,

reel and personal, in tke hands of tke ptoplt.

Though the administration of the pn>|>criy tax differs in many
details among the states, it is the usual custom for assessor! in

each community to prepare complete statements of all kinds of

taxable property owned by the people of the community in

states the assessors receive from all residents sworn "
lists

"

of property owned and <> tax. By the terms of the law

ipposed to be rated at its true full value,

though, I iy the acknowledged practice of npflfptm and courts

real rates vary widely from state to state, from

community to community, and from individual idual.

On the basis of the property valuations thus made the state

and local governments levy direct taxes at a rate fixed from

year to year according to fiscal needs. The tax is then collected

by local officers, and of the whole amount the po- led by
the county and state is passed on to the designated officers

alter each minor political division has set aside its share.

As yet few economists who have written upon the subject, and

few state officers who have had to do with the administration of

the tax, have ever been able to speak of it except in terms of the

severest condemnation. Naturally, then, there is now a strong

tendency to work away from i of taxation. Some of

the many serious faults which the general property tax has

re shown call for comment and explana;

\pportionment. The first of the defects of the

tax appears in the apportionment of the state's share of the tax.

Each community has a narrow, selfish interest in reducing its

assessment so that it may escape its just share of the tax. The

same mean struggle is especially frequent between city and

country districts. To correct the evil, boards of equalization

are usually appointed, but experience has shown that such boards

usually .}> their work in a most perfunctory way. Although

earnest study of assessments may and sometimes does secure a
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substantially just apportionment between county and county,

this equalisation does not correct the glaring inequalities within

particular counties, and even within single assessment districts.

2. Inequality as between Realty and Personalty. In the

second place, the general property tax has proved grossly in-

equitable in laying an undue proportion of its burden upon real

property, allowing various forms of personal property to escape

with a slight tax or with no tax at all. A secondary result of

thi> inequality is that the rural districts bear a disproportionate

burden, since the greater part of the tax-escaping personalty is

owned by the wealthy citizens of our cities.

3. Undervaluation of Large Properties. Very similar to the

preceding evils is the further injustice wrought by the tax

through the disproportionate assessment of large and small

properties. Thus, an investigation in Virginia covering over

sixteen thousand pieces of property, showed that while the

average ratio of assessed to true value was 33 per cent, parcelr

worth less than $500 were assessed at 47 per cent of full value,

and parcels worth more than $10,000 at only 28 per cent oi

full value. 1

4. Temptation to Dishonesty. It follows from the evils

already described that the general property tax leads to a shock-

ing amount of dishonesty, perjury, bribery, and other forms of

corruption. Indeed, as one writer has expressed it,

" The

general property tax has gone far toward making perjury re-

spectable and even virtuous."

5. Fundamental Theoretical Defects. But the most funda-

mental defect of the general property tax is found in the fact that

it is an incongruous mixture of real and personal taxes. Real

estate, in a great majority of states, is taxed at its situs, irrespec-

tive of ownership or the tax-paying ability of the owner. The

personal obligation of the owner to support the government
under which he immediately lives is met practically everywhere

by that part of the tax which falls upon personal property, per-

sonal property paying at the domicile of the owner.

This distinction between real and personal property is artificial,

Report of the Joint Committee on Tax Revision (Virginia), 1914, p. xoi.
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inequitable, and illogkally applied. Personalty, as a measure of

v to pay taxes, ought to be accurately computed by offset -

against assets, so that the taxpayer would pay
assets. Yet no state, with the possible exception

krsey, grants full and complete exemption of debts;

three states permit a subtraction of debts from all per-

sonalty . the rvht either refusing any abatement for debts what-

soever or limiting the abatement to subtraction of debts from

money, or money and credits, or other restricted classes of per-

sonal '

urly all the states manipulate their defini-

tions of real property in the most discreditable manner, causing

many kinds of double taxation. To take a single illustration :

most states tax the stock of foreign corporations held by resi-

her the corporation pays full taxes at its situs

or not. Man> .rf these states tax their own or domestic corpora-

tions at full value, thus indorsing the theory that a corporation

should be taxed as a business unit where the business is carried

Nevertheless, they attempt to tax the stock of foreign cor-

porations when the stock is the only thing they can reach.

Some states, though not a n actually tax both the shares

k and the business of domestic corporations, and then

wonder that the stockholders attempt to evade the inequitable

oblig.t jwsed upon them by law.

Reform ix. This brief outline of the evils

connected with the general property tax furnishes us with the

key to reform. By far the greatest reform that could possibly

be accomplished would result from placing the work of assess-

ment on a scientific basis, by appointing expert assessors under

civil service protection, who would give their whole time to the

<ss and hold their places during good behavior. In 1002

rally three fourths of the revenues collected under the

d property tax came from the tax on real property. We
shall undoubtedly keep the real estate tax. Scarcely any
advocates its abandonment or believes that it will be

to get along without it ; and with trained assessors it would be

possible to make a substantially fair assessment of real property.

Yet even the aMsmcnt of real estate is in most places today
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markedly unequal. We spend a great deal of timv thinking out

ambitious fiscal reforms that will remedy the present system by

revolutionizing it, overlooking the fact that the remedy for the

deepest and widest evil lies within our reach, neglected and un-

availing, not because we are ignorant of its potency, but because

we lack the will resolutely to apply it.

At the same time, no assessor, however expert and well paid,

can ever be expected to assess all kinds of personal property with

even approximate accuracy. To persist in the attempt to assess

all the property of every person is simply to debase public

morality and convince assessors that nothing short of divin

dom will enable them to satisfy the requirements of the law.

In short, the more intangible forms of personal property, if not

all personal property, must be exempted from taxation, and the

loss be made up by the introduction of simpler and more work-

able taxes. Probably the best substitute is an income tax, or

what has been called a "
presumptive ability tax

"
based upon

house rent, rental value of business premises, salary, or all of

them. In individual cases such a tax would violate the rules of

exact justice, but with suitable exemptions and proper adjust-

ments it might be roughly equitable.

The personal property tax on business and commercial con-

cerns, with its impossible requirements of stock valuations,

taxation of book accounts, bills receivable, and credits generally,

should be replaced by a tax on gross or net income, or by some

simple form of license taxation. We should then have, in place

of the general property tax, a tax on real estate, a business tax,

and a personal tax measured by net income or evidences of in-

come. Although the real estate tax would in appearance take

no cognizance of mortgages or debts secured by the property
and no account on the surface of the ability of the owner, it

would not in reality wholly violate the canon of taxation accord-

ing to ability. The man buying land on contract or subject

to a mortgage, would take into account the fact that he would

be called upon to pay taxes upon the whole value of the property,

irrespective of debt or incumbrance, and the price would be

adjusted accordingly. Or, if he mortgaged his land after he
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had acquired ownership, he would be indemnified in most

for paying all the taxes, by receiving a lower rate of interest on

age than he would be enabled to secure if the creditor

were : r taxes upon that part of the property covered by
nortgage. Real taxes, which take no mgninirvn* of the

wner, are no- ible when they are

consistently applied and supplemented by a separate system of

persona] taxat

All these taxes destined to take the place of the general

property tax may possibly, in tin future
, be assigned to the local

although administered in some cases by the

cessary to provide enough revenue

tor the Matt . however, a small state tax could equitably U-

. as the equalization of real estate nor an

among the larger go ions, such as coun-

easy matter. Whether the state will be

:o get al ut tax.-s ujnm real estate, depends prin-

tain corporation taxes, the

proceeds oi belong logically to the state rather than to

the local govern m< I his absorption of corporation taxes

already well under \\ 4land and
f Allan! e, New York, New

Jersey, and I r raised $70,078,685 from

special property and business taxes (pract rporation

taxes), but only $18,743,626 from the general property tax.

In that year Delaware made no use of the general property tax

at all for - MS, II < cakdown of the general

property tax has by no means been accomplished yet. In all

ates and n 1915, 51 per cent of the total tax

i the general property tax, 23 per cent from

special property taxes, 22 per ess taxes, leas

m poll taxes, and something over 4 per cent

nses. These proportions are based upon
state reo local revenues were included, the general

tax would appear much more important.

Corporation Taxes. The exact way in whkh any corpora-
'.otiKi be taxed depends upon a great variety of considers-
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tions, which vary from place to place and from time to time,

In general, however, the following elements may be detected in

the more progressive systems of corporation taxation : ( i) The

incorporation fee, justified by the clerical expense rering

corporations and the value of the privileges granted to every

corporation, the most important of which is that of limited

liability. This charge should be imposed on all joint-stock

companies, should vary with the amount of bond- as well as

the amount of stock authorized, and should be small, unless

the state desires narrowly to restrict the incorporation of com-

mercial enterprises. (2) The franchise tax proper, to cover

especially valuable privileges, such as the right to use the public

streets or highways, granted to most public utility companies.
This is essentially a contractual payment, a lease or royalty

rather than a tax. It should be fixed in advance for a definite

period at as high a figure or rate as is just, and, when fixed,

should not, in justice to the corporation, be tampered with by
the state. 1 In states having public service commissions power-
ful enough to control rates effectively, this tax or payment may,
and perhaps should, be relinquished in favor of correspondingly

lower rates and better service. (3) The general property tax

or some equivalent, designed to impose upon the corporation a

burden equivalent to that borne by the average taxpayer of the

district. Inasmuch as good will, business organization, and

similar intangible assets are property, property taxes imposed
under this head should cover not only tangible but intangible

values as well, including the franchise, when this does not revert

to the state. Corporations which have received valuable fran-

chises from the state may properly be called upon to pay for
the privilege (under 2) as well as upon the privilege (under 3).

This differentiation of what may be called the bases of cor-

poration taxation should not be misunderstood. Many states

merge two or even three of these charges in a single tax, and

vcver, where a long or perpetual franchise is given, provision should he mafic

for the readjustment of the rental by arbitration or in some other equitable way.
An illustration is found in the terms of the franchise under which the Pennsylvania

railroad built a tunnel under the North River and erected its new station in New
York City.
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states exempt savings banks, insurance companies, and
other kinds of corporations from one or ail of these oHtgnfont

:> encourage thrift or f.Mrr the in.iu pled.
:i justifiable and socially helpful. But

unless these separate elements are kept plainly KB

ll almost sun >w. To impose, ;sc,

charge (a) upon all corporations, on the theory that all of them

have >gly valuable privileges, is to confuse

th special corpora! i leges, and to pave the way
tally, although it is not neces-

sary, we believe real progress will be hastened by observing
these disti i practice as well as in theoretical analysis.

Business and License Taxes. - In most Southern states

there is an extensive system of business licenses, which supple-
and partly replace the general property tax. The sig-

nce and ice of these business licenses have not

to been sufficiently appreciated. They are levied in

theory in c power of the government rather

i he taxing power ;
but they have by extension and multi-

axes for the most part, as distinguished from

sumptuary charges or payments for small privileges,

use system of the South is characterized by many
and there traces of class feeling are discerned,

the pro: license taxes levied upon peddlers; and

the rates employed are often illogical, inconsistent, and in-

ible to the point of absurdity. In a few cases also, these

taxes are high enough to bar certain occupations to the man
with small capital. But on the whole they are among the best

taxes employed by American commonwealths. They are easily

Elected, very productive, cause little or no com-

plaint, arc not excessive as a rule, and exercise little or

es. And in so far as they discourage the

excessive mul: :i of small retail shops they perform the

useful service of preventing almost >le loss and bank-

ropt

The gre. ance of the business license is its fiprcMlnti

of the truth that the general property tax in its crude form is
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unsuited to the taxation of business. Under the property tax,

Business in general is taxed upon its tangible assets, ;.< . fixed

plant and stock. One has only to think of the varying relation-

ship to taxable capacity of the plant and stock of a manutai-

turer, a grocer, a druggist, and a stock broker, to reali/e tin-

grave injustice of this method of taxation. In count!

tinental Europe, and in parts of Canada, as in the southern part
of the United States, a wide and generally

made of the business tax. Eventually we shall probably come

to the same thing in all parts of this country. But the tax

should be adjusted to earnings or profits in a more effective

way than is now done in the South.

Poll Taxes. The poll tax is the oldest tax we have in this

country, and throughout the greater part of the colonial period

yielded more than any other source of revenue. It aroused bitter

opposition in many commonwealths and was prohibited by the

liberal constitution of Maryland at the beginning of the Revolu-

tionary War; but it persisted in many of the states, and

remains the most important source of revenue, after the property

tax, in a few of the Southern states. The tax still stands on the

statute books of about one half of the states, and is nominally

employed as a highway or local tax in a still larger number of

commonwealths; but in many places little or no effort is made

to enforce it. In Wisconsin, for instance, no attempt is made

to collect the poll tax in more than half of the local taxing dis-

tricts. The poll tax is not only difficult to collect, but is regres-

sive and, when its payment is required as a prerequisite to the

exercise of the suffrage, often results in widespread political cor-

ruption.
" No concealment need be made of the fact that the

poll tax is used in Mississippi as a means of disqualifying the

negro in national elections and controlling the vote in local

elections." 1 The aggregate yield of the poll tax is small, and

the expense of collecting it is relatively high. It has few de-

fenders among competent students of taxation.

1 C. H. Brough, in "Studies in State Taxation," Jokru Hopkins University Studia

in Historical and Political Science, vol. xviii, p. 213.
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A BALANCED REVENUE SYSTEM

There are, on the ma ~*
9 forty-eight

separate
-

: < dcral government, and
-.f juriviii tion give* rise to the deepest

As a remedy for this evil, many
authorities r< .

! a division or separation of revenu*

whii! taxes would be assigned to the federal govern-'
.ind still others to the local govern-

Dually referred to as the
"
segregation or

sepa sources of reveni:

The benefits that might be d from a thoroughgoing

system of segregation are many and obvious. But the trend of

t, in the main, be sought along
ies between state and federal finance

become more i with the passage Both federal

tate governments have recently adopted income taxes, and
the federal go\ y soon deem it wise to adopt the

inheri
1

.rats in recent yean have

made increasing use of stamp taxes and rms of excise

taxation thmtofore used almost exdu the federal

>mmonwealth finance, stm .ere seems

>n to separate dearly the sphere of state and

local taxation. On the contrary, state tax commissions are

iriven increasing powers of regulating local taxation, and

.: recognized in increasing degree that to finance the

.governments by o>r|>or:ition and i: iXCS which do

great mass of c timulates ex-

travagance on the part of the state legislature, and, in fact,

leads to t i by the state of direct taxes on
.1 property. Furthermore, there are some manifest ad-

Ljes in the joint use of the same tax by several divisions of

it. The central or larger jurisdiction not only finds

it po I, which the local government
could not affor < to hire, but it has a broader, more impartial

erves to check local neffiihnm. Local

authorities, on the other hand, frequently have a helpful know!-
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edge of important facts and conditions which arc likely to

escape the agents of the central government. Joint usr of tin-

same tax also permits a wise compromise between central effi-

ciency and the American demand for "local self-government."

A certain amount of segregation is, however, not only <

dient but plainly necessary. Thus, the use of import and export
duties is confined by the constitution to the federal government.
In the domain of commonwealth government also there are cer-

tain enterprises, such as sleeping car companies, whose property
or business i, so difficult to localize that by common c<>

such companies are reserved for state taxation. For the same

reasons, certain other corporations, such as telephone, telegraph,

insurance, freight line and equipment companies, should be, and

rapidly are being, set aside for state or central taxation
;
and in

the case of most "
state-wide

"
public utilities there is obvious

need for central assessment. In the past, it was common to

assess separately the property of railroads and similar public

utilities in every tax district (including townships and even

school districts) in which they operated, and this absurd mor-

cdlement is still practiced in some backward states, including

New York. Many of the most important properties of such

corporations cannot be intelligently valued without reference

to the earnings or success of the business as a whole and this,

as well as considerations of administrative simplicity, makes

valuation or assessment as a unit obviously desirable. When the

central valuation is once made it is possible in some cases to

distribute or apportion the valuation to counties or other large

local subdivisions; but it is impossible to localize some busi-

nesses satisfactorily, and minute subdivision is in all cases un-

desirable.

Much that has been said above about state versus local

assessment applies, in the case of interstate corporations, to the

question of federal versus state assessment. Without federal

control each state is tempted to select that form of taxation and

to adopt that method of dividing or allocating corporate prop-

erty and business for purposes of taxation which is most bene-

ficial to itself. Under such circumstances some interstate cor-
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ions are taxed upon more than one hundred per cent of

>os while others take advantage of the

absence of authoritative central control to assign own
accounting systems, excessive proportions of property and

>sc jurisdictions in whkh taxes are liglr

vderal regulation is Justin, same logic whkh
r regulation of local taxation, it b very doubtful

.il regulation can or should go. If the national

riment should require some form of federal incorpor

ompanics engaged in interstate commerce, it is possible
that it would have power thereafter to prescribe the methods

by which such ic companies should be taxed under state

law. This has been dom- in the case of national banks, although
(he IN>\M federal government to control tft*ifk>n of

:ial banks is clearer and probably greater than its poten-
tial power to limit the rate of taxation of ordinary

porations engaged in interstate commerce. But if the

federal regulation were elastic enough to permit the rate of

taxation .u- with the average level or burden

of taxation in that state, and vigorous enough to suppress selfish

state aggrandizement, it would represent a great reform. No
tnn of federal control is expedient, however, that would de-

the states of adequate revenues from this sourer. The

properties of interstate companies form a very large part of

:ig wealth. In a number of states one tenth or more of

the entire taxes collected, state and local, come from railroad

companies alone. Commonwealth revenue systems are ad-

justed to this condition and no revolutionary change is either

practical or dcsira

One important reform, however, could be accomplished at

The Interstate Commerce Commission, or some similar

federal agency, should at the earliest practicable date be directed

to formulate and enforce some simple plan of allocating the

revenues and expenses of interstate corporations to the several

states '! they operate. This is required not only for tht

fair assessment of state income taxes, but for the valuation of the

properties of interstate corporations, as these properties

3"
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never be ?ntisf;u torily appraised without taking their earnings

into account.

For reasons which appear in the preceding discussion, it would

be misleading to formulate any clear-cut division of 1a\c>

among the federal, state, and local governments. A few forms

. emie will unquestionably be reserved for the use of one

branch of government, hut the pressure of increasing expendi-
ture is likely to force a joint use of such major revenues as taxes

on real estate, income and inheritance taxes, excise and stamp
duties; and for these the ideal is joint administration, in which

the relative impartiality and vigor of central administration

may be supplemented and perfected by the more intimate

knowledge of local officials.

QUESTIONS

1. Why are the terms "direct" and "indirect" taxes particularly vague
and equivocal ?

2. Explain why no protection is given the home producer when the im-

port duty is shifted upon the foreigner.

3. What is the greatest fiscal defect of American customs taxation ? Can
this defect be remedied?

4. Are excise taxes ethically justifiable? Do they materially check con-

sumption when imposed upon alcoholic beverages and tobacco?

$. Do you know of any state which levies an income tax at the present

time? Is the tax successful?

6. Should income which is saved and immediately reinvested be taxed ?

Is it not double taxation to tax savings and the earnings from such savings

as well?

7. Should corporations be taxed at the same rate as unincorp<

business concerns? Should any definite relation between the two kinds of

taxes be maintained?

8. Contrast the taxation of national banks in your own state with the

taxation of trust companies, ordinary commercial or manufacturing corpora-

tions, and unincorporated business concerns.

9. State as many reasons as possible why the separation of state and

local revenues would be helpful.

10. Explain why many forms of property employed in business cannot

be intelligently assessed for taxation without reference to the earnings of the

business.

ir. Are assessors elected or appointed in your own state? Do they re-

quire taxpayers to declare their personal property in great detail ? Do the
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load sssfissmrnt rolls contain separate figures for real estaU tad

meats? It the property of nonresidents t|>ecially designated?

U'hy b the general property tax particularly uasuited to ike taxation

ofbMfcMaaad pi |sjsJoal ami
Should the federml government, if it finsiiMni the power, awke the

taxation of interstate commerce corporations uniform throughout Uw United

States?

-SW*/*/ Roading, in Public finance. Chaps, vii-tix ; "The
Taxation of Corporations in MassachuseUs," Qi*rt*ly J**nal tf

Economic, VoL xxi, pp. 181-346.

Commissioner of Corporations. Rifiortt o* tiu T**4ium of C*p**A*u;
Social Report on Taxation.

?trly and Contract in tkeir Rtiationt to tkt DUtrftwiim of

Woaitk.t
I icd.), "Studies in State Taxation," Johns Hof+in*

<loruat and Politic* S<i*n. Series xvfiL

Industrial Commission. Report. "Taxation," Vol. xix, pp. 1031-1069;

ixation in Various States and in Canada with Special Reference

to the Taxation of Corporations," Vol. ri, Part vti, "Taxation of

Transportation Companies," Vol. ix, pp. 1006-1001

Reports of State Tax Commission*. Upon the topics indicated see "The

Massachusetts Tax System and its Workings," Massachusetts Com-

mission of 1897, pp. 1-73 ; Corporations," Wisconsin

Commission, iooi,pp. 72-121 ; "Taxation of Credits." Aid., 1003. pp.

88-144; "Mortgage Taxation," ibid., 1007, pp. 303 * *!; "Railway

Taxation," Ontario Commission, 1005 ; Committee on Taxation of the

York, 1915 ;
Massachusetts Special Commission on Taxa-

n, 1915.

Tkt Income Tax.

MAX. Tkt lnk+ita*ct Tax, Chaps, rii and ix.
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HISTOK <>MIC T

Economic Ideas in the Ancient World. The assertion it

times made, or at least the impression it frequently given, that

IK) writings on economics before Adam
is erroneous, am! derives its plausibility from the fact that

Adam Smith economic subjects were treated either disjointedly
n a monographic way, or else in connection with ethics and
.il philoN I in treating economics in connection

\\ith ethics and politics, the . :<:<T writers were merely following an
hod of dealing with economic truths, to which in a

;n degree later writers are returning. Indeed, if we arc to

st possible benefit from this brief survey of the devel-

opment of ecu: u^hi. it is necessary to begin many cen-
turies before Adam v h i he Greeks.

4j. The three writers among the Greeks moat inter-

esting to the economist are Plato, Aristotle, and

Xenophon and Aristotle (or, more probably, some unknown dts-

f Aristotle) have treatises upon the specific subject of (Eco-

nomics, but these are devoted principally to domestic economy, or

anagement of the household; and the more important eco-
i .reck writers are derived from their works which

deal primarily with i*>litical and ethical subjects.
Plato describes a Utopia in his Republic. His aim was to picture

an ideal society in wlmh the ills of society were to be corrected by
a commui. .-, and he included a communism even of wives
and children, going farther than modern communists. The com-
munism of Plato admitted, strange as it may seem, slavery, on

social superstructure indeed rested as a base. The Lan
to is a more practical work. It aims to present not the best

possible state, but a more practicable one, and dealt to a greater
i tut ions.

Aristotle's principal work for us is the Politics, and it is indeed
one of the most remarkable books in the world's history Its in-

fluence is clt today, for it was carefully studied by theo-

logians of
'

Ages, and through them entered into the thought
.1:1-1 life of their time; and the thought and life of their tune can be

student to have entered in a thousand ways into

the institutions of the twentieth centu

\Vh stotle actively defended

the institution of slavery, describing the slave at an "animated

741
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tool." and insisting that slave labor was . in order th;ir i In-

ruling classes might have the leisir M, art, and li:

lure. Both Plato and Aristotle, also, fully appreciated tin- advan-

tages of tlu- division of labor, and understood, in ;hai

a certain amount of id exchai I'.ut both

writers shared the common prejudice against trade and comm<
what one man gained in exchange, they thought, some other man
lost; and to live by trade was in their eyes de.xpic.ible. Arist-

morcoNi :<-d the institution of private property, and formu-
lated surpriMngly accurate ideas about money and its functi.

but he condemned interest taking because, as he expressed it, m
rrcn.

Perhaps the most characteristic quality of Greek economic thought,

speaking generally, is the thorough subordination of economic to

ethical and political considerations. The object of life, in their

view, was self-knowledge or self-realization, not the acquisition
of riches, and they refused to regard wealth as an object of funda

mental importance to either the individual or the State. Plato.

indeed, in certain parts of his writings, defends the as< < that

human wants are to be satisfied, not by the improvement of produc-
tive processes, but by the repression of the wants th<

Tfte Romans. While the economic institutions of the Romans
and the manifestations of their character in their economic life will

repay investigation, they were not remarkable for independent
thought. Their economic ideas, like their philosophical doctri

were borrowed from the Greeks, and show the same general char-

acteristics which the ideas of Plato and Aristotle do. Comn
and trade were held in contempt, particularly when carried on in a

small way. Interest taking was by some thought to be
"
as bad

as murder." Agriculture, on the other hand, was esteemed to In-

worthy of the noblest citizens, and a
"
return to the soil

"
in 1

Roman times was frequently recommended as a cure for the
;

vailing degeneracy. Pliny said the great estates, the Intifutu1i<i %

together with slave labor and the destruction of the small inde-

pendent farmer, caused the downfall of Rome. Among other agri-

cultural problems discussed by the Romans were those of intei

versus extensive culture, and slave versus free labor.

jurists are, however, the most important of all. \Vh.

may be its imperfections, the Roman law, the corpus jw.
is the most remarkable legal system the world has and
for training in careful and accurate statement is unsurpassed. Prob-

ably, as a training for economic studies, Roman law is among the

most valuable branches of learning. It gives us also invaluable

information about the economic institutions of Rome.
Christianity. To the economic thought of the time Chris-

tianity brought the revolutionary ideas of the dignity of toil and
the equality of men before God. The philosophy of the Stoics had

brought analogous ideas to the attention of the restricted intellectual

world of the day, but Christianity popularized these ideas. The
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clergy
were encouraged to earn their livelihood by manual labor.

and laymen were exhorted to frr. ihnr -,Li\r^ .-> >-.: M tM) h.-.-J

become Christians. With respect to money and trade, bowevt
effect of Christianity was to strengthen and impress the teachinfi of

The Middle Ages. As the power of the Church increased, its

economic Ideas found more formal inpnssfrm in the treatises of
the schoolmen and medieval theologians who expounded the church
or anon law I !

-
: ::. the '

. ..- -...-...
system of economic thought which, while it was largely theoretical

led originally for the ecclesiastical courts, came hi time

ly applied in secular affairs through the power of the con-

fessional, the pulpit, and the wide jurisdiction of the ccdeaiastiral

- of the canonists were den irt, from bib-

lical : i* against usury and the pursuit of wealth. The
>tly went so far as to condemn private
d of communism among the faithful.

Hut this was only an ideal, and private property was early recog-
nized as a necessary evil resulting from the fall of man. This ideal,

however, was powerful enough to keep alive the doctrine that the
nance of the poor was not a matter of philanthropy,

words of Thomas Aquinas, the most d-m the words of

ished canonist, a dtbitum Itgale.

owing the hilosohers of'ollowinK Dosophers
of Greece and Rome, and in sym-

pathy wit! DtursJ attitude toward wealth, trade and corn-

were regarded as greatly inferior to agriculture and handi-

.'.:* a source of livelihood. It was still believed that what the

seller MI.-. necessarily lost. As commerce

>ped, how le had to be recognized by the Church.

ic canon writers formulated the doctrine of juslum
prctium. ti commodity has A just prUf, or value, which it

a adfef to exreoi. The modern trade-union doc-

>f a fair wage, and the decisions of our courts concerning rea-

sonable charges for gas, railway services, etc.. illustrate the perma-
-f ethical ideas of this sort.

nportant economic doctrine of the cinonists

was the condemnation of usury, which originally signified any loan

>t, and not necessarily excessive interest. Their argument

against interest was based upon scriptural strictures against usury,
code's argument that money is barren. Interest

taking by the clergy had been prohibited as early as the :

a the Council of Vienna, interest was pro-
1 "absolutely and universally." regardless of the civil law;

and by the middle of the fourteenth century, the pn
'

laces, been incorporated into the civil law.

rch was forced to change it-

and in the middle of the sixteenth century (i$4S) * statute

was passed in England |*gpK"ng an annual interest rate not in
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excess of 10 JKT cent. 1 By this time tin- teachings of the canonist *

MSI giving ua_v to the doctrines of mercantilism.

Economic Ideas in Modern Times. Before the t los, ,,f the

sixteenth century, the temporal po\\er of tin- Chimh had been

undermined by the development of the great modern monan hies.

and in economic thought religious considerations wen replaced by
political necessities. The problem of the Church the un;

establishment of the Kingdom of God upon earth gave \\ay to a

problem the maintenance and aggrandi/.< rival

states. The latter were in pressing need of ready money with which

to build navies and support armies. How to increase public revenue

and national wealth became the absorbing questions of the time.

Mercantilism. The mercantile system, also called Colbert -

ism, restrictive system, and commercial system, obtained from

the early part of the sixteenth century until late in the eiglr

century, and its influence is still felt. Mercantilism is not, strictly

speaking, the product of a school of political economists, but rather

the name given to that economic policy of statesmen and to those

detached economic views of writers which prevailed during this

period. Most prominent among the statesmen who were mercantil-

ists may be named Colbert, of France, Frederick the Great, of Prussia,

and Cromwell, of England. Serra, an Italian, early in the seventeenth

century presented a moderate and systematic statement of their views

in a work entitled A Brief Treatise on Causes which make Gold and
Silver abound where there are no Mines. Thomas Mun, in England,
a generation later, wrote a valuable treatise from the standpoint
of the mercantilists, called England

1

s Treasure by Foreign Trade: or

the Balance of our Trade tlie Rule of our Treasure, while Sir James
Steuart's Inquiries into tlie Principles of Political Economy, published
in 1767, may be regarded as closing the development of the theory
of mercantilism.

The principal characteristics of mercantilism the efforts to

increase the stock of precious metals within the country, to main
tain a favorable balance of trade, to increase the population and
foster manufactures, if necessary at the expense of agriculture
have been described elsewhere, and need not be repeated at this

point. In attempting to apply these theories, however, t lu-

men of this epoch instinctively turned to that instrument the

law with whose use they were most familiar, and statutory re-

strictions were multiplied until mercantilism in one sense 1

ally synonymous with governmental interference. Toward
the end of the eighteenth century, however, the comm-
tion of England, for example, became so strong that many of her

industries found themselves crippled and confined by the very lav-

which had protected their infancy, and a reaction against n

tilism set in. The reaction, naturally, took the form of a movement
in favor of agriculture and against governmental interference in

economic and industrial affairs. In obedience to the needs of anew
1 See also p. 495, above.
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iical economy lent itself to a propaganda in support ol the
.slrial lit-

physiocrats. Quesnay, a physician, Gournay, a merchant, and
Turffot ' the utAtmnnn art* I Heir tknw rvirwirMl Aullujn. IViMfl

it-ally. siocrats 'taught the d-

ri^hu. and sj a oooMqococi l.udi> prodstand th.- mudm - Mm
is, that the government should not interfere with pri-

l conomicaUy, they exalted the importance ol

agriculture, and maintained that manufactures and ionisnerca,
KC the form or position of raw materials, are

barren productive (though useful when subordinated to

agricul :.ut that agriculture yields a net surplus frtrfinJ
I above the expenses of production. The physio-

crats must thus be creti h originating the fertile

plus value a reward or premium appearing
ini

re rather than man is 'Tfp^ffoK and wl

uduce men to put forth the effort necessary to

prodme wealth.

the other doctrines of the physiocrats follow logically
from - v accorded to agriculture Since agri-
culture is Itimate source of wealth, they maintained that

i- should be raised by a single direct tax
Mt unique levied upon land. All taxes must, they thought,

in the end come out of rent anyway ; and it was better that the land-

lord should pay them at once instead of waiting until they had

passed through five or six hands and various profits had added to

their amount. Naturally the physiocrats were ardent champions
of free They encouraged also the consumption of agricultural

products,
"

in onier that the produil net might be increased," and
generous d of the importance and rights ol the down-

trodden peasantry'. Pawres paysans, poutre royoumu; Jtmrt
rgyaume, paurrtroi, was the borrowed motto of Quesnay *s TabUam

Economiquf, the most important treatise of the physkxralic school

milk. - I: h publishetl his /HM*>
r-5 of thf Wcaltk of Nations, the most influential

econo: n. "The life of almost everyone in

England, perhaps < said Bagehot,
"

is different and
in lonse-nutue ,f it." His writings are found to b

hysiocrats, but further developed and modi-

:IR and habit of mind. We find in Adam
Smith the doctrines of free tra :terfcrence, and natural

laws, yet all stated more guardedly. Although he does not regard
.Iture as v productive, he does show a partiality (or

agriculture, for in this branch of production, he says, nature labors

1 Tunot did not

much like theirs
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along with man. He emphasized the imix>rtuncc of permitting
individual to follow his own self-interest as a means of pro

mot ing national prosperity, hut he was not unmindful of the exist

ence of altruist ir motives in mankind. He ACCOrdfl full recognition
to the motives of sympathy and kindness in 1

Hfnts. But the net result of Smith's teaching w;ss to strengthen
and emphasize the laissez-faire trend of economic thought in his

time. o conceptions," said Arnold Toynbce. "are woven
into every argument of the Wealth of .Y;/;<;/.v. the belief in the su

value of individual liberty, and a conviction that man'
is God's providence, that the individual in pursuing his own

interest is promoting the welfare of all."

Economic Thought in the Nineteenth Century. The CL;

School. The economic philosophy which prevailed during the

first half of the nineteenth century is variously designated as the

classical, Ricardian, English, or orthodox school. The earlier

authors of this period were Jeremy Bent ham (1748-1832), Thomas
Robert Malthus (1766-1834), David Ricardo (1772-1823), James
Mill (1773-1836), and John Ramsay McCulloch (1770-1864). In

all of these writers we find the utilitarian philosophy, a deductive

method, and the feeling that the outlook for the mass of the laborers

was not a hopeful one. They elaborated economic principles, sup-

posed to be good for all times and places, with the posit ivem-ss that

one expects to find only in the mathematical or physical sciences.

Bentham's great work was the formulation and propaganda of

the utilitarian ethics, with" its famous first principle or goal of

social action the greatest happiness of the greatest number.
Malthus 's principal contribution, contained in his celebrated

work, The Theory of Population, has already been discussed. While

Malthus was himself a particularly charitable and benevolent friend

of the working classes, his doctrine of population contributed more
than any other single thing to make the political economy of tin-

classical school harsh and gloomy. It scented to say that although

wages were low they could be no higher, because if by some fortunate-

chance wages increased, population was sure to multiply until the

wage was forced back to the old level. Poor relief and trade-

union activities were both useless. The woe of the poor was due to

their own lack of foresight, and could be removed by the poor alone.

It was taught
"
that he who brought children into the- world without

adequate provision for them should be left to the punishm*
nature." The resj>onsibility of poverty was thus thrust upon the

poor themselves; the rich were soothed with the assurance that they
were not primarily responsible for the condition of affairs. Malthus

himself, however, did not frame his doctrin B way.
He recognized the importance of what he called

'

preventive cl

to the increase of the population. Malthus brought the results of

elaborate historical and statistical investigations to the support of his

doctrines.

Ricardo was perhaps the first economist who adequately realized
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he problem of the dbutetta of wealth TV
ystem was the Malthusian lav of pop-

ulation. Rkardo believed that as population inert**

od ; and as this took
place

an increasing share of the product
v would go to the landlord in the shape of economi*

cstaodardof living,

that b to say, the laborer would receive enough to purchase the

nete*surir> .in-i conveniences
required

to npoort Un IM * ii ha :

in th. residue would 90 to

si ami profits. Profits were thus the

ittssagcof time and the settlement

n taught that

mil WOUld .il *>'! i' .1 l.ir^rr .tii'! .1 l.i:i.vr HHtfC !

'

!'
]

' '

' M
.

kii.n.io\ primijMi \vurk is caDed rVtfldMtj r NM .. /- :

)
.

ae of rent,

<lified and devek>pcd t is the one pfttfntfd in this IWEB.
<asimistk tinge. Rent,

be sn. iggardlincss, not to the luint> t of nature;

iphasized the natural diver-

>t between wage receivers and profit makers, and the sntayv
sts of landowners and all other classes of

advancement of humanity. Ricardo is remarkable for his

power in the use of the abstract deductive method, and it is note-

action should attach, not to a professional

scholar, but to one of the most successful bankers and Brokers of

lay.
i Stuart Mill. 1 from 1806-1873, dosed one period

in the development of economic science and began another in Eng-
land. He started as a thoroughgoing follower of Ricardo, pre-

served th< rines of value, rent, and profits, and advocated
' as a general principle of political expediency. But
r years Mill advocated the diffusion of property through

and taxation of inheritances, indorsed the appro-
the future unearned increment of land, and

important distinction between the production and
a of wcnl lie laws and o

said,
"
partake of the nature of physical truths.

il or arbitrary in them. ... It b not so

with the <!istrii>ution of wealth. That is a matter of human insti-

ankirui. individually or

collectively, "can do with them as they like. ... The distribution

depends upon the laws and customs of society.
: lined are what the opinions and fcdingi
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of the community make them, and arc- vrry different in different

ages and countries; and might be still mure different, if mankind
so choose."

old and the new doctrines found in Mill's Principles of Polit-

ical Economy do not harmonize, however, and the result is a work
one of the most valuable of modern times, yet full of inconsistencies.

Nevertheless, Mill will always be regarded as the culmination of

the school usually known as t he Kngli>h deductive or classical school.

Most of the work of the school was deductive
;

that is, th.

by singling out a few main facts of the external physical world and
human nature familiar to all, and showing how men must act under
the guidance of th< None of these economists pretended
that the !~< Inch the\ considered were the whole of human
nature, though they have sometimes been interpreted as if they did

so; but they thought that the great multitude of motives which
influenced men were too complex to be analyzed, and only one or

two (chiefly self interest) could
"
be reduced to any assignable law."

Despite these limitations, the largest contributions that have been

made to economic science came from the English classical school.

Socialism. Mill's change of heart resulted partly from his

study of the socialist writers, who voiced the earliest and most

thoroughgoing protest against the views of the classical economists.

Modern socialistic doctrine may conveniently be dated from
William Godwin's Inquiry concerning Political Justice (1793), al-

though Godwin himself was more of an anarchist than a socialist.

Godwin and the early French idealists and communists, Cabet,
Saint-Simon, Fourier, etc., began the attack on the ethical and

political views of the orthodox political economy. Later the attack

was continued in a somewhat more practical and realistic way by
writers such as William Thompson and Robert Owen in England,
Bazard and Louis Blanc in France, Rodbertus, Lasalle, and Marx in

Germany. The foundation of classical political economy was Inisscz-

and its doctrinal structure was built around the system of private

capitalistic enterprise. Socialism in essence was a thorough \>-

against laissez-faire and the private ownership of property. Pierre

Le Roux used the word "
socialism

"
in 1838

* with the very purpose
of expressing the antithesis of individualism.

In recent times, largely under the influence of Karl Marx, s

ism has acquired a distinctive economic theory of its own. Marx,
in his work on Capital, was in most ways as abstract, deductive, and

pessimistic as any of the classical school, but at bottom his whole

theory was directed against those fundamental institutions of our
social order which the classical economists took for granted. Marx
has been credited by some with the discovery of the materialistic or

economic interpretation of history, and the whole tendency of the

modern scientific socialists has been to emphasize the evolutionary

standpoint.
The Sociologists. Among other influences which broadened

1 It was used before this in England by the followers of Robert Owen.
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conception of economic science, and induced him to tempe*
the rigor of his early teachings, were the works of Auguste Comic

under of modern sociology. Comte was espe-
cially severe in his

of economics bom history, ethics, and posV
tics. must these fields, he maintained, be oil

common, but the work must be done by inductive, as distinct from
deductive, methods. To the classical assumption that a universal
science of economics could be formulated, true for all times and
places, he opposed the theory that there is in society an ordered

change or evolution, and that the capitalistic stage, to which the
classical economics conformed, must be studied in connection with
the

past
at ire Economics, he particularly insisted, cannot

The Historical School. This particular line of thought was
taken up in Germany about 1850 by three young Germans,
Roach lebrand, who vigorously assailed the doc-
trines issical school. They went back to the old rurmiici

rest, private property, demand and supply and traced
<>ut ti .il development of economic life, coming to the con-
clusion that economic policies were not absolutely, but only rela-

true. 1 .it economic science can discover laws
hold true for all times and all places. They emphasised

nportancc of t f minute investigations
icts, and the study of legal institutions, custom, and ethics
r relation to economic : most members of the school
lined a strong sympathy for policies of reform.

Owing to thi i ferment in Germany during the infancy
of the historical school and the formation of the German Empire

reaction against the classical economists was at its height,
German political economy of the last half of the nineteenth century
was impregnated with a striking nationalistic spirit which sepa-
rated it even further from the cosmopolitanism of the English writers.

The creation of a new state is almost invariably attended by the
enactment of restrictive legislation, looking to the amalgamation

rporated into the new state and the

protection of its industries from foreign competition. Loissc*

/Mr*, under these conditions, is particularly difficult to maintain,

il economy of Germany seemed to voice these politi-

cal necessities. Like the classical economy of F^gE**, it was a
creature of its own time and its own environment.
The Economic Optimists. The classical English economists

have often been called pessimists. This is too strong a term, in-

asmuch as they all saw hope for improvement. What can be amid

is that they developed pessimistic tendencies. Take it as we will.

. of population is tinged %

-o also is irdian theory of distribution. In oppo-
i to English economists, there was developed elsewhere, about
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the middle of the nineteenth century, a scheme of thoroughgoing
economic optimism, and this was presented in a more unqualified

way !>; (^1801-1850), than by any 01* l'.a>tiai

was an ardent agitator for free trade and a popular pleader for the

gainst the attacks of socialis

the author of numerous pamphlets, and at the time of lu's death
i a systematic treatise entitled /

of whu h ': : volume only was comple
1

ording to

t. there is no economic rent. Tin- landowner docs not

receive an unearned income. What we call rent is simply a return

for past investments of capital. The profits on capital also, a

ing to him, are simply a return on past labor, and relatively to I

a diminishing return. For it iliarity of labor stored up in

those products which we call capital, that it continually diminishes

in value as compared with present labor. In other words, wages
are continually gaining relatively as compared with the profits of

capital. Capital may gain absolutely on account of the it:

in the amount of capital. Wages gain both absolutely and rela-

tively. Value gives us the ratio of exchange be;

Economic gain is in proportion to economic service except that labor

is progressively a gainer on account of the fact that man's p:

services (as seen in labor) increase in value as compared with man's

past services as accumulated in capital.
As Bastiat denied the existence of pure economic rent in the

Ricardian sense, he also denied the Mahhusian theory of popula-
tion, holding that no proof could be adduced of a tendency of popu-
lation to press upon the means of subsistence. The evils that we

experience come, according to Bastiat, from man's inter!-

with natural harmonies. Nature works things out well, and this

is the best of possible worlds if we could only let nature have her

way.
Henry C. Carey, the American contemporary of Basti.it, held

similar doctrines, and was apparently the more original man. If

either one borrowed from the other, it must have been Bastiat.

Probably neither one was guilty of any conscious plagiarism.
The writings of the optimists had a considerable influence for a

time in (irrmany, where they were developed and applied with

uncompromising logic by men like Prince-Smith, I-'am her, and a

considerable number of others who were influential in the

and practical affairs rather than in academic life. In the t

States these writings have had a great deal of influence upon a num-
ber of icrs, among whom we may mention especially the late

Arthur Latham Perry, long professor in Williams College.
Edward Atkinson, a well-known s and wri ton.

Early American Economists. The reaction against the Eng-
lish economists, it is interesting to note, began earlier in the I

States than in England or Germany. In the early part of the nine

teenth century, emphatic dissent from the English doctrines wa*
voiced by a group of publicists, among whom may be mentioned
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Raymond, Matthew Carey, fliiririifc

Nile*, and Hrdrri.k I.iM. Hamilton'* *,,rl, .u.d vlfwl m Pfi
and Matthew Carey were pamphleteers of consider-
iic first third of the nineteenth century; and Ust.

who, in the view of some authorities, planted the seeds of the Ccr-

ably obtained his disi.

tioiulutu \irw aU . |-.htictl eCOOOmj m th.- I . .' :

'

.t- > .:.- .1

lirst formulated the < 'U//IHO o/ .4mm<Jfi Potted Eionomy,

Daniel Raymond, ho all the American writers noted,
is the least known, and yet the a >t American treatise

which a dish: American system of

.;ht is suggested. Raymond's first book, Tkoutki*
/ Economy, appeared in 1820; a second edition, under

nomy, appeared
in 1823, and the

was rep- ight changes in 1836 and 1840. The
essence of Raymond's system is found in his conception of wealth.

.in aggregate of exchange values
but the opportunity to acquire the material comforts of life by
labor ngli&h political economy, in Raymond's view, was
a study of private as opposed to political or national economy.
Raymond emphasised n between i

social wealth, and maintained that the laws of wealth laid down
ed as a unit. The

; articular classes, be argued,
do not always -ts of the nation as a whole,

. will be best advanced by developing
all the national powers to ; ->t possible extent. He was
thus a warm advocate of protection as opposed to Causes-/

Raymond's views had so impressed Mattheu it he of-

fered to suppor : of political economy at the t'niver*

md if the Tniversi (x-rmit Raymond to fill it. Mat-

C^arey's s 1879), by far the

inthu-ini.il of the < -nombts, was in like

probably intlu- hings of Raymond. Carey was
rncst champion

of it an ir.

of classical economic (hxtriiu^ li <l<.-nied the truth of

thr .\' ! the la\v K returns; ob-
: rent ; and maintained that the

value of a com: ;

ic cost of repr- rather

than the cost of production, as was, he thought, laid down in the classi-

cal theory Carey entertained a concept of wealth

md in some parts
Is of investigation which brought him in close touch with

the sociologists and the German historical economists. The key-
stone of his economic system is the doctrine of association. The

^t returned to Germany and vat there
. . and b identified rather

i^rmany than with that -f tbj : .: i StfttH
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increasing mastery of man over nature, or tin- increase of wraith.

Carey held to be dependent uixm the increasing efl Tsulting
from a compact, homogeneous tx>pulutioii, in which agric ulture

and manufacture arc condiu -trl side by side, in which the home-
market idea is carried out in the most complete way, and in which.
to be brief, the association of industrial and social units is muM
intense and intimate. It can be readily understood why the eco-

nomic philosophy of Carey was so inimical to free trade at e\>

point.
The Austrian School. The p: inst the

mists which we have been considering were dire* ted largely against

the narrow scope and deductive methods of the classical sihool.

The Austrian economists represent a reaction not against their

methods, but against the conclusions, and particularly against tin-

theory of value of the classical school. The great contribution ot

the Austrian school is the marginal utility theory of value, whi< h

has been most assiduously applied in economic analysis by a group
of Austrian economists, among whom may be specially mentioned

Monger, Wieser, Sax, and Bohm-Hawcrk. Hut the marginal utility

theory of v.-.lu was advanced almost simultaneously, about iS;i.

by the English economist Jevons, the Austrian economist M
and the French economist Walras. 1

The Austrians have been a leading force in producing what is

not inaptly termed a renaissance in theory, although, as stated,

they indorsed the deductive and abstract methods of the classical

economists. The classical theory put the emphasis upon supply
or the conditions of supply, maintained that cost of production
determines value, and found the ultimate measure and explanation
of value in the pain and sacrifice of labor. The Austrians main-
tain that utility, the pleasure or satisfaction derived from con-

sumption, is the ultimate cause and measure of value; they empha-
size demand as the English economists emphasized supply; and
hold that value determines cost of production and not the o
of production, value. Capital, they conclude, n hie

from the finished product instead of giving value to that product.
The work of this school has tended to put the consumer in the pi.

primarily occupied by the capitalist as the center of discussion in

economic theory. The work of the Austrians has had a profound
influence upon economic writing in the United St.

Present Condition of Economic Thought. The net effect of all

these protests against the classical English economists h

to introduce a welcome catholicity into the- methods of economic

investigation. The historical school emphasized the evolutionary

standpoint and the necessity of minute investigation of the f :

of industrial life, while- the work of the Austrians operated to strengthen
and explain the necessary place of deduction in economic analysis.

1 In reality the marginal utility theory had been explained many years b ;

this by a number of obscure writers whose ideas, however, never affected the main
current of economic thought.
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Today the ordinary Dconomte employs either method, or both, as

the subject-matter demands, and the controversy about method*
has become a thing of the

past.
With respect to i he theory of value.

r
supply

nor demand, neither cost nor utility, neither the capi
Ulist nor the consumer, is now said to exert a predominating Inmi-

ation of values. The Austrian school, it is now
understood, supplied a needed corrective without revolutioolainf
the earlier theory of value. The Austrian* themselves are seen to

have been guilty of laying exaggerated emphasis "pw thf consumer
'

value and price, and there is reason to believe that

their analysis is based in some degree upon a faulty psychology.
h respect to the

scope of economics. The at

tempt oi tiu classical economists to isolate an "economic man"
by an enlightened self-interest and unaffected by

imanitarian impulses, is recognised to haw
been a mistake. But economics has never given itself to a com-

plete study of politics or ethics. It considers ethical and political

phenomena when these cannot be dissociated from economic phe-
nomena, but insists, nevertheless, upon the separation of economics
from ethics, politics,

and sociology. We recognize that these fields

itTcrentiated, but we recognize just as

clearly that a division of labor is necessary if accurate results are to

be achieved Furthermore, this division of labor is showing itself

progressively
within .is of economics itself, as it has shown

itself in all growing sciences. Indeed, the present condition of eco-

.vasso accurately predicted by W. S. Jevons, in 1876,
that his words written in the midst of the controversy among the
adherents of the dcdm live, historical, mathematical, and sociological

Is of investigation may well be employed to picture the
lie science of economics as it exists tod.

"As I have previously explained, the present chaotic state of

economics arises fr nfusing together of several branches
of knowledge. Sub be remedy. We must distinguish
the empirical clement from the abstract theory, from the applied

theory n the more detailed art of finance and adm
will arix various sciences, such as commercial statistics, the

mathema'ual t Ivory of economics, systematic and descriptive

sociology, and fiscal science. There may even
be a k roai sutxlivisiun of the sciences; that is to say. there

will i
. into branches as regards the subject, and division

according to the manner of irr.iiing the branch of the subject. The
r may h ual, empirical, historical, or practical; the

subject may be capital and labor, currency, banking, taxation, land

, not to speak of the more fundamental division of the

r as it treats of consui . exchange, and dis-

tribution of wealth . the whole subject is so extensive,
: verse, that it is absurd to suppose it can be treated in

any single book, or in any single mann<

M. Tk~ry /PM** Bftmtmy. yd d^ pp. yr, iti

3C
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SUGGESTIONS FOR STUDENTS AND TEACIIi

SOME teachers of economics rely chiefly upon classroom discussions of

assignments in a textbook, supplemented, possibly, by certain other

reading requirements. Others make large use of lectures and of prob-
lems and brief reports assigned in connection with particular subjects

discussed in the class. Some require the student to write one or more

longer essays or themes on specific topics. In this book spn in> mVr

ences, questions, and problems have been appended to each d
The aim has been to list only books and papers that have value in them-

selves and that have a direct bearing upon the subject matter of the

respective chapters. References to parallel discussions in other elemen-

tary textbooks have for the most part been avoided, the aim being to

enable the student to extend his inquiries by reading more advanced and

comprehensive treatments of particular problems.

There is no one "
best way

"
of teaching economics, for the methods

used must depend very largely upon the size of the classes and the

maturity of the students. It has been the experience of the writers,

however, that whatever the relative degree of emphasis put upon

lectures, classroom discussions, and assigned problem work of different

sorts, mastery by the student of one book on general economics, or at

least of so much of it as treats of fundamental economic principle-, is

an essential part of every introductory course in the subject. When

pressed for time, the teacher using this book may find it desirable to

omit all of it save Book II,
"

Principles and Problems." When more

time is available, it may be deemed wise to include discussions of i

subjects not treated in this volume. " The economic problems of munic-

ipalities," "the elements of statistical method,"
"
the problems 01

relief,"
" the general principles of market organization," are a few among

many possible supplementary topics.

Valuable suggestions on the teaching of elementary economics will be

found in various papers and discussions printed in the Journal of Political

Economy, Vols. xvii-xxii (1909-1914). Some help may also be gained

from papers by C. J. Bullock (Education, Vol. xi) ;
F. R. Clow (Economic

Studies, Vol. iv) ;
R. F. Hoxie (Journal of Political Economy, Vol. ix) ;

H. k. Mussey (Educational Review, Vol. xi) ;
and H. W. Thurstcn

(School Rcmcv, Vol. iv).

754
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problem of making an adequate amount of ftupplemenUry rendUf
lle to t utlcnt * in large dssses ha* been made tirisr to solve by the

-olume* of excerpts, designed for 00* particular use.

\\ 11 ll..-.. rtml Econ+mU Problt* Marshall.
.-hi, and J A. Field, MottrUU for /A* 5/i^y / KUmumUry

Mew SoUctod Rtodintt in Economi* > I \ i

Soune Book in &0*0mus.) Similar volumes have been made
i*l on special economic problems. References to many of these

will i,c found among the reading list* appended to the different chapter*
i* book.

General Works on Economics. Other American lestbooks on

economics, cf college grade, are : C. J. Bullock, Introduction to tk< Study

of Economy .
II J Davenport, Outline of Economic Tktor,

'imiplri of Econom. >g Fisher, EUmentory Principle* of

Economic; H K Bttf*?, Introduction to Kcomomiti; and E. R A.

Seagman, Principles of Economic. Larger in scope or more deta.

i.cnt of the general principles of economics arc if J Daven-
!soHomi<s of Enttrf onomus (a voU.) ,

I \V. Taussig, PrincipUs of Etomomut (a voU.).

/Wt/iVd/ Economy (" advanced course "), although pre-

senting a somewhat antiquated view of economic principles, win be

found still to possess much interest for the reader.

Among English books, Alfred Marshall's Principle* of Ectm+mut

occupies a
.

authoritative position. It is characterized by an

illy intimate grasp of the facts of modern economic life and by a

rare degree of ability in critical analysis. It attempts to reconcile many
of the modern developments in economic analysis with the fundaments!

! economy of David Ricardo and John Stuart

pect to the degree of success with which Marshall

has accomplished this reconciliation. Marshall's Principles is difficult

for any but the mature student, and his own attempt at an abridgement,
nomifs of I nd tinctly inferior to the larger work. Two

excellent books that are based in large measure on Marshall's Principle
are S. J. Chapman, Outlines of Political Economy, and A. \V. Flux,

Economic Principles. The comprehensive English work of J. S. Nichol-

son (Principles of Political Economy, 3 vols.) is even more conserva

-* of economic theory than is Marshall's. Edwin Canaan's

Wtollk is a small manual with an original and suggestive point of view.

he most readable and in many respects one of the best recent

English works is P. H \Y. K steed's Th* Common Sw< of Politic*

Economy.

Special mention can be made of only a few of the more important
German and Austrian works on general economics. Adolf

GrnndUtnmt dor politiscken OtkonomU (a vols.) is characterised by
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erudition and by systematic and painstaking das and defini-

tions. It is of particular interest to American students on account of its

distinctive point of view, and especially its emphasis upon, the |

1 and political aspects of economic problems. The Allgcmtint

Volksu'irtschaftslthre of Gustav Schmoller (2 vols.) is characterized by
the consistent use of the historic al method, and by the extent to \vhirh

psychology and ethnology as well as history are drawn upon to explain

modern economic institutions. Wilhclm Lexis's Allgemeine 1

\i a smaller work, embodying a better exposition of

fundamental economic primip', found in most (lerman works,

and distinguished by a large measure of originality. The All;

\'olks-u<irtschaflslehre of Eugen von Phillipovich (2 vols.) contains a more

natic presentation of general economics than does any other work in

the German language. It is distinctly catholic, or perhaps, ecleti.-.

in its general theories.

The Traite theorique el pratique d'economie politique (4 vols.) of Paul

Leroy-Beaulieu may be taken as the best example of a rather do.

type of laissez-faire economics that still commands a large and influential

following in France. Representative of a newer school of thought, m< in-

hospitable to various projects for constructive economic betterment, is

the work of Charles Gide, whose two books on general economics are

available in English translation (Political Economy and Principles oj

Political Economy), The best modern French work is, perhaps, Adolphe

Landry's Manuel d'tconomique.
In other European countries, especially in Italy, Holland, and the

Scandinavian countries, there has been much economic writing of a high

order. Attention may be called to the English translation of the excel-

lent Dutch work of N. G. Pierson, Principles of Economics (2 vols.), and

to the French translation (Manuel d'tconomic politique) of a book (in

Italian) by Vilfredo Pareto, which is possibly the most noteworthy of

various modern works in which mathematical methods are u

economic analysis.

Encyclopedias. The most comprehensive encyclopedia of economics

is the great II andworterbuch der Staatswissenschaflen (ad ed., 7

edited by Conrad and others. A smaller, but useful, German reference

work is the \Vortcrbuch der Volkswirtschaft fod. ed., 2 vols.), edited by
Elster. In French, the Nouveau dictionnaire d'economie politique (2 vols.,

with supplements), edited by Say and Chailley, is already somewhat

antiquated and represents a rather narrow point of view. For

fields there are the Dictionnaire des finances (2 vols.), edited by Say and

Foyot, and the Dictionnaire du commerce, de I'industrie, et de la banque

(2 vols.), edited by Guyot and RafTalovich. The English Dictionary oj

Political Economy (3 vols.), edited by Palgrave, is a standard reference

work. There is no American dictionary or encyclopedia covering the
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whole field of economics. The RmtycUf+dia of Social Rrft+m. edited by
BUM, i. useful in it .pedal field. Although publehed in the *riy

"1. tome of the article! in Ulor't CyUf+dU ef PoWcat Sreje**
Political Economy, and Untied Stau, History (j vols.) nmmlm of value.

rwer Cyclopedia of A rkeG*rssss, edited by MclaughlinMi
rnay be consulted on topics in public (mane* and related fields

Periodical* M.,n> ..f thr

nomics appear in special periodicals devoted to the subject. In the

tes there arc the Quarterly Journal of Economics, the Journal

of Political Kconomy (monthly), the Political Science Quarterly, and the

A merican Economic Review (the organ of the American Economic Asso-

I he Annals of Ike American Academy of Political

and Social Science (raont A meritan Political Science Romow

(quarterly), and the American Journal of Sociology (bi-monthly),

frequently puMish papers that are of importance for the student of

economics. Limited to more specialized fields are the Quarterly Publica-

tions of Ike American Statistical Association, the American Laoor Ufil-

iation Review, the Bulletin of tht National To* Atmrimim (monthly), and
the Survey (weekly, covering the field of charities and other

movements for social betterment).

In England the principal economic periodicals are the

Journal (the q -rgan of the Royal Economic Sodety), the

Journal of tke Royal Statistical Society (monthly), and thr

Review (quarterly, largely devoted t<> the ethical aspects of

problems). The economic journals of the various countries of conti-

nental Europe, although of great value to the specianst, are too numerous

to mention here.

The " trade journals
"
of different spedal industries and in the fields

of banking and insurance are often useful to the spedal students in these

fields. In particular the periodicals dealing with the general conditions

of business and the money market are often indispensable- The Com-

mercial and Financial Ckronicle of New York (weekly) may be specially

mentioned on account of the completeness and accuracy of its statistics

of money mark.- For London the Economist and the SleHat

occupy a similar position. The A nnual Financial Review contains con-

nt compilations of the more important statistics that haw appeared
in the Comn-.rr, ial and Financial Ckronicle during the preceding yc-

useful annual survey of international financial conditions is given by
Raffalovich's Le marcki financier (Paris). Such annuals as the States-

man's Year Book (London), Wkitakor** Almanac (London), and the

World Almanac (New York), are often useful for refercsx

The American Yoar Book contains, among other things, an

annual review of important economic legislation.

rence to the enormous output of articles on Iooenmi c subjects hi
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periodicals of a more general or popular type is now easy by using the
" cumulative indexes " and "

readers' guides
"
that will In- found i

colleges and public libraries. These articles are, of course, of very uneven

y and must be used disiriminatinKly. Most of the more important.
current articles on economic topics are listed, with many l>n

or appraisals, in the successive numbers of the American Economic
Review.

Books in Special Fields. The references given in connection with the

dilTerent chapters in this volume arc sufficient to enable one to make a

fairly thorough study of the different subjects treated in these < ha; rrs

of the books referred to contain more elaborate biLlic^'rap!

their special subjects. The student should, of course, be familiar with

the use of the card catalogue of a modern library. In using such a cata-

logue it should be remembered that the library classification of books by
subjects is very rarely entirely satisfactory, so that one should exercise

one's ingenuity in searching under different subjects. The Library of

Congress has printed in pamphlet form lists of books and articles on

various practical economic problems, and is often able to furnish, at a

small price, shorter typewritten lists of references on other subjects.

Short annotated bibliographies are issued by different state legislative

libraries and municipal reference libraries. The bibliographies in the

various economic encyclopedias, especially the Handworterbuch der

Staatswissenschaften, will often be found helpful. A very complete list of

new books in various fields of economics is published quarterly in the

American Economic Review.

Government Publications. The student should early acquire some

familiarity with the use of government documents as first-hand sources

of information. Aside from statutes and the proceedings of legislative

bodies these publications include : (i) annual reports of different admin-

istrative departments and bureaus; (2) reports of special investigations

made by the permanent bureaus or by special commissions
; (3) records

of the hearings before legislative committees of inquiry. A record of the

enormous output of the publications of the federal government is con-

tained in the Monthly Catalogue of Public Documents, published by the

Superintendent of Documents, Washington. This has an annual index,

and a comprehensive Document Catalogue is also published for each

Congressional period. The Check List of Government Documents is

convenient to use in locating regular or routine documents published

before 1910. The Annotated Tables of and Consolidated Index to the

Congressional Series of United States Public Documents may also be used

for the same purpose. Poore's Descriptive Catalogue of the Government

Publications of the United States, 1774-1881, is useful in locating irregular

or obscure publications of various sorts. In nearly every congressional

district there is a public or college library which is an official depository
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for federal documents and has a nearly rnsapleU tat of those

cent years. Current documents may sometimes be
out Charge from the department* or bureaus Issuing tbem or from the

Representative or Senator from one's district or slate. Tbry can

always be purchased at small prices from the Superintendent of Docu-
ments. Tbe Superintendent of Documents Issues small printed price
lists of the puMit 4tion in different special fields.

!i*he* a Moikly List ef Stale 0asaa*.
Bowkcr's State P*bl: ree parts) give a fairly complete list up to

about looo, and a full index to the economic material* la state tiommeaU
is bdng published by the Carnegie Institution, Tbe volume* for a

number of the larger states have already appeared. Municipal docu-

ments are often published in an unsystematic way, and there is no

general index or list of dther current or past municipal
student should find it both practicable and instructive,

to become acquainted with the published documents of the dty in whicb

e of some large city in his St..

The British Parliamentary Papers contain a wealth of material oa a

mgc of economic topics. Much of this is lined in P. S. King *
Son's Catalogue of Parliamentary Papers, /&>/ /poo (with S*ppUmtmtt

Jpoj-jp/o). Lists of current publications are
;

don dealers. The more important ones are noted in the Engttsb eco-

nomic journals, and (more fully) in an occasional
" Blue Book Sup-

plement
"

to the \ew Statesman, a London weekly. Among the gov-

ernment publications of other countries we can mention here only the

valuable statistical year-books published by many nations and by a

number of important cities. The student will find the statistical annuals

of Australia and New Zealand especially interesting and instructive.
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Capitalisation, corporation, 219, 221,

225; of rent, 4x8.
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m socialism, 630.
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National Income, define*]. ,,,.
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National wealth, statistics of, 1 1 2.
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368; infant industry argument, 369,

376; military argument, 370; home-

market argument, 371, 376; as

fense against dumping, 371 ;
war

gument, 373, 377 ; "equalizing o

production," 373 ;
fiscal aspect

378, 713; Ethical aspects of, 379;
relation to monopoly, 194, 380.

Public authority, relation of, to paces,

183.

Public consumption monopolies, 197, 68*.

Public debts, increase of, 666 ; relation to

public works, 668; relation to tturcs,

668; wise use of, 610.

Public domain, as a source of revenue,

671. See Public lands.

Public expenditures, growth of, 644;
contrasted with private expend i

1

646; relation to total social income,

648; extravagance, economy, and

parsimony in, distinguished, 652;

changing objects of, I irity

of, 659; d of, 660; statis-

tics of, in United States, 662.
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Public finance. 64j
I

'

f t *'r I ' r *
'

t (r

iof.7S: liHilnpmsjrt

i-uttcy. 70. 67 j.

674; mineral land*. 675

66! ; from

671; from public

68*; from free. 690;
from

.r the

ol in England. S S

Quantity theory of price*. 314.

Qoajft-rant, 509.

Queanay, ?4S.

Railway rates, movement of. 563;

general level of, $65; relative.

.il>t.x:; r. .\, .1 f.i. I.T i:.. <.: )

Railway*, histon ited State*.

economic importance of, 558;

of, 91. 560; pooling and
valuation of, 566;

of. apportionment

^P, 57; govern-

refuktion, S7J; affected by
Sherman Anti- trust Art, 237.

Raymond. Daniel. 751.

Rediscounting.3oS.

RfiBgion aa an economic factor, 104.

Rent, 407; under uniformly intensive

use of land. 410; under actual condi-

of land to. 416; the specific product
of land. 394. 4(6; rapifattnrion of.

418; relation to social progress, 419.

Replacement fund, 501.

Ream, insurance. 583.

a88, 393, 301, 308.

Rkardo. David. 746.

Risk. 107; relation to profits, 536;
latioo to insurance, S77

Romans, economic ideas of. 7

Rouwvrlt. ThoMlurr. on mincr.il l.r

poncy. 676.

Rowntrce. B. S . on causes of "primary
poverty, 551.

Rubinow, I. M., on
rral war*. 547

Rural credit. 609.

Savwj,a*dtt
497. 9**.

Saving* bank*, j 14 ^^^
ion, i jo. 401; of raw aislsrieh. a
LtUflC cj ffk.,f,. J.J> \. + r> HyJ

So .-I Bank ol Ihr I rutr.1

;

Secrecy, aa a 10010 of

S9

103.

Ian, of. 144.

, LM, control of goM
when Secretary of the Treasury.

Shays'* rffxiBhm, 6a.

Sherman Anti-trust Act. 936.

Sherman Silver-purchase Act, >66.

Shifting of taaea. on mnnnctoies.

general theory of. 703; of

Sicknesa insurance. 591.

Single taa, 4>S. 079. 706;

745-
tflutl ^ Kijrfi^^ unit

ft* tfejdL In. &l

..

3SJ

Slater, Samuel. 8*.

Slavery, 37 ; in the I'nited States, 66.

Small Holdings Act. 60*.

Smith. Adam. 48, S3. 745 ; on waf b

50 ;

objections to. 593.
Social bw*. nature of. it

Social mnnnpoisa. 105-
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Special privilege monopolies, 197.

Specialization. Set Division of labor.

Specie payments, suspension of, 273;

resumption of, 275.

Specific productivity. See Marginal pro-
duct i

Speculation, relation to New York money
market, 295; as a source of profits,

534; in agricultural produce, 622.

Standard of deferred payments, 336.

Standard of life, 438.

Standard Oil Co. Case, 230.

Standard Oil Trust, 230.

State activity, present scope of, 17.

State banks, before Civil War, 290; pres-
ent position, 313.

State insurance, 585.

State regulation of industry, develop-
ment of, in 1'nited States, 96. See

Anti-trust laws, Labor legislation,

Raih.

State socialism, 631.

State and local taxation, 726.

Steuart, Sir James, 744.

Stock, corporation, 220.

Strikes, 452.

Subjective value, 137; of a stock, 138;
relation to exchange value, 155.

Subsistence theory of wages, 437.

Supply, nature of, 162; relation to

normal price, 167, 170.

Supply curve, short-period, 163; long-

period, 174-

Supply and demand, 156.

Supply and demand curves, 164.

Surplus, bank, 287 n.
; insurance, 583 ;

consumers', 161 ; producers', 165; of

bargaining, 181, 442.

Surplus value, doctrine of, 629.

Syndicalism, 63 1.

Tabular standard, 342.

Tariff, and sectionalism, 63; as source

of revenue, 713. See Protection.

Taxation, 604 ; justice in, 606 ; progres-

sive, 699; direct and indirect, 702;

shifting of, 202, 703, 714; federal, 710;
state and local, 726.

Taylor, H. C., on farm tenancy in

England, 618.

Tenancy, farm, increase of, 603 ; com-

pared with encumbered ownership, 615.
Time utility, 116.

Trade arbitration, 457.

Trademarks, 23, 106.

Trade unions. See Labor or;-

Transactions, taxes on, 719.

Transportation, 557 ; I ways.
ompanics, 314.

Trusts, 230. See Combinations.

Turgot, 745-

! increment, 422.

rnemploynn . 592.

I'nfair oimix-tition, 29, 239, 243.

United States, economii devel.ipm.

61.

United States Bank, 304 n.

.ri. 88.

Urban lands, rent of, 426.

1'rdahl, T. K., on fee system, 692.

Use price, 205.

Usury, 493, 5*3, 743-

Utility, defined, 105.

Utopian socialism, 628.

Valuation, of public-service properties,

184, 209 .,s66.

Value, exchange, 152; suhj'

155; production of, 118. See 1

Values of money, 317. See G<

Mges in prices.

Yaria: ; (ion to i.

prices, 177.

iterests, 25.

i, wage boards in, 459, 480.

Voluntary arbitration, 458.

Wages, as price of labor, 427 ; fixed by
demand and supply, 428 ; affected by
structure of the population, 432;
affected by growth of population
sul; <>ry of, 437 ;

n 1

of standard of life to, 4 ^S ; in different

occupations, 439; statistics of, in

United States, 341, 547; agricultural

wages, 606; statistics of agricultural

wages, 608 ;
in greenback period, 277.

Wages of management. See I

preneur's wage.

Wage boards, 95, 459, 480.

Wagner, Adolph. statistics of incomes

in I'ru--ia, 546; on public exp

tures, 650.

IR, 106; an ultimate agent of pro

duction, 522; relation to intere^
1

499,521.
nature of, 133.

Wealth, distinguished from income, 108.
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